Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Mountain Vantage Point for Advent First Sunday of Advent/B November 27, 2011
9:00 AM Is 63:16b-17,19b; 64:2-7; I Cor 1:3-9; Mk 13:33-37 (It is easy to forget
why we are here and what we should be about.)

“Jesus said to his disciples: ‘Be watchful! Be alert!’”
There is little doubt that Jesus’ disciples took these words to mean that the end of the
world and the triumph of the Messiah was imminent. The passing of time taught the
Church, those disciples, that this original expectation was not correct. However, I doubt
we can really appreciate or sympathize with their feelings, because this recognition of the
postponement of the end of the world was met with extreme disappointment. Now
imagine that a comet is headed for the earth and NASA alerts the whole world to this fact
and everybody on the earth is duly alarmed, and then at the last minute the comet veers
off and misses altogether only causing a tidal wave perhaps in Pago Pago. Can you
imagine for a moment the feeling of disappointment? Well, that’s how early Christians
reacted to this postponement of the end of the world. We are different and we have to
keep in mind we are different, that our mentality and our expectations and our culture
is different from our early forebears in the faith.
However, on a more personal basis this teaching remains true because not one of us
knows the time of his or her death. And we know at least in our heads that we shall all
surely pass on from this planet at some point. And that we shall pass on and that the earth
shall pass away has never been doubted or disputed for one moment in the history of the
Church, and it’s something now that even modern science agrees with. The earth will
pass away—no doubt about it! This is not really a macabre thought because it’s a
central belief that we are created for something much more than what we see now.
We are created for something that is not yet visible or perceptible. St. Paul put it this
way: “Eye has not seen, ear has not heard, nor has anyone imagined what God has
prepared for those who love him.” This is a very rich thought.
This is a thought good to keep with you every day because it is very easy to forget
why we are here and what we should be about. And the result is we are as good as
asleep in regard to our purpose and reason for living, and that’s why this gospel says: “Be
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watchful! Be alert!” Advent is a wake-up call. We are waiting, but we are not
necessarily waiting attentively and we tend to drift into forgetfulness, drowsiness. And
yet forgetfulness and drowsiness is not a description of our lives outwardly. Outwardly
we are very active, driven, anxious, over engaged and over involved, according to many.
The drowsiness is purely inward, but the two are related.
Where does our hyperactivity come from? Is it not because we really hate
waiting? Do we think waiting is wasting time? Is it because we are afraid that if we
really think about what’s important, we will realize we are not in control, we are not
in charge? Is modern anxiety and hyperactivity not really a running away from what is
really real, a refusal to accept our smallness and insignificance? A friend of mine in
Downers Grove was astonished on her first visit to India because the people she was
visiting there—they were relatives actually—lacked many and most of what we consider
our necessary comforts. For example, they had no stoves in their kitchens—not only no
microwaves—they had no stoves! They had no refrigerators! And nonetheless, as she
could see, they were visibly happy and content, and this puzzled her.
In the ancient world many people pictured God on some mountain. You may
remember that Moses went up Mt. Sinai to encounter God. Zion is the place of the temple
in Jerusalem. Jesus himself went up Mt. Tabor. This is all part of our story too. The
Greeks had Olympus. Perhaps this was an insight into what we need: a perspective, a
perch, to look down on life from a higher vantage point. The day before he died
Martin Luther King said, “I have been to the mountaintop.” However others were
affected by his death, it was not a tragedy for him. From the mountaintop no
individual’s life is that significant. Some people including Jesus himself have had more
influence over people in death than in life. What does this say about our ordinary way of
looking at life and our ordinary values? Advent is a time for all of us to climb that
mountain; then we will be ready for God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Under My Roof
First Week of Advent Monday, November 28, 2011
Is 2:1-5; Mt 8:5-11 (Humility is truthfulness about who we are.)

8:15 AM

“The centurion said in reply, ‘Lord, I am not worthy to have you enter under my
roof; only say the word and my servant will be healed.’”
In spiritual literature a house with a roof is symbolic of the self. Well, what is the self?
The self is our idea of who we are—it’s our idea. Everyone has a different idea of who he
or she is and it changes in life; it’s affected by what happens to us. Our successes tend to
make us feel bigger, and our failures tend to make us feel smaller. But what we think
about ourselves is what we think; we invent it. Now other people have ideas about us too,
but that’s not our idea. So this is about our own idea of who we are. That’s the house
in which we grow.
Now this centurion said, “Lord, I am not worthy to have you come under my roof,”
which literally means I am not worthy to have you come into my house, but
metaphorically it means I am recognizing who I am: I am not worthy of you. And that
sense of smallness goes along with that sense of being a creature. We are all creatures
and we are kept in being by the God who created us and without that God we would not
be at all. And here that very Word of God is incarnate in Jesus, and the centurion has
some inkling of Jesus’ importance, his dignity, his power. He says, “I have authority. I
can tell my slave what to do; I can tell my soldiers what to do. You even more so; your
authority is much more than mine.”
Now this is an expression of humility. Humility means walking on the earth. Humus is
“earth.” We walk on the earth. We are humble. Humility is not self-deprecation. Humility
is not being down on oneself. The Blessed Mother was the most humble of all creatures,
and yet all generations call her blessed, and she admitted it herself. Humility is not about
being down on yourself. Humility is about being truthful.
And this centurion in his truthfulness acknowledged Jesus’ greatness, superiority
to him. And that is the key to faith. Jesus said, “I have not seen such faith. I have not
found such faith in all of Israel.” So here there is a link between humility and faith,
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and then one is implied between pridefulness or arrogance and unbelief.
Pridefulness, arrogance, unbelief and disobedience all go together. Why? Because in that
fundamental sin that we read about in the garden of Eden there is a rivalry starting
between us and God. Well, we don’t want God to be God; we want to be God. That’s
where sin starts. And it builds up in arrogance. It builds up a false idea of greatness, of
importance, within oneself. And it’s promoted by every success. You might say we feed
on our own successes and our own abilities.
Now this is not all sinful; part of it is simply our nature: that we are made in God’s
image and likeness, so we have so much in common. But then we have to be truthful
about the whole thing. And that’s what this is about. It’s about acknowledging precisely
that we are not God. We are made in God’s image and likeness. We are capable of great
things. And in one odd way we are very important because we belong to God and in
another way we are totally insignificant because we are just one of billions and trillions
of God’s creatures. So we are beloved, but we are just one of trillions. If we really
want to be great, then we have to serve the others as Jesus said. That’s a greatness we
can and should aspire to because it’s a greatness based on truth, on humility, as
opposed to arrogance which singles out the self in a completely untruthful and unrealistic
way that leads to conflict and division and oppression and injustice. So all these things
are connected.
And when we come to Communion now in our new rite it says this very thing. “Lord, I
am not worthy that you should enter under my roof,” and we might think about this. Are
we really humble enough to recognize who is coming to us and what this means and
what effect that should have in our lives?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Progress through Knowledge of God
First Week of Advent
Tuesday,
November 29, 2011 8:15 AM Is 11:1-10; Lk 10:21-24 (Justice, virtue, harmony
among people and in nature itself)

Today in the reading from Isaiah we have the prophet’s idea of progress. And there
are those commentators, historians, who believe that the Western world has been so
mightily influenced by the Hebrew prophets that it became always looking for and
expecting progress. But there is a great difference between Isaiah’s idea of progress
and many modern ones. For example, some people think that progress is the result of
evolution; in other words, it comes willy-nilly; just through randomness change happens,
and oh by the way, it’s always for the better—isn’t that odd, especially if it’s random! Or
the belief that change is a struggle between good and evil, but then the good wins out, but
then only when the good is defined as the strong, but that’s not what Isaiah said.
Isaiah is talking about good being justice for the weak. And he says justice and
virtue and harmony, not only among people but actually in nature itself, is the result
of what he called “knowledge of the Lord.” So this doesn’t come about willy-nilly. It
doesn’t come about just automatically. It doesn’t come about through evolution. It comes
about through revelation, the revelation, God’s own disclosure of God, so that people
actually start to know who God is. That’s the object of revelation, so that people know
who God is. And if people know who God is—this is the prophet’s idea—they will
change; they will become different; they will become just; they will demand justice; they
will become virtuous; they will demand that of themselves. They will want to be virtuous.
The Spirit of the Lord will rest upon them, and they will be wise and understanding
and capable of counsel and so on—all this because of the knowledge of God, which is
a gift, but is a gift that has to be received.

Progress through Knowledge of God

Now Isaiah goes on to talk about nature and he says, “The baby shall play by the
cobra’s den, and the child lay his hand on the adder’s lair.” Now, of course, this is poetry.
But what the prophet is getting at is that nature itself is wounded by the disruptions
that sin has brought into the world. So nature itself is wounded, and nature itself
will be healed by knowledge of God in the hearts of human beings who then behave
differently. So we can either take this metaphorically to refer to the adder’s lair of human
scheming and the child being the innocent, or however you want to take it. But it’s about
a gradual movement into harmony and therefore peace led by people who know God,
motivated by the Spirit of the Lord. And this is God’s plan revealed—what—the eighth
century BC or something like that.
So how are we doing? Well, not so well because a lot of people don’t really want
the gift: they reject the gift, and they reject the Giver. And as Jesus pointed out, in
particular the learned and the clever are the rejecters. They like their own learning and
their own cleverness. Those who may receive this gift, Jesus refers to as the childlike.
It does not necessarily mean naive. It does not necessarily mean simplistic or
simpleminded. But it means people who are humble and in their hearts open to
something bigger than themselves.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Trust, Courage, Daring
Feast of St. Andrew, apostle
November 30, 2011 8:15 AM Rom, 10:9-18; Mt 4:18-22
to follow Christ)

Wednesday,
(Breaking with patterns

“At once they left their nets and followed him.”
Now I imagine that this was not a first meeting, that Andrew and Peter and James and
John had already met Jesus, already heard him preach or seen him work, because if he
were a total stranger and he called them, they would have been insane to follow, so they
must have known who he was already.
However, even then it was a matter of great trust, and more than trust, a certain
kind of daring to actually leave their nets and follow him for two reasons. First of all,
there is no way they could have possibly known what they were going to get into. But
on top of that, it went against everything they had ever been taught in regard to their
fundamental responsibilities. It was their responsibility to continue the family business,
which was fishing. If you can imagine now the two fathers left behind: what did they
think and what did they say? It’s probably not printable. And in a way they were right.
Families always stayed together and only survived because they did stay together.
They needed each other. And here these four men are abandoning their families to
follow an itinerant preacher whom no one really knew very well. So, yes, faith? Yes.
Trust? Yes. Courage? Yes. But something else, some willingness to let go of the
ordinary, some willingness to let go of what is expected, some willingness, some
daring to go where society doesn’t approve, to cross the wishes of the family.
And indeed it’s not only these four. Throughout the early stages of Church life
people had to cross the desires of their families in order to follow Christ. It is true in
some few cases whole families became converts, but usually it was an individual and
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very often against the wishes of their family because everything was family oriented in a
lockstep sort of way. So to follow Jesus meant to go against that lockstep following,
obedience.
So we might think now of Andrew as someone that maybe is asking us or leading us
to go against the grain of whatever we have been led to think is the only right way. It
is quite unlikely that our family patterns, our cultural patterns, are more open to the Holy
Spirit than at the time of Christ. Patterns are, of their nature, not very open to the Holy
Spirit. But the new life that God wants to give us does not come from patterns. It
comes from the Holy Spirit of God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
What God Wants Is Possible
First Week of Advent Friday, December 2, 2011
8:15 AM Is 29:17-24; Mt 9:27-31 (We have to discern it and pray for it)

“Then he touched their eyes and said, ‘Let it be done for you according to your
faith.’”
Now this word “faith” occurs so often in the New Testament, not so often in the Old
Testament, but it has so many different meanings. Faith means trust, yes, but it also
means openness to possibilities. Jesus stressed that “With God are all possibilities,” and
so openness to possibilities is openness to God, and that’s another meaning of faith. So
faith is trust; it’s openness; it’s willingness to follow; it’s submission; it’s everything but
rivalry—that it surely is not! It’s not skepticism.
Now if you reflect on yourself and reflect on people in the world, you will see that we
are all believing in something and skeptical of other things. That’s what makes us human,
that we have this capacity to choose what we will believe and what we will not
believe. Now we need the grace of God to choose rightly in this regard because it’s
very possible that we would believe all kinds of things falsely and foolishly and then we
would be credulous. Jesus never promotes credulity and there is a lot of credulity in the
world, part of it in regard to religion, part of it in regard to other things. Credulity is
superstition. The very idea of superstition is you put too much belief in something:
inordinate, inappropriate belief in something. Jesus never promoted that.
On the other hand, we see also that people are skeptical of certain things: I’m skeptical
of some things; you are skeptical of some things. We should be. We should be very
skeptical when people claim things. We shouldn’t believe everybody and everything.
That would be very foolish. For example, when someone wants your money, be very
careful about why they want it and what for. That’s a good kind of skepticism. When
politicians tell you what they believe in, well, be skeptical. See if it matches what they
have lived by. If it does, well, then they probably do believe it; but if it doesn’t match
what they live by, then that’s not something to believe. So we have to be believing and
unbelieving, but what is it we believe and don’t believe?

What God Wants Is Possible

Now here Jesus wants these blind men to believe he can cure their blindness. Now I
will be honest and say that I believe most people, even believers, people who believe in
God, would be skeptical about the ability of anyone to heal blindness. So what he is
asking is a big thing. “Do you believe I can do this?” And they said, “Yes, yes we do; we
do believe.” And Jesus healed them.
Now in our life I believe God wants to do all kinds of wonderful things for us, but
we are too skeptical to allow it to happen. Very possibly when we were young we
believed in a superstitious way or a credulous way in something that God did not want to
do. Maybe it was our idea. I remember reading the biography of an atheist and he said,
well, he gave up faith because when he was a boy he prayed for a bicycle and he didn’t
get it. Well, that was superstitious to believe you could get a bicycle because you prayed
for it. Who said God wanted to give a bicycle? That’s the whole problem. There is no
reflection on what God wants. That’s the big issue.
What does God want with you personally? What does God want with the
Church? We are not asking that question enough. I must say I don’t think our leaders ask
that question enough. They have already decided this or that. This must be; this can’t be.
How do they know? Well, they think they know. But do they? Many people think they
know God can’t heal blindness, but God can. And Jesus showed it here. And God could
do many things and wants to, but we have to be believing—not in what we want though.
That’s where we fall down. That’s where we become credulous and superstitious. We
think we know what should be, and then we believe it will be because we think it should
be, and then it isn’t, and we say, oh, prayer doesn’t work, oh, faith is worth nothing. But
we have not discerned what God wants. That’s now our role that the gospel gives us,
to start thinking and praying about what does God want. What does God want to do for
you? What does God want to do in your life, in the life of your family? What does God
want to do in the life of our country? What God wants is possible, but we have to
believe it and pray for it.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Give What You Have Received First Week of Advent Saturday, December 3, 2011
8:15 AM Is 30:19-21, 23-26; Mt 9:35—10:1, 5a, 6-8 St. Francis Xavier, priest
(We have the power to drive out evil and cure every illness.)

“Without cost you have received; without cost you are to give.”
Nothing would be more appropriate as an epithet for St. Francis Xavier whose
memorial we have today. He was a man who spent his life serving God in giving away
what he had received.
Now what motivated someone to go to many continents? He was active in India, Sri
Lanka, Japan, and died off the coast of China at the age of 47, so he was a very young
man at the time he died. But he really gave his whole life in a very vigorous way in very
strange places. I don’t know how he even conquered the language barriers, but somehow
he made a big impression.
Now what made the big impression? We believe it was his love for people. He was
one of the founding Jesuits, and he was very critical of scholars, priest scholars, for
example at the University of Paris. This is the sixteenth century, and he was very critical
of the idea that they were so taken up with their work there that he believed they really
didn’t have love for people. Now I don’t know if this is true or not, but it has occurred to
others as well that sometimes the study of the Bible or the study of theology can be
done for some other motivation other than for love of God and love for God’s
people. Well, if that’s true, it makes it all a waste, as Francis observed.
Now today we have a gospel talking about Jesus commissioning and motivating his
disciples. He says, “The harvest is abundant but the laborers are few.” Now who are
the laborers? All of his disciples, not just a certain group of them, not just the religious
order or an ordained order or something but all of us; all the baptized are called to be
his laborers. So he says, “Ask the master of the harvest to send out laborers for his
harvest.” Now he gathers them together and he gives them authority over unclean spirits
to drive them out. So we have to think of ourselves as members of Christ’s body
having authority to drive out all the unclean spirits that make our world impure,
that spoil the social life of our world.
Now if you don’t know what an unclean spirit is, start with the deadly sins. Just
think of them. You don’t have to go beyond the deadly sins. If we expelled the deadly
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sins from the hearts and minds of our people, of our society, how would the world be
different? It would be grand. It would be truly God’s creation in his image. And we have
the power to do this; that’s the point. He gave us the power to drive away these evil
forces, and they are forces. Addictions are forces. Evil has a force. It’s a force that binds.
It’s a force that cripples. It’s a force that obstructs the light; it not only binds but blinds
the mind. So we have to be aware of this and of our power to do something about it. We
shouldn’t sit back and say, oh, well, what are we going to do? The world is terrible. Oh,
what are we going to do with the politics? The politicians are all self-serving. All they
care about is being reelected. What are we going to do? What are we going to do about
the banks? They perpetrate fraud. We can’t do anything about it. Well, in one way that
may be true, but in another way it’s not true because we have the power to drive out the
forces that create all these troubles.
He goes on: “And cure every disease and every illness.” Now part of this power to
cure involves using our minds and our personal resources and our natural abilities
within the context of science and medicine—part of it is that. It’s more than that. There
is another very powerful force at our disposal that brings healing and love to people’s
hearts. It is actually love itself; it brings healing to hearts, minds, and bodies of
people. That is at our disposal. It’s given to us. At the end is: “What you have received
without cost; you are to give.” We have received this. We need to receive maybe more,
but then give it as well. “And every illness”—so it’s not like, well, we could cure some
things, but we can’t cure other things. Oh, no, we can cure everything, eventually—
some through our skill and intelligence, others through the love that comes from God, so
that we are completely whole and healthy people: body, soul, and spirit.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Accept or Reject Something New
Second Week of Advent
Monday,
December 5, 2011 8:15 AM Is 35:1-10; Lk 5:17-26 (Jesus came to heal us, body
and soul)

“Jesus knew their thoughts and said to them in reply, ‘What are you thinking in
your hearts?’”
Now what was it that the scribes and Pharisees objected to here? What they objected
to is something that was in conflict with their belief. They were the recipients of the Law.
They had the tradition of the elders. And in their understanding, what Jesus said was
unorthodox, incorrect, wrong.
Now there is a link between the forgiveness of sins and the healing of the sick,
largely because sin is a sickness. It is a disorder. And Jesus’ point is God doesn’t want
disorders in his creation. In fact, Jesus understood his role was to bring fullness of life
wherever it was lacking. Now if someone has eyes that don’t see, that is a disorder. Eyes
are meant to see. If you have someone with ears that don’t hear, that is a disorder. If you
have wills that do not love, that’s also a disorder. Our hearts and wills are created to
love, to respond in like to the Creator who is love.
Now while he is healing he is speaking the will of God as he understands it,
bringing health, wholeness, to the bodies of those around him. Now did the Law do
this? No. Did the Law express the will of God? In some ways. But did it bring health and
wholeness? No. So those who were recipients of the Law, the doctors and scholars of the
Law, were now faced with a choice. Either they admitted there was something
missing from their tradition, their background, their religion, if you want to call it that,
and now accept something new, or they said, well, this is wrong.
How often that is with us too. We are confronted with something new. We have to
decide, well, do we incorporate this something new into our lives, into our sense of God,
into our personal spirituality and prayer life, or do we reject it? Probably this was going
on in their minds while this other man is lowered from the rooftop. And Jesus takes
everything up a step. Instead of simply healing his infirmity, his lameness, so to
speak, he rather says, oh, “As for you, your sins are forgiven.” Now if Jesus had
wanted to respect the feelings of those around, he might not have put it so bluntly. But he
did. He wanted to challenge their belief that they knew.

Accept or Reject Something New

And I think he is always challenging the beliefs of those who think they know. We
may have little inklings of God, but that’s all—little inklings. The only right attitude
toward God is openness and willingness to learn anew. Being sure of oneself isn’t
really faith; it’s pride. A lot of people defend what they believe because they believe it.
It’s not defense of the truth; it’s defense of themselves. This is a very dangerous position
to be in.
And so Jesus makes it very clear: “What is easier to say? Rise and walk or your sins
are forgiven?” The two go together because it’s a healing moment for this person;
Jesus’ concern is about his whole being, his body and his soul. So this is what we have
to keep in mind, that Jesus came to heal all of us, the whole of us, and our families and
our world, our whole society. He is tying to heal us and bring us to something new. So he
says, “I say to you, pick up your stretcher, and go home.” That picking up the stretcher
indicates everything that he has restored, his soul and body and reunited him with
his family: a complete wholeness and a new life. And that’s what he wants for all of
us.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Not a Romantic Story, No Blueprints for Our Lives
Life in the Spirit Reunion
Advent, Monday, December 5, 2011 7:00 PM (Jesus coming and staying)

Tonight I am going to speak about Advent and actually Christmas. Here we have
romanticized the story of Christmas. It is really not a romantic story.
If you go to the Old Testament you could see that people knew that they could
encounter God at various times, but they didn’t want to. There was a case, an
occasion, in which various people were prophesying in the camp of Moses and people
were upset. They went to Moses and said, “Hey, these people were prophesying and we
told them to shut up,” and Moses said, “No, let them prophesy. I wish everyone would
prophesy; I wish the Holy Spirit would come down to everybody.” They said, “Oh, no”;
they didn’t want that. On another occasion God had actually offered to come down and
people were saying, “No, if we see God, we will die.” At one point actually God said he
would actually come through the camp, but the people would only see his backside. Now
what’s the backside of God? I don’t know. But they didn’t see his face, whatever that is,
the light; they didn’t see the light. So this is the way it was and people did not want to
have an experience of God. But sometimes it was forced upon them for the sake of
God’s need, that God needed to have someone experience him so that he could have
cooperators, helpers. That’s the idea of prophecy. The prophets were his messengers,
very different from the priests who were the ministers of the temple. They really didn’t
know God. The prophets at least listened to God and received his message.
Now when we move into the story of the angel Gabriel, the angel Gabriel is also a
prophet of a sort, but not a human one; prophet and angel are almost the same idea—
messengers. When the angel Gabriel came to Mary, as I say, we have always
romanized this story: isn’t this lovely! But it really wasn’t so lovely; it was actually
scary. Now at that time if a woman was found to be pregnant outside of wedlock, she
could be stoned to death. That would be considered proof of adultery. So when the angel
Gabriel asked Mary to become the mother of the God Most High, I mean, she was very
perplexed, not only because she was a virgin and not married; she was perplexed
because the consequences in her society were dire.
Now Joseph who was betrothed to her did not actually want to continue with the
relationship, with the marriage proposal; he tried to divorce her, but again was alerted
by some angelic messenger. Tradition has always held Joseph to be older than Mary;
Mary was probably only thirteen. Joseph was probably an adult in his twenties or thirties;
he may have been married before because there is mention of other children in the
family, so he could have been married before. We do know how Mark talks about how
the children of Jesus’ family, his so-called brothers and sisters, thought he was crazy;
that’s actually what the Greek says. The Pharisees later on said, “We are no illegitimate
breed” in regard to Jesus, so they were aware of the circumstance in which he was
conceived outside of marriage. And Mary accepted this role believing apparently
that God would protect her, lead her through this, but that was really faith! She really
put her life in God’s hands.

Not a Romantic Story, No Blueprints for Our Lives

Now we don’t really know the circumstances of Jesus’ birth, but it’s usually said that
he was born in Bethlehem. Matthew says that; Luke says that. But the other
circumstances we do not know. What we do know is that Jesus was born into a family
that was hardly noble. Matthew begins the gospel with Jesus’ genealogy, and he
includes all kinds of very unsavory characters. It’s important to realize that when God
chose to come into human life, he did not create some sort of extraordinary family to
come into. He came into a very troubled family in terms of the family tree going way
back, and in terms of the actual people he lived with. It is unlikely that he lived in
what we call today a “nuclear family”; that’s relatively unlikely. People lived in big
groupings with all kinds of relatives. And the Aramaic word achim means both brothers
and sisters, and cousins. So he lived with other children, and apparently was not the
favorite, but says they considered him crazy.
Now the whole idea of God coming into human life is really something that is so
extraordinary that we really don’t grasp it, that God really not only takes on our
nature, but takes on our condition. And it’s important that we recognize that the
condition that Jesus came into was the condition of brokenness, and not only in
general, and not only in the abstract, but in the particular. It is very clear in Scripture that
God did not come to save the righteous or to release the righteous only. Luke does focus
on that, on the idea of saving the righteous and giving the good news to the poor and so
on, but it is not only the righteous. God really came into our world to convert, to
change, the wicked, so not only the broken in the sense of a little bit screwy but also
broken in the sense of really turned away from God.
And in our families we have people that are also somewhat screwy and some are
actually wicked. We probably have relatives who aren’t good people. They have made
terrible choices and maybe they live in sin; maybe they are just habitually living in sin.
But Jesus came for them; we have to keep that in mind. The story of God’s mercy told at
this time of year is the story of God coming to bring light to those in darkness. Those in
darkness are not simply people who are ignorant. Darkness has many different facets.
And Jesus in his ministry really touched every kind of disorder: disorders of the body
such as blindness and deafness, disorders such as disease, but he also touched disorders
of the spirit, and disorders of the will including sin and malice. And yet as we enter into
the season of Advent and Christmas it is sometimes our own families that cause us a
great deal of suffering; because of their brokenness, because of their darkness, even
because of their malice, they really are for us an obstacle to grace, but then somehow
we are missing the point because God has come for all including the worst.
So how are we going to now think about this wonderful mystery of God becoming
human in such a way God can come into our lives in spite of our condition, as Jesus took
a place in a home in Nazareth in spite of the conditions that no one really would prefer?
How are be going to deal with those members of our families who aren’t
particularly loving toward us, who aren’t particularly understanding, maybe think
we are crazy? There is a way. And this is what we need to pray about and to realize
that it is scary to follow God’s will. It is scary to accept God’s invitation to be his
vessel, so to speak. That is really what we believe we are if we come to the Eucharist. We
believe we are God’s vessel: that God has somehow embodied himself in our world
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and now we carry that embodiment in our own bodies sacramentally. So how are we
going to be a sacrament to those around us, to those who are broken, to those who are
perhaps resistant, those who have rejected us?
Now the story of Christ coming is not a story of magic. It’s not a story about how
suddenly everything is wonderful. Unfortunately, I think, a lot of people expect that kind
of story, but that isn’t the real story. Everything isn’t wonderful at all, and nonetheless
it happens. God does come and God does stay. And so as his believers, as his
followers, as his disciples we have to find a way of letting him somehow manifest
himself through us, through our condition, whatever that is, even in the midst of all
kinds of negativity and rejection and turning away. So that’s the agenda the gospel
brings us tonight. And there are no blueprints for your own personal life. But in one
way or another God will help you through this season to be open, to be there for him.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Extraordinary Concern for Little Sheep Second Week of Advent Tuesday,
December 6, 2011 8:15 AM Is 40:1-11; Mt 18:12-14 St. Nicholas, bishop
(Open ourselves to the power and love of God)

“In just the same way it is not the will of your heavenly Father that one of these
little ones be lost.”
The topic of today’s teaching is the mercy of God, and the context is Jesus is
speaking to his disciples.
Now he starts out, “What is your opinion?” That’s very important. When he says,
“What is your opinion?” you ought to start and form an opinion. He says, “If a man has
one hundred sheep and one goes astray, will he not leave the ninety-nine in the hills
and go in search of the stray?” Jesus disciples were not really shepherds, but they
weren’t stupid either. They are much more familiar with shepherding than we are, and
they know the answer to that question is, no, he wouldn’t, because if a shepherd left
ninety-nine sheep unattended, he would have ninety-nine lost sheep because sheep stray.
That’s what sheep do.
So Jesus tells a story about an extraordinary concern for a little sheep. Now
ordinarily, I think, a shepherd would probably have to just chalk up a lost sheep to a
business loss. The Old Testament does refer to God as shepherd, especially in those
prophecies where God is rejecting the human shepherds, i.e., the king, the rulers. He is
saying they really didn’t do a good job. They fleeced the sheep; they didn’t feed the
sheep. In those passages God says, “I will become their shepherd.” But according to
Jesus, God is a shepherd of the sheep in a way that surpasses even common sense. God
goes after a stray little sheep, even though one little sheep is not that important from a
human point of view. One out of a hundred, one dollar out of a hundred, one hundred out
of ten thousand—you get the picture. But God isn’t like that. He doesn’t think about
percentages. He cares about every single one. “In just the same way, it is not the will of
your Father that one of these little ones be lost.” So this inordinate love and care for every
single little sheep!
And he intends his disciples to understand that the care of God is now focused on
every single lost person, and the disciples are supposed to now share in God’s care.
That’s why they are being called. They are called to share in this pastoral care, this
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shepherding care. And it is rather difficult for them, for us to follow in their footsteps, to
have this sort of great care. And the only way we do is by opening ourselves to God’s
power and love because it is really of God.
If you remember when Jesus rose from the dead and he appeared to Peter and he asks,
“Do you love me,” he used that word referring to this extraordinary care and love that
God has for every single sheep. Peter didn’t answer him with that verb. In Greek there are
two different verbs—in fact there are three for love. Peter answered with a more ordinary
word referring to human friendship: “Oh, you know I love you.” “Feed my lambs.” Then
he asked him again, “Well do you love me with this great love that the Father has for
every single sheep?” And Peter again misunderstands, fails to grasp the question, and
says, “You know you are my dearest friend. I love you in this very affectionate and
tender way.” “Feed my lambs.”
Sometimes all we have is a certain sort of human affection. If we can use that as a
basis for ministry, so be it. We still have to be about feeding the lambs and feeding
the sheep. In that way Peter represents not simply the hierarchy; he represents all
disciples. We are all called to feed the sheep and feed the lambs, and it’s only with the
power and love of God that we can do it.
So Advent is a time for us to open ourselves to that power and love, that we
ourselves will feel being grasped by this love, that we will experience being sought out.
And even perhaps parts of our lives and parts of our history that we’ve more or less
cut off or forgot about, we need to feel them retrieved and redeemed so we can be
wholly in God’s service as we prepare for this feast of the Nativity.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Extraordinary Concern for Little Sheep Second Week of Advent Tuesday,
December 6, 2011 8:15 AM Is 40:1-11; Mt 18:12-14 St. Nicholas, bishop
(Open ourselves to the power and love of God)

“In just the same way it is not the will of your heavenly Father that one of these
little ones be lost.”
The topic of today’s teaching is the mercy of God, and the context is Jesus is
speaking to his disciples.
Now he starts out, “What is your opinion?” That’s very important. When he says,
“What is your opinion?” you ought to start and form an opinion. He says, “If a man has
one hundred sheep and one goes astray, will he not leave the ninety-nine in the hills
and go in search of the stray?” Jesus disciples were not really shepherds, but they
weren’t stupid either. They are much more familiar with shepherding than we are, and
they know the answer to that question is, no, he wouldn’t, because if a shepherd left
ninety-nine sheep unattended, he would have ninety-nine lost sheep because sheep stray.
That’s what sheep do.
So Jesus tells a story about an extraordinary concern for a little sheep. Now
ordinarily, I think, a shepherd would probably have to just chalk up a lost sheep to a
business loss. The Old Testament does refer to God as shepherd, especially in those
prophecies where God is rejecting the human shepherds, i.e., the king, the rulers. He is
saying they really didn’t do a good job. They fleeced the sheep; they didn’t feed the
sheep. In those passages God says, “I will become their shepherd.” But according to
Jesus, God is a shepherd of the sheep in a way that surpasses even common sense. God
goes after a stray little sheep, even though one little sheep is not that important from a
human point of view. One out of a hundred, one dollar out of a hundred, one hundred out
of ten thousand—you get the picture. But God isn’t like that. He doesn’t think about
percentages. He cares about every single one. “In just the same way, it is not the will of
your Father that one of these little ones be lost.” So this inordinate love and care for every
single little sheep!
And he intends his disciples to understand that the care of God is now focused on
every single lost person, and the disciples are supposed to now share in God’s care.
That’s why they are being called. They are called to share in this pastoral care, this
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shepherding care. And it is rather difficult for them, for us to follow in their footsteps, to
have this sort of great care. And the only way we do is by opening ourselves to God’s
power and love because it is really of God.
If you remember when Jesus rose from the dead and he appeared to Peter and he asks,
“Do you love me,” he used that word referring to this extraordinary care and love that
God has for every single sheep. Peter didn’t answer him with that verb. In Greek there are
two different verbs—in fact there are three for love. Peter answered with a more ordinary
word referring to human friendship: “Oh, you know I love you.” “Feed my lambs.” Then
he asked him again, “Well do you love me with this great love that the Father has for
every single sheep?” And Peter again misunderstands, fails to grasp the question, and
says, “You know you are my dearest friend. I love you in this very affectionate and
tender way.” “Feed my lambs.”
Sometimes all we have is a certain sort of human affection. If we can use that as a
basis for ministry, so be it. We still have to be about feeding the lambs and feeding
the sheep. In that way Peter represents not simply the hierarchy; he represents all
disciples. We are all called to feed the sheep and feed the lambs, and it’s only with the
power and love of God that we can do it.
So Advent is a time for us to open ourselves to that power and love, that we
ourselves will feel being grasped by this love, that we will experience being sought out.
And even perhaps parts of our lives and parts of our history that we’ve more or less
cut off or forgot about, we need to feel them retrieved and redeemed so we can be
wholly in God’s service as we prepare for this feast of the Nativity.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Yoke Not Burdensome Second Week of Advent Wednesday, December 7, 2011
8:15 AM Is 40:25-31; Mt 11:28-30 (St. Ambrose, bishop) (Sweet and gentle
because of Christ)

“Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am meek and humble of heart;
and you will find rest for yourselves.”
This term “yoke”—of course it comes from the world of farming where oxen were
yoked, but its entomology, that is, the history of the word itself, is linked to words like
“yoga” and “religio, religion, litigeous.” The basic idea behind these words is something
that binds or connects or links: strings, chains, bonds—all those are related ideas. And
in the ancient world the whole idea of religion was originally an idea of linking,
linking the individual to something greater, linking the small to the large, linking the
part to the whole, and so on. So it’s about the integrity of the whole and how the parts
are to fit. So that is, you might say, in general the vague idea of what religion is about.
But there are many approaches to this—many approaches.
Now in Judaism there was an approach to the small fitting with the large and the
immanent with the transcendent, the part with the whole, all involving Law. The Law
defined how the parts fit, what the parts were supposed to do, how everything could be
made right; so righteous came from the Law. But Jesus found much of this
burdensome and he commented. He didn’t really ever say the Law itself was
burdensome, but rather the way in which it was taught was burdensome. So you could
say, I think fairly, he blamed the teachers for turning the Law of God into something
burdensome. And there are many texts in which this comes out.
And now he is contrasting himself. He says, if you come to me, you will not find the
yoke burdensome; you won’t find your relationship to the whole, to the transcendent,
burdensome. You will rather find it light. And that’s something we have to keep in mind,
that Jesus really comes to lighten the yoke.
Now there it remains a yoke, and there is a burden of a sort because human nature
itself is made in the image and likeness of God and is burdened with responsibility.

Yoke Not Burdensome

There is something to strive for. There is an ideal to pursue and there is, I dare say, an
infinitely high standard, and yet not an impossible standard because of Christ. He comes
to share this yoke and to lift this burden and to make it all sweet and gentle. Why?
Because he is gentle. “I am meek and humble of heart.”
Therefore God is no taskmaster. God is no tyrant. God is not demanding, not
according to Christ. That could be the interpretation you might have if you listen to the
wrong rabbis, the rabbis Jesus was always disputing with. You could get that idea; that,
he says, is wrong. God is not a tyrant. God is not a taskmaster. It’s true we are to strive
to be as perfect as the Father is perfect, but that is for our own good. That is the best
possible person we can be, one who is loving as the Father is loving. That’s not being
a tyrant to call people to this. Everything God calls us to is for our own perfection, in our
own best interests.
So we have to have that straight. Yes, we are small. Yes, in relation to everything else:
the whole, the history of the world, all other people, we are insignificant. But at the
same time and paradoxically we are infinitely valued by God just like that little sheep
from yesterday’s gospel. That’s the paradox. There are trillions and trillions and each
one is not significant relatively speaking, and yet God values each so infinitely, so
terrifically, so wonderfully. And that is the glory really that we are invited to. And so,
yes, life is meant to be a challenge. Yes, we need to make great effort to please God.
But actually it’s a wonderful life and the efforts and the troubles and the challenges and
the sufferings are nothing, as St. Paul put it, compared to the glory to which we are
called.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Story of Trust or Distrust
Solemnity of The Immaculate Conception Thursday,
December 8. 2011, 7:30 PM Gn 3:9-15, 20; Lk 1:26-38 (Our choice every day)

Human life is so complex, so marvelous really, so wonderful that it can’t be
completely contained in any one story. And the origins of our human race likewise are so
complex that they cannot be all put into one story, so we have various stories: ancient
and modern, scientific and pre-scientific, religious and non-religious. All of them
contribute something to trying to understand who we are.
But this story, the story we read this evening, from the Book of Genesis is looking at a
very, very important part of our lives. It is looking at human life in its relation with God.
Human life is that part of this vast universe that relates directly to God: that
responds to God positively or negatively.
And so we have two stories, one of Eve and Adam who respond to God negatively,
distractingly. They are rather easily convinced that God really doesn’t want the best
for them, that God is really hiding something from them, and that’s why he doesn’t want
them to eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil because then he won’t be
able to hide anything anymore. According to this story, early humanity, our first parents
so to speak, fell for this lie and inaugurated an enormous amount of mischief and
misfortune and tragedy and real evil, none of which was part of the plan in the beginning,
none of which was part of the creation itself. But God did not allow this very sad event to
thwart the plan. He of course always respects freedom and he is not about to take it
away, but, on the other hand, he is not going to give up on his beloved either even
when they totally slap him in the face.
So the second story we read from the gospel is about how God now is going to use
himself, his very own essence, his very own substance, his very own word, his
understanding of himself, he is going to use this and he is going to enflesh this and make
it part of our human race to show us really what we can be, to show us what we are
really called to become. And Mary fits into this story in a very unique way because
Mary is the one who trusts God. Mary is purely human. Mary is not divine. And yet
Mary has this incredible, from a historical viewpoint completely improbable, trust in
Story of Trust or Distrust

God. And the angel proposes that she is to become the mother of the Son of God. And
she really questions that, not just from a biological viewpoint, but more from her own
safety’s viewpoint, because in those days a pregnant woman, a woman pregnant outside
of marriage, was fair game for stoning. But Mary believes and trusts that God wants
the best possible outcome to her life, and she is willing to cede to him control over
her life—just the opposite of what we read in the first story.
Now we have this choice because we have been baptized into the body of Christ,
whose paschal mystery of death and resurrection has opened for us a completely
new vista, a vista we could never have imagined for ourselves or invented. Now we too
can live in this new vision, a life where we acknowledge that God wants the very best for
us regardless of our present experience, because Mary’s present experience was very dire,
but she trusted anyway. And many of us, and probably all of us at some point in life,
experience very dire circumstances. The question is whether we will see through them
and trust anyway in a God who really wants the very best for each of us. And that is a
new understanding of what faith must be, a belief in God’s goodness for us and toward
us and desire for us, for our well-being, for our thriving, for our healing, for our
enjoyment of life to the full. And it goes along with the recognition that we can’t have
life to the full without God, that we are created for God.
So we honor Mary because she was the first disciple of her Son. Strange as it may
seem to us, she enjoyed already the fruit of his redemption. But with God, of course,
there is no time. So we can be like her: disciple of her Son. We can. We have been
baptized for that, and every grace is available to us if only we ask for it, if only we wait
for it, if only we want it. And yet it is also possible because we are free to continue the
other story, the sad, tragic, downward spiral away from real life. And that is a choice that
all of us on this planet, all human beings on this planet, must make—and not once, but
every day.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Emotional Response to God and Life
Second Week of Advent
Friday,
December 9, 2011 8:15 AM Is 48:17-19; Mt 11:16-19 (St. Juan Diego) (Fully
alive with joy and sorrow)

“But wisdom is vindicated by her works.”
Jesus is making observation about his generation; it’s the same as ours. People
constantly complain. This is a human trait not only within the Church but also within the
Church. People complain about everything. They complain if things change and they
complain if they don’t.
Now Jesus’ point is that in being complaining you are really missing the whole point.
He says, “It is like children in a marketplace calling to one another, ‘We played the flute
for you, but you did not dance; we sang a dirge but you did not mourn.’” There is a time
and a place for everything. For some people it’s never the right time. Whatever it is
that it’s a time for, they want something else. And in this there is this very subtle
attempt to control, to control life, to control the way things are, to control other people,
to control circumstances. And this is not given to us. We have no right to control
anything. Life is a gift. It has plenty of challenges, temptations. But every challenge
and every temptation is an opportunity to get closer to God. But we have to learn
how to read the signs of the times and respond appropriately. There is a time for
dancing and there is a time for mourning.
And that requires that we actually have a certain sort of emotional freedom: that we
respond emotionally to life. God actually wants that. God is looking for a response. And
God wants us to respond to him emotionally. He gives us many gifts that should make
us joyful, and there are many tragedies in life that should make us very sad, for which we
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should be very sorry, including our own wrong choices, including hurting other people,
even if it’s indeliberate. We should be sorry that we cause pain to other people. There
is a time to mourn.
But, again, many people in the face of the wonderful gifts God gives are not joyful at
all. All they can see is what is not right or what they would rather have, not what
God gives, but what they would prefer. Well, then who is God? That’s a desire to be
God for oneself, thinking God doesn’t know best. That’s the ancient fall in the garden
that believes that God really doesn’t want what is best for us. Well, God really does. And
when we are open to what God is presenting, we can be joyful.
On the other hand, some people in the midst of their own sin or the sin of others
refuse really to even mourn. They just shrug their shoulders: well, that’s the way life
is—a cynical resignation to what can be overcome and changed if there is sufficient
desire. But desire also is emotional. So some people simply deaden themselves, not
really experiencing life nor death nor joy nor sorrow nor anything. This is not what
glorifies God. Irenaeus said, “God is glorified by man”—meaning humanity, human
beings—“fully alive.” Wisdom is vindicated by her works.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Prone to False Worship Second Week of Advent Saturday, December 10, 2011
8:15 AM Sir 48:1-4, 9-11; Mt 17:9a, 10-13 (Worship God in Spirit and truth)

Today the readings are focusing on the figure of Elijah, and Elijah is a good figure for
us to focus on because there are many parallels between life at the time of Elijah and
life in our times.
By and large all of Israel was falling into apostasy at the time of Elijah. Now
“apostasy” means giving up the faith, and it had different dimensions to it. The king
and the queen—and mind you in Israel the king was the major figure, the mediator if you
want to say between God and the people; the king was a sacred person. The king was the
shepherd. You know, the word “shepherd,” the concept of shepherd, is applied only to
the king in Israel, never to priests or prophets, or anyone like that; the king was the one.
In the case of Israel, the king was actually wicked, and his wife was wicked. That
doesn’t mean all the people were wicked as well, but they were following and not
opposing the wickedness of the rulers. And then the prophets, and there were all kinds
of prophets in the court—we don’t know their names; they were never distinguished or
remembered—but there were all kinds of prophets in the court of the king who went
along with the king and said, well, whatever he said, whatever he wants, that’s what
God wants. And then there was this entire cult of Baal, and this was a type of worship.
Elijah almost singlehandedly opposed this; the vast majority of the people said,
well, it’s just a little bit different from what we’re used to, but it’s more or less the same
thing. Baal is simply another word or another language for Adonai, the “Lord.” It’s the
same thing: “Lord” in a different language is what they said. And Elijah said, oh no, it
isn’t, it’s not just a different language. You are not worshiping the Lord, the maker of
heaven and earth. What you are worshiping is the power of vegetation, the power that
produces cattle; that’s what you are worshiping. And you are worshiping that because
that’s what is making you rich, and what you really care about is yourself. What you
care about is your own prosperity, and that is not worship of the true God.

Prone to False Worship

Now we have very strong parallels today with gospel preachers who talk about the
prosperity gospel: if you believe, God will make you prosperous. That is equivalent to
Baalism, and Elijah condemned it. Elijah said it was apostasy.
Now the image of the golden calf is relevant to this because the golden calf is gold,
first of all, precious metal, rich, desirable, valuable. They were worshiping that, and of
course the image of a calf is again a herd, a member of a herd, something one possesses,
something that makes one rich. So it’s really about the love of money and the love of
self. It’s not really worship of God at all. So in this way Elijah was actually a theologian
pointing out the truth to people that didn’t want to hear it. Well, his opponents basically
made his life miserable and he became a refugee; he had to flee from the power of the
king and the queen, Ahab and Jezebel.
Well, Jesus uses the image of Elijah and applies it to John the Baptist. Again, John
the Baptist was someone calling people out of Jerusalem to the Jordan River for baptism,
a baptism of repentance, a baptism acknowledging that this cult we are involved in here
isn’t really pure, it isn’t really authentic, it isn’t really the worship of God in Spirit and
truth. It’s something else. But we are always prone to fall into false worship. False
worship is something that simply appeals to something less within us. It isn’t really from
the Spirit. It isn’t really in truth. It’s something else; it’s false—not necessary evil, just
not real, false. We ought to be wary of this. We could all fall into false worship. As Jesus
told the woman of Samaria, “What God wants, what God wills, what God desires, what
God seeks is worship in Spirit and truth.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Rejoice in God’s Plan for Us
12:15 PM Is 61:1-2a, 10-11;
the Spirit in our lives)

Third Sunday of Advent/B December 11, 2011
1 Thes 5:16-24; Jn 1:6-8, 19-28 (Fan the flame of

“The one who calls you is faithful, and he will also accomplish it.”
This text is from the beautiful second reading from St. Paul, and both it and the first
reading from Isaiah are full of joy and anticipation. The first reading from Isaiah,
according to Luke, served as Jesus’ own personal vocation statement. The entire thrust
of both Isaiah and Jesus’ mission was the healing and restoration of all human life
on earth. Not all the prophets spoke that way, but Isaiah did. Jesus took his mantle upon
himself.
Now behind such a proclamation is a clear conviction that what we are experiencing
in life on earth, the life we have on earth, is not really what God intends. It’s not life as
it should be; it’s something else. And that even when life is really good, it’s merely a
shadow of what God really plans for those who love him. However, the human
fulfillment that God plans for us all cannot happen, obviously—it should be obvious—
without God since we are formed and fashioned in God’s own image, that we are formed
and fashioned to live eternally in union with God, in the presence of God, with God’s
own life, the life of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit to which we are joined in faith.
Much suffering on earth does not come from the imperfection of nature such as
disease or earthquakes, although maybe earthquakes aren’t a matter of imperfection at all
but a weird way nature has of adjusting things. Much suffering on earth really comes
from the mad-cap attempt to replace God with some thing else. And we can see this
mad-cap attempt all around us, maybe in our own families, this attempt to replace God
with some thing else. And the worship of things is what idolatry is all about: the worship
of things. Happily for us, all such schemes will fail, but they leave a lot of unhappiness
in their wake.
Meanwhile, what are we to do? St. Paul says, “Rejoice always. Pray without
ceasing.” That’s his first admonition. He does not mean, mind you, that we rejoice
because our lives are going so well. His life wasn’t going so well. The lives of his
companions weren’t going so well, and our lives aren’t going so well. He knew that, but
he says nonetheless, “Rejoice always.” We can rejoice because through faith we know
that regardless of our present circumstances, we have God’s promise of glory. And
“glory” means sharing in God’s own life. And if we don’t forget that, we can rejoice even
in the untoward circumstances of our lives.
Secondly he says, “Pray always.” Well, that doesn’t mean always say prayers, spend
your whole time saying prayers. You can’t do that; Paul didn’t do it either. What he
means is to consciously desire—that’s what praying is, consciously desiring—what?
What God promises. So within the breath of our minds we have to keep, we have to
hold in some mindful way, the promises of God, and want them and desire them. That’s
praying always. It means we stay focused on the goal God has given us as opposed to
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our goals. We can have all kinds of goals. They could be good or bad. They could be
helpful or unhelpful. They could be merely neutral, but they are not that important. What
is important is God’s goal, the goal he has set for us, namely, our sharing in his eternal
life, and he will accomplish it—he will accomplish it if we let him, if we don’t resist
and forbid him taking our lives.
Paul goes on: “Do not quench the Spirit.” We are all given the Spirit in our
Baptism. Young Sam will receive the Spirit this afternoon in the waters of Baptism. But
so often we quench that Spirit. That Spirit is the source of fire and light within us. But
it’s a flame that has to be fanned, not quenched. We can quench it. We could throw
water on it, and then it goes out.
He goes on: “Do not despise the words of prophets, but test everything.” This
means two things. First of all, God is continuing to contact us through prophecy. That
may not be like the prophecy of John the Baptist, mind you, something quite unusual. It
could be what your child says to you. That could be prophecy, the word of God, a word
of encouragement. It could come from anywhere. We have to be listening. And we
can’t despise this good news. Wherever it comes from, it’s really from God originally, all
good news. So we listen, and we don’t despise the words of prophets. But “test every
thing,” because even good ideas can be mixed with foolish ones. So we test. And that
means that we are supposed to know the difference between the word of God and
mere human opinion. Unfortunately, I have met quite a few Christians that don’t seem
to know the difference. They mistake human opinion for a word of God and a word of
God for human opinion. In the deepest prayer, however, God can straighten that out. But
we have to give God time. We have to yield him our time and let him work in our
minds; otherwise his influence will be very weak.
Finally, Paul says, “Hold fast to what is good; abstain from every form of evil.”
Now, yes, we know there is all kinds of evil in the world—no doubt about it. But there is
also much good. There is much good in the world, and all good in the world comes from
God. So, although we need to stay away from evil, we cannot withdraw from the
world. That is not a Christ-like way. We cannot refuse to serve the world because of
the evil in it; that is not Christ-like. Christ loved the world; he gave his life for the world.
If we are his followers, this is our life as well.
The world is God’s creation, and God is bringing it to perfection. And he will
accomplish it. We live in that hope. And we take God’s promises and we make God’s
promises our vision. So we may need all kinds of other studies in other subjects in our
lives, but the primary one is: What is God doing; what is God inviting us to; what is
God’s plan for us? And we rejoice in that. As we rejoice in that, our joy becomes
tangible and that becomes an announcement of the good news of Jesus Christ. We
become his witnesses in our joy which people can see and sense. And in all this is God
at work, and we mustn’t forget it or we might forget to be joyful.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Conversion through Compassion
Our Lady of Guadalupe Monday,
December 12, 2011 8:15 AM Zec 2:14-17; Rv 11:19a; 12:1-6a, 10ab; Lk 1:26-38
(Different approach from the intellectual Jesuit missionaries)

Today we celebrate a truly extraordinary event which actually you don’t have to
believe in, but I do—the appearance of the Blessed Mother to an Indian, Juan Diego.
Some say he was an Aztec. He was not an Aztec. He was a member of the Chichimeca
tribe and he was a devout Catholic.
But things were not so good in Mexico at that time. The gospel came with the
Spanish conquistadors, but the conquistadors were not good Christians. They were
brutal, cruel, many times depraved and in some cases psychopathic. Well, think about it.
Who would be willing to get on a little ship and go across an unknown sea into unknown
land and do what they didn’t know could be done? It attracted all kinds of people, not
necessarily good ones.
Now along with these conquistadors also came missionaries. For the most part, they
were very good men, but they could just have so much influence, and not all of them
were that good either. So in the midst of this very dire situation, this lady appears and
asks Juan Diego to go to the bishop, which he did. But the bishop, of course, doesn’t
believe him. Eventually, the bishop does get what he asks for, which is proof that this
message really comes from above, from God, and the proof comes in the form of a
tilma which has this beautiful picture on it. And that picture has been analyzed. It has
no dye in it except where some foolish artist added gold rays along the edges. That’s
dyed, but the rest of it is not dyed. But it’s a picture of an Indian girl who is pregnant
but who is also wearing the clothes of a virgin. And the woman identified herself as
the ever virgin Mother of God. Now what’s extraordinary is not just that this happened,
but that it had such fruitfulness in the history of the Church. This event, symbolized
in the tilma, has borne great fruit in millions of people becoming followers of Christ.
Now I was meditating on this and thinking about how different this was from the time
of Francis Xavier. We had his memorial not too long ago. Now Francis Xavier was one
of the founding Jesuits, and the Society of Jesus was a very fine society very much
Conversion through Compassion

oriented toward mission. And they developed a methodology that was very sound insofar
as it went, and it was actually quite effective in Europe regaining, or in some cases
gaining for the first time, the adherence of especially the more intellectual people. But
it didn’t work so well in India or China or Japan. It was based on the idea that the
gospel should be carried in the vessel of human knowledge; that’s sometimes called
“Christian Humanism.” As I said, it worked very well in Europe; it didn’t work so well
in India or China or Japan. The Chinese emperor, for example, was fascinated by the
Jesuits’ knowledge of astronomy and clocks. The Jesuits were great clockmakers. The
Chinese thought that was fabulous, but it didn’t bring them to Christ. There are to this
day great Jesuit universities in India, but they have produced very few real Christians.
But this apparition, on the mount of Tepeyac, produced an enormous number of
believers. And I think we have to think about why. The methodology that Francis
Xavier and Ignatius Loyola used was to go to the soul, the heart, through the mind
and the imagination. And that can work, but Our Lady at Tepeyac went directly to
the heart with love, with compassion, with willingness to help, to embrace, to uplift.
Many of the missionaries of the Church try to convince people of the truth of the gospel,
the validity of the gospel. The Virgin of Tepeyac did not. She expressed, rather, the
power of love and compassion, the greatness of mercy and the willingness and the
desire of God to help people in need. We need to be very well aware of the difference
in these two approaches.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Penitents and Hypocrites Third Week of Advent Tuesday, December 13, 2011
8:15 AM Zep 3:1-2, 9-13; Mt 21:28-32 St. Lucy (Two forces within the Church)

Often in the New Testament there are these disputes, these conflicts, between Jesus
and the chief priests and the elders or sometimes the Pharisees.
It’s very important that we don’t imagine this is simply some sort of historical story
but rather try to find it as relevant to our present circumstance, in fact, reflecting the very
forces that belong in religious communities. Forces haven’t changed any. People change.
People come and go, but the forces are always there. And he is contrasting two
different forces here: those who are initially rebellious, disrespectful, who want to go
their own way and do their own thing but who in time come to realize the mistake of that.
These are technically called “penitents.” A penitent is someone who has recognized the
error of his or her ways. The Church has always been a home for penitents. It is a home
for people who really have recognized the error of their ways, who have learned from
their experience of “doing their own thing,” following their own light, and now they have
come into the light of God. In Jesus’ view they are forgiven and restored and loved
without condition because that reflects the very will of God. God wants to embrace all
people. That’s one force in the Church.
Then there is another force—it’s not only two, mind you, but this is the two he is
talking about. This other force has to do with people who are outwardly and formally
quite obedient and accepting. They say “yes,” but actually don’t go. In a very
revealing book called People of the Lie, M. Scott Peck, wrote about the fact that actually
in the Church of God there is actually a lot of evil. He says the reason for this is that
evil people want a cover. They don’t want to be seen as they are; they want a cover. And

Penitents and Hypocrites

what better cover than within the Church or synagogue or whatever? In other words,
some sort of religious formality as a mantle to cover what they really are. So it’s another
force. It’s also in the Church. Another term for this would be “hypocrisy.” We have
had hypocrisy in the Church as long as we have had penitents in the Church. We have to
be aware of it.
At some point we may find one or two of these forces at work in ourselves. We
will surely find them at work in others. And we have to keep in mind Jesus’ attitude,
that of welcoming those who acknowledge their faults and their weaknesses and their
sins—forgiveness, unconditional love. But for those who are hypocritical and who
pretend, a different view, a difference stance.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Frustrating Our Spiritual Progress Third Week of Advent Wednesday,
December 14, 2011 8:15 AM Is 45:6c-8, 18, 21b-25; Lk 7:18b-23 St. John of the
Cross, priest and doctor of the Church (Allowing God to carry us)

Today we celebrate the memorial of St. John of the Cross—in my opinion, one of the
great saints and leaders in our Church, perhaps not as great as Teresa of Avila, his friend,
but great nonetheless.
One of the things that John of the Cross tried to convince people is that often they
don’t make progress in their spiritual lives because they try to do too much. He
compared our plight to that of a child in the arms of its mother. Sometimes a mother
wants to carry a child, but the child doesn’t want to be carried and fights and fusses. John
says this is often like our souls. Our souls—God wants to carry our souls. God wants to
be the active one. He wants us to be receptive, but we don’t want to be receptive. We
are like a child fighting to get down and walk on our own, but how far can we go on our
own? Not very! And since it’s our mother’s choice to carry us, our fighting against her
simply slows both of us down. Our mother is frustrated; we are frustrated.
So it is, John says, with the soul and God. God is frustrated; our souls are
frustrated. We don’t get anywhere—and the reason? We are fighting. We think
everything depends on us. We think it is our mind, our wills, our doing, our
performance that really matters. John says, well, there are times when it does, but then
there are times when it doesn’t. We have to learn the difference.

Frustrating Our Spiritual Progress

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Are We Light and Salt?
Advent Reconciliation
Friday, December 16, 2011
7:30 PM Is 49:3, 5-6; Mt 5:13-16 (Reflect on our failings as individuals and
Church)

“You are the light of the world.”
There are few gospel readings where Jesus really expresses this sort of confidence in
his disciples. These words are addressed to his disciples, not to the crowds, not to the
chief priests, not to the scribes, but to his disciples, and he has great confidence that
they are able to bear the light into the world. “You are the salt of the earth,” As
ancient people knew, salt is a preservative; way before refrigeration people depended on
salted meats to survive during the winter. “You are the salt of the earth” means that
because you are on the earth, that is, among the people of the earth, you are preserving
the earth from putrefaction. And we can see that putrefaction, metaphorically speaking
of course, has set into our society. It sets into any society where people don’t make an
effort to strive to be just and good and holy, and care about others even to whom they are
not related.
In a society where people only think about themselves and their own personal families
or friends, we have ultimate disintegration, a metaphor for putrefaction, destruction
ultimately. “For you are the salt of the earth.” That means that because of your goodness,
because of your striving to be holy, even when you fail from time to time, you are
actually helping preserve the society around you—although you won’t get any thanks
for it. This is not about doing things to get thanked. This is about serving God in a
powerful way, almost always in an unsung way. Very often little people, and I imagine
everyone here is little on a social scale, little people often underestimate their
importance in an evangelical sense.
Are We Light and Salt?

Now we are not promoting self importance. That would be a false sort of pridefulness.
But we do recognize that we can do a lot through the grace of God and therefore are
important in God’s great plan for the spread of light, for the spread of truth, and for the
building up of people so they can enjoy God, because we are all created to enjoy God,
to get to know God, to be with God. There is no purpose greater than that, and we can
serve that purpose, and we can help others to serve that purpose in very real
although perhaps not obvious ways.
So this is what Jesus is telling us: what we can do, what we can be. And what is true
of us as individuals is surely true of the Church. The Church is called on to be the light
of nations. In many ways our Church, all the Churches, all the Christian Churches, have
failed to be a very spectacular light. We get bogged down in our own weaknesses, and
that is really too bad. But just because that’s the way things have been doesn’t mean
that’s the way they have to stay.
So tonight is a good time for us to reflect on where we’ve been, what we’ve done
or not done to help God’s kingdom advance, to keep the world on course. We can
think about how we might have helped or perhaps failed to help people who have been in
our lives. Have we been light to them? Have we been salt? And then we might also do
what Pope John Paul did, to think about the whole Church and maybe to ask forgiveness
for the failures of the Church to be light and salt—and really try to develop a sense, an
awareness, of what it means to be contrite, what it means to be sorrowful for really
failing to be the people God has called us to be.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Jesus’ Works Reveal God’s Will Third Week of Advent Friday, December16, 2011
8:15 AM Is 56:1-3a, 6-8; Jn 5:33-36 (The disclosure of God in Spirit and truth)

“The works that the Father gave me to accomplish, these works that I perform
testify on my behalf that the Father has sent me.”
This text is about truth, but it’s not about truth that’s found in words. Too often people
get all caught up in words; the words are only a means to an end. Truth is an end in
itself, and there’s no reason to think that the truth is something we can actually
conceive. We may be able to conceive some true things, and tell the difference between
true concepts and false ones, and we may be able to form some true ideas, but that we
would ever really comprehend the truth as a whole is quite unlikely, even though we
believe we are created in the image of God, and so at least it’s possible that we can
apprehend God since we are created to do so, in some way. Oddly, those who believe
that there is no God and who believe that everything simply evolves through random
chance, it is quite amazing to me, believe that they can come to the truth. What could that
possibly mean? How could the mind, the human mind that evolves randomly, ever come
to anything?
Aside from that, Jesus is speaking about the truth that is something he performs; in
other words, he is talking about the works, the works of healing, the works of
restoration. This, he says, is his statement and they testify on his behalf. He is saying two
things here: first of all, that in doing the works the Father gave him, he is revealing the
Father’s true will. Now growing up in our world full of brokenness, broken families,
broken people, disordered societies, whole areas given over to drought, whole areas given
over to famine, whole areas given over to war, we might actually not know what the

Jesus’ Works Reveal God’s Will

will of God is. So let’s assume we don’t. Jesus says, well here it is. The will of God is to
restore, to heal, to save, to bind up, to inform, to bless. So that’s the first thing, that
now in Jesus we actually know the will of God, which we might not have known
before.
Secondly, He is obviously from the Father since there is no possible way that anybody
could on his own do the things Jesus is doing. So not only do we know the will of God,
but we also know the authenticity of Jesus himself, which then also confirms all the
teachings that Jesus gives, all of which form one single fabric, the disclosure of God in
Spirit and truth, in word and deed as a totality.
Now the problem is that very often people want to pick and choose what they
believe. They want to edit everything to suit a prior idea they have or what they think
they know of the truth or what must be so because they have so apprehended it or
because of something they have experienced or whatever. That’s not how we come to
faith. We come to faith with complete openness and with complete willingness to
receive God as God wants to show himself.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Mary’s Trust in God Fourth Sunday in Advent/B December 18, 2011 9:00 AM
2 Sm 7:1-5, 8b-12, 14a, 16; Rom 16:25-27; Lk 1:26-38 (Our decision how to
respond to God in dire circumstances)

“May it be done to me according to your word.”
As we approach the great feast of Christmas the gospel story focuses on Mary, who
played such a crucial role in God’s unfolding plan. As I’ve said before, our great
problem in our appreciation of Mary’s role is we romanticize this story. The angel’s
announcement is like the proposal of marriage from a great prince in our imagination, but
it is not that at all. In the real world of that time and that place, having a child without a
husband was punishable by stoning. You may recall the woman caught in adultery. The
Law dealt very harshly with adultery and that included being unfaithful to one’s
betrothed, and Mary was betrothed. Scripture says that when Joseph discovered Mary
with child he sought to divorce her quietly so as not to expose her to the Law, meaning
stoning. Mary’s bewilderment is not only concerning how she is going to conceive a
child, but how she will be able to survive it. Put in this context we can see what trusting
God meant for her. It was not simply accepting God’s request or believing the message of
the angel; it was putting her whole life and the life of her offspring in God’s hands.
This is a very radical form of trust and it’s a far cry from romanticism.
It is because of Mary’s great trust that she is well considered by the Church, by
Scripture itself, as Jesus’ first and greatest disciple. While Jesus comes to rely on each
disciple in a very special way, he depended totally on her. In her agreement with God she
is expressing exactly the opposite of Eve, the mother of all the living, in the story we
read in the Book of Genesis about the garden. Eve did not trust that God really wanted
the best for her. She allowed this thought that God wanted to hold her back, that God
wanted to hide from her her great potential. She allowed that to get the best of her. Mary
flatly rejects this thought and accepts that God is her true friend, her true companion,
her guide, her supporter who is wholly reliable and worthy of all trust. How few in
the history of the world have ever done that!

Mary’s Trust in God

What is most important in looking at Mary, or for that matter any of the saints,
is to see that their road wasn’t paved with favorable circumstances. That is the
deceitful suggestion you read in the Book of Job from the mouth of Satan that tells God,
“Well, of course Job is a righteous man. You’ve given him everything anyone could
want.” That of course turned out to be a lie, and it remains a lie. In fact, the author of
Genesis makes it very clear, paints a very vivid picture, that it was Eve who was the most
fortunate of all creatures, living in a magical garden where toil was unnecessary, where
everything was provided, and yet she did not trust God.
Conversely, Mary is in a situation that no one in her right mind would ever ask for.
And yet she finds the strength to commit herself to the task that God gives her. People do
not become God’s friends because their lives are more pleasant or more delightful than
others. Nor do people become God’s enemies because their lives are harsher or harder
than others. People respond to God out of their freedom. That has always been true
and always shall be. Of course there are many troubles and burdens in life we would
never choose, and we are powerless to change them. But what we are capable of
doing is deciding just how we will respond to them. And in Mary we have a great
exemplar, a great model, of how to respond to a very dire situation.
As the story unfolds God is able to join our human family in the mystery of the
Incarnation precisely because some people chose to trust in God in the midst of a very
bizarre and dysfunctional society. They did not let the world around them or the turmoil
inside of them to detour them from what God asked them to do. In principle everything
remains the same; we also can trust God regardless of our circumstances and
regardless of the dysfunctions all around us. God awaits your answer. Shall it be
done to you according to his word?
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Mary’s Trust in God Fourth Sunday in Advent/B December 18, 2011 9:00 AM
2 Sm 7:1-5, 8b-12, 14a, 16; Rom 16:25-27; Lk 1:26-38 (Our decision how to
respond to God in dire circumstances)
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Two Annunciations Final Days of Advent Monday, December 19, 2011 8:15 AM
Jgs 13:2-7, 24-25a; Lk 1:5-25 (God accomplishes his will with people who are
willing.)

There are in the first chapter of Luke two annunciations, two announcements by the
angel Gabriel: one to Mary, one to Zechariah. They are very parallel but not quite
identical. Both caused astonishment of course. The angel responds to both of them,
“Do not be afraid.” Apparently fear is the primary emotion when encountering an angel
from what we gather. I’ve never encountered one. The other common component is a
certain sort of disbelief: “How can this be?” Mary says, “How can this be? I do not
have relations with a man.” Zechariah says, “How can this be? I am old; so is my wife.”
Now here’s the difference. The angel Gabriel deals very gently with Mary,
understanding, after all, that what he is proposing to her would be truly a supernatural
miracle and so she is given a little more latitude to be amazed, to be questioning.
However, because of the very nature of the message to Mary, she cannot speak to
anybody about it. Who is she going to tell and how is she going to tell it? Who would
believe her? Maybe Elizabeth believed her, but who else?
On the other hand, the message to Zechariah does not necessarily involve a
supernatural miracle, although it might be unusual. But the angel deals rather
strongly with him. “You shall not speak until all these things are accomplished.” What’s
the result of that? Well, oddly, the result is people actually know something happened.
Now if he came out of that sanctuary and started talking about an angel, probably half of
the people would say, “Oh, really! You are probably losing your mind; oh, maybe you are
just seeing things.” They probably would not have believed him. But as it was, because
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he couldn’t say anything, they knew something had happened. And so they became
expectant, wondering what it would be. In Mary’s case, there was no expectation.
Now for us, in our lives, sometimes we might prefer the intervention of an angel or
some sort of miracle, but sometimes they are actually a very great burden. We should be
aware of the fact that regardless of how God works in our lives, God is always at
work. And whether our own desires or preferences are being accomplished or not, is not
important. What’s important is that God’s work is being accomplished. And so the
annunciations to Mary and to Zechariah are really meant to show us how God works in
strange ways, but accomplishes his will with people who are willing; and of course it asks
us: Are we are willing to be part of this story?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Fulfillment of Our Purpose
Final Advent Days Tuesday, December 20, 2011
8:15 AM Is 7:10-14; Lk 1:26-38 (Now possible because of the Incarnation)

We continue our contemplation of the mystery of God becoming human.
Now scientists say that nature provides absolutely no purpose. In this they may
disagree with the philosophers of ancient Greece, but we can accept their evaluation as
perfectly reasonable. On a whole nature does not have any purpose, not that can be
discerned in nature itself. The purpose of nature lies outside of nature. The purpose of
creation lies outside of creation. The purpose of creation is union with God, which is
something nature itself cannot provide. It is simply the raw material for something
else, and it is only God who can accomplish this.
So when we think about God becoming human we are talking about an event that lies
within nature in one sense but is surely transcendent to nature. And it has the nature of
what many people call the “miraculous.” You may use that word if you like. It is not
simply a product of the processes that we can observe in nature. It’s something else, but
it involves the very essence of nature and nature’s most complex component, the
human nature. As far as we know, nothing in the entire universe is more complex than
the human being, both in its physical manifestations, in its brain and nervous system, and
also in its non-physical manifestations, which are even more mysterious. So the
Incarnation provides then the very goal of the creation itself.
Now if we think about this, we realize that nature has existed for a long time before
the nativity of Christ. And therefore we have to admit that all along since the beginning
of human life people have been living in a frustration. St. Paul says, “The creation was
made subject to futility.” Human beings could not find their fulfillment; it was
impossible. Even if we grant that God wills to save all people and has provided for their
salvation, their fulfillment was impossible until the Incarnation of the Word of God
because there was no unity between God and man, God and humanity. There was no
human awareness of God in the true sense, which we call the “beatific vision.” That’s a
true human participation in the inner life of the Trinity, and it didn’t exist before Christ.

Fulfillment of Our Purpose

So all human beings up until Christ were living in this frustration, this futility where they
could not ever attain fulfillment. This now changes radically with the coming of Christ.
Meanwhile, because people were living in this world of futility, they not only were not
able to find fulfillment, but they also substituted their own goals for God’s goal,
probably for the most part out of ignorance. So the history of the human race becomes a
history of an organism going astray under its own direction, which is actually aimless.
And we could call this the “life of sin.” Sin is pursuing goals that are not appropriate.
The only true appropriate goal for the human race is union with God. But human beings
not having this possibility of union with God, thought up all kinds of other goals. And
those goals, sadly enough, remain with humanity. They are in our collective
conscience; they are in our collective consciousness; they draw us willy-nilly in spite of
the fact now something far better is possible.
So Jesus came to give us a new direction and a new goal and to wipe out all of the
offenses caused by the false goals and the false gods that human beings have
invented. And he accomplishes this not only in his conception, not only in his birth, but
also in his death, which is a sacrifice to the Father, a total gift, a total surrender to the
goodness of the Father.
Now as we gather for Eucharist, we are being invited into that very mystery, the
mystery of God becoming human and the mystery of this God-man offering himself
totally to the Father. It is an occasion for us to renew in our own mind what our goal is:
union with God. Sacramentally we participate in that union in the Holy Eucharist.
But Jesus also came to wipe away the offense of so many false gods and false beliefs and
false goals. The only way we can join in that is by offering ourselves and our wills to
God in union with Christ, offering our goals to God, letting God have them, rearrange
them however he wants, however we need him to. So we enter body, soul, and will into
this Eucharistic sacrifice, and that is in a very extraordinary way, but beautiful way, the
fulfillment of our purpose on earth.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Scripture Teaches Who We Are Final Advent Days Wednesday, December 21, 2011
8:15 AM Sng 2:8-14; Lk 1:39-45 (St. Peter Canisius, priest and doctor of the
Church) (Exalt in God’s goodness)

Today we have this beautiful prayer, the Magnificat, Mary expressing her great joy in
God’s help.
Now I’ve mentioned before, the circumstances were nonetheless very dangerous for
her, but she is not focusing on herself. She is focusing on God and she says, “My soul
magnifies the Lord.” This is an expression of humility. People don’t really understand
what humility is. Many people think humility is being small or thinking poorly of oneself
or negative about oneself. It is not. Mary is very positive and very humble because it’s all
about the Lord. Where pride comes in, especially the kind of pride that’s called superbia
in Latin, meaning arrogance, false pride, that is a matter of focusing on oneself. It’s
feeling big and important and all that, but not because of anything God has done, but
because of one’s own work, effort, success, achievement, triumph, or whatever. This is
not Mary’s way. She is exalting in God’s goodness, greatness, achievement, success,
and so on.
Now when we think about the word “ego,” which people throw around not knowing
what it means, an ego is really nothing except an idea we have of ourselves. And if you
think about it, our Scriptures are a wonderful school that will help us think about
ourselves in a right way. We have every right to feel magnificent about ourselves if we
are open to God, doing God’s work, exalting God, praising God. That should really
lift us up.
Now the Church has celebrated the birth of Christ at this time for centuries, probably
not because he was really born at this time—probably not—but because this time of year
itself tends to be dark and gloomy. Days are short. Very often people feel emotionally
depressed, not because of anything going on in their life, but because of the weather
itself, and then any problems they have are accentuated. So the Church counterbalances
that with this feast of Light, the Light becoming human in our presence through the
work of enlightened souls like the Blessed Mother.
So we might think about this and meditate on how much we are allowing the holy
Scriptures to influence the way we think about who we are.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Simple Obedience to God’s Purpose in Our Vocation
Final Advent Days
Wednesday, December 21, 2011 7:30 PM Sng 2:8-14; Lk 1:39-45 (St. Peter
Canisius, priest and doctor of the Church) Simbang Gabi (Mary’s willingness to
suffer quietly)

This evening we are celebrating the preparations for the Nativity of Our Lord. Of
course Mary is central and is Elizabeth to this beautiful story, but as I have said
before, many times we overplay the beautiful, romantic side to this story.
It’s very clear that Mary in accepting this invitation to be pregnant before her
marriage was also endangering her life because in those days to have a child outside of
marriage was punishable by stoning. You will remember the woman caught in adultery,
and adultery included unfaithfulness to one’s betrothed, and Mary was betrothed to
Joseph. This is the background of today’s story.
Mary is fleeing to the hill country in haste. Why? Well, she needs the
companionship of someone who also would understand her predicament. Elizabeth
grew up and reached old age without a child, and in those days in that culture many
people, most people, believed somehow that being childless, being barren, was a
punishment from God. And therefore anyone who was so childless lived with a stigma,
a social stigma, of suspicion and distrust. Somehow she wasn’t right in the sight of the
Lord, and so the Lord did not give her a child. But now in her old age the Lord is giving
her a child, as Gabriel said to Mary, “For with God all things are possible.” Indeed.
Elizabeth, although she is full of joy at this wonderful experience of being a mother for
the first time, hasn’t forgotten what it is like to be under suspicion.
And that is part of really Jesus’ long life of suffering, that he was born under this
shadow of suspicion. The Pharisees didn’t forget that either. “We are no illegitimate
breed,” they said to him. So his illegitimacy was basic to this story and the beginning
already of his Passion, his rejection, his disgrace in the eyes of those who look at people
in judgment. But, of course, Elizabeth was not such a person. Elizabeth did not look at
Mary or anyone with the eyes of judgment. Perhaps we learn that best when we
ourselves are misjudged—not to judge others. If so, then Elizabeth had learned her lesson
well, and Mary now flees to her, I believe, for companionship, solace, commiseration,
and compassion.

Simple Obedience to God’s Purpose in Our Vocation

Now when she comes into this little house in the hill country, the child in Elizabeth’s
womb leaps for joy. What we see here, of course, is that God is doing something unusual:
preparing the way, and preparing the way for the preparation. And John the Baptist is
already even in the womb anointed with the Holy Spirit, and he is discerning. He is
discerning the work of God. And he will continue to do that throughout his life, even
though at times he will also be confused, and he will be perplexed, and he will send
emissaries to Jesus and ask for clarification. But this work of God is a very hidden work.
It doesn’t take place with a lot of hoopla. It is an inner work that takes place within
the heart and the mind of those people who are willing to serve God without a lot of
thanks, without recognition, without a sense of being important. They are the ones called
the anawim, in Hebrew the poor of the Lord; they are the ones the Lord can use because
they are the ones who are really willing to be used.
And so this gospel reading really asks us to pause and ask ourselves whether we are
really willing to be used by God for his purposes. I’ve seen so often people rather
confused about what they want to do in life or what they should do in life or all the
different plans they have or goals they have, many of which may be all right. But the real
question we should ask is: “What is God’s plan? What is God’s goal for me? And am I
willing to cooperate with it, even if it doesn’t make me rich or famous or powerful or
beloved among those I live with or those I want to be my friends?
Mary learned how to suffer quietly. We could imagine she wasn’t able to tell anyone
what Gabriel said. Are you willing to suffer quietly in order to do what God asks of
you? I’ve learned that God never asks too much. And sometimes people don’t cooperate
with the little God asks because it’s so little. They are measuring things by their own
standards, not by God’s standards. But what we really need for ourselves and what the
world really needs is simple obedience to God’s purpose to our own personal
vocation. And Mary will continue on in this next passage with the wonderful Magnificat:
“My soul magnifies the Lord.” In her simplicity, in her inwardness, in her humility, she
magnified the light and the joy of the Lord. That gift can come to anyone who has her
willingness and her readiness to serve.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Selected by God
Final Advent Days
Friday, December 23, 2011 8:15 AM
Mal 3:1-4, 23-24; Lk 1:57-66 (St. John of Kanty, priest) (Our intentionality for any
profession to be a holy vocation

“He asked for a tablet and wrote, ‘John is his name.’”
Now you may wonder what all the fuss is about. In a traditional society children were
expected to follow in their parent’s footsteps. If a man was a carpenter, his son was
supposed to be a carpenter. If a man was a priest, his son was supposed to be a priest.
And the names followed in like manner; certain names were within certain families,
and that was all part of the identity of that particular family, and the various occupations
and vocations of that family were recycled to the next generation.
So this new name is very significant. It means a totally new vocation. John’s father
was a priest. John the Baptist was not going to ever be a priest or exercise that priestly
office. He was called to something else.
Now today we have gone to the other extreme. We don’t expect our children to do
anything that the parents did. And we have all kinds of new names. And they indicate
that children are totally unique, which they are, and they can do whatever they choose,
which they can.
But in this particular text it’s really not about John choosing something or John
being unique or John following his own way. It’s really about being selected by God.
And that is the real idea of a vocation, being selected by God. And the idea that every
baptized Christian is really selected by God is a belief of the Church. Everyone baptized
is really selected, elect, of God.
Now do we live out that election? That’s another question. Or do we allow our own
whims such a free reign that we forget about a call from God. There are many ways to
live out a baptismal vocation because there is nothing that cannot serve God properly,
expect of course a life of crime, a life of evil. But any occupation, any work, any
profession that is good in itself can be consecrated by Baptism and become a holy
vocation. But it does require intentionality on our part to make it a holy vocation. It
isn’t automatically. It is our intentions, it is our willingness, it is our sacrifice that makes
any occupation, any profession, any work holy. And John the Baptist is a reminder of
that.

Selected by God

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Giftedness of Life Itself Solemnity of the Nativity of the Lord Christmas At Vigil
Mass for Sunday, December 25, 2011 4:00 PM Is 62:1-5; Acts 13:16-17; 22-25;
Lk 2:1-14 (God’s transforming work in us and in our world)

“Peace on earth to those on whom his favor rests.”
The birth of Jesus is surely one of the most popular holidays, holy days, and is also
one of the most controversial. Sometimes Christians are shocked to find out that really
nobody knows when, what time of year that means, Jesus was born or in what year.
We do not know those things. What Luke does tell us is that the angel Gabriel
approached Mary in the sixth month, which would be June on the Julian calendar, and
nine months later would be March. Well, as you know, March is near Easter, so the early
Church did not want to celebrate the birth of Christ in March.
And then there are very secular reasons, very natural reasons, very psychological
reasons why December is a very good time to celebrate Christmas. The entire
Northern Hemisphere experiences a certain amount of light deprivation, although
recently not too much around here. Nevertheless, long nights and short days can create
havoc in many people’s nervous systems, and I have lived with people like this, and their
depression is very real. And when winter is at its worst everyone feels a certain sadness
or melancholy. So the winter solstice seems to be an ideal time for the Church to
celebrate the birth of Light from Light because that’s what we believe Christmas is all
about: the birth of Light from Light, true God from true God in the human nature—an
astonishing thought that we often don’t think about. Perhaps we should take a little time
to actually think about what this mystery of the Incarnation of the Word of God is
really about, because Isaiah the prophet warned that without contemplation people
perish. We want to live and thrive, and we need to be thoughtful and reflective if we
want to thrive.
The gift of Christmas is first and foremost about the giftedness of life itself. That’s
something we easily take for granted, that we are alive. But where did this life come
from? Most explanations are reductive. They just go back and back and back and never
get anywhere. The truth is life is a mystery. We are involved in it and we cannot explain
it. But it is a great experience if we allow it to be. And in this experience of life we are all
guests. But we have to admit no matter how great life is, no matter how marvelous the
universe is and how much we learn about it and how much we actually can control it or
even improve it, there is something always amiss, there is something always lacking in
the depths of our hearts. This is universal human experience. It always has been.
Regardless of our success or achievement we always want more. If we are wise, we
realize that the more has to be something different, not more of the same. This is the
essence of wisdom.
Many of our society’s leaders do not see this. And by “leaders” I include writers,
business moguls, politicians, intellectuals, scientists, teachers—in a word, the elite. Our
elite doesn’t quite grasp that we need something different to bring true satisfaction and
fulfillment into our hearts. Happiness is illusive because the human heart desires
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something not built into life. The desire is built in but not the satisfaction: something
not at our beck and call, something we cannot control no matter how smart or successful
we are. Thinking about this, St. Paul says, “The creation was made subject to futility.”
And I think we can agree, indeed, creation is subject to futility. The very thing we need
most lies outside our control and actually beyond nature itself. This should not be
surprising if we follow through with our beliefs. We believe we are created in God’s
image and likeness, so why should we be surprised that nothing in this world will fill
our restlessness.
The basic message of Christmas is God is now available, is now present bringing us to
union with him; something we could never accomplish ourselves God is doing. The
human and divine are brought together in a free exchange willingly given, willingly
received, and this is what we are created for and is our only possible fulfillment. The
feast of Christmas is about a love that cannot be compelled, that cannot be demanded,
that cannot be forced. It’s about a love that is free. But the Christmas story is actually
bigger than that.
Not only does God provide his love and happiness for the good people who have been
waiting, the good news of Jesus Christ is that all are called to share in God’s goodness,
even those who are completely undeserving. God is not about rewarding the good; God
is about transforming the all, transforming the whole. As St. Thomas Aquinas put it,
“God becomes man so that man can become God.” That is not poetic license; that is
literal theology. The enfleshment of the Word of God, the Incarnation of the Word of
God, is the beginning of something totally new and we are all invited. The past, whatever
it is, however sordid, unfortunate, poor, sad, whatever, is just grist for the mill. What
matters is the future and the changes we must make so that God’s transforming
work can be accomplished in us and in our world.
In Luke’s version of the story of Jesus’ birth he said Mary put the child in a manger.
Well, manger is a trough; that’s where the grain that the animals eat is put. Now for Luke
that had a very important meaning because Jesus comes to be food, not for animals but
for his fellow human beings, food for eternal life. Becoming food, in fact, is a very
powerful image of transformation. We become what we eat and what we eat becomes
us: God’s goal of our transformation into God—and God effects this by giving us
the bread that comes down from heaven. That is the Eucharistic bread that will be
offered on this table. On the night before his Passion Jesus took bread and said, “Take
this and eat of it, for this is my body, given up for you.” All life is gift. Our future is
gift, and it’s one we cannot imagine. It is beauty and it is splendor. But we will be ready
and prepared if we live now in gratitude and hope.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Two Kinds of Conservatism Feast of St. Stephen, The First Martyr Monday,
December 26, 2011 8:15 AM Acts 6:8-10; 7:54-59; Mt 10:17-22 (Following the
pure gospel with its suffering or following certain aspects of the gospel)

Sometimes people say there is a battle in the Church between the liberal and the
conservative. I rather think it’s between two different kinds of conservatives: those
who want to conserve the pure gospel and its power and truth, and those who want
to preserve a society or a culture associated with certain so-called Christian
principles. The result, of course, is very different.
If we follow the conservatism of the pure gospel, we can see that Christianity could
never be a large movement. Jesus here is saying that if you want to follow him, you have
to expect persecution. Everyone will hate you. Now think about how many people are
really willing to be hated, willing to be persecuted, willing to love their enemies, and
that’s the number of people who will follow the gospel purely.
Now many people will associate with certain aspects of the gospel. For example,
being forgiven—people will like that part. There are many elements in the gospel that are
very joyful and hopeful—people will go with that. And they would probably subscribe to
a society that identified itself as Christian—they would think that’s good. And there
might be actually multitudes and multitudes of people following that approach, but not
the first one.
So as we think about evangelization and the need to stimulate the faith, we have to
really realize what we’re doing and what we’re really saying and what God is asking us
to be doing. Stephen is the first martyr, and the Church wisely puts his feast day the day
after Christmas so that we don’t get caught up in the sentimentality of something that is
itself quite beautiful, the birth of a child. The warning is that, yes, but this is a very sober
call. This is a call to be willing to go to the nth degree in joining with the vulnerable
Christ Child in suffering for the sake of something we don’t even see.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Personal Eye-witness Feast of St. John, Apostle and Evangelist Tuesday,
December 27, 2011 8:15 AM 1 Jn 1:1-4; Jn 20:1a, 2-8 (The beloved disciple
behind the Fourth Gospel)

Today we are celebrating the feast of St. John, although we have to admit we don’t
really know what his name is. We call him “John,” but that name goes back to St.
Irenaeus. Before that the Gospel of St. John had no name. It was an anonymous gospel, as
are all the gospels. They are all anonymous. Irenaeus made up the names Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John, and they are just as good as any other name. But we don’t
really know who wrote any of the gospels.
The Catholic Church teaches that the gospels are inspired word of God; however, they
are also the words of actual people. In other words, God didn’t dictate the gospels. That’s
what some people believe, but not in our Church. Our Church teaches that the actual
words are the words of human beings and that they apply to the actual language those
human beings spoke and they are part of the culture of those human beings because they
are really a human work. The divine inspiration has to do with the message or the
meaning in the texts. And this explains quite a few anomalies.
First of all, the first three gospels, Matthew, Mark, and Luke, we call them, are really
gospels. They are very similar. They are very parallel to each other. Mark is the
shortest, probably the first. Matthew and Luke follow, using Mark as a basis, but
also expanding, sharing a great deal, but then each of them have their own
individual contributions as well.
Now looking at the texts, scholars suspect that Matthew and Mark were written by
Jewish Christians or Christian Jews, if you like to put it that way, but not Luke. Luke was
most probably a gentile. What about the Fourth Gospel? Totally different. In a way it’s
not even a gospel. What it has in common with the gospels is the second part, which
is the Passion narrative. But the first part is totally different, totally unique. It’s the
Book of Signs. It’s the message of Christ put into signs starting with Cana, moving on,
expressing everything in a very symbolic way. This is the work of the man we are calling
“John.”

A Personal Eye-witness

Now there was another apostle named John, I mean, there was one apostle whose
name was John, but this is not the one we are talking about. This is the beloved disciple.
Notice how it says, “the other disciple, the one Jesus loved,” and so on, but never giving
him a name—“the one who arrived first.” This is probably a sort of modesty. Now it is
unlikely that this beloved disciple, this very special friend of Jesus, it is unlikely that he
wrote every part of the gospel or the other works attributed to him, but he had something
to do with them. He was the witness behind it. He was the authority behind all these
works. And probably he is the only real eye-witness among the evangelists. Matthew,
Mark, and Luke probably were not eye-witnesses; they depended upon others. But the
beloved disciple was there; he was at the Last Supper. He was with the Blessed Mother
at the cross. And tradition says that he took care of the Blessed Mother in Ephesus, and
that’s very probable.
So we are talking about a very important disciple in the early Church, someone who
was very close to Jesus. That’s why I personally believe that reading the Fourth
Gospel gives us a very special insight into the very nature of Jesus and the nature of
his teaching in a way the others don’t quite make it. They are not quite as personal. They
are valid. They are authentic. They are apostolic, but they are not quite as personal as the
Fourth Gospel. So I think that on this day we might think about reading, sitting down
and just reading, John’s Gospel from beginning to end sometime in the next few
weeks, and seeing how the Spirit, who inspired John, the author we are speaking of,
how that Spirit might touch us and might give us some personal feeling of Jesus.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Evil Persecutes Innocence Feast of the Holy Innocents, martyrs Wednesday,
December 28, 2011 8:15 AM 1 Jn 1:5—2:2; Mt 2:13-18 (Martyrdom is being
mistaken for Christ

Today we celebrate the Feast of the Holy Innocents. And this story of the Holy
Innocents as found in the gospel of Matthew cannot be taken completely literally, as
everyone knows. The story of the Magi itself, and this is part of it, is a little bit farfetched because a star will not lead anyone to one, single country, much less a house. But
nonetheless the inspired author includes this story for a very good reason.
The reason is that there are Herods in the world and there are holy innocents in
the world. If we go back to the story of Moses, we see the same thing. Pharaoh was
afraid of an oppressed people. Tyrants are afraid of those they oppress. Even if they
seem weak and helpless, they fear them. In the nature of evil, evil cuts people off from
the communion that exists in humanity. The innocent enjoy communion, but the evil
do not. Partly, the evil live in a delusion of their own separation from and difference from
everyone else. This itself inspires fear. But partly they make that delusion actually real in
their actions. Through their actions they actually do become totally separate from
everyone else, a world unto themselves, and they become therefore locked into utter
loneliness and unhappiness, which is a form of madness. Those who love money
always feel poor; those who love power always feel weak, no matter how much power
they have.
So we see this story of Pharaoh playing itself out again here in this story, probably
not historically but truthfully in a universal sense. We see it in the life of Stalin; we see
it in the life of Hitler; we see it even in literature. In the story of Harry Potter, Volarmort,
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the evil wizard, wants to destroy the boy who lives. Why? Because evil is threatened by
innocence, and so persecutes innocence.
And this story about how the Holy Innocents are really martyrs says that martyrdom
itself is a matter of being mistaken for Christ. It’s not, in their case, a deliberate choice
on their part. But they are mistaken for Christ and therefore they share in his goodness
and in his victory. And so it is in the world that the death of the innocents are not
wasted. In some way, their suffering is combined to the suffering of Christ. And
somehow that suffering is redemptive. It brings redemption to those who are willing to
admit they are wrong, willing to see where they’ve made wrong choices or wrong
decisions, even if it’s their whole life long, even if it’s developed a completely distorted
person. Those who are willing can be redeemed. There’s no one beyond redemption
in terms of God’s plan. Anyone who is beyond redemption is only beyond redemption
because he or she chooses to refuse it.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Jesus Substantially the Same as God Seventh Day in the Octave of Christmas
Saturday, December 31, 2011 8:15 AM 1 Jn 2:18-21; Jn 1:1-18 (St. Sylvester I,
pope) (Our urgent mission to the world)

Today we read from the very beautiful beginning of John’s Gospel. This is a
recapitulation of the beginning of the Bible in the Book of Genesis, although it is quite a
bit shorter. It recapitulates the basic truths that people don’t get: nothing came to be apart
from God. God alone is the source of all being. Nothing can come into being or stay in
being without God. God is the cause of all being, the ground of all being, and God
therefore is something totally different from the rest of everything else. Actually this
is logical, but people rarely can follow the logic. Everything we see passes away, comes
and goes. Even if we don’t see it in our lifetime, we know the earth will come and go. We
can study this scientifically. We know the sun has come, will go. The universe as a whole
has come, will go. None of this can be necessary. The mere fact that there is something
means something must be because everything that is contingent, that is dependent,
must depend on something. And this is saying it is God. That’s our name for this
necessary being.
Now having said that, it doesn’t mean we know anything about this God. So this God
then discloses to us his nature, his qualities, his reality, what he is like, who he is. And
this revelation is actually astonishing, but that’s the meaning of Jesus’ life, an
astonishing revelation of the very ground of being. And the disclosure of God in Christ
is very and totally authentic because Christ is not part of the creation, exactly. Although
he has a created human nature just like ours, Christ is substantially different from us.
He is substantially the same as God.

Jesus Substantially the Same as God

Incidentally, that’s one reason why in the new translation the translators went back to
the old word, which is very clumsy and foreign sounding: “consubstantial.” It is clumsy
and foreign sounding, but it says something “one in being” doesn’t say, because we are
all one in being with God. We have to be if you understood this Prologue. If we weren’t
one in being, we wouldn’t exist. But Jesus is more than that. He is the same Being, in
Greek homoousia, same being as God, and therefore reveals faithfully, truthfully,
perfectly, wonderfully the very nature of God.
This is an astonishing revelation, and we have grown way too familiar with the
whole story. It doesn’t astonish us any more. We take everything for granted, and
therefore we don’t realize what a very urgent mission we have to go to our world that
is so full of darkness, so confused, doesn’t even know there is a God much less what the
nature of God is, led by certain intellectuals who think that they can explain away the
nature of reality: well, it just happened. There is an urgent need to go to the world and
show this wonderful nature of God revealed in Jesus.
And we do that not so much with words but with who we are. We take to the world a
gift that has no explanation other than God has touched this person. We bear the
same burdens everyone else bears. We have the same worries, the same anxieties, the
same fears. We have to be different though in the way we live. And that itself is a
proclamation of the gospel. That itself is witness to who God really is. And we really
do know that in Christ because he is the same being as God; he is God. Hopefully in this
new year this message will sink in deeper and deeper each day.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Reflecting with Mary Solemnity of Mary, the Holy Mother of God The Octave
Day of the Nativity of the Lord Sunday, January 1, 2012 10:45 AM Nm 6:22-27;
Gal 4:4-7; Lk 2:16-21 (Is Jesus at the center of what we value?)

“And Mary kept all these things, reflecting on them in her heart.”
On the octave of the great celebration of Jesus’ birth, the liturgy focuses on Mary, his
mother. Her specific title for this feast is Theotokos; that means actually “Bearer of God”;
we usually call her “Mother of God.”
In today’s gospel reading Mary is portrayed as keeping and reflecting on these events
in her heart, thinking about them. That’s something we need to do as well, to ponder the
meaning of the birth of Christ, to wonder about it, to reflect on it. I do not believe we
could do a greater favor for ourselves, especially on this first day of the year, than to
spend some time reflecting with Mary on the meaning of the birth she has given.
The gospel claims that this event, the birth of Jesus, the birth of the Messiah, has
changed history. However, two thousand years after the gospels have been composed we
can say maybe—maybe—it changes history. Of course it does open up new
possibilities for living in the world, new hope for the future, a new option for the way
people live. But it’s not a sure thing, this new possibility. And we shouldn’t be
surprised at that if we’ve really paid attention to the gospel itself. Throughout Jesus’
ministry he was always calling people to follow him, inviting people to join in his
ministry, asking for their help in this great work of the kingdom.
But this calling, this invitation, this asking all begs a response, and one that can’t be
compelled or forced, and we really have to realize it is up to us to respond to what
God is doing or it’s not going to affect us. This means that its power to change history
is really determined by our response. And make no mistake about it, living happily ever
after on this planet is not one of the options Jesus offered. He spoke about life here and
now as a life of challenge, a life of learning—“discipleship” it was called—struggle to
live in a new way, sacrifice of everything except what is really important, and finding
God as someone totally dependable, upon whom we can depend, whom we really can
follow, whose leadings we can sense.
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However, unfortunately, as we look at our world today, we can see there are many
baptized Christians, many Catholics, initiated sacramentally into the holy mysteries of
our becoming divine—and that’s the Christmas story: God becomes human so that
human begins can become divine. That’s the way St. Thomas Aquinas summarized it and
it’s a good summary. Yet many people who have been initiated into this have taken a
detour. They are really not into responding to their vocation given in their Baptism, but
rather they are more intent in living here and now and acquiring all the blandishments
that this world offers, and that has become their real goal, maybe not their stated goal,
but their real goal, what they really care about, the real object of their life and their
heart’s desire. It is actually a very great shame. For too many, prayer and faith exist
only as an insurance policy just in case something goes wrong. There was a man
having quite a bit of troubles talking to me one day and I said, “Well, do you pray?” And
he said, “Well, only when there is something really wrong.” Of course we will have all
kinds of troubles, but we can’t wait for something to go wrong before we start a life of
prayer. It has to be part of who we are, who we are called to be.
If we join with Mary and her reflections on the meaning of her child and his birth and
how that changes our perception of life, we might ask ourselves, well, has it? Has Jesus’
birth really changed the way I look at life or is my look at life, is my perception of
life, given to me by the world around me, period? Do we have the courage to put her
child, born outside the boundaries of home and family, at the very center of what we
value? That’s the courageous thing she did. And that courage is really faith—that’s really
faith, not just believing that something is so, but really putting this child at the center of
what we value. Is it her Son who helps us evaluate what is really important in our
lives, how we spend our time, what we treasure? Or is following Christ really an
interference with what we really want to be doing, a grudging task we force ourselves to
carry out because of fear perhaps or family pressure or we haven’t examined it too much?
New Year’s is a time for resolutions; Mary would be a wonderful help for us all
considering some really worthwhile New Year’s resolutions.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Sight for Our Souls Christmas Weekday
Monday, January, 2, 2012 8:15 AM
1 Jn 2:22-28; Jn 1:19-28 Sts. Basil the Great and Gregory Nazianzen, bishops and
doctors of the Church (Pray for the gift of the Holy Spirit)

“I baptize with water; but there is one among you whom you do not recognize,
the one who is coming after me, whose sandal strap I am not worthy to untie.” Later
on it says, “He is the one who will baptize you with the Holy Spirit.” It’s a very
important phrase. Everything leads up to Christ, who baptizes with the Holy Spirit.
That’s the point of this whole reading.
It is the Holy Spirit that the Lord gives, and the Holy Spirit is, according to St. Basil,
whose feast we celebrate today, to the soul what the power of sight is to the eye. So we
can think about that. The gift of sight is a wonderful gift. People do live without it.
Sightless people do live; in some cases they live a relatively full life, but they are
handicapped. As we age, there are many maladies that we can suffer concerning our
power of sight. Some actually do lead to blindness. People can live with blindness; they
can live sightless, but they are handicapped. Everyone would admit that it’s a handicap
not to be able to see.
Now Helen Keller was not able to see, and yet she had a very rich life because she had
a wonderful teacher and she was very intelligent and she had other senses. And she
learned somehow how to perceive life without that sight, but it was very difficult. And
most people don’t achieve what she did with the resources she had. So we ought to think
about this—how valuable is sight!
Now Basil is saying just so—just so—is the Holy Spirit to the soul. Can the soul live
without the Holy Spirit? Oh yes. Can the soul cope with life on this planet without the
Holy Spirit? Yes. Can sometimes people without the Holy Spirit still do relatively well,
Sight for Our Souls

perceive relatively a great deal? Well, yes, because there’s always the imagination. Helen
Keller had tremendous imagination. People without sight often have tremendous
imagination. And this is a great help, but the imagination can go astray. Helen Keller
had a great teacher to help her focus on what was really real, but in our spirituality we
don’t have a real great help without the Holy Spirit. Well, we might have the writings
of the saints. They might help. We might have the teachings of the Church. That can help.
But we are at a great disadvantage—human beings are at a great disadvantage—without
the Holy Spirit, without having sight in their soul. It doesn’t mean they have no
perceptions, but they don’t have sight.
But now Jesus said, before he was raised up in the Ascension, that the Church, that
the people of faith, that the believers, that the disciples, were supposed to pray for the
Holy Spirit. I’m convinced we don’t—not enough. Maybe once a year around Pentecost
you pray for the Holy Spirit. We have to pray all the time for the gift of the Spirit so
we have sight in our souls and we can see what we need to see, to enjoy the beauty of
God, even right now. Why not? Why wait, when we don’t have to? We won’t have the
fullness of divine vision here on earth, true, but we can have quite a bit of sight if the
Holy Spirit dwells in our souls and we are open to the gifts that the Holy Spirit gives us.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Intuition of God as Love
The Days of Christmas
Tuesday, January 3, 2012
8:15 AM 1 Jn 2:29—3:6; Jn 1:29-34 (The Most Holy Name of Jesus) (A
relationship with God that bears fruit)

“No one who remains in him sins; no one who sins has seen him or known him.”
This particular text from the First Letter of St. John is a text which focuses on a
personal knowledge between a human person and God. Not all religions talk about such a
thing, but this one does; this Christian faith talks about a personal knowledge. And
it’s this personal knowledge that not only informs us of facts; it introduces us to a
being, the Being, the ground of being.
And in this very letter this ground of being is also revealed as love. Even if reason
can figure things out that, well, there must be something that created everything; it
couldn’t have just come out of nothing by chance, even if reason arrives at that
conclusion, which is correct, reason can’t tell what the nature of that being is, that
being that must be, that uncaused cause. What’s that like; what is it? Nor will human
experience in itself tell you. Human experience has all kinds of highs and lows, ups and
downs, lights and shadows. So how are we going to know what that is like? The only
way we know it is if that being reveals itself to us, discloses itself to us.
And that’s exactly what our Christian faith says, that Light has come to us embodied
in the Christ Child. And as we watch the Christ Child grow and act and minister to others
and speak, we see that that Christ Child, grown into first a young lad and then a man,
reveals that the very nature of life is love. Again, no one ever suspected that. Even the
great wisdom traditions of the various cultures and religions of the world, they might
have thought about what wisdom was. They might have even thought of light as symbolic
of being, but did they ever think that it was really love? Not to my knowledge. And love
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which is unconditioned, love which even loves the enemy, embraces the foe. This
surely was not hinted at in the Psalms where the prayer is always that God will defeat the
foe, crush the enemy. That’s not how love reveals itself in Christ.
So we are dealing with a very particular and specific view of God. And it’s a view of
God that is not simply an idea, but a relationship. Knowledge of God is like knowledge
of another person. It’s not a matter of words or facts. It’s an intuition of someone. This
is what John is talking about here. And when we really allow this intuition into our
consciousness and allow it to grow, we cannot remain in sin; it’s impossible. Sin itself is
ignorance of this one, of this someone. Sin is ignorance of love. So “no one who sins has
seen him or known him.” Our faith is to go beyond faith. Our faith is to go into a
relationship with God that bears fruit in love and allows God to use us to do his
work. That’s discipleship according to St. John.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Forgiveness of Sins
Second Week of Christmas Wednesday, January 4, 2012
8:15 AM 1 Jn 3:7-10; Jn 1:35-42 St. Elizabeth Ann Seton, religious (People fail,
but God is merciful.)

“No one who is begotten by God commits sin, because God’s seed remains in
him; he cannot sin because he is begotten by God.”
This is very stark. And most people who have a powerful experience of God end up
speaking in a stark manner. As the Church learned in its history this is a little too stark. In
fact, people are not divided into good guys and bad guys, people who are children of
God versus people who are children of the devil. Now that doesn’t mean that there aren’t
some people who are very holy and close to God, and some people who are very evil and
for all intents and purposes children of the devil. But a vast majority of the people
remain in between and they do pursue what is good and right and then they fail, and
then they pursue it again and then they fail, and so on. The Church learned the hard
way that we can’t be black and white about this matter.
Now this all came to a head after the time when the government of Rome gave up
persecuting the Church. When the government quit persecuting the Church many
people who had given up the faith under the threat of death came back and said,
well, we really want to rejoin the Church. Now at that time there were hardliners who
took this literally and said, no, no, “No one who is begotten by God commits sin, because
God’s seed remains in him; he cannot sin because he is begotten by God.” You sinned,
that is, you denied the faith or you capitulated to the people in authority sometimes
handing over perhaps scrolls of Scripture or cups used at the Eucharist or something like
that. That’s where the word “traitor” comes from, handing over, traitor, traditor in Latin,
therefore you are a child of the devil. Well, this became a great controversy. And the
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bishops solved the controversy by saying God is merciful. So even if people after
Baptism sin they still can be forgiven.
Now there was a whole group in the early Church that didn’t accept that and therefore
they left the Church; they founded their own church. But they died out. I guess there
weren’t enough people perfect enough to fill that church up.
But the Church that accepted brokenness, sinfulness, weakness with mercy, that
Church survives. And the sacramental way in which the Church brought healing and
correction and forgiveness is called the sacrament of “Penance” or “Reconciliation.” It
was actually called originally the sacrament of “Second Penance” because Baptism was
called “First Penance.” So Baptism is the initiation into Christ, but afterwards we can also
have sin, but we can also have forgiveness.
So in the long run the Church learned that we cannot be black and white about good
and evil. People struggle, fail, but we believe God is merciful, so he continues to forgive.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Meaning of the Blood
The Days of Christmas Friday, January 6, 2012 8:15 AM
1 Jn 5:5-13; Mk 1:7-11 (St. Andre Bessette, religious) (The love of God poured out
for us)

“This is the one who came through water and Blood, Jesus Christ, not by water
alone, but by water and Blood.”
Now this needs some explaining: why this reference to blood? Well, blood of course
was very important to ancient religious rituals, including those of the Old Testament.
Jesus had a rather dim view of many of the rituals of the Old Testament, at least indicated
by his cleansing of the temple. For Jesus, worship in Spirit and truth meant an
inward devotion to God, an inward willingness to surrender to God, to serve God, to
give oneself to others in faithful service. He saw himself evidently like the suffering
servant portrayed in Isaiah. He was healing up wounds. He was giving joy to the
depressed, freeing captives, and so on. So his life was a life of self-sacrifice, and that
culminated in his death on the cross, for whatever reason, and they are very complex
reasons why his society, political and religious, did not want him. I think it is better if
we don’t have clear answers and we seek those answers in ourselves and in those
around us because the same battle is always waging between what God is offering
and what people really want.
Now having said this, John here, the author, the beloved disciple—we really only
know him as the beloved disciple; we don’t know him by any other name—this author
says that the blood of Jesus is so significant because he believes that Jesus is the
Word of God incarnate. Now that was not universally believed in the early Church. You
might say, there were always those who believed it; there was this core, but it was not
universally accepted for a long time. There were other explanations, so to speak, of
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who Jesus was. For example, some said, well, he really was God, but as God he
couldn’t have suffered, so the blood, they eliminate the idea of blood from that point of
view: Jesus was God; he worked miracles; he spoke the truth, but he didn’t really suffer.
Well, the Church could not accept that because Jesus really did suffer. His disciples saw
him. The beloved disciple himself was at the foot of the cross. He saw him suffer. He
knew it was real. So that idea, well, Jesus was divine but not really human, that idea
didn’t work.
Then others said the other extreme: well, he was a man, good man, great man, holy
man, favored by God, but really wasn’t divine. Well, in that case he might have really
suffered, but then so what! Was God some sort of ogre that sent a creature to suffer in
behalf of many because he was so desirous of punishment? So that subordinationists’
view that Jesus was really just human, that leads to a God who is an ogre and John
didn’t believe that.
John believed that Jesus was the gift of God himself, truly God, God from God. So
Jesus suffering is God suffering. God willingly suffers in communion with all of those
who suffer in the world because God’s heart is a heart of compassion. And that’s why
this blood is so important. That’s why later the image of the Sacred Heart is so
important. It is God’s bleeding out of love for his own creation, a creation that has
other ideas and other plans and clearly other desires. So we have to keep in mind what
the meaning of the blood is. It is the love of God poured out for us.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Gifted by and for God
Solemnity of the Epiphany of the Lord
January 8, 2012 12:15 PM Is 60:1-6; Eph 3:2-3a, 5-6; Mt 2:1-12
Commissioning of Confirmation Candidates (Fed by the Eucharist)

Sunday,

The feast of the Epiphany is a wonderful time to talk about gifts. And first I would
like to address the assembly as a whole and the parish as a whole to thank you for the
wonderful gifts you have given to the parish over this past holy year, 2011. As usual
you have provided excellent ministry in so many different departments on so many
different levels, the most obvious of which is the wonderful liturgies we celebrate
together. And in particular as we entered into the Advent season with the new words of
our liturgy, you adapted to them beautifully. And the musicians adapted to the beautiful
new music. This was for me an Advent of unequaled serenity and a Christmas of
unequaled joy, and I have you to thank for it. And in addition to all that, the greatest
collection in the history of St. Margaret Mary parish! So you have yourselves to thank
for that.
Now I would like to address the young who have not quite decided yet how they
are going to bring their gifts to the Lord. The story of the Magi really is a story of
bringing gifts. The evangelist no doubt intended to talk about how the boundaries of
Israel, the people of God, Jesus’ people, Jesus’ nation, had to be pushed out. Here are
foreigners coming with the gifts. We take all of this for granted. Why? Because of those
who have gone before us, who have done work in the vineyard bringing the message to
our forebears.
Now this growing has caused some pain. It probably caused pain for Jesus himself.
Don’t forget he said, “I have come only for the lost sheep of the house of Israel.” He said
that at one point in his ministry, but later on he changed his mind. He addressed the
Samaritan woman. She wasn’t a lost sheep from the house of Israel. And he addressed
many others: the Syrophoenician woman, and so on. He broadened his scope. That is
not easy to do, but we are called to do it, to think in a new way—pain or no pain.
It’s very easy to think of religion as something we have from our family or from our
ethnic group: being Catholic because we come from a Catholic family, being Jewish
because we come from a Jewish family, and so on. But that is really not seeing religion or
reality as it is. So we need to acknowledge what God is doing in Christ and recognize
we are being asked to respond in kind, as God is giving himself. His total nature is
actually connected to Christ; that’s our belief. And that’s so that we can join totally to
his nature. But this does not happen in a moment. This is a process, and that’s what life
is about on this planet. That is what Jesus was trying to say. We are not here just to waste
time. We are not here just to have a job, make money, have fun. That is not the purpose
of life on earth. We may do all those things, but that is not the purpose of life on earth.
Now you notice that the Magi brought gold, frankincense and myrrh, and most people
in the history of the Church have never realized what that means. St. Augustine surely did
not because he looked at each thing individually. Each of those commodities is very
valuable: frankincense, very valuable, expensive, costly; myrrh, same; gold, same. But
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that’s not the point. The point is when you put all three together. Gold and frankincense
and myrrh together make up a censer burning with fragrant incense, and that is an
acknowledgment of deity, of divinity, of God. It’s praise of God. It’s honoring God.
So what this really means is that the Magi are using their gifts to honor God. That’s
what they are for us; they are leaders in our Christian vocation because we all have the
same vocation, to use our gifts and bring them to God however we do that. All of the
baptized are commissioned and empowered to work for God in whatever task life
offers them, whatever they can do. Therefore there is no such thing as “just a job”—no
such thing as “just a job.” Keep that in mind. Every single job, every single occupation,
every single profession is an opportunity to give to God, to serve God, and to build up
his kingdom, to continue his work.
The sacraments of initiation: Baptism, Confirmation, and Eucharist are all
meant to consecrate us, to consecrate our bodies, to consecrate our minds, to consecrate
our efforts, our wills, so that they will be pleasing to God, like incense is pleasing to our
sense of smell. And of the three sacraments, they are all important, but I want to stress
really Eucharist. I know you are getting ready for Confirmation, but I want to talk about
Eucharist because no one can be consecrated all at once.
Jesus was consecrated, if you remember, in the river Jordan when John the Baptist
took him into the river and the Holy Spirit descended upon him in a very gentle way
like a dove. That doesn’t mean the Holy Spirit looked like a dove; it means the Spirit
descends in a dove-like way, peacefully, quietly, and in such a way we could push him
away rather easily, and unfortunately I am afraid we often do.
Jesus was consecrated in the river Jordan, but he still had to suffer in the garden
of Gethsemane. You think he really wanted to die? He was human in all things but sin.
That includes a lust for life, a desire to live, a desire to survive. He didn’t want to die.
He had to withstand an unjust trial. You think because he was God that was easy? Not at
all. His humanity was fully operative just as yours is. And the insult of an unjust trial
affected him probably more sensitively than it would affect any of us. He lost all his
friends. Do you think that was easy? You will lose friends and you will lose loved ones
in your life and it won’t be easy, but it can be done because your friends and your loved
ones, the members of your family, are only signs and indications of God. They are
participating in the love of God, and when there is an absence there is a deeply-felt
need for God to fill the absence. Jesus had to undergo torture. I hope you don’t. You
never know.
Yet in spite of all that, Jesus still willingly offered himself to his Father in his death
on the cross. And John in particular sees this as a great victory, and in a sense it is, in
spite of the suffering. We don’t want to minimize what this cost Jesus, but it is also true it
was a great triumph of his goodness. He died without hate. He died without the desire
to avenge himself. He died pure of heart. That was tremendous victory, and it’s one
he wants to give each of us as well. He wants to share his victory with us. But we can’t
do it all at once. We have to grow day by day, week by week.
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And we have to understand that the Eucharist, which is the sacrifice of Christ in the
order of sign, is the way God has given us to renew in our own lives this central act of
consecration that God has given us in Christ, his sacrifice on the cross, so that we
can receive the strength to continue in whatever work, whatever effort, whatever choice
we have to make in life. Wherever we have to go, whatever path we are on we need
God’s help.
But we don’t only gather here on Sundays so that our work and efforts can be
consecrated to God by God. Jesus knew full well that we do not live by bread alone. We
need to feast on every word that comes from the mouth of God. We have to hear the
word of God. Our minds can be so filled with what is actual trash. Trash is not only on
your computer; trash is everywhere. We need to be feasting on every word that comes
from the mouth of God. We come together on Sunday to feast on the word of God. We
need to feast on the bread that comes down from heaven. “The bread that I will give is
my flesh for the life of the world.”
St. Paul says that we are carrying around a treasure in an “earthen vessel.” That refers
to our bodies, our physical bodies, which acknowledges are leaky. You will notice this as
you experience life. You will become enthusiastic and full of good desire, holy desire,
enthusiasm, grace, strength of God, and then it will all leak out! You have an
earthen vessel. That’s why we need food all the time. In this way it’s a perfect analogy
to physical life. You can’t just eat once in your life or once every six months. You have
to eat every day, three times a day. Well, you need the bread of heaven too at least
once a week. You need to be fed on this great power, this great food that comes from
God. As Jesus pointed out to the woman at the well, the Samaritan woman, as long as we
only eat and drink what earth provides us, we will thirst again and hunger again. We need
to eat. We need to be nourished on what God provides us. I know that the vast majority of
you young Christians, Catholics, are very goodhearted, very sincere, but I don’t think
you quite realize how much we all need God’s nourishment. I think you kid
yourselves into thinking that everything is good enough the way it is, but it isn’t.
In our age we celebrate with some rightness wonderful human accomplishments. And
we have done great things as a human race. And yet the great desires of the human heart
remain elusive—the great desires of the human heart remain elusive—and each of us has
to learn for himself, or herself. Each of us has to be convinced personally that our
greatest desires: world peace, justice, universal prosperity—all those things, they are
all derivative of something else, something deeper, something simpler. They are all
derivative of our one desire for God. That’s a desire we are built with, we are created
with. We can’t do without it. We can confuse it, misuse it, misdirect it, but we can’t get
rid of it. All human beings are built with this natural desire for God, to have God, to see
God.
We come to Mass every week, not just once in a while, because this is the way God
has chosen to bless us, and we don’t want to miss out on what God wants to give us. In a
more simple way even, we come to Mass every week because that’s what Catholics do,
and we have chosen to be Catholic.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Renew, Refresh, Invigorate The Baptism of the Lord Monday, January 9, 2012
8:15 AM Is 42:1-4, 6-7; Mk 1:7-11 (He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit)

One of the characteristics of the Catholic religion is the use of signs and symbols,
which appeal to the senses but from which we are to draw more than sense conclusions.
The idea is that the sense world, although not the very same thing as the real world—it’s
not a total picture—and yet it reflects even the physical world, reflects something of the
very Spirit of its Creator if you know how to read it. And the sacramental system is a
way of reading the sense world to find traces of the Creator.
Now in Baptism, we have not simply water, but we actually have a bath. Baptism is a
bath. It is a dunking. Literally, that’s what the word means, “dunking,” but it is a bath.
And if we can realize that Jesus lived in a very arid, dusty area, then bathing has even
more significance than it would for us. Even though Americans are great bathers and are
known worldwide for almost an obsession with a daily shower and so on, this is actually
unusual; even in Europe it’s pretty well unknown. But in that part of the world even more
so bathing is so refreshing. It is so invigorating. It is so renewing. And so this is
meant to be now a basis by which we think of the work of the Spirit. God’s Spirit is
meant to renew and refresh and invigorate.
But if you ever went to the Jordan River—and I know some of you have been
there—you would know how silty—you might say “dirty”—it is. It isn’t filtered,
chlorinated water. It is silty. But silt itself has another significance. It signifies fecundity,
fertility. The Egyptians counted on an annual flooding of the Nile Valley so that they
could plant their crops. This happened every year on schedule. Because of this, they had a
very static idea of existence, almost fatalistic: year after year, same ole thing, same ole
thing.
But now in Israel you don’t see that. Israel does not have a static idea of existence.
It’s not the same ole thing, same ole thing. Why? Because they have a sense of God
showing up unexpectedly. In the life of Abraham, for example, in the life of Moses, in
the life of the people, here and there, now and then, unexpectedly God shows up and God
does something; so it’s not same ole thing, same ole thing. And that’s why Israel is so
Renew, Refresh, Invigorate

unique in the history of the world, because it has this dynamic idea of history meaning
the “story of life.” Their story of life is dynamic. It’s open to the unexpected.
Here comes John the Baptist, preaching unexpectedly, uniquely a new message. And
he says it’s time; it’s time for something new. Get ready. It’s not going to be the sameold, same-old anymore; it’s something new. And that was symbolized also with Baptism:
get rid of the old, wash off the dirt of time, and start something new.
And Jesus himself underwent this sign. He led into this sign, so all of his followers
always thought this as a very significant beginning point in discipleship: something new.
It’s very hard for people to keep that in mind because as we get old, it becomes same-old,
same-old. We become like Egyptians. We become inured to a certain way of living; even
spiritually, even our prayers, become same-old, same-old. Liturgy can become that way.
That is not God’s will. God wants to show up unexpectedly and does even though
very often people don’t notice. So that’s what this feast is about: about Jesus
beginning something new, God beginning something new in Jesus, Jesus recognizing
it, John being part of it and calling forth.
Now John himself called forth to leave behind the old, but he didn’t really bring in the
new. There was this hiatus, and I think many people are there in their own personal lives.
They recognize the old is old, but they don’t know what the new is. John says, “I have
baptized you with water.” I have washed away the old. “He will baptize you with the
Holy Spirit.” That’s the new thing: the Holy Spirit. And the worst thing we can do for
ourselves is to imagine that God has already done what God really wants to do.
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Rev. Paul A Hottinger
Pursue the Good
First Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday, January 10, 2012
8:15 AM 1 Sm 1:1-20; Mk 1:1-28 (Sloth is indifferent to what is objectively good.)

“His fame spread everywhere throughout the whole region of Galilee.”
This section is the beginning of Mark’s Gospel. At the very beginning he is preaching
the kingdom of God, the presence of the kingdom of God, the power of God breaking
into human life, and its results are that people are astonished, people are healed, and
people are liberated from the confines of evil in all sorts of ways.
Now before the time of Christ the philosopher Plato observed that most people don’t
use the reason that they have much. They don’t really pursue the question of: What is
really good or what is really true? Now in Plato’s day we could say, well, that for the
most part was because they were uneducated and they didn’t really have the opportunity
to pursue such a lofty pursuit. They didn’t have the luxury of what later became called
“philosophy,” the love of wisdom. They didn’t have that.
Now when we look to our own time and we read the signs of the times it is rather
shocking that many people have education and people certainly have opportunity to
pursue the good, the true good, the truth, and yet they don’t seem to care. In fact, I am
afraid that is one of the characteristics of the present age, especially on the intellectual
level. Of those that are really educated and really do have the capacity and the time to
pursue the good, there is this acceptance and satisfaction with this objective: personal
preferences and feelings and opinions have filled people up, and they are satisfied
with them. So what could have been described as due to circumstances in the past today
has to be seen as a deep flaw, not in all people, but in many people and the people who
should be the leaders.

Pursue the Good

Now there is a word for this. This is really what is meant by the deadly sin of sloth,
the sloth which is misunderstood by many people—some people think it means laziness;
it doesn’t really mean laziness; it means indifference to what is objectively good. And if
our present age needs healing from anything, it’s from this vice, this evil, this deadly sin
of sloth, intellectual sloth, this indifference to what is really good.
And in a sense if we want to be true followers of Christ, we have to become agitated
to do what is good. Now I cannot tell you exactly what that means in your life. This is
something each of us has to pursue, that we have to be about doing something. Of course
it starts with our responsibilities; everyone knows that, whatever they are. But then it
can’t just end because, well, I have done my job. If we are going to follow Christ, we are
never done. We need to be always moving. The kingdom of God is at hand.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Visions and Revelations
First Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday,
January, 11, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Sm 3:1-10, 19-20; Mk 1:29-39 (Are they
uncommon or are we not open to them?)

Today we have a reading from the Book of Samuel, and it says: “During the time
young Samuel was minister to the Lord under Eli, a revelation of the Lord was
uncommon and vision infrequent.”
Now the question is: Is this usually true? Are visions usually infrequent and are
revelations usually uncommon? That is a very good question. And of course we would
have to qualify right away and say by that we mean authentic revelations and authentic
visions because claims of vision, of course, are not infrequent. There are all kinds of
people always claiming to see and to hear all kinds of things. But are revelations and
visions from the Lord frequent or not? That’s a very good question. So we can keep that
open. We can’t answer it right away. Then we can remember that the prophet Joel
prophesized that there would come a time when, in fact, revelations would be very
common. Old men would see visions; everyone would hear prophecy, and so on. I’m not
quoting, but that’s the general idea. That would seem to be a period not yet—would seem
to be.
Now we look to Samuel himself. What kind of young man was this? What kind of
man actually was chosen to be the recipient of this word of prophecy? Well, I think
Samuel is described as a person of unusual cooperation and patience. Three times he
gets up from sleep, goes to his master because he thinks he has been called. He doesn’t
seem to be put out at all that it’s a mistake, so he goes back to sleep; gets up again, goes
back to sleep; gets up again, goes back to sleep. This is a person of very great
equanimity, a person really not into his own comfort. How many people of his general
age and description would not be so willing to respond? Is that the problem? Is the
problem really that we don’t have a willingness to respond, and therefore we end up
with very uncommon revelations and infrequent visions? That could be the answer. So it
could be that in fact they are very infrequent, but maybe because we aren’t too willing
to inconvenience ourselves, to be attentive, to get up when we are called, to respond.
That could be an answer. And I’m not offering that as truly the only possible answer.

Visions and Revelations

Maybe God doesn’t need to reveal anything anymore. That’s a view that’s very
common in our Church: that with Christ comes the fullness of revelation, no more
need. But then you have the question, well, what about the prophet Joel? And it
would seem that people do need contact because even though Christ is the fullness of
revelation, people need some sort of experiential contact with God, with Heaven, with
something above, with the supernatural. It’s not enough to talk about something that
happened a long time ago and everyone is supposed to participate in it, if they don’t have
any experiential touch or contact. So it seems to me that something is needed. The
question is: Is it really there and we are not aware of it, or is God pulling back for
some reason?
St. Paul also puzzles about this, because as you remember, he was thrown for a loop
on the road to Damascus. He received a revelation he didn’t ask for, didn’t want; he
wasn’t even being cooperative, really, although he was following his own conscience,
perhaps, but he wasn’t really being cooperative with God, and yet God really overtook
him and showed him his face, so to speak, actually spoke to him: “Saul, Saul, why are
you persecuting me?”
Now we can’t expect God to be doing that to everyone. That would be unrealistic. But
Paul wondered why his Jewish brothers and sisters were not being touched by that same
Spirit. He puzzles about this and, more, he really is troubled by it. Why doesn’t God
reveal himself to my Jewish brothers and sisters? Well, he imagines there must be
some reason. So he says, well, maybe God is waiting for the full complement of gentiles
to come into the Church before he really touches the Jews, and maybe that is also true.
These are not matters that we have full and complete answers to, but they are really
worthy of our thought, prayer, and meditation. We might really think about these
things. Can we make ourselves more disposed to revelation, to vision? Can we get
contact with that supernatural force that has motivated the saints? Is there
something available that we are not, ourselves, open to?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Through the Prism of Jesus
First Week of Ordinary Time
Saturday,
January 14, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Sm 9:1-4, 17-19; 10:1; Mk 2:13-17 (BVM)
(Understanding the Old Testament view of God)

“I did not come to call the righteous but sinners.”
Now this statement is not, I believe, intended to be a putdown. Some translations
translate it in such a way that it’s a putdown to the scribes.
Now we know that Jesus had many arguments with the Pharisees and the scribes, but I
don’t believe we should think that these arguments were not a matter of sincerity. In other
words, the Pharisees and the scribes were sincerely pursuing what they believed to
be God’s way or God’s Law. And Jesus was not trying to dissuade them or tell them
that they were totally wrong; it’s just they weren’t completely right. And there is a
difference. They were righteous, but there was something lacking. Elsewhere Jesus
says, “I have come for the lost sheep of the house of Israel.” In other words, he
understood that there were sheep in the fold of Israel. He did not dispute that, but there
were lost sheep as well, and he has come for the lost sheep. But here the lost sheep are
the tax collectors and the sinners, and they need a physician; he is acknowledging they
are sick; they need help. Jesus’ heart is the heart of the Father and the heart of the
Father embraces more than those who are obedient.
Now elsewhere there are other stories and teachings where the obedient, some of the
righteous, are put into question as well, but not here. Here, yes, okay, there are those
obedient people and they follow the Law, but there are still others, and God wants
them too. This is the inclusiveness of the heart of the Father, and Jesus has come for
them, and he wants to embrace them. Later on he will go even wider as he embraces
even the nations, the goyim, the gentiles. Here he is interested in reclaiming his own
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fellow Jews. He wants to bring them into the favor of God so they are pleasing to God.
And he does it by loving them. He doesn’t do it by demanding from them, which is,
after all, the way of the Law. It’s to put certain demands and here you are. And of course
some people will respond to that, but not everyone. Jesus’ view is God wants to embrace
everyone. So that’s the spirit behind this particular story in Mark’s Gospel. We need to
think of it because if we study the Bible, we see that at different times the image of
God, the picture of God that people have, changes.
The first reading is an example. In the first reading God speaks to Samuel and says,
“This is Saul; I want him.” Later on he says, “Well, I don’t want him.” And later on
people said, well, gee, isn’t that odd that God chose Saul and then rejected him? Didn’t
he know that he wasn’t up to the job? That’s a later thought. People who live with the
Spirit, follow the Spirit insofar as they believe the Spirit is guiding them, they can
make mistakes too. They did. Samuel did. We do. Everyone makes mistakes trying to
read the Spirit. The biggest error is not to bother to try to read the Spirit or to be
paralyzed by fear that you will read it wrong.
So in the past we had a picture of God who changed his mind, who actually ignored
the problems of the people for a long, long time and all of a sudden, as it were, wakes up
and says, oh, I am going to go save these people. Now that’s not a picture that is
compatible with Jesus, so Christians more or less let it fall by the wayside. But it is a
view that Jews had, that Israelites had, and it’s part of what we consider the inspired word
of God. But we believe that ultimately everything has to go through the prism of
Jesus. So here we have to put our own understanding of God through the prism of Jesus:
what is he trying to say; what is he trying to lead us to?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Transformation into New Wineskins Second Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
January 16, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Sm 15:16-23; Mk 2:18-22 (Jesus filtered the
tradition he received.)

“Rather new wine is poured into fresh wineskins.”
This teaching is obviously a metaphor for conversion or transformation, which is
obviously the aim of Jesus’ work and teachings.
Now Jesus was certainly a Jew, and as a Jew he inherited from his religious tradition
many valuable insights and teachings. However, he disagreed with a great deal of it—
naturally. Not everything that comes from, what we call the Old Testament—that’s of
course not what the Jews call it; they call it the Tanak—but everything that comes from
the Old Testament is not really compatible with Jesus’ understanding of God.
For example, in today’s first reading it was about wiping out the Amalekites. God
supposedly told Saul that he was to wipe out all these people, and he didn’t do it. Because
he didn’t do it was not a matter of being merciful. He killed all the people, but he didn’t
destroy all their property. That was part of the deal, the “ban” it’s called—total
destruction of everything: killing everybody, wiping out everything. But what actually
happened was his men took the livestock for themselves, and then when questioned by
Samuel the prophet, they said, oh, we are going to sacrifice this to the Lord. And Samuel
said God doesn’t want it. God doesn’t want your sacrifice; he wants your obedience. Now
that little phrase, that is compatible with Jesus’ teaching. “God does not desire
sacrifice, but obedience,” but not the rest of the story about how God demands
destruction and death.
So in this way Jesus filtered the tradition he received. But he met all kinds of
opposition. People said you can’t do that; you can’t pick and choose what you believe.

Transformation into New Wineskins

And Jesus’ point here is, well, actually what you don’t understand is a renewal is needed
that is utterly radical. What you think I am about is just reforming this or that, changing
this or that. He says I’m not. I’m about a radical transformation. So he says, “No one
sews a piece of unshrunken cloth on an old cloak.” That would be reform, a reform
movement. We have an old cloak; let’s fix it. Jesus says, no, you can’t fix it because “its
fullness pulls away, the new from the old, and the tear only gets worse.” Reform
movements don’t work; they just make things worse. What’s needed is a whole new
cloak.
“Likewise, no one pours new wine into old wineskins.” Now actually people do
that, or did that. They did it because old wineskins smelled nice since all the old goat
smell had already dissipated through usage. Fresh wineskins smelled terrible and
therefore people don’t really want to use them. Jesus’ point is, however, once again, old
wine skins are old; you have to discard them. They don’t hold anymore. And in a
sense he is saying our nature is a kind of wineskin. St. Paul says an “earthen vessel.”
An “earthen vessel” means a piece of pottery. So Paul describes our nature as a piece of
pottery, Jesus as an old wineskin. He says we need a new nature. He is not talking about
the physical body per se, but our whole nature. We need a new nature, a renewed nature,
a reborn nature. And that is what he is supplying. “New wine is poured into fresh
wineskins.” Jesus is the new wine, and he is providing for us new wineskins.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Human Need Trumps Law
Second Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
January 17, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Sm 16:1-13; Mk 2:23-28 (St. Anthony, abbot)
(Meet our need to surrender to God in suffering and in temptation)

“That is why the Son of Man is lord even of the sabbath.”
In the time of Jesus the sabbath had become enormously important in the life of the
Jewish people, much more so than it had been over the centuries and this is probably
because it distinguished them so clearly from other people. And the leaders really wanted
the Jewish people to think of themselves as different, peculiar, a people the Lord had
chosen, set apart from all the other nations, “nations” being gentiles, goyim. So this is
a very prominent issue even though to us today it may seem rather trivial.
In the context of that particular period this is not a trivial question: “Why are your
disciples doing what is forbidden?” Jesus’ answer does not say, now, don’t be trivial.
He didn’t say, well now, don’t be legalistic. What he said was “Have you not read”—he
goes to Scripture; he wants Scripture to be the basis for what he said, but it’s a way
of using Scripture that they didn’t use. They didn’t use Scripture in this manner. So he
is taking the Scripture, but he is changing the way it’s being used, and he is saying this
story of David is a story of how God really wants to be in human need and he wants
to satisfy human need.
It’s the same as the lesson about the Good Samaritan. Why was the Good Samaritan
good? Because he took care of human need. That is the will of God. And you could say
and not exaggerate that Jesus is saying that human need is the will of God more than
the letter of the Law. More than what the Law actually said, it’s what the Law really
means. And in saying that and in teaching that Jesus was distinguishing himself from all
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other rabbis, as far as I know. As far as I know, other rabbis did not agree with that—
maybe some did.
The sad thing is in the Christian tradition not all Christians have followed this. They
have not always seen that really the will of God is in taking care of human need. Now
they see it’s something else, law for its own sake. If you think about why laws, in plural,
are necessary, why rules are necessary, it’s because people don’t really live in the
Spirit; they have not really entered into what dependence on God really means. So it
is not only in suffering that we come to meet our need to surrender to God; it’s also
in temptation. And here the temptation is to believe, to think and act, in a way that is
outwardly according to Scripture, but inwardly displeasing to God. And that itself is
quite a challenge for most of us to think about and act on.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Model of David
Second Week in Ordinary Time Friday, January 20, 2012
8:15 AM 1 Sm 24:3-21; Mk 3:13-19 (St. Fabian, pope and martyr; St. Sebastian,
martyr) (Respecting God’s anointed and allowing God to avenge)

Today in our first reading we have the story of David. David is a very essential figure
in the Old Testament, more important than Abraham and in a sense more important than
Moses, although some people might disagree with that. But it is really David who
formed the kingdom of Judah whose descendent later became the Christ. It is the
land of Judah that became the land of the Jews and the real focal point of Judaism
as the matrix in which Christianity was originally formed. The other tribes more or
less disappeared. Judah remained, and remained partly because of its poverty. The north
was much richer and it became a prey to corruption, although the south was not free of it:
intrigue, international alliances, all of which worked against purity of worship. But in the
south, which is higher, more barren, less fertile, poorer, there was, in spite of even many
corrupt leaders, there was a certain sort of fidelity that was maintained among enough
people so that at least the tradition was handed down generation after generation.
Now today we read a little bit about his character: why he became such a famous and
revered leader. As a young man he was, of course, an extraordinary warrior. He
became famous first of all in his battle with Goliath, whom he felled with a slingshot.
Now slingshots are the property of shepherd boys because they used them to shoot at
wolves and thus protect the sheep. So he was very practiced at that. But through this
event, this slaying of Goliath, David became so popular that the king became envious
of his popularity and jealous of the king’s own position as leader of the people. So
people become jealous of what they have and are afraid of losing and they become
envious of what someone else has that seems better, and so he was envious of David as
he was jealous of his own power. So he pursued David as if David were a criminal,
tried to kill him on a few occasions. Actually Saul exhibits a certain sort of mental
imbalance.
But the point of this story is that in spite of Saul’s mental imbalance and in spite of
Saul’s obvious malice toward him, his ill intentions, nonetheless, David respected him:
he is the Lord’s anointed. He even repented cutting off his cloak as he snuck up on him,
although that story is a little farfetched; it is hard to believe he could have cut it off
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without being noticed, but that’s the story. But insofar as that might have seemed to be
disrespectful, he was sorry about that. So David is this remarkable young man with great
reverence for other people and especially for the Lord and the Lord’s anointed.
David was also a rebel and it was by championing the cause of other downtrodden
people that he became really powerful. Eventually he becomes king of Judah. And as
anointed one, he is a messiah and he becomes the prototype of all messiahs. And it is
thus that Christ is called the Son of David.
Now we can’t apply too much about David to our own personal lives except this one
idea that he allows God to avenge him, and that’s very important. “‘Vengeance is
mine,’ says the Lord.” That is an absolutely paramount principle and it goes not only in
the Old Testament, New as well, even more so. Christ also was this way: “Father
forgive them; they know not what they do.” So in this one way we can emulate David.
We can allow God to avenge all the injustices that come our way, and God will.
In this particular case God also provided for a sort of conversion for the persecutors,
so Saul actually changed his mind toward David. But the point is we don’t know how
God will take care of injustice, but we lay all of our injustices, all of our hurts, all of
our complaints on God’s lap, so to speak. We let God take care of it. We don’t avenge
ourselves. We don’t set the record straight ourselves. We don’t depend on ourselves to
be the source of justice because then we will become another tyrant, another form of
ill-will in the world, another form of evil, if you will. So in this way David remains a
good model for all people.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Challenge to Change Second Week in Ordinary Time Saturday, January 21, 2012
8:15 AM 2 Sm 1:1-4, 11-12, 19, 23-27; Mk 3:20-21 St. Agnes, virgin and martyr
(Contrasting craziness, mental illness, thinking differently)

“When his relatives heard of this they set out to seize him, for they said, ‘He is
out of his mind.’”
Now this claim that someone is out of their mind is something that is ill defined and ill
definable. What does it mean when we say someone is crazy? What it means is we
cannot communicate with them at all, that the world they are reporting and the world we
report are different, so their minds seem alien to ours. This is a more common
phenomenon than we might initially believe. But is this craziness or being out of one’s
mind really the same thing as mental illness? Well, sometimes yes and sometimes no.
Mental illness is a real problem. It distresses and disturbs people; it makes them
unable to cope with life. Under strains that are of mental origin people are driven into
the depths of despair, they are deluded, they hear voices, and they are in great dis-ease;
they are very uncomfortable inwardly and not able to live in the world. That is a true
illness.
But there are other kinds of craziness that aren’t that at all. People are very
much at ease. They are very much full of joy and happiness. But what they talk
about doesn’t make any sense. That’s a little different.
When Jesus begins his preaching he starts with this admonition: “repent.” It means
be willing to change your minds, to turn things around, to start looking at things in a
new way, because what he is going to report about God is not what people normally
think. And what he is going to report about his vision of life and of the future is very
different from what people normally think. Even his own neighbors—“Where did he get
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all this?” is the question they ask. That’s actually recorded in one of the gospels. “Where
did he get all this? Isn’t he just the son of a carpenter?” That’s not the same thing as
being insane or mentally ill. Actually it’s a higher form of sanity. It’s a higher form of
sanity that people who are ordinary can’t recognize and can’t deal with unless they
are willing to completely let go of what they think is real and the categories they
have always accepted, absorbed you might say from the world around them.
Now here is a challenge. Somebody is saying, well, what you think is true isn’t really
true; what God is like is really different from everything you have imagined and
experienced. God is something far more touchable, available, than you have ever
imagined. And of course, in a way, this could be offensive. You mean all these years
I’ve just been thinking the wrong thing, believing the wrong thing, out of touch with
reality, even though I have been trying to be a devout religious person? Well, that is
more or less the dilemma. So we can see why: “When his relatives heard of this they set
out to seize him for they said, ‘He is out of his mind.’”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Ensnared by Jesus’ Love Third Sunday in Ordinary Time/B January 22, 2012
10:45 AM Jon 3:1-5, 10; 1 Cor 7:29-31; Mk 1:14-20 (Change your way of
looking at God and believe something new.)

“Jesus came to Galilee proclaiming the gospel of God: ‘This is the time of
fulfillment. The kingdom of God is at hand. Repent, and believe in the gospel.’”
This message is so simple and so short and probably represents what Jesus actually
said, which many of the quotations in the Bible don’t; often it’s more what he meant or
how the apostles came to understand it, but this is probably what he actually said. And
yet we would be quite wrong to conclude that because it’s so simple that it is therefore
easy to follow. This announcement is not easy to take because it really presumes that
we really don’t quite understand life.
“Repent” means change your way of looking at life; change your way of looking
at God and believe something new. Now that something new is good; it’s good news,
but it’s new! It was hard for his own contemporaries to take, and I believe it’s hard for us
to take too because even if we are brought up in the Church, even if we are taught
catechism, we are formed by the world. Our view of life is formed by the world.
Jesus is announcing that he has a unique insight into the nature of God, and that’s
why he says, “Believe.” Now some people would like to dispute or argue about what
Jesus says. But Jesus was not into that. He was not into disputing or arguing. He just said,
“Believe.” Take it on my word and taste and see, going back to the psalm: “Taste and
see the goodness of the Lord.” Find your own evidence; rather than arguing words and
ideas try it out. See if it isn’t so. Have we done that? Good question!
We have to realize first of all that we will never get anywhere with God unless we
follow God’s lead. We can’t go and research God. We can’t go and explore God. We
have to let God come to us. And Jesus is saying, oh, indeed, that is exactly what has
happened. God is now coming to you. The kingdom of God, the power of God, is at
hand, at arm’s length; it’s quite available right now to you. We don’t have to dispute
whether that was always true or not; just believe it is a fact now. God’s kingdom is at
hand for you. And if you want to participate and enjoy and be involved with this
transforming power of God, you have to be willing to change, especially what you
think is so. If you are going to insist that everything be filtered through your idea of
what’s what, it will never work. That would be like pouring new wine into old wineskins
or trying to put a new patch on an old cloak—it won’t work!
And there is something cynical about most of us. We say, well, if something is too
good to be true, it probably isn’t. And it seems as if Jesus’ little message is too good to be
true, because it’s all based on this insight that God really is merciful, that God really is
wonderful and loving. People say, well, if that’s true, then how come the world is so
messed up? How come there is so much pain and suffering in the world, if God is so
good? It makes more sense to say God is very hard to please—it makes more sense—
that’s why the world is the way it is, because God is not pleased. Or it makes more sense
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to say that God is indifferent, that God doesn’t care—that makes more sense. But to say
God is loving and merciful and wants to be with us, that is hard to believe. And yet
that is exactly what Jesus is saying.
Now there could be another reason we don’t want to accept this message, because of
Jonah in the first reading. Jonah was this man called by God to be a prophet to
Nineveh, his enemy. The enemy of Israel was Assyria. Assyria was a mighty empire that
had little nations for lunch, and Jonah despised them. God said he wanted to save them,
so he sent Jonah. Jonah didn’t want to go because he was afraid it would work. He was
afraid Nineveh would repent and Jonah didn’t want that. Jonah wanted Nineveh, his
enemy, to suffer. Maybe that’s the reason why some very religious people don’t really
believe in Jesus either, because they think they are deserving of God and God’s rewards,
but other people aren’t, and the gospel is too merciful and too expansive and too
generous. It doesn’t take into account their own goodness and their own righteousness.
Maybe that’s the reason why some people don’t believe in Jesus either. So whether
people don’t want to believe or can’t believe, whatever reason, Jesus’ message has been
by and large unheeded, except by the saints. Of course the saints are all those who
heed it. Well, who are they? Hopefully they include us, but maybe not. This is
something we have to think about.
One of the most important signs Jesus offered, one of the greatest works he did, was
he made friends, and this was very significant. There were during his day and before him
and after him in the Middle East, the Near East, the central Asian plateau, many masters
who gathered disciples—nothing new about that. In Tibet as well and the Far East this
went on: masters had disciples; schools were formed. But the masters never made friends
of the disciples. The disciples were their servants. They washed their clothes and did their
laundry; they cooked their meals; they were servants. Not for Jesus—his followers, his
disciples, were friends. “I call you friends, not servants.” And this itself is very
significant because what Jesus is saying is not only does he, on a human level, want
friends, the apostles for example, but that God really wants human friendship, that
God’s plan is to enter into human life and share it so that human beings can share
divine life. “What’s mine is yours; what’s yours is mine”—that’s what friendship is. And
that’s what Jesus is trying to tell the world, that God really wants to be friends.
But this runs up against resistance because many people don’t want to share their
lives. Our society promotes a sort of self-cult, self-centeredness; it’s our own desires that
count, our own dreams, doing our own thing. It’s a way of life. It is the cultural value in
the modern Western world, including the U.S. And yet it isn’t too modern. It’s strangely
similar to the original sin in the Garden of Eden. It’s the mistake of believing that we
know what happiness is and we can provide it for ourselves. And this is very
seductive, but it’s wrong.
Now today happens to be the anniversary of Roe v. Wade, the decision in the Supreme
Court to permit abortion. Actually this date is not very significant because regardless of
what the Supreme Court said in 1973, we would have abortion today. It is part of the
spirit of this age. It all has to do with: “do what you want, follow your own thing,
you know what happiness is.” It is really the mentality I’m speaking of that is so
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seductive and yet so dangerous to our well-being and our ultimate happiness. It will
undermine it. It will make it impossible.
A couple of years ago, an acquaintance of mine, who I really did cherish, committed
suicide. And I was personally devastated as were his family, and everyone that knew him
and couldn’t believe it. Well, a friend of mine said, “Well, you know, it was his own
life,” and I was shocked by that. I said, “His own life!” We don’t own our lives. They
are on loan from the author of life, who is God, who remains always the author and
the master of life. And eventually we have to return them, hopefully in good shape. So
we do not own our lives. This is a seductive idea: my life is mine; I can do with it what I
want. Not so.
On a lesser level, recently I overheard an argument between a mother and her daughter
about tattoos that the daughter had put on her body. What was most disturbing about the
argument was the daughter’s reason. She said, “It’s my body; I can do with it what I
want.” That’s the problem. If she had said, well, I wanted to enhance the beauty of my
body, that would have been a different problem. But this seductive idea that “our
bodies are ours, that our lives are ours, and we can do whatever,” is misleading,
deceitful, and destructive.
So when our plans come to naught, when we are frustrated, dispirited, and
bewildered, maybe that is the place to be—not if we are all alone, not if we don’t have
help, but actually we do have help: that’s where God wants to meet us, and perhaps
that’s the reason why we are here on earth, so that we really learn from ourselves
and by ourselves that we really do need God and therefore make the choice to really
want God, to realize we cannot make ourselves happy. But someone can, and that
someone is the source of life and the goal of life.
In today’s reading, the apostles are the beginnings of the Church. Jesus is ensnaring
them by his own attractive, loving kindness so that he can send them out as “fishers
of men.” Of course, given the world, this is absolutely necessary because God can only
be represented by people who have been ensnared by God’s love. Without love we
cannot represent God—it’s ridiculous. And so Jesus ensnared these apostles and called
them into his own friendship so that he could send them out to become fishers of men.
And all of us and potentially the whole world, but certainly all of us here, are at some
point in this continuum of being called and being sent. Perhaps today we need to pray
to the Lord and ask: Exactly where are we, where am I, along this road?

Ensnared by Jesus’ Love
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit Explained Third Week in Ordinary Time
Monday, January 23, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Sm 5:1-7, 10; Mk 3:22-30 (Day of
Penance and Prayer, U.S.A.) (St. Vincent, deacon and martyr) (God is mercy and
forgiveness)

“For they had said, ‘He has an unclean spirit.’”
Jesus was a promoter of forgiveness and the idea that God is mercy and
forgiveness, which is actually found in the Old Testament as well, and yet there was very
little sense that God was willing to forgive except under certain very set circumstances
and conditions. Partly that’s what the role of the sacrifices in the temple were about. It
was about satisfying certain conditions to allow for forgiveness and that sort of thing.
Jesus simply believed that God was forgiving, didn’t need to be appeased, and he
gave himself as the ultimate gift to end all demands for retribution, atonement and
expiation. Now how we understand this, of course, will change from person to person;
that’s not something easy to understand. Was Jesus’ death primarily for God’s sake or
was it primarily for our sake? Was it so God would no longer demand retribution or was
it so we would no longer demand retribution? I leave that to your consideration. It might
be very fruitful.
But we need to continue to think about this idea of forgiveness. And here Jesus says
all sins and all blasphemies will be forgiven except one: the blasphemy against the
Holy Spirit. Now what does this mean? It means that God really does speak through
people. The Holy Spirit speaks through the prophets, for example, in the Old Testament.
But he continues to speak. Jesus said when you are persecuted, don’t even think about
what to say. The Spirit will tell you what to say. The Spirit will speak through you.

Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit Explained

Now when the Spirit speaks through someone, and the listeners evaluate that
Spirit as evil, that’s blasphemy against the Holy Spirit. We are created to love the
good and to despise evil, to shun and to reject evil. But when we reject and shun what is
of the Holy Spirit, what have we done? We have turned ourselves inside out and really
become opposite of what we’ve been created to be. And there is a point in life—it is
probably met rather rarely, but it is possible, and we could think about this—where a
person is so against God that nothing can be done. That’s what this is about. And yet we
have to live in a world with such people. And that’s why we have to be willing to pick up
our cross to follow.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Devotion for State in Life Third Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday, January 24, 2012
8:15 AM 2 Sm 6:12b-15, 17-19; Mk 3:31-35 St. Francis de Sales, bishop and
doctor of the Church (Introduction to the Devout Life)

Today we have the memorial of St. Francis de Sales, who was born after the
beginning of the Reformation, the later part of the sixteenth century. He was born in an
area that had become markedly Protestant, Calvinistic—Switzerland. He was a man of
deep Catholic convictions, and he sought to restore what he saw to be treasures and
the riches of the Catholic tradition. Eventually he became the bishop of Geneva,
which is the home of Calvin. Now Calvin himself toward the end of his life wanted to
reconcile with the Roman Catholic Church, but his assistants wouldn’t allow that. So
often in religion the needs of the leaders take precedence over truth and the common
good.
Francis de Sales tried to work for the common good. One of his books is the
Introduction to the Devout Life. I recommend it to everyone. Francis’ point is that
everyone needs devotion. Devotion is what fills up the heart and the mind in a godly
way. Devotion is another name for prayer, but prayer that is conscious and
affectionate.
Now today sometimes people have a negative attitude toward “devotions” because
some people have turned devotions into mechanical sorts of rituals where every day for
nine days they say a certain prayer, or they do something in a certain way all the time,
and they call that a “devotion.” That’s not what he meant by a devout life. A devout life
is a life that is mindful, which is a true seeking for God and for what God wants for
us, but it’s also affectionate. Affections are part of human nature. If we pray without
affection, how will we really be relating to the goal of our prayer, the personal God, the

Devotion for State in Life

God through whom we exist, by whom we exist, the God who has come to us in the
person of Jesus and through the power of the Spirit—how do we relate personally without
affection? We cannot.
Now today many Christians complain about this power of consumerism that seems to
have filled so many people. Well, why has consumerism filled so many people?
Because there is an absence; there is a vacuum. We need a devout life. We need our
mind and our heart filled with godly ideas, thoughts, feelings, affections. Our lives have
to have an upward momentum where “upward” means toward the transcendent. Now it is
true that God comes to us, but we have to also cooperate in being taken up to God,
and this cooperation is the devout life.
Now one thing Francis pointed out is that too often devotions seem to be particularly
focused on the religious people: nuns, brothers, monks, priests, bishops. He said, well,
that’s wrong. Every single state of life has to have its own devout life, and they all
have to be different. He said, for example, a bishop should not have the sort of
disinterest in the world that a Carthusian might have. A Carthusian could care less about
livelihood, money, even the needs of others. But he said a bishop has to be concerned
about worldly things: the affairs of his people, the success of his work, and so on.
Likewise he said a prince has worldly concerns and therefore must have a suitable
devotion; a soldier, one that is fit for life in the military. The same with all things,
mother, father, bricklayer, doctor, whatever it is, people have to have a devotion
appropriate for that particular state in life. This is something we should think about
and try to incorporate because there is no blueprint. We have to find this for
ourselves.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Evangelizing
Third Week in Ordinary Time
Friday, January 27, 2012 8:15 AM
2 Sm 11:1-4a, 5-10a, 13-17; Mk 4:26-34 (St. Angela Merici, virgin) (Making the
environment more Christ-like)

Today Jesus is speaking both to his disciples and to the crowds about the kingdom,
this hard to describe reality. It is the focal point of his work. The Church, the ministry he
left with the apostles, was a means to an end, but the end is the kingdom. The Church is
not the end; it’s not the goal. It’s the means to the goal. The end is the kingdom.
And Jesus is trying to describe it to people using parables. It says here, “He spoke the
word to them as they were able to understand it”— if they were able to understand it!
It’s simple enough, but it does require some attention. He is using examples that are
taken from ordinary life. But even in ordinary life we don’t actually think about how
things grow. We may be gardeners and we may plant things, and they sprout up or at
least we hope they do, and sometimes they do and sometimes they don’t. Sometimes
there is a sickness or a blight or maybe they don’t get enough water or there is too much
sun, then they don’t grow—or not enough sun.
Well, the kingdom is like that. The seed comes from God and it is the role of the
Church to plant, to sow. But then the rest of it is in God’s hands in one sense—not all in
God’s hands either. It’s also in our hands. It’s in the hands of nature. It’s in the hands of
society. It’s in the hands of our environment. It’s in the hands of our culture. How much
sun is admitted? How much rain?
The thing about the kingdom of God, it is delicate like a plant. Its growth is not
assured. We have to be aware of this. The kingdom of God can die here and there. It will
not die out all over the world at the same time, but it can die because the environment

Evangelizing

doesn’t support life. It’s too dry or too wet. There is too much sun or not enough, just like
any plant.
So the work of the Church is to act then in such a way as to help make the
environment more favorable for the kingdom so it can grow. That is the work of
every one of us—evangelizing. Evangelizing means changing our environment,
making it more Christ-like. It has to start on a small scale. Very few of us have the
power or the capacity to influence big things, great things. We don’t have great power;
we are not significant people, so we have to do what we can do. What we see too often
is that people who claim to be Christian are doing nothing really to make the environment
more Christ-like, and they don’t seem to even think about it or be aware of it. This cannot
be pleasing to our Lord.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Aquinas Reconciled Science and Faith
Third Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday, January 28, 2012
8:15 AM
2 Sm 12:1-7a, 10-17;
Mk 4:35-41
St. Thomas Aquinas, priest and doctor of the Church (God works through secondary
causes that we can study and learn.)

Today is the memorial of St. Thomas Aquinas, who was in my view one of the
greatest saints and scholars in the history of the Church.
Now St. Thomas’ contribution to the Church and really to the world has been
underestimated especially in recent years. He had insights that were far more
sophisticated than Sir Isaac Newton’s, although he was not a mathematician like Sir
Isaac and he didn’t come up with formulae like those of Sir Isaac, but his sophistication
was in one way greater because he realized that the role, if you want to use that word, the
role of God in creating is very indirect. Newton, for example, thought that God had to,
from time to time, correct the orbits of the planets or they would get out of line. Aquinas
didn’t believe that. Aquinas thought God was perfectly capable of setting up a universe
according to laws and various causes, “secondary causes” he called them, that just
worked by itself autonomously. And this insight allowed him to reconcile what was
modern science in his day—at that time it was really the philosophy of Aristotle, but
that was what was considered modern science in the thirteenth century—with traditional
Christian beliefs.
Now already before Aquinas, people like Augustine and many other Fathers had
already come to understand Scripture in a metaphorical way: metaphorical,
analogical, figurative, analogous, allegorical manner. So that was really not the problem,
which is a problem for many modern Christians who believe that when they read the
Bible it means exactly what it says. Well, the Jews knew that the Bible didn’t mean
exactly what it says, and they had this class of people called “rabbis” who then taught
what it said and what it really meant. And the early Fathers followed with this idea that,
well, what it really says is not exactly what it means; we have to get to the meaning.
That requires reflection. That requires knowledge. That requires study. That
requires prayer. And that’s the real reason why the Church did not promote “the reading
of the Bible by ordinary people,” because they said, well, if ordinary people read the
Bible, they will just be confused. You need education. You need background. You need
Aquinas Reconciled Science and Faith

prayer. You need study. You need knowledge of various languages to be able to read the
Bible meaningfully. That doesn’t mean you can’t use the Bible and pray with
Scripture, but you can’t really understand it’s depths without this background.
Now that already had occurred before the time of Aquinas. However, the theologians,
that is, the doctors and Fathers of the Church, had more or less married the Bible and
biblical thinking and Church thinking with the philosophy of Plato and the Platonists,
which by the time of the thirteenth century had already become antiquated. It was to
Thomas’ credit that he showed how people needed to become open-minded because
Platonism wasn’t. In fact, Platonism really didn’t care too much about how things
worked in the world because the world was considered merely a shadow of reality.
Aquinas said, well not really; it is reality; it’s not all of reality, but it’s real and God
is now creating it, but he is creating it through a set of causes that is indirect. God
doesn’t have to do anything to make things work, except perhaps one thing, perhaps the
creation of the soul, of the human soul, in a human child, in a human embryo. That
perhaps God has to do directly, but everything else, everything else, works through
secondary causes. And because of that we can study the world through our own minds
and through our senses and through our reason. We can discover laws; we can
discover proportionalities; we can discover how everything works according to God’s
plan. And all this really is not taking away from faith but adding to it. And that’s the
great credit Aquinas deserves to show how human study properly done embellishes
and enhances the awe and the wonder of a man or a woman of faith.
Now today a lot of Christians battle modern science. Now morally we have to battle
some uses of technology because they may not be truly human. But our Church,
having learned from St. Thomas, does not battle science but rather welcomes it as a
contribution to what we are supposed to be about: praising God, learning what he has
done for us, and making a contribution to well-being and the common good.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
God Entrusts Us with His Mission
Fourth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B
January 29, 2012 8:15 AM Dt 18:15-20; 1 Cor 7:32-35; Mk 1:21-28 (We all
need education and formation to make disciples of all nations.)

”His fame spread everywhere throughout the whole region of Galilee.”
Today we are reading the first chapter of the Gospel of Mark. Mark gives us an insight
into the draw, into the attraction, that Jesus provided for the people. He uses this
expression: “He taught with authority not as the scribes.”
Well, how did the scribes teach? The scribes were in charge of copying every little
letter of the word of God and never changing anything. One could say they didn’t want it
to be their work at all. With Jesus it was very different. When Jesus spoke he spoke
from his own being, his own deep sense of who God is. One way of putting this is that
the scribe knew the Law, but Jesus knew the Lawgiver, and so he appealed not just to the
head but also to the heart. Now the scribes were very sophisticated and they made very
subtle and learned distinctions; well, so did Jesus, but on a different basis. Jesus talked
about the reason for the Law, the purpose of the Law. He wasn’t hung-up on what it
actually said literally.
Now an example from his ministry comes in the case of the centurion. Now right
before communion we say the words of the centurion: “Lord, I am not worthy that you
should enter under my roof, but only say the word and my servant shall be healed”—is
the original. This centurion was a gentile. He did not want Jesus to become unclean by
entering into a gentile house and perhaps meeting disease, which was unclean. So he said,
“Just say the word; my servant will be healed,” attesting in his belief in Jesus’
power to speak healing.
Now by the way, Jesus really didn’t care about entering a gentile’s house; he did it all
the time. He went into the houses of gentiles, tax collectors, publicans. He didn’t care. He
ate, which was even a greater violation of kosher laws; he ate with gentiles, for a reason
we can go into some other time. The point is, in his mind, that did not violate the
intention of the Law anymore than healing on a sabbath violated the intention of the Law.
So he thought about things differently from the scribes.
But more than that, when he spoke there was action. It wasn’t just thought and
feeling and contact; there was action. His words were connected to deeds, and thus the
people exclaim: “A new teaching with authority. He commands even unclean spirits
and they obey him.” This is what they meant by “authority.” Mark is making two points:
the unclean spirits really know who Jesus is, even though the leaders don’t. Neither
the political nor the religious leaders of that society knew who Jesus was, but the unclean
spirits did know. And not only that, but Jesus’ mere presence, because it is good acting,
provoked the unclean spirits into some sort of contest, even though the spirit knew it
couldn’t win. We will see this played out over and over again in Jesus’ life.

God Entrusts Us with His Mission

Of course, we know it was in John’s Gospel that Jesus said, “I am the way and the
truth and the life,” but this is really the same basic idea. Jesus’ teaching contains power,
power to release victims from bondage. What was this spirit doing? This spirit was
binding some poor soul. Henceforth, in Jesus we see that all truth worth the name also
has to be power for good. Truth is not just something to discuss as it has become in our
modern halls of academia, as it had been also among the Greeks: something to talk about.
You may like to do that; it may be fine. But the truth Jesus is teaching is a truth that
makes us free, that has power. It empowers us to be good and to do the good, and any
truth that doesn’t do that isn’t worth the name “truth.” This kind of truth overshadows the
truth of “facts.”
However, honestly speaking, we have to observe that very often Jesus’ followers have
been often more like the scribes: teaching, but not freeing; demanding, but not
empowering; pointing out the way, but not being the way. The responsibility of carrying
out Jesus’ mission is certainly great and cannot be borne by anyone alone, but each of us
has to do our part, and that’s not always been the case. God trusts us enough—God
trusts us; it’s not just we trust God, but God trusts us enough—to entrust to us his
mission. And the mission is to make disciples of all nations.
But of course, in order for us to do that, we have to be adequately formed. The
ministry of Christ is a very serious and sober responsibility. We need formation. We need
education. And it’s not only for children. Adults need formation. If we are to make
disciples of all nations, we have to start really becoming disciples ourselves. And this
is a lot more than simply learning the catechism. That is why St. Margaret Mary Parish
puts so much effort into carrying out this mandate to every age group from grade
school through the golden years. We can never stop learning or being formed. We can
only represent Christ if we ourselves are set free from ignorance, compulsion, and
darkness, and in some way reflect something of the vibrancy and vitality that people
saw in Jesus. He clearly intended his followers to have whatever he had. “Greater things
than I have done you shall do also.” This is the goal. One way of evaluating what we do
as a parish is to ask this question: How well does this equip God’s people for their work
in the world? How well do our ministries, do our programs, equip God’s people for
their work in the world? We need to ask that question. Catholic education and
formation for all God’s people is a necessity. But it is only a means to an end. The end,
the mission, the goal Jesus sends us on is to make disciples of all nations.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Jesus’ Graciousness When Rejected Fourth Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
January 30, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Sm 15:13-14, 30; 16:5-13; Mk 5:1-20 (A story of
various motifs in Jesus’ ministry)

This story of the deliverance of the demoniac is a rather unusual story. First of all, it
takes place outside of Galilee and Judea. The territory of the Gerasenes is not a place
where Jewish people lived. So this indicates that Jesus is somehow moving a little bit
beyond the boundaries of his homeland, of his home base. And we know from another
text that his understanding of his ministry was first and foremost to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel. Well, there were no lost sheep in this territory. But when he went there,
he encountered this man who had been in bondage, and he delivered him.
Now what is interesting about this story is the people, on learning of the power of
Jesus to deliver from evil, actually asked Jesus to leave. That doesn’t make a lot of sense,
but people don’t always make sense. Sometimes people are willing to live with evil
because they are used to it and are against any sort of surprise or against any kind
of newness because it would require change. And some people tend to fear the wrong
thing, so they asked Jesus to leave—and of course, Jesus did and Jesus does. Jesus never
forces himself on anyone. He simply offers his help, his power, his grace, and if people
don’t want it, he will leave—quietly.
Now this man elected himself to be a follower, but that’s not how Jesus operated. And
that we should keep in mind when we talk about vocations. Vocations do not come from
ourselves; they are not a matter of our personal preference or desire or wish. Jesus
called those he wanted to be with him. He did not call this man. That doesn’t mean this
man had no proper role to play in the kingdom of God. Jesus said go home and tell your
family the good things God has done for you. And this man did not stop at his family. He
Jesus’ Graciousness When Rejected

was actually proclaiming Christ in the Decapolis, which is an area of ten cities. But Jesus
didn’t send him; he sent himself. He chose to do that. The point is Jesus chooses the
ones he wants to abide with him, to equip, to form, and sends them out. This man
chose himself, probably did some good, but he wasn’t quite suited for what Jesus had in
mind.
But even then, everyone can do something. Everyone can play some role in
spreading the news of Christ, at least to our own families. And so this is a story—
actually it is a story of various motifs that will come up again: freedom from evil; the
willingness of Jesus to be rejected and his graciousness in withdrawing when not
welcome; Jesus calling those he chooses; and the ability of everyone to do something
to build up the kingdom.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Roles Involved in Healing
Fourth Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
January 31, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Sm 18:9-10, 14b, 24-25a, 30—19:3; Mk 5:21-43 St.
John Bosco, priest (Intercession, faith, relationship, love)

“Immediately her flow of blood dried up.”
Today Mark gives us another long story involving various aspects of the healing work
of Jesus. First of all, he suggests that in Jesus’ body there was something physical or
material that really came out of him in the healing of the woman with the
hemorrhage. Now there are very few, if any, other references to this sort of physical
force in the body of Jesus in the stories of Jesus’ healing. But the interesting point it
seems to me is that physically all kinds of people were touching him, but only one of
them received the healing. And Jesus describes this reason: “Your faith has saved you.”
So even if there was something physical in the body of Jesus that came out of him
healing people, the key was not only the touch but the touch with faith. And I may
point out that is true in many cases but not in all cases. For example, the man who was
thirty-eight years by the pool of Siloam didn’t have any faith at all nor did he ask to be
healed. Jesus simply asked him if he wanted to be healed. So when it comes to healing
there are many different facets. One of them is faith, but only one.
Now in the case of the girl, the girl has apparently died, at least she must have stopped
breathing, and Jesus comes and announces she is not dead, she is only asleep. At that they
ridiculed him. I do believe that Mark intends this to be a beginning of Jesus’ passion
because in his passion he is ridiculed for who he is and who he claims to be. Here he
is ridiculed for who he is and who he claims to be.
So he proceeds, and he takes the parents. This is Jesus not simply giving life back but
restoring a child to the child’s parents. It was after all the leader, the synagogue leader,

Roles Involved in Healing

Jairus, who asked Jesus, and this is a petition. This is another facet of healing—
petition, request, prayer, made in confidence. Jairus seems to be confident Jesus can
help him. And then the response is, again, the return of the child to the parents. So it’s not
simply an act of power. It’s a gift of love in relationship. It’s a building of relationships.
And Mark gives us this very rich story so that we can enter more deeply ourselves into
our own healing, which we all need in some way or another: physically, mentally,
emotionally, spiritually—we all need healing. And we need to know the role of
intercession. We need to know the role of faith, perhaps faith as enabling contact.
We need to know the role of relationship, and most of all we need to know the role
of love.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Refusal to Trust Fourth Week in Ordinary Time Wednesday, February 1, 2012
8:15 AM 2 Sm 24:2, 9-17; Mk 6:1-6 (Negative expectation blocks miracles)

“He was amazed at their lack of faith.”
I take exception to this translation. “Lack of faith” is not a very good translation of the
Greek word “apistis,” any more than lack of God would be a good translation of atheism.
Atheism is a denial of God, and apistis is a denial of faith, a denial and a refusal to
trust.
And Jesus was so amazed at their refusal to trust, he could work no miracle. Again,
this is trying to show the relationship between Jesus’ mighty deeds, his signs and
wonders, and the reception that they received. In yesterday’s gospel reading power
went out of him because one woman touched him with an expectation of being healed.
People who touched him with no expectation, and they were all around, received
nothing—just the woman that expected something. Here the expectation is negative
and the work doesn’t proceed. It can’t.
Now earlier on in this particular story, one might think that a certain sort of
receptivity—welcome, even—is building up in the people. “What mighty deeds are
wrought by his hands!” they exclaim. That could express wonder. It could express
amazement. It could express gratitude, even. But actually, it doesn’t. What’s at work is
a certain sort of skepticism, actually a certain kind of anger. There’s a certain anger
at work here. Who is this? We know his family. He is just a carpenter. He is just the son
of Mary. Oh for crying out loud! And we know his relatives. We know his sisters and
brothers; they are all around us. That word could mean cousins, or whatever. “And they
took offense at him.”

Refusal to Trust

Now some people think what the world needs is more miracles. But this suggests
otherwise. This suggests that miracles can’t proceed, cannot be manifested, not
because God can’t do them, but because there is no receptivity for them. God is still
God. God’s will is still God’s will. Jesus expressed it all perfectly and beautifully, but
people aren’t open to it.
Ultimately, this refusal to believe will lead Jesus to the cross. That is the human
response to God’s love. And we have to have a sense that this is really what’s wrong
with the world. We can talk about all kinds of things: injustices, lack of fairness, an
unjust distribution of goods—all of which there’s some truth to, but it doesn’t get to the
real kernel of the problem. The problem is the way people are and the way they don’t
really want what God wants. And what can change that?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Risk of Believing Fourth Week in Ordinary Time Friday, February 3, 2012
8:15 AM Sir 47:2-11; Mk 6:14-29 (St. Blaise, bishop and martyr; St. Ansgar,
bishop) (We can believe Jesus opened his heart to St. Margaret Mary; Belief is a choice
with risk)

Today Mark presents the figure of Herod, who is a figure we should get to know, not
to emulate but to avoid emulating. Herod was a man who didn’t want to take risks. He
was drawn to John the Baptist, but didn’t really want to commit himself to what John
taught. He arrested John, but then kept him in custody. He respected John, but then he
wanted to please his step-daughter and his wife—a very confused individual!
Well, life is confusing, and life involves risk and we cannot eliminate risk. Now
some people believe that by believing, by putting their faith in God, they are eliminating
risk. This is false. That’s the idea of Pascal’s Wager: well, if there is a God and you
believe in God, well, then you are fine; if there is no God and you believe in God, you
haven’t lost anything. That’s the wager. That doesn’t go anywhere because it isn’t
enough anyway just to believe in God or that God exists. The question is: What kind of
God do you believe in? What kind of God is? That’s the question.
Now some people think that because things are so uncertain and life doesn’t really
give us blueprints and because they can’t really be sure and they have never really
experienced anything that they are free from making a choice. This is also very faulty
thinking. Of course you make a choice. Believing is a choice; not believing is a choice.
Both involve risk. But believing in God is not pure and simple either because we have to
decide precisely what God is like, because whatever we decide about what God is like
becomes our goal. That becomes the image we pursue in our choices, in our lives, in
what we do and what we want. It’s all based on what we think God is like.

The Risk of Believing

Now St. Margaret Mary, our patroness, enters into this discussion and she was a very
troubled woman—she was disturbed; she cut herself. That’s a form of mental illness,
cutting yourself. She had this. But she turned to God and Jesus came to her, at least she
says he did. Do we have to believe this? No. Does the Church teach this? No. But we can
believe it. We can believe that Jesus opened his heart to Margaret Mary to assure
her that the real nature of God is a God who is love and who really wants to be with
us and who wants to pour out his mercy upon us.
Now many of the saints have had such revelations, and we can believe them. And I
would say, although it’s a risk because they may be false, I would say it’s a very good
belief, because if we believe what Margaret Mary sensed about God, then we will
fashion our lives in that way. We will become loving people. We will become merciful
people. We will become forgiving people. We will become compassionate people. And,
therefore, we will be like the Sacred Heart ourselves. Our hearts will become connected
to the Sacred Heart.
Now is there a risk in this? Yes. But if we think about the alternatives, what is
better? Do we think it is better to live in fear? Is it better to wonder about whether or not
God is really indifferent to our concerns? Is it better to really question whether there is
a God at all? Would that lead to a richer life, a fuller life, a more blessed life? Those
are the questions we need to raise today.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Challenge to Form Our Consciences Fourth Week in Ordinary Time Saturday,
February 4, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Kgs 3:4-13; Mk 6:30-34 (BVM) (The wisdom of
Solomon)

“Give your servant, therefore, an understanding heart to judge your people and
to distinguish right from wrong.”
Here is a story from the Book of Kings about Solomon and how God came to him in a
dream and said, well, ask for anything, and Solomon asked for understanding to judge
and distinguish between right and wrong. Now this is normally what people call a
conscience, and the importance of the story is it’s showing we need to pray and receive
direction to form our conscience. It’s not as if we are born with it like toes and fingers;
it’s a capacity; it’s a potential, but we have to develop it.
Now as far as riches that Solomon supposed he was going to receive, I see, no one
sees, any evidence of that in the history of Israel or archeology. The temple Solomon
built was a building probably smaller than this worship space, made of cedar wood, not
terribly impressive by modern standards; perhaps they were different at that time; maybe
they had different standards.
But this idea of Solomon being wise, that is a legend that has a little more moment
because there is this relatively believable story about the queen of Sheba who comes all
the way from Africa to listen to Solomon’s wisdom. The point of the story is that wisdom
belongs to God, and we need God’s help in discerning what’s good, what’s bad,
what is for the common good, because our own natural desires are often misguided,
self-centered, excessive, indulgent. Even the way we look at ourselves is often not the
way we really are. So we need the help of God, the grace of God, and our own effort at
trying to be objective and trying to look into the mirror and trying to be humble and
impartial toward ourselves. This is not impossible, but it doesn’t happen automatically
either. With God’s help we can grow and form our characters, form our consciences, and
grow in holiness. That is what is possible if we take up the challenge.

Challenge to Form Our Consciences

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Misuse of Our Tongues Sixth Week in Ordinary Time Saturday, February 18, 2012
8:15 AM Jas 3:1-10; Mk 9:2-13 (BVM) (Words do kill; curb unnecessary speech)

My brothers and sisters, “this need not be so,” taken from the letter of St. James.
What he’s talking about “need not be so” is the misuse of our tongues. This whole
reading is really a reflection on the trouble people have with their tongues, with their
words. He refers to it as “full of deadly poison.” Words really do kill.
When I was a child, of course I was taught the little ditty: “Sticks and stones may
break my bones, but words can never hurt me”. Well, that’s not true. That’s very false.
Words are killers; they kill the spirit; they kill the mind, they kill the heart, especially of
the vulnerable. Sharp tongues have divided and ruined more relationships than
anything else.
Now we are approaching Lent and perhaps a very good Lenten practice would be
to fast from unnecessary words. Words just more or less tumble out of our mouths,
almost on their own. We don’t reflect upon what we are really saying; we may even
surprise ourselves with what we say.
Now sometimes that may be good. It may be under the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit we say something, and Jesus said we will if we allow the Spirit to speak in us. And
that would be good, but then, on the other hand, very often some other spirits speak:
nasty spirits, malicious spirits, envious spirits, prideful spirits, and so on, and this causes
a lot of damage before we even reflect on it. And that’s what James is talking about.
Why don’t we become more aware, more mindful, during our daily lives so that
we don’t speak in a rash way? Is it difficult? Yes. Is it impossible? No. It would be, as I
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mentioned, a very good practice to begin this Lent to curb unnecessary speech,
especially of a negative nature.
Now of course, part of the problem is that this is one of the ways in which we actually
communicate with people. If you go into the store and there’s some stranger standing
around, if you want to strike up a conversation, just mention how expensive everything
has become, how the price has gone up. And then you will get a great conversation.
People like negativity; it’s too bad, but it’s true. But silence is good as well, and
cultivating that and then speaking deliberately what people need to hear, St. Paul
says, that would be a much better way.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Our Corporate Sharing in the Ministry of Christ Seventh Sunday in Ordinary
Time/B February 19, 2012 Is 43:18-19, 21-22, 24b-25; 2 Cor 1:18-22; Mk 2:1-12
(Our answer to: What is God like? determines who we are.)

“But that you may know that the Son of Man has authority to forgive sins on
earth”—he said to the paralytic, “I say to you, rise, pick up your mat, and go
home.”
At first this story may seem very simple, but it is not. At first it may simply be a story
of Jesus healing someone, which it is, but that’s only the setting for something much
more profound. This story is to raise the question in the minds of the audience: Well,
what really is God like? And this is not an idle speculation because the way we answer
that question: What is God like, determines what kind of people we become, how we
pursue being good.
Aquinas said that everyone pursues goodness or the good—everybody, including
criminals. But everyone doesn’t have the same idea of what the good is. And our idea of
God is the beginning of our understanding of what is good and, therefore, what it
means for us to be good, to be moral, to be righteous. We cannot know what that means
unless we have an idea of what God is like. If you look around you, not in this church,
but in the world, you see many different ideas of what is good.
In today’s story we have some scribes, and we have to take it for granted that they are
very sincere men. They are believing the tradition of their elders. They are following the
ways of God as they understand God. And Jesus is telling them this is not the way of
God. They have sincere convictions, but they believe that Jesus is blaspheming by stating
simply, “Your sins are forgiven.” Their idea of who God is did not allow for that
possibility. God could not want that. And so they were formed by their ideas, by their
faith, by their beliefs into what they were, and so is everyone: by their belief in God or
their absence of a belief in God they are formed to be whoever they are. And if you
look at the varieties of religions and the nature of atheism, you can see how many
varieties of being there are, how many different ways of living and pursuing life and
happiness there are.
The danger is that some people just take some idea they get from somewhere and
they accept it. Jesus promoted something different. “Seek and you shall find; knock and
the door shall be opened.” We cannot be passive in regard to such an important question
as: Who is God or what is God like? We have to look for God, seek God out. And, of
course, Jesus comes to us to reveal precisely that. If we just take what someone else tells
us, the result will be a counterfeit life, sincere possibly, but not the real thing. Here Jesus
is presenting the real thing: the word of God, the message of God, embodied in
himself, overflowing into works of mercy and goodness and healing. And ever since
this event, everyone who has ever heard the story from that moment until this moment,
from Palestine throughout the entire world, everyone has to make a decision based on
the question: Is this true? Is God really like what Jesus says? Does he really reflect
the divine will? Is he reliable? Is God forgiving, merciful? Does God really desire to heal
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the broken? Does God desire to free people from their burdens, restore them to health, lift
them up? Is that really what God is doing? You can’t fail to notice, many people in the
world think not.
Now each of us has to ask our own selves, our own hearts: What do we really believe?
This is not simply a matter of professing faith, which is good. But this is a matter of
what we really believe inside. And whatever that is will spill out into the world
around us for better, for worse. Jesus was so full of God and the power of God it spilled
out into the sick around him and the desperate, and they were made whole. If we believe
as he did, we too must let our actions witness to God’s goodness and its precise
nature: its compassion, its desire to heal, to care for, to provide for. This is the nature
of God as Jesus reveals it.
Now we can do this as individuals; however, our witness is more powerful when we
act as a body. That is why the Church organizes corporate works of mercy and
ministry. Although the institutional Church has many limitations, it also has certain
advantages over people acting as individuals. As a corporate body we can minister
through our actions and institutions in a way that speaks more eloquently than words, in
such a way that people recognize directly and intuitively the love and care of God,
and learn to attribute it to God because of the faith of those who minister. In a sense
all Church ministries belong to all of us, although each of us share in them in a very
particular way. But they are extensions and an exercise of our common faith, which is
faith in the gospel, in the God revealed in the gospel. That is why it is important that all
of us be willing to support the work of our corporate Church, our diocese. After all,
the work done by the various ministries of the diocese is really given by Christ to all of
us.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Audacity vs. Fear Seventh Week in Ordinary Time Monday, February 20, 2012
8:15 AM Jas 3:13-18; Mk 9:14-29 (We are not alone)

Jesus said to him, “‘if you can!’ Everything is possible to one who has faith.”
Now we see this word “faith” very often in the New Testament and it has many
different facets. The particular facet that is being exemplified in today’s story is audacity.
Audacity is the name of a human passion that emerges from the soul when we
experience or foresee some evil, some obstacle, something utterly undesirable, that
we judge is vincible—that we can overcome, that need not lay us low. In the order of
nature, that’s called “audacity,” and it’s definitely good to be audacious. But when we
look at some obstacle, some evil, some undesirable factor or event or person, that we
judge is not vincible, is not conquerable, then the passion, the feeling we experience, is
fear. So in a way, fear and audacity are opposites or contraries. They are two
different ways of looking at an evil.
Now people are often afraid because their judgment is sound: they individually cannot
overcome all the obstacles in their way. That’s true. So fear actually makes sense if you
think of yourself as an individual. But there’s the problem. We are not individuals,
only. Even in the prayer of the Church, which I read at the beginning of the Mass
addressing God: “Without you, nothing has firm foundation, nothing is holy,” well, that’s
actually saying too little. Without God, nothing is—period, and no one is—period. We
only exist in God and by participation in the being of God. There’s no other way to
be. There is no other existence except what God creates.
So we are already totally dependent on God for our existence and, furthermore, as
human beings we are part of a family that shares the divine nature in a way that the rest
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of creation does not. We have the capacity to know God, to love God, and to serve
God and to participate in the life of God in a very intimate way. And that has to be
part of our sense of identity, who we are. If that’s not part of our identity, if that’s just
some idea in a book somewhere, that is really tragic. Then we are not living the life of
faith. But when we allow the teachings of truth, of Scripture, to actually grasp us and
teach us and form us, then we sense we are not alone—ever, cannot be—that we belong
to God, that we depend upon God for existence, and that he has placed us in his
Church, filled with his power and grace. And for him nothing is impossible so
therefore for us, for those of faith, fear is useless. Not only useless, it’s inappropriate
and, in fact, wrong. What is proper is audacity, not based upon our own power or
our own abilities but based upon God’s power and God’s abilities. Knowing that,
everything is taken up in divine providence and goodness.
So Jesus expresses in this story a certain sort of impatience with all the people
around, including this father. He’s a little short; he’s a little disgusted with what he sees is
so contrary to what is true. And how we do easily fall into swallowing falsehoods about
ourselves and who we are! So as we look at our life, our lives, and we see the obstacles
to our well-being, to our flourishing, to our thriving, we have to know it’s not just up to
us individually to overcome them. “Everything is possible to one who has faith.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Transformation of the Human Person Seventh Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday,
February 21, 2012 8:15 AM Jas 4:1-10; Mk 9:30-37 (St. Peter Damian, bishop
and doctor of the Church) (Harmonizing of the passions by sanctifying grace)

“Where do the wars and where do the conflicts among you come from?”
This is not a very flattering letter, this Letter of James. The community he was writing
to presumably is the community of the Christians in Jerusalem. He was their elder, their
presbyter. One might have thought that the early Christians in Jerusalem would have been
more exemplary, more like their master than seems to be the case from this letter. Well,
thus it has always been that even believers are fraught with problems.
In dealing with redemption, St. Thomas Aquinas makes a very important point that
redemption is not simply forgiving in a sort of juridical sense, which many Christians do
believe: the remitting of sin, the acquittal from a legal viewpoint—that was Martin
Luther’s viewpoint. And many people in the Reformation and outside of the Reformation
had that idea. St. Thomas says, no, redemption means the transformation of the human
person. And the transformation of the human person in particular involves the
harmonizing of all of the passions, which include desires, pleasures, aversions, and
repulsions that exist within us, which are all natural and all good, all made by God.
We are created in God’s image. And even physically we remain good, even if we are
broken; even if we are sinful, those basic qualities are there and they are good—so
believed St. Thomas.
Now many Christians don’t believe that. They thought, or have thought, or do think
that sin destroys the worthiness of the human nature and it is depraved. You may have
heard that, the depravity of human nature. It is not a belief of St. Thomas. But what he
says is that sanctifying grace harmonizes these various emotions and affections and
movements of the will.
But what James is talking about is this has not happened yet. You could say he is
talking to baby Christians, if you want to put it that way, people immature in regard to the
life of grace, so still in conflict with themselves. Now when individuals are in conflict
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within themselves, they project this conflict into the body they belong to, into the
congregation. And we can see it is rather easy to divide a congregation, to create discord,
division; and, of course, it is a great evil, something God definitely does not want. The
Spirit is a Spirit of unity. Grace is a power for unity and harmony. Discord, division, is
evil. God does not will it at all, either for us as individuals or for the body of
believers, which is the Church.
However, grace is not something that is either there or not. It’s not something black or
white. It’s not something totally present or totally absent. It is something that admits of
degrees. And so it is important that we move gradually but inexorably toward the
harmony and toward the unity within ourselves and among ourselves that God wills
for us. And this means that we follow Christ in his struggle against evil—he knew he
was going to die; he said so in today’s gospel—his struggle against adversity, his struggle
against other authorities, other views of what God was all about. He had to remain
faithful in all of that and eventually give up all to the Father. And he leads us into the
same movement.
Now it just happens to be that these readings occur today, the day before we begin
Lent. And I say it’s just coincidence because Lent could begin in many different times of
the Church year, not necessarily just tomorrow. This happens to be the date this year. But
these two readings really lead us into trying to understand what Lent should be
about: the following of Christ up to Jerusalem.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Ambassadors for Christ Ash Wednesday February 22, 2012 7:30 PM
2 Cor 5:20—6:2; Mt 6:1-6, 16-18 (Lent is a time of renewal.)

Jl 2:12-18;

One of our parishioners told me a very cute story about her nephew whose name was
Christopher. He got a job at McDonald’s, and his first day was Ash Wednesday last year
or the year before. Now McDonald’s cannot afford large labels for your name, so he
could only get in six letters for the name, so it said: “Christ in training.” And as I said, it
was Ash Wednesday, and he was quite surprised to have all kinds of people walk in with
the ashes on their forehead ordering hamburgers. If it weren’t his first day and his
supervisor near by he might have said, “Don’t you mean a fish-burger?”
And the second reading says, “We are ambassadors for Christ.” Those people were
ambassadors also, but they didn’t know it. Either they forgot they weren’t supposed to eat
meat or they forgot they had on the ashes or they forgot something. And we do. That’s
why we need a time of renewal. We need to start remembering who we are, what we
are supposed to do, what Christ has called us to be, what God is offering us—total
fulfillment and thriving in his love, in his Being, in God. This is what God offers us, but
we are often so distracted, we don’t notice what God is offering and what God is
doing. This is a good time to start paying attention.
And in that regard, Jesus talks about God who is in secret. That’s why we often get
distracted, because God isn’t just jumping out from the shadows every day. God
withdraws from the senses so that serving God is really a free act of devotion. Why
Jesus objected to the religious leaders of his day was that they were getting paid back
with praise, with applause. That’s why he used the word “hypocrite.” Hypocrite in Greek
means “actor,” and actors are looking for an audience and they want applause. And
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that’s okay in the theatre, but it’s not okay in our relation with God. We are not playing a
role. God wants to deal with the real you and the real me. And that’s just not fulfilling
other people’s expectations. It’s not doing things so other people will be happy, so that
we will get thanked, so that we will get applauded, so that we will be praised.
All those things are good in themselves, but they are nothing in comparison to what
God is offering. God’s reward, as mentioned several times in this gospel reading, the
“God who sees in secret will reward you.” That reward is far better than anything we
can give each other or we can acquire in the normal way. And religion is not about
anything normal anyway. It’s about this dimension in which the whole picture opens,
the whole picture of life from beginning to end, the whole picture of life even beyond
time. Time is not a boundary for us created in the image and likeness of God, but we
forget that.
And Ash Wednesday is the beginning of a time of starting to remember that. So we
begin with ashes, which begin their life as a growing plant and then they die and then
they are burned. And that is a symbol of a part of us, the part we spend all our time
on, but not the most important part. The spirit that transcends time, that will be the
soul of a new body, a glorified body in the resurrection of Christ and his people—that’s
really important. And we shouldn’t forget about it, and walk around with crosses and
not living the cross. So we have a great work in front of us: a time of renewal, a time of
recommitment, a time of preparation to enter into the death of Christ so that we will
be prepared for his resurrection.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Lent from the Inside Ash Wednesday February 22, 2012 4:00 PM Jl 2:12-18;
Mt 6:1-6, 16-18 Children’s Prayer Service and Distribution of Ashes (Do good for
God’s sake, not to please others.)

Now, boys and girls, I heard a nice story very recently. A lady in our parish had a
nephew whose name was Christopher, and this young lad wanted a job and got a job at
McDonald’s. His first day at work happened to be Ash Wednesday. Now at McDonald’s
they have a limitation on how many letters they can put on a name tag, so his name tag
said, “Christ in training.” Now as he stood there to take the orders, all these people came
with ashes on their forehead ordering hamburgers. Now he wanted to say, “Don’t you
mean fish-burger? But he couldn’t because he was in training, of course.
Now in today’s gospel reading Jesus is not talking about hamburgers. He is talking
about something even more important: what we do and how we do it. He calls the
leaders of his time “hypocrites.” Now does anybody know what a hypocrite is? Someone
who goes against their word?—maybe—any other ideas? Doing the opposite of what they
say they would do—that’s pretty close to the normal English word, “hypocrite.” But
actually the New Testament is written in Greek, and in Greek hypocrite simply means
an “actor.” An actor or an actress—hypocrite.
Now why would Jesus call people actors? What does an actor want? First and
foremost, what does an actor want? An audience! An actor wants an audience. And
sometimes we want an audience, especially when we are “being good.” We want
people to see we are being good. And Jesus says, wait a minute, for whom are you being
good? For your friends? For your neighbors? Are you being good for your parents?
Sometimes you should of course. But what’s the motivation? For whom are you supposed
to be being good? Jesus’ point is you should be being good for God. It’s all for God.
And so nobody has to know about it.
So he says when you fast or when you don’t eat, don’t let everyone know. Apparently
in his day when people didn’t eat they let everyone know it by not washing, not combing
their hair, looking like a big mess. And people say, what’s wrong with him? Oh well, he
is not eating; he is fasting; he is a very great, disciplined person. Jesus said fasting is
good, giving up food is good, but don’t let anybody know. The same with giving money
to the poor, called “almsgiving” sometimes. He said it is good to do it, but “don’t let
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your left hand know what your right is doing.” Why? Because then you are applauding
yourself. The whole idea is to do it for God’s sake.
Now I just saw a picture of actors and actresses getting ready for the Academy
Awards. You know what, they are very good looking—all those actors and actresses—
very good looking people. Even if they are a little older, they don’t look older. I don’t
know what they do, but they don’t look old. And they have beautiful clothes, absolutely
beautiful jewelry, and suits, and ties, and shirts—absolutely gorgeous clothes. That’s the
outside; that’s what they are showing to the world. But the question is: In their family life
are they really that pretty? If you want to know, you can get People magazine. That’s the
point Jesus is making. It’s important what you are like on the inside: who you are
inside. How you act in the family? How you act when nobody is watching? That’s
what God cares about.
That’s what Lent is about: improving what’s going on inside. Doing good things,
but not for praise, not for thanks, not for recognition, not so we can get credit, but for
God’s sake. And God who knows what goes on in secret will reward you. We have a
right to expect a reward, but from God only! So sometimes you may do something really
nice for somebody and they don’t even thank you and you think I didn’t even get a
thanks! Well, good. God will thank you. God will reward you for that. This is not natural.
People don’t naturally think this way. Jesus is trying to open us up to supernatural, a
supernatural way of living that is so focused on God that what other people say and
what other people think about us doesn’t really matter.
Now I wouldn’t say we are all quite there yet, but Lent is a time we can try to get
there. So do you have some idea of why we come together on Ash Wednesday and
receive ashes? To remind us to be like Christ, follow his way of pleasing God and not
really caring about what other people think.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Season of Lent Ash Wednesday February 22, 2012 8:15 AM Jl 2:12-18;
2 Cor 5:20—6:2; Mt 6:1-6, 16-18 (Die to ourselves and fill our emptiness with God)

Today we begin the season of Lent, and Lent is a time given to us by the Church to
renew our ability to enter into the mystery of Christ; especially enter into the mystery of
his passion and death, thereby appreciating and sharing in some way in his
resurrection.
Now the liturgy today speaks a lot about sin and my conviction is, after being a priest
for some thirty-six years, that most people don’t know much about sin. They really
don’t know what sin is. For example, this particular gospel reading is talking about the
sin of hypocrisy, which has nothing to do with the normal English word “hypocrisy.”
This has to do with being an “actor”—living on the outside, where the inside is dead. It’s
caring about what other people think, but not about what God thinks.
Perhaps this whole Lent we could think about that. Do we really care what God
thinks? When we come to the Mass, are we allowing God to take us up with Christ
in his sacrifice? Are we giving up everything except what God wants, or are we
preferring something else—our own preferences, other people’s preferences, respect,
admiration, something like that? That’s not living the life of Christ. Outwardly it may
look pretty good, but inwardly it isn’t. It’s empty.
So Lent is a time then to fill our emptiness with God. And it can be done, but it
means we have to let go of quite a bit. Die to ourselves. This is what the idea of
mortification is. Die to what is false in us. Die to what is not of God in us. So this is a
very holy time of year. And if we use the opportunities given, we will find that
everything we do—our sacramental life, our liturgical life—will all mean so much
more because it will be part of us and we will be part of it. So that’s the Church’s
desire for us.

The Season of Lent

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Fasting and Hunger for God
Friday after Ash Wednesday February 24, 2012
8:15 AM Is 58:1-9a; Mt 9:14-15 (Our comfort vs. others’ needs for food and truth)

Today’s theme in both readings is fasting, and it isn’t a theme that either the prophets
or Jesus himself particularly supported.
Isaiah, for example, says, “This is the fast the Lord wants: release the captives,
break every yoke, work for justice.” Jesus said, well, fasting might be okay later, but
right now I’m not too interested. Of course, the fast he was referring to was the fast that
comes from grief. “The days will come when the bridegroom is taken away from
them, and then they will fast.” That refers to the way people don’t feel like eating
when they are very sorrowful.
So then why do we maintain this tradition of fasting? Well, on the one hand, we
don’t put a great deal of emphasis on fasting. But it is quite unlikely that we will ever
work for justice as long as we are primarily concerned with our own comfort. So in
one way we do have to push aside unnecessary food, drink, indulgence, and create a
certain sort of hunger or space that may be just the right occasion for us to become more
alert, more awakened to the needs of the world and therefore what God wants us to
do to satisfy the hunger of others. And that includes ordinary food, but it goes way
beyond ordinary food. Food, yes, feed the hungry, but feed also those who hunger for
truth—also, not instead of—food and truth, and the bread that comes down from
heaven. This is also the hungering that people have for something more. When
everything the world provides isn’t enough, that hunger is for God. And ultimately
that’s the gift we are supposed to be giving.

Fasting and Hunger for God

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Jesus Pleases the Father
Saturday after Ash Wednesday
February 25, 2012
8:15 AM Is 58:9b-14; Lk 5:27-32 (Jesus knows the purpose of the Law.)

“I have not come to call the righteous to repentance but sinners.”
This question is a fair question. Jewish people are not allowed to eat with gentiles.
That was a bone of contention in the early Church: with gentiles becoming Christians,
could the Christen Jews have Eucharist with Christian gentiles? Not according to the
Law, so St. Paul says the Law is over. It was a very radical solution, but it was a real
problem. The problem is already here. Jesus having table fellowship with those outside
the Law: gentiles, sinners, tax collectors, those who violate publicly the requirements of
the Law. Tax collectors because they work for gentiles—they may be Jews themselves.
They are working for gentiles, therefore, they are now no longer clean. It isn’t just
because taxes are dirty; that’s not the idea. It’s that the taxes were going to the gentiles;
that’s what made it dirty.
Now Jesus’ point is, “I’ve not come to call the righteous.” He is not trying to say
something negative about them, about the scribes or the Pharisees, by calling them
righteous. They are righteous according to the Law. They are following the Law. They
are doing their part as they understand it, following their consciences. But Jesus’ point is
you’re not my problem. I haven’t come to help you. I have come for people who don’t
get the Law, who have never kept the Law, who don’t understand God and who are,
therefore, deprived of all God’s blessings and, therefore, deprived of all God’s
expectations. Another way of putting this, in another context: “I have come to the lost
sheep of the house of Israel.” Here are the lost sheep right there, and he goes and has
table service.

Jesus Pleases the Father

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Now in doing so, of course, he is violating the Law, but in his mind the Law has
purpose. It is not, however, something absolute. Because he knows the Lawgiver, he
knows what the purpose is, and he sees this opportunity to gather sinners into
repentance, to gather outsiders and make them part of the inside. And he sees this as
pleasing to the Father, whatever the Pharisees think, whatever the rabbis teach. This to
him is pleasing the Father. And whenever Jesus acts it is always to please the
Father, and this has to be our motivation as well. We are called to do everything to
please the Father.
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Jesus Pleases the Father

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Seeing God in Suffering Humanity First Week of Lent Monday, February 27, 2012
8:15 AM Lev 19:1-2, 11-18; Mt 25:31-46 (The final judgment)

Today the liturgy parallels very beautifully two codes of conduct—one from
Leviticus, the other from Matthew—each detailing a way of living. And I must say I
believe they are both complementary. One doesn’t contradict the other. They are very
complementary. They are all about how people are to behave.
In the Old Testament, the Book of Leviticus, what was the reason why these
stipulations were being given? Because “I, the Lord, am holy.” It’s the holiness of the
Lord that is the foundation and basis for the behavior of the people. The people are to be
holy because the Lord is holy.
In the New Testament, Jesus is talking about caring for those in need, being
generous to those in want. What’s the reason? Well, it’s the same. Because that’s what
God does. God cares for those in want. Jesus himself acts as he sees the Father acting.
That’s his own words, in John’s Gospel. He feeds the hungry. That is therefore what God
is doing, and the role of the follower of Jesus is to do as Jesus did.
The point that he makes, however, which is very unique to him, is that what you do to
people is equivalent to doing to God; whereas in the Old Testament, the two are rather
separate—connected, but separate—here they are the same. Caring for your neighbor is
caring for God. What you did “to me”—this is of course part of the whole idea of the
incarnation. The word of God becomes human, and serving the needs of humanity is
really the very same thing as serving God. It’s not simply a reflection of it or connected
to it, but it is the same thing and, therefore, just as important.
Now those who go off to condemnation actually do have a good question. When did
we ever see you hungry? When did we ever see you ill or in prison? And, of course, they
never did! And that’s the whole problem. We have to learn how to see God in the
suffering of humanity or we will end up condemned ourselves.

Seeing God in Suffering Humanity

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Prayer First and Foremost First Week of Lent
Tuesday, February 28, 2012
8:15 AM Is 55:10-11; Mt 6:7-15 (The Our Father)

Today Jesus is giving his disciples a lesson, which they asked for. They actually went
to him and said, “Teach us to pray,” and this is his response. One good thing is the
disciples realized the need for prayer; we don’t always realize the need for prayer.
Sometimes when I am in the confession with someone with a particularly thorny
problem, I say, “Well, I mean, do you pray every day?” And the answer is too often,
“Well, I pray whenever I need something.” What that fails to grasp is the first thing we
need is to pray. And if you want to, we can say, oddly enough, that need can only be
supplied by ourselves.
The gospel announces the gracious will of God toward human beings. The gospel
announces the gifts of grace and blessings that God wishes to bestow upon human
beings, but that won’t mean anything until human beings listen, agree to and want
to cooperate with God’s plan. And part of this listening is prayer. If you were five
feet tall and all the windowsills in your house were six feet off the floor, you could not
look outside without a stool, a stepladder, a chair, something to elevate your eyes. Now
the situation is that those people who do not pray never see outside. Their minds and their
hearts are not elevated, so all their lives are spent inside in themselves. This is not where
God wants us to be.
Cooperating with God’s gracious will and opening ourselves to his many blessings
and graces requires that we elevate our hearts and minds. That’s what prayer is first and
foremost. And that’s what we need: we need to elevate our minds and our hearts so
that every day we are looking beyond self, outside of self, into the wonders of God’s
creation, so that we really can see. And then, of course, once we start to see, we have to
agree to, want, cooperate with, accept, God’s will.
So our wills then have to become united to God’s will. And this begins with blessing
the name of God. It follows by affirming the reign of God, desiring the reign of
God—“Thy kingdom come.” I desire first and foremost that God’s reign, God’s
kingdom, God’s rule, come to earth. Thirdly, that God’s will be done on earth,
meaning God’s will is not being done on earth, not only meaning that sin very often
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prevails—much more than that, it means that the earth is subject to some autonomous
laws of nature, laws of probability, having nothing really to do with God’s will. And
that’s why when we ascribe to God things that just happen, we are speaking falsely; we
are pretending that God’s will is being done on earth. That’s pretense. That’s false.
When our minds and hearts are elevated and we see out, we start to understand things
differently, and God teaches us to hallow his name, to desire his kingdom, and then
to do his will, and to pray for his will on earth, which ordinarily is not done on earth,
although it is done in heaven, which is, you might say, a different level of human
existence. Heaven is the communion of saints; we could even say the communion of
saints on earth. Heaven is not a different place. It’s a different way of living.
Beyond that all the other things human beings need is all contained in one thing: our
daily bread. And we can pray for that. We should pray for that, but not first and
foremost. First and foremost we need prayer itself. Secondly, we need to affirm
God’s plan, God’s purpose, God’s will, God’s name, because all that will last
eternally.
If we fail to elevate our minds and hearts, if we live only inside our house, if we
become rich and famous, a multibillionaire, world renowned, praised and honored by
everybody, but all living inside our house, then when we die that will all die too. But
God’s name will not die. God’s kingdom will last. And God’s will will be done among
those who choose to, and they shall reign forever. And this is why prayer is so important.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Right and Wrong Use of Anger
First Week of Lent
Friday, March 2, 2012
8:15 AM Ez 18:21-28; Mt 5:20-26 (Our demands can make us pay the last penny.)

“Amen, I say to you, you will not be released until you have paid the last penny.”
Today’s reading is a teaching based on parabolic thinking, somewhat exaggerated to
make a point. For example, Jesus says, “But I say to you, whoever is angry with his
brother will be liable to judgment,” but he himself was angry as we see in the temple
cleansing it of the moneychangers and all the animals and the sellers of animals. There is
a difference, of course, between justifiable anger and unjustifiable anger. What’s the
difference? The difference is in justifiable anger there is true injustice, there’s true
injury. And, after all, since God is our Creator and God created us with this capacity to
be angry and even Jesus was angry, there must be something good about it. The good is it
gives us the power to address injustice.
People often don’t understand this. They think anger is simply not nice and, therefore,
bad. Well, it’s not nice, but it could be good if it’s used properly. For example, people
sometimes confess that they are angry, and I ask them: about what? And then they tell me
some terrible injustice at work or some imposition at home. When people are treated
wrongly, then we are supposed to be angry, and we are supposed to use that anger
correctly to get reparation, to get justice, to get a redress. In fact, it may be true that we
are guilty of not being angry enough at the injustices that go on in our society—if
that is we can perceive them, and we should be able to.
So this matter is not very simple. It requires a lot of thought, a lot of prayer, a lot
of reflection. What is after all just and what is unjust?
What Jesus is talking about, of course, is another kind of anger that actually foments
murder; that’s really what he is talking about, the kind of anger that kills with
thoughts. It may try to kill with words too. This is not a right use of anger.
There is apparently or has been in the world, in religious cultures, sometimes a divide.
Some people think that as long as they don’t actually do anything it isn’t bad. Well,
Jesus’ point is, yes, it’s bad if you think about doing it and want to do it. If you want
Right and Wrong Use of Anger

to kill somebody, that’s already bad. If you want to commit adultery, that’s already bad.
It may not be as bad as actually doing it, but it’s bad already. You should not think of
yourself as somehow holy and righteous in God’s sight if really you are entertaining these
dark thoughts about other people. If in the secret part of your heart you are really being
very devious or malicious, if you really entertain malice inside—and that’s what this is
all about—that is really bad because sooner or later that will come out, and does!
So if we really want to be holy, we have to be holy inside. We have to practice inside
the sort of reconciliation Jesus is talking about here. He says, “When you go to court
make peace.” Now this going to court may be in your own mind. Make peace—you are
not always one hundred percent right. You may have a point. You may be partly right,
but not one hundred percent right. So if you go to court, even literally if you actually
go to court and sue someone, your opponent may countersue and may win! That’s
what this is about.
“Otherwise your opponent will hand you over to the judge”—countersuit—“and the
judge will hand you over to the guard”—you lose. That happens. “And you will be
thrown into prison and you will never get out until you have paid the last penny.”
Why? What put you there? Your own demands for justice. And now they work
against you. “The measure you measure out will be measured back to you.” You can
only think about how you have been harmed, you can only think about how you have
been wronged but not how you have wronged or harmed someone else, you are all one
sided about that, well, then the tables get turned and you have to pay to the last penny,
because you weren’t one hundred percent right, because you also were wrong; and since
you are so demanding, the demand is now yours to fulfill. “You will not be released
until you have paid the last penny.”
So Jesus here is being a very subtle teacher. He is thinking very deeply about human
emotions, human feelings, human thinking and reflection, and he is talking about how
even there we really have to be seeking God’s way, which means reparation of
damage, yes, but also forgiveness, justice, yes, but also mercy, otherwise we are failing
in our quest for holiness.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Love Your Enemies First Week of Lent
Saturday, March 3, 2012 8:15 AM
Dt 26:16-19; Mt 5:43-48 (St. Katherine Drexel) (God calls us to a life where we are
good because God shares with us his goodness, not reacting to other people)

“So be perfect, just as your heavenly Father is perfect.”
Now people will hear this and they will wonder precisely what Jesus could mean, but
it’s clear that he was aspiring to a transformed humanity, a humanity therefore far
beyond the pettiness, the smallness that marks most human beings, a pettiness, for
example, that will greet one’s friends but ignore one’s enemies.
We may think of this pettiness as normal and it is, but it’s far beneath the potential
that God has made possible. Love your enemies. Nothing could be more unnatural. So
how does it come about? That’s something we have to think about deeply. How do we
actually come about loving our enemies? Perhaps we have to think of them differently.
Perhaps we have to imagine them differently. And that’s very difficult.
Jesus’ point here is that God is good. Out of God’s goodness, therefore, “the rain falls
on the just and the unjust; the sun rises on the bad and the good.” Why? God doesn’t
react to other people. God just is God. And that’s what he is calling us to, that type of
life where we are good because we are good. We bless because we choose to bless, not
because people have earned it or want it or treat us well or anything—therefore not a
response to or reaction to anything at all, but something that initiates with us, and
initiates with us because God shares with us his own goodness. How this works out in
each life of course will be quite different, but that’s the challenge.

Love Your Enemies

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Seeing the Light
Liturgy for Second Sunday of Lent/B
March 4, 2012
Rom 8:31b-34; Mk 9:2-10 Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:15 AM All Saints
Catholic Academy (“If God is for us, who can be against us?”)

Well, good morning. Today we have the story of the Trans—what? Transfiguration—
what does that mean? What does it sound like? What does “trans” mean? Across—yes, a
movement across. From what to what? What is moving across? A figure, and figura is—
what? Anybody study Spanish around here? What is figura? Face, figura is face. So
anyway we are seeing Jesus’ figure, his face, being transformed, moving from one to
another.
Now the point really isn’t that Jesus is changing. The change is taking place in the
disciples—the change is taking place in the disciples. They, early on, just saw somebody
like you, but a little bigger. And all of a sudden they see this great light. But is Jesus
changing? No, Jesus is the Light. He is “Light from Light.” It’s just that nobody saw it,
as we don’t see light as it really is.
Now, in fact, when talking about sight; the only way we see anything is through light:
the light of the sun first and foremost and then our electric lights, candle lights, let us see.
But with no light at all, would we see anything? No, absolutely nothing. With no light
you would see nothing because your eye only picks up light. But it doesn’t pick up all
light. We only see a little bit of what there is. For example, there is light called
“infrared.” It’s long wavelengths and our eyes don’t pick it up. Our skin can pick it up. It
will tan our skin, but our eyes can’t see it. And then there is ultraviolet light. That’s so
short we can’t see that either, but our skin can be burned by it. So one will tan; one will
burn; neither are visible. But they are really light. So there are all different
wavelengths. Only a few can we see.
But then there is another kind of light that has no wavelengths at all. And we can
never see it with our eyes, but we can behold it sometimes; some people see it, you
might say, with their soul. And that’s what Peter, James, and John experienced on this
mountain. They beheld, they saw, the light that was coming from Jesus, who is the
Light. But it was only for a while.
Now this light is a very powerful light and in a sense it mesmerized the apostles. It
almost caused them to—it hypnotized them almost. And Peter didn’t want to go
anywhere anymore. He said, well, let’s just stay here; this is so beautiful, let’s just stay
here. We will build some tents, and we could just stay here. I don’t know where he was
going to get the tents, but anyway that was his idea. And the gospel here says, your
translation says, “He didn’t know what he was saying.” Well, he didn’t know what he
was saying because God doesn’t come into our lives so we can just sit there. He came
into the lives of the apostles to empower them, to inspire them, to move them
onward.
And in this particular case, where was he going? Where is he headed in the story?
Where is he going, what city? Jerusalem! Correct! And what’s going to happen in
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Jerusalem? Nobel Prize? What happened to Jesus in Jerusalem? He was crucified! He
went to Jerusalem and he was crucified. And he was on his way. That’s why he told
the disciples: “Don’t say anything about this until the Son of Man is raised from the
dead.” And they didn’t know what he was talking about because they didn’t know he was
going to die. But he is on the way. Throughout the entire gospel he is on his way to
Jerusalem. That’s the culmination of his total surrender to God.
But on the way he wants his disciples to see the glory, the light that is within him,
that is giving him this ability to offer up everything to God, without worry, without
anxiety. That’s why St. Paul in the second reading said: “If God is with us, who can be
against us?” Of course people can be against us, but who cares! When you worry all
the time you are saying to God, “You know, God, I think you are pretty weak and I
don’t trust you.” Or else you are saying, “What I really want I know you don’t care
about.” Well, in that case, you ought to reevaluate what you want! If God doesn’t care
about it, maybe you shouldn’t care about it, or maybe you shouldn’t care greatly about it.
But if you really think something is important and you think God really wants it,
well, then you have to trust that he will bring it about. It you don’t trust that he will
bring it about, then you are not believing. That’s not trusting. That’s why St. Paul says:
“If God is with us, who cares who is against us!” Nothing can stop it, not any power on
earth, not any power in the heavens, not the present, not the future.
A lot of people worry about—what? The future! People do worry about the future.
You don’t because you are too young, but wait until you grow up; you will be tempted
to worry about the future. St. Paul says the future can’t do anything! If you believe in
God, let God be God and put your hope in him. That’s what Jesus did. He put his
trust, his hope, in God the Father as he went to Jerusalem and he allowed himself to be
crucified because “If God is for you, who can be against you?” Even if you die—so?
That’s the meaning. Even if you suffer—so? And just so that they knew what Jesus
was trying to teach them wasn’t something just purely weird, he let them see, just
for a moment, the light.
Now, boys and girls, we are on the same journey with the apostles. Jesus asks us to
go with him up to Jerusalem. And our lives will be full of all kinds of problems on
our way to Jerusalem. But don’t worry, “If God is for us, who can be against us?”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Copying God
Second Week of Lent
Monday, March 5, 2012
8:15 AM
Dn 9:4b-10; Lk 6:36-38 (Jesus’ attitude toward life: giving, merciful, forgiving
everyone everything)

“For the measure with which you measure will in return be measured out to
you.”
This is a very simple saying and reveals much about Jesus’ attitude toward life. You
get what you give is a way of putting it. Now this could be misunderstood to mean that
everything begins with us, it’s our initiative. That’s not exactly what Jesus means. God is
already merciful. God is already giving. If we copy what we see, and if we respond to
what we have received by also being giving and merciful, then we will be sharing
God’s nature deliberately and willingly. And this is the whole idea of living a godly
life—copying God.
“Stop judging and you will not be judged.”
Now judging here probably means condemning. The term is usually used that way.
It doesn’t means to determine what is good and what is bad, but rather to condemn
someone, judging. “You will not be judged.” Unfortunately, some people have the idea
that they have the luxury of judging others because there’s nothing in them to be
condemned. That of course is their mistake. It is their absence of conscience that could
lead them to this.
“Forgive and you will be forgiven.”
Again, forgiveness is a free choice. We don’t have to forgive. And there are times
when people decide not to forgive, especially when they have been deeply wounded.
There is a natural desire, which is also good and created by God—a desire to repair
injury, to redress grievances, to make things right—and this energy we have to do this, to
accomplish this, is anger. So anger can be very righteous, very just. But then the truth
is sometimes, even if our anger is just, we still cannot really find reparation. For
example, let’s say someone kills someone close to you—maybe by an accident, motorcar
accident, maybe even deliberately. Well how can you ever find reparation? You can’t.
Copying God

There is no reparation for that. If someone steals money from you, you can get the money
back. But what if you are defrauded by some very clever banker and the bank goes
bankrupt and now there’s no money at all? Then you can’t get that back either.
So there are times when we are truly injured, but reparation is impossible.
There’s no more money! Who can pay for a life? and so on. Then we have a choice to
make. We can either stay angry and allow that anger to poison us, to depress us, to
make us sad all the time, even perhaps pushing us into despair at ever there being a just
world, or even just for us, justice in a personal sense. And that would be a temptation,
and people fall into it. And sometimes they act as if they can’t do any other, that that’s
what they have to be.
But this text suggests perhaps another approach. It suggests that even though we may
not be guilty of murder or fraud, maybe we have never really stolen money, but
nonetheless we are not perfect, but we have hurt people in minor ways at least, even if
it’s inadvertent. So forgive and you will be forgiven. And forgiveness actually doesn’t
allow for a whole lot of exclusions. If you are a forgiving person, you are forgiving
everyone everything. And if you are forgiving everyone everything, you have to be
open to the mercy of God. This all has to start with God’s love and grace. And if you
are open to God’s love and grace, then all will be well. And you shall be forgiven
everything, as you forgive everything. Is this difficult? In fact, it’s unnatural! But there’s
something in Christ that is not natural. It is supernatural. And this text is drawing
us to observe this and to recognize how we need it.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Maturing
Second Week of Lent
Tuesday, March 6, 2012
Is 1:10, 16-20; Mt 23:1-12 (Seek excellence in God’s eyes)

8:15 AM

“He who humbles himself will be exalted.”
This is Jesus’ commentary on growing up, or another way of putting it, maturing.
What does it mean to be a mature person? If we look to the world, we see that a
mature person is one who has power, control of one’s own life and is able to do what one
wants, has other people at his or her beck and call, considered successful, admired,
respected, accomplished.
Now whether this model really comes from society itself or whether it comes from
something inward, that I don’t know. Psychologists sometimes talk about the “ego
project” as if we are driven to develop ourselves by some inner instinct. Maybe that’s
true; maybe it isn’t; I don’t know. Or is it rather that we simply copy what we see other
people do? That also is possible because human beings are great at imitating. Look at
children: how do they learn? Through imitation. I don’t think children have too many
instincts really. They learn by imitation, so it’s more likely that we get all this by
imitating others. Nonetheless, Jesus’ point is that the way society operates and the
way people model themselves, whether it’s outwardly or inwardly, whatever, wherever
it comes from, it is basically vain, empty, a mere show and therefore worthless.
Here he is using the Pharisees as an example, but don’t think for one minute he is only
talking about the Pharisees or even religious people or religious leaders, not at all;
everything he says applies to everybody, the great tendency we have to excel
ourselves, which might be in itself good, but for the consumption of other people,
which is not good. So on the one hand, we might rightly want to be excellent, but our
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desire to be excellent should be in the eyes of God, not in the eyes of our audience, our
neighbors or neighborhood, people who know us and so on.
So it’s a question of: who is evaluating the success of this project? And Jesus knew
the only one that counts is God, and God’s values are very different from the world’s
values. For example, in the world we may seek honor from others and respect. God
expects something different: a willingness, a humility, to serve others. That’s ordinarily
not what the world respects, except in billionaires. If a billionaire wants to serve others,
the media is right there to watch this and praise this and so on; but if some poor person
wants to serve others, who cares? Jesus’ point is the way God looks at things is very
different from the way the world looks at things.
“Do not be called ‘Master.’” This does not mean that Jesus is against the whole idea of
self-control and self-mastery. Rather he is against the idea that others honor us for it.
That’s just something we are supposed to do. It’s something we are supposed to be.
“Call no man on earth your father.” Now of course most of us revere our fathers. The
Jews, however, had a habit of talking about Abraham: “Abraham is our father.”
Unfortunately, that had the result of cutting them off from other nations as if they
were very special. Well, it’s true they may have had a very special mission, but if they
did, then it would be the same as our mission, which is to serve. And in that case, we
should acknowledge our true Father, the one and only Father in heaven, that brings us all
together, that does not distinguish us from one another.
So as we proceed in Lent, it’s important that we always bring our basic strategies, our
basic plans, the purposes we have in life, to the gospel and allow the light of the gospel to
help us reevaluate: who we are, where we are going, how does God look at it?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Servant of All
Second Week of Lent Wednesday, March 7, 2012
Jer 18:18-20; Mt 20:17-28 (Seek and follow a new model)

8:15 AM

“Jesus said in reply, ‘You do not know what you are asking.’”
You might think that we are just repeating the same reading because the theme is so
similar day after day because Jesus emphasizes it so often: those who wish to be
greatest must serve the rest.
Here in this dialogue with James and John’s mother, Jesus is contrasting the view he
has of the kingdom with her view of life as most people perceive it. In life as most
people perceive it, we want to be the best, the sharpest, the highest, the richest, the most
accomplished. Since she believes in Jesus as some sort of Messiah, anointed Lord, she
wants her sons to be his chief assistants. Being an assistant is good if you are an assistant
to a very important person.
Jesus could have said, oh, that’s a noble desire, but he doesn’t. He says, “You don’t
know what you are asking.” The reason she doesn’t know what she is asking is she
doesn’t really perceive who he is or what his mission is. Since “the Son of Man did not
come to be served but to serve,” he himself, being the Son of Man, has come to be
servant. So if you want to be my assistant, you have to be servant of everyone since I am
as well.
Now this is really not primarily about action and doing things, although you might
think so. It’s really first and foremost about understanding and attitude. The model is
what is being brought up, the model of God. What is God really like? In the Old
Testament God was seen in different ways. There is not only one model in the Old
Testament. Sometimes God is like a person, like a man, but very powerful; or
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sometimes God is impersonal and very, very distant, hardly even caring or noticing
what goes on on earth. And then there are all kinds of different models in between, but
those are the two big ones.
Jesus embodies a new model, not a God who is like a man but very powerful. Jesus
is God who is truly human, truly sharing human life and human nature, but whose
primary purpose is to serve, to show compassion, to suffer, and actually even to die,
which of course is not anybody’s model. All the Jews are to be totally forgiven for not
accepting Christ as Messiah because there is no model preparing for this. And so we also
have to forgive the mother of Zebedee’s sons. She couldn’t know this. She didn’t know
what she was asking, and she couldn’t have known what she was asking. We don’t know
until it is revealed to us what is.
So life has to be a search for what is not obvious, a search for the God who is totally
different from what anyone would imagine, a God who wants to live with us, who
wants to serve us. And if we want to be part of God and share his life, as he has invited us
to, then we have to follow his model. And this is where it comes in to be servant of
all. “Rather, whoever wishes to be great among you shall be your servant; whoever
wishes to be first among you shall be your slave.” Now, again, Jesus often speaks in
parabolic fashion. He doesn’t literally mean slave, but he does mean someone willing to
do whatever. But the real master is God, and his teaching and his guidance is
something we have to seek. It will never be obvious. That is our Lenten work
together, that we seek God’s way for us, for our parish, for our Church now in 2012, for
our own families.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Applying the Parable to Us
Second Week of Lent
Friday, March 9, 2012
8:15 AM Gn 37:3-4, 12-13a, 17b-28a; Mt 21:33-43, 45-46 (What is the produce the
master intends from his tenants?)

“When the chief priests and the Pharisees heard his parables, they knew that he
was speaking about them.”
Now parables are themselves not that obvious; one has to work with them. They are
stories, obviously. In fact, the Bible is full of stories. The question is: What do they
mean? To take anything at face value is to miss the whole point.
In regard to this story, one of the points that the evangelist, Matthew, is making is that
the Pharisees and the scribes really did have a conscience. They really did sense
things right and wrong because when Jesus said, what do you think the master will do?
they come up with an answer which is all about justice, restorative justice and punitive
justice as well. “He will put those wretched men to death and lease his vineyard to other
tenants.” So it’s not that they have no sense at all; they clearly see the truth of the
story. But at the same time they realize that this parable and others as well are really
about them. Again, that means they have a sense of conscience and they know there is
something not quite right. They have a sense that they are not delivering the goods.
Now what are the goods? The parable doesn’t say; the Bible doesn’t say, but you have
to figure it out. What is the produce that the master intends the tenants to give him?
You have to ask yourself that question, because you obviously are the tenants now. Are
you producing? Are you giving the master what he wants? If you have a correct
conscience, you realize that if you don’t, you will be eliminated; somebody else will be
put in your place because the kingdom of God must grow; it’s God’s will.
Now life has existed on this planet for a long time. People haven’t changed in terms of
their potential. They are the same people, the same potential. But different times and
different places, different people produce or don’t according to their own choices.
The fact that many other people around us do not choose to be productive tenants for God
and his kingdom, in his vineyard, that in no way excuses us from being unproductive.
The Pharisees knew very well this applied to them, and the question is: Can we see how
it applies to us?

Applying the Parable to Us

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Love What God Loves
Second Week of Lent Saturday, March 10, 2012 8:15 AM
Mi 7:14-15, 18-20; Lk 15:1-3, 11-32 (What it means to love God with your whole
heart)

“Tax collectors and sinners were all drawing near to listen to Jesus, but the
Pharisees and scribes began to complain, saying, ‘This man welcomes sinners and
eats with them.’”
We have to understand the context for this very famous story, this parable. The
context is the Pharisees, the leaders, are complaining because all these sinners are coming
to Jesus. What really follows is a very creative way of talking about what it means to
love God with your whole heart. This is the basic Law of Israel, formulated first in
Deuteronomy but repeated, of course, by Jesus himself. This is the greatest Law. Well,
what does it mean? Well, there are all kinds of commentaries on what it means. This is a
new slice on it. What does it mean to love God with your whole heart? It means in this
case to love what God loves—to love what God loves. And if we love what God loves,
then we will be delighted to see the broken, the sinful, the wicked converted to
Christ, to God—brought in.
Now this parallels another story, another famous one, also misunderstood, the story of
the workers in the vineyard. As you will remember, some workers were there all day long
and they resented the fact that some that came along at the last minute or the last hour
were given the same pay. But it was the compassion, the generosity, the goodness of
the master that made this possible; and if they really loved their employer, their master,
they would have been delighted as well. But they weren’t. They loved themselves more,
and in their self-love they believed themselves to be meritorious—same here.

Love What God Loves

The elder brother didn’t really love the father at all. He loved himself. He
believed himself to be meritorious. He thought himself as deserving. His own brother he
did not think was deserving, and of course he wasn’t, but the father chose to restore him
because he returned. This does not really study the so-called “prodigal son.” It’s really
not about the prodigal son. It’s really about the brother because it’s addressed to the
Pharisees and scribes, who believed themselves to be righteous and who were in many
ways righteous, who were very good people, who did abide by the Law, and who did
spend their time doing what God wanted as far as they knew. But their hearts weren’t
oriented toward what God is oriented.
And this you see throughout Jesus’ teachings. It’s not really about what is being done
out there; it’s about what is being done in here. It’s about the inner life. It’s about
attitudes and feelings and inclinations and desires and aversions; all that is the
laboratory that produces what goes on out there. And Jesus’ point is if you don’t start
taking care of what is going on inside of you, you will have no control about what you do
eventually, and the world will just continue to be what it is because what the world is, is
an extrapolation of what goes on in people’s hearts. And if the world is ever to
improve, it will improve only when the heart itself is changed. That was what he was
trying to tell the scribes and the Pharisees.
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Today we are reading about a very intense incident in the life of Jesus, an act which
was irascible and certainly offensive to the people who held the temple and its work
holy. Now some Christians interpret this in a rather minimalistic way to say that Jesus
was against commercializing, but this is rather shallow. After all, what were on sale were
not Girl Scout cookies; this is not a matter of raising funds. The animals were an essential
component to the very practice of ritual sacrifice, and that was what the temple was for.
The moneychangers were also essential because Roman money was gentile and therefore
impure, not kosher, tainted, could not be brought into the temple proper or used for the
buying of sacrifices; so the Roman coin had to be exchanged into sheckles, and this is
what the moneychangers were doing. It was actually all above board.
So when we see Jesus driving out both the animals and the moneychangers, we should
realize he is making a very powerful statement which attacks long established customs
and practices: both animal sacrifice and a particular notion of ritual purity or
holiness, which is essential to the Jewish way of life. He was knocking these both down
in one fell swoop, and we might ask the question: What was he thinking? An attack of
this sort was bound to create great reverberations. It was not the act of someone who
was really trying to stay below the radar. It was not the act of a man who was primarily
concerned with conciliation. So what was he thinking? It seems his intention was to
pave the way for an entirely new kind of sacrifice and a new kind of purity. The
sacrifice he would introduce is sacrifice of self. On the cross he became the sacrifice.
And the purity that he would practice and did practice was an internal freedom from
egoism. That’s the kind of purity he embodied.
Now looking to the past and trying to understand how the temple worked, we realize
that the notion of sacrifice was found not only in Israel but throughout the entire Middle
East, Near East, and Mediterranean area. It was first and foremost a sacred meal; at least
in the beginning it was a sacred meal expressing gratitude to God for the gift of food. As
you know, people like to eat, and so when they have something to eat they are grateful,
unless they are spoiled. So this gratitude was a natural response to the blessing of food.
In the eating of the meal, people believed that they were in communion with the one who
gave them the food. So we could talk about communion, a communion created by a
meal—very basic to Jesus’ understanding that he passed on to us in the Eucharist; it goes
way back.
But a very important part of sacrifice was the killing of animals in a ritual way. And
this was based on the belief that all living things breathe with God’s breath. All living
things are all one thing, and they are living and breathing with God’s breath. Thus to kill
an animal ritually meant to sent the life force or spirit back to God. That’s what
happened when anything or anyone died: the breath went back to God. Thus the animal’s
soul served as a messenger carrying to God the petitions of the one offering the
sacrifice. And this is how sacrifice became a religious ritual. In addition, in Israel
Radically New Ideas about Sacrifice and Purity

sacrifices were also in the nature of taxes paid to the ruler. They believed God was
their ruler, not some human person, and the offerings, especially the burnt offerings,
were like taxes showing their loyalty to God, or they were like rent being paid to the
landlord; God was the landlord. In regard to ritual purity or holiness we see that the
purpose was to keep the Israelites free from the contagion and disorder that is the
mark of life in the world among the gentiles, among the nations.
Now Jesus did not accept these ideas the way they were handed onto him. He had
different ideas, and he introduced radically new ideas about both sacrifice and purity.
First of all, he liked meals and festivals as much as any body else, but he celebrated them
with outcasts, with publicans, and those outside the Law. This, of course, caused great
consternation. But he explained: “The healthy don’t need a doctor; the sick do. So he saw
in his gathering with the sick, the needy, the outcasts, the outlaws, the sinners—he
saw that as God’s embrace, God’s love extended through him. He also taught that it
was not what goes into a person that makes him or her impure; it’s what comes out: the
attitudes, the words, the feelings. That was a new idea of what it meant to be kosher
and therefore a new approach to morality.
When it came to the Last Supper and the words Jesus spoke over the bread and the
wine, he showed that he was the sacrifice. He was giving up his life to the Father. No
animal would serve as a mediator between him and the Father. It was his own spirit that
would go in petition, in prayer, in supplication for his beloved. Even those who killed
him were his beloved. This is not logical. He definitely loved God with his whole soul;
that is, he was willing to give it up. That’s what the rabbis said it meant; to love God
with your whole soul meant to be willing to die. He was willing to die out of love for
God.
It is also coincidental that the feast of Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, originally
began as a ritual to purify the temple, to cleanse the temple. And we see Jesus here
cleansing the temple. It’s not exactly a ritual, but it’s a cleansing. So you could say he is
beginning a new atonement. From that point of view we can see that this event, this
strange, this provocative event, is really the opening gambit in the unfolding drama of
his life that would lead inexorably to his passion and death. In some way it’s already
being prophesied in these actions.
The question for us, his followers, is: What religious practices or beliefs have
outlived their usefulness in our lives? Jesus felt that animal sacrifices had outlived their
usefulness; he wanted to get ride of them. So is there anything like that in our lives? Are
we just doing things because we have always done them? What does God really want
from us: the same old thing or something new? Secondly: How does Jesus’ example
of selfless giving, of surrender to God, motivate us to live differently? And lastly:
How does Jesus’ idea of inner purity, of freedom from egoism, self-centeredness,
how does that call us to renew our lives?
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Today we have a story from the Book of Kings, the Second Book of Kings, and it is
very interesting in regard to how easily people believe, but how hard it is for them to
follow. Now actually faith in the biblical sense involves following—following
through, obeying.
But here we have Naaman, who first of all hears a report from a slave girl. Now
slaves in the ancient world were not considered reliable sources of knowledge, girls even
less so. So a slave girl is about the least likely person that anyone would ever believe.
But here it is. She says, “Oh, my master could be cured,” and he believes it. His wife
believes it. He takes it to his king, his master, and he believes it. No problem. And he sets
off. He gets to the king of Israel, of course the king of Israel has no idea what this means,
and he doesn’t believe it. But he gets word from the prophet Elisha. You would think that
the king would know about Elisha. No, a prophet is never accepted in his own land. So
the king is the last to know what the prophet says or does or can do. But he sends him off,
and Naaman goes.
But then Naaman balks. “I thought,” Naaman says: “I thought.” Well what does that
have to do with faith? This is the problem with many people’s faith. It’s filtered through
something, too personal, too small: but “I thought.” This little filter has to be removed if
we are really to be believers. Believing is not about what “I think” or what “I
thought.” Believing is about what God asks.
But even here, Naaman is again taught by slaves—the least likely people, but there it
is. The slaves know best. These unreliable sources are really reliable. They know the
prophetic word of God. They know where the truth lies. And they are willing to help
their master, and gradually he relents. But many times in life people don’t relent.
They stick to what they think. They don’t allow the word of God or the presence of
God or the ways of God to change them. They think God is supposed to work some
miracle all around them, change the circumstances of their lives, change the
condition of even their physical makeup, without changing them. But that hardly ever
happens.

But I Thought

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
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Dn 3:25, 34-43; Mt 18:21-35 (When the culture that dominates is alien to faith, true
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“For we are reduced, O Lord, beyond any other nation, brought low everywhere
in the world this day because of our sins.”
This is from the reading of the Book of the prophet Daniel, written late in the life of
Judaism, but it reflects something very important. In the ancient world each little area
had its own god. Originally there was no idea of only one God, but each area had its own
god. Now the Israelites believed that their God, the one who was over them, was the
high God, the most important God, not the only god, but the highest God. They believed
that they were to worship him alone and no one else—not that there weren’t other
gods, but that they weren’t to worship them.
Now when one little city-state went to war against another city-state, whichever one
won, the god of that city-state became the god of the conquered. And this was the
general principle. Whatever culture, whatever political entity, whatever empire was
dominant, the god of that empire, that city-state, that culture, whatever, dominated—
except for the Jews! So although the prophets complained mightily about defections
prior to the Babylonian exile, what we see is in the Babylonian exile, which is when this
book is written or about which this book is written, during that time we see that the Jews,
although exiled, although they no longer have a “prince, prophet or leader, no burnt
offering, sacrifice, oblation, or incense, no place to offer first fruits,” nonetheless, they
did not adopt as their god the god of Babylon, the god of their conquerors. No, they
kept the Lord as their God.

Loyalty to God

So you may say that it was only in exile and defeat that they actually became loyal,
because loyalty was the issue of the covenant. That’s what God demanded—loyalty! And
the prophets complained that they are really not loyal, but then they do become loyal.
They become loyal in the exile. So it was for them a time of great conversion and great
change of heart. This is when they really became a “People of the Book,” when Torah
became written down and followed. And you could say, if you like, that this was the
beginning of Judaism as a religion. And it is out of this Judaism that Christianity
comes.
Again, in the time of Christ the empire that ruled over the land of Christ was not
friendly; it was an alien power. And it was the gods of Rome that were officially in
charge of everything. But the Jews remained loyal to God. And Christianity was
born in an era when loyalty to God costs a great deal. It cost a great deal to the Jew. It
cost a great deal to the Christian. And maybe this is something we have to learn: how it is
when the powers that rule our society, when the culture that dominates, is alien to
faith and to the ways of God, that we really prove that we are loyal. Maybe we need
this condition to become true followers—truly loyal to God, truly sons and daughters of
the covenant. That’s something you might meditate on today.
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“Which is the first of all the commandments?”
This is a very good question coming from a scribe since the scribes were in charge of
the tradition, the written tradition in particular, and the Law was important; in fact, it was
the important aspect of Israelite religion.
If you go back to the ancient world, we see that people believed that the forces of
nature were all divine. And there are of course many of them: the force that makes the
rain, the force that makes crops grow, which is related to the rain, fertility, and then there
are the forces that make earthquakes, and the force that makes tornadoes, and so on. All
the various forces were divine, and they would appear at different times as a tornado will
appear sometimes, and apparently through, as they understood it, the will of these divine
forces.
Now each of these gods could be concentrated in little images, which were called
“idols.” The temple was the place where the idols were kept. So people got on the good
side of these forces by worshipping them and giving them offerings, especially in the
temples. This was the purpose of the high places in Canaan, which the Hebrew people
were forbidden to utilize. They were forbidden because the Lord of Israel did not
exist in any of these images.
The Lord existed only in the tablets of the Law. So the Lord had a temple too, but
the temple of the Lord was the place where the tablets existed, which specified how the
Hebrew people, the Israelite people, were supposed to live, according to the covenant, the
agreement, he had with them. There were two tablets because it was a common
agreement: one was for them; one was for God. They were both kept in the same place:
the Ark of the Covenant. Originally the temple was built to house the Ark of the
Covenant, which was mobile. At one point the Philistines stole the Ark, but gave it back
because a plague broke out. They figured God created the plague so they would give it
back, which they did.
So Law was central. It was in the Law that God was concentrated in their
presence, instead of in an idol, instead of in a statue. So when the scribe said, “Which of

Jesus Summarizes and Fulfills

these laws is the greatest?” one would think it would be one of the ten on the tablet, and
one would think it would be the first one since it was the first. But Jesus avoids this
altogether—very interesting strategy. And he picks out rather Deuteronomy, Chapter 6,
the so-called Shema of Israel. “Hear, O Israel! The Lord is one, the Lord alone! You
shall love the Lord, your God, with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your
mind, with all your strength.
Now this was a matter of great controversy and commentary and dispute. What
does that mean? What does it mean to love the Lord with your whole soul? Well, some
rabbis said, well, that meant to be willing to die. Soul is life or breath, so that meant to be
willing to die. Others said something else. What does it mean with your whole mind?
How can you worship God with your whole mind? You can’t do anything else, and so on.
So these were disputed matters. But this became, you might say, the watchword—they
called it that—of Israel. They actually printed this on little pieces of paper; they put them
in little boxes, which they hung on their foreheads so they would always be before their
eyes, literally.
So Jesus was really bowing to tradition by using this, which was a compilation of
everything, in a sense—in a sense. This was not just the first commandment; it was all of
them. Which is the greatest? All of them! It’s a way of saying this. And then he added,
“Oh, and the second is like it, and there is nothing greater.” Well, by the time you add
the first and the second, you are really summarizing everything.
The second was, of course, Leviticus, 19. Whether that was very important or not, I’m
not so sure. It doesn’t seem to be so important in the context where it’s written in the
Book of Leviticus. And it seems only to refer to other Israelites. It doesn’t seem to apply
to aliens or other people. And yet the way Jesus interprets it here it becomes equal to
the first, so that love of God and love of people in general becomes the focus of
everything. And of course Matthew’s point is later on that Jesus fulfills this, that he is
the one that loves God with his whole mind, his whole heart, his whole soul, his whole
strength, and he loves his neighbor as himself. He is the fulfillment of the Law, so for
Christians the only necessary model. All we have to do is follow Christ, to model lives
on Christ. We don’t need the words anymore of the Law. And they are many and they are
wise, but we don’t need them. All we need is to follow the way of Jesus.
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“One of the scribes came to Jesus and asked him, ‘Which is the first of all the
commandments?’”
Now scribes were in charge of keeping the written tradition, the Scriptures, of the
people of Israel. And this question is really a very good question. We Christians grow up
reading the New Testament, and we really don’t know much about the Old and we don’t
understand the wonderful background that led to this, this question and this
answer.
Now in the first reading from Hosea we hear the prophet complaining about Ephraim
going after idols. In the ancient world people believed that all the events that took
place in nature were actually caused by personal beings. For that matter, they thought
that when they looked up at the night sky that all the millions of stars were personal
beings. Even some of the philosophers believed that. So it wasn’t just ignorant people
believed that; wise people believed that.
Now in Israel there was a difference. It isn’t that people weren’t supposed to believe
that there were all these gods, but that they were not supposed to worship them. It
didn’t mean that there was something wrong with worshipping idols. All the other nations
could do that; that was all right. But God’s portion, the Lord’s portion—the Lord is the
Creator God, the high God, the great God, the mighty God, the Lord—his own portion
was Israel. So Israel was supposed to worship only the Lord, not all these other little
gods.
Now in time the prophets taught the people that actually what they thought were gods
was really just the way the Lord made nature. So it really wasn’t Baal that caused it to
rain, but it was just nature, and God created nature. But the people believed that the
gods who worked and did all the things that were needed to make nature work, these gods
were concentrated in a certain sort of presence in little images, little idols like statues;
only they weren’t statues of people; they were weird looking things. But they believed
the gods, the divine power, was somehow concentrated in those little things; and
they put those things in temples and they came and worshipped.
But not the Israelites—they were not supposed to do that. They had a temple too.
But for a long time their temple was nothing but a tent. And what made the tent a temple
was the presence of the Ark of the Covenant. They believed that the Lord God who
gave the Law also was concentrated in the tablets. So the Ark of the Covenant was
really a very holy home of God on earth, and the place where that was sitting was a holy
place. And therefore they offered incense and animal sacrifices before this throne in
this temple. And that’s how the cult of Jerusalem developed.

The Spirit of Torah

But meanwhile, many of the prophets said, well, yes, you should go to Jerusalem
every once in a while, maybe three times a year, but actually day to day the way you
worship God is to keep the Law. Don’t just honor the Law and incense the Law and
sacrifice in front of the Law, the tablets, that is, but follow what the tablets say. Keep
the Law, in other words.
But then the question is, well, how much is really the Law? Is it just what’s on the
tablets or, well, what about all those chapters in Exodus after the giving of the Law?
Didn’t God say all that too? And some would say, well, yes, and some would say, well,
no. So the scribe has a right to ask these questions. Then others said, well, what about all
the laws that are found in the Book of Numbers? What about the laws in Leviticus? Oh,
what about Deuteronomy? Deuteronomy is often a duplication, with some changes, of
everything else. So what about that? Is that all from God?
If that wasn’t enough to ask those questions, then come the rabbis way before the time
of Christ. They say, well, there are two Torahs. There is the written Torah; we have it in
the scrolls. Then the oral Torah, and we know what that is; it all comes from God. So
what is after all the Law of God? What is the Torah of God? What does God want?
How do we know? That’s the big question.
And that’s really what the scribe is asking here. What is the most important thing?
There are so many things. There are six hundred and thirteen written laws. There are ten
thousand oral laws. What is really important? What should I focus on?
And Jesus said—and you might first of all imagine, well, how is Jesus going to answer
this question? It is after all a good one. He can’t blow it off and say, well, that’s a stupid
question. He could have said the most important commandment is the first one; that’s
why it is the first one. But that wouldn’t really be a good answer because in the very
beginning there are ten commandments, not one. And they are not just about what to
do in regard to God and worship. They are all about how we treat other people too:
respecting people’s rights, respecting life—that’s all part of it. So that would not be good
if he said, well, the first one is the most important, although probably the writers of
Scripture would have said that.
So he chose a watchword, which is more or less a summary of the spirit of the Law,
found in Deuteronomy, chapter 6. “Hear, O Israel! The Lord our God is Lord alone!
You should love the Lord, your God, with all your heart, with all your soul, with all
your mind, with all your strength.”
Now this is not self-explanatory either. We can’t go into tonight about how all the
various Scripture authorities, rabbis, and scribes parsed this and questioned this. We can’t
go into that, but they did. But this really gets down to the very spirit of the whole Torah;
it is really about loving God. Sometimes Christians don’t realize that, yes, even in the Old
Testament the essence was to love God, to be loyal to God, to give yourself to God
and even if necessary to die for God. And so Jesus picked this—which was late in
coming into existence, this particular thing, this paragraph—because it expresses very
well his basic thinking.
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But then he added something from Leviticus, an obscure little law—well, I don’t
know how obscure it was, but it’s sitting there amid many, many, many other laws.
“Love your neighbor as yourself.” Now I think some rabbis probably thought that was
pretty important; I’m not sure they all did. Treat your neighbor as you treat yourself.
They probably disputed whether “neighbor” meant everybody or just those people in your
own community, and so on. But Jesus added that without being asked: “The second is
like it. You shall love your neighbor as yourself,” because with these two together we
get the general focus, which is after all a kind of cross. Vertically it looks beyond
human life to the mystery, to what is unexplainable, the transcendent. But
horizontally it looks to those we live with. And he said both are owed your respect and
your loyalty and your care and your concern.
And this scribe was wise enough to realize how true this was. How true it is that it is
how we are inside that matters most. How we treat people all is a result of what is
going on inside of us. How we treat people is a result of whether or not we care about
them—not whether they care about us, but whether we care about them! So this scribe
was wise enough to see how all this really does fit together. And he was wise enough to
see that this type of thinking, thinking about love and loyalty and caring and concern, is
much more important than ritual. Ritual is good, but the purpose of ritual is to support
our growth in the spirit of the Lord’s Torah, the instruction, which ultimately comes
down to in Jesus’ own words: “Be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect.” That’s
Matthew. Or in Luke, “Be compassionate as your Father is compassionate.” That’s a
way, Jesus’ way, of talking about the same basic idea. We need to model ourselves on
God himself because we are made in God’s image and likeness.
Meanwhile, all these pagans who don’t know any better, well, they may be actually
pleasing God in some small way by acknowledging their need, their neediness, their
humility—maybe. But it was not to them that God gave this opportunity to learn about
what God’s heart is and how our hearts can be transformed into God’s heart, and that
we can live as God’s people because we can have his heart, and God’s blood can run
through our veins, however odd that might sound at first. That’s the meaning of the
Eucharist. Jesus who is divine and human feeds us with his own body and blood so that
we can be transformed gradually but inexorably if we let God. We are transformed
gradually into another Christ, another son or daughter of God, sharing in God’s own
inner life. And that alone is what will be true happiness. Nothing else can ever make
us happy.
Meanwhile there is going to be suffering on earth. Jesus endured it. The suffering
will come from others and it will come from ourselves. It will come from
misunderstanding and it will come from malice. It will come from our own weaknesses
and our frailties. And we will not be without it. It is not a scourge from God. It is simply
what we have to go through in order to attain what God wants to bestow upon us.
And along the way we are never alone, and we need never be hungry because God feeds
us and God protects us. He feeds us, again, with Jesus’ own body and blood, his own
soul, and his very divinity. That’s all the Eucharist; that’s what the Eucharist is. We see
bread and wine, but what it really is is the substantial gift of the glorified Christ given
to us as food. And we need to seek every possible means we can to find the wholeness
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and the holiness that God wants to give us, and not get distracted by all the
blandishments and the allurements of the world, and there are many of them! The
world is great. After all God created it, but he created it for a purpose and we have to
keep that in mind.
So tonight Laura has been kind enough to provide us with water and salt. Water and
salt can become sacramentals, and sacramentals are used to remind us of the presence
of God, but also to concentrate that presence. It is similar to the idea that God is really
in the tablets. We look back at that and we say, well, that’s kind of foolish, but not really.
If God can feed us with his own body and blood, God can protect us as well with holy
water and holy salt. Salt is a preservative. It helps things survive. It prevents
putrefaction. Holy salt can help the places we live in to avoid all the contamination that
can come from evil in various forms. So we can put little pinches of blessed salt in the
corners of the rooms of our home with the prayer that God will use that to cleanse those
rooms of anything that is not of him, anything spiritual, psychological, or physical, and
also to protect those who come into your home from the contamination that is
constantly coming to us from the evil one in the form of various temptations: to think
bad thoughts, to feel negative emotions, to allow darkness in. But we can fight back with
the power of God, the grace of God. The Church uses these sacramental signs to help us
focus on this energy, this power that God has, that God gives, that God wants us to have.
Then of course water, as you know, is the first substance used by the Church to free us
in the first place from sin and darkness in the sacrament of Baptism. You hear the font
still gurgling over here. It gurgles all the time because we want to image to ourselves the
flowing waters that Baptism symbolizes. And the flowing waters, the living waters—
that term means the life of God in us symbolized by Baptism, but actually effected
by Baptism, brought into us through Baptism. So it’s not only a symbol but an effective
sign as well.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Hope and Daring
Memorial for Kristine Schlaman
Saturday, March 17, 2012
Prv 31:10-12, 14-15, 17-18, 20-21, 25-28, 30-31; Rom 6:3-4, 8-9; Lk 7:11-17 (We
need Christ to see reality clearly)

Today’s first reading from the Book of Proverbs is actually stranger than it might first
seem. Coincidently, I have just been studying the Book of Proverbs. It’s a book of stark
contrasts: the righteous woman versus the fool, the person of heart verses the mouth who
is all talk, righteousness versus wickedness—truly black and white! In this thinking, the
thinking of wisdom, not only the Book of Proverbs, but the whole school of thought,
there is no divine intervention; there is no miracle; there is no grace; there is no angel,
and there is no demon. There is only the human decision to be good or not, and
everything else just falls in place. And the good always prosper, and the wicked are
always destroyed. What is amazing is that this philosophy became rooted in Judaism that
is itself an earthly religion that knows better! Things are not so simple. The wise suffer.
The prudent err. The virtuous are no better off than the vicious when it comes to life on
earth, and that’s what wisdom is about: life on earth. It doesn’t see beyond. There is
no horizon.
And so we need Christ to see reality clearly. Christ is beyond wisdom. Christ is
the righteous man who suffers, the obedient who is broken by life, who even learns
obedience through suffering. This is not wisdom. This is something beyond wisdom.
And so St. Paul then talks about how Baptism is baptizing us into death because death
is really the entrance into something new. It’s a new horizon. And it’s something that
brings the true recompense to the righteous, to the virtuous, to the prudent, to the people
of heart because on earth they will not be satisfied.

Hope and Daring

Christine learned this in her own life. She was a giver, a lover, someone who
sacrificed very oddly, in a sense, giving up her kidney. And yet in the end she is fallen as
all flesh will fall. That is our fate, but it is not necessarily our destiny.
Our destiny is through faith to come to something—a full life. And that’s what we
believe. That’s why we proudly burn the paschal candle, because we believe that
through death there is life, because Jesus has come, gone through, has risen, and has
promised to take us with him. So it’s that that allows hope to live in us. And it should
also allow a little daring to live in us so that we will take chances: we will recognize
life is difficult, but the prize is obtainable. The prize is obtainable by all of us because
God really wants all of us to be with him. He has turned no one away. So we can really
look at life for what it offers and recognize that the blessings of life are all meant to
foreshadow something even greater.
And, yes, as long as we are walking now on earth we won’t know what it is. But we
can live in the promise. We can dare to oppose the injustices that we see, and dare to
overcome everything that stands in the way of what is good, what is wholesome, what is
healthy. And we can succeed, not because we are so great, but because we are so loved.
It is God who initiates all of our good will, all of our good intentions. It is God who
will see us through naturally and supernaturally.
So as hard as it is when thinking about the death of a loved one, you can yet have a
certain kind of joy, not untinged with sadness but real deep in the heart because we
know she is with the saints. She has not only run the race, she has finished the race. And
in that we have a right to rejoice.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Need for Hope and Audacity Fourth Sunday of Lent/B March 18, 2012 9:00 AM
2 Chr 36:14-16, 19-23; Eph 2:4-10; Jn 3:14-21 (Choosing to follow the narrow and
winding road)

“But whoever lives the truth comes to the light, so that his works may be clearly
seen as done in God.”
The evangelist who wrote those lines had a deep and poetic appreciation of God’s
presence among us. He pictured God as light and Christ as the light coming into the
world. Naturally he expected all people of good will to join in embracing Christ;
however, this did not happen. It was not only the wicked who did not join in accepting
Christ, because there is another force besides wickedness or ill will that can block or
filter the light. And this force, this filter, the evangelist never thought about, nor did I
when I was a young student of theology. I assumed, as this gospel does, that everyone of
good will has to see God in Christ. But this is not true.
This other force, this filter, which is so much part of the human psyche, is none other
than faith. Faith can block the light or filter the light and make it look different. And
as an example of how this works we don’t have to go any farther than the example of St.
Paul. St. Paul himself was converted, but not from being wicked to being good, not from
being God’s enemy to being God’s friend. That’s not the conversion he underwent. His
life of persecuting the Church and even approving of the murder of St. Stephen was all
done out of the devotion and faith. Faith is a belief system or a perception of the
divine. And Jesus himself opposed a certain kind of faith, the kind St. Paul had. And so
persecuting Jesus and his followers was just an extension of his faith in what he
called “the tradition of the elders.” This faith had been legitimated by centuries of
religious practice.
Saul of Tarsus’ ability to hear Christ and become St. Paul was due to an
extraordinary, miraculous intervention in his life. In the Letter to the Roman’s he
wonders out loud why God hasn’t replicated this intervention in the life of his fellow
Jewish brothers and sisters, why God was not more lavish with this kind of grace. But we
can tell that God isn’t, that God doesn’t work this way. In fact, when this extraordinary
event took place the people around him knew something had happened. It flowed over
beyond Paul himself. And we see that doesn’t happen very commonly or we would know
it. Ordinarily God works subtly in our lives. Yes, God is always alive, always at work,
but in a subtle way, an indirect way, a quiet way.
The reason for this dramatic intervention in the life of Saul of Tarsus we do not quite
understand, but some historians say that if it were not for this great apostle Paul, the
gospel would have just sunk into oblivion—he was so significant in the proclamation of
the gospel and getting the Church going. Of course, that’s a secular opinion, and we
know God could use some other means. But the point is when something really
dramatic happens it’s not for the good of the person for whom it happens alone. It’s
for some bigger reason, some greater picture, which we can’t see necessarily. Certainly
Saul was converted to Paul for reasons far beyond his own salvation.

Need for Hope and Audacity

Now according to St. Thomas, all of us always seek the good. We have to; we are
built to do this. We are created to seek the good. The problem is we don’t really know
what the good is clearly. It’s not apparent. It’s not in evidence. We can’t prove what the
good is logically, scientifically, or rhetorically. Thus our search for the true good, which
is the eternal good, the good that created us, that brought us here, the good we are looking
for, the true good, is a life-long process. We can be sure God will always help us, but
we can never be sure that we will ever completely know and possess that good as
long as we are here on earth. There is absolutely no evidence that anyone ever did,
including Jesus himself.
Therefore while we are on earth, we have to struggle to see God in others, and not
only in those who agree with us, but even in our enemies, in those whose ideas and
beliefs are diametrically opposed to ours. They still may be searching for the true good
and therefore, in some subtle way, actually our allies, although they may not know it and
we may not know it. So the process of searching for God is a very slow one. After all,
God respects our freedom and that includes our right to be wrong, our right to err, and
our right to fail; otherwise we wouldn’t be free.
Now in the past two millennia progress in the world as a whole toward this great goal
of finding the true good, who is God, has been very, painfully slow. And, sadly, the work
of God is often slower than the work of corruption. So things seem to fall apart faster
than God can bring them together. This is why fidelity to God requires both hope and
audacity. Faith requires hope. Faith without hope will never get anywhere because we
would get stuck in the present moment. We have to move on. And hope spurs us on to
gain what is difficult to gain; it is possible but difficult: knowing and possessing the
good, God himself. Audacity spurs us on the confront what is difficult to confront,
the many problems, injustices, disorders in our world that warp people’s lives and lead
people astray.
One of the falsest beliefs in the modern world, one that seems to be prevalent
everywhere, is that people will be happiest when they can do whatever they want. Some
people call this the meaning of democracy; some call it the meaning of freedom, to be
able to do whatever you want. The gospel knows very well that this is not the road to
happiness. In fact, every type of wisdom or religion or religious teaching has always
known that. The road to happiness is not being able to do whatever you want. Indeed,
the road to happiness is a “narrow and winding road, and few choose to follow it.”
And this is the reason why the world is so unhappy. The only question for us on this
fourth Sunday of Lent is: Do we choose to follow it?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Listen, Question, Grow Inwardly St. Joseph, Husband of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Monday, March 19, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Sm 7:4-8, 12-14a, 16; Rom 4:13, 16-18, 22;
Lk 2:41-51a (“Jesus learned obedience through what he suffered.”)

“And he said to them, ‘Why were you looking for me?’”
The exploits of Jesus are the substance of many books and stories—non-canonical,
non-biblical, almost assuredly fictitious—but we do have a little bit of insight from the
evangelist Luke—not much, but a little. And we see that in this story, Jesus demonstrates
two things. First of all, in one way he is just like any other boy of his age, which is to
say somewhat clueless and out-of-touch with parental anxiety. No twelve-year-old
boy understands why his parents should worry about him.
But on the other hand, he also demonstrates something else: an unusual mind. He sits
with the elders and he is astounding them with his questions. This is a very important part
of being a man or woman of God: it’s to ask really good questions, because the mind is
the creature of God and it is the mind that leads us in the quest for God. And if the
mind doesn’t lead us in the quest for God, we will not go on the quest for God.
Now in this sense, the word “mind” includes also the concept of “heart,” because
intellect and will together are really one thing. Mind and heart are one thing. The sad
thing is that there are many people in our world, even among the baptized, who have no
sense of God. They do not wonder about God, or if they wonder about God, it’s more a
daydream than a question. They have no feeling at all. It’s as if something cut them off.
Now if we want to say this is due to original sin, that might sound like a good
explanation except for the fact that it applies to people who were baptized and, according
to what the Church teaches, Baptism should heal original sin and its effects, and overflow
the soul with all kinds of graces—sanctifying grace, infused virtues: faith, hope, love,
justice, prudence, temperance, fortitude. And none of this, St. Thomas says, can be
diminished by anything except mortal sin. But mortal sin involves full knowledge and
full consent, and that’s precisely what seems to be lacking in so many people—
knowledge of anything. If you think about it, even the mission of the Church depends
upon something in people’s minds, some sense of God. Otherwise, what does the
gospel address? Empty space? But indeed we see a lot of empty space. And this is really
tragic. And I have no explanation for it.
Listen, Question, Grow Inwardly

All I know is that Jesus knew the Father in a very unique way and, moreover, wanted
to share that. He wanted to share that. He wanted his followers to have his relationship to
the Father. And even at twelve years old, he is already manifesting that. Now St. Thomas
says he had the beatific vision. I think this is quite unlikely if by beatific vision you mean
the very knowledge of God that the saints have in heaven. I doubt that. But he did have
something. He had some unique enlightenment and he didn’t want to keep it to himself.
He wanted to share it. In that way he was not a mystic, because mystics often are
absorbed in their sense of God and the divine. Jesus was really an apostle, a
missionary. He wanted to give what he had to others. And he said himself: “Give as a
gift what you have received as a gift,” and he did that as our exemplar.
Now his mother and foster father, Joseph, were not able to understand what he was
talking about. As blessed as they were, they didn’t know what he meant. “But they did
not understand what he said to them.” Indeed. And there are times when we do not
understand what God says to us, but we need to keep listening and we really have to
continue to question, not to astound others, but to grow inwardly toward the goal God
has given us, never to be satisfied that we know. That’s a good way to get stuck. If we
are to be true followers of Jesus, we have to be always on the march. And we have to be
willing to become obedient to those placed over us. Somehow we learn in that. The
Letter to the Hebrews says, “Jesus learned obedience through what we suffered.” Jesus,
Son of God who knew the Father in a way no one else knew the Father, still had to learn
obedience, and all this as an exemplar for us, so that we can eventually take our proper
place in the heart of the Father.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Living Temple with Flowing Water Fourth Week of Lent Tuesday, March 20, 2012
8:15 AM Ez 47:1-9, 12; Jn 5:1-16 (In Jesus an experience of God that brings
refreshment, nourishment, and healing)

In the first reading from the prophet Ezekiel we see a vision. Now we have to keep in
mind the difference between a vision and a reality. A vision signifies potential or
purpose. Whenever we run into visions we cannot assume that they are actually
happening or they are events. They are not events. They are visions. The visions of the
Book of Revelation are visions. They are not necessarily of the future either, but they
may signify something that can come about. But in regard to all prophets and all
prophecy, all of the statements and warnings and visions and threats and promises are all
depending on people’s response. So nothing is really set once and for all in stone. In
fact, prophecy is a way of guiding people’s decisions, warning them away from
disasters and toward blessings.
Understanding this, now we look at the vision of the temple, and we see something
quite unusual: a temple being filled up with water. Now this is before Baptism as a
sacrament or as a ritual was inaugurated. Baptism existed as a ritual even in Judaism, but
this is before that. So it’s laying the groundwork for understanding the meaning of
water. Water is welling up from within this visionary temple.
Now the very idea of flowing water in the Old Testament was a sign of or a symbol
of an experience of God. So here we have the temple, which symbolizes God’s presence
in a sort of geographical sense and legal sense, but in the vision it is transformed into
something else: a living experience of God that gives life and healing. How? Well, the
waters flow up and the waters flow down from the temple into the Arabah. And along the
way it produces all kinds of trees. The trees have fruit and leaves. The fruit nourishes.

Living Temple with Flowing Water

The leaves are medicinal. So this means that the experience of God gives nourishment
and healing to the people who are touched by it.
Now in the New Testament Jesus walks into the temple, but he is more the temple
than the temple is the temple. He is the living temple. It’s from within him that the real
water is flowing, the water later on that John will say flows from his side on the cross.
But it’s already flowing here because this man who has been sick for a long time, not able
to get into the water when it is stirring—supposedly only the first person would be helped
whenever the water stirred, whatever that was. But Jesus is the ever-stirring waters of
God, able to put people in touch with an experience of God, out of whom comes waters
that bring refreshment, nourishment, and healing. So Jesus is exactly what Ezekiel
saw, but he saw it in, of course, a different way. His vision was not of a person but of a
place. But Jesus is that place personified, embodied.
And he sanctifies the holy sabbath with his work. The work of God is not like the
work of mankind. The work of mankind is toil. The work of God is creating. This gives
a new view also of what it means to heal. It is to continue and to complete the
creation. The sick are simply those who aren’t well yet. In this of course is an
astonishing change in the very way of looking at life that had been, again, enshrouded
in the laws and practices of Judaism for centuries. You know, Jesus is disrupting
everything, and naturally those who believe in Judaism as it had become are upset. So
they plot then to persecute Jesus because he did this on a sabbath.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
God’s Work through Jesus’ Humanity
Fourth Week of Lent
Wednesday,
March 21, 2012 8:15 AM Is 49:8-15; Jn 5:17-30 (Jesus judges about how God is
treated in the flesh.)

This very long and complicated gospel reading follows what we heard yesterday about
the complaint that Jesus healed on the sabbath. And this becomes an occasion for the
evangelist to offer us a teaching which is very deep, a teaching on the nature of Christ.
This is what is actually called “Christology,” the theology of Christ, and in it he
reveals the basics of what has become the Catholic faith.
The Catholic faith, as St. Thomas Aquinas says, is basically two mysteries woven
together: the mystery of the divine Trinity: one God subsisting in three divine persons,
and the mystery of the Incarnation of the Word of God entering into the human nature,
the human flesh. And both of these are being discussed here in this rather cryptic way. So
Jesus is presenting himself as truly human, but more than human: knowing the Father,
learning from the Father, doing the Father’s work; and the Father is clearly God—in an
age before trinitarian language was even developed.
Now some statements here would be rather, could be interpreted rather, narrowly:
“Anyone who rejects me, rejects the Father”—that type of thinking, which is clearly
implied in this teaching. But it’s very clear that it isn’t up to us to judge who rejects
him. It is up to Jesus to judge, and that’s what we always have to keep in mind. So we
cannot say, well, if we believe this, then all Muslims are rejected because they reject
Jesus. No, it’s up to Jesus to decide whether they reject him. Or Jews or any other
religion—it’s up to Jesus, it’s up to the Christ, to decide.
And the point he is making here is that the decision is a human-level decision. It’s
through his incarnate divinity that this judgment comes. The Father doesn’t judge. The
Father does not judge; the Father does not condemn. It’s all about what happens on the
human level. This is a very interesting insight into the meaning of the Incarnation. God
becomes human just so that all judgment, for better or for worse, for eternal life or for
eternal condemnation, is all about how God is treated in the flesh—Jesus and then his
disciples; they are included as an extension of him.
God’s Work through Jesus’ Humanity

In this way it’s very different from the Jewish understanding where there are certain
laws: God gave the laws and God judges whether you keep the laws. This is very
different. The law is now embodied in the person of Christ, and it’s on that level, in
relation to him, that everything is judged, everyone is judged. Luckily for us, we don’t
have to worry because it’s not up to us how this judgment is actually carried out. We
only have to worry about how we treat God in the flesh, how we deal with Christ,
with those that he identifies with. And we know from other readings and other gospels
that he identifies first and foremost with the poor, with the hungry, with the thirsty, with
the imprisoned. So we know whom we must honor and care for. And so this continues to
speak of the work of God.
Now this whole idea of the work of God itself is a new idea. One could read the Book
of Genesis and say: “And on the seventh day, God rested because his work was
complete.” But with Jesus, it’s no longer complete. It’s as if God is now revisiting the
creation to complete what he really never finished. Now think about it from another
perspective. Again, St. Thomas says, well, God didn’t really create in the past. God is
creating right now. Creation is ever-present. God has to be creating right now or there
wouldn’t be anything. From that point of view, we see very much so that God can’t really
and truly rest. God is always working, always creating. Jesus has come to do in the
flesh, in the human nature, what God wants to do: so the completion of creation, the
perfection of humanity made originally in the image of God but not really reflecting the
image of God. It is through Jesus that we can attain that proper reflection and that
proper image and that proper likeness. And that is our work. And that is obviously
the work of Lent.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
An Era of Trial
Fourth Week of Lent
Friday, March 23, 2012
8:15 AM
Wis 2:1a, 12-22; Jn 7:1-2, 10, 25-30 (St. Turibius de Mogravejo) (Truth is
something that goes beyond us that we have to seek.)

“Yet I did not come on my own, but the one who sent me, whom you do not
know, is true.”
This particular section of John’s gospel is preparing for the time of betrayal. And we
see the role of the crowd: sometimes observing with curiosity, sometimes turning against,
sometimes turning toward, Christ. And this is of course a true representation of all of us
all the time, not just the Jews back then. We observe. We are curious. We are drawn to
and then pushed away from the truth. But as Jesus puts it, “The one who sent me is
true.” Truth is not a matter of our consensus, even though that is largely what people say
and think, but it is not. Truth is not what we agree it to be. Truth is. The one who sent
me is true. Truth is not of us. It’s something beyond us, and what we think is really
superficial.
So he says, “You know me and also know where I am from.” Well, factually: you
know my name; you know my neighborhood; you know my background; you can tell my
accent, but that isn’t really who I am. That’s not who I am. “I did not come on my
own,” so what you know about me is nothing, “but the one who sent me, whom you do
not know,”—the one who sent me, whom you do not know—“he is the truth.”
Now as we look in the world, some people are frightened about the future. This is
always the case. Back in the 1950s, when economically the United States was the place to
be, still people were frightened. About what? Well, about what the Soviet Union might
do, about the H-Bomb, about the Cold War. There is always something to frighten
people in every age. Then in the 60s it was drugs and the undermining of the youth and

An Era of Trial

wacky philosophies floating around. Then in the 70s it was the sclerotic nature of the US
economy and the incompetence of Washington. And then in the 80s there was a breath of
fresh air for a while, but then that petered out.
This is life. The question is: Are we going to put our eggs in the one basket of the
present moment and what we can do, or are we going to recognize that we are not in
charge and we do not have the truth? The truth, if anything, has us. The truth is
something we have to seek. The truth is something that goes beyond us.
The first reading about wisdom, the whole idea that in this life now we see justice—no
we don’t. That idea came and went. We don’t see justice in this life, necessarily. We
may be sent to work for justice, but we don’t see it now; we don’t see it flourishing; we
don’t see its fulfillment—Christ didn’t either. The era we are living in is not an era of
fulfillment. It’s an era of trial. It’s an era of testing. It’s important we keep in mind that
we are being tested so we make the right decisions, but not to expect the wrong thing, not
to expect everything to work out. It’s not supposed to—and not to expect that if we rear
our children properly, that they will all be wonderful and have wonderful lives—not
necessarily. This is a time of trial.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Need to Experience Living Water
Lenten Reconciliation Service
Friday,
March 23, 2012 7:30 PM Ex 7:1-7; Jn 4:4-14 (Possible reasons why modern
people don’t let God be God)

Jesus answered and said to her, “If you knew the gift of God and who is saying to
you, ‘Give me a drink,’ you would have asked him and he would have given you
living water.”
“Living water” is a term used in Scripture to mean an experience of God. An
experience of God slakes the thirst that we have built into us because we are created to
desire God, to need God. This is part of our nature and God wants to fulfill our desires,
the truest, most real desires we have.
Now in the early Church and for centuries it was always assumed that this would
naturally flow, if I dare use the term “naturally flow,” from the sacrament of Baptism.
St. Thomas Aquinas talks about how from Baptism comes all these graces: sanctifying
grace; infused virtues of faith, which enlightens the mind; hope, which strengthens the
will; divine charity itself; along with all the infused virtues: prudence, justice,
temperance, fortitude. And nothing he says can diminish this except mortal sin.
But that’s not what we see in our experience as Christian people. We see, yes,
some people really do experience God; they do experience an enlightening of the mind,
but other people seem to be clueless. Even though they are baptized, they seem to be
clueless. They don’t know who God is, what God is about. It’s not that they actually
make a decision not to believe; they just have nothing to believe. Everything is just for
them words. There’s no experience. There’s no living water. And this is not as it should
be. There is something terribly wrong. As far as I know, no one knows why.
I would submit there are some possible reasons. First of all, perhaps one reason is
that we are too full. You cannot fill something that’s already full. God cannot fill
something that’s already full. Maybe we are already too full of ourselves, of our plans,
of our designs, of our agenda, of our bread, of our wine. Maybe we don’t have any
real hunger for God. Maybe we don’t have any real thirst for righteousness—maybe.
Maybe that’s one problem. If so, I would suggest that we have to start to recognize the
dangers we have living in, in a world of such abundance. Maybe that abundance
becomes an obstacle to our really feeling empty, when being empty may be the
necessary condition for experiencing God, living water, an experience of God, something
really alive. I’m just suggesting this; I don’t know for sure this is the case.
Another possibility is in our modern society, in our modern intelligent world, we are
taught to constantly question everything. Now that is good to a point: to question, to
criticize, to be skeptical. We don’t want to be credulous people—that’s true. But when it
comes to really accepting God, there’s no room for our objections. Our objections just get
in the way of receiving what God wants to give us. This is demonstrated even before
Christ for centuries. So maybe the very attitudes and the very training that we have
received in our modern world, maybe they are actually working against our being
Need to Experience Living Water

properly disposed to receive the gifts God wants to give us. In other words, we are
really working against ourselves. This does not mean there’s no room for doubting; this
does not mean there’s no room for skepticism; this does not mean we should be
credulous. But it does mean that there is a time for setting aside our own brilliance
and even our own understanding and just letting God speak. And maybe we don’t.
Maybe we have so taken ourselves up into this secular society, this secular culture, that
we have obstructed the work of God in our own inner beings, our own souls That’s also
possible. I’m not sure that’s the reason, but it’s possible.
But also when you actually study the saints and when you look at the lives of men and
women of spirit, the prophets, the saints, you see that their lives have a starkness to
them—a starkness. They really surrender to some power that is much greater than
they are. That’s possible because they just let go. But we are really, again, in our
culture taught to be independent, self-sustaining. There is a point where that is good.
We should be somewhat independent, somewhat self-sustaining, responsible for
ourselves, dependent on ourselves rather than others. But then there is a point when that
also is enough and we have to be really totally dependent on something else that we can’t
necessarily touch or know in the ordinary way. And the saints say that the way they
have ever come to experience that is just by totally giving into it, letting go of all selfcontrol. Maybe that’s one of the reasons.
Each of these is particularly related to the way modern people live and it seems that it
is modern people who have the problem of experiencing living water. It does not
seem to be a problem in Africa. It does not seem to be a problem among simpler people,
poor people. They don’t seem to have this problem. But many of us do. It is something to
reflect on, to pray about, because if we are somehow standing in our own way, that’s
rather foolish. It would be very smart to get out of the way and to let God be God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Skepticism as Obstacle to Faith Fourth Week of Lent Saturday, March 24, 2012
8:15 AM Jer 11:18-20; Jn 7:40-53 (We need openness, humility, and awareness of
what we can’t and don’t know.)

“Nicodemus, one of their members who had come to him earlier, said to them,
‘Does our law condemn a man before it first hears him and finds out what he is
doing?’”
Nicodemus in this particular story is the only one who really represents the interests of
the Law. All the rest are using the Law to bully. This happens. People use law to bully;
they are really not interested in the truth. Nicodemus’ question is to the point: does
our law condemn anyone without even listening to him? And they dismiss this. Look and
see.
Well, the trouble is the Law is not a complete compilation of all truth and all
knowledge, so the fact that Law may not know about a prophet arising from Galilee does
not mean a prophet cannot arise in Galilee. This is a case of saying that the absence of
evidence is evidence of absence, but that’s false; it is not good logic, but that is a logic
many people use. It’s as if the truth has to prove itself to the skeptical, to the
unbelieving. And that becomes very dangerous; especially today when our whole culture
is skeptical of its own nature, that the very way in which science has developed and
promoted encourages skepticism. And there is a place for that.
There is a place for that, but it also can undo us. It can become an obstacle to
receiving the truth. We can demand too much. Jesus said, “It’s an evil age that demands
a sign.” Why? Because demanding a sign is demanding that truth prove itself to you
or to the doubter, but that’s self-centered, that’s prideful.
The only way we come to faith is through humility, acknowledging what we don’t
know, acknowledging what we can’t do, and so on. So when we live in an age where
individualism is emphasized, when skepticism is emphasized, when self-reliance is
emphasized as an ideal, we have to watch how these qualities, although again good in
their own way, can become obstacles to faith, and they were even in Jesus’ day among
men of good character. So good character is not all we need. We also need openness
and humility. We need awareness of what we can’t and don’t know.

Skepticism as Obstacle to Faith

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Frightening and Exhilarating Fifth Sunday of Lent/B March 25, 2012 10:45 AM
Jer 31:31-34; Heb 5:7-9; Jn 12:20-33 (The paradox and potential of life and death)

And when I am lifted up from the earth, I will draw everyone to myself.”
During Lent we have been moving with Jesus toward Jerusalem and the dramatic
climax of his life and ministry, in his betrayal and death. This is the purpose of Holy
Week and the so-called “Triduum.” At this point our evangelist is trying to help us to
grapple with the paradox at the very center of the gospel, the paradox that says we
gain by losing and lose by gaining. This seeming illogic is at the very basis of Jesus’
willingness to go to Jerusalem. And so he compares himself to a grain of wheat. A grain
of wheat is nothing but seed, but it can either be ground-up into flour and used to feed
others or it can go into the ground and produce many plants. Either way it doesn’t remain
just a grain of wheat. In a sense it has to be destroyed. So he compares his life to that, a
seed that can nourish, that can give life, but has to be destroyed.
Now of course when it comes to human beings we decide whether we shall give life
or whether we shall be food or whether we shall close in on ourselves and protect
ourselves and prevent anything from hurting us. Jesus who is fully human in this
regard knew that he had to surrender to what Bill W. called a “higher power,” what Jesus
called the “Father,” to give himself up to the Father. This way he could become food
for others. This way he could bring life to the world; that required for him and for us
vulnerability and a life of service. In his case it also required death. It is a
surrendering of control.
Now another aspect of the paradox is that this letting go, this surrendering control,
is both frightening—and he was frightened—but it’s also exhilarating and exciting,
and he felt that too. He was excited by the prospects of how much good he could do
drawing all people to the heart of the Father. He was afraid of what he had to suffer, what
he had to endure, and yet deeply pleased and consoled by the fruit he could bear. Now
this very paradox is ours as well.
In many ways Jesus’ life and ministry was right out of the Old Testament, the Book of
Deuteronomy, that particular approach to law that found God in the service to
others, that regarded the poor and the weak as having a special claim on the love and
concern of the just. But in these pages of John’s Gospel he is going beyond
Deuteronomy. He is entering into the realm where other rabbis and other teachers and
even the prophets did not go; he is entering into the realm and into the mystery of
death. He is becoming aware of his need to confront death and also to embrace it.
And either he is aware of this or the evangelist is aware of this: the world he is living
in is lost to some extent to God. God is no longer the ruler of this world. He is the Creator
but not the ruler. The ruler of this world is now fear. And he says the ruler of this world
is about to be expelled, about to be ejected. That’s his work. The Letter to the Hebrews
says, “The devil kept the world in bondage by the fear of death.” The fear of death is the
motivating factor in the world. It’s what makes the world what it is. Jesus here is
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standing his ground by suffering rather than killing, by letting go rather than
protecting. And he is truly free. And he promises to free all those who trust in him,
who follow him, who obey him in the words of the second reading, also from Hebrews.
Anyone who believes that safety comes from firearms is diametrically opposed to
this teaching and this gospel. If ever weapons need to be used to protect the public, it is
always a deeply regrettable fact. Again I quote from today’s reading: “Whoever loves
his life loses it, and whoever hates his life in this world will preserve it to eternal
life.” Again, we need more than simple logic to comprehend this. As we look around our
world we see many poor souls who love their lives in this world and who arm themselves
with firepower to preserve them. And this primarily is why there is no peace on earth
and will not be until we learn to trust and, if you will, to obey. “Jesus learned
obedience through what he suffered.”
The paradox of life and death is not just poetry. It describes the options we are
choosing every day. We choose life or death, fear of freedom, eternity or merely a
moment in time, and these are disjunctive. It’s either/or; it’s not both/and. Going back to
the image of the wheat, wheat that is neither used for food nor planted is worthless from
the standpoint of what wheat is. Likewise an acorn which remains an acorn is merely
wasted potential. The lives we see and perceive in ourselves and others are really
simply shells of a powerful reality inside. The question the gospel asks us today is: Will
we allow the trials and tribulations of life to split us open to release that divine
potential, or will we stay closed up and allow our potential to waste away like an
acorn on a mantle or a sheaf of wheat in a jar? Jesus’ life does show us that true faith
and faithfulness require courage and trust, and fear is useless.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Aptitude for Religion The Annunciation of the Lord Monday, March 26, 2012
8:15 AM Is 7:10-14; 8:10; Heb 10:4-10; Lk 1:26-38 (The human spirit needs
supernatural intervention.)

“May it be done to me according to your word.”
There are many religions in the world and they are all about the same thing: the
mystery. Where do we come from? Where are we going? Why are we here?
Not everyone, however, is religious—as you probably have noticed. It’s something
like music. Not everyone is musical. Some people are born with musical talent. Some are
really remarkable; some are mediocre. Some have no talent at all to make music, but they
like music; they even love music. Other people are tone deaf; they don’t particularly even
like music. They don’t hear music, if you will. So it is with religion. Some people are
born with a deep religious sense. Some people don’t have a deep religious sense, but
they like religion. They listen to religion; they like to listen to the word of God, for
example. They like to participate in religious services. But they are not really terribly
inspired, much less inspiring. And then there are those that don’t get anything out of
anything. They don’t hear the word of God; therefore, of course they can’t respond.
But in all of religion, and all the various aptitude people have or don’t have, for
listening to something—some music, some message—there is nonetheless a rather
hapless condition that by ourselves we can’t get very far. Even if we probe, question,
desire, want, act, do, we can’t get very far. Something about the human situation requires
something very dramatic: an intervention not of human origin, but of supernatural
origin.
And that’s what this Annunciation is about. It’s about God coming into the life of the
world in a powerful, supernatural way. The Annunciation is the announcement. Mary
was one of those people who really could hear messages. She had an aptitude. But it was
not her aptitude that saved the world. Her aptitude made it possible for her to
participate in a very meaningful way in this work, but the work is really
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supernatural. It is from beyond anything of human making or human willing or human
wanting or human desiring.
And today there are the people that just don’t quite get how utterly unique the
Christian message is. It cannot be compared to anything else. Well, it can be, but not in
terms of equality. It can be compared to the gift of the covenant through Moses; it can be
compared to that. But it’s not comparable. And beyond that, I don’t know what it can be
compared to. Other religions have no such notion of God intervening in this supernatural
way. They also have people with high aptitude for listening and for messaging and for
responding, but they don’t have the message.
And we really do need a renewal in our Church and an appreciation of what it is
that we believe and how it is really a product of the Holy Spirit. It is not the product
of the human spirit. The human spirit is good; it’s a creation of God, but it’s not the
origin of our beliefs. Our beliefs are truly revealed; they are disclosed through
supernatural means. I cannot stress enough why this is important and how sad it is that
Christians are missing out on this, slipping away. Is it because they are losing an aptitude
to hear, to appreciate the celestial music? I don’t know.
Definitely our society is tone deaf when it comes to God and God’s celestial music.
Our society acts as if it doesn’t need it. It has its own music—thank you very much; it’s
just as good! And many of the so-called leading lights of our society really seem to
believe that all there is is what they can sense with their five senses. But Mary knew
much better, and Joseph knew much better, and so have millions of others. If the message
of Gabriel goes into eclipse, it will only cause our society to suffer. And that’s why we
have to understand the importance of our believing. Our believing itself is an important
component to the welfare of our society. And of course this belief cannot be kept to
ourselves.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Suffering a Source of Healing
Fifth Week of Lent
Tuesday, March 27, 2012
8:15 AM Nm 21:4-9; Jn 8:21-30 (Complaining instead of listening)

Today we are reading from the Old Testament Book of Numbers. It’s a little more
complicated reading from the Old Testament because such a period of time separates
the events from their inclusion in the Bible. So we have, number one, the event,
whatever that was, that took place. Then we have the story that is a dramatic way of
remembering the event, which is often elaborate, probably more dramatic than the event
actually was. And then we have the inclusion of that story in the Bible by the sacred
authors, the inspired authors, who have a special idea in mind how they are using this
story to proclaim God’s word. So three different things.
Now today we have a story of the people complaining. Now that’s the event, the
complaining of the people. It is very believable that they were complaining. It parallels
the story of infidelity that we read about also at about the same time. Now it is not
believable that Moses was able to fashion a bronze serpent. How could he do that?
Anymore than it was believable that Aaron fashioned a golden calf—how could he have
done that? But the infidelity is believable and the complaining is believable—not the
dramatic setting.
However, when the authors of the Bible included this story, they had an idea in mind.
What were they talking about? They are talking about the fact that we do in fact
complain about God, about God’s ways. And when we do that we are really causing
trouble for ourselves.
Now it says here in the story that God sent seraph serpents. Undoubtedly, the seraph
serpents didn’t come out of thin air. They were already there, but the people walked into
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them. Now serpents don’t bother people unless they are bothered. But the point is, being
in a complaining mood, a complaining way of thinking, they are now ignoring God’s
guidance. So what do they do? They get into bigger trouble. They walk right into a nest
of serpents—poisonous vipers that kill many of them! Now if they had been listening,
they would have avoided this. But they weren’t listening because they were
complaining. That’s the message. That’s what we have to learn. When we complain we
are not listening, and we are going to create more trouble because there are all kinds
of problems in the world. We will find them!
Now this idea of Moses fashioning the bronze serpent, again, this is a very interesting
story—as I say, unbelievable at that time. But what is it trying to say? The sign of the
serpent becomes the source of healing. Well, I don’t know how in the Old Testament
that really made any sense; I just don’t! But we can see that John made perfect sense out
of it in the New Testament, that it becomes a sign of Christ. He is lifted up as the
serpent is lifted up. Unlike the serpent, he is the victim, not the cause of our suffering. He
is the victim of our malice and of our rejection and of our infidelity and of our
deafness to God. And yet looking at him is a source of healing for us, a source of
salvation. The very image of his suffering is healing in a way faintly analogous to the
image of the serpent that caused all these deaths becomes a source of healing. Now, as I
say, I don’t know how this worked out in the Old Testament. I don’t know what the
authors were really trying to say in that regard or how they got to that point, but it fits in
perfectly with the Gospel of John. So Jesus says, “When I am lifted up I will draw all
people to myself.” We may want to look away from suffering, but it’s by facing it
that we find our salvation in life.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Truth Will Set You Free Fifth Week of Lent Wednesday, March 28, 2012
8:15 AM Dn 3:14-20, 91-92, 95; Jn 8:31-42 (The world needs a savior.)

“If you remain in my word, you will truly be my disciples, and you will know the
truth, and the truth will set you free.”
Now you are to be excused if you find this particular reading a little confusing,
because there is a radical shift. First of all, Jesus is speaking to the Jews that believed in
him and then he is speaking to the Jews who are trying to kill him; and it’s good for us
to keep in mind there were these two groups. Some Jews really did support Jesus and
believe in him; others did not. Others were probably completely indifferent; many
probably didn’t know about him at all. So when he speaks to the Jews trying to kill
him, we must not apply that to all Jews. But on the other hand, it does apply to all
those who are hostile to him and to his message then and now. So it applies to those
who are hostile Jew or gentile.
First let’s see what he says to his followers: “The truth will make you free.” They
find this a little surprising; they thought they were free. So do a lot of people. A lot of
people think freedom means doing what you want. Jesus says that’s not what freedom is,
anymore than happiness is the pursuit of happiness. The pursuit of happiness isn’t
happiness; it’s just a pursuit. Freedom, ultimately, is doing what God wants.
Now this may seem crazy to you, illogical, but it is really true. Why? Because we are
created to do God’s will and to be happy with him, to be in relationship with him. On
the other hand, when we sin we become enslaved by sin. That’s what it says here.
Anyone who sins is a slave to sin. This is true—certain sins more than others. But when
you are given over, when one is given over, to his or her own self-will that creates a
tendency which often and easily becomes a habit. A habit easily becomes an
addiction. So pretty soon we are stuck. This is a very common situation. And it is
particularly a problem in our modern society that stresses the need for people to do
whatever they want, as if they know what that is, as if they know what they need, and so
on. So that’s the first part, the address to his followers.

The Truth Will Set You Free

Then those who are hostile to him—he says, “You are doing the works of your
father!” Now this is rather harsh. But then they are very harsh: they are trying to kill him.
And he says, “You are doing the works of your father.” The implication is that their
father is not God and not Abraham. He even says that: “If God were your father, you
would love me. If you were Abraham’s children, you would be doing the works of
Abraham.” So they are not children of God or children of Abraham, but he means
children of the devil, the father of lies.
Now this is not meant in a physical sense. In no way does the devil have children in
the physical sense. But in a way, he sires—what? Seeds of deceit. The father of lies—he
sires seeds of deceit in the minds of people, and if people then allow those seeds of
deceit to grow into lies within them, and they become those lies, which we can, especially
if we are enslaved to sin, we can become lies, then we are children of the devil in this
sense. This becomes a very tragic situation because we cannot deliver ourselves from this
condition. That is why we need a savior. That is why we need redemption. Our world
needs a savior. Our world needs redemption. We cannot solve our problems, not all of
them, not these deep ones, not these problems that really go to the very root of who we
are, what we are for, what the meaning of life is.
We need truth, the truth that does not come from us. It is not a matter of a consensus
we develop among ourselves. It is not the result of any kind of research. It’s the truth
that comes from God, just as we come from God. And the truth frees us to be who we
are created to be. And then we can become happy, which is actually our birthright. But in
order to attain our birthright, we have to be, as it were, born again into the life of
God. And this is the meaning of our Baptism.
So during this Passion Week, the Church wants us to focus very much on the passion
of Christ as it plays itself out again, as always, in our lives and the life of the world.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Observe Jesus’ Works Fifth Week of Lent Friday, March 30, 2012 8:15 AM
Jer 20:10-13; Jn 10:31-42 (An authentic witness to what God wants or not?)

Today’s reading from the Gospel of John is a clear indication that in the gospel—we
are not sure this is word for word what Jesus said, mind you, but in the gospel there is
clear witness to the divinity of Christ.
Now there are those who claim that the Creed that we believe in, the so-called Nicene
Creed, was the invention of the Church, that the Bible does not clearly speak of the
divinity of Christ. Well, as you can tell from this reading and throughout the whole of the
Fourth Gospel, that’s clearly false. Now I agree if you read Matthew, Mark, and Luke,
you could dispute the matter. You could say Jesus was a very important prophet or
whatever, but not in this reading, not in the Fourth Gospel. Jesus is clearly divine and
yet also clearly human because he is threatened and suffers, and he acts in every other
way as a human being does, so he is both God and man. But here there is a very generous
and, if you will, liberal view of faith. Jesus says, “If I do not perform my Father’s
works, do not believe me, but if I perform them, even if you do not believe me,
believe the works, so that you may realize and understand that the Father is in me
and I am in the Father.”
Words can become obstacles; expressions and set ways of thinking can become
obstacles to the truth. Jesus’ point here is, well, forget the words and forget me; just
look at what I do; it’s a performance test. This is related to a statement Jesus made
elsewhere that “All blasphemies will be forgiven. Blasphemy against the Son of Man will
be forgiven, but not blasphemy against the Holy Spirit.” That’s very similar to this. It’s
you have to see the works Jesus does and then you have to decide. Is this from God?

Observe Jesus’ Works

Is he doing God’s work? Is the God you believe in, the God you honor, the God you
worship, is that God like Jesus? Would that God want what Jesus is doing, because if the
God you are honoring and worshiping would not want what Jesus is doing, then you are
not worshiping the true God; you are worshiping a false God. You are entrapped in
falsehood and deceit. That’s really what this particular reading and the one before it are
getting at. We can worship the wrong God, which of course then is not God at all. We
can project onto God qualities that are really foreign to God.
It’s very important that we look to see what Jesus does and realize that that
really is authentically witnessing to what God wants. So we have to believe in a God
who is a healing God. We have to believe in a God who is nourishing. We have to believe
in a God who is loving and teaching and all-embracing. Even sinners are embraced by
God. That’s what Jesus’ performance shows us. The question is then, Do we really want
to believe in the true God or not?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Beyond Politics
Fifth Week of Lent
Saturday, March 31, 2012
8:15 AM
Ez 37:21-28; Jn 11:45-56 (Jesus’ message was spiritual transformation.)

“They looked for Jesus and said to one another as they were in the temple area,
‘What do you think? That he will not come to the feast?’”
In John’s gospel there are plays on words and plays on plays. Here the issue is Jesus
being sacrificed for the sake of the nation. In a sense it’s a play on words because what
Caiaphas means is that if Jesus isn’t stopped, he’s going to cause riots; the riots will lead
to Roman intervention and a destruction of the nation. Now actually this did happen,
actually in stages, because what was present at that time was a fervid kind of
messianism that was very political, very militaristic, very prone to fanaticism. It is often
called “zealotry.” That’s an archaic word meaning “fanaticism.” One of Jesus’ followers
was called Simon the Zealot.
Now the Sanhedrin, made up of the high priest families and the establishment, they
were against zealotry; they were against fanaticism. Why? Well, they were the rulers of
the nation under Rome. They didn’t like Rome, but, on the other hand, they preferred
this protectorate under Rome’s guidance than total destruction. So Caiaphas says—
this high priest—well, we can give up this man, we can sacrifice him for the sake of the
nation to prevent Rome coming in and destroying us.
Now, of course, in one way that’s true. Jesus is offering himself for the sake of the
nation and all nations, and so the evangelist said. But in another way, of course, it doesn’t
work at all because Rome does come in and destroy Israel and renames it Palestine,
Palestina. That is from the word “Philistine.” So it’s as if the Jews are just wiped out as a
nation. The Jews in Judea are wiped out and now it all becomes Palestina. That
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happened, again, in parts. 70 AD was a major time when the temple itself was destroyed
and the priests were all destroyed. And then slightly later in the early second century
Rome came back and totally destroyed everything; that was the beginning of Palestina,
so to speak.
Now we are still living with the results of that. The Palestinians are non-Jewish
residents of that area that the Romans gave a right to live there. And the Israelis are,
of course, the old Jews coming back trying to reestablish their homeland.
So Jesus’ life is all tied up with politics, even though he didn’t want it to be. His
message was way beyond politics. It was a message of spiritual transformation,
surrender to the divine will, willingness to even die for the kingdom of God, as
opposed to Judea or any other political entity or nation or state or people or group. In that
way Jesus was not interested in people and groups. He was interested in God whose
embrace is universal. But of course Caiaphas couldn’t see that. The Sanhedrin couldn’t
see that. His disciples could not see that. The crowds could not see that. The Romans
could not see that. Nobody could see it. In that way Jesus was all alone.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Force of Darkness Still Attacking
Palm Sunday of the Passion of the Lord/B
April 1, 2012 10:45 AM Mt 21:1-11; Mk 14:1—15:47 (Stay awake! Keep
watch!)

“Remain here and keep watch.”
A central feature to Mark’s passion narrative that we often gloss over is the garden of
Gethsemane. The garden of Gethsemane is on a slope outside the temple mount that goes
up onto the Mount of Olives. It was a very favorite place for people to pray, especially
Jesus; he went there often. In fact, some believed that the sacred Shekinah, the cloud of
holiness that filled the temple, had departed from the temple and now hovered over
the garden of Gethsemane and would remain there until the coming of the Messiah.
That was the opinion of many.
If you remember, there was also a garden in the story in the Book of Genesis, a
garden in which a fateful division took place between humanity and God, a fateful
distrust, a fissure, a loss of respect and confidence. This is often called the “original sin”
or the “fall.” Now in this garden of Gethsemane Jesus is reversing that decision in the
fabled story. He is agreeing to trust the Father even in the face of suffering and death. So
he is bringing into the human life, the life of the human race, a new sense of trust and
confidence in God’s goodness, in spite of the evidence to the contrary. One could say
that from then on, from that moment on, the rest of the story of the passion is simply the
unfolding of that decision and its consequences.
It is important for us who seek to be disciples of Christ to also notice what he asks of
his followers. What does he ask of his apostles? He does not ask them to suffer with him.
He does not ask them to suffer for him. He asks them only “keep watch.” First and
foremost disciples are called on to stay awake. And Jesus is sorely disappointed that
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they fall asleep, not once but three times. It’s probably not too much to say that their
later betrayal begins here with their lack of prayer, self-reflection, and discipline.
We need to bring this home into our own lives.
Goodness and godliness are still being persecuted in our world. The role God asks
of all of his followers is to stay awake, to pray, and to discipline ourselves that we do
not “go with the flow”—whatever that is and wherever that’s going.
Lastly, we might meditate during this week on this: that Jesus wasn’t really attacked
by evil men. Evil is lurking in the shadows, of course, but actually the members of the
Sanhedrin are all respectable, God-fearing men, who are all about the Law and all about
pleasing God insofar as they can understand that. Pilate is a governor and really
interested in law and order. Mark says he wanted to please the crowds, but the point is
that they were rioting, and he wanted order—not an unreasonable desire.
Whether through direct assault or through indirect manipulation the forces of
darkness spared nothing to rid the world of goodness. That’s what this story
demonstrates. And Pope John Paul II observed that in the twentieth century there have
been more martyrs for Christ than in all of the centuries up till the twentieth. And a vast
majority of those martyrs were members of the Catholic Church—not all, but most. Now
we should wonder: Why the same dark forces that destroyed Christ are working so
hard in our own time and age to destroy the Catholic Church? And the answer to that
question just might give us or lead us to a renewal of our own faith.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Criticism of Good Deeds
Monday of Holy Week
April 2, 2012
Is 42:1-7; Jn 12:1-11 (Wrong emphasis on matters of money)

8:15 AM

You will remember from yesterday’s reading of the Passion in Mark, he has the story
of a woman pouring oil on Jesus, people complaining about it, and Jesus saying this
is a gift and it looks forward to my burial.
Now John personalizes this and he puts this in Bethany in the home of Martha and
Mary and Lazarus. That is the way evangelists edited stories: the first woman, unnamed,
unknown—now a friend. Of course what this points to is the fact that this event was very
significant since it was remembered more than once. And John’s peculiar way of telling it
goes along with the peculiar way he does everything. For example, the first three gospels
say that Jesus gathered his troops, so to speak, and had a Passover meal with them. But
John doesn’t say that. He says the Passover was the next day. So Jesus died on the
Passover. So these differences, of course, mark John out as being different; and he was.
And we don’t have to believe that all of his details and all of his dramatic reconstructions
are necessarily valid, but we have to keep in mind that he was a personal friend of Jesus,
and that everything that he says he says from the viewpoint of this deep friendship,
the deep love he had for Jesus and the intimate way in which he intuited the meaning
of Jesus’ words. It’s sometimes more so than the other three gospels.
Here we might look for a moment at this statement: “You always have the poor with
you, but you do not always have me.”
Now that is a response to a complaint. The complaint is in the other story as well.
Why wasn’t this oil sold? In fact, both for 300 days wages—that’s an enormous amount
of money. It’s hard to believe it could be that expensive. Nonetheless, here’s the
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complaint. A good deed is done. Why should you do that good deed? Why shouldn’t
you do some other good deed? There is something going on here that the evangelists,
both Mark and John, want us to look at: the tendency people have to criticize what is
good and pretend that they know something better. And Jesus says, “Leave her
alone.”
Very often in life, people do something good and somebody has an idea: why don’t
they do something better? For example, people give money for a shrine—they’ll say,
“Why should they give money for a shrine? They should help the poor.” They don’t say
that when millions of dollars are collected for a rock concert. They never say, well, why
was that money given to a rock star instead of given to the poor? They never say that! Or
when Hollywood reaps millions of dollars for movies, nobody says, well, how come that
money wasn’t given to the poor instead of to the Hollywood industry? Or, any other
organization or business that becomes extremely wealthy. Nobody says, well, why did
that money go to them instead of to the poor? But when it comes to good works, they’ll
criticize. And apparently that’s very important, because it’s repeated in the gospels. So
we should be very aware of this very unfortunate tendency of people to put the wrong
emphasis on matters of money, to think about money that goes to good things as
somehow very limited, and we should be always worried about this and not that, rather
than realizing that the real problem is a lack of generosity in general.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Judas and Peter Tuesday of Holy Week
April 3, 2012 8:15 AM
Jn 13:21-33, 36-38 (Judas rejects Jesus. Peter is the fool and the sage.)

Is 49:1-6;

“And it was night.”
The figure of Judas is really very problematic, more than most people realize. He was
supposedly to betray Jesus, but in what did that betrayal consist? Jesus was a public
figure. Everyone knew what he looked like; he didn’t have to identify him, even though
that seems to be what he does in the story. “The one whom I kiss is the one.” Yes, but
who didn’t know that? Jesus was also accustomed to praying in the garden of
Gethsemane. That wasn’t exactly a secret either. So in what did Judas really betray
Jesus, and what did he contribute to Jesus being handed over? Nothing apparently.
Now it’s very interesting to note that in the Syrian Church Judas is canonized as a
saint. Now why did they do that? Why did the Syrian Christians decide that Judas was a
saint? Because “after Judas took the morsel, Satan entered him.” The idea is that he took
Satan out of the Cenacle; he removed Satan from the followers, so that now they were
free of any darkness. And so Jesus could say, “Now the Son of Man is glorified.” That’s
just their way of thinking; I’m not saying it’s correct. But the puzzlement is, of course,
legitimate.
John in writing this story, of course, also brings in this other figure of Peter, Peter
who is a man of great weakness and yet a big mouth. Traditionally that was the sign of
foolishness. The fool had a big mouth; the sage had big heart. Peter is a little bit of both.
He has got a big heart; he has also got a big mouth—a sage and a fool together! And
as such Peter is meant to represent all of Jesus’ followers. Judas represents, if you
want to be symbolic, all those who reject Jesus as the one, the Messiah, the savior.
Judas is one who decides, no, I’m not going to go along with this program; there must be
a better program. Peter represents all those who accept Jesus, but who are really not
aware of what they need to follow. They think they have all the equipment; they think
they have all the courage; they think they have whatever it takes, but really don’t, and
learn this sadly and only come back after much sorrowing.

Judas and Peter

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
We Can’t Wait Wednesday of Holy Week April 4, 2012
Mt 26:14-25 (In what way should be get rid of the past?)

8:15 AM

Is 50:4-9a;

Today we read about the feast of Unleavened Bread and the Passover. Originally,
these were two different celebrations, but long before Jesus they had been combined. And
they were used by the Jewish scribes to be a memory help to the people. They told the
story of how God delivered them from the hand of pharaoh through a ritual called the
Seder, which incorporated both the feast of Unleavened Bread and the feast of the
Passover. Passover has to do with the spring lamb, roasting it whole and eating it.
Unleavened Bread has to do with cakes, bread that is baked before it has time to rise.
That’s what “unleavened” means. It means it’s not a missing ingredient; it’s a missing
period of time, where there is not enough time to let it rise. So it’s unleavened.
Unsoured is another way of saying this, or unfermented.
Now the whole idea of the original feast of Unleavened Bread was that when it comes
time for the barley harvest, everything from the past should be gotten rid of. Thus
when Jesus used this feast of Unleavened Bread to convey the meaning of his own death,
we should think about that too. Every time we come to the Eucharist we could think
of: In what way should we get rid of the past? What should we leave behind? When
we begin the Eucharistic celebration, we have a pause to keep in mind or to call to mind
our sins, precisely so we can push them aside and forget about them. The feast of
Unleavened Bread was a time in the life of the people where they started life anew,
literally throwing out all the old food. That’s why they had to bake the bread before it had
risen, because they were hungry. They couldn’t wait. All the old stuff was gone. That
meaning should convey something to us as well. At the Eucharist we are hungry. We
can’t wait. We can’t wait for ourselves to be perfect. We can’t wait to become worthy.
We can’t wait until we have set everything right and done all that we want to do for God.
We can’t wait. We have to eat now, in our unworthiness!

We Can’t Wait

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Lord of Service Holy Thursday: Mass of the Lord’s Supper April 5, 2012 7:30 PM
Ex 12:1-8, 11-14; 1 Cor 11:23-26; Jn 13:1-15 (“As I have done for you, you should
also do.”)

“Before the feast of Passover, Jesus knew that his hour had come to pass from
this world to the Father.”
I don’t know if this strikes you as jarring, but if you remember on Sunday we read
from Mark’s Passion, and Mark makes it very clear that this was not before the Passover
at all, but it was the Passover, what the Jews call a “Seder,” complete with unleavened
bread, lamb, and the blessing cup. And Jesus was inviting his disciples to the Seder. But
this gospel, the Fourth Gospel, is a little bit out of sync with the other three; it has a
different perspective. For this author we call the “beloved disciple” there is no
Passover lamb, no matzoth, no Kiddush cup, no Seder. Why? There is a reason.
It seems to be in the mind of the beloved disciple that Jesus is the Passover lamb,
and the Passover cannot begin until the lamb is slain. And that will happen tomorrow. So
he does not show this Last Supper to be a Passover at all. But there is probably a deeper
reason than that. This gospel speaks in signs. What some people call miracles, which
means something that causes awe and marveling, in the Fourth Gospel are not meant as
miracles to cause awe and marveling. They are meant as signs that instruct, that speak,
that communicate. And he is speaking now in extended symbolic action revealing the
very meaning of his mission, the very meaning of his life.
He has come to wash clean and serve the beloved. This should be startling, but we
are used to it. We know that the world is full of religious people who have all kinds of
different views on who God is, all kinds of different visions. But this is one very specific
window into the very mystery of God. In chapter 3 this gospel says, “God so loved the
world that he sent his only begotten Son, so that everyone who believes in him may
not perish but may have eternal life.” The various conceptions and images of God
throughout the world and throughout history do not necessarily say this—indeed, they do
not! This is a very specific window into the mystery of God, and it’s one that invites us
to faith, to acceptance, to something so deep in us that it changes us and moves us. The
Jesus of this gospel has no time to reign, even though he is Lord. He has no time to rule,
even though he is master. He has come to serve so that “as I have done for you, you
should also do.”
It is almost ironic that at this very moment as we gather here to remember the Lord’s
Last Supper, to deepen our faith and our faith understanding in his work and in his
mission, there is on the lower level of this building true ministers of God serving the
homeless. That is living out this very idea, not in ritual but in fact. It is speaking the
message in sign.
Now many commentators note that this story of the Last Supper says nothing about
the Eucharist. Isn’t that odd? Well, yes, but at the same time it explains the Eucharist
perfectly because the Eucharist embodies the very body and blood of the Passover
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lamb slain to confirm a new and eternal covenant. At Cana, the first of the signs
recorded in the Fourth Gospel, Jesus told his mother, “My time has not yet come.” And
yet he was willing to offer a sign of wine prefiguring the blood that he is about to shed on
the cross. And so John comments now his time has come. And we know tomorrow his
blood will be poured out. The power of the Eucharist shines forth precisely because Jesus
has passed from this world to the Father, and now he intercedes for us in an eternal
and unrepeatable atonement. And through the mystery of the sacrament of the
Eucharist he brings that very sacrifice and atonement to our altars. He has taken all
our cares and concerns with him since we are his beloved and love always includes the
cares and concerns of the beloved. Our cares and concerns are in the court of God; they
are in the presence of God. It is Jesus himself in his glory who intercedes for us
because we are his beloved.
The Mass is a sacrament of this sacrifice and a foretaste of the communion that
God has promised us. And if we are quiet enough, that communion in our souls can
overflow into our bodies in a sense of peace, in a sense of confidence, in a sense of
contemplation. In the Mass—in every Mass, Sunday Mass, weekday Mass, high holy
days, ferial days, every Mass—it is the risen Christ who gathers us together, instructs
and nourishes us and then sends us forth to be his extension in the world. He heals
and forgives and nourishes, but not just so that we can go home, but that so we can go out
or go downstairs and be an extension of Christ in the world.
But the Eucharist will do us very little good if we don’t let it motivate us to a life of
service. Just as Jesus spoke in the sign language of gesture in the washing of the feet, he
expects his disciples to read and interpret this sign language, read and interpret and do
something with it. What will that be? How shall we interpret this wonderful gesture of
the washing of the feet of the disciples? “As I have done for you, so you must do for
one another.” But in each of our lives that has to have a very specific meaning, and what
shall it be? I invite you to think about what God would like it to mean in your life.
And if like Peter you really want to have a share in Christ’s inheritance, then please share
in this rite. Naturally, if you come forward to have your feet washed, you should be
willing to pass on the favor to someone else.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Road to Rebirth Holy Saturday Night: The Easter Vigil/B
April 7, 2012
8:00 PM Gn 1:1—2:2; Gn 22:1-18; Ex 14:15—15:1; Is 54:5-14; Is 55:1-11;
Ez 36:16-17a, 18-28; Rom 6:3-11; Mk 16:1-7 (Baptism gives us infused habits.)

“God saw how good it was”
The readings of our vigil begin fittingly with the great story of our origins; the Book
of Origins or Genesis speaks in poetic terms of the creative power and beauty of God.
Now it may not seem startling to us at all living here in Naperville that it was good.
However, this is not universally so on our earth. In so many places there is nothing but
ugliness, drought, hunger, war, depravity. Billions of our brothers and sisters live in
conditions in which we would not survive for a week. This is not the world God created.
Some causes of misery are beyond human control, yes, but most are not. We could,
for example, eliminate malaria from the world just as we have eliminated small pox. It’s
doable. But the people who have the money are not likely to get malaria, and the people
who are likely to get malaria don’t have the money—so there you are! Many, many
countries in the world have masses of people living in squalor in spite of rich
resources because those resources are all controlled by a small, corrupt elite.
So from the viewpoint of the majority of the people on this planet we really do need
salvation. And we who are better off need to look at life through the eyes of those who
are not. We all on earth need to be saved from the cumulative consequences of human
life: poor decisions, unjust social disorders, indifference, and so on. No other species is
capable of such mayhem; no other species that has ever existed on this planet has
wreaked so much destruction. But, of course, on the other hand, no other species has
such a potential for good. “Let us make humanity in our own image and likeness.”
The only way out of this undesirable situation on this planet is a substantial change
that affects the whole of our being inside out and outside in. It’s not going to happen
through political action, although at times that might help, but not that alone—no way!
Politicians, soldiers, even doctors are not going to make all the changes needed. We need
a substantial change in our very being, something the Bible calls “rebirth.” And for
this rebirth to take place we need two things: to believe it is possible and to desire it
wholeheartedly.
Jesus began his mission with the first goal: to convince people to believe both in
God and in their own godliness. His passion and death was a total gift, a gift of love so
complete as to elicit the same from his own disciples, in other words, to motivate the
kind of change that he showed was possible in his own life.
Baptism is our sharing in this new life. Baptism is our road to rebirth. It would
strain your imagination if someone were to tell you of the enormous gifts this sacrament
imparts. The sacrament of Baptism gives us the gift of sanctifying grace, and along
with that infused virtues. Well, what’s a virtue? A virtue is a good habit. For example,
can you imagine how difficult it was for Itzhak Perlman to learn how to play the violin
the way he does? That’s an acquired habit. Or just imagine Vladimir Horowitz on the
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piano. That’s an acquired habit. They worked many, many years to develop their skill in
playing that instrument, whichever. And it’s true for all musicians. The same is true for
languages. Can you imagine what it takes to learn how to speak perfectly any language,
your mother tongue or any tongue? A lot of practice!
Well, Baptism gives us infused habits, ready made, not of our own work, not from
our own practice, habits that allow us to do good, to act in a Christ-like way as second
nature as easily as Itzhak Perlman plays the fiddle. The grace of Baptism infuses into our
souls power to love as God loves, even those who don’t love us. This is the power
every family needs. This is the power the world needs. And it is obviously beyond
ordinary human capacities. You who are baptized have the power to endure life’s many
disappointments and delusions without despair because you have the gift, the virtue, of
hope. And hope is ultimately focused on our sharing Christ’s triumph over death
and living with him in God, a life that has no limits, no boundaries, no end. You have
been enlightened by Christ, and this enlightenment gives you something that those who
are ignorant of Christ do not have, that has no really earthly cause or explanation. You
have in Christ shrewdness to judge wisely all things: business things, family things,
personal things. Christ wants to influence everything. You have self-control, you have
courage, and you have justice that comes from God. You have been given a moral
compass that helps balance all your desires with the responsibilities that flow from
our likeness to God.
However, as every great performer knows, every day requires practice. I have read
several biographies of great artists and they practice every day. Do you think, for
example, John Schlaman could say, “Well, I already know how to play the organ; I don’t
have to practice any more”? Vladimir Horowitz couldn’t say that either. He practiced
every day except when he was very ill, which he was for quite a few years. And then he
had to almost relearn the piano. He was almost better the second time.
The same is true of the habits God gives us in Baptism. We need to use them or
they get rusty. I have known people that have gotten a little rusty even speaking their
own mother tongue because they don’t, so after a while it takes a while to get used to it
again. They search for words even though it’s the language they grew up with. That can
happen. The shame is that many Christians pay little heed to their interior life, the life
of their soul, and instead spend their time and attention distracted all the time in the
activities and attractions of the world. These are not necessarily bad; however, they are
not the reason for our being here. We can lose the gifts God gives us by disuse.
The celebration of Jesus’ death and resurrection is meant to reawaken the great role
that our Baptism affords us to spur us on to reuse and to relearn what God has made
possible. We all have many responsibilities in the world, but it is ill advised to try to
handle them on our own. As Jesus said, “Apart from me you can do nothing,” and this
is one of the rare texts in the Bible you may take literally.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Jesus’ Power in Us Monday within the Octave of Easter April 9, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 2:14, 22-33; Mt 28:8-15 (Jesus’ ministry continues.)

There is a difference between the evidence of the empty tomb and the evidence of
encountering Jesus, the risen Lord. These are two entirely different kinds of
experiences.
In itself, the empty tomb proves absolutely nothing. In fact, this story that circulated
that the disciples stole the body is very plausible. And that was known from the
beginning, so that is really not proof of anything.
The Church’s belief is based not on that but, rather, on the meeting of Jesus with
his disciples: first, with Mary Magdalene and the other Mary. Jesus meets with the
disciples under various circumstances and sometimes he is perceived as Lord and
sometimes he is not. On the road to Emmaus, for example, the disciples don’t recognize
him. And this will become also a pattern for the future. Some will recognize; some will
not. But either way, the Lord is there. The Lord is present to his disciples. In fact, he
guarantees he will be with them—ordinarily, not in the flesh—but he is with them in the
Spirit, in power, until the end of time.
The entire Acts of the Apostles is written to show how Jesus’ ministry continues
in the life of the Apostles. What he did, they do. The powers at work in him, the Spirit at
work in him, becomes a work in the early Church. This is what is meant by the
Resurrection: that Jesus is present in his glory, in his power, to his people. Sometimes he
is visible; sometimes he is discernible as such, other times, no. It doesn’t matter whether
he is discernible as such. What matters is that his power and his presence and his grace
is available to the Church.
Now the real problem comes when the Church gives up the continuation of Jesus’
ministry, when they feel that somehow it’s all finished, or that the signs and wonders
that Jesus effected were enough. That’s the problem. The only way we can really bring
Christ to the world is to bring Christ to the world. And for us to be able to effectively do
that, we have to have a sense of Jesus’ presence and Jesus’ power in us. Without it,
we will fail.

Jesus’ Power in Us

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Power of the Spirit Given to Us Tuesday within the Octave of Easter April 10, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 2:36-41; Jn 20:11-18 (Jesus’ presence remains, but its nature
changes.)

“Jesus said to her, ‘Stop holding on to me, for I have not yet ascended to the
Father.’”
There is a time of transition in regard to Jesus’ presence. The disciples of course
originally meet him in the body, naturally, as we all meet one another. But gradually he
indicates to them in many ways that the nature of his presence, while remaining, will
change in its dimensions. So he says to them at one point, “It is better for you that I
leave. If you loved me, you would rejoice that I am leaving.” These are puzzling
statements unless we realize that this transition has to take place. The phase of his
physical touch is passing, but a new phase is coming that is actually more powerful.
That’s the idea—more powerful in the Spirit, because as long as Jesus is with them in
the flesh they do not act in his power. He acts, but they don’t. They only act in his
power once he is departed from them in a bodily way.
Now this is not a sudden transition. It takes place gradually between what we call
Easter to Pentecost. It’s probably not exactly fifty days. But there is a phase transition
whereby Jesus starts by telling Mary not to cling to him. He has to ascend to the Father.
“I will be with you all days,” but I am leaving. This is a paradoxical way of speaking
about presence and how it’s going to be manifested. “I will send an Advocate.” Paraclete
means “advocate” or “comforter.” So Jesus’ presence remains, but its nature changes
rather remarkably. But it’s even better because now the Spirit is within them. It takes a
while for this to sink in, but gradually the Spirit is in them, and they go out then and
they continue Jesus’ work, which is all described in the Acts of the Apostles.

Power of the Spirit Given to Us

So that period directly after Easter is a period of the disciples learning, first of
all, that Jesus is raised from the dead, that God has glorified him, which is one thing.
But then they also learn that he will not stay with them in that particular way. He
will no longer be with them, whether in the physical body or glorified body, not at all.
But he will be with them in the Spirit, and in the Spirit they will have the power he
did. “Greater things than I have done you shall do also.” That is found in John.
Throughout the Acts of the Apostles written by Luke, we see that the Church does the
work of Christ, but even more broadly because there are more of them. And this is the
initial idea.
The worst thing we can do is to ignore the power of the Spirit. If we ignore the
power of the Spirit, our faith becomes vain, empty.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Doing Greater Things Wednesday within the Octave of Easter April 11, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 3:1-10; Jn 14:12-14 All Saints Catholic Academy (Throughout the
whole world through all time in the power of the Holy Spirit)

Today we are reading from the Gospel according to John, and Jesus says something
rather startling. He says, “Greater things than I have done you shall do.” Is that
possible? No? Well, why did he say it? He died on the cross for us, and what does that
do? Well, it saves us—what more? He is about ready to—what? Ascend to the Father—
right? And leave us alone, forget about us—right? No! What does he say? He is going to
the Father, and what’s he going to do with the Father? He is going to send down the
Holy Spirit and, furthermore, what else is he going to do? He is going to pray for us with
the Father. He is going to the Father to intercede for us so whatever we ask, he will
ask for us.
Now as far as greater, you have to understand this in different ways. In one way
maybe it’s not greater, but it’s greater in the sense that it’s more spread out. Through all
time the miracles which Jesus worked in his own life are replicated and spread
throughout the whole world. So people throughout the whole world—in Africa, in
Japan, in China, throughout Europe, North America, South America—people have
experienced the power of God, whereas when Jesus lived he only lived in one little spot.
So when Peter is going today through the temple and he sees someone who is lame, he
says, “Get up, get up, in the name of Jesus Christ. See, now you are better.” And that was
pretty remarkable—isn’t it? That’s what a miracle is. It causes someone to say, “Wow!”
So there are many ways in which the work of Christ continues and people are
healed. Pope John Paul II was beatified because of a miracle that someone received
praying to him. A woman had MS—you know what that is? Multiple Sclerosis—it’s a
bad thing. Father Bill has that. Father Bill—you remember Father Bill? He comes here
every once in a while. He has that. It makes it very hard to walk. It’s crippling. But this
woman had that very advanced. She prayed to God through the intercession of Pope John
Paul and she was completely healed, and she had never received any treatments of any
kind. That’s what Jesus says, “Greater things than I have done you shall do also.” Here
was a man who was lame today in the story where Peter cured him. Well, this woman
was cured of something even worse. So you see what Jesus means, “Greater things than I
have done you shall do also.” And so it continues.
But not only that—those are unusual, supernatural things, but day to day thousands
of people are being touched by the love and concern of doctors and nurses in
hospitals that exist in the name of Christ. So the name of Christ is being used
throughout the world to bring healing and wholeness to thousands, millions of people. So,
“Greater things than I have done you shall do also,” because of the multiplicity of these
good works throughout the world.
Now as that young girl over there said, this is only because of the power of the Holy
Spirit. We need the power of the Holy Spirit of course for those miraculous events
that no one can explain, but even to motivate our charity and our love of people.

Doing Greater Things

People can get very self-centered. They can just pull into themselves and only do for
others what they can get paid for—that can happen. But that wouldn’t be very Christ-like.
But there are millions of people in the name of Christ who do for others what they can
never be repaid for. This is the continuation of Christ’s ministry. And that’s the whole
meaning of the Acts of the Apostles, that whatever Jesus did on earth in that little spot
of Israel, of Palestine, is now expanding throughout the whole world through all time.
And so people are motivated by the Holy Spirit to do what they can’t be repaid for. And
so it is with schools and with all kinds of institutions: in the name of Christ people are
being helped and touched by this love of God.
Now, boys and girls, if we open our eyes, we can see the love of God all over the
place and in everyone. In fact, the purer we become inside us, the more we see God
elsewhere. “Blessed are the pure of heart, they shall see God.” Everywhere and in
everyone, really! So we want to really open ourselves to the Holy Spirit and recognize
how we need the Holy Spirit because we have some time now to be praying for
renewal of our own hearts and of our Church, our parishes, so that we will be filled
with the Holy Spirit and will be more enthusiastic and more committed to the work
of God. Why? Because that’s what we are called to and because there is absolutely
nothing better—there is nothing better than serving God! There is no possible form of
happiness greater than the happiness that comes from God. We have to be convinced of
that and we have to pray for that and we have to open our hearts and let that happen. And
then the gospel will be fulfilled, and we will realize that Jesus is praying for us every
day and so are a lot of other people. We need to join with them.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Infected with Disbelief
Friday within the Octave of Easter
April 13, 2012
7:30 PM Acts 4:1-12; Jn 21:1-14 (Healing Mass) (Are we using our gifts?)

We should never assume that people are the same from generation to generation. It’s
true human nature hasn’t changed, but people are very different in what they assume
or what they believe or what they think possible. These men knew very well that a
miracle had taken place. That was not the question. They didn’t question: do miracles
happen? They knew they happened. But the question was: What is the source of this? Is
this really legitimate? Is this really from God? They could well believe that it was not
because, first of all, they believed that those people who suffered deserved to suffer. They
believed that in this very life God’s justice was realized, made real. They believed that
those people who prospered were prospering because they were just, and they
believed that those people who were suffering were suffering out of some sort of just
punishment. And that is the belief of the whole tradition of Wisdom, and that tradition of
Wisdom was very significant among those teachers and rabbis who formed the
Scriptures, the Jewish Scriptures, called Tanak.
Now those who wrote the Psalms knew differently. The Psalms are full of laments
about why do the wicked prosper and why do the just suffer. The Book of Job knew
very well there was something wrong with this basic “theology.” The Book of
Ecclesiastes questioned whether this could be true or not. But these men in tonight’s
story did not question. These men found nothing really wrong with the way life was,
except for the fact that Israel was under the domination of a pagan power. Judea was
controlled by the Roman Empire. That is the primary theological problem they dealt with,
but not why does someone lie there at the gate crippled or blind or deaf or poor or
whatever. They never worried about that.
But Jesus was different. Jesus came into the world, and when he saw the blind he
gave them sight; when he saw the deaf he gave them hearing; when he saw those who
were despondent he gave them joy and the good news. When he saw people suffering he
joined in their suffering, but also gave them hope. He did not heal every single person he
met. There were still plenty of people in Judea when Jesus died who were still sick,
suffering, hungry, and so on. But he taught them, anyone who would listen, that of course
there are all different kinds of sickness and there are all different kinds of hunger
and there are all different kinds of thirst.
And some of these are to be totally avoided, and some are to be welcomed, and
we have to develop a discrimination. There is a kind of thirst that is very good, a thirst
for righteousness. That is a holy thirst. That we should want. Thirst for water? No, we
should desire for our thirst for water to be slaked. Our thirst for righteousness—that’s
good. Our thirst for God is good. And it will be satisfied, but maybe not in this very
moment. Now hunger is bad, the hunger of people whose stomachs are growling, so Jesus
on more than one occasion fed the hungry. But on the other hand, there is another kind of
hunger that is good. There is that kind of hunger that can only be satisfied with the
word of God. That kind of hunger is good.

Infected with Disbelief

And so he taught people to look at life in a very different way. He taught people
basically that there is great suffering in the world, number one, because there is evil in
the world, evil people, and evil comes both in terms of those who really cause evil,
those who are violent and malicious and also those who are simply indifferent. And
some people are indifferent who could help but don’t, who actually think they are very
righteous, holy people. But their holiness is not the kind of holiness that leads to God; it’s
pseudo holiness. “Unless your holiness exceeds that of the scribes and the Pharisees you
will never enter the kingdom of God.” What’s really important is entering the
kingdom of God.
So we learn how to discriminate in this life. And part of that discrimination is: What
is it that God really wants? And here there is this high profile case of this man who had
been healed: a cripple was given the power to walk by Peter and John. And the question
was: Well, is this from God? Well, that’s a question we have to answer each of us for
ourselves. Does God really want people to be crippled? We have to get our mind straight
about what God really wants, otherwise we will end up just like Caiaphas, Annas, John,
Alexander. They weren’t stupid. And they weren’t really unbelievers either, but their
beliefs were very different from Jesus’ beliefs. We have to find out what Jesus believed
about God the Father. We have to want to know that.
Now in this particular age, as I said in the beginning, cultures change. People’s
expectations change. Today the problem is many people don’t actually believe in
miracles at all. It isn’t they don’t know where they come from or if they are in accord
with the will of God; they just don’t believe in them at all. There are a lot like that today.
So then they are closed.
Now there were some people like that even in Jesus’ day; in particular, the gospel
mentions that at Capernaum. Jesus could work very few miracles at Capernaum because
he marveled at their disbelief; he marveled at their disbelief! Well that has spread and
spread and spread, so that now there is so much disbelief that God can work hardly
any miracles. He has been closed off. He has been excluded, rejected; people don’t want
his power in their lives. This is so profoundly sad it’s hard to talk about it, but it’s true.
And because we live among them we could be influenced by them without our even
knowing it. We can be infected with this disbelief. And we can think that for some
reason God has more or less left us on our own, and he is not really too interested in our
well-being, but that is not the Father that Jesus showed us. Philip said, “Show us the
Father.” Jesus said, are you kidding, “I have been with you all this time! You still don’t
know the Father?” Well, he might say that to most Christians today. You call yourself a
Christian for so many years and you still do not know that I would never leave you!
But maybe we are not very open to what the Spirit wants to do. Maybe we have
been given all kinds of gifts; we have never utilized the gifts! I think among Christians
there is a great sin which has never been called a sin before, but it’s just passivity. Well,
I’ll just sit here and let God do it! That actually is a heresy known as Quietism. I’ll just
sit here and let God wake me up, yank me out of my pew, push me to do whatever he
wants me to do. But God doesn’t do that!
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I am certain that all of those who are baptized and given wonderful gifts—starting
with sanctifying grace, the infused virtues, faith that leads to enlightenment, hope that
allows us to endure all things without becoming depressed because God has given us
promises and we trust and believe in his promises, divine charity, the love of God
himself—this is as gift to us. But are we using this gift? Do we ask for God’s
enlightenment in our daily affairs, in our work, in our search for work, in our family life,
in the problems we have with our spouses or our children or our parents—do we ask for
enlightenment? Do we ask for the feeling, the affection, that is hope? This
transcendent, theological virtue is meant to be an affection that we actually feel in our
souls. And it should pour out in our bodies in some way or another. The love which
is God is something we should experience, the living waters that Jesus promised the
Samaritan woman. Surely those of us who are baptized should have living water, an
experience of God. Where does that move us? Where does that lead us? Where does that
point us? And the various virtues and gifts of the Spirit and charisms—they have been
given, but have we used them? Or do we let someone else use them? We wait for
somebody else to minister to us, and then we go home. Recently an acquaintance of
mine was talking to me about how disappointed he is that some people receive so many
healings, but they never extend themselves to others to bring healing to them. “What you
have received as gift, give as a gift.”

Infected with Disbelief
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Same Disbelief Saturday within the Octave of Easter April 14, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 4:13-21; Mk 16:9-15 (How are we going to proclaim the gospel to those who
are closed-minded?)

“But later, as the eleven were at table, he appeared to them and rebuked them
for their unbelief and hardness of heart because they had not believed those who
saw him after he had been raised.”
Now we who are reared in a culture that prides itself on equality may find it offensive
that God does not deal with each person in the same way. It is true we teach, the Church
teaches, that God desires the salvation of every single person, but that does not mean
that every single person is on the same plane, or has the same role in God’s work, or
that God deals with each person in the same way—this is not true.
We see in this particular story that Jesus appeared to some first, and that the eleven
were unbelieving of these privileged messengers, and that Jesus rebuked them for this.
That’s a very serious thing, to be rebuked. Then he sent them forth: “Go into the world
and proclaim the gospel to every creature.” And of course what has happened is the
world has responded to them with the same disbelief that they responded to the first
preachers of the good news that Jesus had been raised.
So this is the fundamental problem. God chooses to work through some to get to
everybody, but that process requires an openness that is very frequently missing. It
was even missing among the original eleven. So should we be surprised when we find the
world skeptical of God, of God’s love, of God’s will for us, of God’s goodness? The
answer is, no, we should not be surprised. Nonetheless it is very sad; it is a very sad fact
that the world by its closed-mindedness obstructs its own healing, obstructs its own
salvation.
So what are we to do? That is a challenge that Christ is now addressing to us. How
are we going to go into the world and proclaim the gospel to every creature even
though every creature does not want to hear the good news? Are we going to give up?
Are we going to resign ourselves to being failures? The risen Lord is asking us.

The Same Disbelief

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Christ’s Resurrection Changes Human Perspectives Second Sunday of Easter/B
Divine Mercy Sunday April 15, 2012 10:45 AM Acts 4:32-35; 1 Jn 5:1-6;
Jn 20:19-31 (Forgiveness of parents, siblings, children brings freedom)

“Whose sins you forgive are forgiven them, and whose sins you retain are
retained.”
Today’s readings give us a rich source of understanding about how the resurrection of
Jesus changed people’s lives. In the Acts of the Apostles we learn that they became one
family sharing needs and property just the way a family does. This fusion of individual
interests into one is the work of the resurrection of Christ. It changes human
perspectives.
But there is something even more important than that example. And that has to do
with the gospel itself; for this reason today is often called Divine Mercy Sunday because
it is a time to acknowledge God’s great mercy for the wicked, not only for the good,
which is what people often think, but for the wicked, and the Church’s role, the people’s
role, the community’s role in obtaining this mercy and bringing about reconciliation
between God and the world, or God and people.
Now this has not always been understood as the work of the whole Church. There was
a time when Jesus’ address: “Whose sins you forgive are forgiven” and so on, was
believed to apply only to the ordained priests. They had “a power” from God. That may
be true, but this message is a message that applies to the entire Church and to the
entire community, and the power is really the power of divine love; it’s the love that
forgives.
And so we have to look at what is forgiveness. It’s simply not the remission of
punishment—that’s shallow. It’s not simply some sort of juridical decision—that’s
superficial. From the standpoint of the New Testament sin is not simply breaking laws
that require some sort of response, be it punishment or acquittal, but rather sin is a
rupture in the relationship that God wants with his own beloved. And his beloved
involve and include all human beings because all human beings are made in his image
and likeness. Of course part of this image and likeness is the freedom to reject God and
his plans, which is what sin is. And sin involves the gradual disintegration of the
whole personality due to the loss of grace, which is just as necessary for well-being and
health as is fresh air and good food. And along with this usually comes the loss of virtue,
often self-destructive behaviors, and ultimately self-hatred, because grievous sin that
rejects God eventually rejects one’s own self because we are all part of something of
God.
And when we think of the passion of Jesus, the death of Jesus, in these terms, we need
to realize that he underwent his sufferings and death to free sinners from all the natural
consequences of their choices. The saving work of Christ is God at work attempting
to avert the disasters that human beings have chosen to bring upon themselves, this
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choice being not only personal but collective, not only in the present moment but through
time.
Thus the risen Christ now appearing in the upper room to his spineless friends is
quick to reassure them of his peaceful intentions. Of course he was disappointed in
them, and probably justifiably angry. However, the power of the resurrection alters all
human perspectives beginning with his. His human perspectives were changed by his
own resurrection. So when we think about the community’s responsibility or role in
bringing forgiveness, we realize it starts with their being forgiven. The apostles were
forgiven, and that’s why they could forgive. “What you have received as a gift, give
as a gift.” This is a general principle from the Bible, at least in the New Testament. And
part of forgiveness is receiving back, bringing back into communion.
Now Jesus also said, “Whose sins you retain are retained.” This is not a statement
granting permission to withhold forgiveness. It’s a statement of fact. People know it
when they are forgiven. They feel it, but they also know it when they aren’t. When we
don’t forgive people, when we don’t take them back into our relationship, they know
it, they feel it: their sins are retained. That is why the community of Christ bears such a
great responsibility to make this forgiveness a real experience. And it’s not a
responsibility we have often carried very well. Perhaps we don’t start at the right
place.
Children are to a great degree a product of their parents, not only genetically but in
terms of their parents’ skills in parenting or lack of skills. Too often we project onto
God the poor skills we have experienced ourselves. We blame God for the failures of
our parents. This is not universally true. It’s not always true, but it is often true. So some
people see God as authoritarian because they had authoritarian parents: giving rules,
establishing boundaries, but not really loving, not really supporting. Well, where would
someone get that idea? Where could it come from? Others see God as indifferent or
even negligent, giving neither love nor boundaries. Where would that idea come from?
Others see God as permissive, giving love but no boundaries.
The gospel, however, describes God as the perfect parent. He is so loving he is
willing to give up his very own Son, his very own being, in order to reach out to those
who are very capable of rejecting him. But he also establishes boundaries. So 1 John
read this morning said, “For the love of God is this, that we keep his commandments.”
And they have been around much longer than Christ himself. So God is indeed the
perfect parent, and those who respond to his formation are strong and sure in love
and direction.
But many of us do suffer from the lack of skill and incompetence of our earthly
parents. This is not mean or unkind to say. It is the truth and we have to face the truth.
And we have to apply the gifts of God to our own true situation. And if we avoid it, deny
it, ignore it, we are not helping anybody. And therefore there is no better place to begin
this ministry of reconciliation than to start with our own parents. Whether they did
their best or not, whether they were prepared or not, capable or not, is not the point. The
resurrection of Christ changes our human perspectives as it changed his. The gospels
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clearly teach that because Jesus suffered all possible injury and yet forgave, so we are
called to the same forgiveness. Yes, our anger is justified, but, yes, we need to forgive.
And oddly, this is really for our good, not anyone else’s. We are the ones who suffer
from unforgiveness. It’s a burden we drag through life. Those who have injured us,
disappointed us, or neglected us will be dealt with by God. But through Christ we have a
new life and we can enjoy this new life and we need to share it with others, which we
cannot do unless we share it with ourselves. And if we have siblings or children who
have rejected or disappointed us, the same is true. God will deal with them. We have
the right now to live in the freedom of the children of God. We do not have to be weighed
down with bitterness, with regret, with resentment—we don’t have to be! Forgiveness
lifts all that. God gives new chances to everyone, chances to find life, and that
involves finding forgiveness.
On Divine Mercy Sunday the Church reminds us that even at the hour of our death
God’s mercy is at work reconciling his creation to himself. And if we get the message,
we have to move out and take action on behalf of others to bring God’s love into the
reality of their lives. Then we are living the message Jesus brought: “Whose sins you
forgive they are forgiven.”

Christ’s Resurrection Changes Human Perspectives
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Free Response to New Life
Second Week of Easter Monday, April 16, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 4:23-31; Jn 3:1-8 (Two levels of human living)

Today’s dialogue with Nicodemus has been the cause of a great deal of
misunderstanding in the history of Christian people. There are actually Christians who
identify themselves as “born again Christians,” as if there could be a Christian who
wasn’t born again. The error in most born again Christians is to imagine that this name
or phrase refers to a particular kind of experience. But that’s not actually talking about an
experience. Also, there’s another sort of misnomer in some Christians who want to
divide flesh from spirit as if they are two separate things, since after all it does say
literally, “What is born of flesh is flesh; what is born of spirit is spirit.” So some imagine
oh, well, those are two separate things. Well, that’s not really what is meant either.
What is meant is that in the reality of human life there are different levels. One
level is the level of our physical nature, our existence in this material world. And that
kind of existence has an explanation and a cause: the birth from our parents, and we
know how that comes about. But then there’s something else that does not come from
that. It is a relationship with God. It is being a child of God. It is being incorporated
into the inner life of the divine Trinity. And that does not proceed automatically from
the first. It has its own distinct origin. For one thing, it is a matter of freedom: God freely
offering, human beings freely responding. In order to have this relationship, there has
to be a willingness in people to relate to God as Father. And once that happens and once
that is accepted it is signified by Baptism; that’s why he refers to this as water and Spirit;
Baptism is the sacrament of water and Spirit, the sign of this new relationship—then we

Free Response to New Life

can say this person has really experienced a rebirth because now a new life has been
begotten within by the power of grace.
Now as you probably know, the term “born again” in Greek and “begotten from
above” happens to be exactly the same two words. And so in a way, the author is playing
with words. He is playing with words to encourage people to seek out an
understanding. What does this mean? How can I have this new life? How can I have
this new relationship? How does it come into my life? Well, it doesn’t explain that, not
at all. It doesn’t say, well, just believe, or it doesn’t say, well, go and get baptized. It
opens the question for us to follow. But one thing it makes very clear, it doesn’t happen
automatically just because we happen to be living on this earth.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Gathering into Fullness Second Week of Easter Friday, April 20, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 5:34-42; Jn 6:1-15 (The Eucharist is presaging the messianic banquet in
heaven.)

“So they collected them, and filled twelve wicker baskets with fragments from the
five barley loaves that had been more than they could eat.”
There are several stories in the New Testament about Jesus feeding a multitude of
people. One time it’s five thousand. More than once it’s five thousand; once it’s four
thousand. Those are big numbers meaning large crowds not necessarily numbered
individually. But this particular story in the Gospel according to John has a particular
twist to it. First of all, he mentions that this is near the feast of Passover. And the feast
of Passover had already been combined with the feast of Unleavened Bread to form a
spring ritual through which the people remembered the saving works of God in ancient
times rescuing them from the power of pharaoh, bringing them into the desert, feeding
them in the desert, and making a covenant with them at Sinai. This is the purpose of the
Spring Festival, or became the purpose, to keep in mind God’s saving works and the
covenant with the idea that God is always with his people, lest we forget.
Now in this particular story not only does Jesus feed many, but he says, “Gather the
fragments left over.” Now ordinarily if you are at a picnic and there are some bread
crusts left, you feed them to the birds. You don’t gather them so that—what are you
going to do with them after you gather them? Take them home? Obviously this is
symbolic, symbolic first of all of the Eucharist. It was at a Passover that Jesus took the
bread, the unleavened bread, which had already become associated with the Exodus, and
he said, “This is my body which will be given up for you.” So this is a new Passover that

Gathering into Fullness

Jesus is speaking of, a new escape, the triumph over a new enemy; that’s the meaning
of the Eucharist.
Now the evangelist emphasized that by gathering the fragments, the way we gather the
fragments after the Eucharist, we make sure that we dispose of them in a reverent
manner. Then he says they “filled twelve wicker baskets.” That’s another symbolism.
This is symbolic of the twelve tribes of Israel. Now it was always believed by the Jews
that when the Messiah came, he would gather the twelve tribes. Now many of them had
been lost. What was left was Judah, parts of Benjamin, parts of Levi. The northern tribes
had either been lost or mixed with other groups. But the Messiah would gather the
twelve; there would be a fullness. This represents the gathering of the fullness of the
messianic banquet. So it’s meant to presage, to prefigure, our gathering with God in
heaven, where we will be at the messianic banquet, where we will enjoy God’s presence
in eternity.
Again, in the thought of this Fourth Gospel, we are to think of that every time we
come to the Eucharist, how this is presaging our eternal communion with God, our
perpetual enjoyment of divine favor at the messianic banquet.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Ministry of Prayer Second Week of Easter Saturday, April 21, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 6:1-7; Jn 6:16-21 (St. Anselm) (Liturgy of the Church is prayer for all the
baptized)

“So the Twelve called together the community of the disciples and said, ‘It is not
right for us to neglect the word of God to serve at table.’”
Now some people think that this phrase, “to serve at table,” means serving food as a
waiter in a restaurant. But evidently that is not the case because they were looking for
men filled with spirit and wisdom. Why would you need spirit and wisdom to set food
on a table? The tables here at issue are the tables of money because this community was
like a little monastery. They contributed all their goods to a common treasury, and then
from that treasury all the people’s needs were met. The problem was the Greek-speaking,
originally gentile, Christians complained, especially the widows complained, that they
were not being treated equally to the Hebrew speaking, ethnic, Jewish Christians. That
was the basis of the complaint. So these men, all of Greek names—Philip, Prochorus,
Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicholas, all Greek names—they were appointed as
assistants to the apostles so the apostles could do their actual work, which is prayer
and the ministry of the word. So this is the first case we have in the early Christian
Church of a division of ministry: the apostles seeing the priory goes to prayer and the
ministry of word, dealing with the temporal needs of the people secondary.
Now some scholars have said in the past that these men are the first deacons. Well,
that’s because the word diakonia means service, and the word is used to serve tables; it’s
the verb, but the noun is not used, the noun “deacon” in this case. Probably it is not really
the origin of anything because this community in Jerusalem was unique. It was a lay
monastic gathering. And it passed out of existence after the fall of Jerusalem in 70, so it
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probably doesn’t have any historical significance except for the priority of
preaching and prayer in the life of the Church.
Now as we think about ministry we are often tempted, and people are in fact deluded
into believing, that there are all kinds of things we should be doing, which is true to some
extent. But first and foremost we have to keep in mind the ministry of prayer. And
prayer is a ministry. When we gather, whether we are lay or cleric, ordained or not
ordained doesn’t matter, when we gather together and when we pray we are serving God
and we are ministering to the people through prayer. People need this ministry. There
are some people who are never prayed for, because they don’t pray for themselves, they
are never prayed for except through the liturgy, because all the baptized are included in
the prayer of the Church.
So when we gather together for prayer we are serving God and the Church, the
people of the Church, in this preeminent ministry. And when we reflect on the word
and we let the word of God enter into our deepest parts with a message that can only
come from the Holy Spirit, we are engaged in a ministry to the Church and for the
Church. It’s not just for our own personal piety. There are prayers that are very personal
and very individual but not the word of God. When we are listening to the word of God,
when we are praying the Scriptures, that is a ministry for the whole Church. It is an
apostolic ministry. It is through these ministries that the Church is built up.
Whenever the Church has a lot of problems and a lot of crisis it’s because we need more
prayer and more ministry of the word.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Glorified Body Liturgy for Third Sunday of Easter/B April 22, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 3:13-15, 17-19; Lk 24:35-48 Wednesday, April 18, 2012 All Saints Catholic
Academy (Our great hope and expectation!)

Well, good morning. Now today we have a story from the Gospel according to Luke.
In this story Jesus appears in his glorified body to his disciples. Now why does he do
this; why does Jesus appear to his disciples? To tell them that they have to go out and
tell everybody what has happened. Well, what has happened? What is the good news?
That Jesus has risen from the dead, is that right?
Now when Jesus rose from the dead this was a big issue for a lot of people because,
first of all, had this ever happened before? No. Not only that, but when he appeared to
people a lot of people didn’t even know who he was! So this is the first thing you have to
understand, is that he didn’t look exactly the way he did before. In fact, some people
didn’t recognize him at all, starting with whom? Mary Magdalene, a dear friend of his.
Well, she was so unexpecting that when he appeared to her she didn’t even notice who he
was.
Now there is something in that too. If we are not expecting something, sometimes
we don’t see it. Or if we are expecting something, we do see it. For example, when you
are reading a paper you wrote and you have misspellings but you know how they are
supposed to look, so you think they do look right. Did you ever have that problem? Read
somebody else’s paper, the mistakes come right to you, but your own paper, you see what
you thought you wrote. That’s the way it works. So with Mary Magdalene, she wasn’t
expecting to see Jesus, so she didn’t—well, she did, but she didn’t recognize him. Also
two disciples on the road to Emmaus—they are talking about Jesus, they believe he is
raised; they heard about it; they believed it—Jesus is walking right with them. Did they
recognize him? Nope! Don’t recognize him. So that’s the first thing we have to keep in
mind: often people don’t recognize him. Even his friends don’t recognize him.
And yet at the same time and the point of today’s story is he really is physically
raised. He is really there. Two ways he shows this. What does he do? They think maybe
it’s a ghost. He says, no, it’s not a ghost. Look—what does he show them? His hands—
what about his hands? They have the marks, the wounds, from the crucifixion. And his
feet—right? There is a lesson in that. When we suffer for God we take that suffering
with us into eternity and it becomes a badge of honor. So our bodies are perfect in
heaven, perfect, but with the wounds by which we witness to God, because they are not
ugly; they are beautiful. That’s the first point.
The second point is that what does he ask them? He says, “Do you have”—what?
What does he ask for? Food! Well, now a ghost doesn’t eat, does it? No, so he really is
able to eat, and that’s the point. Well, of course if you ever read all the stories and all the
images of eternal life with God, what is the image that keeps coming up over and over
again? The kingdom of heaven is like a big—what? Feast! Yes, it’s like a big feast. It’s
all about abundance and enjoyment and fulfillment. It’s a big feast. So of course the
glorified body has to be able to eat, otherwise what’s the point of the feast? So in many
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ways the glorified body is like our physical body, that is, it’s material in some way,
but in other ways it isn’t. What’s the difference? We don’t know. St. Paul says we are
fools to even question because we can’t answer it. We do know Jesus was identified by
his wounds. We do know he could eat. But we also know people didn’t recognize him at
first.
We also know he could walk through walls, which means he lacked—what, in
physics? Why can’t you walk through a wall? What’s wrong with you? How come you
are sitting on your chair there? How come you don’t go through the chair? Your body is
not really solid, is it? We know that in physics. But what is it that keeps your bottom on
the chair and the chair separate? What is it? What’s it called? No, gravity, no. It’s called
the “magnetic field.” The electrons in your body go against the electrons in the chair and
in the floor, and so it keeps you up. We are walking on the floor. Actually it’s mostly
empty space. We are not solid matter. The only solid matter is in a neutron star. We are
mostly empty space. But we have these electrons in all the atoms in our body and they
oppose the electrons in everything else, so you can sit, you can walk, but you can’t go
through walls. Now the risen Jesus didn’t have electrons apparently. The resurrected
body must be totally different. So it’s like but not like, and we will never know until we
get there. But it is really a body.
So when we talk about what we believe, we believe in the resurrection of the body.
We don’t believe that the soul by itself lives on forever somewhere. We believe that our
bodies will be raised up and we will enjoy life in the body forever. Now St. Thomas
Aquinas—he was very smart, but didn’t know everything—he believed—that’s just his
belief; we don’t have to believe this—he believed that in heaven everyone is thirty
years old. Now why would he say that? What’s so great about thirty? No, it’s not middle
age. Why would he say in heaven everyone is thirty years old? Not because he rose on
the third day, but because he was thirty. Jesus was thirty when he died—that’s why.
Well, more or less thirty, could have been twenty-nine or thirty-one or thirty-two. We
don’t know exactly, but more or less. That’s why he said that. So that’s his opinion. So I
just throw that out so you can think about it. But what I want you to keep in mind is we
have a great future that God has planned for us, and so we need to look forward to
it with great hope and expectation.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Seeing the Significance of the Signs
8:15 AM Acts 6:8-15; Jn 6:22-29
meaning)

Third Week of Easter Monday, April 23, 2012
(Sts. George and Adalbert) (Ritual without

“So they said to him, ‘What can we do to accomplish the works of God?’”
I believe that is a very sincere question in the hearts of many people today, especially
young people. Basically, people all start out good. In spite of problems in their families,
children are all born good. And in addition to that if they are baptized, they are given a
new life, a new power that will lead and guide them if they only heed it. But then they
live in this world with very strange ideas. They want to do what is good, but they don’t
know how. Jesus’ point is very well taken. “This is the work of God, that you believe
in the one he sent.”
Now that’s not all that is contained in the work of God, but that’s where it begins. We
have to believe in the one he sent—not in anyone. There are a lot of interesting people
in the world, but it isn’t appropriate to believe in interesting people. There are all kinds of
interesting ideas in the world; it is not appropriate to believe in interesting ideas. It’s
appropriate and it’s correct to believe in the one God has sent—the one God has sent.
And somehow, even many of our Catholic young people don’t get this. They look for
wisdom all over, but they don’t see it in Christ, the one God sent. And they may have
some general belief in goodness, but not really, specifically a belief in the one God sent,
very often. And this is often in spite of Baptism, so you can imagine it’s even worse
among the unbaptized. And this is the world as we know it.
Now Jesus himself expresses a certain sort of exasperation in today’s text. Whether
these are his exact words, I’m not sure, no one is sure. But he says “Amen, amen, I say to
you, you are looking for me not because you saw signs but because you ate the loaves.”
Seeing the Significance of the Signs

Weren’t the loaves signs? Yes, but you can eat the loaf and not see the sign. That’s the
point. And Jesus is exasperated because they are following him, which apparently is
good—he says, “Follow me”—but for the wrong reason and in the wrong way. And that
unfortunately applies also to a lot of Christians, even adults, mature Christians. They
follow Christ, but for the wrong reason, in the wrong way, not because they have
seen the sign. They haven’t perceived the meaning. They have eaten the loaf; they go
through the ritual, but they don’t get it. What does it mean? What’s it for? What does
it indicate? What does it signify? Where is it leading?
So this text is really about maturing, starting where it belongs, starting where we need
to start, believing in the one God has sent, and then maturing to really begin to see the
significance of all the signs that God gives us. To live by meaning, that begins with
belief. But then it leads to a whole new life, precisely one like Christ’s.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Whoever Comes to Me Third Week of Easter Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 7:51—8:1a; Jn 6:30-35 (St. Fidelis of Sigmaringen) (The world needs God.)

“What sign can you do, that we may see and believe in you?”
The crowd here is putting the burden on Jesus to prove himself. Jesus’ strategy is very
clearly to shift the burden back onto them. We have a very similar problem today. People
say: How are the Christian leaders, or how is the Church, or how is Christianity, going to
survive in a world of unbelief, in a materialistic world that doesn’t believe in God? Well
the question really isn’t how is the Church going to survive or how is Christianity going
to survive. The question is: How is the world going to survive without God? The
gospel exists for the sake of the world. “God so loved the world that he gave his only
begotten Son.” It is the world that needs God—not God the world. So Jesus says to
them, “I am the bread of life.” And of course they can see him; they can behold him
with their eyes. But do they see the sign? Apparently not; they’re looking for something
else.
Earlier, we heard about how Jesus scolded his followers, or those following him,
literally, because they had eaten their share of the loaves, but not because they had seen
the sign. They hadn’t found the meaning in the loaves, so here they don’t see the
meaning in him. It’s something else they are looking for. They think it’s all about them
and their agenda and their wants and their desires. But it isn’t. But it is about their needs,
but they don’t even know what they are. The world doesn’t know what it needs.
What the world needs is God, and God has come in Christ. And Christ Jesus can
say, “I am the bread of life; whoever comes to me will never hunger,” for truth, for
meaning, for a reason for living, for a purpose for life. “Coming to me” doesn’t mean
being baptized, sacramentalized, confirmed, going to Mass, saying prayers. It means
“coming to me.” It refers to a personal relationship of fidelity. It refers to real
communication, heart speaking to heart. “Whoever comes to me will never hunger.
Whoever believes in me will never thirst.” This does not mean whoever believes in the
text of the catechism or whoever believes in the words of the Bible. It’s: “whoever
believes in me will never thirst.”

Whoever Comes to Me

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Proclaim the Good News Feast of St. Mark, evangelist Wednesday, April 25, 2012
8:15 AM 1 Pt 5:5b-14; Mk 16:15-20 (God wants us to thrive as a community
throughout the world, throughout all time.)

The feast of St. Mark gives us a reason to go back to the very beginning of the
Church, which is of course the end of the gospel. The gospel ends with Jesus
commissioning the apostles to go forth and make disciples of all nations, preaching
everywhere the good news. This is not a matter of convincing people of anything.
Sometimes people get this wrong idea that the Church is supposed to convince people of
something, whether her own members or others. That’s not the mission. It is not to
convince; it is to proclaim, and not only in words, but in action and in signs, such as
healing. Jesus said those who accept the gospel “will lay hands on the sick, and the sick
will recover.” We should expect this.
The power comes not from ourselves but from the gospel itself. Spiritual forces of
darkness have no power over those who believe in the gospel of Jesus Christ. That’s
what this is saying. Even natural toxins are neutralized. Is this supposed to be an
exaggeration? I don’t know, but there might be a point there. So some people carry this
too far and they handle snakes. That’s probably not what was really intended. But the
idea is that even the natural poisons in nature are something inferior to the power of
God’s gospel. It doesn’t mean you should put yourself in harm’s way. It means you are
not alone. You are never alone if you are a believer.
But belief is a matter of choice. “Whoever believes and is baptized will be saved.”
This belief here in this case doesn’t mean a consent of the mind only. It means a choice,
a decision—not a conclusion, not a deduction, but a decision to accept the good news,
to accept that actually life is good, that God is good, that our future is good—not
details about this or that, not propositions in the catechism or even words out of the Bible.
That’s not what is meant. It means the good news! God is good. Life is good. Evil has
been defeated—evil has been defeated. Yes, there is evil in the world and, yes,
sometimes it seems overpowering, but it is not overpowering really. It has been
overpowered! That is the good news.

Proclaim the Good News

The death of Christ is the end of the reign of death and, therefore, there is no more
cause for or reason for the fear of death. If people want to fear death, then they are not
believing in the good news. What will happen to them? “Whoever does not believe will
be condemned.” Yes, God is love. Yes, God loves everyone, but eventually we decide
whether we really want to live in the joy of the gospel in eternity, or whether we don’t—
and we don’t have to. We are free to reject the gospel. But when we reject the gospel
we condemn ourselves. And sadly, it seems many do this. Don’t go look for a reason.
There is no reason for what is irrational. There is no reason for what is irrational; by
its very nature it has no reason. Evil has no reason. Unbelief has no reason. So you can’t
find one.
So the work of the Church is to continue to proclaim in word, in sacrament, in action,
in healing sign, in every kind of prayer of deliverance from all that ails the human spirit,
the human life, and the human body. God wants us to thrive. That is the good news. The
purpose of life is for each of us and all of us to thrive. But of course we cannot thrive
all by ourselves as individuals. We can only thrive as a community, as a communion.
And the communion cannot be limited to a little congregation. It has to be a universal
communion of saints, not only throughout the whole world, but throughout all of time.
That is the only way we can thrive. And we insert ourselves into this by believing, by
choosing, by wanting it.
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Proclaim the Good News

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Deep Union of Intimacy Third Week of Easter Friday, April 27, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 9:1-20; Jn 6:52-59 (Jesus so identifies with those who believe in him that he is
one with them.)

“The Jews quarreled among themselves, saying, ‘How can this man give us his
Flesh to eat?’”
Of course quarreling is always about words, not about meaning; one cannot quarrel
about meaning. The problem of course is that these quarrelers were thinking in a
literal way: How can he give us his flesh to eat as if we are supposed to become
cannibals? And that was the claim that some made, that Jesus wanted people to eat his
body in that way, his physical body. The problem with religion has always been
literalism; spiritual things cannot be taken literally most of the time.
Words are meant to be understood in a sort of analogy or metaphor. Here the
metaphors and the analogies are dealing with intimacy, the intimate union between
Jesus and his followers, a union that is now compared to food. We are definitely united to
whatever we eat; in fact, we become what we eat, for better or for worse. And that’s
what this is about: this intimate union that Jesus will establish with his followers. And
that’s also why when Paul was struck down on his way to Damascus, he heard the voice
say, “Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting me?” because Jesus so identifies with those
who believe in him that he is one with them. It’s one body. Later on Paul will talk
about the body of Christ meaning the Church. He got that from his experience on the road
to Damascus.
Now this is not an identification that we make with Christ; it’s an identification
Christ makes with us, and that’s very important. We are not saying this about
ourselves; this is what Christ is saying about us, that we are him, that we are his body,
that we are his blood, we are his life. He has joined himself to us in just this way: that
we can abide in him just as he abides in the Father. This is a deep union that we need
to meditate on often and allow to bear fruit in the way we live.

A Deep Union of Intimacy

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
“We Have Come to Believe”
Third Week of Easter Saturday, April 28, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 9:31-42; Jn 6:60-69 (St. Peter Chanel; St. Louis Grignion de
Monifort) (The right road to happiness is accepting Christ.)

“We have come to believe and are convinced that you are the Holy One of God.”
This particular section of John’s Gospel perhaps refers to something that happened
during the ministry of Jesus on earth, or maybe it includes what happened to the early
Church, but people did come and go; Jesus’ disciples were not one hundred percent with
him. So here is the distinction between a disciple, one who follows or one who learns,
versus a believer.
It says here that some of Jesus’ disciples did not believe in him. And what was the
topic; what was the issue right at the beginning: “This saying is hard”? What was hard? It
was about his body and blood becoming real food and real drink. But of course it’s
only hard to take when you take it literally; so one of the points is that if we take things
literally, we will fall away. We have to take them the way they are intended. So the
teaching about the body and blood is really about the Eucharist. And the point is that we
need the Eucharist because the Eucharist is real food and real drink. It is the risen
presence of Christ himself, but of course it couldn’t be put that way prior to his death,
so everything has to be through allusions.
But it’s through his dying on the cross that Jesus defeated death. It is through his
resurrection that he has brought new life. It is through Baptism, which is a rebirth in
water and Spirit, and through the sharing in the Lord’s Supper, the body, the blood, the
soul, the divinity of Christ, that we have this life with God. And this is a mystery that
we cannot comprehend totally. So if we are going to say, well, we are only going to
believe what we can understand, then we will fall away like these disciples. We will walk
away because we will say it’s too hard. But really the problem is making the demand,
putting the demand on God to be so comprehensible. We have no right to do that. We are
the ones who need God; God does not need us. We are the ones who have to seek. People
often get this mixed up. The Church should be made up of those who are seeking,

“We Have Come to Believe”

who are willing to follow Christ even when the saying is hard, even when the doing
is difficult, because they believe.
Now this believing is not simple either. Peter puts it rather well: “We have come to
believe.” This is not a simple process of just choosing. It’s something we have to go
through. It’s not magic, but it is responding to a gift. God makes it possible; we have to
respond. So Peter says, “We have come to believe”; we have been with you long
enough; we have seen what you are like; we have taken in your words. We have watched
your actions, and “We have come to believe and now we are convinced that you are the
Holy One of God.” You speak to us of God; you act in our lives as God. And this is really
what it is like to believe.
We have to have that belief, and we have to share that belief with our young. This
is of course the great problem today. Many of the young are among these disciples who
say, “This is hard; who can accept it?” and walk away because they haven’t been taught
that life really is difficult. They haven’t been led to expect that they have to struggle.
They don’t understand what it means to sacrifice, and so they are ill equipped to be
disciples with Christ. But then they pay the price in so much unhappiness as we know
from all the statistics. Young people are so unhappy, so depressed, so dispirited. There is
so much teen suicide, drug abuse, etc., etc. Why? Because they are not on the right
road to happiness.
The right road to happiness is accepting Christ, being convinced that he is the one,
the Holy One of God, that he can teach and guide our lives, that, yes, it’s difficult to
live, but with Christ all things are possible. With God all things are possible, and God is
really for us. As St. Paul said, “If God is with us, who can be against us.” That’s a very
good way of thinking about our faith. It’s not something extra; it’s not something we do
in addition to living; it is the essence of living. And this we really desperately need to
get though the hearts and minds of the young.
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“We Have Come to Believe”

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Respond to the Good Shepherd
Fourth Sunday of Easter/B
April 29, 2012
5:00 PM Vigil Acts 4:8-12; 1 Jn 3:1-2; Jn 10:11-18 First Holy Communion
(Jesus feeds us and guides us; we need to stay connected through prayer)

Good afternoon, boys and girls. I am going to ask you to think real hard for a moment.
Do you remember anybody ever using the word “parable”? What does it mean? It’s a
story but a certain kind of story. It’s a story in which something is exaggerated. What
does it mean to exaggerate? Have you ever exaggerated anything? No, you never have,
oh. What does it mean to exaggerate? To make something bigger than it really is—
right? What were you going to say? Well, that could be true also; you could make a big
fuss about a small matter. But Jesus spoke in exaggerations. Jesus exaggerated all the
time.
And today is an example about the shepherd. What is the exaggeration? Why do I say
that? What is so exaggerated about what he said? A good shepherd does—what, he says
in this story; did you hear it? A good shepherd lays down his life for—for what? The
sheep! Isn’t that an exaggeration? Of course it is. Can you imagine a shepherd actually
dying for his sheep? Could you? Would you die for your dog? No, no you wouldn’t, no.
No you would not. Why? Because you are much more valuable than your dog. It would
be terribly unjust and wrong for you to die for your dog. And it would be actually
unjust and wrong for a shepherd to lay down his life for his sheep.
So why does Jesus say that? Because what he wants to tell us is that when it comes to
God, God is unlike any of his creatures. Whereas we have to operate according to reason,
God’s love goes beyond all bounds. And actually God came to us in the person of
Jesus and actually died for us in the person of Jesus. And Jesus is a shepherd. That
means in this case someone who guides us. And his coming to us was at a great expense
of his own life. But this wasn’t ridiculous because it’s God’s gift of himself because God
in his Godhead, in his divinity, cannot die. But Jesus was willing to give up his human
life for us. And he was raised from the dead, so he can continue to be our shepherd.
Right today he can shepherd us; he can guide us; he can direct us. Where does a
shepherd guide and direct his sheep? To—what? Food! Isn’t that what a shepherd does?
A shepherd leads his sheep to the pasture: to food, to water, to drink, to safety. And
all those things Jesus does for us. He leads us to safety. He leads us to water. He leads us

Respond to the Good Shepherd

to drink. But not simply physical drink, but the drink and the safety and the food that
comes from heaven. He is in fact that food. That’s what you are going to receive today:
the bread from heaven, the risen presence of Christ himself who wants to be with you
so much he was willing to die to be with you. And he enters into your life and he never
wants to leave, and he never will. You can try to send him away, but he will never leave
you.
Now, boys and girls, what Jesus is talking about is something very intimate; it’s very
deep; it’s very personal. He is inviting you into a lifelong, which means eternal because
God doesn’t die and since we live through him in God, he is inviting us into an eternal,
personal relationship. Now relationship means you have to respond. You have to
answer. If your Dad calls you—what’s your name? Alexander, Alexander, and you don’t
answer, I’ll bet you pretty soon he gets a little bit mad. You have to answer when you are
called. So I don’t know if God gets mad exactly, but you have to respond if you want a
relationship.
How do we respond to God? Give me a way of responding to God? God loves me;
what do I do to respond? “Pray” is one good answer—what else? And he is my
shepherd; how about if I let him guide me? Wouldn’t that be a response? Yes. So we
have to respond to the Lord. What were you going to say? Well, coming to Mass is
gathering together. You see, sheep do not exist by themselves; they always exist in a
flock. And if they get separated from the flock, they freeze, they become bewildered. So
as sheep of God we gather together under the care of our shepherd. So that’s what
Mass is. It’s the gathering together so we can be fed with the presence of the risen
Lord. But our day to day life has to connect to this through, as you said, prayer and
behaving, as Jesus would guide us to behave, following where Jesus leads us. You get
it? You understand what I am saying? I hope you do because I will have to keep talking if
you say no. You do? Good, good. Let us stand for the Creed.
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Respond to the Good Shepherd

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Discern the Voice of Christ
Fourth Week of Easter Monday, April 30, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 11:1-18; Jn 10:1-10 (St. Pius V, pope) (The Eucharist demands
unity; in Christ we are one.)

Today we have two readings focused on the leadership of God in the lives of his
people, his sheep. In the gospel Jesus mentions that the sheep follow the voice of the
shepherd.
Now in the ancient Near East, various shepherds shared the same fold. And so when it
came time to let the sheep out for pasture, they called their own sheep and the sheep
followed, not because they knew their name, but because they recognized the voice of
the shepherd. This is referring to an intimate knowledge that the sheep had of the
shepherd and, therefore, willingness to follow him. Jesus is suggesting that we also
have to develop a sense of his voice. Of course, not literally his voice, but his guidance,
what the risen Christ sounds like, if you will.
That puts responsibility on the sheep—in this case, human beings, not real sheep—to
learn how to distinguish, to learn how to discern, the voice, so to speak of the
shepherd. This means when people follow false leaders it is really their own fault. They
have not discerned correctly. This responsibility does belong to the sheep because we are
really not sheep. We are human beings with capacities sheep do not have, and we have a
responsibility to find the truth, to find the true voice.
Now in the first reading we have a story about in the early Church how Peter came to
hear God leading him, and he tells the story about a dream he had. Well, of course, the
dream is not that important. What’s important is that he had a sense that God was
asking him to overcome his own cultural, religious training in regard to kosher food.
Now you may think, well, that’s not a big deal. But it really was a big deal. The biggest
Discern the Voice of Christ

problem, of course, with kosher food is not the food itself; but it’s the law that the
gentiles and the Jews cannot eat together. The circumcised may not eat with the
uncircumcised. That’s the real problem with kosher laws, at least in regard to Christ and
his followers.
That meant no Eucharist. Or it would mean two Eucharists: one for the Jews, one for
the gentiles. As St. Paul made it very clear, that’s not doable. The Eucharist demands
unity. There can only be one Eucharistic community. All those that go to Eucharist must
be in communion with each other; therefore, something has to give. Here, in this
particular reading, the solution offered was: oh, kosher laws are all right except you
have to understand that the baptized gentiles aren’t really gentiles. They are baptized.
The Holy Spirit has descended upon them. They are no longer just gentiles anymore.
They are consecrated. They are baptized. They belong to God. That’s one way of saying
that now we can eat together.
Now that didn’t always work. There were real sticklers, real legalists, that said, I’m
sorry; they have to follow the Law. And that led Paul to a more desperate solution: no
more Law! Now did Paul carry things too far? Many think he did, but the point is this:
there are certain principles that cannot be compromised. One of them is that in
Christ we are all one. And if in Christ we are all one, we should be able to together
discern the voice of Christ.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Perceiving the Meaning of the Sign Fourth Week of Easter Tuesday, May 1, 2012
8:15 AM
Acts 11:19-26; Jn 10:22-30 (St. Joseph the Worker) (Perceived
rightly it will transform our lives)

“If you are the Christ, tell us plainly.”
This is yet another teaching on the inadequacy of words and, therefore, the inadequacy
of literal understandings of the word of God. What were these people looking for? What
were they asking for? They were asking for something that did not require any
inferences, any deductions, any intuitions, any intimations. They were expecting a
black-and-white, indisputable declaration. But that’s not how God works.
So Jesus says, “I told you and you do not believe. The works I do in my Father’s
name testify to me.” So his telling is in the order of sign, in the order of gesture—as
our sacraments are, in the order of sign. They are saying, but then you have to be able
to sit and read them. You have to perceive the meaning.
Again, we might refer to the crowds following Jesus after the multiplication of the
loaves and how he scolded them saying, “You are not following me because you saw the
sign, but because you had your fill.” There’s a difference; same here, as we come to the
table of the Lord. Because we receive the elements consecrated on the altar doesn’t
mean we actually grasp the sign. Maybe we just go through the motions. Apparently,
many people do because when they are asked about their beliefs, they say well it’s merely
a symbol, whatever that’s supposed to mean!
Christ does not merely do anything, but returns from the tomb in his glory—as he did
to the disciples in the upper room—and he feeds us with his very substance: his body,
his blood, his soul, his divinity. And for us to be able to actually benefit from this gift,
we have to actually perceive it as a gift and what it is.
Perceiving the Meaning of the Sign

If we perceive it rightly, it will transform our lives. We will become different
people, not different from the person we were created to be, but different from the person
we happened to become under the many influences of our world. We will be reclaimed
or, another word, “redeemed” from all the influences that go contrary to the purpose of
God in the creation in the first place, and there are many of them. And they all play into
God’s plan because God wants our free devotion, our free love, our free willingness to
serve him and to be what he wants us to be. Now most of the people following Jesus, at
that time and even now, don’t quite know or didn’t know then what was all entailed.
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Perceiving the Meaning of the Sign

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Enlightenment with the Whole Picture
Fourth Week of Easter
Wednesday,
May 2, 2012 8:15 AM Acts 12:24—13:5; Jn 12:44-50 (St. Athanasius) (Belief
in: a conviction concerning the truth of Christ, not eliminating any articles of faith)

“I came into the world as light, so that everyone who believes in me might not
remain in darkness.”
This teaching is on faith or belief, which is often found: there are many such teachings
in the Bible, in the New Testament in particular. What is faith? What is belief? It’s not
simple. It’s a very complex idea. One facet of the idea is trust, but not here. This is belief
as enlightenment.
Now if we think about the sacrament of Baptism, we realize that there are two sides to
Baptism: before and after. Before Baptism anyone who has reached the age of reason
has to have a certain kind of trust that we could call “faith.” That would be a proper
use of the term in biblical language. That trust is faith or belief. In children who are not
at the age of reason we assume trust because children trust their parents; they follow their
parents. Of course the younger, the better! There is an unfortunate period of time in some
children’s life between where they have lost trust in their parents and not yet gained the
capacity to judge anything for themselves. In a few sad cases parents have brought
children to Baptism in that stage of life, and it doesn’t work too well. They don’t trust
their parents enough to go along willingly and yet they don’t have reason to judge
anything for themselves. That’s why we recommend that children be baptized early
on, in infancy. The trust they have that they will be fed is a trust they give also to
their Baptism, naturally. It follows, you might say, instinctively.
But this is not that type of faith. This is the faith after Baptism, faith as a gift of
Baptism, as St. Thomas Aquinas calls it, an “infused virtue.” He says Baptism brings
the infused virtue of faith, and he means it as it is used here: faith as enlightenment, faith
that enlightens the mind. In regard to trust you might think of putting out your hand and
walking through a dark place trusting that whosever hand you are holding knows where
you are going—that’s trust; that is a kind of faith. This is different. This is the faith that
eliminates the darkness. This faith is light. And that is why the word “in” is used,

Enlightenment with the Whole Picture

“belief in,” because this kind of enlightenment depends upon a voluntary cooperation
which is called “belief in.” It’s a conviction, a conviction concerning the truth of
Christ.
And Christ brings to us and to our minds what we could call a “whole picture.”
But the whole picture doesn’t come all at once, except to mystics. But ordinarily we don’t
see the whole picture all at once. The whole picture could be considered something like a
puzzle with little pieces. Each piece is an article of faith. To have the whole picture
you have to have all the articles. What has happened since the Enlightenment is that
people seem to feel that they are entitled to take each individual piece of the puzzle, each
article of faith, and decide whether they like that one or not or whether they agree with
that one or not. And if they don’t, well, then they throw it out! Well, what that does is it
ends up with a whole picture that has all kinds of holes in it. If the whole picture that
you have, your vision of Christ, has holes in it, then how much belief can you have in
it? How much commitment can you give to something that obviously has holes in it, that
is partial? This is the problem with people judging articles of faith individually. They
don’t make any sense individually. They only make sense in the whole, and they
have to be accepted in the whole. And this is believing “in Christ” and his project, his
enterprise, to which he has called those who believe in him.
Now if we look at this text, John, chapter 12:44-50, we can see what is wrong with a
lot of people and really with the Church. Their belief in Christ has been compromised by
their own choices, their own picking and choosing what articles of faith they think are
relevant or good or proper or desirable or attractive or however they look at it. What this
does is it eliminates the capacity to be enlightened, and then we are stumbling
around in darkness, sadly, when the reason Jesus came was so: “I came into the world
as light so that everyone who believes in me might not remain in darkness.”
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Enlightenment with the Whole Picture

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Life of Serenity Now
Fourth Week of Easter Friday, May 4, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 13:26-33; Jn 14:1-6 (Jesus, the Word Incarnate, is the way and the truth and the
life.)

“Jesus said to his disciples: ‘Do not let your hearts be troubled.’”
You might say that that’s easier said than done. Our emotions do not follow the lead
of our wills. Sometimes even our thoughts cannot be controlled, but much less our
feelings.
But what Jesus is suggesting is that he has come to establish a new kind of
existence, a new kind of human life, one that is marked by serenity. “Do not let your
hearts be troubled.” Do not be anxious; be serene. How can we be serene in the midst of
this world we are living in? He says, well, “You have faith in God; have faith also in
me.” This is not a disclaimer that Jesus is divine, not at all. But rather it is saying that one
can have faith in God, and true faith in God, and yet miss God Incarnate. There are
many religions and there are many authentic worshippers of God and many aspects of
God’s divinity and power and beauty and truth, but many of them miss the truth that
Jesus is: the truth of God Incarnate.
So he says, “I,” in his human nature he says, “I am the way.” We have to see it is
Jesus, the enfleshment of the divine Word, that is saying, “I am the way.” God has
come to us in human form, with human emotions, with human feelings, with a human
mind. And Jesus has then become the way in his humanity for us to live a new life, a
life in communion with God because we are in communion with him, so he is the
way.

A Life of Serenity Now

He is the truth because the truth is what he embodies. He is a human manifestation
of God: all that is, the Creator of all things, the sustainer of all things, eternal but
manifested in time in the humanity of Jesus.
Jesus is the life, the life of the world, that is, what sustains and creates the world,
that is also Jesus—and the mind that makes all things work together in harmony. All
of this is what we believe to be the Word of God that becomes human in Jesus.
Now it is true in some ways the humanity of Jesus hides all of this—true enough
because humanity is also a creation and nothing created can perfectly manifest the
uncreated. And yet insofar as human beings are made in the image and likeness of God,
Jesus is a perfect image of God and a perfect likeness of God. And because he has lived
the very life we live, he is for us the way to God and the way to a life of serenity, not
later, not when we die, but now!
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Rev. Paul A Hottinger
Working with the Willing
Fourth Week of Easter
Saturday, May 5, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 13:44-52; Jn 14:7-14 (The mystery of God’s ways)

“Both Paul and Barnabas spoke out boldly and said, ‘It was necessary that the
word of God be spoken to you first, but since you reject it and condemn yourselves
as unworthy of eternal life, we now turn to the Gentiles.”
Throughout Scripture there is this general principle that God wills the salvation of
all. However, he works with the willing and when those who had been willing cease to
be willing, God takes a different path. This willingness of God to take different paths is
in fact what was meant by Isaiah when he said, “A bruised reed he will not break; a
smoldering wick he will not quench.” This is referring to God’s saving servant and it
refers to God himself, and Jesus embodies that same attitude, and the Church has to
learn it as well.
Now Paul himself puzzled over this; you could say he worried about it: why is it, he
wondered, why is it that God did not give the same grace I received on the road to
Damascus to my fellow brother Jews? He couldn’t figure this out, and one cannot. He
arrived at the conclusion that this is all part of the mystery of God’s ways. That God
allowed the Jews for a time to reject the gospel so that another door will be opened over
here and the gentiles could hear the gospel and be included, and that is repeated over
and over again.
For centuries the home of Christianity, if you want to call it “Christendom,” the name
of the home, Christendom, was Europe, both east and west. But in the last two hundred
years especially in Western Europe people turned away. It starts with the intellectual
class; more simple people usually hold on longer. But simple people can’t hold on
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forever without leaders because the Church has to grow like an organism and it has to
adapt and that requires leadership, originality, and insight. And when those capable of
leadership turn away from the gospel, then things start gradually dying; it’s very
gradual, but it does eventually, and results in the choking of life.
So what happens? The gospel goes somewhere else. Now it’s thriving in Africa; it’s
thriving in Asia; it’s even being revived in South America. All this because this is the
way God works. People who are willing, receive; those who are not willing, do not.
But it’s they themselves that make the choice. “But since you reject it and condemn
yourselves as unworthy of eternal life, we now turn to the Gentiles.” And of course the
gentiles, although often and in this text capitalized, there really is not a specific people at
all. It just means anybody. Gentiles are everybody else. Gentiles are everybody or
anybody. And so this is God’s way, and we can see it at work even now.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Connected to the Invisible Vine Fifth Sunday of Easter/B May 6, 2012 5:00 PM
Vigil Mass Acts 9:26-31; 1 Jn 3:18-24; Jn 15:1-8 First Holy Communion
(When we live the love God gives us we produce much fruit.)

Well, boys and girls, there are some things Jesus taught that are hard to understand,
and there are some things Jesus taught that are easy to understand, and there are some
things that he taught that are hard to understand not because they are really difficult but
because they go against the grain of the world we live in. And this is one of them.
“I am the vine, you are the branches.”
Actually it’s simple enough, but it goes against what we are constantly being
taught in our world. We are being taught that we should all be independent, that we
should live for ourselves, that we should do what pleases us, that we should care for
ourselves and not let other people get in our way. But Jesus is saying, no, that won’t
work. You will never be happy living that way.
What Jesus is saying is that we totally depend upon some greater being of which
we are a part. This is not visible however; the vine is not visible. We are, as it were, this
is a description of our reality; this is a way of talking about us: we are like branches on
a vine. We see the branches; we don’t see the vine. So we don’t see the connection.
It has two implications. Number one, we totally depend upon Christ, the risen
Christ, the heavenly Christ, for our life; and, number two, at the very same time, we are
all connected to each other so that even our thoughts affect other people. Now we don’t
see this; our world doesn’t believe this. But Jesus said, oh, yes, that’s the way it is. We
are really all one, one being; we all affect each other for better or for worse.
Now Jesus himself was very affected for worse by all the people on his vine. He
absorbed hatred, hostility, violence, anger, every kind of evil you could think of; he
absorbed that from his branches. But on the other hand, he gives through the sap of the
vine all the love, all the graces, all the power, all the goodness, all the happiness that we
can possibly have, for which actually we are created since God has created us to be
happy with him, not happy by ourselves.
So if we live without any consideration of the whole, of Christ, of one another, if we
just please ourselves, we are just as full of life as a branch that has been cut off of a vine.
Now a branch that is cut off a vine withers and dies within—how long? How long does it
take? What do you think? Two days? Three days? Four days? You think it’s four days;
okay, let’s say it’s four days. Well, we don’t wither that fast. Human beings when they
are cut off from Christ wither, yes, but over a long period of time. You will definitely
meet people who have withered in their life because they have been cut off from God;
they have decided to cut themselves off from God, so inwardly they wither very slowly,
very gradually. Then pretty soon they are not full of any real life, and there is no real joy
in them, and there is no real happiness possible for them.

Connected to the Invisible Vine

And that’s something we don’t want, do we? So we need to make an effort to be
connected. And the second reading was all about how we act; in the way we act we are
acting out our connection with God by keeping the commandments, loving others as
Jesus loved us, following his model, following his example, we are living that
connection and, therefore, opening ourselves to the life of the vine.
And in Holy Communion we are being fed by the very soul, the very body, the very
blood, the very divinity of Jesus himself, so that we can really thrive and produce much
fruit. Just think of this cluster of grapes, this branch that’s so full of grapes; that’s how we
are when we are attached to Christ, when we live the Eucharist. When we live the love
God gives us we produce much fruit. And this—what does this do? How did this end?
“This glorifies my Father.” God is glorified in you being who you are called to be
and living as you are invited to live, as another Christ. This would be impossible if we
were all just our own little individual selves, then it would be impossible. But we are not.
We are really attached to a great invisible, but real, vine that is the risen Christ.
And we are tempted constantly to live by what we see, by what we hear, by what
we can touch and taste. But we need to grow beyond all that and see that there is a
reality that our senses cannot pick up anymore than your ears can pick up radio waves.
Do you hear the radio right now? Well, the radio waves are right in this room. You don’t
hear anything, do you? No, your ear can’t pick them up, but they are there. You eyes
can’t pick up all kinds of infra red rays. Microwaves—you don’t see any microwaves, but
they are here. We can prove that scientifically. What we can’t prove is that Christ is
here connecting all of us together. And it’s not just right now either.
This is a special moment of elevated feeding, giving, loving, but it’s actually all the
time Christ is with us. And we are with him when we choose to be. And this is what we
celebrate in Holy Communion, our union with the vine, our union with every
branch and our willingness to live as Christ did.
Enough? Should I stop talking now? Well, I think it’s enough.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Abiding Presence of God Fifth Week of Easter Monday, May 7, 2012
Acts 14:5-18; Jn 14:21-26 (Love one another as I have loved you.”)

8:15 AM

“Master, then what happened that you will reveal yourself to us and not to the
world?”
You will notice that this question is not answered. There are all kinds of questions that
need to go unanswered, because we have to seek the answer ourselves.
This whole text is really about the abiding presence of God—really, Father, Son and
Holy Spirit—in the lives of the faithful. “My Father and I will come; we will send the
Spirit; the Spirit will teach you everything.” The point is we are sufficient. We are not
self-sufficient. We are God-sufficient, provided only we are willing to live by Jesus’
commandments—Jesus’ commandments, not the Bible, not the Old Testament, not the
Torah or the Halakhah or the Talmud—by Jesus’ commandments. That’s what this
means.
And his commandment is very simple: “Love one another as I have loved you.”
That means without reservation. That means without condition. That means not waiting
for the other to advance first, to be the first to love because of one’s own choice, one’s
decision to be like God in whom one wants to dwell. Indeed, the Father and the Son and
the Spirit cannot dwell with those who don’t want to love. That would be absurd.
Now the Spirit will teach all things. There are all kinds of controversies in the life of
the Church: today, forty years ago, a hundred years ago, four hundred years ago, a
thousand years ago—there will always be controversies. We have to see how
unimportant they are. Oh, they may be important to some degree in some way, but they
are not essential. What’s essential is love, unconditional love of the other; a willingness
to be like God, to spend oneself in being like God, and allowing God to dwell within us:
Father, Son and Holy Spirit, the Advocate. So in all things we are in God’s presence. And
if conscious and deliberate and willing, yes, we please God in all things.

Abiding Presence of God

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Deception of Entitlements Fifth Week of Easter Tuesday, May 8, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 14:19-28; Jn 14:27-31a (Follow Christ, the model of life, death, and
resurrection)

“It is necessary for us to undergo many hardships to enter the Kingdom of God.”
This and the entire book of the Acts of the Apostles is worthy of our attention and
reflection: “It is necessary for us to undergo many hardships to enter the Kingdom of
God.”
One of the distinguishing characteristics of the age we are living in is the
existence of many entitlements. Entitlements have brought whole nations to the verge of
bankruptcy, and many states in our union as well, and the federal government eventually,
if something isn’t done about it—this idea that people are simply entitled to something,
ordinarily, in the normal sense, money.
But here there is an entitlement, in our culture that is, there is also an entitlement to
something else, as if everyone who dies is entitled to go to heaven. People do have this
idea of heaven, a better place, whatever it is; it may not be a Christian idea, but they do
have this idea that when people die they go to heaven. But the Bible makes it very clear
that heaven is a choice that is decided here in the midst of trials and adversity. It is
not simply an entitlement. In fact, I believe one of the problems, if you want to call it
that, one of the obstacles today for people hearing the gospel is the fact they don’t
really think they need it, because they are already entitled. You cannot sell something
to someone if they think they already have it. Well, in a sense the gospel is announcing
the possibility that people might have eternal life with God if they choose to and if they
endure what is involved in that. And they don’t think they need to choose at all. They
think it’s already theirs; that is, they have been deceived.
Deception of Entitlements

And some people are deceived for so long in their lives that they die in this deception.
Then what? I don’t know. But according to this, we should not live with this deception,
with this sense of entitlement. We should recognize that choosing to live with God
involves also choosing to suffer with God, that Jesus is the model. Jesus is the model
of what a true child of God does, of how a true child of God lives. Any spiritual man or
woman who wants to be with God must follow the model of Christ. This does not mean
that they must know Christ necessarily, but they have to follow the model of Christ.
“No one comes to the Father except through me”—“me” there being Christ, the model
of life, death, and resurrection. So people who try to skirt around all the trials,
tribulations, and sufferings and tough choices of life are just kidding themselves and
living in a very seriously erroneous delusion.
As I said, this whole book of the Acts of the Apostles is very worthy of our attention,
especially in this period of time after Easter, as we might think about how the work of
Christ must continue. And how can it continue unless through his disciples?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Vine and the Branches
Fifth Week of Easter
Wednesday, May 9, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 15:1-6; Jn 15:1-8 (Total dependence, yet free will)

“I am the true vine, and my Father is the vine grower.”
This image of the vine is a very simple one, but it’s actually very profound and
actually complex because, on the one hand, we can do nothing without God, literally, in
terms of simply existing. We cannot exist on our own. All of creation depends upon the
will of God. We do not create ourselves; we do not sustain ourselves. We are created; we
are sustained.
However, at the very same time that this is very true and is witnessed to by all the
mystics in all the religions of the world, nonetheless, in regard to our will we are
independent. This is not necessarily witnessed to by all the religions of the world. It may
not be known by many believers and unbelievers alike, but actually we are also endowed
with a free will that is truly free. We can align it with God or against God, or we can
remain indifferent to any higher purpose than our own personal, subjective, temporal,
momentary purpose. Or we can be totally connected as Jesus was to something greater:
“The kingdom of heaven is among you. The kingdom of heaven is within you.”
The will of God can be done on earth as it is in heaven if you so want it, if you so
choose it. And if you do, then whatever you want will be done for you because whatever
you want will be the same as what God wants, and what God wants will be done—
maybe not today, maybe not tomorrow, maybe not next month or next year or within our
lifetime, but it will be done. This is the type of scenario Jesus proposes to us, and this
makes our choices very, very important because we can live independent of God if we
choose to. We can substitute our will for the will of God. We can substitute our goals
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for God’s goals. This goes totally against the Lord’s Prayer, but we can do it; we are free
to do it. And the fact many do do it is the reason why the world is in such disorder
and disarray and why there is so much unnecessary suffering.
So the vine and the branches reveal two things: first of all, our total dependence
on God for just being, for existing, for living. But it also reveals on the level of our will,
our freedom, a power to choose to be part or not to be part. The problem, as Jesus
points out, is if we choose not to be part of the vine, then in some sense we wither, just
like a branch will wither if it’s removed from a vine, it will die very quickly. Of course
human life doesn’t wither quickly; it withers slowly. But gradually all inner light, inner
joy, every kind of inner happiness seeps away. That is the way of sin. So it is our choice,
once again, to be part of the vine and to seek the life that flows through the vine and to
bear fruit for God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Great Responsibility for a Difficult Task
Fifth Week of Easter
Friday,
May 11, 2012 8:15 AM Acts 15:22-31; Jn 15:12-17 (It goes against the grain of
modern thinking that we have been chosen to witness to the world that God wants to
share his being totally with humanity.)

“It was not you who chose me, but I who chose you and appointed you to go and
bear fruit that will remain, so that whatever you ask the Father in my name he may
give you.”
We are continuing the farewell discourses of Jesus in the Gospel of John. And in this
he reveals something that is actually astonishing: that God has come to earth not only
to communicate but to share his being totally with humanity. “I call you friends,” and
St Thomas says the nature of friendship is “what’s mine is yours; what’s yours is mine.”
He further says, “It is not you who chose me; I chose you.” This of course is something
that modern Christians find it very hard to take: the idea that there really are
specific people God chose to do something, not to be the sole receivers of blessings but
to be the means for the whole world to receive blessings. But that is the whole Bible
story, going back to Abraham. Abraham was blessed to be a blessing.
Now the apostles are being blessed to be a blessing. The Church is blessed to be a
blessing. What is particular is the mission; the gift is for all, and yet still this goes
against the grain of modern thinking where everything is egalitarian: everybody has to
be the same, so all religions have to be the same, so nothing can be unique. And even
Christians are embarrassed to say, yes, we have been given a very special role to
play in the world. Why is this? It’s because the world’s message has overwhelmed the
message of the word of God, and the world’s feelings have become so paramount that
even Christians seem at times offended by this way God has chosen to work.
It’s very clear from the gospel that God desires the salvation of all people, but he
has chosen a certain people, the Church, the apostles, to go forth and to proceed, you
might say place by place, time by time until gradually through this human witnessing
the whole world comes to accept that God really wants to be our friend, that God
wants to share God’s being with us totally.
Would I have thought this up? Never! Did the apostles think this up? That’s rather
implausible. First of all, the apostles all end up dying for the faith, so why would they
die for something they made up? What human motivation would there be for this?
Humility? How could humility ever aspire to equality with God? Humility may accept
this gift in a sort of astonished way, but it could never think it up or propose it. What
about pride? Could pride propose such an idea? Actually no, because we can see that
pride always builds walls. Pride establishes boundaries. Pride wants a real distinction
between what’s mine and what’s yours, and this says there’s no difference. “What’s mine
is yours; what’s yours is mine”—that’s friendship. Pride really doesn’t want friendship.
Pride wants one’s own. Pride doesn’t really want to share. So this would not have been
invented by pride either. It wouldn’t be—not that it couldn’t be; it wouldn’t be!

Great Responsibility for a Difficult Task

The only reasonable explanation is that actually this is God’s own idea. And that’s
the idea of revelation: God’s own idea, somehow disclosed to human beings. And it is
the Christian people who are the beneficiaries of this disclosure. And of course, as
Jesus said, “Those to whom much has been given, much will be required.” So it’s not
simply some privilege that we have to keep to ourselves. It is now a great responsibility
to share this news with the world insofar as we can. So it marks us out as people with
a very special responsibility. Privilege? Yes, but with a very great responsibility to share
what we have received.
Now, again, in today’s world that’s hard to share because we want to assume that
everything is equal, so we can’t speak about our beliefs as if they are special.
Everyone’s beliefs are equal whether they are about no God, or the God who revealed
himself through the Book of Mormon or through the Quran, or the One who never speaks
at all as in Eastern mysticism, they are all equal, but that’s not actually true. So today is a
hard era, a hard age, to have this responsibility given to us, but that’s the way it is. We
have been chosen. We didn’t choose God. God chose us. We have a very difficult task
to tell a world that doesn’t want to hear about the extraordinary love of God and desire of
God to share divine being with his creation, a creation that sometimes doesn’t want to
even believe it is a creation, that wants to think that it just all happened through some
chance. Is this a great responsibility? Yes it is. But in order for us to carry this out,
we really have to find out what the world thinks. And one of the great problems with a
lot of Christians is they do not study what the world thinks. Many Christians don’t even
care what the world thinks. Well then, never will we be able to carry out this mission. We
have to know what the world thinks, learn how to think the way the world thinks to
overcome all of its blind spots, all of its illusions. So this is a great work. Jesus gave it
to his apostles. We are the apostolic Church.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Witness to Hostile World Fifth Week of Easter Saturday, May 12, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 16:1-10; Jn 15:18-21 (Sts. Nereus and Achilleus; St. Pancras) (The Spirit
works gently and humbly and through others.)

“Jesus said to his disciples: ‘If the world hates you, realize that it hated me
first.’”
Now in the Fourth Gospel the word “cosmos,” in Greek, translated “world,” is used
in two different ways. Sometimes it’s used for what we would today call the universe,
the whole world, all of creation. “God so loved the world that he sent his only begotten
Son.” That’s the first usage.
But here it has a different usage. Here “world” does not mean the creation. It does
not mean the whole universe. What “world” means here is human society which
contains a certain kind of hostility toward God. In this sense the world always has
existed not since the creation of the world but since sin entered, because sin creates
hostility. Truly those who have had visions of hell have seen it not as Dante did, who
was a poet, but those who have actually had visions of hell see it as a place of hatred,
where those who have rejected God really hate God and, of course, hate everyone else
too. This is put in a beautiful way in C.S. Lewis’ The Great Divorce. The true destiny of
those who reject God is nothing but hatred because God is love, and rejecting God is
rejecting love totally.
But it does not seem so to the world. The world believes itself to be affirming itself.
So in an odd way self-love isn’t really love. It can be, but it isn’t necessarily. This is
where the discernment of the spirit is so necessary. When is self-love really part of love,
an integral part of loving? And where is self-love actually the opposite? Where is self-
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love really hating, despising, holding in contempt? There are many cases, and we can
actually see them, and we should see them so we can avoid them.
Gradually our choices become habitual; save for the grace of God, we don’t
change—save for the grace of God. I recently read a memoir of an atheist, who was for
thirty years an atheist; gradually something led him to see that his choices and his
decisions that there is no God and so on were not quite right—it was gradual. But of
course around him were good people, holy people, who helped him see this—didn’t
confront him, didn’t embarrass him, didn’t condemn him, but helped him to see how
wrong his judgments were. And that is the way the Spirit works. The Spirit works
gently and humbly and through others.
So Jesus says if you are my follower, number one, the world will hate you. That’s a
foregone conclusion; you can’t be greater than I am. “A slave is not greater than the
master. If the world hated me, it will hate you.” That’s the way it is. But also in the way
you deal with that you can witness to something greater than the world in a very
gentle but powerful way. And that is God’s way of bringing around people in a very
free way: without taking away their freedom, showing them what is wrong with what
they believe to be true.
So on the one hand, we could throw up our hands and say the world is just so corrupt,
the world is just so lost, the world is just so far gone, what can we do? That would not be
very Christ-like. Another way of looking at this is the mission has just begun, at least it
has just begun in our age, because whatever went on before is gone. So now we start
over; we start anew to witness to the goodness, the holiness, and the unconditional
love of God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Astonishment, Awe, and Wonder
Sixth Sunday of Easter/B May 13, 2012
9:00 AM Acts 10:25-26, 34-35, 44-48; 1 Jn 4:7-10; Jn 15:9-17 (Need for a new
Pentecost)

“It was not you who chose me, but I who chose you and appointed you to go and
bear fruit that will remain, so that whatever you ask the Father in my name he may
give you.”
This gospel text and indeed the gospel readings for the last few weeks have been all
part of what is called “Jesus’ farewell discourse,” his parting words to his disciples.
Now these are probably not the exact words of Jesus, but the content is so unique and I
may say so peculiar that no human being could possibly think them up, and they
provide for us food for life and a view or a vision into what makes the Christian
religion unique.
This is not something that is widely accepted in modern society. Among the
intellectuals and academia it seems that all religions are lumped together as if they are all
the same, but this is not really true. Here we see at the heart of the gospel Jesus is
presenting God as communicating and relating. Is this typical of religion? No. In
Eastern mysticism the “One” never speaks. That’s true of Buddhism, Hinduism, all the
Eastern religions—the “One” never speaks! In the Quran God does speak, but never
shares himself or communicates himself. So we can see that secular intellectuals are quite
wrong in their disregard of remarkable differences from religion to religion. And we
need to think deeply about what this means, that God really wants to communicate
himself to you and to all your fellow citizens on this planet, who are not merely the
accidental result of evolution but rather the crown of creation, the image and likeness of
God created to be aware and to be conscious and therefore capable of this
communication and relationship.
Now this would be enough to think about all week, but the gospel is relentless. Jesus
doesn’t stop, just talking about one thing at a time. He brings up this other extraordinary
fact: “I have called you friends.” Reflecting on this, St. Thomas says what friendship
means is “what’s mine is yours and what’s yours is mine.” Again, this is not
something that anyone would ever think up. A humble person could not think up such
a wild proposal. A proud person would not want to, because the proud always want a
clear line between what is mine and what is yours and they want to keep what is theirs.
But here that line is erased. It’s erased between us and God and therefore it is erased
among us as well. So, again, the only plausible explanation for such an idea is divine
revelation: God is disclosing an idea that only God can know about himself and
about what he has created and why. If we spend time and really peer into this mystery
we cannot help but to be moved with astonishment, awe, and wonder.
Meanwhile, out in the world atheism is growing, and why? Probably one reason is
people are not taking any time to think. They are too busy to reflect and it hasn’t
occurred to them how bleak their godless vision of life is, how bleak, how dreary. Nor
probably do they reflect on the fact that bleakness itself is unnatural. Human beings
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possess an inborn, spontaneous desire for happiness. This is the human spirit. Human
beings want to flourish, but in a bleak world that is impossible. That would mean the
human spirit itself is really nothing but a delusion. Unfortunately we are very distracted
these days both by the efforts necessary to stay afloat economically, and they are
substantial, sometimes strenuous, and also the endless entertainment available
everywhere. You can carry it around in your pocket now; pretty soon probably it will be
implanted in your brain.
So the nurturing of faith demands a certain time that we give to contemplating
truth, thinking about faith and what Jesus is disclosing, and this means a certain
withdrawal from the merry-go-round of life, not from life, but from the merry-goround of life. And this leads us to our responsibility as believers. Of course, we have to
say that faith is not given to us for us to keep to ourselves. Jesus said, “What you
receive as a gift, give as a gift.” And this is certainly true of the gift of faith. If we were
to be honest, we would have to say that the institutional Church from top to bottom is too
often overly concerned with passing things, while the more substantial matters are
neglected. And this corresponds exactly to the religion of Jesus’ day—same thing:
straining gnats while neglecting substantial matters.
We need, in the words of Pope John XXIII, a “new Pentecost.” The Church needs a
new Pentecost; the world needs a new Pentecost. This is not necessarily, however, a
new activity on God’s part. It’s a new openness on our part. Next week on what would
have been Ascension Thursday, next Thursday, the Church begins a novena, the most
important novena in the life of the Church, the first novena in the life of the Church, the
novena to the Holy Spirit. I encourage all of you to join in, in some way praying for a
renewal of the power of the Spirit in our Church for the sake of our world. And in that
time perhaps we might ask a question: What can we offer God to help renew his
Church?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Restoring the Integrity of the Human Person Feast of St. Matthias, apostle
Monday, May 14, 2012 8:15 AM Acts 1:15-17, 20-26; Jn 15:9-17 (If you don’t
change, you are headed for disaster.)

Today we celebrate the feast of St. Matthias. And we might look at the reading from
the Acts of the Apostles, especially since the gospel is exactly the same as yesterday, by
coincidence. Yesterday follows the Sunday sequence for Year B, which just happens to
be identical to May 14th.
What this story is about is the choosing of a successor to Judas. Now why is that
important? That’s a good question because we know that after the other apostles died,
they were not replaced—not by name. Later, the bishops are called successors of the
apostles, but only as a body. The body of bishops succeeds the body of apostles, but
individually, no. There is no successor of the individual apostles except for St. Peter.
So why is Judas needed to be replaced?
The reason has to do with the number twelve itself. Twelve is the fullness of the
tribes of Israel, most of which have been lost in the history of the covenant. Where they
came from, we are not sure, but there were twelve at one point. And when Jesus called
twelve apostles he is signaling the coming of that final age, the messianic age, the
anointed age, in which the graces of God would work to bring fulfillment to human
life.
Now one of the problems Jesus met all the time was a different kind of
messianism, a messianism more concerned with political issues, power issues, cultural
issues. That is not what God is about. In fact, that might have been Judas’ problem. He
might have been looking for a different kind of messiah. He might have thought Jesus
was the one. Then later he decided, no, he does not have the right stuff for the kind of
Messiah I want, or we want.
Now messianism in this political sense did not die. It continued to grow within
Israel. It led eventually to the destruction of the temple in the year 70. Later on, it led to
the destruction of Judea itself after the rebellion of Bar Kokhba about 114, thus to the
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rising of the state of Palestine, which is still a bone of contention: Palestine vs. Israel.
We might also note that Karl Marx promoted a form of Jewish messianism of a very
political and very economic type.
Now we contrast that to Jesus. What is he looking for? Not any kind of new political
system, not any kind of new economic system, not any kind of new system at all. He is
looking to restore the integrity of the human person.
Now look at our society today. There are all kinds of messianisms, all kinds of
people saying, well, if we only go this way, we will have a better society. Some are
libertarian: we need the least amount of government possible. Others are socialists: we
need the greatest amount of government possible. This has absolutely nothing to do
with the gospel—neither of them.
The gospel is about restoring the integrity of the human person, the goodness and
the honesty of the human person. And if you are able to observe, you will see that that’s
what’s really in jeopardy. People are simply not honest. It isn’t only the politicians; they
are just like everybody else. Everywhere you go—in business, in politics, in unions—
people are trying to get something that they think they are entitled to. And they don’t
care what means they use to get it. This disregard for the means is of course a
disregard for morality and one of the most serious problems of the present age. And it’s
precisely this that Jesus addresses in his idea of the messianic age, the kingdom of God.
When the kingdom of God comes on earth, the will of God is done on earth, as it is
not now.
Now this is not an easy message to get across, because it requires a radical change in
peoples’ lives, and they don’t want to change. People do not want to change. But without
change, we are headed for disaster. That’s actually the gospel message. That was really
the message of all the prophets as well. If you don’t change, you are headed for
disaster. Then as disaster approaches, either there is disaster and then a remnant survives,
or people avert the disaster a little bit, deflect it a little bit. But we are still awaiting a
complete change of heart that Jesus called for. But things are not going to get better
in our world until we get better.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Spirit Will Convict the World Sixth Week of Easter Tuesday, May 15, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 16:22-34; Jn 16:5-11 (In regard to sin and righteousness and
condemnation)

“But I tell you the truth, it is better for you that I go.”
These are very hard words for people to hear who are attached emotionally to anyone.
But Jesus is intent on telling the disciples it is better that he leave them. The reason is, of
course, there is going to be a great transformation within them that will still be the
presence of God, the love of God, the support of God, but in a different way—one
that is in one way better, because it goes with us wherever we go. Jesus, embodied on
earth, was in one place at a time. In his glorified presence it was very different, but still it
was limited in a strange way. His point is that when I send the Paraclete—and that word
means advocate, paraclete, companion, guide, teacher, referring of course to the Holy
Spirit—the Holy Spirit will be in you and with you in a way even more intimate than
our friendship, which of course is a very intimate thing. What is being revealed is that
we share in the inner life of the Trinity. We relate to the Father as does the Son. We are
brothers and sisters to the Son, but we are filled with the Spirit and we actually spirate the
Spirit. We give the Spirit to others; we give the Spirit to the world, as does the Son,
because we are one with him.
Now this new relationship is far more important than anything else, and it
convicts the world. The world, of course, means here all the values, all the theories, all
the beliefs that people have about what’s what: what’s what, what’s real, what’s good,
what’s bad. People do have beliefs. Human beings are created to want the good and to
despise the bad. But what is really good? That we do not have knowledge of by our
birth; we have to learn what is really good. We have to learn what is really bad. We don’t
know that. We have the capacity and the desire to want the good, but we don’t know
what it is. And the world doesn’t know; didn’t know then, doesn’t know now. It’s the
nature of the world. The world is in darkness. It does not know the good. So “he,” this
is the Holy Spirit, “will convict the world in regard to sin because they do not
believe in me.” So what is really evil? What is evil is despising the gift that God has
sent, which is the Son, Christ.
Now everyone has a sense of right and wrong. Whether people are atheists or theists
or whether they practice faith or don’t practice faith, they all have a belief of what’s right
and wrong. But is it a correct idea? This says no. Whatever people think is bad, is
really wrong. What’s really bad, what’s really evil, is rejecting the gift of the Father.
That’s real sin. That’s deadly sin. That’s the sin that kills the soul. Everything else is
relative. The real sin is rejecting the gift of the Father.
“Righteousness”—well, what is righteousness? Righteousness is being in a right
relationship. And Jesus is the one who shows the way to a right relationship because
Jesus does everything he sees the Father doing. Jesus does everything for the Father.
Everything he does is out of love for the Father. That’s true righteousness. There’s
no righteousness apart from love of the Father. So anyone who thinks there is any
The Spirit Will Convict the World

such thing as a law that justifies or any kind of standard of moral life that is apart from
love, is all wrong. The Spirit “will convict the world in regard to sin and
righteousness.” There are all kinds of religions, sincere people really believing, but their
idea of righteousness is wrong if it isn’t founded on pleasing the Father, on loving the
Father. If that’s not the point, then even religious people are in that way part of the world,
part of the darkness. 1 John says, “If anyone hates his brother, he is living in
darkness.” And yet there are many religious groups that see nothing wrong with it.
They are living in darkness. Are they sincere? Yes. Are they wrong? Of course they are
wrong.
And they are convicted by the Spirit “in regard to sin and righteousness and
condemnation.” Why? Because the ruler of this world has been condemned. People
think they can condemn whatever they see is wrong. But it’s God who is the only one
who can really condemn, and what he condemns is the ruler of the world. The ruler
of this world is not God. And that is a point many people do not get. When Jesus taught
the Lord’s Prayer, “Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven,” that’s a prayer. It’s not
a fact. It isn’t done. Why? Because the world is in the control or dominion, a better word,
of Satan. So God’s will isn’t done on earth until people come and choose to do it. It’s
not just what happens. But the ruler of this world and all the values of this world,
that’s precisely what God condemns. That’s why the world is wrong about
condemnation. The world thinks it knows. It can point fingers. It can hold people
accountable, subject people to ridicule, pressure, public opinion; but none of that matters,
because the world does not know. And indeed it is the ruler of this world who is
condemned.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Saving Death
Sixth Week of Easter
Friday, May 18, 2012
7:30 PM
Acts 18:9-18; Jn 16:20-23 (St. John I) Healing Mass (Continue Christ’s work;
Christ desires a deep, personal relationship; Signs and wonders and miracles come with
the kingdom of God itself)

“Amen, amen, I say to you, whatever you ask the Father in my name he will give
you.”
The readings this evening remind us of two things. The first is that the whole reason
for the Church is to continue what began in Christ. The early Church was a
continuation of Christ’s work, and we can see that from the Acts of the Apostles. In fact
that book has no purpose but to show that Christ’s work by no means ends with his death
and resurrection but continues to flourish through the apostles and their community. We
cannot lose this insight that whatever else the Church is, however else it adapts to the
needs of the world and to its understanding of its mission, it remains first and foremost a
continuation of Christ’s work.
The second is, as the Gospel of John makes very clear, that Christ’s desire is to
establish a very deep, personal relationship with all of his members. Now this deep,
personal relationship is not one purely of pleasure or joy, but it also involves grief; it
involves sadness; it involves sorrow because they are part of life, and they are part of
all relationships. As this particular gospel makes so clear, our relation with God cannot
be static. It is not always the same, but it develops according to a natural pattern. He
says here: “I say to you, you will weep and mourn while the world rejoices; you will
grieve, but your grief will become joy.” So the negative emotions, which are actually
quite natural and positive when they apply to what is bad or evil—it is natural and
positive to be sad in the face of evil. It is natural and positive to be sorrowful in the
face of deprivation of the good we desire and need. And this includes all the goods,
physical and spiritual, that our hearts naturally desire because they naturally desire
everything good.
Now it’s true we don’t always know “good for what” or what the good is; this we have
to learn. But we know God has created us for the good, and naturally we want it. And the
good involves good health in mind and body, and about soundness of mind and
soundness of body. It involves integrity of spirit and soul. It also includes and must
include moral goodness. It must involve all forms of goodness.
And yet we are living in a broken world. And it’s precisely that broken world that
the Bible says, the word of God says, it has elicited from God such concern, such care,
even such anxiety, so much so that God has entered into the life of the world in the
person of Jesus to share the brokenness: physical brokenness, moral brokenness—St.
Paul says, “Jesus became sin”—the total brokenness of the human family, which is of
course a profoundly dysfunctional family, to use a modern word.
Now Jesus began a process of redeeming, healing, calling back human beings to the
original plan and purpose of God. And he showed in signs and wonders precisely what
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this plan was. But moreover, he endured himself all that is associated with death and
separation and suffering and pain: spiritually, physically, in every way, because “Jesus
did not deem equality with God something to be grasped, but rather emptied himself and
accepted even death, death on a cross.”
And the Christian Church in its essential role, continuing the life of Christ, the work of
Christ, believes that that death is a saving death. We cannot explain why. We can’t
explain it; it is a mystery. We don’t know why. But somehow the death of Jesus is a
saving death. And I would say that the attempts to explain it, although understandable to
some degree, should avoid thinking about the death of Jesus as some kind of penalty
or punishment, because that only makes God an ogre, and, after all, Jesus is God, and
that would be rather pointless. Rather we should think of this as a demonstration of the
utter love that God has for his own, his own image and likeness that is nonetheless
sadly sick, deprived, and sometimes even depraved. But there is simply no state of
humanity that God does not want to reach out to and embrace, and has on the cross!
And so we believe that the death of Jesus is a saving death, and somehow “by his stripes
we are healed.”
But this healing itself is a long process, as is life itself. Although there may be
moments when we think all of a sudden something has happened, probably those are
simply moments we have noticed something. Actual progress in life is slow. And if we
are constantly cooperating with God, it’s steady—but slow. And we don’t always totally
cooperate with God, so it’s not always steady either. So we need to be reminded and
affirmed in our attempts to respond to God, and to recognize that nothing can help us
but God in our ultimate brokenness.
Meanwhile, God has gathered people. At the time of the apostles, through the ages, he
has gathered people to help with his work. And his work is always improving human
life in whatever way. And so, yes, there is something we have a responsibility to do. It is
to help God, to obey God, to respond to God, and so extend his kingdom on earth.
I have read several autobiographies of atheists who converted to belief in
Christianity, and it seems to me that practically everyone—I can’t say every single one—
but almost always the deciding factor was meeting someone who embodied acceptance,
who lived the life of Christ in such a way that this was visible or tangible. Now everyone
here can be that person to someone else, and that should be the focus of our life, that
we would want that and desire that—so continuing the work of Christ, therefore, being
the Church.
Meanwhile, we would also like our lives to be so united to the heart of the Father
that “Whatever you ask the Father in my name he will give you.” Of course he will
always give what is in accord with his heart. And so that is what we have to want, that we
are in the heart of the Father. And we have to also be open to the possibility that God will
use us or someone around us in a very powerful way with more signs and wonders. The
age of signs and wonders is not over. God continues according to his will to bring
extraordinary signs and wonders to our planet when everything is right, when everything
suits the growth of the kingdom. And of course we cannot know when that is nor judge
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the appropriateness of any particular time or place or person. That’s beyond our ability.
But we know that when it all fits together, God’s signs and wonders continue. And it
is quite a very serious mistake to think that the age of miracles is over. There’s no such
thing as the age of miracles. There’s no such thing as the age of wonders. There’s no such
thing as the age of signs. Signs and wonders and miracles come with the kingdom of
God itself. They focus it and they explain it and they clarify for us the nature of God
himself and his will. And so they are important.
So we come tonight and we ask the Lord, in the midst of our grieving for whatever
reason or sadness or disease or illness, we pray that we will be able to see God’s work
with the eyes of a child, purified of our self-importance, purified of our selfpreoccupation, that we will be able to see God’s work, that we will be pure of heart
enough so that we can see God here tonight in one another, in whomever he sends to us
for our healing, for our support, for our conversion, whatever it is that we really need, and
to recognize that whatever good we receive tonight is really from God, and to
recognize that no matter what, God’s goodness is at work in our lives, even if we don’t
see it, and that we realize and believe that at some point and in some day our hearts will
rejoice, that our grief will become joy, because God has promised.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Good and Evil in Life Sixth Week of Easter Friday, May 18, 2012 8:15 AM
Acts 18:9-18; Jn 16:20-23 (St. John I) (Everyone suffers; everyone gets some
good.)

“Jesus said to his disciples: ‘Amen, amen, I say to you, you will weep and mourn,
while the world rejoices; you will grieve, but your grief will become joy.’”
Human beings are created to respond to reality, to enjoy the good and to deplore evil.
And emotionally when we deplore evil we feel sad or we feel grief. In a spiritual sense
we sorrow. The world does have evils, both physical and spiritual. We have deprivations
in perfection because this world is necessarily and deliberately created imperfectly.
We are all imperfect, and this gives us the opportunity to strive, to complete, to
perfect what God has begun—or not. That’s our choice. So one way or the other there
will be grief and sadness in life. There will be sorrow, regardless of how we choose to
go toward perfection or not.
Now no one is completely good and no one is completely evil. So there is good in
everyone’s life and evil in everyone’s life in a physical sense and in a spiritual sense.
There is good in everyone’s will and there is evil in everyone’s will. Most of those who
seem to be extremely depraved are also most probably mentally deficient. That
includes a sociopathic conscience, which is for all intents and purposes not a conscience,
one that doesn’t feel any empathy for other people. There’s something wrong with people
in the raw. So they can do a great deal of evil, but they are not really playing with a full
nature in the first place. But then there are people who are perfectly well suited for life
but who choose a very poor one, poor in Christ’s sense, poor in a divine sense: not
enriching the world, not enriching others, not perfecting themselves, not growing in love,
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but simply perhaps increasing wealth or becoming famous or somehow aggrandizing
themselves.
Now a question people often bring up: Why do the good suffer and why do the evil
prosper? That’s all answered as we understand this. Everyone has to suffer somewhat.
Everyone gets some good. Now Rabbi Akiva put it this way: the good are not blessed in
this life because they are not wholly good, so they suffer a little now. That’s better, he
says, because then when they die they are rewarded with the blessedness of God, eternal
life with God. However, the evil are not wholly evil, so in this life they are blessed
because God is just, but then in the next life they are given eternal punishment—that’s
the reward for their basic wickedness. That’s just his opinion, but it’s a way of thinking.
It’s harsh, yes. There is a harshness to life. Jesus is pointing this out. But it doesn’t
cancel the great hope that he gives us.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Same Relationship as Christ
Sixth Week of Easter Saturday, May 19, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 18:23-28; Jn 16:23b-28 (Requires a transformation of our hearts and
desires)

“On that day you will ask in my name, and I do not tell you that I will ask the
Father for you.”
As we see in the departing comments of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel, there is
developing an extremely delicate, mystical teaching. The point here is that as Jesus has
come from the Father and is now going to leave the world and return to the Father, he
has made it possible for us to be in relationship to the Father just as he is. So that’s
the purpose of his coming, to give us a place within the Trinity, if you want to call it that,
within the God, the nature of God, the Being of God, the divine, the eternal, to give us a
place exactly like his, so that as we are united to him in his body through Baptism
and faith, we now relate to the Father as he relates to the Father. So he says, “And I
do not tell you that I will ask the Father for you,” indeed, because what you ask, you are
me; you have my place in relationship to the Father.
Now of course this requires a transformation of our own hearts and desires, so
that what we desire is in fact what the Son desires. Otherwise, if our desires are contrary
to the Son’s desires, then we are not in his place. He has made it possible for us to be in
his place, but that requires that we let go of our own individual preferences, wishes,
requirements, demands, predilections and take up his desires, his wishes. And that’s
why he taught his disciples to pray in the Lord’s Prayer that the kingdom of God would
come. That’s his desire. That’s Jesus’ desire, for the kingdom of God to come on
earth, that the will of God be done on earth as it is certainly in heaven.

Same Relationship as Christ

When we reach that point then, of course, the Father will answer our prayers, as the
Father always answers the prayers of the Son. But in order for us to be in that role or that
place—“role” is too small a word; it’s more than a role—that position and in relationship
to the Father, we have to be able to say, “Not my will, but your will be done,” as Jesus
did in the garden of Gethsemane. We have to be willing to surrender our smallness to
his infinity. And that really is one of the basic purposes of the Eucharist, for us to be
enabled to surrender, for us to be enabled to sacrifice ourselves, our wills, our desires
to the Father in union with Christ. So we join in the sacrifice mentally, morally,
spiritually, voluntarily so that we can really enjoy the communion we are given
sacramentally. And then we will have real peace and real contemplation.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Beliefs Will Be Challenged
Seventh Week of Easter Monday, May 21, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 19:1-8; Jn 16:29-33 (St. Christopher Magallanes and his
companions) (Responsibility to find, live for and, if necessary, die for the truth)

Jesus here is questioning the belief of his disciples. They say, “Because of this we
believe that you came from God.” And Jesus says, “Do you really believe now?”
The issue is: What is belief? Is it a conviction? Yes, but what is a conviction? It’s not
just an idea that someone accepts, but it’s something one lives by—that’s a true
conviction—and if necessary, dies by.
Today we talk a lot about freedom, freedom of conscience, and that’s a very
important issue. It is intrinsic to the very idea that the Bible presents of God: God gives
human beings freedom. This is true in the Old Testament and the New Testament. This
freedom is the ability that we have to accept God or not, so that all of those who cling to
God do so freely and willingly and without anyone forcing them. That’s very
important. But this freedom is also a responsibility to find the truth, to live the truth,
and to die in the truth if that’s necessary. But in our modern society we only talk about
freedom as a privilege, freedom as a right, but not as an obligation, not as a fundamental
responsibility that may cause our own death! That you never hear about, not in our
society. All the obligation belongs to the collective to protect the rights of individuals, but
the responsibility does not belong in the individual to live and die for truth. In fact it is
not even acknowledged in our society that the individual has a responsibility to find
the truth in the first place. It’s just whatever, whatever I believe, whatever I feel,
whatever I want—that is my right!
A Supreme Court justice has recently ruled that one of the basic rights people have is
to decide what life is. We are living in strange times. Balance is not in the offing!
So Jesus is really questioning his believers about how much they really believe.
And he is warning them that their beliefs will be challenged. And this is all part of the
plan. He says, “Each of you will be scattered to his own home and you will leave me
alone.” He doesn’t mind. He says, “But I am not alone, because the Father is with me.”

Beliefs Will Be Challenged

But the scattering is all part of their trial, because he knows the Father, but do they?
Perhaps many of Jesus’ disciples put all their eggs in one basket, the basket of his
physical presence, in which case that faith would not only be tried but would probably be
found very wanting.
Of course this is all leading up, although it doesn’t say so, it’s leading up to the
obvious need for the Holy Spirit to fill the void that was created by the death of
Christ himself. And of course there was that period in which the disciples had to learn
that Jesus was raised from the dead, but not for them to cling to. “Do not cling to me,
Mary,” Jesus says to Magdalene. He was not raised from the dead so everything could go
back to where it was before. He was raised from the dead because God is moving on with
his plan. And this absolutely requires the Holy Spirit to fill the vacuum created by the
loss of the physical, earthly presence of Jesus.
But meanwhile, back to the world: “I have told you this so that you might have peace
in me. In the world you will have trouble.” Faith has to be tried or it’s not worth
much. That’s one thing we have not convinced our young people. Any faith they have
has to be tested or it isn’t worth much. They think—almost all—that their ideals are their
faith. Well, ideals are not faith. Ideals are good. Perhaps they are a place to start. Perhaps
in ideals faith can be born, but it’s nothing until it’s tried. “But take courage, I have
conquered the world.” We need confidence in the victory that Jesus has accomplished
precisely because of the severity of the trials we will all in one way or another
undergo.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Temples of the Holy Spirit
Seventh Week of Easter Tuesday, May 22, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 20:17-27; Jn 17:1-11a (St. Rita of Cascia) (Uniqueness of
Christianity)

We continue with the long, long, long farewell of Jesus to his disciples, which of
course, as I mentioned many times, is not actually the very words of Jesus, but they
express from the mind of the beloved disciple, Jesus’ we may think best friend, closest
friend, dearest friend, from his mind what Jesus really was trying to say. I don’t think
Jesus ever referred to himself as “Jesus Christ,” “Christ” meaning “anointed”—I don’t
think he would have referred to himself that way. But clearly in the faith of the
evangelist he was the Christ.
Now the study of religions is very wholesome. Comparative religion is a very good
topic. However, true study of comparative religion should focus on two different things:
number one, what makes all religions similar but, secondly, what makes each one
different. Too often only the first topic is covered: how all religions are similar. This,
without the other study of what makes them all different, leads people to the wrong
conclusion that all religions are basically the same thing, just different ways of saying the
same thing. But they are not.
In Christianity, for example, we see very distinct teachings: here the very distinct
teaching that Jesus understands himself and was understood by his followers as
being sent from God. Is there anything like this in the Upanishads? Not to my
knowledge. Anything like this in the Bhagavagita? Not to my knowledge. Anything like
this in the Qur’an? I don’t believe so. This is very unique that actually Jesus believes
himself intimately bound up with the very nature of God, knowing the Father in a
personal way, and able to share that knowledge, which is a personal relationship,
with others. He is not simply a prophet. He is not giving a message. He is sharing the
inner life of God.
And if we learn how unique this is, then we have to be willing to judge whether or
not it’s true. People can have all kinds of beliefs, and some of them have some truth in
them, but is this really true? Of course Jesus’ true disciples say, yes, this is the truth, that
Jesus leads us to the Father, leads us into God, sends the Holy Spirit of God to be
our companion, not just occasionally—our constant companion! Everybody has a
guardian angel according to Christian tradition, but those who have faith have more than
a guardian angel. Those who have faith have the Holy Spirit as a companion. This means
not only are we dignified by our nature made in God’s image, but we are holy temples.
Now temples are very important in all religions. There are always sacred sites, sacred
places, sacred spaces. Well, for this gospel we are the sacred space! Our bodies are the
sacred space. But now that imposes upon us a great obligation. If you think about it,
every sacred temple has all kinds of special rules. You can’t go in just dressed any
way. If you go to a mosque, for example, you have to take off your shoes, and that’s just
a prayer place. If you go to a synagogue, you have to wear something on your head or
something on your shoulders, and so on, all different rules for different places.

Temples of the Holy Spirit

In the true, authentic Christian tradition that honor is really not for the Church
building, but for the people of faith. We have to keep ourselves and care for ourselves
in such a way that people can acknowledge that we are a temple of the Holy Spirit.
And this is not a matter of outward adornment obviously. This is obviously not a matter
of symbolism, obviously. It’s a matter of the way we live, the way we speak, and, yes,
even the way we think, because the way we think influences the way we act, and the
way we act is an outward manifestation of who we are. So we have to think holy thoughts
and push away unholy thoughts.
There are modern, contemporary, so to speak, religious services which are all about
feeling good. They are upbeat. But what the Christian tradition actually says is to
recognize who dwells within you is the most upbeat and the best possible source of
feeling that there is. We are temples of the Holy Spirit, not only when we gather, but all
the time. This is a wonderful privilege. And how can anyone who is really conscious of
what faith means ever really be lonely. We may be alone, and we may miss someone we
are close to, but how can we ever really be lonely? Probably the only way we could be
lonely is by avoiding thinking about this great gift, this companion God has given us. We
cannot imagine the goodness “God has prepared for those who love him,” so says St.
Paul. But likewise, we can’t imagine or describe or innumerate what God has already
bestowed upon us in his Holy Spirit, nor the gifts that that Spirit brings, gifts for our
upbuilding and the upbuilding of others, the spread of God’s good news and love to all
others through us. I have read the stories of various atheists who have converted to
belief in Christ, and it’s always because someone touched them.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Converting the Minds of People Seventh Week of Easter Wednesday, May 23, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 20:28-38; Jn 17:11b-19 (Consecrated by the word for service to the
world)

We are continuing Jesus’ farewell discourse. And here the theme of consecration in
the world is reminiscent of the concept of holiness in the Old Testament, especially in
the book of Deuteronomy where God’s chosen ones are living in the world as exemplars
of something very different: the justice of God.
Now it’s much more personal. It’s not simply that God’s people are supposed to be
different in their behavior and different in their laws and different in their customs and
different in the way in which they eat. But now they are different in their being; they
are consecrated to God—by what? Holy oil? No. The sacrament of Baptism? No, not
here. The consecration of Christ’s followers is by the word that he speaks and the
name that the Father has given to his Son. So this is a mysticism of the word, if you
want to call it that, intimate relationship with God, in unity with God in his word, which
means, therefore, in our understanding of God. It means we are to be very different
from the world because we understand ourselves in a different way. We are not like
the world because we have a different idea of who we are, who God is, what we are here
for. This is being consecrated by the word. The word makes us different. The word
makes us holy, consecrated.
And out of that understanding of who we are, we act; we are in the world because
we are sent to the world. We are not kept from the world; that’s very clear. “They do
not belong to the world any more than I belong to the world. But I do not ask that you
take them out of the world.” They don’t belong to the world, but I don’t ask you to take
them out. Why? Because I have sent them to the world. “As you sent me into the world,
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so I send them into the world.” So we are consecrated by the word for service in the
world to be different and to draw the world into a different kind of life, with
different values, different horizons, different perspectives, different everything. But it is
the work of converting the minds of people—converting the minds of people. And as
such it is a very daunting task.
There is no simple blueprint on how to go about this. It requires a tireless effort to
confront in a gentle but persistent way all the goofy, foul, deceitful, and simply
wrongheaded ideas that exist in the world. That’s why in the very beginning it says, “I
do not ask you to take them out of the world but to keep them from the Evil One.”
The evil one is, of course, the father of lies. The evil one’s real work is lying, deceiving,
misleading, dividing. Diabolus means “one who divides” people, and apparently the evil
one is very successful at this.
Jesus never said he was sending his disciples into the world for an easy task or one
that would be accomplished quickly, but it is none other than the task of converting the
minds of people, bringing about a new vision of what life is and can be and should
be. And the world is full of adverse viewpoints, adverse visions, philosophies, theologies,
etc. But this is really the task of the Church, and it’s one that cannot be carried out
unless we have an intimate knowledge of the word, not only the word as expressed
in the Bible, but the Word who is Christ himself.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Testimony of an Intimate Friend Seventh Week of Easter Saturday, May 26, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 28:16-20, 30-31; Jn 21:20-25 St. Philip Neri, priest (Openness of
mind to the message of the Holy Spirit)

Today we have the conclusion of the Gospel according to John, or at least a
conclusion because there is another section added later, but this really was the original
end to the gospel, and you can tell it is intended to be the end.
What’s very important is that the author is not exactly the one upon whose
testimony it is based. “It is this disciple who testifies to these things and has written
them down, and we know that his testimony is true.” So the author, a member of a
community, is saying we know his testimony is true. So the author is one person and
the witness is another person.
Now usually people have conflated the two, combined the two, thought the two were
the same. Well, evidently not. But I think it’s very important to note that this is the
beloved disciple, although we don’t know his name. Irenaeus says his name was John; we
don’t know that. There is no witness to that in the text itself. It could be John or any other
name. But the point is he is the beloved disciple; he is a personal friend of Jesus, and
for that reason I personally believe his testimony is far more important than any
other.
And this view is not shared by everyone at all. In fact some people seem to think
that this gospel is the least important gospel. Especially in the twentieth century this
became an opinion widely held among certain theologians or scholars in the twentieth
century, I believe unjustly. Part of it is related to what is called the “criterion of
multiple attestation.” This is in my opinion a very foolish criterion, but it is established
by some so-called theologians, so-called biblical scholars, including what’s called the
Jesus Seminar, whom I regard as completely unreliable, but they seem to be very
popular with some people. And these groups say that the more often something is
repeated, the more valid it is in the New Testament, the more you can rely on it.
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Well, of course the things John says only John says. They are the result of his
intimate knowledge of Jesus, so there is no multiple attestation to John’s personal
sharing or personal revelations. For this reason many discount them. I judge it just the
opposite, that because John was an intimate friend of Jesus his views, his witness, is
more reliable than any others.
Why do I bring this up? Because we have to keep in mind that we are living in a world
where skepticism is a very powerful and very often corrosive factor in the
intellectual life, even of the Church. Now I am not saying we should be credulous. And
I am not encouraging believing in the literal interpretation of the Bible. We need critical
understanding. We need to be reflective. We need to study, as Pope Pius XII pointed
out, we need to study the history of the Bible, the literature of the Bible, the history of the
actual language of the Bible. That all has to be part of our study. We can’t be naive. But
on the other hand, being skeptical is not something that helps us understand the
message the Holy Spirit wants to deliver.
Instead of skepticism I believe we need openness of mind. And we have to recognize
that whatever the people, the men, who wrote the Bible, whoever they were, and
whatever languages they use and forms they employed, that is all secondary to the fact
that the Scriptures are Scripture because they are inspired by the Holy Spirit. That
means there is a message from the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit speaks heart to
heart, and when we open our hearts and our minds to the Spirit, then we can begin to
understand the message of Christ, the message of God enshrined in Holy Writ.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Bring Christ to the World
Pentecost
Sunday, May 27, 2012
9:00 AM
Acts 2:1-11; Gal 5:16-25; Jn 15:26-27; 16:12-15 (Christians equipped with the Holy
Spirit can attract the world.)

Today is the feast of Pentecost, which is oddly called by some people the “birthday of
the Church,” which it really is not since the Church received its birth from the side of
Christ on the cross. Nonetheless, it is in a sense the birth of the Church thought of as
mission to the world. It is in the gift of Pentecost that the power of God was received by
the apostles and others and went forth—for what?
For what did the Spirit send the apostles forth? Not to develop the Church, not to
grow the Church. The mission of the Church is to bring Christ’s life to the world, and
we must never forget that. And we do forget it because the world does not want it. And
so we are threatened with the possibility that we will withdraw into ourselves as a
community of the saved leaving the world to itself since that seems to be what it wants,
but that is not God’s plan.
God’s plan is for his Church, his apostles, his disciples to bring his life embodied
in him and exemplified in his mission, in his life, in his works, in his words to the
world. Well, how can this be? Well, it is not possible using our ordinary gifts and talents.
That is true. We cannot do God’s work with our own individual, inborn talents and
abilities. It won’t work. The mission is beyond our capacity; therefore, God equips us
with a supernatural possibility: the Spirit of manifold gifts and virtues, that we now
equipped with supernatural power in the Holy Spirit can do what ordinarily we
could not do.
And that ultimately is the meaning of Pentecost, that we are now equipped with
something going far beyond our own nature, that we can even on earth share in many of
the qualities really that belong to God, and thus attract the world if for any moment of
time it becomes quizzical or perhaps simply tired of itself, perhaps looking for some rest
or some inspiration or some reason to live at all, which the world itself does not have;
science cannot even find a purpose for nature, rightly so—it’s hidden. But Christians
equipped with the Spirit can attract the world and recognize what Pope Paul VI said
in Evangelii Nutiandi, that the gospel is really good news and it really is attractive and,
yes, the human nature is really fashioned for it, as we are fashioned in the image and
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likeness of God and ultimately have no purpose except to be in God sharing the life of
the divine Trinity, our ultimate goal.
Now the Church believes that in Baptism we are given for the first time a rebirth, a
new beginning; we are begotten from above so that we can have a life that did not come
from our parents, a life that really comes directly from God. That’s what we believe
about Baptism, and therefore in Baptism already the Holy Spirit must be at work, Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit, one God indivisible. And yet we also believe and we recognize that
not only is the world often indifferent to our message, to our faith, but actually sometimes
the world is hostile to that message and in fact has from the beginning persecuted
Christ in his members, and therefore the Church has recognized also from earliest days
a second gift, a strengthening, a confirmation, an anointing to strengthen and seal the
soul with the power of the Holy Spirit.
So not only are we imparted virtues and gifts of all kinds, but now also power. And
Jesus already indicated, “Greater things than I have done you shall do also.” Now he
wasn’t necessarily speaking to each individual but to the whole body—yes, he was. How
this will come about yet we don’t know exactly, but we should really think in terms of
remarkable possibilities, in fact infinite possibilities. Toward that goal we have the
sacrament of Confirmation, a personal participation in the gift of Pentecost.
Now one of the great gifts of Pentecost, in fact one of the great gifts of Baptism, is the
gift of divine love, unconditioned love: in Greek, agape; in Latin, caritas; in Swahili,
upendo. So you will see in the library some sisters from Upendo Village in Kenya.
They are speaking at all the other Masses, but we don’t have time at this Mass because
we have another very important event, the Confirmation of Elizabeth Gastritis. But those
sisters are here to share the love that you have for Christ and the love they have for
Christ, which is one love. And their mission is our mission. We have donated to it
already; you are welcome to increase that donation if you choose. We are one Church.
We have one mission. We are one mission, but it has many manifold details and aspects.
One of them is to nurture ourselves and to help ourselves be Christ to one another and
for one another. So this morning I will invite Elizabeth to come forward for her
Confirmation.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Beyond Our Natural Capacities
Memorial Day
Monday, May 28, 2012
Phil 4:6-9; Mt 5:38-48 Mass in Time of War (Rethinking what we have been led to
believe)

”So be perfect, just as your heavenly Father is perfect.”
Now people are forever complaining about this gospel, and in particular the word
“perfect.” They say, well, that’s simply impossible; that must be a mistranslation; nobody
can be perfect.
The point of the whole reading, however, is that Jesus is indicating that we are called
to a life way beyond what anyone could call our natural capacities. And whether for
good or for bad, the fact of the matter is the Church, having become so much a part of
society over thousands of years, tended to dilute its message, making it more palatable
to ordinary human life, ordinary human perceptions, ordinary human nature. So the
Fathers of the Church agreed human nature had some good in it, and it surely does, and
we can find goodness everywhere in every civilization, at every time, some goodness, but
also, evil.
Well, when Jesus says “be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect,” it means with
no evil, not mixed, perfect in the sense of pure. And it is possible precisely because
God makes it possible. It is not something that we simply do because we will to do it.
It’s something we do because God wills us to do it and gives us the means, which is a
participation in his own nature. Therefore, we can be perfect as the Father is perfect
because God gives us his perfect nature in a participatory way, which we call grace.
Now it’s true we don’t jump into that life all at once, both feet. We grow into it,
gradually, but we grow into it and really need to recognize that there is a distance
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involved between where we are born, where we live in this world and where God
wants us to move. And this whole gospel talks about all that.
Now sometimes, of course, Jesus uses exaggerations. “When someone strikes you on
your right cheek, turn the other as well.” That of course is just an example. It wouldn’t
make much difference whether you do it or not. But the point is if you resist evil, you
will become evil. If you resist violence, you will become violent. That’s the point. And
so if you want to remain peaceful, you have to act peaceful.
Now what about people who want to kill us? Well, what about it? Our trust cannot
be rooted in this world or in this life, including physical existence. The whole horizon
of what we are here for has moved in Christ. And so in regard to that, in regard to this
gospel, we have to rethink all that we have been led to believe about our right of selfdefense, for example. What right do we really have? What does this say? That’s the
question; and in a way, I think Jesus meant to leave us with a question.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Different Way of Having Eighth Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday, May 29, 2012
8:15 AM 1 Pt 1:10-16; Mk 10:28-31 (When people really are filled with God’s
Spirit, they share.)

We have now returned to the Gospel of Mark, which is a much simpler and more
straightforward gospel than John, where we have been in the last several weeks. And in a
way Jesus, in Mark’s Gospel, is discussing actually the nature of the Church. Peter is
speaking, as a disciple, “We have given up everything and followed you.” And Jesus
says, “There is no one who has given up house or brothers or sisters” and so on
“who will not receive many times more.”
Now this is true, but not the way it’s often understood because it’s a different way of
having. What the people are asked to give up is possessing as an individual, having
something in a way that no one else can have it. That’s what Peter says we have given
up—everything; that’s what is given up.
Now comes a new way of possessing, which is having things in common. “There is
no one who will not receive a hundred times more now in this present age.” Not
money in the bank, but in a way of sharing houses and brothers and sisters and mothers
and children and lands because when people really are filled with God’s Spirit, they
share. This is all part of the friendship that is one of the themes in John’s Gospel: what’s
mine is yours; what’s yours is mine. This becomes a characteristic of the Christian
family.
But in order to share in this common prosperity, one has to give up one’s desire for
being individual, being cut off, being special, possessing for oneself, because that all
cuts off, that all separates. Another way of putting this is we have to give up our sense of
separation, which psychology sometimes calls the “ego.” We live with a sense of being
separate from everyone else, but that sense itself is false. We are not created to be
separate from everyone else. We cannot be separate from God and still exist. And God
desires us to be branches on the same vine. And when we live as branches on the same
vine, then this gospel is fulfilled.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Awareness of Our Desires
Eighth Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday,
May 30, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Pt 1:18-25; Mk 10:32-45 (Give God permission to
guide us)

Today’s gospel is about the disciples being amazed and afraid and desiring and being
confused and being indignant—a lot of emotions. Emotions register the judgments
which are almost unconscious since they come so fast.
Jesus is trying to reveal to his followers the kind of life he will have and therefore the
kind of life they will have because “a disciple cannot be greater than his master,” but
of course they don’t get it at all. The other disciples, the other ten, were upset about the
sons of Zebedee because they were so presumptuous in wanting to be so close to Christ in
his triumph, one at the right, one at the left. They didn’t realize how ridiculous that
request was. They were just as ill prepared as the sons of Zebedee for what awaited them.
But on the other hand, we need to give credit to the sons of Zebedee for actually
wanting something. God uses our desires. Now these desires were very poorly
expressed, but they were desires, and they were desires to be with Christ. And that is
very good. The fact that they really wanted to be above others is not so good, but they
wanted to be with Christ—that is good. So very often our desires are confused. And
that’s all right because God works with our desires. But they have to become
somehow conscious; we have to become aware of something.
Now there is a dispute in the Church: Do human beings have an innate desire for
God? Now you might think, well, that’s a crazy dispute. But it is one, and it’s based on
this: Do people naturally desire God just because they want happiness? Some say,
yes, since how could they be happy except in God? So their general, vague desire for
happiness is already a desire for God—some say. Others say, no, a desire for God has to
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be more explicit; it has to be something they actually want, that they have thought about,
they have become aware of, and have chosen. You can think about it yourself; I don’t
know myself.
But it is certainly true that the more aware we become, the more we can really
want. And if God uses our desires, then we want to be aware and we want to think
about what it is God is offering us. We should not be happy just to be willy-nilly
looking for happiness because when you think of it there are so many false goals, false
paths in life, human experience itself would never lead us to the right one; and our years
on earth are so short, even if we live ninety or a hundred years, we could try many, many
wrong paths in ninety or a hundred years, and easily get lost on the way. So it’s important
that we let Jesus take us with him and show us what is needed. It is important that we
explicitly give God and Christ permission to guide us and express our desire that
God guide us, and that we accept his guidance, and that we cooperate with his
guidance, and not just think that, well, since God is good, everything will work out fine in
the end. Yes, it may, but maybe not for each of us or at least not as well as it could.
So this road to Jerusalem is a road that all men and women who really want to be
spiritual have to tread. So this gospel really raises more questions than it answers, but it’s
very clear that if we really want to be with Christ, we have to become slaves of all and
servants of his will.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Perceive and Believe
Eighth Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday, June 2, 2012
8:15 AM Jude 17, 20b-25; Mk 11:27-33 (Sts. Marcellinus and Peter) (BVM)
(Be a conscious rather than an anonymous Christian)

“Then Jesus said to them, ‘Neither shall I tell you by what authority I do these
things.’”
Matters of faith always depend on authority. Do you believe in the Bible? Do you
believe in the Qur’an? Do you believe in the teachings of the Buddha? Each is a question
of origin. Authority is about origin.
What is the origin of John’s baptism? What is the authority of John’s baptism? Jesus
turns the tables. They come to him asking, “By what authority are you doing these
things” and saying these things? And he says, What was the authority behind John’s
baptism? I’ll ask you a question. You tell me first, then I will tell you. And they wouldn’t
tell him. There are times when the buck stops with you. You have to decide what you
believe in. You have to decide where you put authority.
Do you find Jesus speaking with authority? You either do or you don’t. If you
don’t, nothing is going to prove it to you. Do you believe John the Baptist was really a
prophet from God? If you do, then you can accept his teaching. If you don’t, nothing can
prove it to you. And the same with everything. There is no proof for faith. Real
authority does not prove itself. It simply is, and we have to find it. Then we can
accept it and believe in it. If we don’t look for it, we don’t find it. If we don’t accept it,
nothing can prove it to us; nothing can force us. That’s the very nature of faith because
faith is a free act.
So unbelief and disbelief and atheism are all part of the freedom of human beings to
accept God or not. It’s our belief, it’s the Bible’s belief, that this is essential to God’s
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plan and purpose that we be free to accept or not the authority of God. And
accepting the authority of God presumes that we perceive it, since if we don’t perceive
it, we can’t accept it, although some believe that people can perceive indirectly without
hardly knowing it. Karl Rahner talks about the “anonymous Christian.” He means a
person who is not aware of perceiving Christ, but actually is, and accepting him.
Perhaps a little far out, but the idea is worth thinking about. After all, Jesus said,
“Whatever you have done for the least of my brothers you have done for me.” So it is
possible to perceive Christ and serve him without actually knowing you are doing it
because the righteous said, “But when did we see you, Lord, hungry?” So in that case the
righteous did not perceive the true object of their service. So there is some basis for
Karl Rahner’s anonymous Christian idea.
But it is much better if instead of being anonymous Christians we actually become
more aware and conscious of God’s presence in our world, become more open to it,
and grow in the Spirit of Christ and in the power of the Holy Spirit, and ourselves
become not simply one who finally accepts God and finally accepts salvation, but one
who really becomes a servant of God in bringing it to others. That is actually the call
of the Church. It’s not simply to be saved. The whole world is supposed to be saved. The
role of the Church is to be a means, a beacon, a light, a cause, a co-mediator with
Christ in bringing grace, forgiveness, salvation, and redemption to the world. None of
this can happen unless we first see and believe.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
In the Image of a Relational, Communitarian God The Most Holy Trinity
Sunday, June 3, 2012 12:30 PM Dt 4:32-34, 39-40; Rom 8:14-17; Mt 28:16-20
(In Marriage a man and a woman come together to give themselves in trust and faith to
each other and to God and to pour themselves out producing new life.) (The family is
the center of society.)

Today we are celebrating the feast of the Most Holy Trinity, and we have to admit
that our terminology is not always very comprehensible. This is a very great shame
really, because this mystery of the Trinity is a very beautiful teaching that comes from
our Scriptures and is unique to Christianity.
There are many noble faiths in the world, but none that propose the idea that God is
one being, the ground of all being, and yet communicating within himself. And we
say “himself” because we imagine God to be conscious, and we cannot imagine an
impersonal consciousness—it’s impossible. Consciousness is personal. God therefore
is in himself relational. This is very important to know because it says that the way we
are is based on God. We are made in the image and likeness of God; this is our faith.
And if God is relational and communitarian and lives in communion, we also must
communicate and relate to others in order to find our fulfillment, our happiness, in
life.
This is very different from the message of our society that says that we find happiness
on our own by doing whatever we want, by possessing whatever we want, or having
whatever power or glory or fame or fortune or whatever it is that attracts us. Our faith
tells us, no, we are made in the image of God and we must relate to God and others to
find our fulfillment and to attain happiness. And not only that, but God’s love is selfsacrificing. Again, we would not know this except for Christ, except for the Cross. It is
not the basis of other religions. They are noble, but they don’t have this idea that God’s
love is self-sacrificing, that God has poured himself out in Christ in love for all of us,
and that we need not only to receive this love but to share this love, so that our fulfillment
and our happiness ultimately depends on our willingness to give ourselves, yes, even in
sacrifice, according to his model, according to his life given to us. This is what we
celebrate in the Eucharist, a life given for us. We receive, but then we also have to
give. “Do this in my memory.” You also break your body and pour out your blood for
others.
And, by the way, this is why Matrimony, Marriage, is a sacrament, because in
marriage a man and a woman come together to give themselves in trust and faith to
each other and to God and to pour themselves out producing new life. And, by the
way, it’s very alarming to note that there are five million couples cohabitating in the
United States today. Apparently they don’t believe in trusting each other for life,
apparently, or that giving themselves to each other should produce new life, apparently
not.
But today we have three families coming to baptize their children into Christ because
the child is already a gift from God. And children have a right to be born into a family
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where they can know their parents and be loved by their parents. And this is what we
really want for all our children. It is a tragedy when that cannot be through death,
desertion, divorce, somehow families are divided—that is a tragedy. We cannot accept it
as, well, that’s just the way life is. No, it’s a sad thing. And those families that are so
divided need our help, need the help of others. We have to be a network of support so
that people can thrive. This is God’s will for us. This is imitating God. This is
imitating Christ.
So we have to recognize how holy God has called us to be and how holy we really are
because we are trying to live the life God has given us. That is a life that requires surely
sacrifice, but also brings joy and peace and deep happiness. This is God’s plan for all
people really. And as believers we have the special role to bring that message to a
world that apparently doesn’t believe it; even apparently many people who have been
brought up in the faith don’t believe it—sadly.
But, again, the joy of God and the love of God who wants to share his own Being
with us—that is the mystery of the Trinity. And when we live in a marriage, in a
holy friendship, in a godly relationship with others, we are living that very divine
life. And we live yet in a culture that does not believe this, that wants to believe somehow
that we can go alone, that the individual is the center of everything. No, an individual is
not the center of anything. The family is the center of society. And when we stop
believing that and when we start thinking only about what adults want and forget about
what children need, we are headed for disaster. And it’s a disaster no political party can
avert. Only our conversion to God can avert this disaster. So it’s something to think about
and to pray about and to do something about.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Danger of Overgeneralization Ninth Week in Ordinary Time Monday, June 4, 2012
8:15 AM 2 Pt 1:2-7; Mk 12:1-12 (We have to see things as they really are.)

When we read the parable of the vineyard, it is too easy to interpret in a sort of
general way, referring to all of the elders and all the scribes and all the chief priests, but
that would be a mistake. Of course there were derelict priests in Judaism, as there are
today in our Church. There were derelict scribes and elders; they were collaborators with
Rome. But that is not necessarily a description of all of the priests or all of the scribes
or elders, so we have to take this in a particular way; it’s meant for a particular
group.
Now in a similar way, if you read modern history or a modern historian’s version of
let’s say the Middle Ages, you will see very broad stereotypes of the Catholic Church.
There’s some truth in some of the statements, but very often they are generalized and
taken to be true universally, but this is not so. Often, it’s not so. One has to be careful
about taking things generally.
Recently, I heard an interview with some opera singers who are singing in Mozart’s
Magic Flute, and they were discussing two of the characters in the opera, one of whom is
a baritone who represents wisdom and warmth and sun, like yang in Oriental philosophy,
the other I believe a soprano who represents yin, that is, darkness, coldness and so on.
And the baritone said, well, he thinks that the yin person, the witch, so to speak,
sometimes referred to I believe as a witch, represents the Catholic Church because it was
always stressing fear of hell. Now that is surely an overgeneralization. But that’s how this
particular man who came from Austria sees the Church, so he is obviously not a
practicing Catholic, but he grew up in a very Catholic country, and this is the impression
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he had. So it is very possible to form false impressions of whole groups of people,
which is really unfortunate.
So we have to be careful that we see things as they really are. Yes, there were
people who were not worthy of their call and election. That was true at the time of Jesus;
that is true today. So then we could take this parable and apply it to ourselves. If we
do not bring to God produce, we will be rejected. The call and the election is for
service. It’s to bring God something. Now the something God wants, of course, is the
souls of the whole world. That’s what God wants. God wants the conversion of the
whole world, and that’s supposed to be our work. But there are many Christians, as
you know, not doing it.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Sense of Promise
Tuesday, June 5, 2012
8:15 AM
2 Pt 3:12-15a, 17-18;
Mk 12:13-17 St. Boniface (We will eventually experience the fullness of life.)

“But according to his promise we await new heavens and a new earth in which
righteousness dwells.”
This may not seem to you to be unusual, but from the standpoint of practicing Jews I
think this would be rather remarkable teaching, because if you look to the Old Testament,
what we call the Old Testament, the Hebrew Bible, you see this theme that God already
has set up a righteous world and those who obey God are rewarded here and now.
Now it’s true there are various books written to question that, like the Book of Job, the
Book of Ecclesiastes, question that wisdom, but it is the wisdom of Scripture. There are
even psalms that question this wisdom, but nonetheless it was intact.
This clearly says that the new world that we are awaiting, the new heavens and the
new earth that we are awaiting, is where righteousness will dwell, so it doesn’t dwell
here now. This is something many people do not understand, that the present age is an
age marked by the ravishes, if you will, if you dare say this, the ravishes of freedom. God
has made us free to accept him or not accept him. And most of the suffering in the
world is due to human freedom; even those that seem to be due to nature. But even
there, freedom has a role to play. For example, if people live in areas that do not support
life, is this the free choice of everyone there? Well, not exactly. But at some point
someone went there; they might have gone somewhere else. It’s not exactly a free choice
but it is also not a matter of compulsion; they weren’t compelled to go there. So we see a
lot of that in the world.
A lot of people are in the wrong place at the wrong time. Is that a matter of choice?
Not exactly, but it’s also not a matter of God’s foreordained plan; it’s just the way things
work out. And there’s a lot of coincidence in the world, for better and for worse.
Sometimes we are at the right place where we really can receive a blessing and really
that’s what we should be looking for, is to open ourselves so we can receive blessings
every day. But then, we have to recognize that sometimes we can’t receive blessings.
We are not in the right place. We are not in the right place inside of ourselves or we
are not in the right place in regard to other people. Maybe something they have done
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to us affects us in such a way as we can’t receive a blessing, at least at this moment, but
there’s always tomorrow. And that’s why this Scripture always moves the focus away
from the present moment. It doesn’t mean that we should not live in the present moment.
It means that God’s fullness is not manifested in the present moment.
Those people who can sense the fullness of God in the present moment are the
unusual, gifted mystics. Most of us have to say I can only receive today what I can
receive today. And we are living in a very broken world and we ourselves are very
broken. We can see at times the goodness of God and at other times we cannot. We
can hear the word of God at times; at other times we cannot. We do experience the
untoward effects of our own choices, sometimes ill-conceived choices, unwise choices.
And we also suffer the results of other people’s choices, with or without malice
towards us, but often nonetheless ill-conceived, ill-planned. So this is the world we live
in.
And the point of this letter is don’t let present circumstances depress you or
deprive you of a sense of promise. We really can move on and God is really faithful
to his promises. We will not see them all today, but we will eventually experience the
fullness of life. That is the will of God for us and we have to keep that in mind: what the
will of God is for us, the fullness of life, not our abandonment, not our darkness, but our
thriving and our joy. And so because of that we can live in peace even though we are
deprived of this sense that maybe we taste now and then of God’s love for each of us.
So he ends this section: “To him be glory now and to the day of eternity. Amen.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Witnessing vs. Demanding Explanations
Ninth Week in Ordinary Time Saturday,
June 9, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Tm 4:1-8; Mk 12:38-44 (Ephrem) (BVM) (Allowing
ourselves to be surprised by the gifts God gives us)

“But you, be self-possessed in all circumstances; put up with hardship; perform
the work of an evangelist; fulfill your ministry.”
Now these words, purportedly from St. Paul but probably a disciple of St. Paul, were
directed to people actually engaged in the ministry of the Church, but, in a way, they
could apply to everyone because we are all called on to share what we receive. “What
you received as a gift, give as a gift.” So in a certain informal way this is true of
everyone.
Likewise it is also true of everyone who tries to live the gospel that there are hardships
involved, and the hardships are another way of talking about other people. People are the
hardship. It’s a hardship living in a family, for example, where many do not believe,
where the spirit of skepticism tries to dissolve the convictions of others, or in a world
where people have set aside what we might call sound teaching, or what this reading
calls “sound teaching,” and replaced it with what this calls “insatiable curiosity.”
Now curiosity is good, but our curiosity cannot be sated, satisfied. We are created as
images and likenesses of God. We need to pursue the mystery of God. We will never
be able to explain it, anything. We can’t explain the Blessed Trinity. We cannot explain
the Incarnation of the Word of God. We cannot explain the Holy Eucharist. We cannot
explain God in our lives. We can witness to it; we can’t explain it. So they are two
different things.
Witnessing—evangelizing is witnessing; explaining is something else again. And
when we are insatiable, that means we demand that we can explain things. And the odd
Witnessing vs. Demanding Explanations

thing is that the more demanding we are of explanations, the smaller we become; we
cut everything down to size to fit us so we are the measure of all things, we as
individuals, not we as a human race, but we as individuals become the measure of all
things. Everything then has to fit into a very small, little space, and then it is no wonder
that we have superstition, fundamentalism, and atheism co-habiting these small, little
spaces. In fact in a way, those three factors are allies because the superstitious justify
atheism, and atheists justify fundamentalism, and fundamentalism justifies the other two,
so they really in an odd way support each other, although they are obviously all
contradictory.
What we need is an openness of mind and a surrendering of our hearts, our wills,
to God, living in mystery, not demanding an explanation, asking for the help we need
each day—not more or less than we need for each day—and allowing ourselves to be
surprised, allowing ourselves to be surprised by the gifts God gives us, and bringing
our entire lives with our surprises and our disappointments to the Eucharist and letting
God feed us, giving us strength for the journey, acknowledging that we really do need
the food that only comes from God. Then we will be sustained and we will be able to
share the faith even in a world that doesn’t care.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Fed to Glorify God with Our Lives The Most Holy Body and Blood of Christ
Sunday, June 10, 2012 12:15 PM Ex 24:3-8; Heb 9:11-15; Mk 14:12-16, 22-26
(We need to ponder, we need to probe, we need to peer into the mysteries that God gives
us, but we don’t have to explain.)

In a way, the feast of the Body and Blood of Christ is a reprise of the liturgy of Holy
Thursday. On that night we recall how Jesus just before his death took bread and wine
and used them in a unique way, not in the Jewish ritual for the Passover, to interpret for
his friends the meaning of his death, a death he knew was imminent, although they did
not, apparently. His death was, according to his own words, to be a saving death freely
given, therefore not a murder and not a tragedy, but a gift freely offered, a sacrifice, if
you will.
The bread and the wine were to be forever signs of a new covenant; the old one
was described in the first reading. This is a new or renewed covenant feeding his
followers until his return. So however long-lasting Jesus’ departure has been or will be,
it is nonetheless temporary. Thus the sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ
directly connects all of us to his saving death and helps us participate in it. That is
clearly his intention. And this is our sharing in, participating in, the mystery of God
becoming human, God pouring himself into human experience, God sharing with
human nature his own divine nature, his divinity, his very life, if you want to call it
that.
So we must never forget that when we talk about the Eucharist we are talking about
everything. It involves and includes everything: God: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit;
God becoming human; Christ’s work on earth; his mission and our being sent to
complete his mission. All of this is involved in the Eucharist.

Fed to Glorify God with Our Lives

It is therefore very unfortunate that many people want to reduce the mysteries of faith
to some little, small proposition. For example, some want to reduce the mystery of the
Eucharist to the question of, Well, how is God present? It is true Thomas Aquinas
says the miracle of divine presence in the Eucharist is the greatest miracle Christ
performs. But nonetheless that is not the whole meaning of the Eucharist by any means.
A deeper question is: How does Christ feed us with the power of his resurrection?
Or another way of saying this: How does the death of Christ sustain us in our suffering, in
the challenges of our lives, in all the various ways that, in a way, kill us? How is Jesus’
death saving us in all these occasions?
We have to avoid being simplistic. We may promote childlike faith, but we don’t want
to promote simplistic, childish faith because ultimately this encourages atheism and
disbelief of every kind. In fact, the simple and the atheists have one thing in common:
they believe life can be explained, but it cannot. Life cannot be explained, will never be
explained to those who live here on earth. It is ultimately unexplainable, which is why
we use the word “mystery.” We are involved in something we can’t really understand,
like it or not. But nonetheless we have guidance, we have direction, and we have
support. And this comes from the life of Christ himself. The attempt of many simple
folks to make our beliefs easily explainable, although sincere, is really very wrong and
actually injurious to faith. We need to ponder, we need to probe, we need to peer into
the mysteries that God gives us, but we don’t have to explain. In fact, God does not
want us to explain our world or his. God rather is inviting us into his own Being. God
invites us to share his love which embraces and redeems all who are willing to be
embraced and be redeemed.
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On the way, we discover certain things. For example, many things Jesus said have
roots in Judaism or parallels, but not one thing in particular: the very idea the Messiah
would die. There is no such prophecy or teaching. The unique teaching from him about
the death of the Messiah that is a salvation and redemption of all things opens the
door to the mystery of divine love that cannot be explained, again, but can be
appreciated, that God should come and become one like us and share our life and then
give it up willingly. This is the mystery of divine love and it forms the very central
point. It is the center of gravity of the Christian message and it shows to us what is
really important is not that we love God, but that God loves us. That’s the mystery.
That’s the truth.
And I say that today especially because there are many people today who want to
draw our attention here or there or somewhere else, but what was really important to
Jesus was what he talked about the night before he died. And we need to go over that,
and over that, and over that again, pondering the meaning of all of his gestures, words,
and examples. Therefore it is utterly right that the Eucharist remain at the center of
our worship, that its meaning form the focus of our faith, and that our daily lives create
an extension of this Eucharist into the world. That is really why we are called. That is
why we are fed: to go out into the world with Christ. So at the end of Mass the deacon
dismisses us saying, “Go in peace and glorify God with your lives.” It is only because of
Jesus that this is now possible.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger

Jesus’ Advice to Disciples Tenth Week in Ordinary Time Monday, June 11, 2012
8:15 AM Acts 11:21b-26; 13:1-3; Mt 10:7-13 St. Barnabas (Learning by practice)

“If the house is worthy, let your peace come upon it; if not, let your peace return
to you.”
This is the first time Jesus sends out his disciples. This is not instituting the Church;
this is simply preparation. This is the time of trial and error; this is the time of teaching,
by practice. Sometimes the only thing we learn, we learn by practice.
But he had some good advice. He says, “Do not take gold or silver or copper in your
belts” because that makes you, possibly, an occasion of envy. Jesus does not want those
who carry his message to be envied for what they have. There is to be nothing showy
about their persons. They are not to be obviously people of means because this would
undercut the power of the gospel. “No sack for the journey or a second tunic, the laborer
deserves his keep.” In other words, if you need a second tunic, and you might need one,
well, then the people you are working with should provide it. “The worker is worth his
keep”. Second tunics, walking sticks, sandals, those things can be supplied, and need to
be supplied by anybody who is appreciative. Now he does not say not to take a bicycle; in
fact, I think he would like people to be on bicycles instead of cars.
“Whatever town or village you enter, look for a worthy person in it and stay there.”
Don’t move around. Well, I really don’t like the way she cooks. Well, I think that other
house has a better bed. Well, I think maybe I would enjoy the porch somewhere else. Just
stay there. When “you enter a house wish it peace. If the house is worthy, let your peace
come upon it; if not, let your peace return to you.” Now this is very good advice. What it
means is you never have to be out of sorts because people don’t accept the message
of God. As you were sent into the world to bring God’s blessing, if people don’t accept
it, don’t worry. It will return to you. You should not lose your peace because other people
don’t want it. That often happens. Notice: people unprepared for the mission. They want
to share something with others, following the admonition “give as a gift what you have
received as a gift,” and yet people don’t want it. And this causes them to lose their peace.
And they become agitated and they become anxious and they become angry—
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unnecessary! If people don’t want your peace, let it return to you. Go elsewhere.
That is the original idea of the mission.
And what are we supposed to do? First of all, declare the kingdom of God is at
hand; it’s right here. A lot of people are waiting for something; they’re waiting. They’re
waiting for somebody or something or some event; there is nobody, there is no event; the
kingdom of heaven is at hand right now. And we have to be willing to say that in a
realistic way, and we can’t say that in a realistic way unless we really sense it
ourselves. We have to be able to touch the kingdom in order to tell others that it is
touchable.
“Cure the sick.” We have to be convinced that sickness is not from God. It’s part of
a world that grows old and dies; it’s part of the mortality that we are born with, but it is
not from God. That was an idea that was rooted in the so-called wisdom of ancient Israel
and the ancient world: that misfortunes like sickness were from God—not in the gospel.
“Raise the dead.” This could be taken literally, if you like, but it also could be taken
metaphorically because a lot of people are dead even though they are walking around,
and they are talking and they are making money. But they’re dead. They have no life,
because life in this sense comes from the Spirit. It isn’t simply the subsistence of an
organism. Living is only possible in the Holy Spirit.
“Cleanse the lepers.” Cleanse everything unclean. Cleanliness really is from God.
“Drive out demons.” People have a very poor idea of what demons are. Demons are
simply forms of evil that aren’t visible. The point the gospel makes is those powers
have no power over believers. If you believe in the power of the gospel, if the kingdom of
God is at hand for you, if you’re really living in the Spirit, demons will be running
away from you. And indeed that is one of your roles, is to drive them away. When you
manifest the love of God, when you manifest the kingdom of God, when you manifest the
goodness of God, you will drive out demons. And there are pockets of demons
everywhere in the world. Wherever there is darkness, hopelessness, fear, unbelief,
there are demons. So you need to drive them away. And you can, because you have
received the Spirit.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger

Your Light Shines through Actions Tenth Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
June 12, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Kgs 17:7-16; Mt 5:13-16 (We get to keep whatever we
give away, but whatever we keep for ourselves is lost when we die.)

“Just so, your light must shine before others, that they may see your good deeds
and glorify your heavenly Father.”
Now there are those who say that we are saved by faith alone. But there are many
readings—today’s Mass has two of them—that are about the importance of good
works. Jesus said, “You are the light of the world,” and he means that the light of God
is supposed to shine through you. Well how does it shine through you, except in the way
you act? It involves speech, yes, but not only speech. It involves action.
How does God act? Well, we know how God acts by looking at Christ. He is the
revelation of the Father. If he is the revelation of the Father, then by being like him in
our actions, we are the light of the world. But, if we do not act, if we are inert, passive,
inactive, we are like a light under a bushel basket. And that is lacking in common sense.
Nobody lights a lamp and then puts a basket over it. And yet, so-called believers do this
all the time. So we need to let the light shine.
Now in the story of the widow of Zarephath, there is a story, a miracle story, of how
her flour never got used up. We have to see that story in the context of other stories like
it, the story of the five barley loaves that weren’t used up. Why? Because they were
given away. This woman’s flask of oil, her jar of flour, was not used up because she was
giving it away. She was feeding the prophet—and he was known as a prophet, he
dressed as a prophet—even though she was not a member of the Jewish religion. She was
a foreigner: one of the earlier indications of the inclusion of the goyim, the gentiles,
in the work of God.
And we can take from this a principle that we get to keep whatever we give away,
but whatever we keep for ourselves is lost when we die. And when we live by that
principle we are really the light of the world.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Conflict between Covenant and the World Tenth Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday, June 13, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Kgs 18:20-39; Mt 5:17-19 St. Anthony of
Padua, priest and doctor of the Church (Very often being faithful to God involves
suffering, not prosperity.)

Today we read from the First Book of Kings an astonishing story about Elijah the
prophet, and there are many astonishing stories about Elijah and Elisha.
Now the gory part is left out of this particular reading, gory and unbelievable that after
this Elijah slits the throats of four hundred priests of Baal. I don’t know how he could
have possibly slit all their throats, and why wouldn’t they just run away, so you go figure.
But this is really a story of a continuing conflict between the covenant given by God
to a very specific people, the people of Israel, and other nations. And we might look
at it because we are always going to be in conflict. Conflict is part of life. How are we
going to live in a Christ-like way? Elijah didn’t know Christ. But he did have the
covenant, and he did stand for justice, and he did try to tell the people what they should
do and they ignored him. And we can always find parallels in our own times for this,
ignoring the word of the prophet, following the ways of the world. That’s exactly
what Baalism was, the ways of the world.
Now in itself was it so evil? We are not sure. According to the Old Testament, God,
the Lord, is the King of kings and the King of gods. There were other gods also
originally, less than the Lord, under the authority of the Lord, but nonetheless something,
whatever they were, if you want to think of them as equivalent to the powers and the
principalities, whatever. At some point God called them to account and found them
wanting and so abolished them, but up until that point there were other gods. So every
nation had their own gods and their own lands and so on.
Now Israel was special because Israel was the possession of the Lord, the high
God, the God of gods. And Israel was given a land that also was incidentally the
personal domain of the God of gods, the Lord. Now there’s no explanation why this
should be so; it just was. The Lord had a special land and he had a special people and
he gave the special people to the special land. The other people living there were
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interlopers; they didn’t belong there, nor did their culture belong there, nor did their
religion belong there, nor did their gods belong there, but there they were. And the great
problem was that the Israelites were attracted to these other cults, especially cults of
fertility, cults that promised prosperity. It’s very parallel to the gospel of prosperity we
hear today: if you believe in God, then you will be rich; if you believe in God, you will
prosper. Well, the prophet knew that wasn’t true. The prophet knew that very often
being faithful to God involves suffering, not prosperity. He himself was a great
example of that.
So this story is about the conflict between a people who should know better than to
follow the world, than to follow other cultures and other views and other faiths and other
religions. They should know the Lord. They should know the covenant. They should
hear the word of God coming from the prophet. They should be exemplary as
examples of justice. But they chose not to be. They wanted something else. They wanted
the allurements of the world, and this story is about that.
So as we think about our own day and our own times we might think: How are we led
astray from what we know is right? Even though what we know is right might cause
us to suffer, how are we tempted to forget about it and follow the ways of the world?
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Actively Engaged Serenely in Surrender The Most Sacred Heart of Jesus Friday,
June 15, 2012 8:15 AM Hos 11:1, 3-4, 8c-9; Eph 3:8-12, 14-19; Jn 19:31-37
(God working in our lives to bring us to his heart)

On this feast of the Sacred Heart, we read from St. Paul’s letter to the Ephesians, and
this last paragraph is extraordinary in its depth. I will re-read it in its totality. It’s actually
only one sentence.
“For this reason I kneel before the Father, from whom every family in heaven
and on earth is named, that he may grant you in accord with the riches of his glory
to be strengthened with power through his Spirit in the inner self, and that Christ
may dwell in your hearts through faith; that you, rooted and grounded in love, may
have strength to comprehend with all the holy ones what is the breath and length
and height and depth, and to know the love of Christ which surpasses knowledge, so
that you may be filled with all the fullness of God.”
That’s quite a desire. That is quite a prayer. Here he is contrasting knowing the love
of Christ with knowledge. He says, knowing the love of Christ surpasses knowledge.
That may seem maybe contradictory, but the knowledge he speaks of is really what the
Greeks call gnosis. It is a matter of expression; it is a matter of conception; it is a matter
of thought, but the knowledge of love is very different. Knowing love is not about
thought or about a concept or about even an idea; it’s something beyond that. It’s being
led in an enlightened way to comprehend what is incomprehensible, the mystery of
God, and not only the mystery of God, but the mystery of God’s love for us, which of
course is the mystery of God, but we wouldn’t know that if God hadn’t come to us,
poured himself into human flesh, and bled for us.
That’s the idea of the Sacred Heart. God’s Word poured itself into human life and
became flesh, lived and hungered and thirsted as we do, died as we do, and that death was
a pouring out of love. That is more than we do normally. His death was a gift; it wasn’t
the inevitable result of living. It was a gift; it was a sacrifice, and this love poured out
atones, purifies, rectifies, justifies, redeems, saves all life. From what? From futility, from
meaninglessness, from just existing. It gives purpose; it gives focus; it gives direction to
life, but it allows us to cooperate with it in a very free, gentle way. The Sacred Heart is
poured out in love and yet forces nothing, merely offers.
And we need to contrast this to knowledge because human beings are knowing
beings and they always want to know everything, and by knowing, controlling.
What’s the purpose of science? Actually it’s to control our environment, our world, our
planet, everything. To control it and to use it for our sake, for our good: that’s the goal of
science, actually. Some might be very idealistic and say the goal of science is pure
knowledge, but not really. The goal of science is to utilize knowledge for technology,
and technology for whatever we want, which is usually our own comfort, our power
over nature.

Actively Engaged Serenely in Surrender

That kind of knowledge has nothing to do with faith, the faith we speak of in the
gospel, which is trust, not control. It’s surrendering control for something higher,
trusting in God and in God’s purposes, and even, yes, trusting in God’s creation,
which is sometimes very difficult. It seems as if the creation lets us down sometimes. But
the gospel says even in death we are not really let down. So what might seem like a
letdown is just part of a process that is actually reliable. We can live with serenity if we
have this surrender, if we are willing to let God be God, if we are willing to let the Lord
be the Lord, then our lives can be serene which does not mean passive.
We are still called to be actively engaged in doing God’s will. Since we have been
justified, according to St. Paul, we’ve been justified by Christ; that means we’ve been put
right by Christ. We’ve been put in the right relation to God by Christ. Then we should
live a new life and it will be different from the life of people around us who are not
justified, who are all centered on themselves and what they want or what they think they
are entitled to or pursuing whatever, apart from God. Being justified, we don’t have that
life anymore. We have a different life. We have a life hidden in God, one in which we
have to work, however, because “my yoke is easy, my burden is light,” but it is still a
yoke and it is still a burden, and we still have to do something, but we can do it quietly,
serenely, peacefully. We work only while the light lasts and then we let go.
So God does want something from us, but really only our hearts, just our trust,
just our willingness—that’s all. And then through that he can do all kinds of miracles if
he chooses to; he may not. The danger is we may want something very much, as if it were
for God, but really it isn’t, it’s for ourselves; that’s why God often doesn’t work miracles.
But one way or the other it’s all God working in our lives to bring us to some place,
some home, which is his heart. Jesus bleeds with his human heart to bring us into the
heart of the Father. That’s the plan; that’s the goal, and it can be done. In fact, it has been
done in Christ. We merely need to follow up on what he has started.
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Solitude and Support
Eleventh Sunday in Ordinary Time/B June 17, 2012
10:45 AM Ez 17:22-24; 2 Cor 5:6-10; Mk 4:26-34 (Take no vacation from the
Lord.)

“Yet we are courageous, and we would rather leave the body and go home to the
Lord.”
St. Paul in this particular letter is being very provocative. He is talking frankly about a
desire for death, a desire that many people would consider rather odd, very peculiar.
People don’t desire death unless they are really miserable, suffering from some terrible
illness or depressed or something else, but he wasn’t. He was not ill; he wasn’t
depressed, and yet he talks about desiring “to go home to the Lord.”
We know that life can be enjoyable and we desire to enjoy it, and we don’t quite know
for sure what is going to happen when we die, so most of us would prefer to live just as
long as possible, and then deal with the inevitable when we have to, cross that bridge
when we come to it, so to speak. So Paul strikes us when we listen to it and really think
about it as a little peculiar
But we have to realize that Paul believes, because he walks by faith, not by sight, he
believes not in the world around him. He recognizes that to live by faith you cannot be
mesmerized and hypnotized by the world. You have to live in a sense independent of it
and realize it cannot give you real happiness, maybe a little pleasure now and then, but
not real happiness, not deep contentment, at least not for a person whose soul has been
awakened by the Spirit. It’s simply not possible. So he wants to go on to be with the
Lord.
And yet at the same time he expresses a dilemma because he knows that he is called
to service, to ministry, in this world right now. And so he dare not wish too much to go
because he is not finished with the work. I believe this dilemma marks every Christian
that thinks about it very long. We have been called to service. We have been called to
do something and it isn’t finished. Paul is expressing the fact that he personally was
driven, compelled, to even put himself in harm’s way in order to do God’s will, in order
to spread the gospel of Jesus Christ. He believed it was all worth it because he believed
that God rewards the good and punishes the evil. He believes in a recompense that
meets everybody determined by how he or she lives this life here and now. Is it really
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for the Lord or for oneself? Everything we do just for ourselves is wasted; what we do
for the Lord we can take with us.
So Paul became for all times an image, a model, of heroic and courageous goodness.
And in one way or another I believe each of us is called to that same model. We are all
called to be courageous. We are all called in some way to be heroic. Nobody is called
to mediocrity, and nobody has to be mediocre. Further, this willingness that he and many
other early Christians, early apostles and evangelists, express, his willingness to either die
for the Lord or to live for the Lord, this was a very powerful, attractive force for a world
that was in chaos, a world that didn’t really have any clear reason for living. This
brought people to God, this heroic, courageous goodness, this willingness to die or
live according to the will of God.
Today, no less, our lives call for courage. And we might forget this. We might think
perhaps because we have been hypnotized by our society, mesmerized by the world
around us, maybe we think life is supposed to be easy, or if not easy, at least predicable
and controllable. And that is wrong; it isn’t designed that way. Life is not supposed to
be easy. It’s not supposed to be comfortable. It’s not supposed to be controllable. And
yet we still strive to do that because that’s also our role: to improve life as much as
possible, to eliminate disease, to improve human conditions, the conditions where people
live, so everyone has clean water, everyone has food, everyone has a house to live in, a
place to be, hopefully air-conditioned. So that’s all good—that’s all good, but it’s not the
end; it’s not the goal of life. The goal of life lies a little bit beyond our vision, and we
have to keep reminding ourselves of that: keep looking beyond your vision.
So life is meant to be a challenge, and it’s meant to be a proving ground because we
are free to do as we please. And do we please to please God, or do we please to
please ourselves, or do we please to please somebody else? Many people have lost
their way in life because they want to please somebody else—a tragic mistake. Nobody is
put on this earth to please anybody, but God. So the question we might raise: How high
will we aspire? What are we willing to sacrifice for something better than we
already know? And whether we actually ask these questions in so many words in our
mind, we actually answer them every day by what we choose.
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We have to acknowledge that in our very confused world it’s easy to lose the way
just because of being overwhelmed by what goes on. Was life always so
overwhelming? Yes, but nobody knew about it because they didn’t have a television or a
radio or any of these smartphones or whatever it is that they learn about the global
conflicts, confusions, disasters, and crises. And these all mount up in our minds and they
can overwhelm us. That is why we really have to remember always to seek time away
from the grind of daily life.
To live by faith and not by sight we need two things. Number one, we need
solitude, some solitude in our lives, some time to be with the Lord, with the Lord
with his word or with prayer. And the second thing we need: we need the support of
other people who believe what we believe, who share our values, who also want to live
by faith and not by sight. That’s why we have a Christian community. And we really do
need each other, and everyone needs you—everyone needs you. We have to be here for
each other as well as they have to be here for us. Sometimes we forget that. We take it
for granted.
Yesterday, by way of example, we had a wonderful Mass here where the bishop came
with all the prayer groups of the diocese. And it was very lovely, but a lot of work to put
together. The music was marvelous, but it took a lot of people to get it together and they
had to train and they had to practice. And then there was a nice reception and the food
had to be prepared, and it was a lot of work. So one man comes up to me and says, “We
should do this more often!” And I felt like saying, “We?”
So the question is: Will this summer be a time of growth in Christ, or will we try
to put our spirit on hold, as if it will last just fine until fall? A lot of people do that.
You know from reading the bulletin and perhaps the papers, our bishops have asked us
to pray this June and up till the Fourth of July for the protection of religious liberty
in our country that we will continue to have this great freedom to worship and to live
our life according to faith, not by sight. And that’s important, and I encourage you to do
that as well. But also I encourage you to pray for the courage to live out faith in every
day of your summer, and to take no vacation from the Lord.

Solitude and Support
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Uproot Evil through Love
Eleventh Week in Ordinary Time
Monday,
June 18, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Kgs 21:1-16; Mt 5:38-42 (Evil is spiritual founded on a
lie that any part of God’s creation can live and move and be independent of its Creator.

“But I say to you, offer no resistance to one who is evil.”
The Christian Church has made a great accomplishment in the harmonizing of the
gospel teachings with common sense, reason, and such perennial philosophies as natural
law.
However, this harmony is not exactly perfect because there are times when Jesus
really assaults reason and common sense and human instinct and requires
something that goes totally against nature and natural law. And these moments are
not incidental; they are central to his very idea. It is not a new idea that we are living in
the midst of a spiritual battle between good and evil. Everyone knows that—or not
everyone, but many. Many religions have noticed this. Many philosophies have noticed
this. But usually we have a way of identifying good and evil: good with ourselves, evil
with our opponents. We have developed qualities that we can describe what is good as
opposed to what is evil.
But Jesus warns us about this easy logic. The real problem is that if we resist those
who are evil, we will be contaminated with that very evil through the resistance. You
could say, if you want to use an image, evil is like tar. Well, you can’t fight tar without
getting tar all over you. You can’t fight evil without evil getting all over you, and
worse, getting inside you, because fighting evil creates the kinds of violent emotions
and malevolence that is the origin of evil.
The Letter to the Ephesians has a very similar note. There in Chapter 6 it says our
contest is not against flesh and blood but against the powers, the principalities, and the
thrones. Now most people don’t understand what that means. What it means is that what
is really evil is of a spiritual nature. It’s not of a physical nature. So it’s wrong to
identify evil with physical beings. Physical beings might be involved in the evil, but the
evil isn’t in the physical being itself. It’s the spiritual component that that being has
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chosen to ally with. And that spiritual component cannot be overcome with guns or
clubs or swords or bombs. In fact, the evil spirit is invincible. So trying to conquer it is
the stupidest thing anyone could do—utterly foolish, destined for failure.
So what is Jesus’ plan? His plan is to uproot the source of evil in the hearts of
human beings through love, the love of his own self-sacrifice, the love that he
embodied on the Cross, the love that pours out like water and blood from his side that is
in fact the origin of our sacraments. That is the love that Jesus intends to defeat evil,
and there is nothing else. No force, no energy, no material thing can really fight evil
because evil isn’t physical. Evil is spiritual. And it is founded on what is in fact a lie:
the capacity of any part of God’s creation to live and to move and to be independent
of its Creator.
That of course is the lie we could call pride, but it’s a very powerful lie. And it has
spread its tentacles throughout all human cultures, so that this idea that we can really
do as we please with no consequences, or control our lives and our futures and our world
and make everything pleasing to ourselves, that lie has spread and has covered most of
the earth. But it is a lie. It will not make anyone free. It will only enslave them and
keep them in everlasting bondage. The only thing that will free us is the truth. And
the only way we can live the truth is in love. And love cannot be violent. Love cannot
even really be a force in the physical sense in our world.
So until Jesus’ disciples really figure out what this is about and really live it and
embody it, his work will be to some degree suspended.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Created to be Just Like God
Eleventh Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
June 19, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Kgs 21:17-29; Mt 5:43-48 (St. Romuald, abbot) (The
potential for human nature to love enemies)

“So be perfect, just as your heavenly Father is perfect.”
Now we have to analyze what situation Jesus sees, meets, when he goes about his
homeland: Judea, Galilee. Are there devout Jews? Of course. His mother was one. His
foster father was. Many members of his family were devout Jews. Many of the teachers
of the Law were men of great nobility and honor and holiness. However, they were the
minority and they were a small minority. The vast majority of the people were really
not godly. Even if they made some attempt to follow the Law or to avoid the worst
aspects of the Law, they weren’t really very godly.
So what’s the solution? Make things easier? Dilute the principles of the Torah? No.
Jesus doesn’t make anything easier. He doesn’t dilute anything. He makes things even
more difficult. He raises the bar even higher than the Torah. He says, “Be perfect as your
Father is perfect.” Now it did say in the Old Testament: “Be holy for I, the Lord, your
God, am holy.” But no one ever said “be perfect as the heavenly Father is perfect,” as far
as I know. The highest possible bar—to be like God—but how can this be? The vast
majority of people can’t even follow the Torah, much less be holy as God is holy, or “as
perfect as the Father is perfect,” or as “compassionate as the Father is compassionate,” as
is the actual expression in Luke. So what’s going on here?
The bottom line, which a lot of people don’t like to talk about very much, is that for
the most part people are not that good because most people are egocentric, selfcentered. And if people are self-centered, they cannot really live a godly life. Ultimately,
self-centered people are really all about the physical world, and God is not physical. Selfcentered people are really about the body and its needs and its wants. And that’s not
what God is about at all. So Jesus is indicating here—as in many, many places—that for
us to really be godly we have to really undergo a radical conversion. Life cannot be
about me, or my needs, or my wants, or my body, or my physical condition. It’s got to be
about something else.
It’s really got to be about God, what God is like, and how I am like God or
created to be like God, and can be if I choose that path. And so Jesus picks some of
the most difficult things to say: “I say, love your enemies.” Well, everyone loves their
friends. Loving friends is no big deal. The bar that Jesus sets is to love our enemies, to
pray for those who have persecuted us. Well, most people hate those who persecute
them. You might say that’s natural. So Jesus is saying what’s natural is not what’s good.
And if I daresay, for the most part institutional Christianity has not always been very
clear about this. We as an institution have been very tolerant of human nature. In one
sense, you might say, well, naturally.
But Jesus is saying, no, you have to realize there is a potential in human nature that
you are not even seeing. You have been created to be just like God. You have the
Created to be Just Like God

power to love your enemies. You have the power to be the point of origin of love. Not
love as a response to other love, but you are capable of originating love. In the midst of
persecution and hostility, you can do that. Why? Because you are made in the image
and likeness of God. So as we understand we are called to witness to Christ, we have to
understand that a true witness to Christ has to be a witness to this very great
possibility: that we really follow God, that we imitate God, that we model our lives
on God—nothing less.
And, yes, we have to tolerate weaknesses both in ourselves and in others. We have
to tolerate all kinds of failure. But let’s not forget what the goal is. We can—and the
awareness of the Church as a whole, meaning all of its people put together, often does
forget this gospel or thinks this gospel is some unrealizable ideal. It’s not
unrealizable. Many people lay aside the gospel. They decide not to practice religion any
more, maybe for a good reason. Maybe they sense they are practicing religion and not
getting anywhere. Jesus didn’t say be religious as your Father is religious. He said, “Be
perfect as your Father is perfect.” Some people say, “Well, I’m not religious, but I’m
spiritual.” That’s not what Jesus said either. He didn’t say be spiritual as your Father is
spiritual. He said, “Be perfect as your Father is perfect. Be as compassionate as your
Father is compassionate,” or “be holy as your Father is holy.” That’s the goal, and it
can be done because God’s grace is available.
But let’s not mistake anything about this. This is not an easy thing. In fact, from the
standpoint of nature it’s impossible. It requires the invasion of, if I dare use that word,
the supernatural into our bodies, our minds, and our souls, and therefore the
transformation of all things. That’s what really Jesus is talking about. Will this ever
take hold of the whole human race? I do not know. But this is God’s plan and there is
no Plan B. This is it.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Good Works to Please God
Eleventh Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday,
June 20, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Kgs 2:1, 6-14; Mt 6:1-6, 16-18 (We have an
individuality, an essence, that really derives from the mind of God.)

“And your Father who sees what is hidden will repay you.”
It’s clear from this particular teaching that Jesus is giving to his disciples, mind you,
not the crowds but the disciples, that God rewards those who serve him. However,
there’s a very important distinction here. The distinction is this, that those who serve
God really only serve God when they are really serving God pure and simple, and
not when they are looking for any kind of appreciation or admiration or honor. The word
“hypocrite” in Greek means “actor.” In English it has a different connotation today, but
this word means actor. “When you fast, do not look gloomy like the actors,” as if it’s a
role they are playing.
Now it’s possible that we play roles in life, sometimes important ones. For example, to
an extent being a mother is playing a role; to an extent being a father is playing a role, or
being a banker or being a baker. These are roles and it’s important that we play them
and play them well. But ultimately who are we? We are not mothers. That’s not the
identity of anyone. That’s a vocation. That’s a role to play, but it’s not one’s identity.
One’s identity is not being a father. One’s identity is not being a baker. One’s identity is
not being a businessman or a salesman or a seamstress. Those are not identities. Those
are merely jobs, roles, vocations, avocations, whatever you will.
But what we are in the sight of God is something else. Number one, we are created
with a name. God knows us by name. We don’t know what that is, but God calls each by
name. We have an individuality, an essence, that really derives from the mind of
God. It does not come from our parents. Our parents give us their genes. We are
physically like them. But there is something else that is part of our makeup, an essential
component that cannot come from our parents. Our souls do not come from our parents;
they cannot produce our souls. That’s something else. How it works is an utter mystery;
no one can figure it out, but it’s an essential component to any spiritual teaching.

Good Works to Please God

Now today people say, “I’m not religious, but I’m spiritual.” Well, I hope they mean
that they really understand that they have a spiritual essence from God which they
must now develop for God, because if that’s not what they understand, then their being
spiritual is probably worthless. As you see from this, being religious may or may not be
good. Being religious in such a way that one gets all kinds of praise and support and
recognition, that’s useless according to this. But to be religious in a secret kind of way
where no one sees but God who is hidden, that kind of being religious is very
worthwhile according to Christ. That kind of being religious is being spiritual. I
imagine a lot of people who think they are spiritual are simply full of good intentions,
and that’s about it. This is not about good intentions; this is about good performance,
but one that only God sees, and I would say an essential characteristic of the teachings
of Jesus Christ, as far as I know, no one else. So as we think about what we do for God,
we have to keep in mind we are really doing it for God.
Now Jesus did say at one time that you should perform good works so that people may
praise God. That’s a little different. That’s the idea of being a witness. Here he is not
talking about being a witness. Here he is talking about what we do and why we do it
and how we do it when we claim to be serving God. And what he is warning us about
is the great temptation to allow good works to become the source of pride. That is not
what we do good works for, to build up our own self-esteem. No, we do good works to
please God. And ultimately, according to this, one cannot please God and please oneself
at the same time.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Recognize and Regain the Light
Eleventh Week in Ordinary Time
Friday,
June 22, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Kgs 11:1-4, 9-18, 20; Mt 6:19-23 (St. Paulinus of Nola,
bishop; St. John Fisher, bishop and martyr; St. Thomas More, martyr) (Truth and
knowledge which transcends human judgment)

“And if the light in you is darkness, how great will the darkness be.”
This is a cryptic statement, question. If the light within us is darkness, then what
hope do we have? The answer is there isn’t any. There is no more hope for those who
are inwardly in darkness than there is for a person who is blind to be able to see; it’s
simply impossible.
Now today we celebrate the memorial of John Fisher and Thomas More, and both of
these men were men who carried light inside them. They realized that there is a right;
there is a truth, that is beyond human creation that requires surrender, obedience,
recognition, loyalty.
Now oddly, when Thomas Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence he also
recognized such truth. He said that there were certain inalienable rights given by the
Creator. These rights are rooted in something beyond human volition. And yet, sadly,
when the Constitution of our country was written there was no such mention; and so
constitutional law in our nation is really based upon the will of people. And the
argument is, well, should it be the judges of the Supreme Court or should it be the
legislators that decide. Well, actually both are very fallible, and there has to be a third
source of truth and knowledge which transcends human judgment, which human
judgment simply serves and acknowledges and respects and obeys.
So in regard to the great questions of modern-day constitutional law, the answer is
neither/nor. Neither the decision of the legistator nor the court, but rather something else;
something higher is needed if we are ever to be guided by the truth, if we are to be light
for the nations. And that is what, of course, we are called to be. “And if the light in you is
darkness, how great will the darkness be.”

Recognize and Regain the Light

Unfortunately, the light in many is darkness. They are aware of absolutely nothing but
themselves and what they want and what they see. And they believe that their rights are
not in any way balanced by any kind of obligation, which is the essence of the idea of
covenant. Covenant is all about obligation. God calls people into a certain alliance, a
certain relationship, but imposes on them a certain obligation to live righteously, to live
justly. This is not a frivolous sort of thing that could be dismissed.
The key to understanding modern culture, of course, is the idea of autonomy: every
single person is autonomous. Well, that is not really God’s design; we cannot be
autonomous. Think of the idea of the body that St. Paul talks about, or think of the vine
that St. John talks about. There is no autonomy on a vine. A branch cannot be
autonomous. The limb of a body cannot be autonomous. Human life cannot thrive in
autonomy. Autonomy is a false goal and it’s corrupting our entire society.
And, by the way, it is driven above all by sexual liberation: the idea that people
owe nothing to their sexual partners. They can hook up for however long they want,
cohabit for however long they want; they owe nothing. There is no obligation involved.
And even when we have state sanctioned marriage, that’s subject to no-fault divorce. In
other words, there is no such thing as real marriage recognized in our society. No-fault
divorce abolishes marriage as a commitment. Now individuals may still be committed,
but they are not going to get any support from their society. This is a sad state of affairs,
and it is the state of affairs today, not only here, but more or less everywhere.
Of course the original notion of autonomy was freedom from the interference and
control of government, not from God, nature or the rest of society. Paradoxically, you
may observe, the more autonomous our citizens get from God, nature and the rest of
society, the more dependent they become on the government.
So we have a great job to do. We have to regain the light and we have to shine the
light. “And if the light in you is darkness, how great will the darkness be.” Indeed!
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
God Wills Life and Health Thirteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B July 1, 2012
10:45 AM Wis 1:13-15, 2:23-24; 2 Cor 8:7, 9, 13-15; Mk 5:21-43 (Life is a gift
which must be respected and promoted and protected. Our vocation to be a blessing to all
our neighbors)

All three readings in this morning’s liturgy focus on the good news in a very specific
way. The Book of Wisdom and the gospel express boldly the belief that God wills good
health for people, good health and life for people. This is not obvious. St. Paul says,
“We walk by faith, not by sight,” which means we walk by perceptions that are not
obvious. They are gifts from God. They are the fruit of God’s own disclosing himself
to us, opening himself to us. So the Book of Wisdom clearly says neither illness nor
death are sent by God, nor are they definitive or permanent conditions. It’s very
important to know that. But because these beliefs, these perceptions, are not obvious
they are invitations to ridicule and mockery, and that’s what Jesus experienced in the
house of Jairus, mockery. He said she is not really dead. Of course she was dead by
normal measures. But he was saying death is not permanent.
Now we have to be clear about this, that only human beings really experience death.
The experience of death is purely human. A mosquito might die in the way you use the
word, but a mosquito doesn’t experience death. We experience death; we experience
illness, because we are aware of what happens to us. And we are aware of what
happens to us because we are the image and likeness of God.
Now some wonder whether those who are really full of God actually experience death
at all, but simply experience a transition to another level of life. I don’t know. But I did
meet a man who had died three times according to clinical standards. The first time it was
a horrible experience. He experienced something horrible. Now some people die and
come back to life and experience nothing; they just lose time, but this man experienced
something horrible. He saw his whole life as a complete waste, and he saw nothing but
blackness, so he changed his life. Then he experienced this again—death. And, again, he
was brought back to life. This time, however, his experience was very beautiful. He
described it as indescribable music and light—whatever that’s supposed to mean, I don’t
know. The third time he died and was brought back to life, he was actually angry at being
brought back to life; it was such a wonderful experience, and he couldn’t wait to return to
that. So he gave orders to his doctors never to revive him again. Next time they didn’t,
and I don’t know the rest.
But we can say this, that a real believer does not experience death as a final end, even
if, as is often the case, there might be a lot of suffering up to the point of death. Believers
are not exempt from suffering or pain anymore than Christ was. But they are
exempt from despair, if they are believers. Hope is the first gift given to those who
believe, according to St. Paul.
Now speaking of St. Paul, the second reading was from St. Paul or his school, and it
added poverty to the things God does not want for people. God does not will his people
to be poor. Now this for many people is even harder to believe than God doesn’t will
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sickness or death. In fact, we would have to say, sadly, many people do not believe this,
but it is an affirmation of St. Paul. And it is an affirmation the Church has always
affirmed over the millennia. We have always taught that God’s will toward us is
positive. But there is a catch, because we are made in the image and likeness of God and
because God shares his creative powers with us, we have a responsibility to work to
alleviate suffering, poverty, and untimely deaths. It’s not something God is going to
do without us. It’s our work.
For this reason the Church has supported the idea of universal health care. Why?
Well, it’s not right that some people should not have health care. Health care is what God
wants for people, wills for people. In that regard, the Church has operated over the
centuries countless religious communities, hospitals, and clinics all of which have
contributed to the health of nations, even though often taken for granted, but
contributed to the health of nations.
However, in regard to this ministry the Church has also perceived health and
health care as a service to life, not mastery over life—and there is a big difference:
service to life, not mastery over life! And for this reason our bishops have not
supported all the aspects of the current health care overhaul, so to speak. It is very
important that all of you become very informed on all the topics related to this, not
to react with your first impression.
There are conflicts in our world. To put things simply, many conflicts have arisen in
our time because of seriously differing points of view about what life is in the first
place. What is life? The traditional Christian view is that life is a gift which must be
respected and promoted and protected. Physical life is only one component of the
human person’s whole being. But to many today the physical life is the whole human
reality. They walk by sight, not by faith—many today. If an infant in the womb is
inconvenient, the desires of adults trump her right to live. Why not? Life is only a
physical thing! If an adult’s life looks hopeless or if someone suffers from an incurable
condition, then life can have no meaning; it should be ended. Why not? It’s just a
physical thing! Ultimately, these issues and questions cannot be settled by the
government. They have to be settled by the citizens.
Speaking of citizens, when Thomas Jefferson penned the Declaration of
Independence, whose anniversary we celebrate this Wednesday, he expressed a belief in
inalienable rights. Inalienable rights mean rights that are rooted in something beyond
human law, some higher power, the “Creator” he called him. But this belief is waning
today, even though you might not have noticed, because in a materialistic culture belief
in a Creator is not accepted. And we are becoming more and more materialistic.
Even more troubling is the sense I get that many Christians don’t seem to realize that
many beliefs and practices of modern people really rest on or presume atheism, in
other words, a universe with no creator that just happens by chance. We all need to
recognize that our beliefs about God or no God color everything else.
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And so we need to think logically, consistently, and faithfully about all issues
concerned with life, health, and wealth. Is it a Christian attitude to want to accumulate
wealth with no end? That is a question you should ask yourself, otherwise we will
end up affirming mutually contradictory values and not be a witness to the gospel of
Jesus Christ.
We also need to radiate a certain confidence in God’s care and guidance and lead
others to the good news so that we can fulfill the vocation shared by all of
Abraham’s children: to be a blessing to all our neighbors. That’s actually very simple,
but not so easy. That is what God originally called Abraham to be: a blessing to all his
neighbors. And we can be that. But we need to continue to pray for our country and
our elected officials that they may preserve the heritage we have received.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Ideals of Inalienable Rights Independence Day The Fourth of July Wednesday,
July 4, 2012 8:15 AM Jas 3:13-18; Mt 5:38-48 (God’s will for us is to recognize
we all have power and we all need to exercise it.)

Today we gather to pray for our country on the birthday of the idea, of the signing of
the idea, of independence.
Now in a very peculiar way the whole Declaration of Independence was something
of a mixed blessing. First of all, on the one hand, the author, Thomas Jefferson, certainly
acknowledged the Creator as the source of inalienable rights; that means beyond
human control, transcendent. And that is something that we need to keep in mind. It
was also the basis of Abraham Lincoln’s freeing of all the slaves. He did that not by any
executive power, any law that was passed. He did that based on the idea of inalienable
rights. But the history of inalienable rights has not always been too shining in our
country. Even by the time the Constitution was introduced and accepted by the states, the
whole idea had been forgotten, or at least left out. There is not one mention of
inalienable rights in the Constitution. All the rights are there because the people
want them, not because they are by divine decree. So all the way back to 1789 there
were problems.
Even earlier than that there were problems. For example, I don’t know if you realize
this, but one of the fundamental motivations for the Declaration of Independence, not of
Thomas Jefferson or the so-called deists, Masons, who were very prominent at that time,
like George Washington, but from others, one of the basic motivations was that the king
of England had betrayed his oath when he was brought into power, when he was crowned
King of England, the oath to oppose the Catholic Church. He failed to do that by allowing
Catholics to celebrate Mass in Quebec. And that was the motivation of many to oppose
the king of England because he was not faithfully anti-Catholic. In fact, the only
reason there were any Catholics in the thirteen colonies was because of the very tolerant
Friends, Quakers. They were the ones who made peace with and welcomed Catholics to
Philadelphia. And there, of course, in Philadelphia was John Carroll, who was able to
sign the Declaration of Independence—the Catholic. That’s something of a coincidence.
If the Declaration of Independence had been signed in some other city, there would
not have been a Catholic representative. And so it goes.

Ideals of Inalienable Rights

The whole history of the United States has been a mixed bag: a lot of good but not
always good, good mixed with evil; fighting for freedom but not always giving freedom.
The first victims, of course, were the native American Indians; some wars were fought
with dignity, others with shame, sometimes protecting, sometimes oppressing.
This just accentuates the fact that our work, the work of Christians in general and
the work of Americans who are dedicated to the ideas of the Declaration of
Independence, that work is not over. It’s an ongoing project to bring God’s peace and
God’s justice to the world, to use the means God has given us, not the means we
might make up for ourselves, which means not force and not violence, but something
else. And our better leaders have noted this and recognized it and promoted it, although
we haven’t always had good leaders—true. Some of our leaders have been nothing but
cowards. Some of our leaders now are cowards.
But we do have certain ideals, and those ideals are a magnet to the world. In spite
of many unfortunate situations, some of which perhaps our government caused, some of
which were not avoidable, America is not the well-loved country it once was, but
nonetheless the ideals still shine. What is needed is that all the citizens have to wake
up to their responsibility. Much blood has been spent defending our country, and yet
now from within, the citizens themselves seem to be giving up on the very principles
that once we built our freedom upon, in a way, dishonoring all the dead.
So freedom has to be a freedom to do what is right: a freedom to worship God, a
freedom to do every good thing, to build wealth and to share wealth, to be a source of
justice, not to work in any sort of narrow, nationalistic way, not to lord it over others—
that is always the temptation of those who have power. And for those who don’t have
power, the temptation is to sit back and feel victimized and pretend that we can’t do
anything. This is not God’s will for us. God’s will for us is to recognize we all have
power and we all need to exercise it, not in a partisan way, but in a political way,
bringing goodness into both parties, into all parties and into all situations, and
speaking out always for what is right and for what is true.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
God’s Love Being Rejected Fourteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B July 8, 2012
9:00 AM Ez 2:2-5; 2 Cor 12:7-10; Mk 6:1-6 (Human beings are relational; if
there is no receptivity, the dialogue stops.)

“He was amazed at their lack of faith.”
Today Mark tells us a story about the early beginnings of Jesus’ mission and public
life, and it’s a very important story. At first people are very impressed by what Jesus
says and what he does, and then incredulity and even offense sets in. Apparently the
problem is that he was well-known; his family, his relatives were well-known in that part,
but what he was saying was unknown, unheard of, and they couldn’t account for the
discrepancy. This leads Jesus to quote: “A prophet is not without honor except in his
native place.”
But the question might be: Why did Mark bring this story to our attention? It’s a
little embarrassing. Jesus is shown to be unable to fulfill his mission. But it’s very
important that we find out why. What it is saying is that there is something
proportionate between Jesus’ ability to do his work, preach his gospel, perform his
mighty deeds, and people’s receptivity. He didn’t feel any reception; he didn’t feel any
trust in the crowd.
John’s Gospel rightly begins with the proclamation that the Word became flesh and
this flesh has dwelt among us, and that is the beginning of the whole Gospel of Signs,
meaning that by looking at what Jesus does we can actually understand God’s
purposes and intent, which we cannot understand by just looking at life. Looking at life
will get us nowhere in regard to what does God really intend, but looking at Jesus does.
But now Mark adds a caution, yes, but! When Jesus preaches or when he touches
people this is an invitation to respond; it’s opening up a dialogue, but if there is no
answer, if there is no receptivity, the dialogue stops.
People have wondered over the ages why miracles only occur at certain times and
places. This gives an answer. People’s willingness to respond to God has a lot to do with
the results. Jesus was able to work miraculous cures only where there was a trusting,
believing reception, and this means of him, not just a belief in miracles in general, but a
reception of him. This is the meaning of the Incarnation: God became human.
Human beings have feelings. Human beings are relational.
God’s Love Being Rejected

We might also note that the word in Greek for “lack of faith,” apistis, really doesn’t
mean the absence of something. It really means a “deliberate skepticism and
disbelief”—a better word—therefore a personal disbelief of Jesus himself. So if God is
embodied in Christ and Christ is human, then his human reactions are part of the mix,
pro and con. And here we see Jesus finds himself helpless in the face of people’s
rejection; he even found their disturbing and distressing rejection unbelievable, but there
it was.
What does this have to do with us? Well, I think a great deal. Negative attitudes
towards Jesus are really the same thing as negative attitudes toward other people
because we are all one in the body of Christ. Thus we find ourselves, the Church,
working against the well-being of the whole by critical and judgmental attitudes we
level against each other. And then we wonder why there aren’t more miracles, why
people aren’t healthier, holier, happier. If there is one thing we all have to sacrifice and
give up if we want God’s will for us, God’s happiness for us, God’s love for us, it is
our negativity, or another way of putting that, our smallness. And yet I find that this is
often the most prized possession people cling to.
In this story Jesus’ neighbors are acting just as people do, as we all have from time to
time. But without realizing it they were really rejecting the very power that would allow
them to thrive, that would lift up their spirits, that would renew them with a sense of life.
And Jesus was powerless in the face of this smallness. Human freedom does allow
pettiness, and I believe that every evil is rooted ultimately in pettiness. Every deadly sin
is a form of pettiness. It’s preferring the small to the big picture. It’s the little will of self
against the grand will of God, the little love of self versus the great love which is
infinite.
So we see that Mark intends us to understand that even at the very beginning of Jesus’
ministry the drama of the Cross is already beginning; the love of God is being
rejected. Now this drama goes on, and you will all decide how it turns out in your own
lives.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Knowing Mercy and Compassion Fourteenth Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
July 9, 2012
8:15 AM Hos 2:16, 17c-18, 21-22;
Ps 145:2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9;
Mt 9:18-26 (St. Augustine Zhao Rong and his companions) (Four ways according to
Simone Weil)
“I will espouse you to me forever: I will espouse you in right and in justice, in
love and in mercy; I will espouse you in fidelity, and you shall know the Lord.”
The prophet Hosea focuses on this intimate love that God desires with his people, a
knowledge of fidelity and mercy and love and right and justice. Now the sad thing is
most people in the world, on the whole, don’t know about this. They don’t know about
love and justice; they don’t know about mercy. And how would they know? It’s not
obvious. You don’t learn about it on the evening news. You don’t learn about it by
reading the newspapers or walking the streets or going to work. And I must say, sadly,
that even in many of our homes one would never catch on.
Simone Weil says there are four reasons or ways of knowing that there is mercy and
compassion here below. The first is an experience of God. But she would admit that
that is not necessarily a universal experience that everyone has an experience of God.
Everyone doesn’t. That is one of the great problems. Why doesn’t everyone? No one
knows. St. Paul himself wondered about this. Why didn’t God give an experience to all
the other rabbis as he had? Nobody knows.
But there’s another way of knowing, Simone Weil says. That is by the radiance and
the compassion that those who know God radiate, give off, show forth. That’s a way
of knowing that there is mercy and compassion here below. Think of Mother Teresa of
Calcutta as a major example, but there are many minor ones. You’ve met them yourself.
You might be one.
There’s a third reason, or a way of knowing that there is mercy and compassion here
below. She says the beauty of the world, the beauty of the world really does speak to
the soul, not necessarily to the mind. The mind can trick itself into thinking that it’s all a
matter of coincidence. It’s just light refracting or reflecting, or it’s just the earth heaving,
or it’s just the water shimmering, or whatever. But the soul knows, or can know, through
the beauty of creation the reality of God, and along with the reality of God, the love of
God, the justice of God, the compassion of God.
Knowing Mercy and Compassion

The fourth way, she says, we know that there’s mercy and compassion here below is
there is no mercy and compassion here below. This puzzles some people. What does
she mean? She means that in spite of the first three, we see there is a relentless almost
cruelty in nature. Everybody suffers. The good, the bad, the indifferent, the grand, and
the mean all suffer. Cancer can attack anybody. The holiest person on earth could get
cancer. This is not to say prayer is useless, not at all, but it can happen. The worst
tragedies can strike the most outstanding families. And sometimes the weakest people of
all can be utterly crushed by just the circumstances of life. And that’s the way it is. And
yet for anyone who really feels deeply, anyone who feels deeply, knows that there’s
something wrong with this picture. It can’t be the whole picture. And that itself is
already an indication of God. It’s God pulling us beyond the daily grind, the evidence
of the senses, to something more.
Nonetheless, the senses can captivate us, and often do. And in fact, we can become
easily addicted to the senses, to their imprisoning of our souls and their allurements and
their blandishments. So we have to be aware. Every day we have to make an effort to
break away from what it wants, what the world is telling us, what life indicates, and find
something else. “The Lord is gracious and merciful. The Lord is slow to anger and of
great kindness. The Lord is good to all,” and we have to learn how, “and
compassionate toward all his works,” regardless of appearances.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Harvest and Laborers Fourteenth Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday, July 10, 2012
8:15 AM Hos 8:4-7, 11-13; Mt 9:32-38 (Anybody who wants the truth really is ripe
for the harvest.)

“Then he said to his disciples, ‘The harvest is abundant but the laborers are few;
so ask the master of the harvest to send out laborers for his harvest.’”
Now what’s the harvest? Normally a harvest is grain that’s ready for cutting. And yet,
oddly, this context in the gospel is not about fruit that’s ready to be harvested. It tells the
story of people who are bedraggled, who are troubled, who are abandoned. How is that
a harvest? Well, that’s something to puzzle about.
And it suggests that God’s way of dealing with people is to let them be on their own
until they get sick and tired of it. We think we know, and I am convinced that this is a
human trait. Whether a person is mentally well or mentally ill, or whether they’re really
wise or foolish, whether very intelligent or not so intelligent, we all have the same belief
that we know what we should do. We know what we want. We may not know how to
get it, but we know what we want, so we think.
But the truth of the matter is we don’t know. We don’t know what’s good for us. We
don’t know what we should want. We don’t even know for sure what we do want
because when we get what we do want, we don’t want it anymore, very often. It doesn’t
satisfy whatever it is it was supposed to satisfy. We keep hoping. We keep moving. We
keep getting something else, but we’re not satisfied.
And the reason, of course, is that we’re created for God. And this is a truth, it is such
a big truth, such a deeply profound truth, it simply doesn’t fit into our little minds. So
from early on, we start pretending. This happens from children on. They start
pretending that they are somebody, that we are somebody, that we have a life we know
all about. We can make up whatever we want. We can do whatever we want. We can play
whatever game we want, but ultimately this leads us astray. And we can become
alienated.
St. Paul says, “We live and move and have our being in God.” This is a profound
truth. Not only is God in us, which is one way of saying something, but more profoundly
we are in God. But if our thoughts, if our desires, if our actions aren’t in God, then
we’re alienating ourselves. We think we can do what we want or think what we want,
Harvest and Laborers

but we can’t without alienating ourselves from God. We have to think godly thoughts if
we want to be in communion with God and happy. And we have to do godly things. We
have to form godly desires. We can’t just have any desires or imagine that they’re just
given and there’s nothing we can do about it, or that the world knows something and we
should conform to that. Those ideas are terrible and they lead to this: people who are
distraught and “abandoned, like sheep without a shepherd.” That is describing the
whole human race.
And this, oddly, Jesus refers to as a harvest. Unlike a harvest, it’s not really ready for
anything except to fall down and in a sense go to seed. And yet in God’s way, since
people are so bedraggled and so in need, they apparently are just where God can get
them. Maybe they’ll surrender their hearts and minds to God. Maybe they’ll let God be
God, for a change. Maybe they’ll sense that their only meaning in life is in God. That,
anyway, is the hope. Send harvesters, laborers; send laborers. We’re supposed to pray
for that.
Who are the laborers? Well, anybody that knows the truth and can share the
truth can labor in this harvest. And so we’re all called to be that. Your coming here
today this morning was not an accident. You’re called to labor in the harvest. You’re
called to share the truth that God is the goal of life, to be in God.
Now this young boy we’re praying for, Mikey, he came to the conclusion after being
wracked with terrible pain from cancer. He says, “The only thing that matters in life is
loving and being loved.” His life is ripe for the harvest. Anybody who wants the truth
really is ripe for the harvest. Anybody who has no other truth, who has come to the end
of his or her rope, is ready for the harvest. And we have to find those people and be
laborers for the kingdom.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Ora et Labora Memorial of St. Benedict Wednesday, July 11, 2012 8:15 AM
Prv 2:1-9; Mt 19:27-29 (Balance between the needs of the individual and the needs
of the community)

Today we are celebrating the memorial of St. Benedict, who is a patron Europe.
According to historians, the second half of the first millennium is often called the “Dark
Ages,” and in many ways they were. Barbarians overran Europe destroying a great deal.
But the Dark Ages weren’t totally dark. There was a light here and there. One of the
great lights was Benedict himself and the community he founded.
Now Benedict didn’t start out to found a community. He was originally drawn to an
eremitical life. He lived by himself in a cave. Now hermits are really out of it, and
Benedict was no exception—he was out of it. One day the local parish priest invited him
to dinner, which he accepted. Well, this was a wonderful dinner, wonderful feast, so
Benedict asked the priest what the special occasion was. And the priest said, “You mean
you don’t know what today is?” And Benedict said, “No, what’s today?” And the priest
said, “It’s Easter.” Benedict didn’t even know it was Easter. That’s called “being out of
it.”
In time he realized that that was not the greatest way to serve God. And so he
started to join with others in what is called the coenobitic life, meaning that although
spending a great deal of time in solitude and prayer, nonetheless they would gather
together for food, for meals. Out of that came the idea of the monastery and of course his
famous statement, “Ora et labora,” the idea of everybody prays and everybody
works, and a pattern is established. And the welfare of each is important, but the welfare
of all is also important. So there is a perfect balance, or at least that’s the goal, a balance
between the needs of the individual and the needs of the community.
And for a good reason Benedict is called “patron of Europe.” You could say that the
monastic idea is a school of wisdom; it is a school of wisdom. It is a way of living. Now
much after Benedict, monasteries became so enormous they incorporated whole villages,
but the idea always was to balance the individual and the community.
Now this is something we don’t see today. The balance is gone. We have the right;
we have the left. Both sides are all about myself, the egoism, libertarianism or
liberalism. It doesn’t matter what you call it: left, right, it’s all egoism. It’s all about the

Ora et Labora

self being the center. But the self is not supposed to be the center. What’s supposed to
be the center of our lives is God. And egoism is nothing but the absence of God. It’s a
false god that has entered into the vacuum created by a loss of faith. It is sad to behold.
Now there are people still, like yourselves, who believe and who hold onto the faith
and who nurture the faith and who spread the faith to your own kin and to your own
neighbors and so on. But there are many people who are so weak that they don’t have
anything. For whatever reason, God visits some people with graces that he doesn’t
visit others in the sense of experiences. So some people have to see God through
others, or they can’t see God.
This was true of Thomas the twin. He couldn’t see God through others. Jesus gave
him, of course, his own personal appearance, but that doesn’t happen to everybody. So if
people can’t see God through others, if they can’t believe in what others say, they are in
trouble. Thomas was in trouble, and a lot of people are in trouble today because they
don’t believe the goodness of other people, the good news coming from other people.
They don’t see the results of grace in other people’s faces. And so what’s there to live
for? Nothing but oneself. And this is a great sadness.
Benedict’s whole idea is society has to be centered on God. Everybody has to
contribute something. Everyone has to work, but everyone has to pray too. The needs
of each member are very important, but there is also a need of the common, of the
community; that’s also very important. We could learn a lot from St. Benedict.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Enduring Power of Hatred
Fourteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Friday,
July 13, 2012 8:15 AM Hos 14:2-10; Mt 10:16-23 (St. Henry) (The faithful
have to be “shrewd as serpents and simple as doves.”)

“You will be hated by all because of my name.”
The good news does not always sound so good!
Today Jesus is giving his apostles firm notice that following him will entail a great
deal of suffering. And why? Because of the enduring power of hatred. Hatred is not
the strongest force on earth, but it does endure. It is probably powered by self-love and
self-will, which are forms of pride. But it has a terrific force, and love can overcome it
only when people willingly allow it to, since God has given us this wonderful gift of
freedom. We may or may not accept God’s love, and for whatever reason, and there
really is no reason since its irrational, but for whatever alleged reasons people have, they
persist in hating God and hating things of God and hating representatives of God,
and this is just the way the world is.
The choice Jesus is giving to his apostles is either to cave in to hatred, which
ultimately means that we become hateful ourselves, or to resist. But the resistance cannot
be physical because hatred isn’t a physical thing. The resistance is something inward, and
it comes from a strength that only God has, the Spirit of the Father. The Spirit of the
Father has the power to resist hatred, and the words to resist the words of hatred,
and the accusations of hatred.
So what Jesus is saying is if you want to follow me, you must be totally dependent on
the Spirit. You cannot be clever enough; your intelligence may be great, but it’s not that
great. You’ll never overcome the intelligence of your adversaries. What you have to do is
be totally dependent on the Spirit. Let the Spirit give you life. Let the Spirit give you
Enduring Power of Hatred

words. Let the Spirit give you strength. Let the Spirit sustain you because you will be
in battle: “I am sending you like sheep in the midst of wolves.”
And unfortunately, it seems to me that this is a teaching that many in the Church have
avoided looking at, and a teaching that many have preferred to forget about. This
teaching that we are supposed to be like sheep in the midst of wolves, that there is a
very dangerous element to the mission. Being saved is not like falling off a log. It’s not
a matter of not being too bad or not being really wicked; that’s not what salvation is
about. Salvation is about God’s life. And the mission of Jesus is about bringing God’s
life to others, and it involves a great deal of risk. And today there are many people who
don’t want that risk. Those of us who want to be faithful to Christ need to be, however,
very aware: as Jesus put it, “shrewd as serpents and simple as doves.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Theophanies for the Mission
Fourteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday,
July 14, 2012 8:15 AM Is 6:1-8; Mt 10:24-33 Bl. Kateri Tekakwitha (The
mission is always beginning. It starts with every touch of God into a sensitive soul.)

“Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, ‘Whom shall I send? Who will go for
us?’”
Now you may dispute all you like the wisdom of God in working the way God does.
I’m sure at the end of your life when you have completed your work, God will listen to
you, but meanwhile, no.
Today’s reading from Isaiah is called a “theophany.” That means the appearance of
God. And there are various theophanies in the Old Testament and New Testament, times
when God discloses himself in a very profound way. But as we all know, God doesn’t
do this for everybody all the time. This is the reason why there is an apparent conflict
between science and religion; actually they are about apples and oranges, but some
people don’t notice that they are about apples and oranges. They think there is only one
reality and so they dispute which is correct, not realizing that each is giving a different
view of a different part of reality.
Science deals with the evidence of the senses and tries to uncover underlying
patterns that are both predictable and repeatable. You could talk all you like about
patterns, but if you can’t predict something, you won’t be listened to in the world of
science. And if that prediction isn’t repeatable, you won’t be listened to in the world of
science. But that’s only a very small section of reality. There is much more. And some
people foolishly cut off their nose to spite their face: they refuse to acknowledge there is
anything more than this little slice of reality we pick up by our senses. That’s their
problem.
Theophanies for the Mission

God, for his part, however, has chosen to give certain people, like I say here, a
theophany, a manifestation of himself. But this is not to make out of Isaiah some sort of
elite, extraordinary, privileged person, no. The only reason for a theophany is that God
will now send this person to others. “Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, ‘Whom
shall I send? Who will go for us?’ ‘Here I am,’ I said, ‘send me!’” Isaiah got the point.
The purpose of theophanies is to equip one for being sent. This is the beginning of
what we might call the “apostolate.” This is what we might call the beginning of the
mission, and of course the mission is always beginning. It starts with every touch of
God into a sensitive soul that notices, that recognizes, that is aware of the touch.
Again, as I mentioned before, you might not like this way God has of working. You
might think everyone should be touched. Well, maybe everyone isn’t sensitive enough, so
then God sends the people who are sensitive enough to others to let them know in some
other way. So what are the ways we can let people know about God? As St. Francis
Assisi already pointed out, words are probably not the best at all. What other ways can
you think of? That’s your mission.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Proclaiming, Anointing, Delivering
Fifteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B
July 15, 2012 10:45 AM Am 7:12-15; Eph 1:3-14; Mk 6:7-13 (The mission of
the apostolic Church)

“The Twelve drove out many demons, and they anointed with oil many who were
sick and cured them.”
You may have your own ideas about God’s ways and God’s plan. Of course it could
have been otherwise, but it is what it is, and Jesus is expressing to his apostles what that
plan is. In the words of St. Teresa of Avila, “God has no hands or feet but yours.” That’s
what he is telling the Twelve. It is really the beginning of the mission which we call
Church. The Twelve are being commissioned as the hands and feet of God.
Now we have heard God’s ways are not our ways. We would probably have a much
more efficient, direct, and intelligent way to go about this. But this is God’s way! After
all, it is God’s kingdom and, therefore, we have to establish it according to his will. And
this applies to everybody. It means that we all have a role to play because we are the
apostolic Church. So we have a role to play in establishing the kingdom and bringing
light and life into the world.
Now what precisely is this mission? Well, it has three parts: the first proclaiming
metanoia, in Greek, translated here “repentance”—not a good translation. There is no
English word. It means to think in a new way, to let go of old categories, to be willing to
open to new categories—that’s metanoia. Then they did something; they did two
things, the apostles. They anointed with oil and they delivered people from evil.
What is anointed about? Well, first of all, anointing is soothing. If you have any
babies at home, the mothers are always putting oil on them; it’s soothing. But in the
Bible, oil has another significance: ordinary folks like Saul and David were empowered
to be king through the oil that they were anointed with. So it signifies empowerment,
strengthening, and even elevating. So the apostles were supposed to do that to the
people. They were supposed to soothe them, especially if they were sick; they were
supposed to elevate them, strengthen them, and empower them to be what God called
them to be, which heretofore they had no idea or way of knowing.
So that raises the question: How can we soothe people? How can we give them
strength? The Polish resistance loved this word “solidarity.” We are all together in all
the pains of life. That was a message the apostles imparted. We are all together in this.
Sickness hits everybody at some time. We are created and designed to heal, but we don’t
always manage to heal. But nonetheless we are all together. And we are all together being
mortal, so sooner or later we all die. And we are all together in suffering misfortune.
Misfortune hits everybody, certainly every family sooner or later. And in all these events
we need solidarity. We need to know other people are with us; mostly God is with us.
It is not God who sends misfortune into our lives; that is a clear teaching of the New
Testament. It distinguishes the New from the Old, in fact. It’s not the end of the world.
It’s not the end of God’s love or grace. And people need to hear this message with
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conviction. And you can give that message if you have the conviction, if you live the
conviction. So how you live is very important in regard to how you can serve God.
The second issue: What is deliverance? People are bound by all kinds of evils:
addictions, bad memories, bad habits, violent emotions, and on and on. Well, how can
they be delivered from these? First of all, of course they have to be willing to let go of
them—that’s true. But being willing to let go of them is not the same thing as being
delivered from them. They also need strength; this comes from God’s goodness. And
people who are close to God can convey that goodness and radiate that light to people
who need it. Sometimes God actually gives precise insights to certain people about what
we need to pray for, but even if we don’t know what to pray for, we can just pray and
convey the goodness of God. We have to keep in mind that we have been baptized for
this purpose. We have been showered with the grace of God so we can give it away.
“What you have received as a gift, give as a gift” We have been confirmed for this
purpose, that we will be strong in the battle against darkness. We receive the Eucharist in
order to have strength in this endeavor. But not everyone receives Baptism; not everyone
receives Confirmation; not everyone receives Eucharist. That’s why they need you to
convey to them the strength you have received, the power you have received, the
grace you have received.
Ultimately, we have to see evil as something weak, pitiful, petty, and small. Its sole
power is deception. That’s why Jesus called the Evil One the “father of lies.” The power
of evil lies in the capacity to lie, to deceive. But when we are clear about who God is,
when we are clear about how God loves us, evil flees. James says, “Resist the devil and
he will flee from you.” That is certainly true. And this is the work of the apostle and the
apostolic Church, and so it is our work, and we have to be about our work. If ever it were
possible for someone to be a passive Christian, to receive the gospel, to receive the
sacraments, and just sit, that time is long past. In this age every single believer is being
drafted into the work, into the mission, to bring God’s love to people who
desperately need it, who are slipping into despair, who are losing their hold on the
meaning of life. These are the bedraggled and beleaguered that Jesus addressed, and it’s
imperative that we all find a part to play in this drama.
And it’s not only for Christians; it’s also for Jews. As Rabbi Tarfon put it, “It is not
your work to finish, but neither are you free to take no part in it.” Clumsy syntax,
but he gets the point across. “It is not your work to finish,” so don’t be anxious, don’t
worry, don’t take on more than you can do, but on the other hand, you are not free to take
no part in it. Or as Father Teihard de Chardin put it, “In our hands, the hands of all of us,
the world and life are placed like a Host ready to be charged with divine influence.”
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Rev Paul A. Hottinger
True Religion vs. Culture
Fifteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Monday,
July 16, 2012 Is 1:10-17; Mt 10:34—11:1 (Our Lady of Mount Carmel) (Turning
religion into a cultural celebration)

“Make justice your aim: redress the wronged, hear the orphan’s plea, defend the
widow.”
This address from Isaiah, the very first chapter, is really a critique of what is religion
in most places at most times. Religion is a natural phenomenon because human
beings are hardwired for the transcendent. We are hardwired for something more.
However, this hardwiring can become messed up. The brain can be molded in the
wrong fashion by bad example, bad habits, bad behavior, bad choices. And cultures tend
to act in a very self-centered way. The technical term is “ethnocentricity.” Cultures,
groups, tribes, clans try to act in such a way as always to protect themselves and promote
themselves. And then they turn their religion into a self-protecting, self-promoting
cultural celebration. Note how many ethnic festivals have a religious accent. Notice how
many religious celebrations have a cultural accent. That’s what Isaiah is talking about.
“Your new moons and festivals I detest; they weigh me down, I tire of the load.”
That’s a comment on what were normal celebrations, festivals, rituals; but what Isaiah is
saying, all you’re doing is celebrating yourselves. You’re worshiping yourselves;
you’re not worshiping me. The God of the Old Testament was a jealous God, meaning
he didn’t really want rivals. He wouldn’t even tolerate rivals. And the God of the Old
Testament, like the God of the New Testament, is pure spirit, therefore, cannot connect to
earthly realties, values, goals, allegiances and loyalties.
So Isaiah, in the name of God, is calling people back to this focus on what is true,
what is right, because it fits with the plan and the purpose of the Creator, who is not of
True Religion vs. Culture

the earth at all, is not of human making, is not of human creation, but transcendent and
therefore principled. And if we want to worship this God, then we have to “put away
misdeeds; cease doing evil; learn to do good.” In other words, it’s possible to change.
Even if we’re molded in the wrong way we can be remolded.
“Make justice your aim.” This is real worship. Real worship is not festivals,
sacrifices, rituals, cults, hymns. Real worship is making justice your aim, redressing the
wronged, hearing the orphan’s plea, defending the widow, the helpless, those who have
no other support. That’s what God wants. That’s the meaning of the Decalogue. That’s
the meaning of the Covenant. That’s really being a partner with God. That’s working
for God’s kingdom. And that’s what the whole idea of election was about in the first
place.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Inner Alienation
Fifteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday, July 17, 2012
8:15 AM Is 7:1-9; Mt 11:20-24 (Rejecting Jesus, who embodies humanity, is
rejecting oneself.)

“For if the mighty deeds done in your midst had been done in Sodom, it would
have remained until this day.”
Now this gospel reading is a lamentation. Jesus is lamenting the lack of response to
the mighty works that he has performed. Mighty works are not entertainment. They
are messages from the heart of the Father and they require a response. And when there
isn’t one forthcoming, that’s bad.
Now Jesus has indicated some sort of anger. Anger is a natural response to injury. He
not only is lamenting as a prophet would the lack of responsiveness of people, but he is
registering injury because he feels personal rejection. And that seems to be rather
clear in this and many other texts, that he felt personal rejection. This is very bad,
because he embodies all that is good and holy and human. He is humanity to the nth
degree and he is receiving rejection.
This is of course something that is not only about somebody else, it’s about oneself.
When one rejects humanity, one is rejecting oneself. One is creating an inner conflict,
an inner anxiety, an inner alienation. If we think about this reading a while, we’ll see
that human beings’ problems really start with themselves. And this is not a way of
saying, well, everything’s your fault. It’s a matter of saying we have to see how we
create our own problems. We don’t respond to the graces we receive and the graces
come through our humanity. “No one comes to the Father except through me.” “Me”
there means the humanity of God in Christ. So we create our own problems.
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Actually, our brains have everything to do with how we think and our brains are
being molded and they’re being influenced by our choices. This is especially true for
children and adolescents, but true for everybody. How many problems are really
created in adolescents by wrong choices? And how our culture’s messages to
adolescents is so wrong when we encourage them to do as they please. The happiest
adults are those who had a happy adolescence. And the happiest adolescents are those
who follow sound teachings, wisdom from their parents, from the Church, from
God. And it’s possible and it happens; but many, many, many are they who reject it, just
as these people rejected Christ. Even though he worked mighty works, undeniable right
in their face, they still rejected it.
This is the perversity of the human race, the mystery of iniquity. Why? Why do
people shove back at the gracious approach of God? “But I tell you, it will be more
tolerable for Tyre and Sidon on the day of judgment than for you.” If you remember, that
Jezebel—that evil witch of a woman, Ahab’s wife, a schemer, a plotter, a perverse and
depraved woman, was from Sidon. But it will go better for the Sidonites than for these
people, because these people have seen the mighty works of God. So we need to open
our eyes and respond and to pray for our neighbors.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Knowing God through the Humanity of Jesus Fifteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday, July 18, 2012 8:15 AM Is 10:5-7, 13b-16; Mt 11:25-27 (St.
Camillus de Lellis) (Acting on faith, which is love)

“No one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except
the Son and anyone to whom the Son wishes to reveal him.”
This text could be used in all kinds of controversies. There have been many: Can
human beings through their own native reason come to some knowledge of God?
That’s a question. In general the Catholic Church says yes; in general Karl Barth and
most of the Protestants said no. But then it’s not too clear how even if someone can, how
they actually do.
So all the Church actually says officially is, yes, human reason can know God, which
is just an observation of truth. People have come to realize the reality of some sort of
divine, infinite, even supernatural origin to what is. That’s simply a fact; it’s an
observation. That doesn’t mean most people do or most people use the time and the effort
to actually think about such things. No, the way people actually come to know God is
through the humanity assumed by the Word of God. It’s through the humanity. And
that is why the Church is so important because the Church is an extension of the
humanity of Jesus. Again, quoting St. Teresa of Avila, “God has no hands or feet but
yours.”
Sometimes some people think very narrowly about how we come to know God, but
this text is actually very broad because it’s talking about how Jesus in his humanity is
the way to God, to the Father. And Jesus identifies his own humanity with the
humanity of all. “Whatever you do to the least you do to me.” “Whoever gives a cup of
cold water to one of these little ones will not want for his reward.” In so many ways Jesus
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identifies with humanity and especially with suffering humanity, beleaguered
humanity, the sheep without a shepherd.
And so it is by responding to need that we actually find the Father, because we
respond to human need—and human need is right where God is, and so that is God’s
way of getting us into the divine Trinity, because it requires not simply faith, which is
the real problem with Protestantism—it’s all about faith, but actually this text indicates
it’s about more than faith. It’s about acting on faith, which is love. And that is
supported by so many texts in the New Testament that I can’t count them all. We have to
act out our faith in love, and that love has to be aimed not at our friends only, or our
families only, but whoever we meet on the path to Jericho, whoever has been
wounded, whoever has been robbed, whoever has been left behind.
“No one knows the Son except the Father.” We take this to be the divine
knowledge that God has of himself. “No one knows the Father except the Son and
anyone to whom the Son wishes to reveal him.” And this, for those who want to seek, is
going on every day.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
What Does God Really Want?
Fifteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Friday,
July 20, 2012 8:15 AM Is 38:1-6, 21-22, 7-8; Mt 12:1-8 (St. Apollinaris) (A
matter of real ethics or a scrupulous following of interpretations of Law)

“When the Pharisees saw this, they said to him, ‘See, your disciples are doing
what is unlawful to do on the sabbath.’”
Now here is one of many conflicts in the New Testament between Jesus and the
Pharisee party, the rabbinic authorities. “Pharisee” is actually Hassid, although these
were not like modern-day Hassids; they were simply the “beloved.” That’s what it
literally means; Pharisee means “beloved, the beloved of the Lord.” They were very
devout.
However, their devotion took a peculiar turn. It was devotion to the Torah, yes, but
then a peculiar interpretation of the Torah. In their own mind they were interested in
putting a fence—the word they used, a “fence”—around the Torah. They would write a
line of text, and then around the text like a fence they would keep writing, writing,
writing, writing, writing, writing interpretations, commentary. This is all right until you
start taking it too seriously.
Religion is about the most important thing. It is concern for the ultimate in general.
But Jewish religion is more than that. It’s God reaching into human history making a
covenant, eliciting helpers, collaborators in the building of justice. And so the very
terms of the covenant are ethical. The idea is that serving the God of Israel is a matter
of real ethics, not just a matter of ritual, not just a matter of cult, not just a matter of
sacrifice. It’s a matter of ethics. One must become a good person to serve God. One
must be a just person to serve God. That’s the original idea.

What Does God Really Want?

But what happened in the history of Judaism is that some people became actually
scrupulous and inordinately concerned with their own justification to the point that
they started to elaborate on the meaning of the Law. And that was also called
“Torah,” and for many authorities that was more important than the written part, but not
for Jesus. For Jesus the written part was the only part that really mattered, and
everyone should see it for himself. That’s what he taught, and that made him the enemy
of those who believed differently, those who believed that there was this whole body of
oral tradition that had to be observed or God would be offended. Today’s example is not
about ethics in the true sense. It had to do with whether or not one was permitted to pick
off the head of grain and eat it on a sabbath. Is that an ethical issue?
So this frames really many of the conflicts in the New Testament. They were really
about: what does God really want?—what does God really want? And many of the
rabbis were saying God really wants us to follow all of these teachings, rules, laws with
the utmost scrupulosity; that will please God. And that Jesus here is flatly rejecting.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Grow Inwardly
Fifteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday, July 21, 2012
8:15 AM Mi 2:1-5; Mt 12:14-21 (St. Lawrence of Brindisi) (BVM) (To be full
of God and to let that flow out from us to others.)

“Many people followed him, and he cured them all, but he warned them not to
make him known.”
This story in Matthew’s Gospel about Jesus’ withdrawal from life requires some
reflection. This is no way to run a political campaign. This is no way to conduct a moral
crusade. But of course Jesus wasn’t conducting a moral crusade and he wasn’t
running a political campaign. So what was he doing? After all, many people in his
name have run all kinds of campaigns and crusades. So what was he about?
Well, he himself described his work as announcing the kingdom, and he described
the kingdom as something that works like yeast in a piece of dough. In the old days
before you could buy yeast in a foil, people had to rely on nature to ferment dough and to
allow that fermentation to create gas that would allow the dough to rise. It’s something
that worked within the wheat itself; the enzymes in the wheat. And Jesus had a
certain sort of confidence that there were enzymes, so to speak, metaphorically speaking,
enzymes in the human nature. He had this sort of optimistic confidence that people
had a goodness in them, and that this goodness would eventually cause the mass of
humanity to rise, to expand. And if we miss this point, I think we miss something very
essential. Jesus believed in the goodness of people and he did not believe in fighting fire
with fire. In fact, he made it very clear to resist no evil or to resist all evil. The quote is:
“Resist not evil.” Why? Well, when we resist evil, we become infected by it. We
become like what we oppose. So Jesus didn’t want to be a crusader or a campaigner
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because he didn’t want to be like his opponents. He didn’t want to be transformed into
their qualities. He was about doing the transforming himself.
If you think about this, this changes the way we look at life. We may have all kinds
of views on how the world is bad, which there are many bad things about the world. But
if we want to follow Christ, we have to believe first of all in the fundamental goodness
of people. And we have to believe that our own goodness is paramount, that we have to
pursue first and foremost our own growth, our own spiritual growth. We have to be
convinced that we do more good for others by growing ourselves. In a way, it’s a kind of
selfishness, if you will, but it’s a holy selfishness. It’s recognizing that if we are lacking
in virtue, we will be inflicting that lack of virtue on all around us.
So we have to grow inwardly. And “inwardly,” means toward utter confidence in
God and utter peacefulness. You could say Jesus was a revolutionary, if you want, but
he was a very gentle revolutionary, so much so that “a smoldering wick he will not
quench; a bruised reed he will not break.” This is his methodology. He bids all of us to
follow it, to work first and foremost for our own upbuilding in the kingdom, our
flourishing in the kingdom, our rootedness in the kingdom, which means in God’s
presence in matter. God is present in the matter. Matter can’t exist without God. But
matter doesn’t have to acknowledge God. Matter doesn’t have to be aware of God, but
through us it can be. First and foremost that’s the work that Jesus did, to be full of
God himself and to let that flow out from him to others. And this will do far more to
change life than all the campaigning and all the crusading anyone could ever think of
because they all go astray sooner or later under the drive of the human self-will and pride.
“And in his name the gentiles will hope.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Wisdom Is Available Sixteenth Week in Ordinary Time Monday, July 23, 2012
8:15 AM Mi 6:1-4, 6-8; Mt 12:38-42 (St. Bridget) (It’s the responsibility of every
person to wake up and listen to what is available.)

“You have been told, O man, what is good, and what the Lord requires of you:
Only to do the right and to love goodness, and to walk humbly with your God.”
Very simple, but too much for many—so the lament in the Prophet Micah, set forth in
poetic form. But it’s a lament about how people are ungrateful for the many blessings
of life and how even the smallest token of response to do the right, to love goodness—
what a small token of response—even that is too much.
Now at the same time, and this is in a sense making fun of temple sacrifices, because
the people who refused to do what was right and to love what was good, nonetheless,
multiplied and multiplied the number of temple sacrifices as if, “if one is good two is
better,” and so on. But since the whole meaning of temple sacrifice is in the symbolic
surrendering of the self, multiplying them is irrelevant and stupid and really
meaningless, completely missing the point.
And that’s also the topic in the gospel, how people miss the point. Some of the
scribes told Jesus, “We want to see a sign.” The point is his whole life was a sign. To ask
for another one is to miss all the others, as if people have a right to a personal
invitation—not only a personal invitation, but a personal explanation, something tailormade just for you, a special message just for you, expresso. And that is the very attitude
of these inquirers, some of the scribes and Pharisees.
And Jesus reacts quite negatively. He reacts quite negatively, using the stories
found in the Old Testament: Jonah, the Book of Jonah, this farfetched story of a
prophet who converts the most cruel and violent of all nations merely by the word of the
Wisdom Is Available

Lord. That story of course was intended to be a cutting irony because, as Micah says,
people don’t listen. The chosen people don’t listen. God’s very favorites, who have
been blessed more than anyone, don’t listen. Much less do they bear witness to the
goodness of God, which is what their role was. And Jesus uses this irony to talk about the
present generation. “The people of Nineveh will condemn it because they repented just at
hearing the word, but not this generation; and you have a greater than Jonah here.” Jesus
of course is referring to himself.
And of course the story in the Book of Kings about the queen of Sheba coming from
Ethiopia to hear the wisdom of Solomon. Whether this took place or not I don’t know,
but there’s a story about it. And there are black Jews in Ethiopia. So there could have
been some sort of commerce. Anyway, the queen of Sheba comes all this distance, makes
all this effort, to hear the wisdom of Solomon. And Jesus says, “But you have a greater
than Solomon here.” In other words, it’s the responsibility of every person to wake up
and listen to what is available.
And the word of God is available. God’s address to humanity is available. Wisdom
is available. If people are bereft of wisdom, it’s their own fault. If people don’t have any
good news in them, it’s their own fault. They haven’t gone looking.
Now this attitude Jesus is talking about is the same today. People think that
somebody else or someone else or something else should come and tell them what to do,
what to believe, what’s right. But this is something they can find, if they just look—but
they have to look.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Mother and Brother and Sister
Sixteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
July 24, 2012 Mi 7:14-15, 18-20; Mt 12:46-50 (St. Sharbel Makhluf) (Begin a
spiritual movement in the hearts and minds of people; A new kind of family that sees
themselves as children of God)

“For whoever does the will of my heavenly Father is my brother, and sister, and
mother.”
Sometimes in the Scriptures Jesus speaks from his humanity and we can understand
rather clearly what he’s getting at. Other times he is really not speaking from a human
point of view but from an elevated point of view, if you will, a divine point of view. This
is frequent in the Fourth Gospel, but also occurs in the synoptics, today from Matthew.
So he says, “Who is my mother? Who are my brothers?” This could be considered
rude, but it’s related to the question Jesus asked his mother and his foster father, Joseph,
when he was found in the temple when he was only twelve. “Why were you seeking me?
Did you not know I must be in my Father’s house?” A strange statement for a twelveyear-old, but then Jesus was very strange. He had this knowledge of God that no one else
had. And here it’s coming in again, this knowledge of God. And this knowledge of God
transforms all relationships. As Jesus reveals, God is relational. And so he asks this
question, “Who is my mother?” Well, whoever bears me in the world is my mother.
Of course Mary was that in a physical sense and also in a spiritual sense, but now his
disciples can all be that. You can all be that. In a true sense, you can bear the Word of
God. That is the true nature of Christ; that’s his identity. He is the Word of God. You can
bear him into the world. Then you’re a mother to him, to the Word. You’re mother of
God—really—in a spiritual sense. And that is really what he wants his disciples to
become. Theotokos: God-bearers into the world.
Something I believe the Church never quite got was this idea that Jesus was only
beginning something that had to continue and grow. And it can’t simply continue to grow
in an institutional way. That simply won’t work. It didn’t work and never has worked. It
can’t work. And it wasn’t the original plan. It was not to establish an institution. It was
to begin a movement, a spiritual movement, a movement of spirit, in the hearts and
minds of people. That’s what he’s talking about here.

Mother and Brother and Sister

“Who are my brothers?” Well, one tradition said Jesus didn’t have any real brothers
because his mother didn’t have any other children; but others say, well, he grew up in
some sort of family, maybe Joseph’s family. Achim in Aramaic could also mean
“cousins” or other “relatives.” But he is not talking about that. He’s not talking about
relatives, family lines and all that. He’s not interested. In fact, in another place he said,
“Whoever does not hate father and mother and brother and sister for my sake cannot be
my disciple.” So on the physical level, he’s rather negative. He doesn’t care much
about that.
But he does care about another level, a new kind of family, where his disciples can
bear the Word of God, his identity, into the world; where they can establish a new kind of
family where people will really know themselves as adopted children of God. Now
it’s common for people to say that all human beings are children of God, but that’s not
exactly true. It is true God wants all human beings to be children of God, but that
possibility comes through the call of grace and its acceptance freely in the human
person. And we don’t know who accepts and who doesn’t. We know those who are
baptized were signed with it, but we don’t know if even they live out the sign. Whether
they live out the significance of the sacrament, we don’t know. We might wonder. We
might believe. We might have opinions. But we don’t know. Only God knows who
accepts the call to be a child of God. Who lives out the call, only God knows, fully and
completely. But we do know we are all called and that Jesus makes this possible. And not
only that, but that he expects it, that that’s what he wants from his disciples.
So it is a call to a very active life, not any particular occupation, not any particular
vocation, not any particular way of life, but a very profoundly different way of living. In
every occupation, in every career choice, in every profession: a profoundly different
way of living and carrying out one’s duties in life. So in this particular case, Jesus is
not being a pious son honoring his mother, but he’s rather using the opportunity to
challenge his disciples and to think deeply.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Inner Pilgrimage
Feast of St. James
Wednesday, July 25, 2012
8:15 AM
2 Cor 4:7-15; Mt 20:20-28 (Meaning of the pilgrimage to Santiago de
Compostella)

Today we celebrate the feast of St. James, whose bones allegedly are buried in
Spain at Compostella. In fact, this is an ancient story; whether it is true or not, no one
knows. But from very early on in the history of the Christian Church this was believed,
that somehow James made it to Spain and then died there and he was buried at
Compostella. Now there are alternate versions: he died somewhere else and his disciples
brought him there and so on. But no one knows. But what we do know is that this space
in Compostella has been a sacred space for centuries. In fact, one version of
Compostella says that was the original place of pilgrimage; before even Jerusalem,
people made pilgrimage to Compostella.
Now what is this all about, the pilgrimage? It is still going strong. And sometimes
the people who make the pilgrimage are not people of great devotion either, but they are
people that believe they need to do something spiritually for themselves. And indeed
that is the idea of pilgrimage. Pilgrimage is the idea that we are not finished, nor are we
where we need to be within the spiritual topography of life. We need growth. We
need movement, inward movement, inward growth. The pilgrimage is an outward sign
of the journey we have to take.
Now in a pilgrimage there’s a great deal of effort; it is not easy. The whole
pilgrimage has to be done on foot. You can’t take a car. You can’t ride a bike—then
you are not on pilgrimage. The idea is you have to go there on your own power. There
are things in life that we have to do. Everything is grace, and yet we have to do
something. Grace invites us to do something, to make something of who we are, to
take the potential placed within us by God—you could say by God’s own divine
imagination—and do something with it, make it concrete. God cannot do that. God
leaves us unfinished so that we can participate in our own fulfillment, in the
completion of our own lives. That’s God’s plan; that’s what God wants. And the
pilgrimage is an outward way of embodying the effort we have to make, the struggle
we have to endure, the sacrifices we have to make. All this is part of our journey.

Inner Pilgrimage

But moreover, along the way there are all kinds of places of hospice and hospitality,
places for resting and nourishing oneself and, yes, enjoying the other pilgrims, who
are of course all strangers. These are also very symbolic of the many graces God
gives us in life. Every time we have the opportunity to rest, that is part of the sabbath of
God, the rest of God. We are resting in God when we are resting if we are spiritually
alive and awake. And when we are sharing company with others, even strangers, we are
being incorporated into the communion of the Church, and we are sharing intimately
in what God eventually will call us to, the communion of saints. That begins here on
earth, doesn’t start when we die. It starts here.
And when we are nourished in the inns of this world, we are also anticipating the
messianic banquet, the feeding on God, if you will, that that symbolizes, the abundance,
the richness of what God wants to impart. And of course we anticipate that every time
we come to the Eucharist. But if we are spiritually alert and alive, every meal reflects
the Eucharist. That’s why in Christian homes traditionally there is this very good custom
of praying before every meal so that the meal connects us to the Eucharist, which
connects us to the messianic banquet, which awaits us in our fulfillment.
So the pilgrimage to Compostella is a way of expressing a Christian belief about
the meaning of life. We don’t actually have to make that trip physically, geographically,
but we do have to incorporate its meaning into who we are, somehow.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Rituals Symbolize Self-Gift
Sixteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday,
July 28, 2012 8:15 AM Jer 7:1-11; Mt 13:24-30 (God really wants obedience.)

“Has this house which bears my name become in your eyes a den of thieves?”
This text from Jeremiah is important for us because it serves as the backdrop of
Jesus’ action in the temple, and even the term found in one of the gospels: this has
become a den of thieves. In Jeremiah it’s a question: “In your eyes has this temple
become a den of thieves?” Now, what’s a den of thieves? It’s a place where thieves can
hide.
Now in Israel there had been a controversy for centuries: Where is God? According
to the opinion of the nations, god, the gods, dwelt in the temples in these little statues.
They were a concentrated presence of these various forces, divine forces they thought.
But Israel was forbidden to have such images, so where is the God of Israel? Well, the
answer was the God of Israel is in the Ark of the Covenant, because the Ark of the
Covenant contains the tablets of the Law, and the Law is the expression of the covenant,
that special relationship between God and Israel. So as they carried around the Ark of the
Covenant they believed that they were carrying around the physical presence of God,
much as the pagans thought that the temple contained the physical presence of these
various gods.
Now when Solomon finally got around to building a temple, what was in the temple?
It was the Ark of the Covenant. Eventually the Ark was lost, but the idea that the Ark
belonged there remained, so that there was a sense of the physical presence of God in
the temple. Now Jeremiah is disputing this. He is saying, well, “Only if you thoroughly
reform your ways and your deeds; if each of you deals justly with his neighbor; if you no
longer oppress the resident alien, the orphan, and the widow; if you no longer shed
innocent blood in this place, or follow strange gods to your own harm, will I remain with
you in this place.”
Now Jeremiah was not the first to say this, this was the basic message of the prophets,
not those exact words, but the idea. If you want to have a relationship with God, you
must obey God. This is put most clearly originally in the Book of Deuteronomy, where
the very idea of the presence of God was located in human actions. When you follow
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God’s law, when you do what God asks, that’s the presence of God. And that’s how
the Israelites were supposed to witness to God, in their deeds. The nations were supposed
to say, oh, what a wise nation, look at how they behave; look how different they are from
all the other nations. That was their role; now they weren’t playing it very well. They
were acting like everybody else, and Jeremiah was complaining. Jesus later complained.
The prophets complained about the sacrifices as if they are doing something for God.
The whole idea of sacrifice was symbolizing your own gift of self, and if it’s not doing
that, it’s not doing anything. God could care less about the bullocks and the goats and all
the blood that only has symbolic value if you are giving yourself to God. Then the
sacrifice has meaning, but if you’re not doing that, the sacrifice has no meaning.
That’s why Jesus threw all the moneychangers and the animal handlers out of the
temple and overturned all their tables and got rid of all the pigeons and the doves. It’s for
a deep reason, a prophetic reason. God really wants obedience, and without it, ritual
doesn’t mean anything, prayers don’t mean anything. And we see in Jesus, obedience
means giving of self to the ultimate, to death, and spending one’s self in acts of mercy
and love.
And the ritual of the New Testament, the Baptisms, the breaking of bread, the sharing
of the cup, all these are meant to support the work of Christ in the people of Christ, in
the members of his body, and if it’s not doing that, if the sacraments aren’t doing that,
then they are for nothing.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Memory, A Work in Progress, A Prophecy
Seventeenth Sunday in Ordinary
Time/B
July 29, 2012 9:00 AM 2 Kings 4:42-44; Eph 4:1-6; Jn 6:1-15 (God
wills abundance for his people.)

“So they collected them, and filled twelve wicker baskets with fragments from the
five barley loaves that had been more than they could eat.”
The story of the multiplication of the loaves is found in all four gospels, and this is
actually unusual. It must have been very important to all the early Christian communities,
this one probably in Ephesus. In many ways Jesus demonstrated that God wills
abundance for his people. Let us remember that according to Scripture God creates
everything and everything is good. All of creation is a manifestation of God and God’s
goodness and God’s generosity that people are supposed to enjoy. That this is why God
creates. The earth can produce plenty for all and should.
Evil, on the other hand, is not from God. In fact, evil actually doesn’t exist; it’s merely
an abuse or a misuse of something good. Selfishness and possessiveness are just such
misuses of good things created by God. Whenever we take possession of more than we
need and use it for our pleasure or for our security, we are misusing God’s
blessings. This teaching does not promote asceticism or self-denial, simply justice and
fairness. It is true famines and other acts of nature can disrupt proper order and
create all kinds of havoc, but also they can occasion divine-like generosity and
charity from people made in God’s image and likeness and capable of just such divinelike behavior. However, when poverty really is a lack of necessities it is not a virtue.
Poverty can be a virtue. The religious take a vow of poverty. But when poverty is a lack
of necessities it is not a virtue, and it does not correspond to nor is it consistent with
God’s will for anyone—and thus this story of Jesus feeding the multitude with
abundance.
The listeners, those who hear this word, are supposed to translate the message into
their own circumstances, meaning we have to find a way to share the bounty of the
earth with those who are in need and recognize that this is a work of God and our
work—both, not just one or the other. People who think that we by ourselves can solve
the world’s problems or answer the world’s needs are conceited and foolish. But it’s also
wrong to think that God is going to do this without our help; that’s not his plan. That’s
why the five barley loaves are so important. Human beings have a role to play in
feeding the hungry.
In this story, as it happens, there was a boy with five barley loaves and two fish. Now
maybe others had some food too, but the point is there wasn’t enough for so many.
Jesus willingly accepted the contribution of the five loaves and the two fish. And you
will remember that when Jesus was led to the desert to be tempted, he resisted the
temptation to turn stones into bread. That would not be honoring the Father. Miracles
must not bypass human responsibility—miracles must not bypass human
responsibility! Jesus refused to turn stones into bread, but he was very willing to accept
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five barley loaves and use them to feed five thousand—very different because even a
little is sufficient when given to God.
John shows Jesus in this story taking bread and blessing it and giving it, just as
Matthew, Mark, and Luke show Jesus doing that on the evening of the Last Supper. And
there is an intended parallel. Here the boy is offering all he had. At the Last Supper
Jesus was offering all he had, that is, his whole life. Bread is, therefore, for Christians
the symbol of what we humans, including Jesus, sacrifice. Just as God made the loaves
an abundant source of nourishment for the whole crowd, so does God make Jesus’
self-offering abundant nourishment for the whole Church.
Ultimately, God invites all people to the messianic banquet, although many of them
are very slow in answering the invitation, just as God invites all to the Baptism of rebirth,
although our rebirth is rather slow in coming. Originally Israel’s covenant was intended
to be a prototype of a new relationship between God and humanity. Israel was to show
the way: this is what a just society looks like. It was supposed to be a city on the
mountain. Well, we know it didn’t all work out that way. In the messianic age, however,
the hopes of God will be realized, and hope has never left the people of God. And we
can see that the messianic age is already with us; it was inaugurated in Jesus’ baptism,
and we can believe it will be completed in God’s good time. Therefore, there are twelve
baskets of fragments, as there are also twelve apostles, because in the messianic age all
the lost tribes will be regathered together with the remnant to form a new Israel
that will include everybody eventually. That’s God’s vision. And John is saying, our
evangelist is saying, that that is now happening in this very moment he is telling in
the story. The gathering is beginning.
So we have in this story three things: a memory, a work in progress, and a
prophecy. John tells us what happened, but not as an isolated event in the past but as a
new model of how God works. God is now asking for our help, just as Jesus asked for
the boy’s help. God is now blessing our work and our contributions. And for the
prophecy, God is now promising abundant sustenance for all who come to him.
When we come to the Eucharist all this comes into play. The bread is both Jesus’
offering and ours. The Holy Spirit sanctifies it to feed us and empower us to
continue feeding others. And this process cannot stop until, in St. Paul’s words,
“God is all in all.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Illusion of Knowing
Seventeenth Week in Ordinary Time
Monday,
July 30, 2012 8:15 AM Jer 13:1-11; Mt 13:31-35 (St. Peter Chrysologus)
(Finding ways of getting people to be inquisitive, searching, knocking, asking,
wondering)

“He spoke to them only in parables, to fulfill what had been said through the
prophet: ‘I will open my mouth in parables; I will announce what has lain hidden
from the foundation of the world.’”
Well, now where did all this lie hidden? Jesus is trying to get people to see things that
aren’t really hidden; it’s just no one sees them; they are actually hidden in full view.
That’s where everything has been hidden since the foundation of the world: right in plain
sight!
But actually we don’t even know what we see until we learn. For example, if you
can put yourself for a moment back into your infancy, what does an infant see? Well, an
infant sees all kinds of colors, all kinds of shapes. But for an infant nothing is anything at
first; then gradually something starts to mean something. First of all, faces: the face of
Mum, the face of Dad, perhaps the face of brother or sister, they start to mean something.
Then maybe a toe or a ball, maybe a sound starts to mean something. But these meanings,
these significant realities, are really only a little, tiny, partial slice of all that is around,
visible to the eyes, audible to the ears, but not having any particular meaning. And so it
is. We start growing up.
But when do we think that we actually see everything? We do get to a point; it
happens in late childhood, middle childhood or late childhood, or at least by
adolescence, when we think we really see everything, and we know everything, and we
hear everything, and we don’t need to look or to listen or to learn any more—we know;
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we’re fine; we can do. And this, of course, is a tremendous illusion, and everyone falls
into it.
And there is no easy way out of this illusion. And so Jesus is trying parables. Well,
that’s like puzzles. Do you like puzzles? Well, if you do, maybe you like parables. You
can think about them, try to figure out what they mean the way you might try to figure
out what word goes in this crossword puzzle. But a lot of people don’t like crossword
puzzles, and they don’t like parables, and so this doesn’t mean anything to them.
So how are we going to get to them? That is really the work of the Church, to find
ways of getting people to be inquisitive, searching, knocking, asking, wondering,
because there is something sad about our human nature when we stop that. We have to
realize that no matter what we might know, it’s really nothing in comparison to what
we don’t know. And that’s true no matter how well educated we are or how intelligent,
brilliant.
It’s a very good lesson to read the biography of Albert Einstein. He was in his early
days absolutely incredible. He totally turned the heads of everybody in the world. He
became the brightest star on the horizon for a while, but before he died, long before he
died, he had already gone into eclipse. People would say, “Oh, that old man! He is just
perusing a lot of blind alleys. He is really over the hill.” He was over the hill when he
was still young. If that’s true of Albert Einstein, what about the rest of us?
That’s Jesus’ problem here. He is trying to work with people who are very reluctant
to admit what they don’t know, but need to.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Tolerate Evil People Seventeenth Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday, July 31, 2012
8:15 AM Jer 14:17-22; Mt 13:36-43 St. Ignatius Loyola, priest (To live for the
whole is what is good for me in eternity.)

“Explain to us the parable of the weeds in the field.”
This is a continuation of the theme that parables are supposed to be confusing and
that Jesus explains only to the disciples what the meaning is and everyone else has to
struggle on their own, so that, “seeing they will not perceive, and hearing they will not
understand,” and so on, that quote from Isaiah.
What is the overall intent of the story? The story is talking about how we need to
tolerate evil. Very often people wonder why there are so many evil people in the world
and why doesn’t God do something.
Now partly their misunderstanding is created by some of the stories in the Old
Testament, where God said, well, because Sodom and Gomorrah is evil, I’ll destroy it,
or where God said, well, that city you must destroy all of them and all their people, and
so on. But those are stories and probably not even true in the sense that God didn’t cause
any of this, for example, the city of Ai didn’t even exist at the time of Joshua. And
probably Sodom and Gomorrah and the other eight cities were destroyed by earthquake
before, way before, the time of Abraham. Those were just stories that the Hebrew
people rationalized for dramatic effect to talk about how God really wanted evil to be
wiped out. But that is not Jesus’ point, that God wants evil to be wiped out. Jesus never
teaches that. He teaches rather that God wants evil to be converted. In fact, he goes to
the cross to save the wicked, not to save the good—to save the wicked. This is often
being forgotten by Christians.
Now it’s true you cannot save the wicked and God cannot save the wicked if they
don’t want to be saved—that’s true. They have free will, and they have to accept the
love of God, the grace of God. They have to be willing to repent and turn their lives
around and surrender to God, and so on. All that’s true. But for that to be able to be
true they can’t be wiped out the way that many of the prophets seem to speak. They have
to be tolerated until they die of natural causes so that all that time they have
opportunities to come to God. That doesn’t mean they will; it means they will have the
opportunity to. This is the mercy of God. The mercy of God is the tolerance of evil and
of wicked people. Why? So that they can change, so that they can repent, so that they
can turn themselves over to God, so that they can be purified of their egoism and malice
and eventually even see God. That’s the whole idea. And if the mercy of God were only
for people who were good, then it really wouldn’t be mercy. That’s a point Jesus
constantly tried to make, often in vain in regard to his audience.
So if God is going to tolerate evil people, we have to tolerate evil people. And that
means we have to focus on the fact that this period of time that we are living on earth is
itself designed to be temporary. You have to remind yourself that every morning: this
place on earth is temporary. God’s creative purpose is not limited in any way to this
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period. This is just a period of trial, a period of testing. This is not the real thing. If
people keep thinking it is the real thing, they are not only deceiving themselves, but they
are also wasting a great deal of opportunity to really spend their life in a worthwhile way.
If they think the purpose of this life on earth is to enjoy, they are sadly wasting a great
deal of opportunity that they could use, they could spend, in serving God.
There will be plenty of time in eternity to enjoy. It is the role of faith to help us put on
hold our desires for happiness—not absolutely, no, because God wants us to be happy
even now in this life, but not completely. We can only be completely happy when we
are with God face to face. And the wisest use of our time is working in such a way with
our daily minutes and hours so that we will build up this relation with God that we
some day will enjoy face to face. And, yes, the less we work toward that on earth, the
poorer our appreciation of God will be. It stands to reason. It’s not actually stated in
Scripture, but it stands to reason. God’s love is infinite, but our time on earth is not
infinite. And we will have to regret and we will have to sorrow after any waste of the
opportunities that come our way in this period of life to witness to God, to serve God,
to work for God, to work for the kingdom, rather than following our own whims or our
own careers, if indeed our careers are just all about us.
Of course our careers could be also given to God as part of our daily sacrifice, and
they could become part of our offering that God sanctifies. But then our choices along
the way will be a little different. They will be guided by God, not just what seems to be
good for me now. They will be guided by God’s wisdom: what will be good for me in
eternity. And that will turn out to be the same as what is good for everyone else,
because we are not separate individuals. We are a family. We are a body. We are a vine,
all part of it. And to live for the whole is what is good for me in eternity. And my
family life and my career and my business and my profession and everything I do have to
be part of that. And for those who don’t, we have to tolerate them and give them the
chance to see the light, and most importantly, we have to be that light for them.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Searching and Sacrificing Seventeenth Week in Ordinary Time Wednesday,
August 1, 2012 8:15 AM Jer 15:10, 16-21; Mt 13:44-46 St. Alphonsus Liguori
(The nature of the kingdom)

Here Jesus is teaching his disciples of the nature of the kingdom. Now what is the
kingdom? It is God’s activity in the world; that’s one aspect of the kingdom. It is the
reason why God created the world, so it’s the goal of creation; that’s another way of
looking at it. So it’s the meaning of life, the purpose that explains, if you will, why
God created.
Now the first thing we have to know about the kingdom is it’s hidden. It’s “buried in
a field”; it’s not at hand in this sense. It’s at hand in the sense that it is near but not
visible. It has to be searched for.
“The kingdom of heaven is like a merchant searching for fine pearls.”
He doesn’t have it. It’s not something in one’s possession naturally. It doesn’t come
with life itself. It’s not part of the common property of everybody. It is something that
has to be found, searched for, uncovered; and then after that, it has to be sacrificed
for: “Out of joy goes and sells all that he has and buys that field.” It’s worthy of all
sacrifice. “When he finds a pearl he goes and sells all that he has and buys it.”
So there are these two aspects of the kingdom, this reason, this goal for the creation,
this meaning of the creation. There are two aspects. It has to be found, and then
everything has to be given up for it.
So when we think about following Christ we have to realize our lives have to, if we
are going to be disciples, have these two qualities. We have to be on the search. We
have to be digging. And we have to be ready to let go of everything to embrace this
really one truly valuable reality.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Redemption Always Possible
Seventeenth Week in Ordinary Time
Friday,
August 3, 2012 8:15 AM Jer 26:1-9; Mt 13:54-58 (To reject the law of God is to
reject the principles upon which we are created, and therefore it is self-destructive.)

“Perhaps they will listen and turn back, each from his evil way, so that I may
repent of the evil I have planned to inflict upon them for their evil deeds.”
Now some people find this difficult to understand how God can change his mind,
which is implied by the word repent, but the reason they don’t quite understand this is
they don’t understand that the law of God is not arbitrary.
Now sometimes human laws are arbitrary; sometimes parental regulations are
arbitrary. Some children have to go to bed at 9:00, others 9:30 or10:00 or 11:00 or some
other time; well, that’s arbitrary. Children need sleep, but how much, who knows?
Human laws passed by legislators are often arbitrary; it’s just what people want. If it’s a
monarchy, it’s what the monarchs want. If it’s a democracy, it’s what the people want;
that’s arbitrary.
But the law of God is totally different; in fact, it isn’t law in the same way at all. The
law of God is an expression of nature, of the creation, of the mind of God. The
creation comes from the mind of God. Nothing exists that is not first a potential in the
mind of God. That’s why Jesus said, “With God are all possibilities.” Nothing can exist
that doesn’t first come from the mind of God. Nothing can exist if it’s not created by
God, so everything flows from God.
Now God wants human beings to be free and has endowed us with power and
freedom to accept or reject him, which means also the power to accept or reject his mind,
his law, the very principles upon which we are created. However, to reject the law of
God is to reject the principles upon which we are created, and therefore it is selfdestructive. That’s why in our freedom we need to seek wisdom; we need to seek what
is truly right. If we fail either to seek or to find, we are in big trouble.
Now the world described here in the scroll of Jeremiah was in big trouble, because
even God’s own people were totally ignoring God’s law, meaning the understanding of
the principles upon which we are built, and therefore they were in the process of
destroying themselves. In a way the world is always in a process of destroying itself;
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this is the law of iniquity. The world is not forced to be this way; it chooses to be this
way. The world thinks it knows best, what it wants or what it needs or what is good and
so on. I leave it to you to judge whether that’s true or not; the world surely thinks so.
Well, what is true, what is good, what is wholesome leads to thriving. So the world
should thrive if it really is seeking and finding what is wise and what is good.
In the time of Jeremiah, people were ignoring God and his word in his prophet, and so
the prophet said, “This will be like Shiloh,” meaning destroyed. But he says, that is, God
says to Jeremiah, “Perhaps they will listen and turn back each from his evil way, so that I
may repent of the evil I have planned to inflict upon them.” This again is not arbitrary.
It’s simply the consequence of the principles upon which the creation and the
human nature operate within all the possibilities freedom allows.
So if people who are headed for destruction change, which they can because they’re
free, if they repent, if they start a whole new way of thinking about life, then the evil
toward which they’re hurtling will not be their end. They will shift; they will move.
That is why redemption is always possible, because redemption comes as a possibility
from a different dimension. If you want to put it this way, it comes from above, not from
behind. So it allows us to shift our course as individuals, as communities, as whole
societies. But usually, usually in the history of the world, a certain amount of real evil
has to come about before people really wake up and sense what’s wrong with the
choices and values of their own society. This has been the case in the past. We will see if
that pattern continues.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
People Make Problems
Seventeenth Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday,
August 4, 2012 8:15 AM Jer 26:11-16, 24: Mt 14:1-12 (Will we let this new life
Christ brought live?)

“Although he wanted to kill him, he feared the people, for they regarded him as a
prophet.”
Matthew presents Herod as a pitiful figure, by no means a ruler in any way, having
no character, having no sense of what is right, swayed by his fears, swayed by the
opinion of others. At first he wants to kill John, but he is afraid of what the people will
say because they regard him as a prophet. On the other hand, after having made this
completely impulsive promise to his wife’s daughter Salome, a promise no one in their
right mind would make or keep, he indeed keeps it because he is afraid of his oath, as if
God were a witness to such an oath, and because of his company, his guests who heard
him make the promise. So for a while the people and their opinion of John, keep him
alive, then the guests and their opinion of Herod, kill him.
This is part of the whole mix, of the coming of the Word of God into human life.
John the Baptist was his herald, and John the Baptist himself was a victim of the very
forces that eventually would take Christ to the Cross, the lack of character, eventually
not only in Herod and the Pharisees and Pilate, but even in the people themselves.
Now it is very intriguing for people today to blame their institutions for letting
them down. A man told me recently his two very favorite institutions have let him down:
the Catholic Church and the Democratic Party. But the truth is institutions are made up of
people and it’s really people who are the problem, people who do not live by
principle, people who allow their actions to be guided by their fears, the esteem of
others, their desire to be liked, what other people think. In a world like this, what can
institutions do? They themselves are plagued by the same flaws because they are
made up of people.
Christ came to bring a new substance to the human person, a new power, a new
authority. The whole purpose of our Church is to let that new power, that new
authority sink in to its members, who have a new life from the waters of Baptism,
announced by John the Baptist himself. The question is: Will we really let this new life
live?
People Make Problems

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Perceive Our Hunger Eighteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B August 5, 2012
10:45 AM Ex 16:2-4, 12-15; Eph 4:17, 20-24; Jn 6:24-35 (The bread that has
come down from heaven is the nourishment we need for conversion, new life, rebirth.)

“Amen, amen, I say to you, you are looking for me not because you saw signs but
because you ate the loaves and were filled.”
Very often in the gospels Jesus’ teachings are presented in the context of an argument
or a dispute. Arguments and disputes are meant to clarify. Usually they are between
Jesus and the teachers, the rabbis or the scribes. But here there is a dispute between
Jesus and the crowd following him. He says, “You are looking for me not because you
saw the signs but because you ate the loaves.” Now this takes a little reflection because
the loaves were the sign. How could they eat the loaves and not see the sign? That’s
the point. Jesus is saying, well, you want another meal. You haven’t deduced from the
sign what I am trying to show you. A sign leads somewhere else. And all the signs in the
gospel are pointing to the need for conversion, new life, rebirth, but here they only
care about food.
Our evangelist wants us to see something very important. The problem isn’t just
institutional Judaism or its leaders or the Roman Empire and its procurators. This is a
tendency people have: we blame our leaders. This is saying, no, the problem is in the
crowd. Is there a parallel today? I would think so. Who do we send to Washington?
Who do we send to Springfield? They are the problem, yes, but the voters are really the
problem because they send these people. But that’s not the point of the gospel,
particularly; it’s just a sidelight.
What is the point of the gospel is there’s something wrong with us. There’s
something wrong with us because we really don’t know what we really need. It
shouldn’t be so. The Scriptures are very clear that God has fashioned humanity in his
own image and the biblical witness testifies to the goodness of life, the dignity of the
human being, our intrinsic worth and our excellence. And yet here is this disappointing
observation: people don’t even know what they really need. Yes, we have great potential,
but also we can waste it rather easily.
So John is pointing to a lack of substance in the very people following Jesus. Jesus is
trying to lead them to utter fulfillment, to utter happiness and thriving by satisfying the
very desires God has placed within us. But the crowd isn’t too concerned with what Jesus
is trying to do because they are not even aware of their own real desires, the ones God put
there, their natural, inborn needs. They are not conscious of them. This is a serious
problem. Our needs are not what we think we need, what we imagine we need, what we
feel we need. There is something God put in there; our needs come from the Creator.
They are satisfied ultimately only by the Creator. This crowd does not perceive the
sign because they don’t perceive their own hunger that the sign is addressing. Jesus
presents himself as the bread that has come down from heaven. But the crowd is not
hungry for that, that particular bread, that bread that has come down from heaven.
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So this gospel urges us to make some painful observations and sobering
observations about human nature and the human condition. No doubt that is what John,
the evangelist, wants us to do. What the gospel makes clear is what we need, what
human nature needs, is rebirth, transformation. In its present condition it can’t really
do much to help improve life or the world. If we imagine it can, that imagination is part
of our problem. And yet we look to our leaders, our government, and, yes, even our
leaders in the Church for something that actually can only come from God, that can
only come through faith, through a commitment to God. And that’s what the role of
the Church is: to mediate grace, yes, but to bring about a direct relationship between
us and God, not to get in the way of a relationship between us and God, but to mediate.
And without this radical renewal that Jesus was expecting from that crowd and that
Jesus is expecting from this crowd today, all attempts to improve life on earth will
probably make it worse. That is why the words of Jesus are filled with such dire
disappointment. Jesus states boldly, “My Father gives you the true bread from
heaven.” That is the essential nourishment that we need for new life. Is that what
people are concerned with?
In contrast, what is the world concerned with now? Civil war in Syria? Perhaps. Or
games in London, a presidential campaign in the United States, economic data from
Europe or Japan or China? Without the bread that fills our hunger none of these other
issues are that important. And since God respects our freedom we can imagine things
will get much worse before they get better, because they won’t get better until we
undergo a spiritual renewal. Until we undergo a spiritual renewal, our efforts to
improve our world are like rearranging the deckchairs on a sinking ship. And this is
something the prophets have said over and over again. But we need to keep this in mind:
God will never abandon us either as a community or as individuals. God will never
abandon us, even though many abandon God. God doesn’t play tit-for-tat. God is always
God. And God initiates what God wants to initiate and follows through all his promises in
spite of a lack of response and appreciation.
“Jesus said to them, ‘I am the bread of life, whoever comes to me will never
hunger, and whoever believes in me will never thirst.’”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Space to Drink In the Glory
The Transfiguration of the Lord
Monday,
August 6, 2012 8:15 AM Dn 7:9-10, 13-14; 2 Pt 1:16-19; Mk 9:2-10 (How do
we bring an experience of God to ourselves and others?)

“And he was transfigured before them, and his clothes became dazzling white,
such as no fuller on earth could bleach them.”
This story is a story of the glory of God shining forth from the body of Christ. Now
obviously, the glory of God was always in the body of Christ. This was not really a
change in his body; it was a change in the perception of the disciples. They were, for
a moment, allowed to see what was always there. And that is the nature of a religious
experience. For a moment, one is allowed to see what is always there. But, of course,
religious experiences don’t last any more than this one did. The light was overshadowed,
in a sense replaced by a voice—a voice is more “inner”—and then it all disappeared, and
they were alone with Jesus.
Now the great question that we need to ask as evangelists, as people sent by Christ
into the world, is how do we bring an experience of God to others? For the last 400
years, partly due to the Reformation, partly due to the printing press, partly due to the
culture, the Church has over-relied on words. This is more true of perhaps the Protestant
Church, but it’s also true in the Catholic Church: too much reliance on words. We also
have symbols, we also have images, we also have sacraments—which is good—but even
they are often drowned in words and explanations.
This is not about a word, at least in the normal sense of it. It’s not about language.
This is about an experience not linguistic, even though they heard a voice affirming the
identity of Jesus as God’s own beloved. But this is not really a language event. This is
something else. How do we bring that something else to people? How do we bring it
Space to Drink In the Glory

to ourselves? There’s no explanation of how to do this. In one sense, it’s all up to God,
but then we have to give space to God. Jesus even took them up the mountain, so we
have to go up the mountain, so to speak: some mountain, somewhere, not necessarily a
real mountain, but a place apart. And we have to let glory overflow from within
because we have to believe, if we have been baptized by God, we have to believe that we
have been drenched in the glory of God. We have been washed clean by the blood of
Christ. These have to be more than simply verbal affirmations. They have to become
something we sense. And we can’t sense it through our senses. It’s got to be an
extrasensory perception.
That’s what this was. This was an extrasensory experience of the disciples. And in a
way they needed it. They needed it, at least these three needed it; they were the three
leaders, you might say, presumably so that Jesus’ death on the Cross wouldn’t totally
destroy them. We need the glory of God so that the evil in the world doesn’t destroy
us. So we have to prepare. We have to find our Mount Tabors. We have to give God
some space so we can drink in this glory that flows from the One.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Above the Turmoil Eighteenth Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday, August 7, 2012
8:15 AM Jer 30:1-2, 12-15, 18-22; Mt 14:22-36 (St. Sixtus II and his companions;
St, Cajetan) (We can rise above all the turmoil of society through prayer and
concentration on God.)

“During the fourth watch of the night, he came toward them, walking on the
sea.”
Now there’s different ways of interpreting this story. Jesus walking on the sea could
be the central issue. What is this? It’s not a major miracle. Levitation is actually rather
common. It doesn’t require any kind of supernatural power or preternatural power.
It just requires knowledge of laws we don’t know, as St. Augustine put it. St. Augustine
said miracles are really not a suspension of natural laws, but they’re the exercise of laws
we don’t understand. In the case of levitation, that’s surely true. In the case of healing,
not necessarily. Especially healing of someone blind from birth; that’s really special.
That’s intervention of divine power. This, no, not necessarily divine power. Levitation
is found both in Christianity and even in Eastern religions. But what is the evangelist
saying? How is he using this to teach? That’s the point.
Now, in regard to levitation, let us say that it’s related to another phenomenon you’re
all familiar with called “dead weight.” If you have a child that falls asleep, and you have
to take the sleeping child to bed, that child weighs more asleep than not asleep. Why is
this? We call it “dead weight.” But there is something that alters with consciousness.
If that’s true, then the more conscious we become, perhaps the lighter we become.
And Jesus has been spending time by himself in prayer, therefore at a very heightened
state of consciousness. Probably, that’s what Matthew is getting at. That as Jesus is on the
mountain and that he is with the Father and that his mind is able to focus on God in the
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purest sense, and allows earthly matters to fall away, and even the attachment to the
senses to be more or less surrendered, he is able to walk above the waves that
represents all the turmoil of life.
And Peter wants the same thing. Peter wants to be able to rise above the turmoil,
physically symbolized by the tossing of the boat. But the problem with Peter is he loses
his focus. He doesn’t look at Jesus. He looks and he starts sensing the wind. Well, that’s
the wrong thing to think about. If we really want to rise above the turmoil of life, we
have to keep our minds on God, on Christ. When we start looking at other things,
assessing the strength of the wind or something else—again all this could be taken
metaphorically: the winds blowing through our lives, the troubles blowing through our
lives—when we start looking at that, then we sink into turmoil.
So in a way, Matthew is trying to give us an image of the Church. The Church is
being called out of the boat. The Church is always like the boat, tossed about by the
waves of society, all the troubles; we’re not exempt from all that. And yet there is a way
that we can be freed of it. We can rise above all the turmoil of society through prayer
and concentration on God, by finding a mountain space for ourselves and letting God
administer his mercy to us, letting God show us his glory, so to speak, as yesterday on
Mount Tabor. And that this will elevate our feelings, our hopes, our minds, our souls. It
will give us another dimension and that itself will be God leading his Church.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Zeal for the Spirit Eighteenth Week in Ordinary Time Wednesday, August 8, 2012
8:15 AM Jer 31:1-7; Mt 15:21-28 St. Dominic, priest (What is it people really
need?)

“She said, ‘Please, Lord, for even the dogs eat the scraps that fall from the table
of their masters.’”
This is a very interesting story, especially today on the feast of St. Dominic. In fact,
the work of St. Dominic is very much in contrast to this story in this way: St. Dominic,
like Francis Xavier and many other missionaries in the life of the Church, was filled
with zeal for souls, as they spoke; that’s the term they used. They had zeal for souls.
That meant they were driven by this belief that they had to do something or others would
perish—they had to do something or others would perish. Many had this belief.
Francis Xavier, for example, went to India and China, not knowing, of course, that
the gospel had been in India over a thousand years before him, in fact, maybe twelve
hundred years before him. Of course it hadn’t gone very far and more or less stayed in a
very small area, but it had been there. Now the people there in India, for example, they
weren’t filled with this zeal for souls, perhaps partly because of the way that society was
organized—maybe. Francis Xavier also went to China, although the gospel had been in
China too from shortly after the beginning, although it had been pretty well contained and
even suppressed.
Now Dominic was more concerned with Europe. Two movements caused him great
distress: the Albigensian or Cathar movement, very peculiar beliefs, and Islam. Now
the Cathars have died out, but Islam has continued to gain momentum. Dominic was
afraid of that. His particular idea was to combine the teachings of the Catholic Church
and the findings of modern science, and he thought the combination would be
overwhelming and that the minds of the Islamic people would see the superiority of
Christianity, of Catholicism, and would leave behind Islam. Well, that didn’t work out.
And this leads to the question: What is it that people need? Probably Dominic
thought they needed information. They needed to see the truth, to hear the truth. That’s
why he founded the Order of Preachers, to preach the truth. Apparently, that is not
enough. What did Francis Xavier think people needed? Well, again, to hear the truth. He
preached, then left. An odd strategy really, but that’s what he did.

Zeal for the Spirit

But what is it people really need? I don’t think they need simply to hear the truth
because I don’t think that they can hear. People cannot hear. Even in Bangladesh today if
people want to find out about Christianity, they can. They can find out the teachings of
the Church, the Bible. They can get hold of the Bible; it’s on the Internet. They have
access to everything if they want it. Do they want it? No. Why? They don’t think they
need it. Why? They think they already have what they need. This is the problem.
On all levels, in and out of the Church, people think they already have what they
need. They don’t really realize how poor we are in the riches of God, in the riches that
God wants to bestow upon us, riches of mind and heart. And how will anybody ever
come to know about this? Only by meeting someone filled with the Holy Spirit. Now
Dominic was that. But were all of his fellow friars? Evidently not. Francis Xavier was
surely filled with the Holy Spirit, but what about those he left behind? Were there people
there filled with the Holy Spirit able to carry on? Perhaps not too many.
So the gospel really never took hold in India, not because it went over there long, long
ago under the power and work of the apostle Thomas, not at the time of Francis Xavier.
Even though there are definitely many devout India Christians, but the whole of India is
such a vast country teaming with people who seem to feel no need at all for the good
news of Jesus Christ. Ditto China. Ditto the whole planet. The whole planet is full of
these people, many people, who don’t seem to need the good news of Jesus Christ. What
is lacking? Information? No, it’s on the Internet. What is lacking is people filled with
the Holy Spirit. That’s the only way the word of God, the good news of Jesus Christ,
comes through. It’s in person—in person—and it’s got to be a person filled with the Holy
Spirit. That’s the only thing that touches people, that show people that their lives are
unfulfilled, that God really has great plans for them and they could really be much
fuller, much richer, much more complete, much more happy, if only they were to open
themselves to this Holy Spirit.
So I believe that on this feast of St. Dominic we might also pray for zeal, but not zeal
for spreading information or zeal for sending people pamphlets, but zeal for the Spirit,
first of all, a desire that we be filled with the Spirit and then the opportunity to share
that. This is what the world desperately needs, to know the depths and the heights of
God’s love, and the power that is available to us through faith.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Cheerful Giver
Feast of St. Lawrence
2 Cor 9:6-10; Jn 12:24-26 (Giving of self
to invest everything.

Friday, August 10, 2012
8:15 AM
If you want to gain everything, you have

“Whoever sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and whoever sows bountifully
will also reap bountifully.”
Now this text has often been used, and perhaps rightly so, to speak about the giving of
money to the Church or to the work of the Church or to charity, and that’s perfectly
appropriate, but it’s really a much bigger picture than simply the giving of money. It’s
really about the giving of self.
“God loves a cheerful giver.” That means in marriage; marriage is about giving:
giving one’s self to one’s spouse, to one’s children, creating something beautiful for God,
and “God loves a cheerful giver.” God doesn’t want begrudging: oh, well, I have to do
this. It applies to religious practices. If we’re going to come to Mass, we should come
joyfully and cheerfully because we are doing something for God, and because we enjoy
doing that. If we are going to pray, we should pray because we want to spend time with
the Lord. It should be a cheerful gift of time, not begrudging: oh, I have to do this now.
And I believe that a lot of bad example has been given in this regard by my generation
and the older generation—I don’t know about the younger generation—people dutifully
following the Church’s teachings, but not cheerfully, dutifully doing what they are
told, but not cheerfully. What sort of witness is that? That’s the question that this
letter asks us to ask ourselves.
The point is we have to invest. The gospel reading is about investing, sowing grain. If
a grain of wheat does not go into the earth and die, it remains just a grain of wheat. Well,
what good is a grain of wheat? A grain of wheat has to be used for something: either
ground up for bread or planted for more wheat. That’s the idea. And this is a sort of
paradox because our own intuitions are about saving, keeping ourselves safe. The
gospel says, no, you save yourself, and you will lose everything. If you want to gain
everything, you have to invest everything: give it all away, give it to God, and then you
will really have a rich harvest.

A Cheerful Giver

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Poverty and Humility
Eighteenth Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday,
August 11, 2012 8:15 AM Hab 1:12-2:4; Mt 19:27-29 St. Clare, virgin (Clare
had the highest esteem for herself because she saw herself mirrored in Christ and Christ
is the mirror of God, so she felt herself drawn up into the life of God.)

“And everyone who has given up houses or brothers or sisters or father or
mother or children or lands for the sake of my name will receive a hundred times
more, and will inherit eternal life.”
Today we celebrate the memorial of St. Clare, and Clare was a woman who really
embodied this gospel because she was in love with poverty and humility as she saw
qualities that reflected, mirrored, the very nature of God, as she took the Incarnation of
God, especially in the body of little Jesus—don’t forget, at the time of Clare and St.
Francis the whole idea of the crèche had become a central icon of Catholic faith, so to
see in that small, tiny child God revealed. She saw this as an expression of God’s
humility and poverty, and so she wanted to incorporate that into herself; in fact, she saw
in him a mirror of herself, as well as a mirror of God. “Behold the birth of the mirror,”
she says in reflecting on the stable, the birth of Jesus.
Now in many ways this whole gospel and Clare’s whole life is a total contradiction to
what modern people think. For example, modern people think, well, if you’re deprived of
what you want and you cannot possess things, your life would be very pitiful and horrible
and depressing, but not for Clare. In fact, Clare writes with such enjoyment. She lived a
rich life, a happy life, a joyful life, and she appreciated the world in a way that those who
possess much cannot appreciate the world. And in regard to humility, she had the
highest esteem for herself because she saw herself mirrored in Christ, and Christ is
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the mirror of God, so she felt herself drawn up into the life of God. What greater
esteem could anyone have? But that’s humility.
Again, in our society, no. In our society, people have to be given or they have to
earn—that’s disputed whether you can even be given—but somehow people have to get
self-esteem. From what? From their education or their achievements or from their world
or from their family or somewhere—they need this as if it’s some external measure. But
when we are trying to develop self-esteem by external accomplishments or any
external measurement, we are really missing the whole point of who we are, what
we’re called to be, what we can be, and Clare clearly saw this and lived it. She saw it
and lived it and loved it.
It is sad when I read historians who read words and they have a lot of knowledge, but
they don’t get the meaning, for example, of the gospel or the life of the saints. They study
the Church and all they see is politics. That’s poverty in a bad sense and that’s very
prevalent. Clare had poverty in a good sense, that is, she was free of stuff, but she
was filled with God. And so she remains for all of us a wonderful example and
companion. The saints are our companions, they are still with us in our journey.
They are part of the Church. They are lifting us up. And we need to keep them in mind
and, if I dare say, utilize the wonderful gifts they are helping to provide for us.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Transforming Work of Eucharist
Nineteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B
August 12, 2012 9:00 AM 1 Kgs 19:4-8; Eph 4:30—5:2; Jn 6:41-51
(Acknowledge our brokenness and helplessness in the face of our own emotional habits)

“I am the living bread that came down from heaven; whoever eats this bread will
live forever; and the bread that I will give is my flesh for the life of the world.”
You may recall if you have ever had the opportunity to join the Church in the Holy
Thursday liturgy, John’s version of the Last Supper. It is astonishing because that supper
has no food. There’s no wine; there’s no bread; there’s no paschal lamb, just the washing
of the feet. And people have puzzled about this.
I believe the answer to the reason why there is no institution narrative in John’s
version of the Last Supper is that this is the institution narrative; this is John’s way of
talking about the Eucharist and about Jesus giving Eucharist. “I am the living bread
that came down from heaven; whoever eats this bread will live forever; and the bread that
I will give is my flesh for the life of the world.” This whole series follows a teaching
where Jesus makes it very clear to his audience that people need vision from God, what
we could call divine revelation. We need that revelation, that vision, from God or we are
blind.
Now Jesus identifies himself as this very vision, this very revelation, and he calls it
“the bread that has come down from heaven.” This irritates his audience; it annoys
them because they think they know who he is; they think he is just one like them, and yet
he isn’t and never has been. And now he says this bread is his very flesh. So it’s the story
in the synoptic gospels but backwards. They begin with physical bread, the matzoth; then
they go to the metaphysical or spiritual meaning: body and blood, life given in sacrifice.
This gospel goes the other way around. It starts with the spiritual meaning of the
bread, the gift from above, the revelation from the Father, the vision of God, and
then it moves down into the physical embodiment in Jesus.
Now the community of believers knew when he refers to his flesh he was referring
to the Eucharist. But those not part of the community didn’t know that. They took it in a
physical sense. They thought he was referring to his physical flesh. And of course they
were incensed or they thought it was laughable or disgusting or whatever. The point John
is making, our evangelist, unbelievers cannot understand; they are not part of the body;
they do not share the vision that God has given. The Eucharist belongs to the believers,
the faithful. It feeds them. Faith connects; disbelief divides. That’s an important
principle: belief gathers people together; disbelief separates them.
Now the whole point of Jesus’ gospel that he has mentioned over and over again is the
gift of eternal life. But we cannot share eternal life if we don’t first share the vision
that comes down from heaven, that enlightens us, that makes us able to live a new life.
And we cannot have that without faith. So here faith is more than just trust; it’s
enlightenment. And the gospel makes it very clear without this enlightenment, without
God’s vision, human beings remain helpless. We cannot see on our own. We do not
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know on our own. We need God’s help. And through Jesus God is now remedying our
defects, and he is using the Eucharist to work an ongoing transformation of the body
of believers.
Now the presence of God referred to here is not static. God is at work; the presence of
God is dynamic, the source of all possibilities now working to bring about a new
possibility in the community according to God’s promises. The community on its part
must be willing to let go of all the obstacles to the Holy Spirit. St. Paul is elaborating
on this in the second reading to the Ephesians: “All bitterness, fury, anger, shouting,
and reviling must be removed from you, along with all malice.”
Now this is God’s work; it’s not something we can do; God does it. But God effects
this through his gifts that we receive with devotion, with affection. And this is not a quick
or easy process. It is more akin to an alcoholic achieving sobriety. People imagine if they
have no dependency on drugs or alcohol, they are sober. But in the spiritual sense
sobriety means freedom from all negative and destructive emotions. The Russians
talk about sobernost, sobriety. It is this sort of freedom that they are referring to.
All of our experience, all human experience, involves our bodies and our brains and
the chemicals of the brain. Many of these chemicals are addictive. You don’t take them
in from outside, but they are still addictive. And that’s why people habitually react the
same way, even against their own will. They say, “Oh, I don’t know why I always do
that.” Well, it’s because certain chemicals are working in your brain leading to
certain behaviors. Our emotional habits which motivate our behavior can be very
negative and confining and even destructive.
True freedom from such distress involves transformation, no less remarkable than
sobriety for the alcoholic. We need a strength that is within us that is higher and
stronger than our habits. Jesus calls this new strength “the bread that came down
from heaven.” Like food, it works from within fortifying and energizing. This food is
not made up of sugars, fats, proteins, vitamins, or minerals. It’s rather made up of new
perceptions, new feelings, and new powers of endurance.
One of our great problems is we don’t usually realize or admit what we really need.
Alcoholics Anonymous is very successful because it’s built on the shared
acknowledgment of brokenness and helplessness in the face of alcohol. There are
similar twelve-step programs for other addictions. But ordinarily we don’t admit that we
are helpless in the face of our own emotional habits, in the face of what’s wrong with
us, how we get bent on some self-destructive or confining behavior. And most of us kid
ourselves into believing that we can change whenever we want to. In fact, many of us
justify all our actions and choices as if they are really deliberate and rational.
But if we look to Christ and we see his teaching and we recognize he is modeling for
us what we could be, we have to admit there’s a gap. There’s a gap between what Jesus
is living and what we are living, even though he is our model. And if we believe we can
close that gap by ourselves, we are in denial. And this gospel is about that. Christ is the
true bread that comes down from heaven and makes possible a new life. But if we
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are in denial, then we receive Christ in communion perhaps casually, distractedly, rarely,
or not at all. This is all part of our denial: we can close the gap ourselves; we’re okay the
way we are. In this way many Christians are really like their secular neighbors who feel
religion and spirituality are really quite unnecessary. And what a tragic mistake that is. So
many people go through the religious motions, but they are really unconvinced
inside that they need help. But if we really don’t believe that we need help, then we
won’t take the help God offers.
The saints demonstrate that the closer they get to God the more they are aware of how
much they need God and help in their brokenness. Now you may say, if you like, that
even needing God is a kind of addiction. You may say we are hardwired for this
dependence for our well-being. But it’s positive; it’s healthy; it fits into God’s plan for
us. It is like the lifelong devotion of a married couple; their kindness to each other,
their service to each other, their fidelity, and their mutual esteem only draw them closer
and closer the older they get, making them more and more interdependent. As we say, the
two become one: one body, one spirit, one mind. But this would never happen, their
marriage would never last, if they believed that coldness and indifference were perfectly
all right. And that’s exactly the way it is with our relation with God. If we think
coldness and indifference are all right, our relation with God will go nowhere. It will not
last. But if through our mutual love and support and giving and welcoming, we grow
closer to God, we become interdependent. We become one; this is communion. And
Jesus promises that this will last for all eternity.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger

An Experience of the Glory of God Nineteenth Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
August 13, 2012 8:15 AM Ez 1:2-5, 24-28c; Mt 17:22-27 (St. Pontian; St.
Hippolytus) (The purpose of revelation is to inspire people to hope in God, follow God,
trust in God, respond to God.)

“Such was the vision of the likeness of the glory of the Lord.”
Now today’s reading from the prophet Ezekiel is something that overwhelms our
sense of logic and our ability to imagine. It may even strike some people as being bizarre.
And there is a certain bizarreness in religious visions.
Now in our Western tradition, we are very fortunate to have the results of a great deal
of profound reflection on the big issues of life—the religious issues, the ultimate
issues—and they are reflected on in a very logical and methodical way. And this is very
good, but that is not the origin of our faith tradition. The origin of our faith
tradition is the experience of the glory of God, the experience of the overwhelming
love, splendor, light and power of the ineffable.
Now technically, “ineffable” means that we can’t speak about it, but of course those
who experienced this glory, this overwhelming splendor, had to speak about it. So they
used language that strikes us as bizarre. But that’s just the language. What’s behind it
wasn’t bizarre at all. It was wonderful, full of wonder, awe-full, awesome, full of awe.
And it is not something that is constantly with the people. Rather, it’s something that
comes at very crucial moments. We might remember, way, way back, when Moses had
fled from pharaoh and was working for his father-in-law—he got married very quickly,
joined up with that family, and he was working with sheep, flocks, when God called him
through the burning bush. Later, he led people, the people, his people, out of Egypt and
the people experienced all kinds of signs and wonders. The glory of God overwhelmed
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them. But later, they forgot all about that, as they settled into the Promised Land and
actually started to ignore altogether the agreement they made, the covenant they agreed
to. And this led to all kinds of ills. And the prophets warned them, but they didn’t
listen. Eventually this led to exile in the land of Iraq—at that time called Babylon—but it
was Iraq, as we call it today.
Now it is in this place, in Iraq, where the people have been exiled, that God once
again opens his glory to the priest/prophet Ezekiel. And that’s what we read from
today, part of his scroll, about how God is again opening up this glory to the eyes, not of
the body, but the eyes of the soul. Now, again, this is so Ezekiel can once again inspire
people to hope in God, follow God, trust in God, respond to God. That’s the purpose
of revelation. That’s the purpose of God’s self-disclosure.
So it’s very well and good that we think about our faith, that we meditate, that we
think logically about how everything fits together, but that isn’t the origin of the gift we
have that began way before Christ, the gift of faith in a God who has caused us to be, and
who wants us to be with him. Our faith journey is really about opening ourselves to
the wonder, to the glory, to the awe of the divine, and keeping ourselves focused on
the end point, the horizon, of our journey, which is to be in God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger

Explanation of Child in the Kingdom Nineteenth Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday,
August 14, 2012 8:15 AM Ez 2:8-3:4; Mt 18:1-5, 10, 12-14 St. Maximilian Mary
Kolbe (The thinking of the Only Begotten Child of God)

“The disciples approached Jesus and said, ‘Who is the greatest in the Kingdom of
heaven?’”
Now it might be a little surprising to us that the apostles would have really asked this
question. Maybe they really didn’t. Maybe that’s Matthew’s way of teaching us
something. But anyway, this particular gospel pericope is framed with this question,
“Who is the greatest in the Kingdom?” And the answer, of course, is paradoxical because
the kingdom is about paradox. It’s about what seems to be contradictory. In the world,
we have no doubt who is the greatest, although they are always in competition with each
other. But in the world, greatness is a matter of power, influence, prestige. Jesus’ point is
that in the kingdom, which is in the domain where God and God’s will reign, this is not
so, because the kingdom isn’t about power and influence and prestige. It’s about
something very different. And so “greatness” is very different.
So Jesus used the image of a child. Well, a child is mostly potential. Everything else
being equal, a child could become almost anything. So by choosing a child, Jesus is really
talking about not anything we do. A child hasn’t done anything yet. A child doesn’t
really have a role, except growing up, if that’s a role. A child doesn’t have a position
in society, except being dependent, if you call that a position. And that’s the whole point.
That the whole idea people have of who they are is all based upon a purely
circumstantial, worldly arrangement that is passing away and has no importance
whatsoever.
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And yet, at the same time, every single child has within him or her a potential that
is great, that is marvelous. And he would add, I believe, if he were here, that potential
never disappears. The child we are in one way never grows up, but rather is
surrounded by growth, like a tree. If you cut down a tree, there are all these signs of
growth: year after year, another layer. Well, that’s actually the way we grow up, too. We
get layered with the influences of our society, our culture, our world. We call that
maturity. That in itself is not actually maturity. Maturity would come when the child
from within grows in the spirit of adoption, which is the reason why the child exists in
the first place. We all exist in the first place to be adopted children of God. When we
grow inwardly in that spirit, then we are maturing.
Meanwhile, all the growth that surrounds us, layer after layer of so-called
education, which is not really education at all, but a layering of the influences of society
and a layering of new information and new data and ways of thinking, which may be
completely out of sorts from the actual nature of the child and the importance of the
child, which may in fact obscure the nature and importance of the child. This is
exactly our condition.
And so Jesus does not so much preach a revolution in regard to the conventions of
society or the ways or the economics or the politics of society, but rather he preaches a
complete new way of thinking and therefore a new way of evaluating who we really
are. And this is a radicalism far deeper than any revolutionary has ever thought of and
way beyond the thinking of the vast majority of adults. This is the thinking of the Only
Begotten Child of God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The First Disciple to Be Glorified The Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:15 AM Rev 11:19a; 12:1-6a, 10ab; 1 Cor 15:20-27;
Lk 1:39-56 (We are all called to share in the glory of the resurrection.)

Today we celebrate the feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Mother, and as Pope
Pius XII proclaimed in the dogma of the Assumption, the Assumption does not merely
mean that Mary was free from corruption. There are various saints who are free from
corruption, Bernadette Soubirous, for example, and quite a few others. There bodies don’t
undergo corruption. Mary has the unique privilege of having entered into heaven,
according to the pope, according to the pattern of her Son, meaning that as Jesus
experienced the resurrection from the dead and the glorification of his body, so has
Mary.
Now why does the Church proclaim such a teaching? It is not in the Bible, as I am
sure you are aware. The reason the Church has come to proclaim this teaching is that it
emphasizes the complete victory of Christ’s redeeming grace over sin. Now in many
people, including in our bothers and sisters of the Protestant Reformation, they believe
there’s something intrinsically evil or, in their words, “depraved” about human nature.
That never set well in the Catholic Church, the idea the human nature itself is depraved.
Why? Well, Mary was completely human, but she was never sinful. And if Mary was
completely human and never sinful, then sin and humanity do not go hand in hand.
Sin is an historic event. It is a tragedy, but it is an historic event that did not have to
happen. We are not created in a depraved state. And the sin of Adam, whatever that is
supposed to mean, the fallen nature that we share, the defects that are all obvious to us,
do not make us depraved. We are weakened and we need help, but we are not
depraved.

The First Disciple to Be Glorified

Furthermore, we are all called to share in the glory of the resurrection. Now how
will this take place? We do not know. In the early Church the belief was that those who
died simply slept until the time of the resurrection. Well, the longer the Church existed on
earth, the less people thought that the dead simply slept waiting for the resurrection.
Furthermore, if we think about time, as least some people believe that time could have no
meaning for those who have passed from this earth, meaning that the glory of God must
await them in some form, at least once they have undergone some purgation for any
unforgiveness. So that is the general belief in the Catholic Church, although it’s not
exactly a dogma.
Now how Mary differs is that Mary is already experiencing the fullness of
whatever resurrected glory there is. We are not sure that anyone else does. But we do
know that according to our Church we believe in the resurrection of the body. We do
not believe in some sort of immortality somehow detached from the material world.
We believe that what God is doing is remaking creation, restoring creation, creating a
new heaven and a new earth. If there’s a new heaven and a new earth, that new heaven,
that new earth, contains material reality. What it is like, we don’t know. But when you
think about it, even modern science, which knows so much about the universe, doesn’t
know all about the universe, doesn’t know what dark matter is. That’s material, but we
don’t know what it is. So we don’t know either what is a glorified body. But that doesn’t
mean that we cannot celebrate the victory of Christ and his giving that victory to us and
his elevation of his mother as the first disciple, the first disciple to follow him, the first
disciple to be glorified.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
God’s Original Intention for Marriage Nineteenth Week in Ordinary Time Friday,
August 17, 2012 8:15 AM Ez 16:1-15, 60, 63; Mt 19:3-12 (When we talk about
covenant and sacrament, it is really based on this idea of God bringing a man and a
woman together in a permanent relationship for life, so that they can serve each other,
love each other, and help each other to attain the kingdom.)

“He said to them, ‘Because of the hardness of your hearts Moses allowed you to
divorce your wives, but from the beginning it was not so.’”
This is Jesus teaching the restoration of the creation. It is a theme that is repeated at
various times in the New Testament. It’s based on the idea that in the beginning God
had a certain purpose in the way things were set up, but as time has gone on people
have lost the way; they have gone wayward. In this case the waywardness has to do with
hardness of heart. That implies that marriage is supposed to be a communion of love,
and that when there is hardness of heart there can’t be any love and, therefore, there
can’t be any marriage.
But what did God intend originally? God intended bonding. In fact, human nature
itself is a bonding, has a bonding quality in sexuality. There are all kinds of chemicals
that work in the psyche and in the brain to produce this unity between a man and a
woman. And this is meant to become permanent and, if you want to use the word,
addictive in a good sense, a need that two constantly fulfill for each other. That’s the
idea of marriage.
Jesus is talking about marriage being rooted in God’s original intentions. How it
came to be, how it developed was something else again. And you can go into the history
of polygamy and polyandry and all kinds of other forms of so-called “marriage”—that’s
not what Jesus is talking about. He is talking about the original plan, and it’s between a
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man and a woman. That’s what he is saying. And it’s meant for a permanent
commitment and bonding and union.
Of this he is basing on his understanding of the creation itself. So when the
Church teaches, it’s not free to teach just whatever or to go along with just whatever
people come up with; it has to follow what Christ originally taught. So we have to see
that there is something that is in our tradition that, although people have not always lived
up to it, is nonetheless God’s original intention. So when we come to talk about
covenant and sacrament, it is really based on this, this idea of God bringing a man
and a woman together in a permanent relationship for life, so that they can serve
each other, love each other, and help each other to attain the kingdom.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Fatalism vs. Hope Nineteenth Week in Ordinary Time Saturday, August 18, 2012
8:15 AM Ez 18:1-10, 13b, 30-32; Mt 19:13-15 (BVM) (This is not about material
success. This is about moral perfection. You have free will.)

“Fathers have eaten green grapes, thus their children’s teeth are on edge”
This is an old proverb in Israel. Now “green grapes” doesn’t mean green grapes, the
green grapes in the store. It means green grapes that are not mature so, therefore, sour. I
don’t think it is a good translation, but here we are.
So God talks to Ezekiel and he says this shall no longer be true. Well, what does
that mean? First of all, the proverb refers to the fact that we all know we are very much
influenced by our parents. If they are rich, we have a lot of advantages; if they are very
poor, we have a lot of disadvantages. That’s truth. But what this is saying is, what the
proverb actually means is that people are fatalistically determined by what happens to
their parents. And God is speaking to Ezekiel and saying, no, it may be true you are
going to be influenced by your parents, but not in any fatalistic sense, not in any sort
of irrevocable sense. You can overcome the problems you inherited from your
parents. Why? Because father and son are equal to me.
Now this was not always well understood in Israel, but God is clarifying this to the
prophet Ezekiel. On the other hand, he says the opposite is also true. You may be born
into a family with wonderful parents; it doesn’t mean you are going to thrive. Each child
has to decide for himself, for herself how life is going to be. So you can have very
righteous, holy parents and turn out to be a total scoundrel, and then God will not
be pleased.
Now you may think this is all rather obvious, but it isn’t really. In the history of
humanity people often feel, on the one hand, an irresistible burden or, on the other
hand, an entitlement in regard to their lives, vis-à-vis their parents. Sometimes people
feel that they just can’t ever do anything because, after all, they don’t have the right stuff.
Well, in some cases they may not have the skills or the knowledge. But this is not about
skill and knowledge. This is not about material success. This is about moral
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perfection. This is about actually attaining holiness. It’s God saying, look, nothing is
going to hold you back from becoming a pleasing, holy child of God. You have free will.
On the other hand, nothing is going to hold you back either from becoming a scoundrel if
you don’t make the right choices, and then no matter what kind of background you have
and no matter how good your parents were, you will not be pleasing in my sight.
Now we have to think about that. In one way the United States always embraced
this sort of Christian or Jewish hope, was really part of the way people in this country
thought about things. Every new generation is really a new generation. We can always
start over again. No matter what problems we had in the past, what issues our
families had we can start over again. And that is really very positive hope rooted in the
word of God, delivered in this case to the prophet Ezekiel.
Now there is another philosophy vying for dominance, sometimes way too
successfully, which is the philosophy of materialism, the philosophy of atheism, in
which there really is no hope except for what you can take, what you can get. But as
far as quality of life, it’s not even an issue, not in the spiritual sense. All that matters is
how you get ahead or what you get or what you own or what you control. And this itself
is such a total loss. And we are living in a period where many people are giving up
what is most important, or have given it up. And this is a very great sadness. But those
who believe in the word of God are called on to continue to live amidst this very sad
situation with hope and with perseverance. And we know it can be done.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Degrees of Intimacy in Following Jesus Twentieth Week in Ordinary Time
Monday, August 20, 2012 8:15 AM Ez 24:15-24; Mt 19:16-22 St. Bernard, abbot
and doctor of the Church (Yes, everything is a gift and yet we must strive to attain the
gift with commitment and sacrifice.)

“Then come, follow me.”
Matthew deliberately leaves us in the lurch at the end of this story. We don’t know
whether the young man went away sad because of his many possessions would delay
his following Jesus, or because of his attachment to his many possessions, he chose
not to follow Jesus. We are not supposed to know because this is really for you, for me,
for the reader, for the hearer of the word—as are most of the parables and stories.
It’s not about something that happened a long time ago; it’s about what is happening
right now, and what are you deciding?
One thing we have to observe is there are different degrees of intimacy that people
are called to. At first, Jesus is very happy to tell him—this young man who inquires
about eternal life—he is very happy to tell him, “Keep the commandments.” That’s
general. That applies to everybody. But this young man is not happy with that. He doesn’t
want to be like everybody. He wants and feels a special calling. He feels there’s
something lacking in his life even though he kept all the commandments, including
loving his neighbor as himself. So Jesus says, well, if you really want to be perfect, if
you’re really called to something higher, then go sell all you have, give to the poor, and
“Then come, follow me.” So there are different degrees to which people are called to
follow Jesus. Certain things apply to everybody; other things apply to only certain
people. And to some degree, each individual chooses the degree to which he or she wants
to follow Jesus. What Jesus offers is the greatest possible freedom to those who have
the greatest willingness to follow.
Now St. Francis de Sales pointed out that those options aren’t available to everybody.
Some people have responsibilities that keep them from the greatest degree of freedom in
this world. So we all have to be very careful discerning: What is best for me? What is
God calling me to? What are my options given the responsibilities of my life, given
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other choices and commitments I’ve already made? And so this idea of following
Christ is not something that is quite simple. And it is something that obviously involves
inner choices, decisions, and effort.
This young man’s question, “Teacher, what good must I do to gain eternal life?” Jesus
never said that’s not a proper question. That is a proper question. And we do have to do
something to gain eternal life. And that is something that many Christians don’t
understand. They believe that salvation is a pure gift that is given to us in a sort of
passive way, that we accept it passively. But there are many, many texts in the gospels,
and this is one of them, in which obviously we have to be actively engaged in doing in
order to receive.
So that phrase from the Reformation, sola gratia, is not really true in a univocal sense,
in a simple sense. It’s only true in a paradoxical sense. Yes, everything is a gift and yet
we must strive to attain the gift. Thus, when the kingdom of God is discovered, such as
a treasure buried in the field, then we have to go and buy that field. That requires a great
deal of commitment. That requires a great deal of risk. You can’t discount commitment
and risk and say oh, well, the kingdom is just yours—that’s it, nice and simple. That is
one of the great errors of the Reformation and, unfortunately, one that has spread into our
Church as well. No, according to your proper place and status and within the context
of your responsibilities, you do have to make decisions. You do have to do something
in order to gain this eternal life, just like a merchant that comes upon a very precious
pearl. Well, he has to make every effort to attain that pearl. He can’t just say oh I really
ran into a great pearl! This is about gaining the life, gaining the kingdom. It requires
commitment. It requires sacrifice.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Refine Our Expectations
Twentieth Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
August 21, 2012 8:15 AM Ez 28:1-10; Mt 19:23-30 St. Pius X, pope (Trusting
in God’s providential care for the common good, our own interests and that of others.)

“Then Peter said to him in reply, ‘We have given up everything and followed
you. What will there be for us?’”
We can see that from Peter’s question that following Christ does not remove selfinterest from the human heart. And naturally so, it is part of our nature to be
consciously concerned with our own welfare. And this means that we are created to be
responsible for ourselves. We are not created to be simply part of a project. We are
created to be responsible for ourselves and not only for ourselves, but also for
others. And apart from this fundamental truth of nature, much of Christ’s teachings don’t
make sense. But Jesus does ask Peter and the other eleven to leave behind their normal
homes, their occupations, and follow him and do his work. And it’s very clear Jesus does
not specify exactly how they’re supposed to be taken care of. That’s rather included in
the trust they are to have in God. Following him involves trusting in God for their
well-being, which is not the same thing as throwing all caution to the winds and
surrendering one’s responsibility. It’s being responsible by trusting in the
providence of God.
Now there is a certain amount of risk involved in what Jesus is suggesting, which is
why Peter is a little concerned. He wants assurances. What is it, what is it we’re going to
get? And, of course, there is really no clear answer. Part of the trust is, well, wait and
see. Come and see; wait and see. Life is not about this very moment only. Yes, we’re
alive right now, but life is about much more than right now. And part of trusting in
God is also being willing to let go of control. Being responsible for oneself is very
important, but trying to control all the details of life is not so good. And knowledge is
part of the control. Wanting to know, wanting to specify, that’s all part of the control.
And Jesus’ point is look, you’re not in control. But I guarantee you, I promise you,
those of you who have given up whatever for me will get a lot more even now. But of
course, not in the same way as perhaps you might think. In other words, yes, you have
Refine Our Expectations

many more, a hundred times more houses, brothers, sisters, mothers, children, but not
necessarily to possess and control for yourself, but rather to share and to have in
common, which is a different kind of having. It involves enjoyment; it involves
security; it involves safety, but not control.
And so what this teaching is really trying to do is refine our expectations, to help us
see that some of our expectations, which we get because of our contact with the world
and because of our own inner securities, a combination, some of our expectations really
aren’t very sound. And if we pursue them, we will actually be working against our own
best interests and the best interests of other people. Putting these two together, we talk
about the common good. However, if we pursue Jesus’ mission, then we will be
simultaneously pursuing the common good and we will be assured God’s providential
care, given, of course, the good will of others.
Now that’s one thing that we can’t be ever certain about, the good will of others.
Given the good will of others, then we will have a hundred times more. But one of these
texts, and this teaching occurs several times in Scripture, one of them says “and
persecution besides” because you can’t be sure about other people. Insofar as people hear
the word of God, then we can share together a wonderful inheritance. But if people hate
the word of God, then persecution. But even there, we will inherit eternal life. Nothing
can take that away. And so the focus then must be beyond not only the present
moment, but the present age. It must be into the eternal vision of God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Look, Listen, Give Permission to God The Queenship of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:15 AM Is 9:1-6; Lk 1:26-38 (Mary is our mother,
our queen, our model, and our exemplar.)

So, boys and girls, what do you think is the first thing that Mary did when the angel
Gabriel appeared to her? No, that came later after he spoke. Before he spoke what is the
first thing she did? Think. She looked at him! She looked at him; he appeared, and she
looked at him. This itself is very important because if she had not looked at him, this
story would not have been told, it would not have happened, that would be the end of
that. God would have found some other way. But Mary looked at him.
Now in many ways God speaks to us. In many ways God appears to us. Not only
the angel Gabriel brings us God’s presence. We believe that God is in each one of us.
Don’t we believe that? God is in all of us. Do you believe that? Now it is true we can
expel God if we want to. We have free will. If we don’t want God around, well, God will
leave. That’s true. And we can become very hardened and very evil even—we can. But
for those people who are open to God, God dwells within us. Our bodies are temples
of the Holy Spirit. So when you see another person, you might just see God looking back
at you. But you have to look at them. And looking at people deliberately and
consciously is actually a wonderful way to see God in people. You have to look at
their eyes. You can’t just look at their shoulder or their knees. You have to look at their
eyes. The eyes are the windows of the soul. And I know when you get up in the
morning sometimes you are tired and you didn’t get enough sleep and maybe you don’t
even want to get dressed and maybe you don’t feel hungry for breakfast and you have to
eat breakfast and you have to put on your clothes and then you have to go downstairs and
go out of the house and you don’t feel like it, but that’s a way of missing many
opportunities when you start the day in a sort of funk. So what I recommend is you think
about maybe God is going to look at me today through the eyes of someone else, and,
in fact, God certainly will if we are alert enough to look back. So let’s think about that.
The first thing: Mary looked at the angel.
Now she heard the message. The message seemed impossible—right? It was
impossible, so she was confused, naturally. God was asking her to do something that
seemed impossible. But what was the message about that? “Nothing is impossible for
God.” So in our lives we, looking at our own powers, our own abilities, our own
circumstances, we may think that something is impossible, but with God it isn’t. If it’s
within God’s plan, it can come about.
But we have to—what? What do we contribute? What did Mary contribute to all this?
What’s the one thing she gave to God? No, she didn’t give him Jesus. God gave Mary
Jesus. What did Mary give to God? Mary gave her permission—Mary gave God her
permission. God will not use you without your permission. God respects your free
will. I can assure you God has great plans for every single one of you, but he will not use
you without your permission. So first of all, you have to look, you have to look at the
messenger, and the messenger could be anybody. We all can bear messages to each
other of God’s love. But when we start to understand in our minds, in our intellects,
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what God is asking from us, we have to give permission or it won’t happen. But once we
give permission the way Mary did, which was without any strings attached, wonderful
things will happen in everyone’s life. And that’s one thing that the story of Mary tells us.
If we give God permission, if first of all we are attentive to his message, if we look at his
messengers wherever we might find them, and we listen to the message, and we give
God permission, wonderful things will happen in every single life. No exceptions!
There is not one person here that God doesn’t want to draw into a very intimate
relationship.
Now some of you may become famous—some of you. Maybe the whole world will
know about you. Maybe you will be like Steve Jobs and invent something that the whole
world will need—maybe, or maybe not. Maybe nobody will ever hear your name. That
doesn’t matter. Either way God wants to use you and can use you, but only if you give
God permission. You have to say yes.
Now there are times when you are going to be confused. You are not going to know
how possibly anything good can come out of a certain circumstance, but just remember
Mary. She was confused; that’s okay. But you must give God permission or everything
will stop right there, and won’t even get that far if you don’t look. If you are going to be
closed inside, then nothing will ever happen.
So Mary is a wonderful exemplar for us, a model. We can learn a lot about
ourselves and about our future by looking at her. So today we celebrate her queenship on
this day, which is eight days after—what? What was eight days ago? A great feast,
wasn’t it? The feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Mother. So eight days after the
assumption we celebrate the queenship. And she is given to us as our mother and our
queen and our model and our exemplar, and I hope we learn from her how to live a
great life, a blessed life, and a life very helpful to God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Complete Trust of Discipleship Feast of St. Bartholomew Friday, August 24, 2012
8:15 AM Rv 21:9b-14; Jn 1:45-51 (Acknowledging the Creator in all things: the
limits and directions and guidance that the Creator has put into nature itself)

“Jesus answered and said to him, ‘Do you believe because I told you that I saw
you under the fig tree?’”
This is one of the many teachings on discipleship, and discipleship is more than
simply being good. The opening hymn, “Whatsoever you do to the least of my people,
you have done unto me,” that is the criterion in Matthew’s Gospel for the general
judgment. People are judged according to God’s view of whether they really were godly
or not: helpful, Christ-like, charitable, good, just, however you want to put it. It isn’t our
measurement; it’s God’s.
But discipleship is even more than that. Discipleship means really following
intimately in the footsteps of Christ and accompanying him on good days and bad days,
sharing intimately in his life, but also sharing in his suffering. It’s much more than simply
feeding the hungry, and slacking the thirst of the thirsty. It is a life set apart, if you will,
clearly and consciously, maybe in the world not so obviously set apart because disciples
also have to earn their daily bread. They also have to rear their families and do all the
things people have to do on this earth, but the disciple is different. A disciple has
complete trust in God, or at least that’s the calling of the disciple: to trust God in all
things.
Now you see Nathaniel here trusted Jesus just because he said, “I saw you under the
fig tree,” and Jesus is a little astonished. He said you mean just because I saw you, that’s
enough? You’ll see a lot more than that!
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Now this is chapter one. Toward the end of John’s Gospel we see people leaving,
those who had followed him for years, leaving, departing. Why? Because they couldn’t
take it. They couldn’t take the teaching that “My flesh is true food, my blood is true
drink.” They said who could take that? Who could believe that?
The answer is Nathaniel could because Nathaniel was a man without guile. He was
simple but deeply and profoundly open to the truth. Duplicity or guile is not openness
to the truth; it’s mixing; it’s being sly. Nathaniel wasn’t sly. He wasn’t self-interested. He
wasn’t dominated by self-love and self-will, which is really the life of the flesh. Nathaniel
wasn’t. That’s why Jesus says this is a true Israelite, “a true child of Israel.”
That’s what Israel was about. It was about being open to the truth and living a life
not for oneself, but for God, being part of something bigger, acknowledging the
Creator in all things: the limits and directions and guidance that the Creator has
put into nature itself and therefore working for the common good, something bigger
than just me and my self-interest. This is what modern democracies have lost; and if
we want to survive, we have to regain it.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Marvelous Adventure
Pastoral Council—Staff Leadership Day Saturday,
August 25, 2012 8:15 AM Phil 2:14; Ps 19:9, 10, 11; Jn 17:11, 17-23 (It’s
standing with Christ and our payment is this unity with Christ that is just as real as his
unity with the Father.)

“I pray not only for them, but also for those who will believe in me through their
word, so that they may all be one, as you, Father, are in me and I in you, that they
also may be in us, that the world may believe that you sent me.”
Today parishes and businesses all talk about mission statements; well, this is Jesus’
mission statement or at least John’s version of Jesus’ mission statement. And it’s
important that we dissect it. The syntax is not the clearest, but there are some very clear
thoughts here. Jesus is praying for two different groups of people: his chosen
disciples, who are going to bear the burden of the work that he has come to do and suffer
also with him, and then the second group are those who will believe because of them.
Now in a sort of lazy way we refer to all these as Church, but Jesus distinguished. You
might say Church, one prime is the working Church, the apostolic discipleship, the
dedicated people, the missionaries from the side of Christ, the others: everyone else
potentially because all are called to the messianic banquet, the life of God in eternity. But
God calls people in different ways. Some only know the truth through this group of
missionaries. We already learned that, or we should have learned that, in Jesus’
resurrection when Jesus returned to the upper room and chided Thomas for not believing
his brothers and sisters who told him that they had seen Jesus, and he said I won’t
believe. Thomas is like so many people in the world. They don’t believe because
personally they haven’t experienced it, and personally their logic doesn’t require them
to even accept the reality of God, much less the mission of Christ. So they are out there,
and yet even they are called to the truth; they are called to eternal life. And whether
they accept it or not, that we don’t know. We’ll find that out a long time from now.
Meanwhile, we know that there is a group that Jesus is relying on to continue his
mission. And actually in the last fifty years, that is the group, more and more, the
Church. Those who gather together now are more and more dedicated apostles and
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missionaries, less and less simply hangers-on, passive recipients. And this is probably as
it should be. Probably people should only call themselves Christians if they are really
willing to work with Christ and suffer with Christ, which does not mean they are the
only ones who will reign with Christ or enjoy the gift of everlasting life. That’s
God’s desire for everyone, and so we have to get this clear in our minds. We are
called to be active and working for the salvation of others, who for whatever reason have
not been granted the robust experiences, spiritual experiences, religious experiences that
those who are intimate with God have. It is not for us to judge who is good or bad or
worthy or unworthy, but it is our work to work. It is our mission to move and to carry
on this work.
And that’s what we hear Jesus praying about. He is praying for us and he is praying
for others. And we have to make his prayer our prayer, especially the second part: his
prayer for others. We have to be so concerned about the people in the world today
who are so confused and so disinterested and so indifferent that they are allowing their
lives to be played with and manipulated by all the forces of the economy and politics and
society and the demonic itself.
So our work is a great work. It’s standing with Christ and our payment is this unity,
this unity with Christ that is just as powerful and just as real as his unity with the
Father. We are in fact called on, if we are really the true, authentic disciples of Jesus to
be living out of relationship within the Trinity itself. And once we give God
permission to use us in whatever way God wants, the rest will be a marvelous
adventure.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Bring the World to God Twenty-first Sunday in Ordinary Time/B August 26, 2012
9:00 AM Jos 24:1-2a, 15-17, 18b; Eph 5:21-32; Jn 6:60-69 (Incompatibility of
self-centered values and discipleship)

“As a result of this, many of his disciples returned to their former way of life and
no longer accompanied him.”
Our evangelist gives us this story from the life of Jesus so that we know and
understand that even in the beginning people were coming to Jesus and leaving. There
was nothing irresistible about his attraction. People came; they listened; sometimes they
stayed; sometimes they left.
In this particular case they left because of Jesus’ teaching on the bread of life. I
quote the gospel’s version: “This saying is hard; who can accept it?” And indeed they
were right. Who can accept it if taken literally? Again, quoting the gospel: “For my flesh
is true food, and my blood is true drink.” The Jews never took anything literally. The
very purpose of the rabbis was to interpret the meaning of Scriptures, the meaning of
God’s Torah.
Jesus comes not as God’s Torah, but as God’s work. He says, “I do only what I see
the Father doing.” He offers bread from the Father that far surpasses the manna of old.
Your ancestors ate manna in the desert, and they died. But “whoever eats this bread will
live forever.” None of this can be understood literally; that’s why Jesus said, “The flesh is
of no avail.” The literal mind belongs to the flesh, but the spirit gives life. The spirit is a
way of insight and understanding that goes beyond words and beyond our normal
comprehension.
The evangelist puts this story into his gospel, I believe, to show us something very
important: that not everyone really can follow Jesus—not everyone can follow Jesus.
Again, I quote: “For this reason I have told you that no one can come to me unless it is
granted him by my Father.” This ministry or mission of discipleship does not start
with us. It’s not our choice. It starts with God; it’s a matter of being chosen and for a
purpose, for a mission. Again, “It is not you who have chosen me; it is I who have
chosen you.”
We should know by now and understand from the Scriptures that everyone is
included in God’s love and everyone is invited to salvation, but that does not lead to
the conclusion that everyone is fit for the work that Christ started and continues. It
is for God to judge who is fit for the kingdom and it is for God to choose who is fit for
the work of bringing the world to God. And that’s the conception in the Scriptures: to
bring the world to God, not God to the world. To bring the world to God: that’s Jesus’
mission and that’s the mission he shares with his chosen disciples. The kingdom of
God itself is the ultimate goal for everyone. But the work—that is a present mission and
task for those who are equipped, for those who are fit, for those who are ready, for
those who are willing.
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And this very important mission of discipleship means that even in this age we enjoy
an intimacy with God and also we suffer with God. Communion and compassion—
union with and suffering with. And the sign of both is the Eucharist. The Eucharist is
our communion and the Eucharist is also our compassion; it is our sharing in the
sufferings of Christ that continues in the world, the Eucharist being the memorial of his
very death on the Cross. So we see that not everyone is really willing to be part of this;
not everyone is willing to suffer; not everyone is willing to do what is needed to be
intimate with God.
Now if we wonder what makes a person suitable for this intimate life, the gospel
tells us it all begins with a profound trust. Those who stayed with Jesus had a profound
trust in him. “We have come to believe and are convinced that you are the Holy One of
God.” This trust and conviction is way beyond words. It’s a deep commitment and
relationship. It’s a deep connection, not unbreakable, not infallible, but deep. And even
when it is harmed, it can be healed, as we see in the experience of the apostles during
Jesus’ trial and afterwards.
But this profound trust, which we can call faith, pulls us out of our own selfconfidence. Self-confidence and self-reliance is very good. It’s a very good quality, or
perhaps it’s two different qualities. And they serve very well in the world, but they are
worthless in regard to our spiritual well-being or our salvation. Nothing could be more
detrimental to our ultimate spiritual well-being than a sense of individual selfsatisfaction. We cannot provide for ourselves anything by way of saving grace,
redemption, or eternal life.
In our society this is hard to hear because the self and its choices are at the
forefront of everything. It’s this self that drives our politics. It’s this self that drives our
economy. And the right to chose of every single individual is so absolute that no one
dares to mention the possibility that there could be a bad choice. You have never heard a
politician suggest it, except voting for the alternative. But that is ingrained in our thinking
as a culture: every choice is good because the exercise of choice is the ultimate liberty,
the ultimate freedom; self-interest is inviolate.
Now it is obvious from this gospel that we cannot trust this world system with its
self-centered values and at the same time follow Jesus; they are incompatible paths.
If our lives are all about what we think and what we want, we cannot be Jesus’ disciples.
Jesus’ disciples are called to a higher truth, a higher worth, a higher dignity. And this
gospel is a story about some of Jesus’ disciples discovering that incompatibility.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger

How and Why We Pray
Twenty-first Week in Ordinary Time
Monday,
August 27, 2012 8:15 AM Opening Prayer 2 Thes 1:1-5, 11-12; Mt 23:13-22
St. Monica (Prayer of Petition—God does not want to accomplish his will without us.)

St. Monica was the mother of St. Augustine. Augustine influenced the western Church
profoundly—not as greatly as some historians maintain, however, because the Church
during the Middle Ages often corrected his teachings or objected to them through
counsels and so on. But, nonetheless, he was very influential. And this prayer I read is
really an ancient prayer. It is based on the idea that Monica procured the conversion of
Augustine through her prayers and tears. And that’s a thought I would like to think
about today.
Do we move God by our prayers and tears? How do we move God by our prayers
and tears? This is a very important question. Obviously, religious people believe in
prayer, because religion is all about prayer, connecting. Now some people, it is true, have
the emphasis on the wrong place, as if prayer begins with us. That’s not true, and if we
think it is, we will be very disappointed and very frustrated in life. Prayer really begins
with God. God addresses us. God asks for our answer, our return. And part of our
answering God and responding to God is praise, gratitude, thanksgiving, but also,
petition.
Jesus made it very clear. We are to ask God for all we need. And that, therefore, is
really God’s own will for us. And this is something we can think about. I know a woman,
or knew a woman, who was a very prayerful woman. She spent many hours a day in
prayer. She told me that God would tell her to pray for something that was not even on
her radar. She didn’t even know about it or care about it, but God told her pray about it.
And she would. In obedience, she would pray about whatever God told her to pray
about, and very often her prayers were granted. Why would God ask her to pray for
something she didn’t care about, and then grant the request?
What is prayer, anyway? After all, God can do what God wants. We know that. So
why would God ask us to pray for something? This is something we need to think
about because sometimes we pray for things God does not want. And God cannot
possibly answer those prayers because God cannot contradict himself. So if our prayers
are ever to be successful, they have to be grounded in God’s will in the first place,
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which is why Jesus taught his disciples to pray: “Thy will be done on earth.” First and
foremost, our prayers have to be rooted in the will of God. So they really begin with God,
and that’s why they can be very powerful because that’s what God wants anyway. But
God does not want to accomplish his will without us. He has given us the privilege of
sharing in his creative and redemptive work, and he does not want to do it alone. So
he asked my friend to pray for things that she had no particular interest in. Why? He
wants her to help bring about his will and to be in accord with his will and to be pleased
in his will.
Augustine was converted. Of course God wanted Augustine converted; God wants
everyone converted. But that requires, first of all, in everyone, that we agree to God’s
will. Secondly, it often requires that others participate in getting us, bringing us into
that communion, that consent, with God’s will. In the case of Augustine, he had—even
though he was somewhat of a rogue, and even though he was arrogant and prideful—he
did have devotion to his mother. So God used that devotion to accomplish God’s will,
which is his conversion. So did Monica’s prayers have value? Of course. And
Monica’s tears? Yes. Did they move God? Not so much. They moved Augustine.
We influence each other. And we actually can influence people that we don’t even
know and who don’t know us, because whether we know it or not and whether we
believe it or not, we actually are all connected. And we give each other opportunities
for growth, for conversion, in many different ways, even if we don’t believe it; but if
we do believe it, all the better. We can enjoy our role as God’s servants. It is, after all,
the best role we can pick. Out of a myriad of roles, the best would be being God’s
servant. It’s much better than being a hypocrite, which is also very religious, but not of
service to God.
So on this memorial of St. Monica, we can think about how we pray and why we
pray and what that’s supposed to do. And we can be assured that our prayers really are
powerful but perhaps not for the reasons we think. Again, since we are all connected,
maybe Monica herself could help us understand this.
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Miracles in God’s Providence Twenty-first Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday,
August 28, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Thes 2:1-3a, 14-17; Mt 23:23-26 St. Augustine
(When we pray, we should pray with the expectation that God will listen and that
something good will happen.)

Today we celebrate the memorial of St. Augustine. And it would be appropriate to
discuss an issue he brought up and dealt with rather poorly, the issue of miracles. St.
Augustine did not believe in miracles, oddly enough. He did believe that Christ
performed miracles. He believed in the resurrection of the dead; that’s a miracle. He
believed that the apostles performed miracles. But then he thought it all stopped. And he
began this form of thinking which has done so much mischief in the Church called
“dispensationalism.”
Now for him there were only two dispensations: the apostolic era and then after
it. Since then, we’ve had people invent endless numbers of dispensations. The idea is
poor. The gospel says that we are living in the final age. The final age means the age
before the eternal is manifest. That was true for the apostles; it’s true for us. There are no
different dispensations. If miracles are possible for the apostles, they are possible for
us.
Now that does not mean, however, that they will be plentiful. They go according to a
meaning and a purpose that is beyond us. People get the idea sometimes that perhaps if
they are very good or very holy or very prayerful, that God will grant them what they ask,
even if it’s, for example, healing. Well, when it comes to healing, first of all, not all
healings are necessarily, strictly speaking miracles. After all, our bodies are created to
heal and we aid that healing process by all kinds of ways including prayerfulness,
including the right conduct in life, including the right nutrition, the right amount of rest.
Furthermore, we help each other and they help us in our overall health. What we do with
our minds has a lot to do with our overall health. So, yes, prayer can influence healing
in many ways that are not really strictly speaking, miracles.
The Church is pretty strict about what it calls a miracle; but there are miracles:
sudden, unexplainable reversals of deadly diseases that are total, complete and
instantaneous. That’s a miracle. Do they exist? Yes, they do. Are they frequent? No.
Why do they happen at all? I don’t know. We cannot scrutinize the mind of God. We do
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know, or we can at least surmise, that whenever miracles happen they happen for the
good of souls, for the salvation of souls, for the promotion of the gospel in some way
or another.
The idea Augustine had was that the Church had already become well-founded in the
apostolic era and didn’t need any more miracles. Well, that’s quite false, as we can see.
The Church is never well-founded once and for all. It has to be re-founded all the
time. People can lose faith. Whole groups and cultures and civilizations can lose faith. So
we always need to be reestablished. The gospel needs to be preached in every age, in
every era, in every time, in every place, in every culture, in every period.
So, miracles do happen. When we pray, we should pray with the expectation that
God will listen and that something good will happen. But we should not expect that
we will be preserved from all suffering on earth. Jesus was not preserved from all
suffering. His disciples were not preserved from all suffering. Therefore, we should not
expect to be preserved from all suffering. We should expect help, but not preservation
from all suffering. Furthermore, no one is preserved from death. Christ was not
preserved from death. He really died, so we should not expect that our loved ones will be
preserved from death. And even though we may pray that they be preserved from an
untimely death, we aren’t really ever sure and cannot be sure what is untimely.
What does that really mean?
We can assume we know what’s good, but we are only guessing. Ultimately, we have
to surrender to a love and to a power and to an intelligence and to a will that is way
greater than ours, far beyond anything we can imagine. And when we pray, we need to
pray with confidence that whatever this great love, will, mind, intelligence desires
for us is the very best possible thing.
Now you may have observed, as I have observed, at various healing services where
people go up to one line, get prayed over, go to another line, get prayed over. What does
that say? Is that exemplifying trust in God or is it imagining somehow that what
really matters is who is praying? If we start thinking that way, we are really out of it.
That is why the Church has acknowledged at times that the cult of saints can get out of
line. In other words, if I think if I pray to St. Cunegunda, well, that will be a powerful
prayer, but if I pray to St. Anne, that won’t be. That is a desperately wrong attitude. What
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matters is what is God doing? What does God want to do, and how is this going to be
accomplished? The saints are powerful intercessors, yes. But to pick one against
another, or even on earth to pick those who are willing to give themselves to, for
example, prayer or intercession, to say one is more powerful than another, how do
you know? God knows. And everything is in God’s providence.
So we need to live in confidence and acknowledge that, yes, miracles happen, but not
always and not necessarily for the benefit of those closest to God. In fact, very often
miracles are for the benefit of wicked people because God’s whole purpose is to turn the
wicked to goodness, to bring repentance to the rebellious. So, yes, there are signs and
wonders, but, no, they are not just so that we can have an easy life.
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Innocence and Wisdom
Twenty-first Week in Ordinary Time
Friday,
August 31, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 1:17-25; Mt 25:1-13 (We have to foresee the
difficulties life will bring and we have to prepare for them, but how can we illumine if we
do not know the light ourselves?

“But he said in reply, ‘Amen, I say to you, I do not know you.’”
In one way this is a very harsh parable because the ending of it is a matter of rejection.
We have to keep in mind this parable is told to the disciples. It is not told to the crowd.
It is not told to the Jews. It is told to the disciples. And we have to keep in mind that
Jesus gave real responsibility to the disciples. He really expected something from them.
And in this case, what he was expecting was the giving of light. The disciples are
expected to enlighten, to illumine, to prepare the way for the bridegroom. And this
requires two things: first of all, a certain kind of innocence, indicated here by the word
“virgin,” meaning not committed to something else, not mixed up with something else,
but free and available; secondly, wisdom. It’s not enough to be a virgin—free,
uncommitted; also it’s important to be wise. And wise here means provident, providing
something. Light requires fuel; spiritual light requires fuel as well, energy. Where
does this come from? It comes from the source of all light.
Now this means that we have to be in constant contact with the source of light. The
foolish virgins thought that their innocence, so to speak, their availability, would be
enough. They didn’t foresee the trials that life would bring. They didn’t foresee how
long the bridegroom would be delayed. They didn’t foresee what would really be
required of them, so they fell asleep. Well, the wise virgins fell asleep too, but their
falling asleep was prepared for. The foolish ones’ falling asleep was not prepared for;
they had not provided fuel for themselves. They were not able then to do their job. And
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then they asked somebody else to help them out: “Give us some of your oil.” Well, there
are some things in the work of God that we have to provide, that we have to get
ourselves from God. We can’t get it from somebody else; we can’t depend on somebody
else. So if we want to be really disciples of Christ, if we really want to serve him and
be intimate with him, then we have to be provident. We have to foresee the difficulties
life will bring and we have to prepare for them, keeping in mind that our role is always
to light up, to illumine. And how can we illumine if we do not know the light
ourselves? That’s the question this gospel asks every virtual disciple.

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Burying Out of Fear vs. Producing for God Twenty-first Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday, September 1, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 1:26-31; Mt 25:14-30 (BVM)
(We have no right to depreciate our own value. We can bring about our own downfall.)

“And throw this useless servant into the darkness outside, where there will be
wailing and grinding of teeth.”
In this parable as in many parables Jesus challenges our ordinary idea of what is
fair and just. It seems awfully harsh to exclude this fellow with so little talent, to throw
him in the outer darkness. Of course that means the place with no light. The outer
darkness is another word for the dark side of the moon, abraxas. It means a place where
there is no hope.
But Jesus wants us to realize how really significant our choices are and how our lives
and who we are and what we are born with is really supposed to be an investment. It’s
really God’s investment, and we are nothing but stewards. And what is so essential is
that we really give something back to God, at least a hundred percent profit—at least a
hundred percent profit!
Now this man who is thrown into the outer darkness, into the place of hopelessness,
where there is grinding of teeth: this refers to people recognizing that their problems
really are caused by themselves. In the ancient world, it was the recognition that one
has brought on one’s own downfall.
Now Jesus is very clear that we can bring about our own downfall. And it’s because
we can live in fear. “Fear is useless,” Jesus says. “Out of fear I went off and buried your
talent in the ground”—I buried out of fear. Out of fear we can bury what God gives us.
God did not make us to be buried; he made us to provide something. And this
providing something is found in many parables—never exactly said what it is: produce,
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fruit, talents, whatever, something. We have to produce something from what God gave
us. So earth is not a holding pattern. Earth is not something to endure, to get through.
Earthly life is an opportunity to do something for God. And God really expects
something. He expects a return on his investment.
Now you may notice that this one who is thrown into the outer darkness is the one
who started with the least amount of talent. It is often the case that those who have the
least amount of talent appreciate themselves least. Why? Because they are living by
the world’s standards. In the first reading today from St. Paul, he talks about how the
foolish of the world can be wisest in the eyes of God—can be! If they refuse to evaluate
themselves according to the world, then they can be the means by which God
shames the wise because God can do anything.
But when we, out of fear, bury our talent we are really refusing to let God use us. And
so we have no right ever to depreciate our own value. No matter how poor and
insignificant, we have no right to depreciate ourselves. This is an inner responsibility.
Nobody can give us self-esteem. Nobody can give us self-respect. Nobody can give us a
rightful and proper pride. This doesn’t come from school. It doesn’t come from society. It
comes from within, and we need to value ourselves no matter how poor we may think
ourselves, or lacking. We are God’s own. Every single person is God’s own, and every
single person can produce something for God. And when we throw that idea aside, we
are in big trouble! So Jesus told this parable.
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The Journey Within Twenty-second Sunday in Ordinary Time/B September 2, 2012
10:45 AM Dt 4:1-2, 6-8; Jas 1:17-18, 21b-22, 27; Mk 7:1-8, 14-15, 21-23 (We
will not be responsible for the person we become unless we observe and judge and
choose our desires and our thoughts and our feelings.)

“He summoned the crowd again and said to them, ‘Hear me, all of you, and
understand.’”
Now at first listening the topic of today’s gospel story may seems a little trivial,
whether it’s important in God’s mind whether people wash their hands before eating. But
this is actually a crucial moment that Mark is telling us about when Jesus is really
parting the ways with his mother religion, and for a reason of very deep principle.
Devout Jews believed that the oral Law, which is really a vast compendium of
prescriptions about how to eat, how to cook, how to sleep, how to work, how to walk—
all these things were really from God, that God revealed them through Moses. And the
role of the rabbi was to interpret all this for the people. And frankly, Jesus didn’t believe
it; he didn’t believe all these laws came from God. He thought they were of human
invention, the so-called “tradition of the elders,” also called Halakhah. Halak means to
walk. And so it described how everything was to be done day by day, step by step. Jesus,
on the other hand, clearly did not believe this, and said so. And so he forfeited his right to
a reputation as a reliable and devout follower of Moses.
However, it would be wrong to imagine that he substituted something easier or more
liberal or less difficult than the teaching opposed. It is not easier or more liberal. Jesus
replaced a detailed, legal prescription of outward cleanliness and outward order
with something much more sobering: a call to inner cleanliness and inner order that is
far more demanding. I quote: “Nothing that enters one from outside can defile that
person; but the things that come out from within are what defile.” Therefore, every single
criminal act, wicked act, malicious act, cruel act ever committed in the history of the
world first started with a thought. That’s his observation. Without evil thoughts there
would be no evil deeds. So this is a whole new idea of what it means to be kosher.
Kosher is about something going on inside of us, not outside of us.
However, it brings us to some painful self-examinations. In another context you may
remember Jesus said that if a man looks with lust at a woman, he has already committed
adultery. At another time he said if you hate your brother, you are already a murderer. In
other words, within each of us there is a laboratory made up of thoughts and wishes,
feelings and emotions through which we create the behaviors that we see in the world.
Another way of saying this is what we see in the world is nothing more than an
extension and projection of our minds.
And this gives us an insight into what is essential in trying to understand, well, how
do we save our souls and how do we save the world? In the same way: by an inner
conversion or change of heart. You may have heard the word metanoia, commonly
used in the New Testament for this total conversion from within, a cleansing, a
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purification, of thoughts and feelings. It’s a call to a new life which is deliberately and
consciously God-centered and God-filled. And this is not something we can produce for
ourselves; we can only accept it as a gift which Jesus is providing. That’s his whole
point. He is offering this new life.
And it’s in contrast to the way we naturally are, the way we are born into this world.
We are born into a world relatively mechanical. We have all kinds of desires, feelings,
and thoughts that just appear automatically. And they actually pursue their own goals
within us, we often being simply observers of what they are doing. Politicians and social
workers try to change external conditions in the world, which is sometimes very
important. But external conditions are not really the cause of the world’s travail, at
least from Jesus’ viewpoint. From his viewpoint the cause of the world’s travail is
what’s inside of us, is what is inside of people.
It’s really a very simple message, but it’s not easy to respond to. It requires that we
question our own desires and feelings and thoughts and wishes, these things that
just pop into our minds unbidden. What they often are is nothing more than forms of
spiritual pollution looking for a dump. And Jesus’ point is we have to resist them as we
would poisons because they really are toxic.
Dag Hammarskjöld once said, “The longest journey is the journey within.” It is also
pretty scary; in fact, at times it seems unreal and even impossible because our thoughts
and our feelings seem so close and personal, we identify with them easily, instinctively.
It takes a great effort to question them, to distance ourselves from them, or even in
some cases disown them. And yet if we do not, we will never be responsible for the
person we become. That’s Jesus’ point: we will not be responsible for the person we
become unless we observe and judge and choose our desires and our thoughts and
our feelings. Otherwise the person we become is just a result of nature and chance. But
one way or the other we will go to God and give an accounting for the person we are. For
followers of Christ, as Jesus makes clear in the gospel story, saving our own souls and
saving the world are not two different tasks; they are indeed just one.
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Christian Concept of Work
Labor Day Monday, September 3, 2012 8:15 AM
1 Thes 4:1b-2, 9-12; Mt 6:31-34 For the Blessing of Human Labor (St. Gregory the
Great, pope) (Participating with God in the creation to make an offering to the Lord that
is worthy of the Lord)

“Do not worry about tomorrow; Tomorrow will take care of itself.”
Now how’s that supposed to happen? It’s a challenging, provocative statement and it’s
something we need to think about. Jesus definitely did not believe in worry or anxiety,
especially about worldly things. Rather, if you want to be worried or you want to be
anxious, be anxious about the kingdom of God and its righteousness. Seek that, first
and foremost.
Now that’s a wonderful gospel and we wouldn’t have to add anything to it if the world
had come to an end perhaps a year or two after Jesus spoke. But we see very much that
the world continues and there are certain requirements the world has.
Now today, we have Labor Day, a day originally celebrating labor in the sense of
manual work, menial work, hard work. And that touches but is different from the
Christian concept of work. The Christian concept of work has to do with being useful
and cooperating with God in the creation.
Now when people talk about labor in the ordinary sense, in the economic sense, they
are often talking about making something or performing some service. And that may be
involved also in a bigger concept of labor, but the Christian sense of work is really more
than that. It has to do with that we are called on to be cooperators with God. We are
participants with God in the continuing work of creation. And this calls on our bodies and
brains and minds and souls to think about the future as well as we think about the
present, in terms of, of course, the kingdom of God and its righteousness. How do we
build a better society, a more just society? Yes, that is the work of the disciple. That
is the work of the Church. It’s the work of Christians.
Now some of this work may involve making things. But in our minds, especially in
the United States and Western Europe and now even Asia, making things has become the
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essence of everything. Our whole sense of work is all about things, making things.
But that’s a very small aspect. And two things have evolved that make the manufacture
of things a very difficult and problematic enterprise: first of all, mass production.
Mass production means that a few people can make an enormous amount of stuff.
So if you have a huge work force, it means employing them would be to produce
enormous piles of stuff, far more than anyone needs, actually. This is the first problem. A
few people can produce everything people need. So if you can put everyone else to
work, you have to put them to work making things people don’t need. This is a very
serious problem, especially when making things always requires raw material and there is
a limited amount of raw material. We may not run out of it in my lifetime or your
lifetime, but eventually, yes, the human race will run out of it. That’s another
problem and it concerns the kingdom of God and his righteousness. How much may
we take for ourselves when we are not the only citizens of the world, especially when we
think beyond the boundaries of the present moment?
Back to the original concept of work, Christian work has to do with working with
God, participating with God in the creation, not necessarily making things and not
necessarily performing services as people normally think, but performing a service, yes, a
godly service, a divine service, an offering to the Lord that is worthy of the Lord; that
takes some doing. Nobody has the blueprints. We haven’t devised them yet. But that is
our work: to think, to devise, to plan for the present and for the future in such a way
that the kingdom of God and his righteousness is foremost, front and center.
Now do politicians actually think about this? I doubt it. But this is our work. Will it be
done tomorrow? No. The real question is not when it will be done, but when it will be
started.
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The World of Spirit
Twenty-second Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
September 4, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 2:10b-16; Lk 4:31-37 (There is some
component in our own experience that cannot be really material.)

“Now the natural man does not accept what pertains to the Spirit of God, for to
him it is foolishness, and he cannot understand it, because it is judged spiritually.”
St. Paul today is speaking of the Spirit and also the mind of God. I’m not sure that the
Spirit of God and the mind of God are the same thing, but they’re obviously closely
related.
The mind of God permeates all of the universe. The mind itself is made up of
something very different from matter. And since we experience life in a material form,
we tend to think of everything in material ways. That’s what he is talking about. “The
natural man does not accept what pertains to the Spirit of God.” The natural man
experiences life in a material form, and he thinks only about material things or life in a
material way, even if as tiny little pieces of matter, it’s still matter. But spirit isn’t matter
at all; spirit is immaterial.
Now we can come to the world of spirit in two ways: one, through ourselves
recognizing that there is some component in our own experience that cannot be really
material, that cannot depend on anything in our bodies, including our brains. Obviously,
our minds are fed by our bodies and our brains, which involve all kinds of chemicals, the
workings of which we scarcely understand and which are tied to organs of sense, eyes
and ears and nerves and so on. But there is something in us that is not physical in nature.
And that something belongs to the world of spirit or consciousness, same idea. The spirit
is conscious. The spirit knows and is knowing. We can know and we can be conscious
because we participate in that world. We have a created soul, a created participation
in the mind of God.
Now everything participates in the being of God. There’s only one truly necessary
being: that is God. God is the ground of all other being. All being exists only in God,
through God’s creating will and sustaining will. But we have an additional form of
participation: our minds, our souls participate in the Spirit of God, the consciousness
of God. We are able to be aware of, first of all, the world around us; secondly,
although poorly developed in most of us, we can be aware of God, the things of God,
The World of Spirit

the things of the Spirit. That’s what St. Paul is talking about in this part of his letter. Our
souls are like a screen. We can either be picking up projections from the world or
from the Spirit.
Now his point is that those who are in touch with, in tune with, the Spirit of God, first
of all, need to be very humble. We have to recognize that we only have a little tiny bit of
understanding of what this great mind of God is that permeates everything, creates
everything, controls everything in a certain sense while allowing for freedom in ways we
can’t even grasp. But the natural person, the man or woman who just thinks that what is,
is what is in front of him or her, that person cannot get it. And they live in this world of
delusion. They’re only seeing a tiny little surface to what is. So we have to recognize,
first of all, the great privilege we have to be among the first to be drawn into the
world of spirit. And what a gift it is, a gift really meant for all human beings but taken
up by only some, because some are foolish enough in ways of the world to be wise in the
ways of God. So Paul really wants us to grow in a certain kind of appreciation and
gratitude for this gift of spirit, this participation in the mind of God, this little bitty
introduction to what is infinite and beyond our ability to even sense in any total sense.
But with the little we have, we actually can grow a great deal and serve the purpose for
which we’ve been created.
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Twenty-second Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday,
September 5, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 3:1-9; Lk 4:38-44 (If we want to grow
spiritually, we have to be willing to see beyond our comfort zone.)

“Brothers and sisters, I could not talk to you as spiritual people, but as fleshly
people, as infants in Christ.”
Today St. Paul is speaking to his beloved in Corinth. And this particular letter turns
out to be an extraordinary letter, a paean in fact to love, but in this part he is scolding.
And it contrasts spiritual people with fleshly people.
Now what does “flesh” mean? Well, if you look up “flesh” in a Bible dictionary, it
will say human nature prone to death. So “flesh” refers to the human nature especially as
it’s prone to death or other aspects related to death, such as sin or sickness. But that’s not
the particular focus of St. Paul in this particular text. What he is talking about is flesh as
human nature prone to smallness. This is about smallness. He is complaining because
the people in Corinth do not want to expand their hearts because they do not want to
expand their minds and see through great vision the work of God, the single work of
God, in which they are all supposed to be sharing. Instead they look at life through
small little minds where there is really no unity, where the work of Paul is in contrast
to and perhaps in conflict with the work of Apollos, and Apollos is in contrast to or
perhaps in conflict with Barnabas, and so on. And he has put his finger on something
very real and very unfortunate in the human nature. The human nature is subject to
pettiness, smallness of mind, smallness of vision, and smallness of feeling. He
mentions a couple of feelings here. He talks about jealousy. What is jealousy? It’s the
feeling that something is mine and I can’t share it, or someone is mine and I cannot
share her or him.
And Paul wants his disciples to grow, not up, but out. But for us to grow out in this
spiritual sense, to become spiritual beings, spiritual people as opposed to fleshly people,
we have to leave behind our comfort zones. We have to leave behind what is familiar.
What is familiar and what is comfortable is actually the enemy of spiritual growth.
And if we want to grow, we have to think about that. What we have always thought may
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be dumb. The fact that we have always thought it does not make it good, right, true, much
less worthwhile to give to others. We have to be willing to be challenged. Is what we
have always thought, what we have grown up with, right? Or what I have decided last
week, is that really right? Do I really know? Have I really allowed my thoughts to be
influenced by the Holy Spirit, or is it really just me? Or is it really just my friends?
We should be aware just by reading the newspapers or listening to the news that
people, at least in this country and I presume throughout the world, are having a very
hard time being really fair or honest about anybody in the political field or the
economic field. For example, the Nobel Prize in economics has been given to several
people. I could just name a few: Paul Krugman, Fredrick Hyack, and Milton Friedman,
who all contradict each other, or maybe two against one or whatever. But there is no
common agreement about anything in the world of economics. It’s really not a science.
That’s okay. What’s sad is that people on one side don’t respect the people on the
other, and that is very common today everywhere you go. People on one side, who may
have some very good points, don’t respect the people on the other side, who may also
have some very good points.
There is just this inability to see the other side. And what is that? What Paul is
talking about; it’s pettiness. It’s smallness of mind. It’s being convinced that one’s own
point of view is the right one, as if there could only be one right one. And it’s
spiritual immaturity. It’s being fleshly. And although St. Paul is not particularly
concerned about economics or political issues, it’s the same mind behind. So if we want
to grow spiritually, we have to be willing to see beyond our comfort zone, what we
think is right, what we have always felt about things, and all those emotions associated
with the self, my feelings. We have to be willing to let go of that if we want to be able to
be talked to as spiritual people.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Change Sometimes Needed Twenty-second Week in Ordinary Time Friday,
September 7, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 4:1-5; Lk 5:33-39 (There are times when we
have to let go of what we are comfortable with so that God can give us something wholly
new.)

“And no one who has been drinking old wine desires new, for he says, ‘The old is
good.’”
This particular gospel teaching is about the difficulty of changing. People really do
not like change. The young are usually very open to change, but that’s because they are
not actually used to anything, because everything in their lives is always changing.
Change is all they know, so it’s really not change in a way; it’s what they know. And so
it’s with all of us: it’s what we know, we like, what we are used to.
Sometimes this is good and sometimes this is bad. It depends on what God is asking.
If we are used to mediocrity and God asks for something more, then that’s bad. If we are
used to virtue, and the whole idea of a virtue is a habit, a good habit, if we have good
habits, well, then that’s good. It’s good to be comfortable with good habits. And, indeed,
St. Thomas is very clear about this: God has created us in such a way as to prosper even
in this world and to be happy to some degree even in this world, so that eternal life
may be considered to be an analogy of all the good things and the prosperity and the
joy and the pleasure that we can have on earth. It’s not the contradiction of everything on
earth; it is the superabundance of everything we have on earth in a transcendent and
in one way unimaginable way. So are we ready for change or not? It depends.
Ordinarily we don’t like change, but sometimes we need change, especially when our
habits aren’t really virtues, when our habits are just ways of being stuck or rigid. But we
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say, well, “The old wine is good.” Yes, and the new wine isn’t so good right now, but it
will get better.
Now Jesus refers to new wineskins. Of course new wineskins smell; that’s why they
are not very desirable. But even though they are unpleasant, they are a necessity because
old wineskins wear out and they leak and then everything is lost. So sometimes for us to
grow we have to endure something unpleasant or we have to endure something
difficult or we even have to suffer. But it’s important that we do that.
If we are always trying to repair that old cloak that is really worn out, we will simply
fail because that old cloak is going to wear out anyway, and it’s going to continue to
shred, that old cloak sometimes being the life we have been leading. If it’s not really
full of God and God’s Holy Spirit, it’s all going to shred apart. And sometimes people
at some point in their life, usually midlife, decide there’s something a little wrong with
their life and they want to fix a little bit of it. And Jesus says you can’t do that. You can’t
fix a little bit of your cloak. For one thing, you will ruin the fabric you are using to fix it
and it won’t work. No, there are times when we have to let go of what we are
comfortable with so that God can give us something wholly new, unimagined, that at
first might be a little uncomfortable, but in the long run will be what life is all about.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
God’s Will Not Deterred The Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary Saturday,
September 8, 2012 8:15 AM Rom 8:28-30; Mt 1:1-16, 18-23 (But the hope,
which is a true virtue from God, from the Holy Spirit, is hope that God’s plans will be
fulfilled.)

Today’s gospel reading is given to us by Matthew to try to show us that Jesus’ family
line is a field full of wheat and weeds. There are good and bad, faithful and faithless
people in Jesus’ whole family background. And Matthew shows us that because Jesus
himself was quite extraordinary, but his point is he didn’t really come from an
extraordinary line. They were extraordinary in their lack of being extraordinary. Not only
that, but they were not all of one single race or group. They were not all Jews. They
were a mixed bag.
Now we know more about genetics today than ever before, and surely more than
Matthew knew. And we know that, in fact, we do inherit a whole history when we are
conceived. We of course receive the whole history of both our parents in a select way.
Obviously, as things develop not every trait and facet can be passed through, but many
are, a selection is passed through. So we recognize that we all come from all kinds of
different sources. And Matthew’s point is really universality, universality not only in
terms of ethnic origin or tribe, but universality in terms of moral capacity and
goodness and holiness. And in this way Jesus is just like us. He did not sin personally,
but he came from a line of people who had offended God, displeased God, disappointed
God.
But this does not stop God. The point of the gospel is God is not to be deterred by
human failing. God keeps his promises. God is faithful even when human beings are not
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faithful, and God waits. God has infinite patience. Eventually God’s plans will come
to fruition.
We are very fortunate because we are invited into really an early stage; even two
thousand years after Christ it’s still an early stage if we look at the world. If we are really
believers in what God is doing and we are participants in what God is doing, we are in
the early stages of God’s work, of God establishing his kingdom. And that is a great
privilege.
Mary was privileged to be called on to be the mother of the Messiah. We are
privileged as well to be brought into that family, because through Baptism we are made
one with Christ, and he is one with his mother. She is also our mother. This is clear
from the Fourth Gospel. And that is a privilege. And it is a privilege that should, I
would hope, create in us some kind of joy, some sort of sense of happiness and of
hope that God’s will will be done.
Today politicians talk about hope, but so often they are talking about hope for
something they want or what people want. But the hope, which is a true virtue from God,
from the Holy Spirit, is hope that God’s plans will be fulfilled. But we have a right to
hope, and Mary is there hoping with us, and she shall be with us always.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A New Receptivity Twenty-third Sunday in Ordinary time/B September 9, 2012
9:00 AM Is 35:4-7a; Jam 2:1-5; Mk 7:31-37 (All of the baptized share in the
apostolic ministry of hearing and speaking God’s word.)

“He has done all things well. He makes the deaf hear and the mute speak.”
The people were astonished by what they saw, but we often are not. We hear the
stories year after year or every couple of years, and they have lost their power to grab our
attention. Why, after all, did Jesus do this? What’s the meaning of the action? It is
surely not simply his attempt to impress people; he did not try to impress people, nor was
he trying to simply elicit awe and wonder; although that might be part of his intention, it
was not all of it.
He was certainly saying something specific about our need to hear and speak.
These are very important human faculties. Animals can hear, but they cannot
understand more than a few words, and they don’t really understand them. They are
simply triggers. There’s no meaning behind the trigger. And animals cannot speak; they
don’t have symbolic language; they can’t convey meaning. So this story is really the
story of Jesus restoring humanity. And we see that throughout his ministry. He was
concerned with the proper fullness of humanity, that people be whole. That was his work;
it is the work of the kingdom. They are not two different things. The work of the
kingdom is the work of restoration to the human race, the elevation of the fallen to
the place God wants them to be.
Now although God has reasons apparently from time to time for showing marvelous
and miraculous signs, we have learned in our Church, in our history, long history, that
for the most part—for the most part—God wants his work done by the Church in
more ordinary ways, through more ordinary means. And yet the goal remains the
same: the restoration of humanity, nothing less than that. So we have to think, we have to
strategize: how do we do this?
But first we have to acknowledge that the evangelist, Mark, surely intended this deaf
mute to be a representative of the whole human race. We are not only talking about the
problem of some people not being able to hear or speak; no, he means it in a much
broader sense. The human family tends to be deaf to the word of God and mute when
required to speak a truth that gives life, a truth that frees. So it’s really about all of us.
We are not technically deaf, but do we really hear God’s word? Does it really penetrate
inside? We are not technically mute, but are we able to effectively spread the message
of the gospel, the good news, even to our own families, much less anyone outside? To
quote Nathan the prophet: “That man is you,” or in the old translation: “Thou art the
man.”
And can we not see that the enormous problems in our world are first and
foremost due to the fact we don’t hear God’s message, a message, in fact, that God
embodied in Jesus of Nazareth. That’s what we believe, that Jesus was the Word of God
embodied in the humanity of Jesus of Nazareth, who came to communicate, to touch
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God’s people with the truth, with the love, with the uncompromising love that poured
itself out on the Cross. And yet that message has not been heard. Perhaps the words
have been heard, but the message hasn’t been taken in. We really hear with our hearts,
not with our ears. Animals can hear with their ears, but they don’t have a mind or a soul
inside that can understand. We do, but do we? Do we understand?
Even the Church sent as light to the nations is riven with disputes and divisions and
bickering. And of course there’s no lack of Christian preachers in the world, but
unfortunately they do not preach from within a spirit of unity, so the world turns off
the whole message. We are really in a dire situation, not just because of economics, not
just because of politics or the lack of politics or whatever. We are in a spiritually dire
situation in our world. We need a big change, and this is exactly the insight Pope John
XXIII had fifty years ago when he prayed for a new Pentecost, a new outpouring of the
Spirit. But actually we don’t need a new Pentecost as much as we need a new
receptivity in ourselves. I hate to use clichés, but there is one that really suits this
particular problem: “Those who aren’t part of the solution are part of the problem.” That
is really true.
So next month we celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the beginning of the Second
Vatican Council. And one of the principal theological or dogmatic assertions of this
Council was that all of the baptized share in the apostolic ministry, which in terms of
today’s gospel is about hearing and speaking God’s word. That is not just for the priest
or for the missionaries or for the religious orders or for the bishops or some other group;
it is for all the baptized.
Now parishes like St. Margaret Mary have responded very well to the Council’s call
and have set up formation programs for adults so that lay people can equip themselves
for the work of hearing and speaking God’s word, because God’s language is no one’s
mother tongue. No one is born into the world speaking God’s language. We have to
learn God’s language. And very few people are touched miraculously by divine
summons—very few—but all of us are touched by the Spirit in Baptism in the
regular, normal sacramental life of the Church. And Baptism calls every single
person to ministry in this most fundamental sense, the kind that will change the world
when we really engage in it. Unfortunately many people have not utilized the wonderful
opportunities that are right in front of them. Of course everyone is busy, but the question
is, should not God’s work be a priority? So I ask every adult in our congregation, in
our parish, to find some opportunity for enrichment this coming year to honor the
trust God has in us, in us all. We all need help in hearing what God is saying, and we
all need help in articulating the message, and we must never lose sight of our mission
as baptized believers to be a light to all nations.
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A New Receptivity

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Examine Our Yeast
Twenty-third Week in Ordinary Time
Monday
September 10, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 5:1-8; Lk 6:6-11 (The hidden decisions in
the minds of people gradually influences everything else.)

“Do you not know that a little yeast leavens all the dough?”
This image of the leaven and the yeast is, of course, a two-way street. Jesus used it to
talk about how the kingdom of God grows, as it were, imperceptibly by something
mysterious within society, very similar to leaven within a lump of dough. The dough rises
through the chemistry of the dough—fermentation, actually. But it goes the other way
too. And that’s what St. Paul is using, the expression in a different way: that evil grows
the same way. The kingdom of God rises imperceptibly; so does evil rise
imperceptibly.
What’s really important are hidden things, the hidden decisions in the minds of
people—not what they say outwardly, not even what they do clearly and visibly but,
rather, inwardly what they’ve decided. Gradually this influences everything else. And
so this is really a warning that we have to be aware of what’s going on. We cannot
afford to take everything at face value. We can’t simply believe what people say they
want is really what they want; we have to look a little more deeply.
And we have to look into ourselves, as well. We might kid ourselves in thinking that
we’re really following a good path when, in fact, maybe we’re really a little warped,
pursuing a narcissistic path. Maybe self-love and self-will is really what we’re doing
even though we might think of it in more lofty terms.
We know that western society, anyway, clearly and consciously has embraced the
idea that freedom is good no matter what it leads to. People’s choices are simply
good; that that’s the whole point of democracy; that’s the whole point of liberty—that
Examine Our Yeast

people can decide whatever they want, the highest good. But that, of course, is
foolishness. Now other societies have never said that in so many words but in a way, that
is the way human life works.
Jesus brings an entirely different idea for our consideration: that God’s will is really
better than anything we can imagine—better for us individually, better for us
collectively, better—in fact the best, because it is for what we are created. And St. Paul is
talking about being consciously attuning ourselves to this higher will for us.
“Therefore, let us celebrate the feast, not with the old yeast”—that is just part of
our human condition—“the yeast of malice and wickedness”—i.e., self-will, selflove, narcissism—“but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Freedom from Disruption, Freedom to Follow Twenty-third Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday, September 11, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 6:1-11; Lk 6:12-19 (Is it not true
that many people really don’t live that life while claiming to be Christian?)

“Everyone in the crowd sought to touch him because power came forth from him
and healed them all.”
It’s clear Jesus was no ordinary person but, rather, one who embodied a healing
power, and that healing power should not be thought of in any narrow way because it
says he healed them all. That meant people with any kind of malady, deformity,
disfigurement, handicap: physical, mental, psychological, spiritual, demonic, whatever.
And the human soul is fraught with many, many kinds of ailments because it is
extremely complex. It lives within this physical world, but it also imbues another
world we cannot see but is very real. It’s mostly unconscious to us and yet part of us,
occasionally pushing through. And this world of spirit is populated with spirits, some of
which are favorable, we rightly call “guardian angels” or “guardian guides,” others who
are malicious, as here: unclean spirits, unclean in their lack of truthfulness, unclean in
their lack of goodness, trying to trap us in their own uncleanness; and there are many
others who are actually indifferent.
And yet all this affects us, and Jesus brings us freedom from all that is disturbing
and disruptive. And this is not merely a personal thing. This really is a cosmic reality,
that the redemption that Jesus brought about did not only affect a few people in his own
day, obviously, or we wouldn’t be here talking about it, but it is a cosmic event,
bringing in subjection even the powers and principalities, powerful cosmic forces,
whatever they are, indifferent to our welfare, but not now, now brought into
obedience to God’s plan. And God’s plan is for us to live in God, sharing God’s own
Freedom from Disruption, Freedom to Follow

life. And that plan can be inaugurated right now. We don’t have to wait for that to be
begun.
Now St. Paul’s letter is talking about how people have begun that life, but then
allowed it to grow cold. Baptism initiates us into the power of the Spirit, but that doesn’t
mean that we will be forced to live in the Spirit. Obviously, all those examples Paul is
bringing up are examples of people who, although baptized, although at some point they
really did claim they believed in Christ, nonetheless, the power of the Spirit in their lives
became cold, weak, lacking in any real influence, and so they returned to living
basically by their senses in this dog-eat-dog world, where even justice seems to be a
matter of opinion, where justice sometimes is a matter of might making right; and this
Paul deplores.
But is it not also true now, in Naperville, in Illinois, in the United States, in the whole
world that there are people who claim to be part of Christ, but who do not really live a
new life, a life directed by spiritual principles, a life that has every right to use the world,
but not be dominated by the world and its values? Is it not true that many people really
don’t live that life while claiming to be Christian? This is a very serious problem. This
is what Paul was bringing up.
And we know Jesus only chose some of his disciples to really be his collaborators,
not because they were perfect, not because they were so excellent, but because they were
so willing, apparently, to follow. And this is the real quality we need, and it’s the one
quality we can bring. The one quality we can bring is our own freedom, our own
willingness to follow Christ, to let him elevate us, lead us, teach us and, yes, suffer with
us through all the travails of life on earth, as we work with God making all things new.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Stand Back, Look, Wonder Twenty-third Week in Ordinary Time Wednesday,
September 12, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 7:25-31; Lk 6:20-26 (The Most Holy Name
of Mary) (The world we perceive and find meaning in is passing away; the kingdom of
God will not pass away.)

“For the world in its present form is passing away.”
Well, yes and no. It is passing away, but not in the literal sense that it won’t be here
tomorrow. It will be, and the next day, and next year, and in ten years and twenty and a
hundred and five hundred years. So, yes, the world is passing away, but what do we
mean by the world? Do we mean this earth? Well, the earth is passing away and will be
destroyed in about four billion years. But that’s not what we mean when we talk about
the world. We mean our world. But what is our world? Our world is really our
creation; it’s what we perceive and find meaning in. But the way people perceive and
find meaning in life, that is constantly changing, needs to change. There’s nothing really
substantial there, so people are always moving and changing their views about what
life is. And their lives change as different circumstances impinge on them.
And that’s why Paul says, “From now on, those who are weeping should not be
weeping, and the rejoicing not rejoicing, and buying not owning, and using the world but
not using it fully,” because there is a certain sense in which what we are living is not
totally real. It’s only real insofar as we have opened ourselves to the spirit of truth
that frees us from illusions, from our own made-up values, and the world is full of
made-up values, and even Christians buy in to some of them some of the time. And
insofar as we do, that’s going to pass away. It’s not substantial; it’s just based on human
ignorance.
But at the same time as the world is passing away, something else is growing: the
kingdom of God. That will not pass away. And so we have a foot in the kingdom and a
foot in the world; sometimes we don’t know where one begins and the other ends. But
something about our lives is passing away, and yet something else is there growing
imperceptivity, and if we are willing to be open to it, we become richer and richer
every day. And yet if we are not open to it, we become poorer and poorer every day, and
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that explains Jesus’ statements: “Blessed are you poor,” because if you are really open to
God, you are really becoming richer every day, even though you may be poor in a certain
way.
What the world sees as poverty is not the whole story. In some cases what the
world sees as poverty is indeed grinding injustice and needs to be addressed. But
sometimes what the world sees as poverty or poor is simply a lack of what isn’t necessary
in the first place. So we have to learn to distinguish. “But woe to you who are rich,” if
by rich you mean full of what you want and full of what you possess, as if that means
anything. Well, in that case, “Woe to you,” because you’ve put all your eggs in the wrong
basket. You’re living in the part of the world that is passing away, and all that basket is
going to pass away with it and all the values, and what will you have? Nothing but
misery and grief and the gnashing of teeth, which is a way of saying self-blame. The
gnashing of teeth is about blaming oneself for missing out on what’s really important.
So in this way Jesus and St. Paul, both, are trying to get people to take stock of who
they are, where they are, where they are going, to discern, not just to go with what
seems obvious, not to assume that we know, but to question. Stand back; look; wonder.
Be free enough to criticize oneself, and then be humble enough to follow the wisdom
of God. That’s the way to real life and to real happiness, and every other way is a detour.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Seeing with Faith The Exaltation of the Holy Cross Friday, September 14, 2012
8:15 AM Nm 21:4b-9; Phil 2:6-11; Jn 3:13-17 (The paradox of the Cross: we
with Christ have victory over death, evil, and all suffering.)

Today we celebrate the sublime paradox, the Triumph of the Cross. Christians will
always carry on this tradition of exalting the Cross even though it seems utterly
unreasonable. But this is the central mystery of our faith, that God has come to us, and
not only come to us but has come to suffer and die with us, and through this we have
victory. We with Christ have victory over death, evil, and all suffering. This takes a
great deal of thinking, and we need to think about this and pray about it and
contemplate it all the time.
The second reading from Philippians is really borrowing an ancient hymn, so already
a liturgical sort of hymn present in the very earliest Church, singing praises to God
because Jesus was willing to be born. The Word of God was willing to give up divinity,
to surrender divinity and take on humanity. And in this, of course, Jesus is the
opposite of Adam in the garden. In the garden Adam has all the wonderful things
anyone could want, except equality with God, but that’s what he wants. The one thing he
does not want to do is the one thing God asks him to do: to avoid the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil, to remain under God’s instruction, not to take upon himself
to decide what is good or evil, right or wrong, but to believe what God reveals, what God
speaks. And this is the one thing Adam refused to do. He wanted to be equal to God. He
thought that would be better than obedient to God.
To pretend to be a creator, he thought, would be better than to be a creature, but this of
course is a tragic mistake, because it is really living without faith; it’s living without trust,
and we cannot live without faith and trust, without destroying ourselves, which of
Seeing with Faith

course many people are doing right now. They are destroying themselves. They are
ruining the world because they live without authentic faith. But authentic faith is
obedient faith. It’s the faith that trusts in God and in God’s idea of what is good. It
allows God to teach what is good; this Adam did not. Jesus does.
Jesus abandons his equality with the Father, so to speak, by becoming human and
subject to nature itself, as we all are, but, moreover, he became subject to human will,
which had already gone astray. And somehow by becoming subject to human will with
love, with compassion, with obedience in his heart, all of his sufferings, through the
human will that has gone astray, through the malice, the evil intent in the hearts of not
only people at that time but all people at all times, because he took all evil upon himself;
by doing that, by not giving up love and not letting it press love out of him, love
became victorious.
Well, God is love, so love became victorious, and in this victory we all can share. Can,
but it takes our obedience as well and our faith and our trust in God and God’s ways. We
cannot try to prevail, not as individuals, not as a nation, not as a group, we cannot prevail;
we have to surrender any pretended equality with God or any pretended power, and
accept God’s way in our own lives, and then we will have victory. It’s a paradox. It
doesn’t seem that’s the way to victory. And that’s why we need faith to see, to see the
Cross for what it is. And when we do, we have salvation, just as when the bitten
Israelites looked at the bronze serpent, they were healed—the power of seeing with faith.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Learning Obedience
Twenty-third Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday,
September 15, 2012 8:15 AM Heb 5:7-9; Jn 19:25-27 (Our Lady of Sorrows)
(Jesus, sharing in the creation in his human nature, needs to become perfect. It involves
tremendous suffering, letting go.)

“Son though he was, he learned obedience from what he suffered; and when he
was made perfect, he became the source of eternal salvation for all who obey him.”
Now this idea of obedience found here is not a matter of following orders, which is
sometimes how people understand the word. It’s following all right, but not orders. It’s
following the example. Jesus says he does what he sees the Father doing.
Now this is not a doing as we do; it’s a different kind of doing. You could say the
entire creation is the Father’s doing, the pouring out of being in love and for love—
that’s the Father’s doing. Jesus, in his human nature, in his humanity, follows what he
sees the Father doing in the creation: giving self, giving life, giving love, holding
together, uplifting, letting go.
And the scandal is the letting go, because we think of God the way we think of
ourselves, and we want to do all these good things and do good and be good, but we
don’t want to let go because that’s scary, and we can’t imagine how God could let
go. And yet we cannot really contemplate our world without realizing that God let go;
obviously God is not controlling the world. Why else would Jesus teach his disciples to
pray: “Thy will be done on earth” if it already were? It isn’t, because God has let go. Of
course God has created everything, and everything totally depends upon God, but God
has let go of it. He has given it an autonomy, a freedom, so much does God trust that
things will all work out, and also so much does God love. And he wants everyone to
choose whether to be with him or against him. This is a profound respect we scarcely
can appreciate. We can scarcely deal with it.
So when Jesus, the embodied Word of God, sees what the Father is doing, he does the
same. And that’s the meaning of the Cross. Jesus in his human nature was not perfect.
Why? The creation isn’t perfect and the human nature is part of the creation. It’s on its
way to perfection. It’s precisely the Father’s will that it be imperfect so that it can
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grow and become perfect. If you ever think about it, there’s one thing God cannot do,
and that is to create a perfect world because a perfect world would be a world where God
could not improve it, but God can always improve everything. So it’s always on its
way to perfection—always. There’s no static perfection because God is infinite. There
could be no static perfection with an infinite God.
So Jesus, sharing in the creation in his human nature, needs to become perfect.
And how does he become perfect? By being obedient, by following what he sees the
Father doing. And what does this involve? It involves tremendous suffering, letting
go. And in this case, letting go in a world full of evil entails suffering—physical? yes,
but even more, spiritual suffering because the experience of pain is really not physical.
The experience of pain is a matter of the soul; it’s the soul that experiences
everything. Can a dog experience pain? Yes, according to the nature of a dog’s soul. But
human beings experience pain according to their own nature, which is far more complex.
But Jesus did not refuse to go along with this plan, even though it seems unpleasant, even
though it seems—in fact, was—difficult, even though it required a great deal of trust.
Jesus learned obedience—learned obedience—from what he suffered. And his
mother did too.
Today we are celebrating the dolors, the sufferings, of Mary. St. Bernard calls this
feast the “martyrdom of the Virgin,” because she entered so fully into the suffering of her
Son. She had to learn obedience too, and she had to be brought to perfection. So this
is how God presents our possibilities.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Journey with Christ
Twenty-fourth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B
September 16, 2012 10:45 AM Is 50:4c-9a; Jas 2:14-18; Mk 8:27-35 (Jesus is
challenging us to a new way of thinking, leaving our comfort zone, and a willingness to
suffer.)

“He summoned the crowd with his disciples and said to them, ‘Whoever wishes
to come after me must deny himself, take up his cross, and follow me.’”
Probably most of us can identify with Peter, who is objecting to Jesus’ scenario: his
view of his future that he is going to suffer so much and be put to death. This is because,
like most of us, Peter thought he knew what was what, what should be. And how true that
is about most of us, even those who are not very educated think we know all about life.
But Jesus is saying, no, you don’t. His response is challenging our common
assumption that we know what we are doing, that we know what life should be like.
He says, “You are thinking not as God does, but as human beings do.”
Now this is quite a challenge. Jesus is saying that those who follow him have to
learn a new way of thinking and have to become very skeptical of their own natural,
spontaneous way of thinking and following everybody around them: their culture, their
family, their tribe, whatever. Secondly, we don’t want to suffer—naturally! We are not
created really to suffer. We are not created to enjoy pain. We are created to avoid pain.
Now Jesus didn’t want to suffer either. But he realized that his mission, his work
which he received from the Father, was going to be diametrically opposed to the
convictions of the leaders of his religion, his culture, his nation. So he knew that this was
a collision course; he could not avoid it. Although he did not want to suffer, he wanted
to be faithful to the Father. And if that meant he had to suffer, if that meant he had
to die, so be it. He accepted that.
But he believed the Father would be with him even in mortal combat. And this
faith, this trust, that he had in the Father is exactly the very same trust that is so
lacking in human beings in general, going way back to Adam in that story in the garden
of Eden, where Adam did not trust God to teach him what was good, what was bad, what
was right, what was wrong, but wanted to eat for himself from the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil. He wanted to rely on himself. He wanted to call the shots. And isn’t that
the way our species operates?—to it’s own undoing, of course, because we don’t know
really.
So Jesus here is taking a path totally different from the rest of the human race. He is
beginning a new journey, and he is telling his disciples, look, if you want to follow me,
you have to go on my journey. This is a turning point. I don’t know what the apostles
thought he was about, but from now on they know it’s something very different from
what they thought. It’s this journey to the Cross, to Calvary. And Jesus says if you want
to follow me, you will have to deny yourself, take up your cross, and come. This goes
so much against the grain of human nature that Peter was simply dismayed, and so he
thought he would argue with him.

The Journey with Christ

Now the self that Jesus says we have to deny is the very something in us that thinks
he or she knows what life is about, what we are supposed to do, what is good, what is
bad, what is right, what is wrong. But that self is our creation; that’s Jesus’ point. It’s
also the self that fears suffering. Jesus’ point is if you want God to be in your life, if
you want this life with God, you have to leave behind your sense of who you are and
let God teach you anew.
Now I am not sure the disciples thought this was such a good idea. It would take
Jesus’ own passion, his death, and his resurrection to convince them it was a journey
worth taking. But even then, we can understand their hesitation because it is ours; it is
natural. It goes against the grain of the way we are and have been for millennia.
Now carrying the cross means something different for each person. But one thing it
has in common for everybody is it means that whatever natural pursuits or
inclinations we have, they have to be second to what God asks of us. And what God
asks of us may be different from person to person. But whatever it is God asks, even if it
seems trivial and insignificant, that has to be our priority if we are going to follow
Christ, if we are going to pick up our cross, if we are going to deny ourselves. It will
bring us peace, and it will lead us to perfection. Jesus himself had to come to
perfection. He came to perfection by what he learned through obedience to the
Father, and so will we. It’s the same path. It’s the same journey. And as we come to
the Eucharist, we bring our crosses, and we join them to the Cross of Christ, to his
sacrifice and to his sufferings, and together we fulfill the Father’s will. It’s not enough
just for Christ to fulfill the Father’s will. We all are called to fulfill the Father’s will,
thus bringing the world to God. That is the mission Jesus gave us.
Now last week you heard that this is the year we celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of
the opening of the Second Vatican Council in 1962. And throughout the year St.
Margaret Mary parish will provide adults as well as children with many opportunities to
learn about how the Holy Spirit opened the hearts and minds of the Council leaders
to a new way of following Christ, actually the old way, the original way, you might say,
to more authentic spirituality.
Now it may not be attractive to you to come out and learn. You may prefer to do
something else, but part of the cross that Jesus says we have to carry is equipping
ourselves to do his work. He has left us work. We have to learn how to do it. So we
have to ask ourselves: Do we already know all we need to know? I doubt it. Do we
know what God is asking? Are we ready and are we already carrying out God’s will
in our own small way? I would hope that every single adult in our parish might make an
effort to come to one session of enrichment during this coming year, to learn more
deeply about this mystery of Christ. One thing is for sure, God is not calling us to stay
in our comfort zone.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Faith as Trust and Confidence Twenty-fourth Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
September 17, 2012 8:15 AM 1 Cor 11:17-26, 33; Lk 7:1-10 (St. Robert
Bellarmine) (There is some sort of relationship between receptivity and trust and God’s
power to help.)

“When Jesus heard this he was amazed at him and, turning, said to the crowd
following him, ‘I tell you, not even in Israel have I found such faith.’”
Faith is this term that keeps cropping up in the New Testament; not so much
elsewhere, but in the New Testament, there is this word “faith” all the time. Now, what
does it mean? Well, it means different things in different times.
In this here, in this particular case, faith, the faith of the centurion, is utter
confidence that Jesus has the power to heal his servant. And it’s reckoned as the
power that comes from authority over people. Now this is very different from, for
example, magic, which is a power of a sort, but doesn’t always work. It is somehow
manipulating forces people scarcely understand. So this is really putting Jesus on a
different level.
And Jesus said no one else has ever done this in Israel, only the centurion, this pagan,
this Roman, this gentile. Now this gentile was already a noble man. He was already very
generous, friendly to the Jewish people, generous—he built the synagogue for the Jews—
so he was already a man drawn to those things which are holy, drawn to some sense of
godliness. But he expressed, in his simple way, a trust and a confidence that Jesus
found amazing. “He was amazed,” it says.
Now we can contrast this amazement with the negative amazement that Jesus had at
another time with the people at Capernaum. This is, in fact, in Capernaum. But at another
time, when Jesus was working, he couldn’t do anything because the people had no
confidence in him. So we have to keep this in mind. Yes, the centurion has utter
confidence in Jesus, and precisely because of that, Jesus is able to grant his request.
There is some sort of relationship between receptivity and trust and God’s power to
help. At another time, Jesus is dismayed by people’s distrust; here he is amazed at trust.
So we have to examine ourselves and ask: Are we really confident that God can do
what we need? Are we really confident that God can lead us where we need to go?

Faith as Trust and Confidence

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Acting upon Perceptions Twenty–fifth Week in Ordinary Time Monday, September
24, 2012 8:15 AM Prv 3:27-34; Lk 8:16-18 (There’s nothing God can do if we
waste the opportunities that are in life.)

“Take care, then, how you hear.”
This is one of many references in Scripture to our perceptions, how we take in life.
We do make decisions about how we hear things. Those decisions are often
unconscious, and they become very mechanical and habitual. And many people simply
believe that things are the way they see them or the way they hear them or the way they
seem to be, but this is wrong.
In fact, reality is hidden from any superficial perception. Reality is much deeper,
more profound, than even some of our most brilliant scientists imagine. For example,
they can look at the entire universe and see nothing really intelligent about it, simply a
result of chance. Perhaps the mind itself is the key to understanding the depth of reality,
because the mind constructs; the mind constructs what we call our reality. And so
Jesus says, “Take care, then, how you hear,” because we act upon what we think is real.
We act upon what we think is true. But what if we have constructed something all askew?
Then we’ll act upon it, and waste an enormous amount of our lives conforming to
something that isn’t quite right.
Now we know God is very merciful to the humble; that’s the first reading. God is
merciful to the humble. God is very forgiving. But there’s nothing God can do if we
waste the opportunities that are in life, if we pass them up, if we don’t use the talents,
the potentials, that God has placed in us. Nothing can God do about that. He can forgive
it, but he can’t make it all better, because a waste is a waste. And there is a lot to regret
in wasting because we are created with such powerful potential, and we can do so much
Acting upon Perceptions

for God because we are like God. We are created in the image and likeness of God. But
much of what we have within us is not even observed because it doesn’t belong to the
common consensus, so to speak, that is, what everyone talks about, what everyone
acknowledges. And so we’re tempted to forget about it or to push it aside or to act as if
it’s something very private and perhaps something we can’t think about too often. But on
the other hand, it’s the most important of all things. So “take care, then, how you hear.”
“To anyone who has, more will be given.”
Now what is he talking about? More money? Well, that would be true in capitalism. If
you have more, you get more. But he is not talking about money. What’s he talking
about? Perhaps he is talking about happiness. Happiness grows on happiness.
Happiness makes things brighter, more cheerful, and actually makes people better. But
real happiness has to be rooted in reality, not in some illusion. People who think
they’re happy or who pretend they’re happy because they have whatever they think they
want, they’re going to lose everything they think they have, because the only thing we
really have is what we do for God and give to God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Letting the Word of God Form Us Twenty-fifth Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday,
September 25, 2012 8:15 AM Prv 21:1-6, 10-13; Lk 8:19-21 (Actual grace means
ways in which God lets us know what is his will and supports us in choosing to do it,
both.)

“All the ways of a man may be right in his own eyes, but it is the Lord who
proves hearts.”
This is a very crucial issue in the world itself and surely among those who are devoted
to some sort of faith or religion: how to live according to God. Now many people think
they know what’s right. In fact, it tends to be a human presumption that we know. But
that is very dangerous because often what we know isn’t really true, so we really don’t
know. So it says here, “it is the Lord who proves hearts.” This is from the Book of
Proverbs—Proverbs, an expression of wisdom.
Now wisdom in ancient Israel was a little bit naïve, but so has been the wisdom of our
tradition in the Catholic Church. St. Thomas Aquinas himself was rather naïve about the
ability of the ordinary person to figure out what was right. He seemed to think everyone
could do it easily: what’s right, what’s wrong, what’s true, what’s false. But it’s not so;
it’s not so easy. This hints at that. It’s not so easy.
How do we know? Well, reason itself is not enough. It’s not that it can never lead us
in the right direction, but it can’t discern too well without something else. What we need
is what Jesus talks about in the gospel: the word of God. We need the word of God. If
we didn’t need the word of God, why would God have given it? So we have to be
schooled in the word of God. And not only do we have to be schooled in it, we have to
act upon it. Now, again, we are not speaking of the literal word—we run around and act
out specific literal sentences—but, rather, it means we let the word of God form us and
then we respond accordingly.
Now in regard to this, St. Thomas does talk quite a bit about grace, which has come
down to us as actual grace. I don’t know if you ever heard that term, actual grace. It
means ways in which God lets us know what is his will and supports us in choosing
to do it, both. It even refers to our own ability to sometimes figure out on our own
Letting the Word of God Form Us

what is right and God’s cooperating with that. So Aquinas uses the term gratia
operans and co-operans—operant grace and cooperating grace. Operant means God
takes the initiative. He reveals to us, he shows us, he gives us some sort of intimation,
some nudge, some intuition, some sense: oh, I should do this, or she needs me, or I
should say this, I should go there, I should help this person—those little feelings we
have about doing good works, charity, helping others—and then the strength of the
will to carry it out because ideas alone will not help us. We need strength of will to
overcome, first of all, our own inertia and then our own unwillingness to let go of our
own possessions if we need to share them, and then, of course, our own fears for our own
safety and/or security and our own desires to use, for example, our own goods for our
own pleasure as opposed to someone else’s need. All that requires the grace of God to
help us overcome all those inner conflicts. So God both begins, initiates, and responds
to our own right insights. So reason does work. I mean, we are created with reason that
loves the good and loves truth. And sometimes we can get it right and God will
cooperate with us and help us to follow through.
Now that’s how we are mother and brother to Jesus—mother and brother and sister,
you could say, to Jesus. By letting the word of God be borne in us the way the Word
of God was actually conceived in the womb of the Blessed Mother, in her physical
womb, we allow the word of God to be conceived in our soul and bear fruit in
works. And this is the wisdom of God. This is how we become mother and brother and
sister to Jesus, and this is how we carry out and fulfill the work that Jesus began.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Knowing Who You Are Optional Memorial of Sts. Cosmas and Damian
Wednesday, September 26, 2012 8:15 AM Lk 9:18-27 All Saints Catholic
Academy (If you give your life up for the sake of God’s kingdom, then you have it and
no one can take it away from you.)

Well, good morning. Today we have a story about Jesus asking his disciples, what
do people say about me? Now sometimes you might think that yourself. What are
people thinking about me? Did you ever think that? What do people think about me?
Do they like me? Do they think I’m smart? Do they think I’m clever? Do they think I’m
beautiful? Ever have a thought like that?
Well, why do you think Jesus asked this question to his disciples? Do you think he
didn’t know who he was? Okay, you are right; he did know who he was. Now do you
think he cared what other people said? No, I don’t either. And I can just imagine that
when they answer him, he is rolling his eyes. First of all they said oh, some people say
you are—who? What’s the first one? John the Baptist! Well, is that very logical? How
could he be John the Baptist? It doesn’t make any sense. John the Baptist had just been
killed, and Jesus had been around a while. So that’s dumb. But, you know what, a lot of
what people think is dumb. And the next one—who’s the next one? You might be—
who? It starts with an E—Elijah! Elijah—when did Elijah live? Eighth century BC, like
seven hundred years before Christ—oh yeah, hello! And what was the third one? Some
prophet from ancient times back to life. You know what, Jesus wants to clear the air
right away and say what people say doesn’t matter because really people don’t
know. Or another way of putting it a little rudely, people are stupid! People don’t know.
They don’t know who you are. They don’t know who you are or who Christ is, or really
anything really important. What people think they know doesn’t matter. People guess
at a lot of things, and they make a lot up. People make up a lot, and they judge by
appearances—they judge by appearances. They may like you; they may not like you;
they may like Jesus; they may not like Jesus, but hardly ever for a good reason. So he is
clearing the air.
Now Peter speaks up and he says, “You are”—who? What word does he use? “You
are the”—M? Messiah—“You are the Messiah.” Where did Peter get that idea? Where
did that come from? No, no, it didn’t come from Jesus. It says in a different text—this
didn’t say it but—nope, nope, it didn’t come from the disciples. Who told Peter who
Jesus was? It says this in a different gospel. No, no, not John the Baptist. That would be
just another person. Who told Peter who Jesus was? The Father, God, right! And it says
that in a different gospel. It says, “This has not been revealed by flesh and blood, but by
my Father in heaven.”
So now do you think we can also have access to our Father in heaven? Of course!
God will tell us what’s what if we are open, but we have to have an open heart. We
have to have an open mind. We are created in the image and likeness of God and our
minds, our souls have nearly infinite capacity—nearly infinite—but not if we are going
to get attached all the time to what’s around us. If all we think about is what’s around
us and who’s around us and what they say and what they think and what we see and what
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we hear, we are going to be living in a sort of darkness. That’s the whole point. That’s
why Jesus has this little lesson. He said things aren’t what they look like.
And then he has a very dire prophecy. He says what’s going to happen is this: the
leaders are going to put me to death. The leaders of our religion, Judaism founded by God
from Moses, the teachers of Moses, they are going to put me to death, with the help of the
Romans. Actually it’s the Romans who put him to death. Why? Why are they going to
put Jesus to death? What is the reason why the chief priests and the leaders and the
Romans don’t want Christ? Well, okay, that’s a good point, because he is upsetting
everything. God upsets everything. The truth is not what we think it is. The truth makes
us free, but the people who have power often don’t want people to be free. You
understand this? And so if you want to be free, you have to be willing to suffer.
Now the apostles didn’t like this. In one text it says Peter reprimanded Jesus, in fact, I
think later in this one Peter reprimanded Jesus. What does it mean “reprimanded”? What
does that mean? Have you ever reprimanded anybody in your class? Never! What would
it sound like if you did? What would it mean? So to correct, in other words. So Peter was
trying to correct Jesus and tell him, hey, hey, you’re not going to suffer. Don’t tell me
that! Well, guess what? Jesus said I don’t really want to suffer, but if being true to
myself, if pleasing the Father requires me to die, I will. That’s the point. If it’s
necessary for me to die to be true to myself, to be true to the Father, to live out my life
and my vocation, I will; I’m willing to die then for that, only for that.
Now this is courage. Courage means to be willing to die for the truth, ultimately,
and for the good, who is God. And that kind of willingness is freeing, because if you
don’t care what happens to you, then you are a free person. You are totally free.
Nobody can control you. But if you really care about yourself—that’s how this ends—if
you love your life and lose it, if you care about yourself, then you will be controlled by
whoever has power over you, who is ever stronger. You get this? Do you understand?
But if you don’t care about your life, if you are willing to give it to God, no one will
control you. You get it? That’s what Jesus is saying. If you love your life in this world,
you lose it. But if you give your life up for the sake of God’s kingdom, then you have
it and no one can take it away from you.
And, of course, what the Son of Man learned himself was that even though his
enemies overcame him, something greater overcame him after that. Three days later what
happened? He was raised from the dead. And we will be raised from the dead. That is
why death has no sting. That’s why death has no power over a believer, because a
believer knows he or she will be raised up. And that’s why a believer can live in this
world freely and freely do what is right, regardless of what other people want,
regardless of what other people are trying to get him or her to do. You see this? It’s a
little difficult, but I want you just to think about it a little bit, okay? for a few minutes.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Who We Really Are
Twenty-fifth Week in Ordinary Time
Friday,
September 28, 2012 8:15 AM Eccl 3:1-11; Lk 9:18-22 (St. Wenceslaus; St.
Lawrence Ruiz and his companions) (Being comfortable with God being in our lives
and learning how God uses us, teaches us, guides us, loves us, moves us, protects us
every day)

“Who do the crowds say that I am?”
What makes human beings tick is the sense of being someone; everyone has beliefs
about himself or herself. These beliefs can either be rooted in more or less reality or
they can be completely imaginary. If they are completely imaginary, we have a person
who is insane. If we have someone completely living in reality, we have a saint; and most
of us are somewhere in between. There’s a little insanity in most people, but there’s
also sanctity and sainthood in all people because we’re created to be like God, we’re
created in the image of God.
However, our identity, that is, what we say about ourselves and think about ourselves,
often has absolutely nothing to do with this, with our creation in the image of God, or
who we think we are, or anything like that. We just build up a sense of who I am based
on, well, my family, my culture, my world, what I hear, what I see, how people treat
me—how false much of this is!
Now in regard to Jesus, what do the crowds say? I can imagine him rolling his eyes as
these disciples say, well, some say you are John the Baptist. Well that’s really bright!
After all, John the Baptist was a contemporary of Jesus, so how could he be John the
Baptist? Or one of the ancient prophets returned, or Elijah—pretty far-fetched, but then
people are far-fetched.
So how do we learn who Christ is and how do we learn who we are? Only by
paying attention to what God says to us, and God doesn’t necessarily speak the way
Who We Really Are

I’m speaking right at this moment, but God does speak. He speaks through others; he
speaks directly; he speaks through the word of God in Scripture; he speaks through the
saints; he speaks in many ways, and we have to learn to listen. And when we listen
we start to have a wonderful experience of enlightenment. We start to realize that
regardless of our role in this life and regardless of our place in this world and regardless
of the opinions of the crowds, what the crowds say that I am, we are actually someone
very great, very important to God, his very own, his very own image, his very own
likeness and, yes, to put it rightly, we are Christ, that is, we are anointed; that’s what
Christ means. We are anointed by God. We are empowered by God to be his children
in this world, and to build this world in a way that is pleasing to God. That means a
world that is just, where shalom abides, where charity lives in our actions, where mercy is
honored, and we can do that.
We won’t get a lot of help from the so-called world around us because the world
around us is driven by quite different desires, motivations, and forces. And the world
around us believes that everyone is a single individual, quite separated from everybody
else. They do not believe in any kind of vine in which we are all branches; that’s not
how the world thinks. It doesn’t therefore believe in a common good. So we have to
realize this: we are living as strangers in a strange land, to use St. Peter’s words. And
yet wherever God is, there is home. And since we’ve been called to be disciples of Christ
and part of the Church, we are called to bring the whole world home to God. And that
starts by our being comfortable with God being in our lives and learning how God
uses us, teaches us, guides us, loves us, moves us, protects us every day. Then we
learn who we really are.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
God Communicating Feast of St. Michael, St. Gabriel, and St. Raphael Saturday,
September 29, 2012 8:15 AM Rev 12:7-12ab; Jn 1:47-51 (Missionaries,
messengers, angels, all more or less meaning the same thing—and through Christ, God
now makes his Church messengers to the whole world to announce his good will.)

“Amen, amen, I say to you, you will see heaven opened and the angels of God
ascending and descending on the Son of Man.”
This idea of a stairway with angels ascending and descending is not new to the Gospel
of John. It goes all the way back to the Book of Genesis and the vision Jacob had,
sometimes called “Jacob’s ladder,” but it wasn’t Jacobs ladder; it was Jacob’s vision of a
ladder of angels ascending and descending.
The idea is this: that God at no time is not in communication with the creation.
First, the creation is imbued in a mysterious way with creative intelligence. Now modern
science has not discovered this, sadly. Modern science likes to attribute everything that
happens to chance, chance combined with law. Well, where do laws come from? How
come chance is allowed to improve things, and so on? Those are some of the questions
science doesn’t answer.
But what our faith tells us is that the entire universe is imbued with intelligence,
which is creative. Nor is it something that is deterministic; in fact, it is not. It’s the kind
of intelligence that can create and bring life without controlling; in this way, we have
freedom. Actually nature itself has a kind of freedom or autonomy, in spite of this
tremendous creative intelligence forming and creating and sustaining. So we should not
be too surprised that science can’t figure all this out because it is, after all, profound,
deeply mysterious, and ultimately unexplainable; and science likes explanations.
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But we should allow ourselves to be impressed and awed by the wonders of God
in nature. And among the many awesome realities is that God uses intelligent
creatures, not human, not embodied like us, to communicate with his embodied
creatures, also intelligent in some regard, or at least potentially, capable of
communicating with God, capable of responding to God, capable of returning to God.
This is what makes human beings different from the rest of creation, this image and
likeness of God within; and it is to this that angels communicate.
Now it’s very important to realize that the word angelos, in Greek, “messenger,” and
the word apostolos, “apostle,” are very intimately connected. In fact, in a certain way you
could say that with Christ God has made human beings angels, that is, messengers,
another word for apostle—missionaries, messengers, angels, all more or less meaning
the same thing. And through Christ, God now makes his Church messengers to the
whole world to announce his good will, to announce and to embody his love, to spread
his joy, and to help people share that joy. This is what the angels did of old in small and
odd ways, here and there, now and then. This has now become the daily work, the daily
mission of the Church. It is always God communicating. It is always God wanting to
bring communion: conscious, living awareness of our unity with God and with one
another. This plan was brought into being at the beginning of our universe billions of
years ago. And in our own age, in our own day it continues to inch forward ever so
slowly.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Converted to God-Centered
Twenty-sixth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B
September 30, 2012 7:30 AM Nm 11:25-29; Jas 5:1-6; Mk 9:38-43, 45, 47-48
(We prepare ourselves for whatever crisis in life that will come precisely by loving God,
especially in the poor.)

This month we have been reading from the Letter of James. Martin Luther didn’t like
this letter; he called it the “epistle of straw,” because of its emphasis on the need for good
works. He was convinced that only faith was necessary, but he did have a point. The
point he had is that the works that we ordinarily do out of our given nature are usually
self-motivated toward self-interest; they are to enhance our self-esteem; they are to
increase our reputation in the mind of others, including God; they are to gain merit.
There is something fundamentally self-centered about our nature, so Martin Luther
is right that a lot of works are really not sanctifying.
But our nature can be changed. We can undergo conversion. Our self-centeredness
can be handed over to God, and we can become God-centered. And this is truly a
miracle, and we all can experience that miracle. But usually people only undergo this
miracle, if they do, after they have faced some crisis. And we know that everybody
sooner or later in this life faces a crisis. It could be illness, divorce, the loss of a child,
the loss of a job, bankruptcy, or it could be being caught in the snare of addiction or the
victim of crime or abuse. These are all terrible pains that nobody wants, but everybody
experiences in some way at some time in life.
Some people in the midst of their pain, facing their crisis, are surprised to find God in
the midst of it. Suddenly the gospel stories are very real and relevant and personal and
urgent, and they see life in a whole new way. We call this a “conversion experience.”
All of a sudden their pain and their suffering is rooted in the suffering of God in
Christ on the Cross and they sense their union with Christ. And sometimes, in
extreme cases, they see right through the veil of death itself and they perceive a world of
stunning beauty and light. On the other hand, some people never do: they don’t find God
in their suffering; their prayers seem to be unanswered, and gradually they feel their faith
is nothing but a delusion. What’s the difference? Why do some people experience God
in the midst of their suffering, and other people don’t? I do not know, and nobody
knows. Is it their fault; is it not their fault? I do not know. Nobody knows.
We do believe that God wills the salvation of every single human person and
wants everybody to be drawn into his own heart and live within the relations of
God, the Blessed Trinity. But how this comes about in each person’s life is different.
And every single person is unique. And, frankly, one person’s experience doesn’t
necessarily relate to anybody else’s. It’s just the way life is: very complex and very
unexplainable.
However, Scripture and tradition are united and unanimous on one topic: How to
prepare for the crises that will necessarily come? And what they all agree to is what
James is emphasizing in his letter, that we prepare ourselves for whatever will come
precisely by loving God, especially in the poor, because for some reason God is
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intimately bound-up with those who suffer. And when we help those who are poor, we
are acknowledging something beyond ourselves.
Jesus teaches that we are all a vine. He doesn’t just mean the Church; actually, it’s all
of reality. We are all branches on a single vine. And the poor are branches that are in
special need of care and cultivation. When we extend ourselves to those branches in
works of justice and real caring, we are acting out faith in this vine, who is Christ. “I
am the vine.” We are believing in him when we care for other branches. And we are
buying into his vision of life, which is very different from the vision of our world. What
our culture thinks is very different from that. Jesus’ point is that what we call “me” or “I”
is really just a part of something bigger. And so when we embrace the care of the poor we
are going beyond the borders of our skin, our bones, and our bodies.
This is something our culture doesn’t get. Our culture believes the individual is selfsufficient and the basis of society. But the individual cannot be. According to Christ’s
vision the whole must exist as a whole, each part helping another part. In fact, the
fundamental base of our society according to Christ’s view is the family. The family
is the primary network of support that helps individuals to grow and thrive. But in our
society our families are disintegrating. This is a very alarming fact, but it is a fact.
Partially this is due to economic situations in which there are fewer and fewer simple
jobs, so many people cannot support themselves or any family.
We know from our rich tradition that everyone needs the opportunity to work.
Work is part of life. This was a great theme of Pope John Paul II. We need to be of
service to others. We need to be able to contribute to the welfare of others, as well as
ourselves. And until such opportunities are available to everyone, we need to continue
to reach out to the poor and the hungry, especially children living in want, because if
we don’t help children, of course, then the vicious circle simply continues, as it has
for so long.
For this reason we are inviting parishioners to sign postcards after Mass today asking
Congress to fully fund the Women, Infant, and Children Supplemental Food Program.
The postcards are at that side of the building, not that side. This will help many and
perhaps break that vicious circle. Also today after the 10:45 Mass, I invite you to a
program in our Upper Room called Hunger in Naperville/Lisle and DuPage County. I
believe it’s a video—perhaps shocking to realize that right here in our own homeland, in
our own backyard, there is really true poverty. Next week we will take up a collection of
infant food and formula. Perhaps these are small acts, but they are concrete ways of
living out our gospel faith.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Little Things with Great Love Twenty-sixth Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
October 1, 2012 8:15 AM Jb 1:6-22; Lk 9:46-50 (St. Therese of the Child
Jesus) (As a society we will be judged by the way we deal with our children.)

“Whoever receives this child in my name receives me, and whoever receives me
receives the one who sent me.”
This gospel reading, which reflects part of yesterday’s gospel reading, is
coincidentally perfect for the memorial of St. Therese of Lisieux, because she was
someone who focused on the virtue of humility, the virtue of being little for the sake
of the kingdom. She also aspired to greatness. In fact, she was rather put out because she
believed it was not possible for her to achieve greatness in God’s kingdom. She wanted to
do something significant or substantial for God but didn’t believe she really could
qualify. This caused her a certain amount of anxiety and, you could say, pain of the soul.
She found relief in St. Paul’s Letter to the Corinthians, in which he talks about the
greatest gift is love. And she realized that if she did whatever she did, however
insignificant, with love, that was a great thing.
And I believe her witness is an important one, because many people cannot aspire to
greatness in a worldly sense, but Jesus’ whole point is that the world’s way of looking at
things isn’t right anyway. That’s the point of this gospel. “Jesus realized the intention of
their hearts,” where they were comparing themselves to each other. Which is the
greatest? The real problem is: what does that mean? What does it mean to be great?
And the world has all kinds of answers and none of them are correct. Jesus said look,
“Whoever receives this child receives me, and whoever receives me receives the one who
sent me.”
So the way to God is through the child. The way we treat children reveals
something about us and our values and our spirituality. And if we push children away
or think they’re insignificant, we have something very seriously wrong with our
spirituality. Children are very significant because they are human beings who are
relatively helpless, relatively powerless, relatively station-less. Sadly, sooner or later
they will grow up and not be like that. They will all start to identify with their roles, with
Little Things with Great Love

their place in society, with their abilities. But children don’t do that. They are just pure,
simple human beings. And in their purity and their simplicity they are an avenue to
Christ and to the Father. That is why as a society we will be judged by the way we
deal with our children, especially our children who don’t have adequate parents. And,
of course, parents will be judged by and large on how well they do in regard to their own
children.
So this is something to reflect on, especially on this memorial of St. Therese of the
Infant Jesus. She found a way to do little things with great love. Now, in fact, she did
not distinguish herself in external ways, as a mother for example; she had no children. As
a preacher, for example, she did not actually give sermons or homilies, although she did
teach by her own actions and her own writings—personal writings, autobiographical
writings. But Pope Pius XI said of her that no one has been a greater missionary, that
she has brought more souls to Christ. Now I don’t know how Pope Pius XI knew that, but
somehow he believed that she was extremely effective in bringing people to Christ
because of her love and because of her willingness to shine simply through love and to
do small things but to do them out of such love for God that they became great gifts.
The important thing to realize is that regardless of our giftedness, our charisms, our
talents, our intelligence, our abilities, our station in life, we can follow in the ways of
Therese of Lisieux.
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Availability of Good Direction
The Holy Guardian Angels
October 2, 2012 8:15 AM Jb 3:1-3, 11-17, 20-23; Mt 18:1-5, 10
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Tuesday,
(No direction is

Today we have the memorial of the Guardian Angels. And this is a topic that is
actually quite complex. We are made in the image and likeness of God, but we are
thrown into the world, into the world of matter, which is very moldable. And so our
consciousness, which is spiritual, becomes molded by the world around us and its
values, its ideas, the various cultures, and so on. Therefore, it is very possible for
people to be led in, shall we say, a negative direction. The idea that modern people have
that all choices are good, there are no bad choices, is utterly false. The reason that people
have isn’t that great. We have reason; it can be powerful, but it isn’t always powerful.
And many people don’t have much use of reason, and children have none or almost
none. So we would be in dire straits if we didn’t have some form of guidance, some
sort of direction. If we were really on our own, if you can imagine this, the world would
be much, much worse, if you can imagine that. It could be. At least some people are
aware of some sort of direction and guidance and follow it.
Now this kind of direction and guidance is not something which is demanding or
irresistible. It’s not; in fact, it’s rather subtle. But it’s something. There is something
available to all of us, including children, that can guide and direct in a good path
toward a good end. As we start to use our reason, we can use our reason to discern
various intimations we receive, or various intuitions. Where are they leading? Reason
can tell us where they’re leading. This is the way St. Ignatius talks about discernment.
Discernment has to do with seeing where something’s going. And if we do that, we can
see that we do have various intimations, intuitions, forms of guidance, inspirations
leading us to what we know to be right and good, Christ-like: something that fits with the
stories we have received of Jesus and his work and his words. And we can be affirmed
that that is all from God. But also we could be very clear about certain intimations we
might have or intuitions which are actually temptations to divert ourselves from the way
of Christ, and we can also see where they’re going if we bother to look, and so
distinguish various forms of guidance. Therefore, the guardian angel versus the
unclean spirit—neither belonging really to this world at all in terms of culture, but part
of the universe, that is, the creation. It is we who choose what direction we take. No
direction is ever irresistible. Everything is open to our freedom.
Now sometimes, the guardian angels work in such a way that we might think they are
really like people or maybe they use people or maybe guardian angels conspire together
to get somebody to do something for somebody else, as a, you might say, favor, an
angelic favor. I don’t know. But on many occasions I have been in great want, in great
need, especially in regard to something I know nothing about, which is called a car. And
all of a sudden, somebody showed up to take care of it. Now, was this my guardian
angel asking somebody to do this? I don’t know, but it acted like a guardian angel. It was
instantaneous, out-of-the blue, so to speak.
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Once, I remember very vividly I was driving another lady’s car to the hospital to visit
a deacon who had just been taken there from Romeoville. And we were on Boughton
Road before there were any lights on Boughton Road. So this was a long, long time ago.
And we had a flat tire. Well, I didn’t know what to do about a flat tire. She said, “Well I
think there’s something in the trunk.” I said, “Oh good.” So all of a sudden, out-of-theblue, this man showed up with headlights. He said, “Oh, let me do that.” I had already
figured out how to raise the jack and removed the tire, but wasn’t sure of the next step.
He put the new tire on, tightened the lug nuts, did everything right—in just a few
minutes—and then took off in the opposite direction! Where did he come from? I don’t
know. Just a good guy who saw someone in distress? How did he know I was in distress?
You see people along the side of the road changing a tire. Do you stop? Would you know
what to do? That was one time.
Another time not long ago, I had another flat tire. I guess tires are my downfall. And
all of a sudden and really instantaneously, a woman showed up with a cell phone. Now,
almost everyone has a cell phone, but I don’t. But she had a cell phone and said, “Do you
need my cell phone?” I said, “Well that’s very kind of you, but I don’t even know who to
call.” She said, “Get in, I’ll take you somewhere.” And she took me to a station where
that man told me who to call, and so on. So is this an example of a guardian angel or is
it simply charity of good people, or is there a difference? I don’t know.
The point I think the gospel is making is that there is a network supporting us that
is not necessarily visible. Sometimes it’s visible; sometimes it’s not visible. This
network will lead us and guide us and support us. We need to be aware of this so that
we can discern it and follow it and allow it to remove from us unnecessary anxieties
about the situation we’re in in our world.
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Inner Core beyond Possessions, Body, Mind Twenty-sixth Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday, October 3, 2012 8:15 AM Jb 9:1-12, 14-16; Lk 9:57-62 (Life has
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how we choose to live and how we regard others and how we treat others and how we
look at God.)

Today we continue the reading from the Book of Job. The Book of Job is a kind of
novel. But in the Bible, stories and novels and novellas are not written for
entertainment; they are written for instruction, but they take our reflecting on them to
help us in their intended instruction.
So the story begins with God and his angels. Now this is a picture of God having court
the way ancient monarchs held court in the Middle East. One of the angels is called
“Satan.” Now this is not the same as the “evil one” or the “father of lies,” but this is an
angel who is not friendly toward human beings, an adversary, yes, that’s what the
word means, Satan, the adversary, not in this case malicious, but not friendly—and
accusatory. So sometimes Satan is called the accuser. Even now in this early story from
ancient wisdom, already Satan is the accuser.
Now, Satan says, “You know, this man Job is such an exemplary human being, the
only reason he is exemplary is you have given him so many blessings.” And God says,
“Oh, really? You don’t think there is more to it than that?” So this is intending all of us
to think about: if we do, in fact, aspire to be good, why are we aspiring to be good?
Because what we get—is that the reason? So God says, “Okay, I’ll allow you to deprive
him of his possessions; see if that changes who he is.” So Job losing everything, but his
body is not touched.
Now there’s a difference between what we own and our bodies. They are in one
way connected. We own our clothes; we own our homes; our homes are to shelter our
bodies; our cars are to transport our bodies, and so on, but nonetheless there is a
difference. So Job losing everything, but he says, “The Lord giveth; the Lord taketh
away; blessed be the name of the Lord!” So this does not change Job’s inner being or
his identity or his sense of who he is.
Next Satan says, “Well, so he’s not so attached to his things, but touch his body and
he’ll blaspheme you; he will curse you.” So God says, “Well, all right, I’ll let you do that
a little bit.” So Job’s body becomes covered with sores and he becomes miserable and
sick and weakened. Job still does not curse the Lord. He does not blaspheme. He does not
in any way sin. So that’s the second level of identity. He is not identified with his things
and he is not identified with his body.
So then three friends come, and they are now going to do the work of the accuser.
And they are going to attack not his possessions and not his body, but they are going to
attack his mind, his sense of reason, his sense of righteousness, of justice, that he has
spent his life following. And they attack it and say, “You haven’t really been just
because if you had been just, this wouldn’t have happened to you.” And in this particular
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reading here, Job is answering his friends, and what he is saying is that now he realizes
not that the world is a miserable place, not that life is totally irrational, but that the
reasons of God are beyond him. He doesn’t really believe that he has merited any kind
of punishment. He doesn’t really believe he has been unjust. He doesn’t believe he has
violated any laws of God or in any way deserves any kind of punishment, and yet he is
acknowledging that the wisdom of God is beyond him, that there is order in the
universe, but it’s not an order he can understand, but ultimately it’s not going to
change who he is.
So this is the third test: possessions, body, now mind. Ultimately none of those are
the root of who we are. Ultimately who we are is a matter of what we choose to be.
What we choose to be is all relative to how we act, how we live, how we treat others,
how we deal with misfortune. In all these things Job is a true, authentic human being.
The inner life, you might say, the life of his soul, remains in union with God at all
times, in spite of all these problems.
In this way the author of Job is trying to get people to see that life has many layers,
but it’s the innermost layer than really counts, the inner core of who we are. And
that’s all about how we choose to live and how we regard others and how we treat
others and how we look at God. And the right way to look at God is to realize God is
beyond us. We have no business holding God to account. It’s God who holds us to
account. But we cannot hold God to account because, at least at this stage of our lives,
our minds are not infinite. Hopefully in some point beyond the grave we will be able
to understand God much better, but now we can just do so much, and we have to be
willing to accept that, and yet follow what is right and seek what is right and honor
wisdom.
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Free to Accept or Reject God Twenty-sixth Week in Ordinary Time Friday,
October 5, 2012 Jb 38:1, 12-21; 40:3-5; Lk 10:13-16 (We have to be committed to
the salvation of all and pray for the salvation of all without being so foolish as to think
it’s a foregone conclusion.)

“Whoever rejects you rejects me.”
How is this to be taken? First of all, one thing that modern Christianity, liberal
Christianity, has forgotten is the reality of divine judgment. On the one hand, Jesus
differed with the Pharisees, with the rabbis, in regard to divine judgment because they
believed that daily life exemplified divine judgment, that divine judgment was alive and
active every day in what happens in life. Jesus rejected that. That’s why he taught his
disciples to pray for the will of God to be done on earth because it isn’t. God’s judgment
is not done on earth, so we have to be very clear about that. Daily affairs, what happens
to people, whether they have misfortunes fall upon them, whether they become sick, that
has nothing to do with God’s judgment, contrary to the wisdom of the ages, which the
Pharisees believed in sincerely. And they had good reason for doing so; that is the basic
idea of the Old Testament, the wisdom of the Old Testament and the understanding of
Deuteronomy—both. So it was a powerful force. Jesus went against this and said that is
not the way it is; daily life does not reflect God’s judgment. What happens to people on
this earth has to do with something other than divine judgment or the will of God. It is up
to us to bring the will of God into this earth, into temporal affairs. It’s a great
project scarcely begun. And this is why we pray, “Thy will be done on earth.”
Now, meanwhile, there is, however, a true judgment at the end of the age, at the
second coming. And Jesus talks about this also in many different places. When
everything is all over, there will be a judgment and there will be a separation of the good
from the evil, and this particular text is about that: “Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you,
Bethsaida! If the mighty deeds done in your midst had been done in Tyre and
Sidon”—mind you, these are Phoenician areas, Phoenician cities, where people did gross
things like offering their children to the gods by burning them, thinking that that would
gain favor. So they were considered really a despicable, grossly immoral place. But he
says it would be better for them than for you because they would have repented, sitting in
sackcloth and ashes, if only the mighty deeds done in your midst had been done in their
midst. In other words, what he’s condemning them for is not repenting, not changing
their lives, not turning their lives over to God when, in fact, they see God at work in his
mighty works: the miracles Jesus performed, the way he brought healing to those who are
sick, wholeness to those who were handicapped, freedom to those who were possessed or
in bondage.
Then he goes on and he says, “Whoever rejects you rejects me.” Now who does he
mean by “you”? People who call themselves Christian? Well, no, not people who call
themselves Christian, but people who are led by the Holy Spirit, because the Holy
Spirit is supposed to radiate through the flesh, through the personality and
character of believers. They are not supposed to look like other people or act like other
people. They are supposed to be different. They are baptized into Christ. They are no
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longer merely human beings living an ordinary human life. They are now anointed by
God. They are part of Christ. They are anointed by the Holy Spirit. They have the gifts of
the Spirit. This should make a difference.
Now when people see this difference and they don’t care, they reject it, they have
rejected Jesus, the mediator through whom we receive these gifts, and they reject
the Father, who has sent the Son. And they will be judged. They will be excluded
from eternal life. This is simply the way God created the world with people having free
will; they can either accept or reject God, and they will accept or reject God according to
how they find God, and they are supposed to find God in the believers. You might say
woe to the believers if they don’t radiate the Spirit and woe to those who see the
Spirit, but reject it.
This is equivalent to the sin against the Holy Spirit, the blasphemy against the Holy
Spirit, which is unforgiveable. Why? Well, when people turn away from God as they
see him, when they actually experience what God is like and they don’t want it, they can
have no company with God, and what is eternal life but eternal communion and
companionship with God. But obviously people who reject God when they see him
don’t want to be with God. Well, then they won’t be. God will not force himself on
anyone.
And yet some people today have more or less a universalist idea that everyone
eventually is saved. In fact, Pope John Paul encouraged all of us to pray that all will
be saved. That’s a wonderful wish. That’s a wonderful desire that all be saved, but it’s
extremely unlikely given the nature of life as we can see it, as we can feel it, as we can
experience it. So, yes, we have to be committed to the salvation of all and pray for the
salvation of all without being so foolish as to think it’s a foregone conclusion. It most
certainly is not. In fact, it is extremely improbable because we can see even in our own
eyesight people turning away from holiness, from goodness, from the Spirit of God. Now
until the day they die that can change, so we need to pray for their conversion even at the
hour of their death. But we have to also realize that ultimately no one will be joined to
God in eternal life who doesn’t want to be.
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Need for Childlike Simplicity Twenty-sixth Week in Ordinary Time Saturday,
October 6, 2012 8:15 AM Jb 42:1-3, 5-6, 12-17; Lk 10:17-24 (Every human life
should have some personal inner communication with God, and without it there is
something missing.)

“Turning to the disciples in private he said, ‘Blessed are the eyes that see what
you see.’”
In this particular story we have a little picture of Jesus in his private relationships with
his disciples and his personal prayer to the Father, the inner life of Jesus, if you will. In
this particular prayer to the Father he thanks the Father for revealing to the childlike
what is hidden to the wise and the clever.
Now when we say “hidden” we don’t really mean covered up but, rather, what is
meant is that human beings have a capacity to learn; we call this reason, and reason is
very wonderful and it’s through reason that we have the discoveries we have of the
universe, of the earth, of what we call science and technology. These are all products of
reason. Natural philosophy itself is a product of reason. It’s all very wonderful; however,
it is limited.
There is something else human beings are capable of beyond reason: a personal
relationship with God, an inner communication with God, a spiritual awareness that
isn’t from the senses, that doesn’t have anything really to do with the world. And this is
at God’s behest; if you will, it is a matter of revelation. Now here he is not necessarily
speaking of public revelation such as on Mt. Sinai. He is talking about personal
revelation. And according to this, it should not be something that is very unusual; it
should be very usual for people who desire God. If fact, it should be part of every
human life. Every human life should have some personal inner communication with
God, and without it there is something missing. And, yes, there is something missing
from many people’s lives, not only from people who are atheist and secular and who
don’t care about God and who have turned away from God, but even people who
believe; they are believers, they have accepted the faith, they have received the
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sacraments and yet something is often missing in their own personal, inner life. They
don’t have any sense of God, personal sense of God.
Now why is this? Maybe the reason is hidden in this text; maybe because in their
own mind they are too wise and clever, maybe because they are really not childlike.
There is a way in which we can advance and become too wise and too clever in our own
mind, too sophisticated, too proud of what we actually know. Knowledge is good, but it
is not the ground for pride; in fact, pride causes us to misuse our knowledge. We can
have all the knowledge in the world and yet be childlike, and some saints were, like
Thomas Aquinas had a certain childlike knowledge, openness to God, inner life, although
personally I think St. Thomas overestimated the power of reason. I think that was a factor
of when he lived. He believed, for example, that Aristotle had really unlocked nature and
really understood nature correctly. Well, Aristotle did not, because it’s much more
difficult than either Aristotle or St. Thomas imagined understanding nature. Be that as it
may, understanding nature is not all that we need to do.
We need to understand God, but we don’t do it in the same way. We have to come to
God in a childlike way. Perhaps it is correct to say that when we advance in science or
technology we have mastered something: the principles of nature, the ways of nature,
whatever. Perhaps that’s correct, but it’s never correct to say we master God. We cannot
master God. We have to come to God and recognize he is the master. So we must
come to him as his servant, his children, his creatures. And when we do, we can have this
sense of revelation. The hidden things, hidden from our reason, can become revealed
to our inner spirit, and we can start knowing the things of God. This will not make us
rich. It will not make us famous. It will not even make us successful in ordinary ways, but
it will give us a tremendous sense of being loved and being important to God, and it will
give us a sense of mission and a sense of purpose in the world, as God’s beloved sent to
share the mysteries of Christ with the world. And that is indeed what God wants the
Church to be, and every member; every single member of the Church is baptized into
Christ to know Christ. And this will be fulfilled when we agree not to be wise and
clever but to come to God in childlike simplicity.
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The Holy Spirit and Conscience Twenty-seventh Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
October 8, 2012 8:15 AM Gal 1:6-12; Lk 10:25-37 (Jesus is holding up as good,
as proper: an intuition into human need as opposed to the formation of conscience
according to some legal approach.)

“Jesus said to him, ‘Go and do likewise.’”
This very favorite parable, the parable of the Good Samaritan, is really very deep
and it probes a problem that we often don’t talk about. And the problem has to do with,
How do we know what God wants? How do we know what God’s will is?
Now if you go to the catechism, it talks about conscience. We form our conscience
and we follow it. But forming our conscience itself is actually very problematic. The
priest and the Levite had formed their conscience according to the Law, and because of
the Law they avoided touching this possibly dead body, this bloody body because dead
bodies and bloody bodies are unclean, and priests and Levites cannot touch what is
unclean. The Samaritan, on the other hand, didn’t have to bother with the Law because he
was not bound by those stipulations, so he looked into a situation and responded out of
compassion. He had an intuition into human need. This is what Jesus is holding up as
good, as proper: an intuition into human need as opposed to the formation of
conscience according to some legal approach.
Now this issue of conscience will never go away because human beings are created
with the capacity to learn what is right, but the problem is they often use the wrong model
or they follow the wrong instruction or the wrong principles, and so they form their
consciences all right, but it leads them astray. So while it may be the only thing we can
do is follow our own conscience, practically speaking, that won’t lead us necessarily
to what is truly good. That’s why we have to understand the spiritual life as a search, as
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a quest. As Jesus says, “Seek and you will find.” Well, we really do have to seek. And
the real problem is people who think that they don’t need to seek, they think that
whatever they know or whatever they believe is enough—that’s the problem. And that’s
exposed in this particular teaching.
Now St. Thomas Aquinas, whom I have great respect for, himself had a very naïve, if
I dare say, naïve belief that human reason could come to all kinds of proper
judgments about morality. He even said that the entire ten commandments minus one
could be discerned by human reason. The one he said you couldn’t was the sabbath rest.
That’s extremely unlikely that human reason would ever come to most of the ten
commandments. Yes, the prohibition of murder, yes, the prohibition of stealing, yes, the
prohibition of lying, but then not with a clear idea of what it really means to murder!
What, after all, is innocent life? Many people seem to think they are perfectly free to take
the life of an unborn child. They don’t call that murder. Their conscience does not assail
them. What’s wrong? That’s the question. What’s wrong? Stealing—people might all
agree stealing is wrong, but they won’t agree on what stealing is. Lying, deceiving—
people might agree that deceiving others is wrong, but then they won’t agree to what
deception involves. So this is really very complicated.
The only solution is the Holy Spirit, the Holy Spirit that addresses us in actual grace,
inviting us, moving us to action or warning us, alerting us against some action. In my
view, without the Holy Spirit and without the action of grace the human being will
probably be led astray and end up in some very compromised moral life. So, again,
“Seek and you will find; knock the door will be opened.”
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“There is need of only one thing.”
Luke tells us the story of Martha and Mary, who are a pair also in the Gospel of John, but
who in the Gospel of John never have this sort of dispute. Luke is not a mystic like John. He is
very aware of what life is like in the world; actually, Luke is a gentile. He realizes that our lives
are torn by all kinds of anxieties and all kinds of worries, but he is also allowing the Lord to
teach him something—that our anxieties and our worries are often misplaced, not always, but
often misplaced, because they’re detached from what really matters. What really matters?
What really matters is what we are doing with our lives, where we are going with our lives.
Now in regard to that, there are sometimes some true anxieties that arise. There are moral
crises that arise; there are spiritual crises that arise. Those are all very important. It is
through them that we learn the power of God, the love of God, the guidance of God and the
reality of God, really. So we have to be able to sort through all the various issues, problems,
troubles and anxieties that come our way and discern which of them really are related to this
one important thing; and how many of them are really created by our own preferences, or
they’re created by other people who make demands on us. So we discern. One thing alone is
important: who we are becoming, how godly we are living, how much the word of God really
has a home within us. That’s the one thing that matters, and those are all different ways of saying
the same thing.
So Mary picked the better part because she was there absorbing the word. We need time to
absorb the word. St. Paul, when he was touched by God in this very powerful way, says he
doesn’t go to see other apostles or other Christians; he goes off to Arabia. What was he doing
there? He was absorbing the word. He was being alone, sorting things out. This is important.
Martha was not wasting her time. She was doing something important. Being hospitable is a
worthy ministry. But unfortunately she did this hospitality in a rather bossy way, perhaps even a
self-important way, in a way that actually deprived her of enjoying it. Now Mary was also
being hospitable by entertaining her guest. And she did that in a way that was not selfimportant, that was not intrusive, that did not deprive her of the enjoyment of her guest. And so
she chose the better part.
Absorb the Word

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Handling Divisions in the Church Twenty-seventh Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:15 AM Gal 2:1-2, 7-14; Lk 11:1-4 (Don’t drive
people away by insisting on your own way, but if in affirming the truth of the gospel and
the unity of the Church people leave because of the truth, then so be it.)

Today’s Letter to the Galatians is dealing with the issue of divisions in the Church,
and since the very beginning there have been divisions: two sides both of which believe
themselves to be right, not being able to see the right on the other side.
In this case it had to do with those Christians who were also Jews and who continued
to practice Torah. After all, Jesus never said not to. So accepting Jesus as the Messiah did
not mean that Torah was canceled. However, this led to a big problem once non-Jews,
gentiles, started coming into the Church: accepting Christ, being baptized. Once they
were baptized they had a right to communion, to Holy Eucharist, to share in the
breaking of the bread.
Now liberals like Peter had no problem with this. He was able to break bread with
gentiles, not only for the Eucharist, but even for other meals. But there were a group of
conservative Christian Jews associated with James in the Church at Jerusalem that
refused to do this. Peter trying to make peace, like Neville Chamberlain, just pulled
away from his customary meals with the gentiles and breaking bread in the Eucharist
with the gentiles.
Paul became furious because although Peter was trying to avoid scandal, yes, but in
this case scandal had to happen because those Jews who were following Christ but
keeping kosher laws were really denying Christ. It’s impossible in this case to be true to
Christ and to be true to the Torah. Sometimes there is a conflict, and in this case the
gospel has to trump the Torah. Baptism is more important than circumcision, and to be
faithful to Christ we have to affirm that. And so he verbally attacked Peter, and that’s
what he is talking about in this letter. He accused him of hypocrisy. And he accused all
of the followers of the Law of hypocrisy.
Now this is something we need to learn from because there will always be points of
difference in the Church. Now in other cases Paul's advice was, look, you have a right
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to do that, but don’t do it if you are going to scandalize someone. So his basic principle is
this: deny yourself for the sake of unity; deny your own liberty; give up your own
freedom, for the sake of the unity of the Church in order not to scandalize others, but
do not deny the truth of the gospel for the sake of unity.
There are times when someone will have to leave the Church because of the
truth—let that be. Don’t drive people away, but let them leave. Don’t drive people
away by insisting on your own way or your own will, on your own rights, on your own
liberty, but if in affirming the truth of the gospel and the unity of the Church people
leave because of the truth, then so be it. And I would say this is a very good way to
think about differences in the Church. There are times where people have to leave. The
Church is an organism. Organisms have to eliminate, to use a very biological concept.
We can’t keep everybody in the Church; it wouldn’t be healthy. There are some
people that don’t fit. There are some people whose faith isn’t up to the call of the
gospel; they should leave. There are people whose spirituality is out of kilter with the
truth of Christ and the power of the Spirit—let it be.
But on the other hand, we should never divide a community by simply exercising our
rights. And that has a lot to do with the devotions and the pieties of people. Devotion is
good. Piety is good. But it’s not for everybody. Each one is for those who are called. So
we have to always be aware of the various degrees of truth and the various degrees of
doctrine, the hierarchy of values that exist in the Church. And we always have to
aim at the top and affirm what is essential and in other things we have to exercise
charity and forgiveness.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
In Faith, through Hope, to Love Twenty-seventh Week in Ordinary Time Friday,
October 12, 2012 8:15 AM Gal 3:7-14; Lk 11:15-26 (Inner goodness is a matter
of being godly, and godliness cannot be measured with codes.)

“Consequently, those who have faith are blessed along with Abraham who had
faith.”
St. Paul became a great theologian of faith, but unlike some of his followers in later
Christianity he did not say faith was the greatest gift. He said there are three gifts that
perdure: “faith, hope, and love, and the greatest is love.” And the works, so to speak,
of salvation are works of love and, therefore, St. Paul was not against works in that
sense.
But he was very well aware of another kind of work that wasn’t really a work of
love, but was a work of pride, that often presented itself as religious, and he was aware
that that was really a trap, that people could think they were better than others and more
worthy of God because they had done better, at least in their own estimation or followed
better some code. Well, codes are good, but following them doesn’t make us better than
someone who doesn’t follow them because inner goodness is a matter of being godly,
and godliness cannot be measured with codes.
Now some people have this flaw or this basic weakness where they are always trying
to measure everything. They measure themselves, and they are usually upset with
themselves or other people because things aren’t better, not more perfect. Paul is
saying this is a trap. We have to focus on God and the things of God, and that’s
where faith begins: trust in God, not trust in ourselves—trust in God. Paul points out
that sometimes the Law itself can become trust in self. And frankly it doesn’t matter
whether we are talking about the Law of Sinai or some other law, the code of Moses or
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some other code. What he says is true of all law and all codes: canon law and civil law
and criminal law and every law. If we are focusing on ourselves and our performance we
are focusing on the wrong thing. We have to focus on God and trust in God; that’s what
faith is about.
And if we trust in God and faith in God, then gradually God will lead us through
hope, which is a form of belief as well, that something difficult can be achieved. He will
lead us through hope, to love. And true love is not simply difficult; it’s actually
impossible without divine grace, but we are created for it. And this fulfillment is
what God desires more than anything and is the whole reason for the creation in the
first place.
And when we allow ourselves to be built up in love then we do works, which are
works of love, not works of self-performance. They are not works of pride. They are not
works that are to build up our own self-esteem. They are works that are done for God’s
sake and only God has to know about them. And this is the way that in a very covert,
secret way the kingdom of God is built up even in our own world.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Hearing the Word and Observing Twenty-seventh Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday, October 13, 2012 8:15 AM Gal 3:22-29; Lk 11:27-28 (BVM)
(Become a reflection of the light because the word is also the light.)

“He replied, ‘Rather, blessed are those who hear the word of God and observe
it.’”
Now what does he mean by “the word of God”? People might imagine he is
speaking about the Bible, but of course he is not. The Bible for Jesus was the Torah, and
the Prophets, and the Writings of what we call the Old Testament. He was not talking
about that. He was talking about what he was saying but as a message from the Father.
The word of God for Jesus here is a message from the Father in the power of the
Spirit, and he was the messenger. He was actually himself also the message, the Word
of God Incarnate. That’s what we believe: Jesus is the message as well as the messenger.
Now when he says, “Blessed are those who hear the word,” this hearing is not
simply with ears because a lot of people hear all kinds of words, but they don’t get, they
don’t understand; they don’t receive the message, who is Christ. Why is this? This is
something no one can explain adequately. Is it that some people are distracted, or some
people don’t want to hear God’s message, or is it that they aren’t ready, or that there’s
no preparation; the field, so to speak hasn’t been tilled? I don’t know. But we do know
this, that some people do hear the word of God, some people do.
You will recall the story of the field, the sower and the seed, and some of the seed fell
on a footpath and produced nothing, and there are various forms of earth and some of the
seed fell on good ground and it produced an abundance. And that’s the point, that God’s
word will produce an abundance. And somehow through those who receive the word of
God and observe it, others will also benefit because God’s will is for the salvation of all.
Hearing the Word and Observing

We have to keep this perspective in mind, and yet all don’t receive the word at the
same time in the same way.
The important thing is that those who receive the word, observe it and allow it to so
touch them, that they become a reflection of the light because the word is also the
light. This is all said in contrast to this very pious statement from the woman in the
crowd, “Blessed is the womb that carried you and the breasts at which you nursed”—well
indeed! But, “Rather,” Jesus says, “blessed are those who hear the word of God and
observe it.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Wanting More
Twenty-eight Sunday in Ordinary Time October 14, 2012
10:45 AM Wis 7:7-11; Heb 4:12-13; Mk 10:17-30 (We will do our children a
great favor if we act intentionally in regard to what we accumulate, and speak to them
about our own struggles and discoveries in these matters, and recognize the importance of
praying for guidance to the Lord, who instructed this rich young man.)

“All things are possible for God.”
Of course, everything is possible for God, no doubt about that. But usually when this
gospel story is read people jump to that, and then excuse themselves from really
pondering the problem that this gospel story presents. After all, the disciples really
are bewildered. Well, why? And this young man goes away sad—why? There is a real
problem with wealth in following a spiritual life. It’s not insurmountable, but it is a
problem that has to be faced.
First the gospel makes the distinction that perhaps we don’t think of too often: the
difference between following the commandments and following Jesus. They are two
different things. Except for honoring father and mother, the commandments are about
avoiding certain forms of evil. Following Jesus is not about avoiding. It’s an
adventure into something quite mysterious and unexplainable, but exciting for those
who venture.
Don’t forget the question: “What must I do to inherit eternal life?” Jesus answered:
“You know the commandments.” Apparently that’s enough, but this man wasn’t satisfied.
He wanted more. And this gospel is about wanting more, and how wanting more is
essential for a disciple, but wanting more can divert our attention as well into
acquiring more or having more, and that would be a diversion. Thus we have our
dilemma.
Now I have heard the capitalistic system blamed for creating the desire for or
encouraging the accumulation of wealth, of conditioning people to become consumers.
However, I can’t buy that because psychology has proven, and history proves as well,
that adults cannot be conditioned to do or to believe anything they don’t want to. So
we have to face the fact we are all that rich young man and we all have to choose what
we really want. Where do we want to spend our energy? Do we want to spend our
energy accumulating wealth or do we want to spend our energy following Christ
and building the kingdom of God on earth?
Now a few people could probably do both, if they are really intelligent and have a
very firm character and are very fortunate in regard to the circumstances of their lives,
but most people can’t do both, or can’t do both through their entire life. Most people can
only do one thing at a time. In the struggles that naturally ensue in life one of two
goals usually gets forgotten. That’s why Jesus observed at another time: “No man can
serve God and mammon,” at least not at the same time.

Wanting More

And that’s why Mark puts this story in the gospel for us to ponder. It’s meant to be
a challenge. We are supposed to think about it: How does this affect my life today? I
can’t tell you how it does; you have to tell yourself how it does. But what the gospel
suggests is if we want to follow Christ and live in the kingdom, we have to know when
enough is enough. We need to learn to be satisfied with what we have so that we can
move on to something else in life besides just having.
Now if we have families and we have to support families and we have to send
children to school, we don’t have the luxury of being like St. Francis of Assisi. That’s
simply not an option. But on the other hand, if we really want to follow Christ and help
build the kingdom of God on earth, we cannot be pursuing the Fortune 500; we don’t
have time for that.
Now the real challenge in our society today is not simply applying all this to ourselves
as adults, but trying to help children navigate the minefield that they encounter all the
time through advertising. Advertising is nothing but an endless commercial temptation.
And we have observed that children grow up faster today than they used to; the only
thing is they don’t develop wisdom any faster—they can’t. Each day children are
bombarded through various media with things they just have to have. And when they get
into middle school they are bombarded by the opinions and values and wants of their
friends, and most of it costs money—and a lot of it! So even while you are at home
trying to instill good values, very powerful forces are at work trying to undo your
best efforts. If Sally doesn’t have the right outfit to wear to school, she may as well have
leprosy—at least in her mind. A few years ago—this actually happened—a boy was
murdered for his sneakers. This is the power the desire to have can induce. So we see
children growing up very fast—true, but they are acquiring wisdom the old-fashioned
way, which means slowly, by making mistakes, but hopefully acknowledging mistakes.
If we make mistakes, we can learn from them, and that’s okay. But if we keep making
the same ones and never learn from them and we never acknowledge them as
mistakes, we just grow old and foolish; we don’t grow wise.
And oddly, I have found, talking to children, that there is this sort of native
intelligence, instinct if you want to call it that, in which children third grade and younger
actually know perfectly what’s the difference between wanting and needing. But as
they move up in age this distinction gets muddled. Native instinct is overlaid eventually
by influences of our society, which are not so wholesome. This explains a lot of what
goes wrong if people who are, after all, made in the image and likeness of God, who are
basically good or basically intelligent, who basically have good character, but who can
then be warped by the world they live in. We will do our children a great favor if we
act intentionally in regard to what we accumulate, and speak to them about our own
struggles and discoveries in these matters, and recognize the importance of praying
for guidance to the Lord, who instructed this rich young man. And if we listen
carefully, we will hear.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Following Christ’s Lead in Relationship Memorial of St. Teresa of Jesus Monday,
October 15, 2012 8:15 AM Gal 4:22-24, 26-27, 31—5:1; Lk 11:29-32 (We need
Teresa’s confidence, as we need her time of preparation, so that when the time is right we
can jump into the action God calls us to and easily effect God’s will in the world.)

“There is something greater than Jonah here.”
Today we celebrate the memorial of St. Teresa of Avila, who is a great doctor of the
Church and a great saint, and a woman who knew God in a very deeply personal way and
who recommended that everyone get to know God in a deeply personal way, but who
acknowledged that each person has to be guided by Christ himself according to
Christ’s own idea and knowledge of who we are. So she did not give a plan or a
scheme or any kind of outline for us to follow. She just said you have to go to Christ and
let him lead you. And sometimes, she acknowledged, God would reveal “deep secrets of
the mysteries” is what she called it, “deep secrets of the mysteries of God.” And other
times, perhaps, God does not. It’s not necessary that we all have this deep revelation
of the mysteries of God. We don’t have to know those things. But some people are
called on not only to know them but to contemplate them, and that is a service to the
whole, to the whole Church.
Now today in the gospel Jesus is commenting on something that is also very
contemporary. “This is an evil generation,” he says, speaking of a generation in which
God is really being denied. They demand a sign. Well, that describes today as well as his
day. Cultures go up and down. In some periods of time, people are more or less attuned to
God and to the grace of God. In Jesus’ day, they were not attuned to God. Perhaps this
is why God chose that particular period of history for Jesus to arrive, because people
were so closed. It seems so, from this gospel reading.
If so, there’s a perfect parallel today, when growing numbers of people say they don’t
believe in God at all and, which is almost more scary, they don’t believe there is such a
thing as a moral law. I think in a recent survey only three percent of those who run the
media, who own and run and determine what goes on in the media, only three percent
said they believed there was such a thing as a moral law. That is very scary because they
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are the ones who make decisions on what people see on television, for example, or in the
theatres. So we are living in an evil age as well. And an evil age looks for signs, because
the farther we get from God the more we deaden our inner spiritual intuitions. And
then the only thing real for us is something external, something we can see or touch or
feel or smell—in other words, the world of the senses. That is why people demand a
sign. They want God to come to them from the outside, but that’s not how God works,
although at times there are great signs, but that is not the way God works, ordinarily.
So what do we do as believers? We are sent into the world, as was Teresa of Avila,
to be faithful to God and to open our hearts to whatever gifts of divine presence,
whatever gifts revealing the secrets of God that God wants to share with us, and to hold
onto them and to contemplate them and to share them with the world. Now that sharing
is not necessarily direct.
Teresa of Avila didn’t do much communicating with people in the world. She really
only took care of her own sisters in her convent. She also organized a complete reform of
her order, which she believed God asked her to do. And she did it, she claimed, very
easily because she said when you are prepared and God wants you to do something,
you can do it without any effort.
Now that’s confidence. And we need her confidence, as we need her time of
preparation, of being with the good news in our minds, in our hearts, and allowing it to
strengthen us so that when the time is right we can jump into the action God calls us
to and easily effect God’s will in the world. This is how God chooses to work. After
all, there is a “greater than Solomon here” and there is a “greater than Jonah here.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Facets of Love Optional Memorial of St. Margaret Mary Alacoque Tuesday,
October 16, 2012 8:15 AM Eph 3:14-19; Mt 11:25-30 (St. Hedwig)
(Forgiveness or mercy; Caring for the whole person’s needs; Bringing us to
perfection)

Today we celebrate the memorial of St. Margaret Mary. And it was through St.
Margaret Mary’s mystical devotion to the Sacred Heart that many people found a
way to Christ in an age when many people were turned off, you might say, from what
was going on in the Church or the way in which religion was understood by many people.
St. Margaret Mary’s basic beliefs were identical to St. Francis of Assisi and St.
Thomas Aquinas and all the great mystics, all the great contemplative souls, that
mirrored, again, the gospel of Jesus Christ, especially that of St. John: that the heart of
the gospel is love itself since God, after all, is love. And love comes to us, according to
St. Margaret’s understanding, in three different ways or for three different purposes, you
might say: first of all, as forgiveness, as mercy; second of all, love also powers the
caring for people even in their physical needs. Sometimes we talk about charity
meaning giving things to people who are poor, but charity is not simply giving things or
money to people who are poor. It’s really caring for the whole person who has many
needs, including physical ones. So we don’t want to restrict charity to only the physical
dimensions, but also include the physical in caring for the heart, the soul, the mind and
the body of the whole person. True education is also a work of charity: filling the
mind, especially leading the mind to what is truly ennobling and enriching, not just
teaching perhaps what’s necessary.
The third role or purpose that charity or love has in our lives is really to bring us to
perfection, because we are really created for it. We are not created for whatever,
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although that seems to be the viewpoint of our society: we can do whatever we choose to
do; we create our purpose, so people think. But we really can’t create our purpose. We
can simply either find fulfillment in the purpose already created for us or we invent
something else and distract ourselves from our true purpose. And anything other than
love is a distraction. And any love other than love of God is a distraction or a
displacement of something essential.
And then St. Margaret also in her meditations recognizes—and this is the second
point; not only is love primary, first point—second point, St. Margaret recognizes at
times we find ourselves completely empty, unable to pray, unable to work, unable to
do. And she sees that as also a grace, because in these moments we can unite
ourselves to Christ in his suffering, in his giving of himself totally in love to the Father,
which is, of course, the very mystery that the Mass symbolizes and signifies and tries
to bring us into. That is why we have the sacrament of the Eucharist, to be brought into
this mystery of Jesus’ total gift of himself. And when we are totally empty of our own
selves, we are in a perfect place to enter into communion with the Christ who gave
himself totally to the Father.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Living in the Spirit
Twenty-eighth Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday,
October 17, 2012 8:15 AM Gal 5:18-25; Lk 11:42-46 (St. Ignatius of Antioch)
(We should identify with our deep spiritual realities, and recognize our bodies are
necessary, wonderful creations, but not the center nor the source of our identity.)

“If we live in the Spirit, let us also follow the Spirit.”
St. Paul, who is often accused of starting things anew and making things up, is really
carrying on the tradition of Jesus calling people to a new life and attacking what may
seem natural or “only human” but is really not noble or dignified or beautiful. And, after
all, human beings are made in the image and likeness of God and, therefore, we are
created to be noble and dignified and, yes, beautiful in a beauty that transcends the
physical order.
Now when he is talking about the flesh, of course, St. Paul is talking about life in the
physical body with the physical body as the goal, the end point; physical life is the whole
thing. And that is the way a lot of people live. They exist to exist. Everything they do is
all about themselves. Their life is centered on themselves and their idea of themselves,
which is usually extremely warped and not multifaceted, but simplistic, reductionistic,
reduced to something rather tawdry. And we see this all the time. We see life in the flesh
all the time in all the things St. Paul is talking about: immorality, idolatry—idolatry of
course means worshipping whatever is false; it means elevating what is of one’s own
mind and imagination to a level that it doesn’t deserve—hatreds, rivalry—gross
competition that destroys the opponent—selfishness, outbursts of fury, dissentions—the
inability to agree or to live together with people who are different—and so on. This is all
human life devoid of the Spirit. It is the Spirit that fulfills human life, that allows
human life to be what God wants it to be, what God calls it to be; and it’s the Spirit
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that gives our hearts and minds a sense of fulfillment, a sense of purpose, and a sense of
connection with the rest of creation, God, the Church, people—and we are created to be
all one family, one vine. And we can only be that one vine, that one family, that one
creation, in the Spirit of Jesus.
Now this is a gift, but it’s a gift that requires some sort of preparation on our
part, so we have to, as it were, eliminate all the sources of conflict within our own
hearts and minds. St. Paul refers to this as “crucifying the flesh.” It really means that we
don’t allow the flesh to lead us, but we lead it. It has to do with recognizing that our
bodies and our instincts and everything attached to them is really an “it”; it is not an
“I.” We should not say “I” to our physical selves. We should say “I” to the spirit
within us, which is capable of being godly, which is capable of true creativity, which
means sharing with God in making something new. That’s what we are called to. The
spirit can do that. We should say “I” to that. We should identify with our deep spiritual
realities, and recognize our bodies are necessary, wonderful creations, but not the
center nor the source of our identity. And we have recognized that every part of us can
have a will unto itself. This of course is problematic. This is the origin of all this
dissention, faction, and so on. If we are to live in the spirit, there can be but one will
within us, and it must be a will that conforms to the will of God and therein lies our
hope for true peace.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Suffering and Rebirth from the Side of Christ Twenty-eighth Week in Ordinary
Time Friday, October 19, 2012 Eph 1:11-14; Lk 12:1-7 7:30 PM (Sts. John de
Brébeuf and Isaac Jogues, priests and martyrs, and their companions, martyrs) (Healing
Mass) (Hope means that in spite of the pitfalls we believe that we can accomplish what
God wants us to accomplish.)

“Do not be afraid,”
This gospel reading is of course a paradox, as are many gospel readings, because Jesus
says, “Do not be afraid,” but earlier on he said, “Be afraid of the one who has the
power to cast into Gehenna; yes, I tell you, be afraid of that one.” So we are supposed
to be afraid but not afraid. That’s all right; we need to think through these teachings of
Jesus.
Who, after all, can cast us into Gehenna? Well, actually, only we, ourselves. Why?
Because God wants us with him, and God has the power to bring us to him. The only way
that can be thwarted is through our own free will, our opposition to God, our rebellion
against God. No power on heaven or earth can obstruct God’s desire for us to be
with him except our own free will. Now the devil can tempt us, but the devil cannot
force us. The world can be an obstacle, but it cannot be an obstacle that we cannot
overcome.
The virtue of hope actually is very related to belief. It is the belief that something very
difficult can be accomplished, and we have that virtue of hope when we recognize that
God’s will can be accomplished even though with great difficulty considering where
we are coming from. And let’s look for a moment at our world and how sad it is that
many people are falling away from any awareness of God at all, any practice of any
kind of spirituality or religion at all, and of course, most importantly, that they are falling
away from the truth that has come to us embodied in Christ. We believe that it is
Christ who fulfills the Father’s will and shows us the way to that same fulfillment.
And as St. Paul mentioned in the first reading, the Holy Spirit is given to us as the
first installment, first installment of God’s plan of redemption. We have to keep in
mind that redemption is not an instantaneous change that takes place within us, but
rather it is a process whereby we yield to God and we yield to God, in fact, in steps.
The way we learn to walk, we learn to walk with God, the way we learn to walk—
period—with certain steps: first baby steps, then bigger steps, and then strides.
And we know that there are many pitfalls in the world. Hope means that in spite of
the pitfalls we believe that we can accomplish what God wants us to accomplish, that
we believe that God’s will can be done, not only in our own personal lives, but in the
lives of everyone. Pope John Paul was very keen on that we should pray, we should pray
that God saves all human souls, and hope for that without, of course, assuming that it’s
already so, since that would belie the difficulty of the whole process. So that’s why we
need hope and that’s why we have hope. We have hope from the Holy Spirit. You
might say it’s a natural fruit of sanctifying grace: faith as enlightenment; hope,
Suffering and Rebirth from the Side of Christ

believing that something very difficult will be accomplished and trusting in it; and
of course love, which is God himself, the very origin of our existence and the very
goal to which we tend by God’s own will.
Now as I said this is a process, and the word Jesus uses is “leaven.” Leaven means a
yeast or an enzyme in a lump of dough that causes it to gradually rise. It doesn’t rise in
one second. It doesn’t rise in one minute. It rises gradually over days, especially in the
old way of doing it, where the leaven was the natural enzyme in the wheat itself. That
takes longer. The dough has to actually ferment, and in the fermentation process we have
the rising of the dough. That’s a process.
Now the sanctification of the world is a process, and the opposite: the turning
toward evil of the world is also a process, and they are both leaven. So the kingdom
of God grows very slowly like leaven in a lump of dough, but so does evil grow that
same way, and particularly the evil he is talking about here is, he calls it: “Beware of the
leaven—that is, the hypocrisy—of the Pharisees.” This is a kind of evil that also grows
very, very surreptitiously within, so much so the people who aspire to be holy are
affected by it without their even knowing it.
So what is hypocrisy like? Hypocrisy is a gradual identification with, connecting
with only one’s role in life: I have to be this; I have to be a priest; I have to be a teacher;
I have to be a secretary; I have to be a barber; I have to be a businessman, a
businesswoman, or whatever. We do have certain roles in life, but that is not who we are.
And people who start to identify with the roles they have in life because they have
lost something inside, there’s an inner deadness, and in this deadness they grasp, they
grasp for identity, they grasp for meaning, and they take whatever they can find. The big
one today is many people seem to identify with their lives as consumers or producers.
We’re not put on earth to consume or produce. We may do that. That’s not why we’re
here.
We’re here to know, love, and serve God—know first. There are a lot of people
that don’t know God and know nothing about God and, in fact, don’t even believe that
there is any God to know. Well, that’s pretty bad. The leaven of hypocrisy has come to
full flower in people who don’t even know there is a God. They have nothing else to
identify with than their job or their role or their place or their position in society, in the
family, in whatever, wherever they are, and perhaps they would also desire to have higher
positions, more ambitious positions if, after all, they think life is all about that. But life is
not about that. Know, love, and serve God—that’s what life is about. And the promise is
we will be happy with God in the next phase, in the next age, in the age of our total
fulfillment.
Here we can be somewhat happy, not perfectly happy. We all have our ills. We
have our burdens. We have our problems. They are part of the mix. They are part of what
we have to deal with. We cannot wish them away. But we need to pray so that we will
deal with all of these issues: problems, illnesses, troubles, obstacles in a way that is in
accord with God’s will. We can’t do that unless we start to know God.
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And we can’t know God unless God reveals himself to us, and that is why he has
sent Jesus so we will know God. And from Jesus we learn about God’s great capacity
to love and care in God’s great compassion, especially for those who suffer, and we
know that our suffering is never ignored by God. We know that in some cases God
reaches into life and brings complete and instantaneous healing to people, but not always.
But we know that God always loves all of his own children, all of his creation, but surely
God has not loved anyone more than Jesus himself. Jesus is the most beloved and yet
Jesus suffered terribly, cruelly, bitterly, oppressively, and our minds are simply stunned
at the face of all the evil in the world, the evil Jesus himself endured, that we endure
as well. This afternoon I talked to a man whose son is dying of brain cancer, and his son
is only 14 years old, or perhaps 15, but he is very young. And it’s very hard for
everybody, but mostly the family, to see this, to experience this, to endure this.
The sufferings of Christ are not over. They continue in our own lives, but so does
the power of the Holy Spirit. And in strange ways, ways that we cannot fathom, God
brings goodness out of evil just as from the side of Jesus on the Cross blood and
water flowed and from that water we have Baptism, and from that blood we have
the Eucharist, the great signs of rebirth and renewal, the beginning actually of a new
creation in our very midst, in our very brokenness, in our very pain, in our very sorrow,
that is beginning. That’s why we can have hope, because we see how God worked in
Christ bringing him from the grave into glory. And we share the faith of the Apostles
that we, too, if we believe in him and cling to him, that we, too, will share that very glory.
What we have to keep in mind of course is: “My thoughts are not your thoughts.” We
cannot understand the ways of God. We cannot understand his schedule, his timetable.
We just have to live each day as best we can, opening our hearts to God’s love, and
sharing that love with others, and caring for others as much, hopefully, as we can care for
ourselves, so that we really are a community of caring, holding each other up, wanting
the best for each other, not knowing what that best is. That’s the Church that Jesus
founded from his side.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Role Playing Leaven of the Pharisees Twenty-eighth Week in Ordinary Time
Friday, October 19, 2012 8:15 AM Eph 1:11-14; Lk 12:1-7 (Sts. John de Brébeuf
and Isaac Jogues, priests and martyrs, and their companions, martyrs) (There are lots of
temptations and lots of problems, but we are expected with the help of God and the Holy
Spirit to be able to confront them.)

“Do not be afraid.” Paradoxically that comes after another statement: “Yes, I tell
you, be afraid of that one.”
So be afraid, but don’t be afraid, and of course that’s perfectly reasonable if you
understand the implications of the gospel. We are to be afraid only of the possible
death to our own inner souls. That is the worst possible thing that could happen,
because there comes a time when we can no longer make meaningful choices about our
future when we have become who we shall be for all eternity.
Now who is it who can cast us into Gehenna? Actually, only our very own selves.
Only we can choose the total denial of God, which is represented by concept of Gehenna:
the total rejection of God or the hatred of God, if we want to recognize the existence of
God, so we either deny altogether or we hate what we can’t deny. And that happens,
and that’s to be feared, but nothing else, not deprivation of life in the body, not
deprivation of health, not deprivation of wealth or friends or family or anything because
we belong to God. We are more important than any part of the creation. We are his own
family. We are his own children.
Now Jesus says, “Beware of the leaven—that is, the hypocrisy—of the Pharisees.”
Unfortunately this word “leaven” can be used in both the sense of the kingdom of God
growing like leaven in a lump of dough, meaning that goodness and godliness and
faithfulness can grow in the world in a sort of surreptitious, furtive way without anyone
really knowing how that happened, but so can evil. Evil can grow the very same way.
The Role Playing Leaven of the Pharisees

And the evil of the Pharisees—we have to understand exactly what that is. It’s the
evil of pretense. It’s the evil of hypocrisy. It’s the evil of pretending. And where does
the evil of pretending lead us? It leads us to live a life of role playing, a life of doing our
job even when our job is deadening, boring, stupid. And when that becomes what life
means to us, we are very close to Gehenna because we’ve lost something inward, the life
of a soul; it doesn’t mean anything anymore. Life is just an external show. It’s
something I have to do. It’s a role I have to play. That is the leaven of the Pharisees.
We are thrown into this world, and there are lots of temptations and lots of problems,
but we are expected with the help of God and the Holy Spirit to be able to confront
them. The sad truth is, from observation, not only personal observation but reading books
about people: sociology, psychology, economics, we can see a lot of people are not rising
above their problems. A lot of people are not confronting their problems. A lot of people
are not using the Holy Spirit for the renewal of their minds, but they are letting
themselves be conformed to a world that is utterly artificial and false. So these words
are spoken first to the disciples as a warning to the wise.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Our Inheritance Twenty-eighth Week in Ordinary Time Saturday, October 20, 2012
8:15 AM Eph 1:15-23; Lk 12:8-12 (St. Paul of the Cross) (BVM) (God’s plan
is for all of us to join together with him in a militant resistance to evil and deception.)

“May the eyes of your hearts be enlightened, that you may know what is the hope
that belongs to his call, what are the riches of glory in his inheritance among the
holy ones, and what is the surpassing greatness of his power for us who believe, in
accord with the exercise of his great might, which he worked in Christ, raising him
from the dead and seating him at his right hand in the heavens, far above every
principality, authority, power, and dominion, and every name that is named not
only in this age but also in the one to come.”
A long prayer, but a good one, expressing this very great expectation that the people
of God, the people of faith, will come to an enlightenment concerning reality,
concerning why they are in existence, why they are born, why they are on this earth, and
where they are going. This enlightenment St. Thomas Aquinas teaches is the gift of
Baptism, and yet how strange it is that we see a world full of people that seem to be
clueless. Why should this be? I don’t have an answer.
Now there are many people today that talk about all the different forces that work
against faith. They talk about commercialism, materialism, atheism; even the scientific
mentality because it’s so centered on human activity, and control of nature can be
considered a factor militating against faith. So there are all these different reasons. And
then of course we can talk about how busy people are and how they don’t have time for
prayer, and we could talk about the media, and we could talk about all these handheld
devices that keep people focused on something very immediate, and on and on. We can
have all kinds of reasons why people are attacked spiritually or distracted or worn-out,
but really how does any of this explain how people have let go of something so
valuable? I don’t know.
Here St. Paul is talking about knowing what is the hope that belongs to this vocation
to live in Christ—knowing the hope, his prayer is. Maybe the whole problem is we
haven’t been praying enough as a Church for our own, for the baptized. That is of course
the very purpose of the Liturgy of the Hours, that somebody in the Church gathers to
pray for the whole. Maybe we need more prayers.
But to know something of “what are the riches of glory”—we are on the path to
glory, to a rich and really unbelievable, if I dare use the word, extraordinary,
unimaginable is a good word, future. Do we ever dwell on how great this is, an
inheritance—an inheritance. We live in a meritocracy. People claim they have the right
to be super rich because they are so smart and so able, and they have accumulated all this
wealth, and they have a right to it; no one should tax them. This is called a “meritocracy.”
But what our faith is about is an inheritance. The riches come from God. They belong
by right to Jesus, and he makes us his coheirs. We don’t merit it. We don’t earn it. It’s
not a meritocracy. It’s not because we are so great or so smart or so holy. We inherit this
kingdom.

Our Inheritance

“What is the surpassing greatness of his power”—now this is a hard one for us to
understand because the power of God, although, on one hand, it is manifest in the
beauty of creation, but, on the other hand, it’s quite reserved and withdrawn from our
daily experience. So there are moments perhaps when we perceive something; we say
this is beauty and it reflects God, but a lot of times our daily experiences don’t reflect
God at all, or God’s will. That’s a fact. Jesus made it very clear. He told his disciples to
pray that the will of God be done on earth because it isn’t. So we are living constantly
with a conflict of wills. The spirit of evil leads many astray, tries to lead us astray. The
spirit of evil is also the spirit of deceit. We can be lied to and we can swallow lies rather
easily. So this surpassing greatness is not so obvious. And there are many who actually
say they don’t want to believe in God because God, if he exists, is so weak he hasn’t
overcome evil. Well, of course he has in his Son. But his plan is for all of us to join
together with him in a militant resistance to evil and deception. And his greatness, as
such, is revealed in his compassion and his power to endure, which is the greatest of
all powers, the power of love. But it’s not easy to see this without the aid of grace for
us who believe. So this is something that belongs to those of us who believe, and this is
something we have to keep in mind. This is our inheritance.
So that “in accord with the exercise of God’s great might,”—which has already
been expressed in Christ through his infinite love and through his resurrection from the
dead—“raising him from the dead and seating him at his right hand in the heavens”
above every other power, every force for war or anything else. There are a lot of forces
in our world: forces of competition, war, hatred, superiority—these are called
principalities, authorities, powers, and dominions. But God is above all that and Jesus
has been raised above all that in his human body, in his human nature. So humanity
in Christ has overcome all these forces that seem bigger than us, but they are not now, not
in Christ. And that is why his name is the greatest of all names, not only in this age, but
in all ages through all eternity.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Spirit of This Age vs. Will of God
Twenty-ninth Week in Ordinary Time
Monday, October 22, 2012 8:15 AM Eph 2:1-10; Lk 12:13-21 (We have to
discern what is of God, what is not of God, what is of humanity, what is from me, what is
from somebody else, what is really truly an accident?)

Today we have a parable on retirement. A lot of people look forward to retirement,
and I find two basic reasons. One, they look forward to retirement because they hate
work: they hate their job; it’s depressing, mind-numbing, or the people they work with
are nasty or difficult, or their work is arduous and they’re getting older and they’re
wearing out—that’s one reason. The other reason is, reflecting more this parable, they
have stored up for themselves all kinds of riches and now they look forward to
enjoying it all.
In itself there’s nothing wrong with this. However, there is something wrong with it if
that’s all life is. If all life is about is enjoying one’s riches or enjoying oneself or
enjoying one’s success, then one has missed the boat. Sooner or later, we all must give
an accounting of our lives. And Jesus stressed that in so many different ways, but people
are misled because in their own minds they are taught by the spirit of this age, which
was mentioned in Ephesians: “the ruler of the power of the air.” Think about the air.
What comes through the air? Everything. Everything we hear comes through the air: the
airwaves, the radio, the television. Of course, cable isn’t air anymore, but it’s the same
thing; it’s the stuff from the air, what people say. And this has a constant way of
deceiving people.
So people are deceived about the nature of life. If something bad happens, they ask
“Why did God let this happen?” I have heard that question many times; you have, too.
Where does this thought come from? From the spirit of deception, the spirit of evil, the
father of lies. The ruler of the air suggests that when something bad happens, God is
displeased, as if God is causing what happens in life. And sadly, that is the “faith” of
many people who claim to be Christians. They think God is causing what happens. So
when something good happens, again, they think, well, God must be pleased. That’s also
a temptation; that’s also a lie. What happens in life is a product of human choices,
human acts.
Spirit of This Age vs. Will of God

Now sometimes, God does intervene. God does answer prayer, but not everything is
God. So we have to discern what is of God, what is not of God, what is of humanity,
what is from me, what is from somebody else, what is really truly an accident? And
all of these issues are brought up in the New Testament, but Christians by and large
ignore them, to their own detriment.
This man ignored them. He thought everything was fine because he was fine. Well,
no. If, in fact, through our own work or through our good fortune or through family
inheritance we have more than we need, then God obliges us to share this with
others. It’s very simple. And we will have to make an accounting some day of how we
do. On the other hand, if we are not very fortunate, that doesn’t mean God is frowning on
our lives. That also could be due to forces beyond our control. It could be due to our
failure to work, but it could be due to other factors we cannot help. Maybe our work isn’t
that good because we’re not very talented or maybe we’re not very educated or maybe
we lost out somehow. That doesn’t mean God doesn’t love us.
Now these are the things that really Christ intends us to think about, and not just when
we have some problem, but before we have some problem, so we’ll know how to deal
with, how to discern, the will of God in all things and not be deceived by following
the age of this world. The spirit of this age is no reliable source of knowledge no matter
how smart people think they are. They, too, will die and give an accounting for their lives
in the body. And if they’ve led their entire life for the sake of their bodies—that’s living
in the flesh—they’ll be very sorry. They’ll have a long life to mourn.
So Luke wants us to think about this and Jesus wants us to think about this. How do
we guard against greed in all forms? That is our assignment.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Uniting Spiritual Have and Have-nots Thirtieth Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday,
October 23, 2012 8:15 AM Eph 2:12-22; Lk 12:35-38 (St. John of Capistrano)
(In the blood of Christ, there is something that brings together all people.)

“But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far off have become near by the
Blood of Christ.”
We have to keep in mind to whom Paul is writing. He is writing to gentile Christians.
And when he says you who were far off, he is referring to their life before the gospel.
They were far off because even people who are sincere and good are easily confused
and misled, and the various religions and philosophies of the world are confusing and
misleading. And in addition to that, even people who are basically good are not always
good and not everyone is basically good. Some people are so misled that they actually
become wicked and proceed to live a life that is totally unworthy of a child of God.
Nonetheless, the message of the gospel is that God has come to our aid, the aid of
everyone including the wicked, to bring them together into one.
Now the way this is pictured in this particular story, this particular teaching, there is a
world of haves and have-nots—not divided by money or poverty, but rather salvation or
lack of salvation—have and have-nots. The haves are the Jews. They have salvation
because they have the covenant. But the gentiles are without covenant and therefore
without salvation, and without any real relationship with God. “You were at that time
without Christ, alienated from the community of Israel and strangers to the covenants of
promise, without hope and without God in the world.” That precedes the statement I
began with: “But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far off have become near by the
Blood of Christ.”
So this is the belief that has been very constant in the history of the Church: that the
death of Jesus is for reasons we cannot explain, salvific, that in the blood of Christ,
there is something that brings together all people, that it is a draw to all people, to
cleanse them, to forgive them, and to unite them so that Jew and gentile become one in
the blood of Christ—that’s what he is saying. “And broke down the dividing wall of
enmity, through his Flesh”: that means the dividing wall that separates Jew from
Uniting Spiritual Have and Have-nots

gentile, have from have-not in the order of salvation. That’s broken down in his flesh,
meaning in his body, especially in the death he experienced on the Cross. And this, he
says, “abolishing the Law with its commandments and legal claims.” In other words,
the haves are now made also have-nots by the abolition of the Law that was their
advantage. So in Christ, the Jews are made to be have-nots so that with the gentiles
all may have life in and through Christ, who died for this purpose.
Now many of the explanations of why the death of Christ produced this, of course, are
rather lame. It is simply a belief that we have that the blood of Jesus poured out in
love saves us. The death of Jesus forgives us and the death of Jesus unites us. These
meanings are expressed in our sacramental life: Baptism—the washing of sin, the
giving of new life, the regeneration of spirit; Eucharist—the sharing in the body, the
blood, the soul, and the divinity of Christ to build up that new life within us and to
express the communion we share, not only those who actually are in communion at Mass,
but the communion we share virtually with all people and all creation.
Now these signs are meant for us to ponder, to reflect on, to contemplate. This is
an ongoing mystery, a work of God that we are privileged to participate in but
actually can hardly even understand. So this is food for our day. We “are no longer
strangers and sojourners, but we are fellow citizens with all the holy ones” who have
gone before us: the apostles, the martyrs, the holy saints. We are now their fellow citizens
and we need to live in an appropriate way and do what we can to make our world
here a fitting temple for the Spirit.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Freedom in Poverty
Twenty-ninth Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday,
October 24, 2012 8:15 AM Eph 3:2-12; Lk 12:39-48 (St. Anthony Mary Claret)
(We have to work with what we have, but we are always, always servants.)

“Much will be required of the person entrusted with much, and still more will be
demanded of the person entrusted with more.”
Now you may have wondered from time to time why so many of the saints found
poverty to be such a great virtue. Well, the reason is that the gospel clearly has this
idea that the more you are entrusted with, the more God demands from you. And so the
deduction was that the best way to live, the freest way to live, is with the least amount of
anything that we would have to render an account for. So the whole idea that the modern
world has, that modern society has, of it’s really good to get rich, was simply rejected out
of hand. If one is rich, that is therefore a great responsibility.
Now, for example, Pope Gregory I—who was a very wealthy man, he came from a
wealthy family—he joined a monastery, but he was so talented that the popes didn’t
allow him to stay in the monastery. They sent him to Constantinople as the papal nuncio.
Later on, he came back to Rome and he was elected pope because he was clearly the most
talented, capable person and they needed his talents. But he rued that day, and he
complains about it. He said back when he was a monk he was able to concentrate on God,
contemplate the gospel, and so on. He was free. He was a free man. But now, he is
burdened. As pope, he has no time. No time for prayer, and not only that, but his
burdens—one of his burdens, he says, is that he has to talk to so many people and
actually they are frivolous and so all he is doing is chatting about frivolous matters and
this is nothing but a great waste of time.
Now he took his role of pope very seriously. For example, his family owned Sicily,
the island, most of it. It was a huge farm. So he decided as pope, as bishop of Rome,
which by that time had no other temporal ruler—theoretically, it was the emperor in
Constantinople but practically, it was the pope. He saw all kinds of poor people in Rome,
people who needed food, so he set up for all of his family holdings to be turned into a
project to bring food to Rome every day so everyone there could eat. In a way, he
Freedom in Poverty

sacrificed his family fortune for the good of the poor in Rome. So he really did great
things, and he did many other things: collecting various chants and reforming the
liturgy and doing all kinds of things. So he really spent his time well and yet, he was
sorry that he had to do that. But he wanted to live this out. He knew that much would be
required of him because much was given to him. He had family wealth; he was bishop of
Rome; he was the temporal ruler for all intents and purposes of central Italy. And so he
lived this life and this gospel, but would have preferred a different life, would have
preferred one of simplicity and poverty and peace and quiet.
Now we don’t always choose the circumstances of our lives. But the point of the
gospel is we have to work with what we have, but we are always, always servants.
We are never a master. In this way, society can delude us into thinking we can achieve
something: mastery, mastery over nature; being the head of the household; somebody;
Mr. this or Ms. that; a person of grand importance. This gospel says, well really, nobody
is that important. Everybody is a servant. Some servants mistreat their fellow servants,
beating their menservants and maidservants. Everybody else is a fellow servant. If we
think we’re special, if we think we’re above others and treat them that way, we are
deluded. And, of course, our society is full of deluded people—and even in high places.
That’s what this gospel is talking about. We’re all called to be servants. The less we
have, the freer we are. The more we have, the more responsibilities. Much will be
required and even more will be demanded of those who have the most. So in thinking
about what we want to do with our lives, and we should bring this up to our young
people, in thinking about what life’s about, this has to be taken into consideration.
Whatever we do, it has to be for God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Sense of Harmony Twenty-ninth Week in Ordinary Time Friday, October 26, 2012
8:15 AM Eph 4:1-6; Lk 12:54-59 (Mental health is harmony within a person and
within relationships within the network of the familiar.)

St. Paul in his Letter to the Ephesians is making a plea to his sisters and brothers that
they “live in a manner worthy of the call they have received, with all humility and
gentleness, with patience, bearing with one another through love, striving to
preserve the unity of the spirit through the bond of peace.”
Now this is of course a great enterprise, a great calling to live in this harmony. But
perhaps we don’t understand this is not a sort of luxury for really dedicated Christians or
for people who really want to be nice. What Paul is talking about is a fundamental
recipe for mental health. Mental health is harmony within a person and within
relationships within the network of the familiar. And without inner and outer
harmony, a person is not mentally well.
Now mental illness has many causes, some of it physical: damage to the brain or the
nervous system or chemical imbalances, all kinds of possibilities of a physical nature. But
also mental illness is often caused by spiritual crises. And one of the greatest of all
crises is confronting the issue of: Who am I anyway? And the gospel of Jesus Christ
gives us an answer. We are together, all of us, children of God. And we all have purpose
and we are all being led to union with God. And even now we have a right to some
sense of communion, harmony.
But if people cannot actually come to that answer, if they don’t know that, if they
don’t know they are children of God, and many do not, or if they have heard it but
don’t believe it for some reason, because of the way they are treated, or because of their
own wrong choices or terrible mistakes or crimes, whatever, from which they have never
felt mercy and forgiveness from somebody else, from a community, from a network of
the familiar, well, then they feel all alone. And in our society there is no general
consensus that we are not all alone. That’s something, again, a lot of Christians don’t
understand: in our society there is no consensus that we are a community. That’s a
faith issue. We Christians believe that, but that is not obvious, and many don’t believe it.

Sense of Harmony

And science has never proved it; in fact, science tends to produce a sort of
adversarial relationship between every individual and every other individual and every
individual and nature itself. That tends to be what science does. It’s good for some things,
but it’s not good for life, not real living, not harmony within ourselves, within a
community, within nature itself; after all, we are all part of nature, even though science
pits us against nature. Technology is a way of controlling nature. Well, that has some
good aspects to it, not all bad, but it’s not all good either. It’s not good as a picture of
who we are and where we are and where we are going.
So this prayer of St. Paul—very important prayer! It’s very important to take it to
heart. We need this harmony if we are to be well, and if we are to be a source of
wellness for other people. And if our community is to thrive, it has to have this sense of
harmony. One could even say that without a sense of harmony you don’t have a
community; you just have a bunch of people. For example, if you went to the train
station, would that be a community? No, that’s just an accidental gathering of people. It
that what the Church is? No, the Church is supposed to be a harmonious organ, a
people related to each other, related to God, living out this relationship. That’s what
St. Paul is talking about: “with all humility,” which brings people together. Pride
divides. “And gentleness” brings people together. Violence divides. “Patience” brings
people together. Anger divides. Bearing with one another—that means the person who is
a pain—“bearing with one another through love.” Hate drives us apart. “Striving to
preserve”—striving to preserve—“the unity of the spirit”—it doesn’t come from us,
but we have to strive to preserve it or it will dissipate. The gifts of God are from God, but
we have to strive to preserve them. Just like a pianist has to strive to preserve the art of
playing the piano, or a violinist has to strive to preserve the art of playing the violin, so
we have to strive “to preserve the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace.” “One
Body and one Spirit as you were called to the one hope of your call; one Lord, one
faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in
all.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Coincidences and Accidents Twenty-ninth Week in Ordinary Time Saturday,
October 27, 2012 8:15 AM Eph 4:7-16; Lk13:1-9 (BVM) (We have to
recognize that if God’s will is to be done on earth, it is only through our praying for it.)

There are pious souls who like to say things like “There are no coincidences.” By this
they mean that everything that happens, happens because God wants it to. Well, every
thing that happens, happens because God permits it, but that doesn’t mean God
wants it. And that’s what this gospel is about.
Some few things happen in our lives directly because God wills them—some few
things, I say, which we could call “miracles.” And God can act in such a way as to
effect miracles: sudden, unexplainable, reversals in fortune and fate! But beyond
miracles the whole of creation is really built and designed so that we can prosper.
That is the basic design for us to prosper, for us to thrive, for us to be healthy. But it is
not set up in a deterministic way where it has to be that way. Nature itself is
indeterminate: things happen! Human beings are indeterminate because we have free
will. We choose. Here Pilate chose to execute some Galileans.
The laws of nature work all the time, sometimes for our benefit—this is what
technology tries to assure—but sometimes against us. This we call accidents. This
tower falling, well, that’s really gravity and perhaps poor engineering or some other
force. So, yes, there are coincidences. Every day is a coincidence of various forces:
God, our own choices, other people’s choices, the laws of nature, and what we have
done or not done, our engineering or lack of it.
So life is this tapestry. It is very important that we don’t ascribe to God what is
not of God. That’s the point here too. To assign blame to victims of misfortune, for
example—that’s exactly what this says. “Do you think that because these Galileans

Coincidences and Accidents

suffered this way they were greater sinners than all other Galileans?” That’s assigning
blame. That’s saying victims of some sort of misfortune are being punished. “By no
means!” That’s not how God works. There will be a judgment, but daily life is not the
judgment. “Or these people who were killed when the tower fell?” Again, an accident.
“Do you think they were more guilty?” Do you think what happens in people’s lives by
accident actually is God planning it? “By no means!”
So we have to be clear about all the different forces that are at work in life. And we
have to recognize that if God’s will is to be done on earth, it is only through our
praying for it. That’s why Jesus taught “Thy will be done on earth,” as a prayer—and
not to assign to God results that are not God’s.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Beyond Blindness
Thirtieth Sunday in Ordinary Time/B
October 28, 2012
10:45 AM Jer 31:7-9; Heb 5:1-6; Mk 10:46-52 (It’s faith that connects us to the
God who wants to be our vision, our food, our friend, our lover.)

The story or Bartimaeus is a story of a man who got a lot more than he bargained
for, more than he asked for. Mark tells us this story because he wants us to see it as a
model for us. Going way before Jesus the Scriptures presented a love story, a story of
unrequited love: God loving his own, but not getting much back. In this way it’s a
tragedy. But in Christ that tragedy is turned around.
Bartimaeus is chosen by the evangelist to show us something about our own
blindness. We all have blind spots. We all have blindness. And we all have needs. And
throughout the entire history of the people of God, God has tried to communicate to the
people, to his people, that he desired for them complete thriving and prosperity, but
much more, not just doing well, but being connected to God, being friends of God and
coworkers and collaborators. This is where the unrequited part comes in because for
the most part people haven’t quite accepted this.
Now we all have needs. Blindness may be one of them, but there are other needs. We
are also hungry, and we also need love, and we need friends, and we need shelter, and we
need strength, and we could go on and on. The story here of Bartimaeus is how faith is
the key because it’s faith that connects us to the God who wants to be our vision, our
food, our friend, our lover. This is what God wants to be. And we are free to accept or
reject his invitation.
Bartimaeus wasn’t originally concerned about being a disciple at all. He wasn’t
looking for a journey to God. He just wanted to see. “What do you want me to do for
you?” “I want to see.” But once he saw, “Immediately he received his sight and followed
Beyond Blindness

him on the way.” That means Bartimaeus was now a disciple. That means Bartimaeus
was leaving behind his former life and all what he thought was important, and now
he was going to let Jesus be his friend, his guide, his mentor, his master, his teacher.
And it all started with faith. “Jesus told him, ‘Go your way; your faith has saved you.’”
Now this faith is a gift, but it isn’t a passive gift. Bartimaeus called out, “Jesus, son
of David, have pity on me.” We too have to call out. When I was in the Boy Scouts, we
were told if you get lost in the forest, stay put; don’t go trying to find your way back; you
will get even more lost. Well, that was fine for the Boy Scouts; that’s not a good rule of
life. God is not a scoutmaster. God wants us to call out. “Seek and you shall find; knock
the door will be opened.” Bartimaeus did—simply, sincerely, humbly. He called out, and
he received what he wanted, and more because the vision God gave him was not only the
ability to see his own feet and the world around him. It was the ability which is far
greater: to see the way to life, to wholeness, to happiness, to what we are created for.
So Jesus gave him permission to go on his way, but Bartimaeus did not. He went on
Jesus’ way.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Be Imitators of God Thirtieth Week in Ordinary Time Monday, October 29, 2012
8:15 AM Eph 4:32—5:8; Lk 13:10-17 (Somehow the love of God has to be
embodied, enfleshed in actual people for many to believe it.)

“Be imitators of God, as beloved children, and live in love, as Christ loved us and
handed himself over for us as a sacrificial offering to God for a fragrant aroma.”
We have to keep in mind that we are made in God’s image and, therefore, we are to
imitate God; that the right behavior for us is God’s own dispositions, attitudes,
decisions, and choices toward us. Now we might be free of the burden of responsibility
if we did not know what that was. And so it is with the people in the world who do not
know Christ. They don’t really know what God’s true dispositions, desires, choices, and
decisions are. But those who follow Christ do know. And the point that St. Paul is
making is that we have to be like God, especially in our attitude toward our enemies.
Now it is true God will never force anyone to be a friend and, therefore, there is the
possibility of perishing, but on the other hand God is always desirous of reconciliation
and forgiveness. And Jesus really died for his enemies—the enemies of God, not only
his own personal enemies in the human order. But Jesus really died for the enemies of
God, those who hate God, that they may be turned to love. And so we have now the
same responsibility to love our enemies and to pray for those who persecute us. And
this includes, most especially, people in our own families who really do not love God
and who do not love us, either, in a deep sense. They may have acknowledged our
existence, but they don’t really love us, because love is of God. And so if people have
turned away from God totally, then they have turned away from love totally,
although many people have only turned away partially. So that’s why we always have to
be hoping for their salvation and praying for it.
Be Imitators of God

Now some people may, in fact, accept God in a sort of implicit, unconscious way by
accepting and loving others. But, by the same token, some people may, in fact, reject
God implicitly and unconsciously by rejecting others, hating others, despising and
having contempt for others. But, again, God’s will is to convert, to change, to restore, to
transform. And this can only be done when love itself takes the initiative, as love did in
Christ. And so we are equipped to do that through our own Baptism: to take the
initiative in loving those even who are not lovable.
Now sometimes this rejection of God does not take the form of out-and-out hate or
explicit rejection even of individual people, but sometimes it’s simply nothing more than
a total self-centeredness, a living for this moment, for this pleasure, for this possession,
for this achievement, for this attainment. Such as live this way are very ignorant of the
great possibilities that they could have. Once again, only through good example, love,
and truth can people be offered a better way of living. And that is how we must live—
being the ones sent as witnesses to the great love that Jesus expresses, the great love
of the Father incarnate in him. Somehow the love of God has to be embodied,
enfleshed in actual people for many to believe it. Think of poor old doubting Thomas.
He didn’t even believe his dearest friends. So the work we have in front of us is great, but
the mercy of God is infinite.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Giving Up Faith in the Demiurge Thirtieth Week in Ordinary Time Saturday,
November 3, 2012 8:15 AM Phil 1:18b-26; Lk 14:1. 7-11 (St. Martin de Porres)
(BVM) (God always takes care of us, but not to the exclusion of suffering, not the
exclusion of the Cross.)

“Indeed I shall continue to rejoice, for I know that this will result in deliverance
for me through your prayers and support from the Spirit of Jesus Christ.”
St. Paul in his Letter to the Philippians is very aware that life is not over for him, nor
is salvation totally accomplished, nor is deliverance completely effected. He is on the
road to salvation. He is on the road to deliverance.
And this is something Christians have often not quite got right. Most certainly those
don’t have it who say, “I have been saved” or “I am saved.” Well, hopefully, you are on
the road to salvation. Don’t imagine the process is complete yet. This life is actually
intended to be a time of trial and adversity so that choosing God, finishing the race,
is something that really requires our heart and our soul. And this is something we
have not communicated very well to many people, and I must say especially the
young. Many baptized people fall away from the faith because it’s just too much.
In fact, recently I was reading a sociologist that believes that people, young people in
particular, are falling away from belief in God, not just from practices, not just from
going to church, but from belief in God because, he says, the world treats them so badly,
just like an object. Well, since when does our faith rest on how the world treats us?
Read St. Paul. He was treated very badly by not only the world, also the Jews and his
own fellow Christians. He was mocked and bullied and disgraced and rejected and put
upon. Was that a good reason for him to give up faith? No, because his faith was rooted
in the Cross of Christ. And although I am a great proponent of the Second Vatican
Council, I am afraid that an unintended and unintentional consequence of that Council
was the preaching of the gospel without the Cross. I heard people say, years ago now,
“We are resurrection people.” Well of course we are resurrection people, but what is
the resurrection about? It’s deliverance from the Cross, but the Cross has to be
basic to what Christian faith is about.

Giving Up Faith in the Demiurge

Now Plato had a word, “demiurge.” He said the demiurge was something like a spirit,
some would translate it god, that helped people, was kind to people, did what they
couldn’t do for themselves. Now the Gnostic group, which was a heretical sect, believed
in the demiurge, but they said that was actually evil—get this—a god who helps people,
comforts them, and cushions life for them is actually evil. That was a heretical group, but
the point is they saw something. They saw something about this idea that God should be
always taking care of us. On the one hand, it’s true God always takes care of us, but not
to the exclusion of suffering, not the exclusion of the Cross. It is through the Cross that
God cares for us. It is in the Cross God cares for us. Jesus came to bear our crosses
with us, not to eliminate them, not to dismiss suffering from life, but to be with us in
suffering; that’s what compassion means: suffering with.
But that is not the God a lot of people believe in. They believe in the demiurge, the
god who has to smile on them, comfort them, cushion them. And if God doesn’t do
that or if the demiurge doesn’t do that, then they give up belief all together. Well, just as
well; you should give up belief in that—it’s wrong!
But that, of course, only shows us how much work we have to do to preach the
Cross of Christ and his victory in the resurrection. It isn’t really, as G.K. Chesterton
observed, it isn’t really that people are giving up faith. It’s that they’ve never really lived
faith. They’ve never tried faith. They are giving up something that was never real in
the first place. And that is a new opportunity, which of course is what Pope John Paul II
called the “New Evangelization.” He simply means that it’s time now for the gospel to
be preached anew. Whether anyone will listen, I am not sure, but the need is surely
there.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Limits on Everybody for the Common Good Thirty-first Week in Ordinary Time/B
November 4, 2012 9:00 AM Dt 6:2-6; Heb 7:23-28; Mk 12:28b-34 (Loving
money and being greedy for more and forgetting about God’s plan for sex and family life
not only jeopardizes our own souls, they jeopardize the well-being of our whole nation.)

“You are not far from the kingdom of God.”
What a wonderful affirmation to hear for this young man and for any of us! Sam,
“You are not far from the kingdom of God.” Does that feel pretty good? But how did he
get there? By acknowledging the great importance of the commandments, something
modern people rarely understand: commandments are given to us to help us, to lead
us, to guide us. There are so many options in life; many of them are very dangerous,
faulty. Commandments lead us in a good way, a right way. It is not for God’s good that
God gives us laws, but for our good. And this is something we have to keep in mind
when we think about commandments: they are not limiting our spontaneity. That’s not
the purpose. It is not to prevent us from having fun. That’s often the way young people
talk about commandments when I talk with them. That’s their feeling: somebody is trying
to stop them from having fun; God is a killjoy, or their parents are killjoys or something,
or the Church is a killjoy. That’s not the idea.
It is we who are enriched when we worship the living God, and we are degraded
when we worship something false, something unworthy, because we can never rise above
what we worship, obviously. Religion is about the highest possible interest, concern. So
whatever we worship, that’s the highest thing in our life. God enlightens us with faith;
faith doesn’t help God any. It’s for our enlightenment. It is we who are strengthened by
hope; hope doesn’t do anything for God; it’s for us. So we are not doing God any favors
by following his commandments or accepting his gifts. But God is doing us favors if we
follow his instructions. And that’s what the word Torah means, “instruction,” not law.
When it was translated into Greek, Torah became nomos; nomos is law, and that’s what
you read all the time in the New Testament, but it’s a bad translation. It means
instruction, and the rabbis are instructors, instructors in the instruction, not lawyers—
that’s not what they were. And it says here in Deuteronomy, the first reading, God wants
us to prosper. That is a fundamental, underlying belief of the covenant from the time of
the very beginning, from the time of Abraham, that God wants us to prosper.
Now some claim that the United States of America is an exceptional country. I
have heard this said by politicians and ministers, usually Protestant ministers; Catholics
usually don’t say that. Why? Well, for one thing, the Catholic Church is universal and it
would seem rather un-neighborly to say that we Catholics in the United States are
exceptional. I’m sure the pope would look with a dim view on that. But not only is it not
consistent with our belief in God because in Christ we see that the love of God is
universal: he wants everyone drawn together, so why would one country be made
exceptional? The Jews were an exceptional country up until the coming of the Messiah;
they had a special role to play. But now it makes no sense.

Limits on Everybody for the Common Good

And yet it might have made sense in this situation: if the vast majority of American
people decided that God was going to be their number one concern, and they were going
to worship God with their whole heart, their whole mind, and their whole soul, and their
neighbor as themselves; and if they really did it, then, yes, then America would be very
exceptional and maybe it was—was! It isn’t now, evidently. This is the problem. And it
has some very bad consequences because the purpose of following the commandments
is that you may grow and prosper the more, but if we don’t, how are we going to
grow and prosper? That is a great question every American has to ask himself,
herself, as well as every citizen of every country. How are we going to grow and
prosper if we don’t follow God, if we don’t care about God?
In fact, in the last four or five years there has been nothing but a flow of revelations of
cheating, deceit, and fraud in banking, athletics, business, and apparently every
facet of American life, almost. Add to this, do-as-you-please sexual mores, abortion,
and the breakdown of the family, and you can see the features of a coming social
tsunami. I’m not saying this to depress you; I’m saying this to get you to think. When I
was growing up in the 50’s the United States of America was well respected throughout
the world by most people and it was even admired and copied. Is it now?
The recent financial disaster was created by men who among other things deliberately
got people into debt they knew they couldn’t pay off and then sold their debt
instruments, their mortgages, to some unsuspecting customers. Is that loving your
neighbor as yourself? Still not one has gone to prison. Is this a country of law? Recently
the great American cyclist, Lance Armstrong, was stripped of all his titles and awards. He
is the latest in a string of athletes who have been caught cheating to get ahead: drugs,
cork in the bats, and various other strategies. What is going on? What has got into
people? Well, according to various authorities, athletes compete for two reasons:
personal satisfaction, number one; number two, money. Well, there can’t be any
personal satisfaction if you cheat. What satisfaction could there be if everyone else thinks
you are the fastest runner, the fastest cyclist, the fastest swimmer, but you know, in fact,
you are not because you didn’t play by the same rules. There can be none. That leaves
money, and that is clearly the problem—money!
Now the Scriptures speak about money. 1 Timothy boldly says, “The love of money
is the root of all evil.”—“The love of money is the root of all evil.” Ephesians says that
greed is idolatry—greed is idolatry, the worship of a false god and a sure path to
perdition. It seems that the basic goodness of our country and of our citizens is being
undermined by the love and worship of money. Companies dismiss workers so that the
leading executives can reap huge bonuses. Is that loving your neighbor as yourself? Some
funds have bought up companies and put them into debt to pay the fund managers fat
benefits. Is that loving your neighbor as yourself? Of course everyone wants to prosper
and, in fact, God wants everyone to prosper, but because everyone is supposed to
prosper that puts limits on everybody—“body” in the individual sense and “body”
in the corporate sense—everybody.
Now we have one political party that thinks there should be no limits put on the
government, and we have another political party that thinks there should be no
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limits put on the individual. They are both wrong! The common good limits
everybody. That is a longstanding teaching of Christianity. Many theologians have
actually said, although it has never been officially approved by the Magisterium, but
many theologians have said that defrauding the poor is actually a sin against the Holy
Spirit and, therefore, unforgiveable.
We have to come to a clear understanding of the dangers involved in following what
everybody else is doing. Our sexual lives and our financial lives are not only for our
own personal good, but for the common good. And if somehow our idea of our faith in
God and our obedience to God doesn’t include our finances or our sexuality, we are
definitely in trouble. Loving money and being greedy for more is a certain recipe for
disaster. Forgetting about God’s plan for sex and family life is to put in motion a life
of misery, regret, and ultimately loneliness. That’s where a lot of people are headed, a
life of utter and total loneliness. These errors not only jeopardize our own souls, they
jeopardize the well-being of our whole nation, and that’s why it has been
jeopardized.
One of the most salient teachings of Christ was the teaching called the last judgment;
it means everyone is accountable; everyone is accountable for the life he or she has
lived in this world, in this body. This teaching is reiterated often in St. Paul’s writings
as well. And this judgment belongs to God, not to our perception. It’s not our
perception that is judging or our conscience either. It’s God’s perception of us. So
it’s put rather well in the wonderful story in Matthew: “When did we see you hungry?”
That’s their perception. Or we could put it: When did we abandon you; or we could
say, when did we throw you out of work; or when did we defraud you of your
retirement funds; or when did we suck you into debt? That’s their perception. And
Jesus’ perception is: “Whenever you did it to the least of my brethren, you did it to
me.”
“Those who have ears, let them hear.”
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Focus on God’s Interests
Thirty-first Week in Ordinary Time
Monday,
November 5, 2012 8:15 AM Phil 2:1-4; Lk 14:12-14 (Living out the unity of the
body, the unity of Eucharist)

We are reading from this very beautiful Letter of St. Paul to the Philippians, and here
he is encouraging the people of Philippi to live the meaning of their faith and, in
particular, the meaning of their Baptism and the meaning of the Eucharist, which is
all about the unity of the body. We are baptized into Christ, we become one in him. He
is the only begotten son of God, although we are all creatures of God. But in him and in
Baptism, we become also begotten of God so that inner life of the Trinity is now our
inheritance. And it’s our inheritance, not my inheritance. And it’s an outwardness that
we have to live out. And the Eucharist is all about the gathering together of the parts
of the body, broken as it is, but together.
And we have to live this out. And the living it out has to be also in thought, as well
as in feeling. I have been really scandalized in my life as a priest by divisions among
people in a parish. And what is the most scandalous thing of all is that it doesn’t seem to
bother people. “If there is any encouragement in Christ,” Paul writes, “any solace in love,
any participation in the Spirit, any compassion and mercy, complete my joy by being of
the same mind.” How do we get to be the same mind—by everyone agreeing with us?
Oh no, by surrender to the one who has died for us, not getting people to agree with us
or with me. No person, no human being, could possibly have enough insight, wisdom,
knowledge that everyone should rally around that person. Rather, we need to rally
around Christ “with the same love, united in heart, thinking one thing.”
Remember what Jesus told Martha? “You are worried about many things; Mary has
chosen the better part. There is only one thing that is really necessary.” This is the one
Focus on God’s Interests

thing we are supposed to be thinking about. “Do nothing out of selfishness or
vainglory; rather, humbly regard others as more important than yourselves.” There
is a wonderful mental exercise. You don’t even have to tell anybody you are doing it. Just
mentally imagine everybody more important than yourself. That’s the point also of
the gospel, where Jesus says when you are invited to a banquet take the lowest place.
Just try it, in your mind.
“Each looking out not for his own interests”—you see, there is something about selfinterest. There is a certain right to self-interest. It’s part of our political reality, our
social reality, but not in the Church. In this way the Church has to be in the world
but not of it, not part of the world of self-interest; it just can’t be. It’s a contradiction
of the unity we have in Christ. In the Church, the only thing we need to focus on is
God’s interests. And that means “also everyone for those of others.” So when we take
care of other people’s needs and interests, we are actually paying attention to God.
And we are living out the unity of the body. We are living out the Eucharist. And those
actions can only come if they begin with our thoughts, and if our actions and our
thoughts reflect feelings that are authentic from the Spirit, fruits of the Spirit—not
just the result of human nature unredeemed.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Total Surrender on the Cross and in the Mass Thirty-first Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday, November 6, 2012 8:15 AM Phil 2:5-11; Lk 14:15-24 (the
acknowledgment of God’s true love, protection, compassion and providence that works
through but beyond all that we can see)

The Hebrew people were not noted for their philosophy as were the Greeks. But they
did have a philosophy, and it went like this: God created everything good and
mankind itself was the crown of creation, made in the image of God, but life on
earth became perverted by the desire of human beings to be equal to God. And they
told the story of the garden of Eden and the temptation to eat from the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. And that was the story that conveyed this perverse desire
that human beings have to be equal to God and to decide for themselves what is good,
what is bad, what is right, what is wrong—rather than learning from God the same. What
is true? What is false? Well, how would we know unless God teaches us what is good,
what is bad? How do we know unless God teaches us? He created everything, and
everything is good for something, and God knows what. Thus, the role of the
commandments: to inform our minds of what is true, what is good, what is noble, as
opposed to what is ignoble, evil, perverse, wicked.
Now this beautiful hymn in St. Paul’s Letter to the Philippians probably is not
really authored by St. Paul himself. Probably it was a hymn, poem, that had grown up in
the community. It pictures Jesus now as coming in humanity, really the Word of God
equal to the Father, equal to the Spirit, but not grasping at that equality, but rather
lowering himself in taking upon himself the human form, doing the opposite of what
Adam and Eve did in the garden. They, mere creatures, tried to be equal to the Creator
using their extraordinary powers of reason and freedom to oppose God. Here Jesus, Son
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though he is, lets go of his power, position, dignity, authority and he takes the form of
Adam in order to undo Adam’s disastrous decision. So he, Jesus, humbles himself. He
allows the Father to be the Father. He places himself totally in the Father’s hands.
He accepts death. He accepts death on a cross, because he is witnessing to the
overwhelming power of divine love which works through and beyond the visible
world we see and what we call power and what we call authority. It is the true power;
it is the true authority; it is the true essence of God.
Now why God did this, there is no way to put it in words. But that is the story Jesus
makes of himself. And that very story he tries to incorporate us into by our Baptism
and by our participation in the Eucharist, whereby we are invited to join with him
in his life of complete surrender to the Father’s love, and to believe totally that that is
the greatest and most powerful force there is in all creation and beyond it. And so the
Mass is truly a representation in the order of sign of Jesus’ own death on a cross, so
that we could join him there and thus experience the glory that the Father bestowed upon
him in the resurrection.
Now when people tell me that they don’t get anything out of Mass, I can only imagine
that they’re trying to avoid what the Mass is all about: the giving of self, the surrender
of oneself to God, the acknowledgment of God’s true love, protection, compassion
and providence that works through but beyond all that we can see.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Wearing Down and Renewal Dedication of the Lateran Basilica in Rome Friday,
November 9, 2012 8:15 AM Ez 47:1-2, 8-9, 12; 1 Cor 3:9c-11, 16-17; Jn 2:13-22
(We have to tap into this living water that is within us, this living relationship with God.)

From ancient times temples were sacred spaces carved out of the profane world and
dedicated to the presence of God, the holy One, a place where the heavenly ideas that
people strive for could be housed.
Now there have been people who have criticized this very idea of a temple because
they say that the whole earth is sacred. This is in fact the idea of the American Indians.
They didn’t have any temples because the whole earth was sacred. However, for the most
part, when people inhabit cities and when they are very active and pursue a very
sophisticated culture, they ordinarily do not maintain that sense of the sacred in their
everyday lives. Maybe it’s simply too much to do. So they seek a space, a space and a
place set aside where the daily affairs of life can be left at the threshold, where they
can enter into what is more real, where they can enter into what they aspire to become,
where they can think about their connection with the whole. And this is the origin of
temples and rituals and liturgy.
Now we see that in the gospel Jesus refers to his own body as a temple. This
became a very basic Christian idea that the individual Christians and even the body of
Christians is really where God dwells. In the Old Testament this was not so; God either
dwelt physically in the temple in Jerusalem where the Ark of the Covenant was originally
placed or God dwelt in the word of the prophet, less so in the people. So this is a new
emphasis, a new direction.
But what we have to recognize is the people taken as the temple of God are like a
building insofar as they also wear down. Stones and bricks wear, are subject to the
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ravages of time, the weather, the wind, the rain. And so even the living stones of the
Church also wear, and so there is a constant need for renewal.
And that’s what Ezekiel is about; it’s about the renewal of life and about the
recognition that underneath the surface of the temple there is a wellspring that connects
us with life and we, too, have to go down beneath the surface in our own temples, in
our own bodies, to that wellspring of which Baptism is a sign, because the waters
that come up from that give life and fertility and medicine and food; in other words,
it symbolizes the thriving that God desires for his people.
But this water doesn’t always flow as it does in the vision of the prophet. We have to
go and get it beneath the surface of our lives. We have to tap into this living water that
is within us, this living relationship with God. And this is the only way to renew the
life of the temple, the life of the Church. In every age this is needed, but today perhaps
even more so than usual: the renewal of the Church, the renewal of our lives, the
renewal of the life of faith. And it must come from beneath the surface, not from the
visible world. We need to find sacred space within and we need to let the power of
the Spirit push us, move us, feed us into life. We do this not only for our own personal
well-being, but for the well-being of the whole, the temple of God, the Church.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Charity within the Church Twenty-second Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
November 12, 2012 8:15 AM Ti 1:1-9; Lk 17:1-6 St. Josaphat, bishop and martyr
(Exercise love toward each other whether divided because of beliefs, culture, ethnic
background, identity, or whatever reason.)

Today we celebrate the feast of Saint Josaphat, the first martyr canonized, the first
canonized saint, in fact, of what is called the Eastern Rite.
Now we are well aware of the fact that in the West, there are many different forms of
Christianity with different beliefs and different structures. But in the East, there is an odd
unanimity of belief. In the areas of Russia, Poland, eastern Europe, Romania there is an odd
uniformity of belief and similarity of structure in the Church, and yet great division
and hostility. And, in fact, Josaphat was the victim of this hostility. He was murdered
because he worked for the unity of the Church, the union of Catholics and Orthodox who
share the same belief but who often lived in utter hostility.
Now this is actually a great scandal and it’s harder for us to understand then in the West,
where we know people just have different beliefs. In the East it’s more about perhaps loyalty,
ethnic identity, other things like that, and ultimately also politics.
Now what that suggests is that we have to be very well aware that we recognize the
absolute importance of charity. It is charity that is the life of the Spirit, the love of God—
God’s own love, that is, charity—that we need to really reflect God and the Holy Spirit. If we
simply share the same beliefs without the Holy Spirit, that is not sufficient. In fact, we
could be absolutely perfectly right about every truth of our faith, but if we lack charity we
have nothing. Saint Paul says this. Without charity we are nothing, “a sounding gong, a
tinkling cymbal.” And Christians have to take this very seriously and exercise love toward
each other whether they are divided because of beliefs or because of culture or ethnic
background or identity or whatever reason it is. It is to that great truth that Saint Josaphat
gave his life.

Charity within the Church

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Happiness as Servants
Thirty-second Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
November 13, 2012 8:15 AM Ti 2:1-8, 11-14; Lk 17:7-10 St. Frances Xavier
Cabrini, virgin (Be willing to be what you’re supposed to be and do what you’re supposed
to do because that’s the nature of a servant.)

“We are unprofitable servants; we have done what we were obliged to do.”
Perhaps we get tired of hearing gospel stories or teachings on the subject of stewardship
and/or humility, which is the same thing. The human temptation is to want to be master.
Jesus’ point is only God can be master. And there can’t be two masters including you and
God. It’s got to be just God, because if it’s you and God, you will despise one and love the
other, but it will be yourself you love and God will be despised.
Now “The love of money is the root of all evil,” according to 1 Timothy, but love of
money is simply love of self. It’s wanting to be master, because money is simply a means
to mastery, power over others. And this is the great temptation human beings in their
freedom have. Jesus’ point is human freedom is created for service and we are never
more than a servant. Even when the Word became flesh, the Word became flesh to be of
service. “The Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve.” Why? Because service
reflects the nature of God, which is love. So it is the highest calling, and the whole idea of
being a master is really an illusion. And people who think that they are masters of their own
destiny by doing whatever they want, are really slaves to whatever they want, which they
cannot control.
So, again, Jesus calls us back to reality. We are servants; and in this particular reading he
adds: oh and by the way, don’t think that God is terribly pleased just because you’re doing
what you’re supposed to do. In a sense, he is saying you need to be pleased with your own
work and service. That should be enough. It’s not just even to please God. It’s to please
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yourself to do and to be what you’re supposed to do and be. And that should be itself a kind
of reward, and not to think that it adds to you some sort of meritoriousness. No, to do what
you’re supposed to do and to be what you’re supposed to be, itself is a reward. There is a
dignity in it. There is a value in it. There is a truth in it. So don’t imagine some more
meritoriousness added on to that. Be willing to be what you’re supposed to be and do
what you’re supposed to do because that’s the nature of a servant.
Now Saint Paul will also say that “Eye has not seen, ear has not heard, nor has the mind of
man imagined what God’s has prepared for those who love him,” and who serve him. That’s
all true, but he also said by way of, well, keep it in mind but, on the other hand, forget about
it. Be sober; be watchful; be aware of the many temptations to let life pervert the course
of your own life. We are created to be servants and it’s in being servants that we should find
our happiness.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
A Life of Gratitude and Wonder Thirty-second Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:15 AM Ti 3:1-7; Lk 17:11-19 (We receive
blessings from the Lord all the time. Do we recognize where they comes from, and do we
really return to God for that?)

We see in today’s gospel story that there are different levels of ministry in Jesus’
life. Ten lepers were cleansed, but only one was saved. “He said to him, ‘Stand up and
go; your faith has saved you.’” He didn’t say that to the other nine. Why didn’t he say
that to the other nine? Because they weren’t there. And why weren’t they there? Because
they weren’t thankful or didn’t recognize the great gift they had received through Jesus or
for some other reason: perhaps they considered it their due or whatever. The gospel
doesn’t go into why they weren’t there; they just weren’t there. We could imagine all
kinds of reasons. It may not have occurred to them yet. They were still going to the
priests. They weren’t finished with the task he gave them—all kinds of possible reasons.
But Luke wants to stress that one returned.
Now of course the Samaritan was not exactly welcomed in Jerusalem; that wouldn’t
be his home, so in a way he was already a little bit different. And Luke wants to focus on
that. Here we have somebody a little different, not of the chosen people, has the same
problem the chosen people have, but different. Now he receives his healing and he
knows exactly where it comes from, and he returns to that source rendering thanks.
And because of that he receives a greater healing, which is called here “salvation.”
“Your faith has saved you.”
And Luke intends us to put ourselves in the story. We receive blessings from the
Lord all the time. The question is, do we just take them for granted? Do we respond in a
sort of ritual way, or do we actually recognize something? And do we recognize where it
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comes from, and do we really return to God for that? So we have to think about
these things.
It is very easy to live a life basically always thinking about what is wrong:
complaining, judging, justifying, wishing, wanting. Is that the way to salvation? Is that
the way to a life of thriving? The gospel is trying to alert us to a much better way, a
way of gratitude, a way of focusing on what is good, building on what is already
there, opening oneself to wonder. It’s a different way of living, but we have to choose
it.
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A Life of Gratitude and Wonder

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Forgetful or Faithful
Thirty-second Week in Ordinary Time
Friday,
November 16, 2012 8:15 AM 2 Jn 4-9; Lk 17:26-37 (St. Margaret of Scotland;
St. Gertrude) (We can be very much influenced by the world around us and propaganda
and news and opinion and what everyone says.)

“So it will be on the day the Son of Man is revealed.”
People have questioned what is life all about? and where are we going? and when is it
all going to end? for a long time. But it’s only in modern times that we actually know for
a fact that it will all end on earth, that the earth is not eternal, that the heavens are not
eternal. Now the end will be some four and a half billion years from now, but it will
happen. But the scale of time involved in the life of the earth is just too much for us to
grasp, and so we forget about it and we forget that everything is limited, that life on
earth is limited—only for a time. And yet the scale of our own personal lives is not so
great, even though on the average today longer than a hundred years ago. And yet still we
can forget about it. We can forget about the fact that we are only here for a while, and
we just have so much time to do whatever we have to do, to get ready for the next
stage, the next age, this being merely a preview, a trial, a test.
And that’s why Jesus brings us these other stories about Lot and Noah because they
lived in periods of great crisis when an age was ending and something new was
starting, and most people were clueless—and so it is. Most people are clueless, and yet
God’s work continues and progresses. The real progressives are those who are faithful
to God, the Lord of history. And recent surveys suggest that a lot of people overexaggerate their alliances to faith or church or Christianity, but that there is a basic core
of about forty percent of the American people over a hundred years, forty percent of
real believers. But not all of them always attend church or go to services of any kind;
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about twenty-five percent do and always have, although often over thirty percent say they
do. So in this age of measuring everything sociology is getting very sophisticated; it is
getting to some very interesting insights into people. The vast majority of people, the
majority of people in America have never really been religious, although many have
claimed to be. Now the many who claim to be is getting lower and lower, but the core is
the same: the real believers forty percent now—fifty years ago, a hundred years ago the
same. That’s what sociologists are suggesting.
We, however, can be very much influenced by the world around us and
propaganda and news and opinion and what everyone says. And so were the people
in the time of Noah, but what everyone said was wrong, and that age ended. And Noah
alone listened to the Lord, at least according to the story. I’m not saying the story is
literally true, but it’s a great story that reflects something about human realities, as with
Lot as well. True story? Not necessarily, but reflecting something true, that ages come
and ages go. And the people who look back, like Lot’s wife, are the losers. She turned
into a pillar of salt, according to the story. What is salt? It’s a crystallized substance. A
crystallized substance is dead; it cannot grow anymore. Crystals look as if they grow and
in one way they might be growing, but they are really not growing because they simply
stop, solidify, and that’s the end of it. and that is a tragic possibility in human life. We
can crystallize too. We can stop growing; we can become dead inside, while still
talking and walking. So Jesus tells these stories to awaken us to possibilities, to realities
very real and to choices we have to make as people of God, the Church.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Transition from Past to Future Thirty-second Week in Ordinary Time Friday,
November 16, 2012 7:30 PM 2 Jn 4-9; Lk 17:26-37 (St. Margaret of Scotland; St.
Gertrude) (Healing Mass) (Jesus wants faithful followers to advance and cross the
bridge into the new age and to take the gospel with.)

This gospel reading is full of cryptic statements, not exactly clear, but all expressing
the basic paradox of the gospels.
“Whoever seeks to preserve his life will lose it, but whoever loses it will save it.”
That is the paradox. We are put on earth to lose our lives and thus save them. Yet what
we see in our world is just the opposite, everyone trying to save their lives and, therefore,
apparently lose them.
Now readings like this really urge the listener to get out of the comfort zone of taking
life on its appearances. In this reading, as in most readings, Jesus is speaking not of the
world that appears to us, but he is speaking of the world behind the appearances, the
world that is already within us that we often don’t sense, the world of what we could call
our souls. We don’t see our souls. His point is this is the real world we need to care
about without ignoring the visible world, the world of appearances. After all, our
bodies are also very real, and the people around us are very real too. And the work God
has given us is also real, but what is not so always real is how we look at or how we
perceive or how we think about this world. That is often purely fictitious.
Now he uses some examples of periods of great transition. Noah—we don’t know
what the story of Noah is really about. In history we often don’t know what really
happened. Some say there was a great aquatic catastrophe that was then talked about in
the story of Noah. But what the Bible presents is a story of the end of something and
the beginning of something else, the end of one age, the beginning of another age.
The point made here is nobody noticed that the age was ending. It happened suddenly.
And yet Noah noticed because Noah was tuned into God. So Noah being tuned into
God prepared for this radical shift. And this is represented by the story of the ark in
which he was preserved as well as his family and a selection of animals. In a way that
was taken by the Fathers of the Church as an image of the Church. We have to carry on
through the various ages; they continue to end and start again. But the Church has to
carry on and make the transition between them, carrying on something from the
past age into the future one so that the work of God can continue.
Now the story of Lot is a little different. It’s also a story of an end of an era, probably
also based on some historical event. Apparently quite a few cities were destroyed by
massive earthquakes in the area which is called today the Dead Sea, which is east of the
land of Canaan. Well in the story of Lot, Lot is sent out of this area. You could say he
was sent into the wilderness for his own safety. But his wife looked back. Jesus says,
“Remember the wife of Lot.” What did she do? She looked back. We cannot look back.
We are in God’s service moving forward, going where we are sent, taking the message of
salvation from age to age. That’s the idea. But to look back and to be enamored of the
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past is not to serve God. So Lot’s wife turned to a pillar of salt. What is salt? Crystal.
Well, under the microscope when crystals form they look as if they are alive, but they are
really not; once crystals are formed they become totally static. This is not real growth.
Well, people can be like that. They can be crystallized totally, no more growth. They
can still talk and walk, but they have stopped growing. They are not following God’s
direction. “Remember the wife of Lot.” And this all precedes this paradox: “Whoever
seeks to preserve his life will lose it, but whoever loses it will save it.”
In so many ways the world we live in today is a world also of transition. There is
something ending and something beginning. It’s hard to put one’s finger on it, but in
whatever age is now forming the word of God has to be there. Jesus wants faithful
followers to advance and cross the bridge into the new age and to take the gospel
with because earthly life really can’t exist without the word of God, not in any
wholesome, healthy, holy way. And God has entrusted his plan, his work and his
word to people: broken people, sick people, handicapped people, hurting people, sinful
people, but people. Is this the best plan? We don’t know. It is God’s plan, and we have
to be about this plan. We have to be willing to move. But in order to move, we have to
be willing to remain faithful to the mission, because if we move without it, we will
have no purpose, no goal, no direction. The mission is our goal, is our purpose, is our
direction.
So we have these images, and Jesus gives them to us for us to think about, reflect on,
play with it, if you will. But never is the work of God irrelevant; and any society that
makes the work of God irrelevant, itself is becoming irrelevant to the purpose for
which it was created. And that’s a pretty scary thing, and there are signs of it right
now, right here, in our own country. So without anxiety and without fear and without
undue worry we progress and we move, we go, we are ready.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Good People on Earth
Thirty-second Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday,
November 17, 2012 8:15 AM 3 Jn 5-8; Lk 18:1-8 (St. Elizabeth of Hungary,
religious) (She spent herself doing what she felt God wanted her to do.)

“When the Son of Man comes, will he find faith on earth?”
This faith is in this particular case meaning this intense desire focused on God and
ever leading to incessant prayer—that’s the question. Will the Son of Man find faith on
earth? Well, some, some faith, some people really do trust in God, but many do not.
Now today we have the memorial of St. Elizabeth of Hungary, who was a very
extraordinary woman, like St. Margaret of Scotland, both women in the upper echelons
of society, married to wealthy, powerful men, who after having reared children,
used their position to help the poor.
Elizabeth was particularly wealthy, and she lived in what her confessor called
brilliant liveliness with her husband in a very palatial residence. But even while her
husband was still alive she spent a great deal of time with the poor. She constructed more
than one hospital, the first one on her estate, the second one I think in the city. She not
only constructed hospitals, she waited on the sick herself. Twice a day she would visit.
And she would physically even carry them on her shoulders if they had to be moved. And
some of the most difficult cases, perhaps most even repugnant looking diseases, she took
care of personally and directly. After her husband passed away, she spent most of her
money, most of her fortune, on the poor. Eventually she was out of money, and so she
went begging for the poor. And when she finally died there was very little left, some
furniture and some clothes, and those she instructed on her deathbed were to be given
also to the poor. So here is a woman who really believed in the gospel I would say as
much as a St. Francis of Assisi, although she is not as well-known. And she spent herself;
she spent herself doing what she felt God wanted her to do.
So, will the Son of Man find faith on earth? Well, yes, there are Elizabeths and there
are Margarets still on this earth. We may not see them. We may not know about them, but
they are there. There are all kinds of good people who love God and who serve God.
They are not in the news, for whatever reason, but they are on earth, and they are the salt
of the earth, and they are preserving it from spoiling, from going to rot. And we need to
be their helpers and their support.

Good People on Earth

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Be Light for the World Thirty-third Sunday in Ordinary Time/B November 18, 2012
9:00 AM Dn12:1-3; Heb 10:11-14, 18; Mk 13:24-32 (Faith is about responding to
the personal source of our being, acknowledging with gratitude our own lives, but also
being willing to do what we are asked to do—faith and faith in action!)

“Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away.”
This past summer I had a wonderful experience going to the Adler Planetarium. There
is a new program there which is state of the art, updated every thirty minutes. It gives
views of the universe, profoundly beautiful views of the universe, updated from all kinds
of sources throughout the earth and outer space, so it’s really the way it looks within the
last thirty minutes.
Now what is really astonishing about modern science, especially as it is presented at
the Adler Planetarium, is how it agrees with and confirms biblical beliefs. Some people
like to emphasize how religion and science are contrary; well, that’s a matter of
interpretation. If you know how to look at them, they are actually complementary.
Now the Old Testament, long before modern science, said that the world just came
into being by God’s creative purpose. In other words, it wasn’t eternal; the universe
hasn’t always been around. That is not what philosophers thought in the past. Aristotle
thought it was eternal. He saw that things decayed on earth, but he thought that the
heavens were eternal. So did Albert Einstein until his own students pointed out to him
that his own mathematics proved that it couldn’t be, and then he thought he made a
mistake, and then he finally realized that, yes, the universe has only been around for a
short period of time, about thirteen and a half billion years. And it is expanding, and in
its expansion it is dying; it is losing heat. And this is what Jesus said in today’s text,
again long before modern science discovered entropy. Long before they understood the
universe is expanding, Jesus said, “Heaven and earth will pass away.” And indeed
they are.
Two other very interesting scenarios from the planetarium: on one picture they show
this area outside of the Milky Way in this extraordinary picture of a galaxy cluster. And
the voice says now those little lights are not stars; they are whole galaxies. They look as
if they are all independent, but actually now look at this and they show an infrared
picture, and they are all connected with tiny red lines. Then he says now look at this
picture, and it looks almost identical, and he said this is a picture of the human brain. So
the human brain is designed just like galaxy clusters. In infrared light they look the
same. This shows our astonishing connectedness to everything. And it shows a
pattern of intelligence both on the grand scale and on the small scale, and it verifies
our great importance in the universe, not our importance to ourselves, our importance
to some plan. And that’s what Jesus is talking about today.
Now Jesus contrasts the passing of this world of all creation with his words, which he
says shall not pass away. And last night I asked a third grader why Jesus’ words would
not pass away? And he said because Jesus is eternal. That’s a correct answer. Words
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reflect understanding. Jesus’ understanding comes from the Word which was in the
beginning, was with God and was God. That’s the Word that became flesh, and
that’s the root of Jesus’ words, and that’s why they will not pass away.
Now this eternal world, if you want to say that, realm, dimension from which Jesus
comes, the ground of all that is, this has invited all of us with our self-consciousness into
a personal relationship, which is destined to be eternal. But as the children last night said,
an invitation has to be answered. Some people think that the work of God has just all
been done or is something outside of themselves. No, the world of God is an ongoing
project; it involves each of us. We have to answer the invitation. We have to
respond. That’s what faith is about. It’s about responding to the personal source of our
being, acknowledging with gratitude our own lives, but also being willing to do what
we are asked to do—faith and faith in action!
This brings us to the theme of our parish this year: “You are the light of the
world.” When Jesus said that he was giving a tremendous boost to our self-esteem, and
he was placing great confidence in our ability to do and to be what he did and what he
was: the light for the world. And we are light for the world when we are good, when we
show good example. I am often edified by good people I meet, very often strangers,
people who don’t know me, I don’t know them, and yet they do something that’s right,
that’s good, that’s honest, that’s just, that’s generous. And that’s very edifying. It edifies
everyone. We edify each other by good example. On the other hand, we tear each other
down by bad example. And the most frightful words Jesus has he uses for those who give
bad example: “It would be better for him if a millstone had been hung around his neck
and he were thrown into the sea.” That’s pretty dire. By being good example to others not
only are we spreading the gospel in action, but we are also bringing about something
better for ourselves. We are enriching ourselves and developing ourselves in the best
possible way. We are responding to grace. We are truly being disciples of Christ and we
are preparing ourselves for the great gifts that “eye has not seen, ear has not heard, and
the mind cannot imagine,” the gifts that God has in store for his beloved.
Now all human being are beloved to God, but some human beings are resisting God’s
love and are therefore actually wicked. Yes, there are wicked people in the world, and it’s
precisely the wicked that God wants to save. The good are already enveloped in his
goodness and in his love. The wicked are not. They are on the outside. God wants to
bring them on the inside. How is God going to touch them? Through you, through
your goodness, through your good example, through the light shining through you.
That’s how God is going to touch the wicked, and only then will our world become a
better world. We all want a better world. How can that be? Only if the wicked convert. If
the wicked don’t convert, the world won’t change. This is the work of being light for the
world, and this is the work that Jesus has very trustingly entrusted to you.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Interpreting the Book of Revelation Thirty-third Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
November 19, 2012 8:15 AM Rv 1:1-4; 2:1-5; Lk 18:35-43 (We have to allow the
Spirit to enrich us, elevate our minds to heavenly realities but, on the other hand, we must not
interpret it literally in terms of what shall happen because that’s not the way the Church
understands it.)

Today we begin the reading of the Book of Revelation—a very interesting book with a
very interesting history. You may or may not know that it is the Church that has chosen
which books are in the canon. In the canon means the collection of inspired books; it is
the matter of the Church to decide which are, which are not. Well, this one barely made it.
The bishops in the early Church argued against the Book of Revelation being included in the
canon. Yet in the Middle Ages it was the most popular book. In fact, there were libraries full
of hundreds of copies of this one book and maybe not even a complete Bible, but this book
was copied and recopied and circulated to the nth degree.
Well, why the controversy and why the popularity? Well, good questions. The
controversy had to do with the fact that there are many, many prophecies, only some of
which are recorded, in what we call the Old Testament. Now people were always confused
about which ones to listen to because they were often even contradictory. It finally became
decided that the way we know that something was true, a true prophecy, was if it panned
out, if its vision took place. Well, this is a good solution but not a perfect one. The reason is
this: human beings have free will. So there could be a vision that God would send to a
prophet—this is where you’re headed—but they might think better of it and change their
goal, change their direction, in which case God would “repent.” That means God would
change his mind in regard to a certain people at a certain time. And there are all kinds of
examples of this in the Old Testament. Yes, the people are going in this direction, but they
heed the word of the prophet. After all, the purpose of prophecy was to give direction.
Well, if people heed the directions, then the evil consequences would be averted. That’s
the whole idea. We have free will; we can never forget that.
Well, the Book of Revelation is written in such a way that would imply that people
don’t really have that much free will, that things are already all determined and they’re
going to happen in a certain way and they’re going to happen soon, and they didn’t. For
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example, it prophesied the burning of the city of Rome. Well, in fact that didn’t happen
anywhere near the time of this authorship. Later on, now and then, yes, Rome experienced all
kinds of upheavals, sacks and pillages and so on, but they cannot be ascribed to this reading
because it said and this will happen soon, and that wasn’t soon. Furthermore, the Roman
Empire and the Roman emperor converted to Christianity which is not prophesied at all. So
the bishops said, you know what, this book, we need to get rid of it. It’s not correct. It
doesn’t prophesy what really came about.
On the other hand, other bishops said, yes, but look at the beautiful sections that
describe the heavenly liturgies. They are really inspired and they lift up the minds and the
hearts of the people to prayer and so they’re very useful for prayer. And what is Scripture
about? It’s about inspiration, inspiring people. And they are inspiring. So even though the
prophecies are not quite right, it’s an inspired work anyway. So, in fact, the Church
included it in the canon of the New Testament.
The problem was, following that, is that many people have read the book, the Book of
Revelation, for its revelations, which already were proved incorrect. This happens by
people imagining that it was written for their particular time. Well, it was actually
written for the second century AD. That’s when it was written, and it was written for those
people, not for the people in 1000 or 1500 or 1700 or 1800 or the twentieth century or the
twenty-first century. When it comes to prophecies, we have to root them in the time of
the prophet.
So as we read this, we need to be open-minded; we have to allow the Spirit to enrich us,
elevate our minds to heavenly realities but, on the other hand, we must not interpret it
literally in terms of what shall happen because that’s not the way the Church
understands it. And ultimately it’s the Church that has to interpret the word of God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Forgiveness and Restoration
Thirty-third Week in Ordinary Time
Tuesday,
November 20, 2012 8:15 AM Rv 3:1-6, 14-22; Lk 19:1-10 (Everything we have
comes from God and the only thing really worth having is God himself.)

“For the Son of Man has come to seek and to save what was lost.”
This theme is found in all four gospels, but the story of Zacchaeus only in Luke. It is quite
typical of Luke’s style to give us a story about somebody—actually about nobody; nobody
ever heard of Zacchaeus—but about somebody who really exemplifies forgiveness. And
Luke does that it many different ways. Today, the focus is on forgiveness and restoration.
Now the theme of the gospels constantly say that God’s love is unconditional. And people
don’t quite understand what that means. Unconditional means that God forgives and God
loves because God loves and God forgives. All the initiative comes from God. That’s what
it means. God doesn’t forgive because someone is sorry or because someone sees the error of
his ways or for any other reason, but it is God who supplies the reason for God’s own
actions. And they stem really from God’s own nature and being which is love, as we know
from 1 John and really from all of the gospels, but it’s explicitly said there in 1 John: “God is
love.”
So what about reparation? What about the need in justice to repair damages. Well,
according to Scripture they are not the condition for forgiveness but the natural result of
it, the natural result of forgiveness. So forgiveness changes our own souls. We become filled
with the love of God and can no longer remain self-centered. Well, if we’re no longer
self-centered and cannot be—you might even say metaphysically, we are changed in our very
being by the grace of God—if that’s true and there is such a change in people, well then that
has lots of consequences. In fact the goals of a self-centered life can no longer be our goals.
This is not a minor little change along the way; this is a major change that’s being discussed
Forgiveness and Restoration

here, a true conversion. If God is now the center of life, then all the things I wanted when I
was the center of my life I can no longer want. Thus, a necessary consequence would be to
get rid of what I’ve accumulated in my self-centered life. This goes even beyond what any
law court would call “just restitution.” Just restitution involves getting rid of, for example,
ill-gotten goods. So if you steal a $1,000, well then you have to give back a $1,000. Then
there may be a penalty of some several hundred—that’s a penalty. And so there’s restitution
and then there’s penalty. Well, actually what Zacchaeus is about is way beyond that. It’s
about not even wanting any more what you formerly wanted and, therefore, ridding
oneself of it.
Now mathematically I don’t know quite how Zacchaeus figured. If he gives half his
money away to the poor, and then he restores all his victims of fraud four times, I don’t know
where he’ll get all that money. It’s way over a hundred percent, but, nonetheless, the story is
about how God becomes Zacchaeus’ life. This is God’s work. We cannot for any reason
or any motivation or any intention ever bring it about for ourselves. What God really wants
for us is to be filled with God. That alone is a life of blessedness. That alone is a life of
happiness. And when we prefer something else, when we desire and value other things
above God, we are simply condemning ourselves to unhappiness. And the natural reaction to
that is sadness. Naturally, we should be sad being unhappy. So sadness is the natural result
of a life centered on oneself. And Jesus has come to call us forth into a new life, recognizing
that everything we have comes from God, but more than that, that the only thing really
worth having is God himself.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Retribution for Injustice Thirty-third Week in Ordinary Time Wednesday,
November 21, 2012 8:15 AM Rv 4:1-11; Lk 19:11-28 The Presentation of the
Blessed Virgin Mary (There are many who reject God’s kingship and there are those
with passive aggression of non-action.)

We know that Jesus’ stories are not all peace and light. They are also about justice,
and justice is also about retribution for injustice, since without retribution for
injustice there would be no justice.
Now as we look forward to the end of the Church year and the coming of winter, the
Church wisely asks us to reflect on life. This Sunday we will celebrate Christ the King.
This parable talks about a certain kind of person who doesn’t want God to be king,
who doesn’t want Christ to be king, and they exist; in fact, there are many of them. And
Luke tells this parable about Jesus’ teaching so that we can get the idea that God is quite
aware of the fact that there are many who reject his kingship. And that is actually
very sad for them. In a way it’s sad for everyone because they affect everybody. We live
in a single world; we are all part of one family, and so when part of the family is in
rebellion against the head, that’s bad. It’s just like when a person has cancer. Cells in
that person’s body are rebelling against the whole. They are multiplying at an inordinate
rate and they are producing versions of themselves that are disfigured and distorted. And
so it is in the world at large. There are those who are in rebellion against the whole,
against the body. And their influence is multiplied by their actions and that influence is
distorted, malignant, disfigured.
In faith we know that the body has been saved and will survive and will in fact be
raised in glory, but sadly these figures will not be part of that glory. That’s what this
is about. So it sounds rather violent; it is rather violent. Surgery is rather violent too.
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“Now as for those enemies of mine who did not want me to be their king, bring them here
and slay them before me.” Yes, there is a certain amount of violence, but the violence
doesn’t really come from God. The violence comes from the rebellion itself. Trying to
restore order and justice may seem violent, but it’s actually the antidote of violence.
And you can think about that.
Then there is a second man in this particular story who is also condemned, not
quite as violently, but condemned as well. He is called a “worthless servant, a wicked
servant” in this translation—wicked. Why? Well, it’s hard to say why he was even called
a servant at all; he didn’t serve. He didn’t really rebel against the whole idea of
kingship, but he didn’t follow his instructions. He was told trade with this money;
produce something; do something with what you have, and he didn’t. Sometimes
psychologists talk about passive aggression. This is a kind of passive aggression. It’s
just not cooperating. It’s just not doing. And yet Jesus calls this wicked, the wickedness
of non-action, of not doing, of not following, of not producing, of not being for.
So, as I say, these are not necessarily cheerful thoughts, but they are sobering and
truthful, and we all need to contemplate them as we prepare ourselves for Advent and for
God’s renewal of the world in the coming of the Word.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
The Love of God through Others Thanksgiving Day Thursday, November 22, 2012
9:00 AM Sir 50:22-24; 1 Cor 1:3-9; Mt 11:25-30 St. Cecilia Father Paul’s
Anniversary of Ordination (We need to focus on the promise and the hope that God has
given us.)

“No one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except
the Son and anyone to whom the Son wishes to reveal him.”
Here Jesus is talking about knowing God in a personal way. And the only way we
learn about God in a personal way is through persons, at least most of the time. St.
Paul may have had a dramatic encounter with God on the road to Damascus, but few do.
The usual way God has of touching us is through the hearts of others.
And reflecting on this truth it seems to me we find the greatest reason for gratitude,
that there are people in our lives who have shared their love with us, a love which bears
witness to the love of God, a love which is a sacrament of God’s love. The primordial,
first and foremost role of the Church is to be a sacrament of God’s love, and so said
many of the early Fathers. That’s why we are here, to reflect God’s love, to receive it
from others and to give it to others and thus build communion. Or we can forget
about that because we get so much taken up with other needs, which are needs, but they
are not the greatest need. Most of us in this way are like Martha, concerned about many
things when only one thing really matters: receiving love and giving love. This was
the insight of a young boy who is now really dying, sadly, of brain cancer. He came to
this realization without anyone telling him. He said, “The only thing that really matters is
receiving love and giving love.” This is the truth.
Now we have to live in a world that is often loveless, so this whole exchange
involves also a lot of suffering and rejection and hardship. But even there Jesus says,
“Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am meek and humble of heart;
and you will find rest for yourselves.” So, yes, there is hardship, and, yes, there is
suffering, and yet there is also rest, for this yoke of loving even in a loveless world is
easy and it’s a burden that is light precisely because God has preceded us. This whole
mystery we celebrate in the Incarnation; the Word of God has become part of our lives
once and for all—can’t be taken back, can’t be separated away. God has come to house
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himself, to make his home among us. And all he asks of us is willingness to let him move
in. All he asks of us is to give to him our hearts. And that is what discipleship is.
And because many have done that we are here this morning. We have felt the love of
God from our families, from neighbors, maybe from strangers. The original
Thanksgiving was about strangers coming together: refugees from Europe and
Native American Indians coming together, working together, creating a kind of
harmony, which sadly did not last, but it did happen. And it can happen again. It is the
grace of God that makes things possible, but we have to make them real through our own
cooperation. So that first Thanksgiving carries with it a sort of hope for the future that
refugees everywhere will find a home, that people persecuted will find rest from their
persecution, that different races and different cultures can live together. And we can—not
always easily, but we can. It is possible. We sell ourselves short and our politics short and
our society short when we don’t think about the infinite possibilities that God places
before us. It is true that in many ways our nation of the United States is a very privileged
and fortunate nation, but we should not think about that first and foremost.
We should think about how we have been touched by the love of God, and how that
touch calls forth a certain response. And for this I am truly grateful. I am truly
grateful for my life as a priest, thirty-seven years as of today. My point is not that it
has been a great achievement but, rather, a great gift that God has given me and people
have given me because as a priest, you know, you get an entrée into people’s lives:
broken lives, happy lives, sad lives, joyful lives, all kinds of lives, but it’s a great
privilege, and for that I am very grateful as well.
So I believe that we all have a lot to thank God for. And I think it is very necessary
that we actually consciously make an effort to think about all the good things because
life with all its difficulties can often drag us down and the failures, our own and others, to
work out a harmony in relationship. To be faithful in love those failures which are in one
way inevitable given our brokenness, our frailty, can pull us down. We must not focus on
those. We need to focus more on the promise and the hope that God has given us,
and which still lives and will continue to live because it is from God.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Holy, United, Inclusive, Transparent Thirty-third Week in Ordinary Time Friday,
November 23, 2012 8:15 AM Rv 10:8-11; Lk 19:45-48 (St. Clement I; St.
Columban; Bl. Miguel Agustin Pro) (Think about areas of growth where we should
expect that God will be working to bring about his will in a more perfect way in the
Church and in our personal lives.)

“All the people were hanging on his words.” But then later on they abandoned him
when his crisis came.
The story of Jesus’ mission, of course, is the story also of the Church, which
according to the prayers of today’s Mass is supposed to reflect the unity and the
holiness of God. And this very noble purpose or aim conflicts a little bit with another
aim the Church has, which is to include and gather together all God’s children into
one flock. So we have to realize that there are different goals and in a way they
conflict. Is the Church supposed to be the broadest, widest, most inclusive institution, in
which case it will have a very vague sense of itself, or is it to be more truly significant in
its holiness and unity? Every age has to ask this question. Of course the best possible
answer would be both, but both seem to be impossible. To be as inclusive as possible
tends to dilute the purity and dedication and single-mindedness and, therefore, unity and
holiness of the Church. But by focusing on the unity and the holiness of the Church we
can become too exclusive, too narrow, too elitist. So we have to fight against being only
one or the other, but try to be both.
Now all along the greatest attribute of the Church has to be authenticity or
honesty. Jesus warned against being hypocritical. In fact, I don’t think he warned
against anything more often than that. He warned against the “leaven of the Pharisees,”
which is hypocrisy.

Holy, United, Inclusive, Transparent

Today he is talking about the temple being a “den of thieves.” Well, that’s a
quotation from the Old Testament. But the idea of a den is a place of hiding. People hide
who have something to hide. The opposite of that would be a place of transparency; a
house of prayer transparent to all—that would be the ideal.
So we have a lot to work on. We have to become as holy as God himself. We have to
be united as the Father, the Son, and the Spirit are united. We have to be as inclusive in
our love as, in fact, God himself is inclusive. And we have to be utterly transparent.
All of these qualities, of course, are important for the body, but it’s also important for
each member of the body. And that’s where each of us come in. We have to try to be
each of those things personally so that we aid the body in its holiness rather than detract
from it, that we aid the body in its unity rather than detract from it, that we aid the body
in its transparency rather than detract from it.
And as we come to the end of the Church year and begin the season of Advent, we
maybe need to think about areas of growth where we should expect that God will be
working to bring about his will in a more perfect way.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Unimaginable Heaven
Thirty-third Week in Ordinary Time
Saturday,
November 24, 2012 8:15 AM Rv 11:4-12; Lk 20:27-40 St. Andrew Dung-Lac,
priest and martyr, and his companions, martyrs (God proposes—Jesus being the
proposal—and man disposes. We decide whether we will take it or leave it.)

“Some of the scribes said in reply, ‘Teacher, you have answered well.’”
Today the Sadducees come to Jesus with a sincere question. They are not really
trying to trip him up. They have a sincere question based on their beliefs. They did not
believe in the resurrection of the dead; whether they believed in any kind of immortality
is not so clear either, but they did not believe in the resurrection of the dead. However,
what was their problem? Their problem was they were projecting into the world of
resurrection all of the relations and qualities that belong to earthly life. So they were
thinking of resurrection of the dead as simply a continuation of earthly life, but it is not a
continuation of earthly life. It’s an entirely new creation: a new heaven, a new earth, a
new body—but the same identity that we had on earth, purified, sanctified, and
perfected, but the same identity. That’s the Christian belief. That’s what Jesus taught.
Now there are many ways in which we can be like the Sadducees: mixing things up,
thinking that what we know here on earth is going to continue into heaven. I don’t know
how many times I have heard people say, “Well, my Uncle Joe—he’s in heaven playing
golf!” I doubt it. I doubt heaven has anything to do with golf. But we do that. We project.
What we think is great here we think will be the same, but may be even greater. But
rather the new heaven and the new earth is something we cannot really imagine.
That’s what St. Paul was getting at when he said, “The eye has not seen, the ear has not
heard, and the mind of man has not imagined what God has prepared for those who love
him.” What St. Thomas said is that every single good is in heaven magnified to an
ultimate degree. Of course he didn’t say what that meant. He just said that because God is
infinitely good and God wants us to be with him, it’s infinitely good and it’s
unimaginably so.
The point that we should make out of all this is that rather than thinking about what
heaven is like or what is the resurrection of the body like, which St. Paul incidentally
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mentioned is a waste of time, we should simply realize that God is inviting us into
something magnificent and that our future is unimaginably wonderful. And that
should motivate us to try our best to bring God’s justice and God’s mercy and
God’s love to earth. That’s really the work of the Church. It’s not to take earth and
put it into heaven, but rather to bring heaven and heavenly realities and qualities and
virtues and bring them to earth, because insofar as earth is a creation of God it is perfectly
suitable to all the realities of the kingdom of God.
There is absolutely no reason why the kingdom of God wouldn’t thrive right here
and now on our earth. The only thing stopping it is our lack of will. God has given us
ultimate grace in the Holy Spirit—all grace in the Holy Spirit, so not a lack of grace.
The defect is in our will. We don’t fully will that the kingdom of God come to earth.
Maybe some of you do, but the whole human race doesn’t and, after all, we are all one
thing; we are all one being. So we all have to desire that the kingdom of God come to
earth and the will of God be done on earth as it is in heaven for it to be. But it
certainly is possible for God has made it possible. There was a little ditty that the nuns
used to teach us that turns out to be all wrong, just the opposite of what is actually true.
And that little ditty went like this: “Man proposes, but God disposes.” But actually Jesus’
teaching would be better expressed this way: God proposes—Jesus being the
proposal—and man disposes. We decide whether we will take it or leave it.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Totalitarianism vs. Freedom of the Truth Our Lord Jesus Christ the King/B
Sunday, November 25, 2012 10:45 AM Dn 7:13-14; Rev 1:5-8; Jn 18:33b-37
(The truth that makes us free is a connection to the living God.)

“Everyone who belongs to the truth listens to my voice.”
The Solemnity of Christ the King is not an ancient feast or festival. It is very
modern. It was begun after the first war in the 1920’s and 30‘s as an attempt of the
Church to counter the rise of totalitarianism. The first totalitarian idea arose with the
Soviet Russians, and it was followed very closely by similar ideas in Portugal, which
gave rise to the visions at Fatima. What’s remarkable about Fatima is not so much the
message but the timing. Peasant children said a lady came to them and warned them
about the errors of Russia in 1917. Nobody knew what the errors of Russia were in
1917, especially uneducated children, but even Woodrow Wilson didn’t know what the
errors of Russia were in 1917.
Well, soon after that another totalitarian system grew up in Mexico, then Italy under
Benito Mussolini, then Germany under Hitler, then Spain under Franco, and then
Argentina under Peron. Each followed suit with a slightly different taste, and many
people have made a living talking about the differences of these systems, but we don’t
have to worry about the differences. What matters is how they are all the same. They all
have the same inherent dangers. Now some believe that the dangers of such a
totalitarian state are over, but others do not. Perhaps that is something we could think
about and pray about.
What is most interesting is the fact that all of these systems which tend toward
godlessness all arose in very Christian cultures. China, North Korea, Vietnam,
Cambodia—they are latecomers to this idea of totalitarianism. Originally this idea came
to birth in Christian cultures. Russia, Portugal, Mexico, Germany, Italy, and Spain were
all very Christian cultures, and all but Russia and Germany were solidly Catholic.
Evidently there is a connection. That is what perhaps Pope Pius XI thought. It seems that
totalitarianism and sometimes what is called socialist systems are a this-world
version of Christian hope and Jewish Messianism.
So instead of seeing life as a choice to accept or reject God’s plan for universal peace
and well-being, these systems make the promise and the hope of universal peace and
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justice a product of human activity which can be achieved through force. Therein
lies the inherent danger. The result is that the multi dimensional shape of reality as God
has created it, which we are part of, is collapsed, crushed down into one single
dimension, one that is purely physical, material, and limited to this earth in its
origin and end. Some people have claimed that totalitarianism robs people of their
freedom, but a closer reading of history would show that people actually surrender
their freedom to such systems because they come to believe in its promises in
contrast to the promises of God.
In today’s gospel story, in the dialogue between Pilate and Jesus, Pilate represents just
such a one-dimensional view of life where kingship is all about power and force. He can’t
understand how Jesus could be king of anything. But Jesus has a different mind about
kingship. He had spent his life teaching and preaching a kingdom with no king, by which
he meant the power of God present in human affairs, recognized and respected and
empowering people to be noble: children of God and images of their Creator. So for
Jesus the kingship, any kingship, true kingship, must come from above and it must
relate to the higher spiritual dimensions of reality. His interest, as he says to Pilate, he
is born for only one thing: “to testify to the truth.” This truth he is speaking about, of
course, is the truth that makes us free. It is not simply a general consensus among people,
authorities, nor is it the result of some research, but rather it’s a connection to the living
God. That’s what he means by truth—a connection to the living God. And this is the
truth that makes us free.
Now Christian people can live with any and all systems of order in government
and economics, except ones that steal and pervert hope or pretend messianic
fulfillment arrives on earth by our own power and under our direction because
these are lies and the truth cannot coexist with lies.
So on this feast of Christ the King it may be good for us to reflect on this gospel
passage, to listen again to Jesus and Pilate talking, to let us also hear and witness to the
truth, so that we, too, can be free.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Our Creativity and Contribution Thirty-fourth Week in Ordinary Time Monday,
November 26, 2012 8:15 AM Rv 14:1-3, 4b-5; Lk 21:1-4 (Nobody can be so poor
they don’t have enough to contribute—nobody.)

One of the relentless themes in Jesus’ teachings is the theme of a contribution that
people must make. Now this contribution could be to the temple or to some more abstract
idea like the common good or to the master of the vineyard or to the king, or something. The
exact way in which these various analogies and metaphors are employed is not important.
The important thing is how they’re all the same. They’re all requiring something. We are not
put on earth just to exist. We’re not put on earth just to survive.
In a way, the other members of the animal kingdom are put on earth just to survive. They
do not have creative potential. They are not made in the image and the likeness of God. They
are creatures of God. They reflect God’s goodness and beauty and order and even majesty,
but not his creativity; that is, they are the object of his creativity but not the subject of
creativity. But we are. We are born as subjects of creativity. We are given the capacity to
make, to create, to imagine—yes, if you will—something out of nothing.
And the world is the result of our creative potential. But as we look at the world, we
see it’s very marred. We see it’s very twisted, that our creative potential has been put to
bad use through all the deadly sins: greed, lust, avarice, envy, pride, sloth, etc. But
God’s whole plan is to redeem, to make worthy, to ennoble, to raise up this twisted and
corrupt world. And that takes our contribution. And the danger is, of course, we’ll think
that we really can’t, that we don’t have enough. But Jesus’ point here is this poor widow
gave more than everybody. Nobody can be so poor they don’t have enough—nobody. We
all have something. But if we don’t do anything, then we are worthless. And that word is
actually used in the New Testament for the man who buried the money in the ground in one
story, and in another he hid it in a handkerchief. So let us look at this poor widow and see
what we can do.

Our Creativity and Contribution

Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Dire Predictions Thirty-fourth Week in Ordinary Time Tuesday, November 27, 2012
8:15 AM Rv 14:14-19; Lk 21:5-11 (Don’t worry; these things will happen, but they
won’t affect you in a deep spiritual way if you believe in God.)

There are readings in the New Testament which are very dire. Today’s reading from
Luke’s Gospel is one of them, the Book of Revelation another. What all these dire
predictions basically foresee is that the earth will end in some sort of great convulsion,
some series of cataclysms. And they are probably all correct in a sort of way, in a distant
sort of way. The earth, after all, came into being and will go out of being.
But the point, of course, of the word of God is to prepare people for a worthy kind of life.
It’s not to spread fear and terror; it’s to spread hope and to encourage virtue and
nobility of character. So Jesus says here, “Do not be terrified.” Even if terrible things are
happening, “do not be terrified.” Why? Because our fate is not tied to this earth. Those that
believe in God belong in God. And while their earthly life will definitely end some time and
it may be soon and may be in a violent and very unsavory way, but, nonetheless, that cannot
take away the hope we have in God.
So he says, “Nation will rise against nation”—well indeed—“and kingdom against
kingdom.” “There will be powerful earthquakes,” again, and tsunamis, which are seaquakes,
and “famines,” almost always caused by war in these days, “and plagues.” All these things
happen. They are all part of the fabric of a very imperfect world. But the greatest danger is
really in the human will. Does the human will work toward something worthy and
substantial or does it simply become frightened or paralyzed or worse: does it
contribute to the demise of the world? So these are the questions the word of God tries to
raise, along with a certain sort of comfort—don’t worry; these things will happen, but
they won’t affect you in a deep spiritual way if you believe in God.
Dire Predictions

Now meanwhile, we live in a particular age in which trust in humanity has often taken
over trust in God. So, for example—we call it secularism—a belief in technology, a belief
in science. But, lo and behold, what we have today is the enormous anxiety being bred by
what is called global warming. In some circles, this anxiety actually comes across as utter
panic. And some believe they know what is going to happen to the world by 2015 or 2020 or
2025 or whenever. I have read predictions that whole species will be totally destroyed, just
because the temperature changes. And the whole earth will be thrown into drought, for
example. And this all could happen, after all. It wouldn’t contradict the word of God; it could
happen.
But the point I think is very notable is that even now this secular faith has its own form
of apocalypse, its own form of wariness and awareness of an end coming. And in all of
this, there must be something basically healthy; an awareness of something: our
contingency, our dependence. The hope is it will lead where God wants everything to
lead, to his own heart.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Being God-Reliant
Thirty-fourth Week in Ordinary Time
Wednesday,
November 28, 2012 8:15 AM Rv 15:1-4; Lk 21:12-19 (Jesus is warning his
disciples that there will be these periods of great constriction when his very name will be
the reason people hate you.)

If we follow the teachings of the New Testament, we see that Jesus progresses. He
begins as a healer first and foremost; then he moves on to being a teacher, and then a
prophet, and then the one who suffers death for others. There are different stages of
salvation as well. In the Old Testament and the Prophets and in the Psalms we see that
there are wicked people and there are good people. Wicked people are hateful and evil
and they are undermining the work of God, and the good people are supporting God’s
work. In a sense the good people are on God’s side, and there is a truth in that, and that
remains.
But as we see salvation moving forward things become more difficult. God’s power
is not released always to defend the good. Ultimately, of course, it does in the
resurrection, but meanwhile there is persecution; there is conflict; there is war. And in
this, very often it is the good who suffer. It is not the evil who are defeated. It seems
very often it is the good who are defeated, the innocent who are slain, the just who have
to forfeit.
And Jesus is warning his disciples that there will be these periods of great
constriction when his very name will be the reason people hate you. I wonder
sometimes if Jesus, the human Jesus, didn’t find this rather shocking as he grew up as he
was, of course, from the very beginning Son of God; from the very beginning he knew
the heart of the Father; from the very beginning he had this love for others, this
compassion for others, and was he astonished when he found that people hated him
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for it? Was he surprised? I think probably he was. But here we see him resolved to be
faithful to the Father no matter what came his way, but then he had to warn his
disciples they need the same resolve, the same steadfastness. In my name you will be
hated by all.
Now, of course, we know that this earth is not the end of everything. If it were,
Christianity would make absolutely no sense. So he is saying, well, meanwhile you will
be handed over, but be faithful; don’t even prepare your defense. No lawyer would say
this. Jesus is saying, look, you will have someone within you, the Holy Spirit, to
advise you and you will have words not of your own and no one will be able to refute
it. Living with that trust is what he is getting at, living with that trust that God will
supply. And when we are always preparing our own defense, we are not relying on God.
That’s where the shift comes, the crossover between being self-reliant, which is good to
some degree on this earth, and now being God-reliant, which is the only way to
withstand persecution and suffering.
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Rev. Paul A. Hottinger
Buffeted and Buffered Feast of St. Andrew, apostle Friday, November 30, 2012
8:15 AM Rom 10:9-18; Mt 4:18-22 (Change is opportunity; we have to move with
the Spirit.)

Today we have the story of Jesus calling the first four disciples. And this story is on
one level completely implausible because men didn’t simply leave their fathers and walk
off after someone else; that would be considered very rude and, in fact, very wrong. And
yet there are times when people are impelled to do something that seems wrong or
against everything they were taught, but they are called from some power within
them. This of course is the Holy Spirit. So we have to understand when we are talking
about a call or a vocation we are not only talking about something external such as Jesus’
calling, “Follow me,” but something internal, pushing to respond to that call.
Secondly, we probably should be aware that Jesus was not totally a stranger to these
four men. Probably they had already heard him speak. They had already probably been
touched by his words through the Spirit. So although it seems rather abrupt, it’s probably
something that has been working on them for a while.
Thirdly, the very nature of fishing involves an ability to respond to changes that
happen suddenly. Apparently this is especially true on the Sea of Galilee, but it’s also
true on Lake Michigan. In general it’s true in water, but lakes or inland seas are more
prone to this than other bodies of water, where sudden changes in the weather cause
enormous changes in the situation, in the water. And not being able to respond to it will
lead to, very often, one’s demise. So fishermen, at least fishermen in Galilee, are men
who are able to respond suddenly when they get the message something has to be done;
it’s time to get into shore; it’s time to tie up the boat. So being disposed to responding
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quickly, they are now responding to a message not of the weather but of the Holy
Spirit.
Now in our modern world we are buffeted about by all kinds of different events, true,
just as people always have been. But on the other hand, we are also buffered; we are
buffered by all the inventions of the modern city. We are protected. We are cushioned.
And so we tend not to respond. We ignore more. If we hear there is going to be a storm,
we think of something we can do inside, wait till it passes over. We don’t do anything
with the storm. We don’t have to. We are protected. So modern people are perhaps less
prone to respond quickly and to take drastic measures when drastic measures are
needed, because they don’t perceive them as being needed.
So we might think about the need we have today to respond and the need is greater
than we perceive very often, not simply to the weather, but to changes in the world,
changes created by human choices and then God’s way of dealing with them. People
are often bewildered by change, but change is opportunity. So just like a storm arising
on the lake, we have to respond to the storms arising in our society. And even though it
may not seem to be the right thing to do or the common thing to do or the accepted thing
to do, we have to move with the Spirit. God will not abandon us, never has. But we
have to learn how to listen and we have to learn how to respond.
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Rv 22:1-7; Lk 21:34-36 (BVM) (We have to be fully aware of God’s great promises
for good and for prosperity and for enjoyment beyond our capacity even to think.)

St. Paul says there are three qualities that endure: faith, hope, and love. We usually
stress the first and the last but forget the middle one, hope. The readings of this time of
year, both the end of the year and the beginning of the new year, Advent, stress this
middle virtue of hope. Indeed it is hope that springs from a true Christian faith.
Now when we talk about faith in God we might be misled to think that we are talking
about any kind of belief. Well, there are many beliefs in God and they may believe in one
aspect or another of God, maybe God’s grandeur or God’s infinite power or some other
quality. And insofar as they are affirming something true they are good, but true
Christian faith is always attached to hope because hope is what gives us a vision,
first of all, for enduring the present age, second of all, for doing the work of God
since it’s very clear that Jesus established a kingdom that is yet unfinished.
So hope is absolutely essential to authentic faith. In a way it is almost what defines
authentic faith because to believe in Jesus means that we believe that through him
God has begun a new creation. In his life on earth, in his incarnation, in his ministry, in
his work, in his words, in his passion and death, and most of all in his resurrection he is
the beginning of something totally new. And if that’s so and it’s only a beginning, what’s
coming next? And that’s where hope comes in, that God is doing something so
marvelous it goes even beyond what we can imagine. Even though we have great
imaginations, some people more than others, but no one’s imagination can equal what
God is doing. But to rely on the promises of God and to see in Jesus simply the
beginning of something, that is essential for authentic Christian faith.
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And so we must be led on to whatever it is God’s wants us to be and do in this
present moment and in the future. And we have to be fully aware of God’s great
promises for good and for prosperity and for enjoyment beyond our capacity even
to think. That is why the gospel is good news.
And yet what do we say today in our society where Christianity whenever it is referred
to in the public forum: TV or internet or newspapers? It’s almost a parody of what
actually it is. Now I don’t believe we can totally blame Christians for this sad state of
affairs, but we do have some blame because we make very little effort to articulate the
great promises of God or to show, to manifest, by the way we live that we really hold
onto them and they are what make us tick, so to speak.
So this is a time, we could think of Advent as a time of renewal of our hope in the
good things God is doing and the new world God is creating, not in the possible
disasters that loom on the horizon because of global warming or because of too many
people or too less food or whatever. People can think of millions of things to worry
about. But rather we should turn our attention to what God is doing and how we can help.
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